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PREFACE 

The  first  part  of  this  volume  continues  our  publication  of  theological  texts  from 

volume  LXV.  The  major  item  here  comprises  the  extensive  remains  of  a  codex  o
f 

Revelation,  edited  by  Dr  Chapa  (4499);  dating  from  the  late  third  or 
 the  fourth  century 

AD,  this  papyrus  is  the  oldest  surviving  witness  for 
 portions  of  Revelation.  Smaller  frag¬ 

ments,  edited  by  Dr  W.  E.  H.  Cockle,  include  pre-Constantinian  texts  of  Luke,  Roman
s 

and  Hebrews.  Allocated  ijj-numbers  are  given  below  the  inventory  numbers. 

The  literary  texts  divide  into  three  groups.  In  Part  II  Parsons  edits  two  related 

papyri  of  epigram;  of  the  six  poems,  one  is  known  from  the  Palatine  Anthology  
and 

there  attributed  to  Nicarchus,  the  satirist  of  the  early  Empire;  the  five  new  poems  are 

probably  his  as  well.  Dr  Obbink  edits  five  papyri  in  which  Anoubion,  astrologer  and 

aspiring  didactic  poet,  hammers  out  horoscopes  in  elegant  elegiacs.  Part  III  con
tains 

papyri  of  Comedy:  two  further  fragments  of  New  Comedy  (4522-3);  two  prose  texts 

concerned  with  Aristophanes  (4508—9);  twelve  papyri  from  known  plays  of  Aristophanes 

himself  (4510-21),  which  confirm  some  modern  conjectures,  demonstrate  the  antiquity 

of  some  ‘late’  variants,  and  illustrate  the  uniformity  of  the  colometric  tradition.  4508-21 

are  all  edited  by  Dr  Gonis  and  originally  formed  part  of  his  Oxford  University 

doctoral  thesis. 

Part  IV  brings  together  twenty-one  assorted  documents,  the  work  of  seven  different 

editors,  ranging  in  date  from  the  first  century  to  the  seventh  century  ad.  Notable  among 

these  are  4527,  seemingly  with  the  total  revenue  in  wheat  for  a  year  from  one  of  the
 

three  divisions  of  the  Arsinoite  nome;  4528,  a  report  of  public  doctors  which  completes 

LXIII  4366;  4537-8,  with  measurements  and  technical  details  of  irrigation  works,  edited 

by  Dr  Syrcou,  and  five  invitations  to  various  festivals  edited  by  Dr  Montserrat.  Bot
h  of 

the  last  two  groups  derive  from  doctoral  theses  written  at  University  Cpllege  London 

under  the  supervision  of  Professor  Maehler. 

The  literary  index  has  been  compiled  by  Dr  Gonis;  Coles  has  prepared  the 

documentary  indexes  and  co-ordinated  the  whole. 

We  are  again  specially  grateful  to  the  Rev.  Dr  David  Parker  for  his  advice  on  the
 

New  Testament  texts  4494-4500.  Thomas  acknowledges  the  continued  support  of  the 

Leverhulme  Trust. 

We  are  as  ever  indebted  to  the  staff  of  The  Charlesworth  Group,  whose  energies 

have  facilitated  the  publication  of  this  volume  so  soon  after  its  two  predecessors. January,  1999 

R.  A.  COLES 

P.J.  PARSONS 

J.  R.  REA 
J.  D.  THOMAS General  Editors 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF 

PUBLICATION  AND  ABBREVIATIONS 

The  basis  of  the  method  is  the  Leiden  system  of  punctuation,  see  CE  7  (1932)
 

262-9.  It  may  be  summarized  as  follows: 

a§y  The  letters  are  doubtful,  either  because  of  damage  or  beca
use  they  are 

otherwise  difficult  to  read 

Approximately  three  letters  remain  unread  by  the  edit
or 

[a^y]  The  letters  are  lost,  but  restored  from  a  paral
lel  or  by  conjecture 

[  ]  Approximately  three  letters  are  los
t 

(  )  Round  brackets  indicate  the  resolution  of  an  abbreviati
on  or  a  symbol, 

e.g.  {aprd^rj)  represents  the  symbol  — ,  cTp{aTriy6c)  represents  the 
abbreviation  crpS 

[a/3y]  The  letters  are  deleted  in  the  papyrus 

'  a/3y '  The  letters  are  added  above  the  line 

■(a^y)  The  letters  are  added  by  the  editor 

{aj8y}  The  letters  are  regarded  as  mistaken  and
  rejected  by  the  editor 

Heavy  a,fabic  numerals  refer  to  papyri  printed 
 in  the  volumes  of  The 

Oxyrhynchus  Papyri. 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  
in  J.  F.  Oates  et  ai, 

Checklist  of  Editions  of  Greek  Papyri  and  Ostraca,  4th  edition  {BASP  Suppl.  No.  7,  19
92). 

It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self-explanatory. 

I.  NEW  TESTAMENT 

4494-4500. 

The  apparatus  criticus  in  the  texts  which  follow  is  based  on  Nestle-
Aland,  Nomm 

Testamentum  Graece,  27th  edition  (Stuttgart  1993),  with  occasional  further 
 information 

from  Tischendorf,  Editio  octava  critica  maior  (Leipzig  1869-1894),  and  von  Sode
n,  Die 

Schriften  des  neuen  Testaments  (Gottingen  191 1-1913).  Symbols  used  in  the  apparatus  
follow 

Nestle-Aland^’  and  the  supplements  are  also  taken  from  this  edition,  except  whe
re 

otherwise  indicated.  References  to  Turner  in  the  introductions  are  to  E.  G
.  Turner, 

The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  (Philadelphia  1977).  We  are  greatly  indebted  for  
advice, 

especially  on  the  collating,  to  the  Rev.  Dr  David  
Parker. 

4494,  Matthew  X  13-14,  25-27 

A3B.6/13 

^11
0 

7  X  3.8  cm 

Fourth  century 

Plates  I-II This  fragment  of  a  papyrus  codex  is  written  in  a  carbon  ink  in  a  handsome  hand
 

which  slopes  to  the  right.  It  is  an  example  of  the  type  of  bookhand  which  Guglielmo 

Cavallo  calls  ‘la  maiuscola  di  tipo  ogivale  inclinato’  [Ricerche  sulla  maiuscola  biblica,  Firenze 

1967,  118-19),  whose  characteristics  are  set  out  under  the  heading  ‘ecriture  l
itteraire 

penchec  vers  la  droite’  by  William  Lameere,  Apergus  de  paleographic  homerique,  Paris- 

Brussels  i960,  178-9.  It  is  largely  bilinear,  being  2.5-3  mm  high,  and  is  written  with 

a  narrow,  pointed  pen.  Phi,  beta  and  upsilon  extend  above  and  below  these  limits.  It 

has  mannered  serifs  and  no  ligatures.  Particularly  to  be  noted  is  the  roundel  of  phi, 

which  is  a  flattened  oval  6  mm  wide.  Upsilon  is  written  in  a  single  movement,  beginning 

at  top  left,  proceeding  to  top  right  and  then  descending  to  the  foot  with  a  final  flourish
 

to  the  left.  The  bow  of  omega  is  flattened.  Epsilon  and  theta  have  extended  cross-bars. 

Early  examples  of  similar  hands  are  P.  Chester  Beatty  I  (ip^^),  assigned  to  the  third 

century,  and  P.  Flor.  II  108,  whose  omega,  xi  and  alpha  with  rounded  bowl  are  compar¬ 

able;  this  has  an  item  from  the  Heroninus  archive  on  the  verso  and  hence  must  have 

been  written  not  later  than  the  mid  third  century.  However,  the  exaggerated  width  of 

phi  and  alpha  with  the  knotted  top  suggest  a  later  date  for  4494.  XV  1778,  assigned  to 

the  fourth  century,  has  a  similar  phi,  but  the  hand  is  slightly  less  inclined  to  the  right; 

and  dated  documents  from  the  Theophanes  archive  of  c.  320  (GMAIV^  70;  GBEBP  2a) 

would  provide  a  suitable  context. 

Inorganic  tremata  are  placed  over  vp,wv  in  U  and  6  (see  GMAW^,  pp.  lo-ii). 

Apostrophes  are  found  in  ̂€€Xl,€^ovX  in  —>-3  (cf.  GMAW^,  p.  ii),  €K’p,aiaTe  in  I7  and 
after  ovk  in  —>-6.  Rough  breathings  occur  in  -^2  bis,  6  and  7.  Low  stops  are  placed  in 

I4.  and  ̂ 2,  4  and  5.  The  only  abbreviations  are  avrfj  in  J,2  and  the  nomen  sacrum  Tcc in  ->2. 



NEW  TESTAMFJfT 

The  number  of  letters  per  line  varies  considerably,  on  from  25  to  32,  and  on 

I  from  23  to  31,  hence  only  a  rough  estimate  can  be  made  of  the  number  of  
lines  per 

page.  If  we  suppose  an  average  of  24-26  letters  per  line  and  a  normal  text,  there  were 

probably  some  40-4.3  lines  per  page.  The  width  of  the  minimum  surviving  right-hand 

margin  on  J,  is  5  mm.  No  top  or  bottom  margins  survive.  This  suggests  on  the  J,  side 

a  written  area  of  approximately  1 1  x  20  cm,  and  an  overall  page  measurement  of 

12  X  22  cm.  These  estimates  would  fall  within  Turner’s  Group  8. 

The  only  text  in  the  papyrological  collections  to  overlap  with  4494  is  0171  = 

P.  Berol.  1 1863-I-PSI  I  2  +PSI  II  124,  a  parchment  codex  assigned  to  c.  ad  300.  4494 

has  several  unique  readings,  some  of  which,  but  certainly  not  all,  may  be  due  to  scribal 

carelessness.  In  addition  to  the  works  mentioned  in  the  general  introduction,  S.  G.  E. 

Legg,  Euangelium  secundum  Matthaeum  (Oxford  1940),  and,  for  the  Old  Latin,  A.Jillicher, 

Itala:  Das  Neue  Testament  in  altlateinischer  Uberliefemng  /(revised  by  K.  Aland;  Berlin  1972), 

have  been  consulted. 

i 

ejiprjvji  err  aurff 

[eav  Se  rj]  a^ia'  y]  eip-qurj  Ufj-iov 

[e<f>  Vjxg.c  e’mc]Tpa(l>rjTa>.  Kai  oc  eav  fxrj 

[Se^rjrai  vpia]c  pf.r]8e  aKovcrj  rove  Xoyovc 

[vp^aiv  €^€]pxopievMV  vpLOiv  TTjc  01 

[/rtac  7]  rrjc  ttoJAcoic  rj  Kosp^rje  e/r’pa^a 
[re  Tov  Kovioprojv  airo  raiy  TTo[Sa)v 

X  13 

14 

yevri] 

rai  a)C  o  [SiSacKaXoc  avrov  Kai  o  SouAoc] 

ujc  o  ire  avrov.  ei  [rov  oiKoSecTrorrjV  erreKo] 

Aec|e|'aV  BeeX^ejSoyX  ttocco  [p,aAAov  roue] 

oiKLOVc  avrov.  per]  ovv  [j8j  cl}[oj3ri6rjre] 

avrovc.  ovSev  yap  ecrev  \K€KaXvp.iJ,e\ 

vov  o  ovk’  aTT0KaXv(j)6[r]ceraL  xat] 

\Kp]v7Trov  o  ov  yvcvcdr]ce[raL  o  Xeyw] 

[vpeiv  ev  TTj  c]ko  I  Tta 

25 

26 

27 

3 
4494.  MATTHEW X 13-14,  25-27 

|i  ̂traces  of  the  feet  of  4  letters.  The  expected  text  is  /cat  ear  ̂ 444  ot/cta  afta  eXOarco  4  eLprjvyj. 

2  All  other  MSS  include  vpojv  after  tippvri  (as  in  line  3). 

3  ear  Se  pit]  4]  a^ta:  so  most  MSS.  ei  Se  p.p  a(.ia  L;  ei  Se  pp  ye 
 D. 

4  eefi  vpac:  so  X  B  W  892.  /221 1  pc,  npoc  vpac,  read  by  C  D  and  most  other  MSS,  is  probably  too  long 

for  the  space. 
6  eie]/>xo/iercor  iipmv:  all  other  MSS  read  elepyopevoi.  On  the  use  of  the  genitive  absolute  where  a 

participle  could  have  agreed  with  the  subject  of  the  sentence  see  N.  Turner,  A  Grammar  of  New  Testament  Greek, 

in  Syntax  (Edinburgh  1963),  322-3,  and  Blass-Dcbrunner-Rehkopf,  Chammatik  des  Neutestamentlichen  Grieehiseh 

('TJottingen  1990),  §423. 

Before  rijc  X  B  D  33.  157  pc,  supported  by  several  versions,  insert  efw. 

8—7  rpe  oi[/ciac  p  rpe  iTo\Xeeuc  p  Kwppe:  X  (0281)/^^  892  pc  read  rpe  ot/ctac  p  rpc  -jroXecoc  p  Kcoppc  eieeivpc, 
B  and  most  MSS  read  rpe  oueiac  p  rpc  rroXewc  eKeivpc.  D  reads  rrje  rroXewc  p  Kcoppc,  omitting  both  rpc  ot/ctac 

p  and  eKeivpc;  eKeivpc  is  also  omitted  by  a  few  minuscules,  supported  by  all  the  Old  Latin  MSS  (except  f), 

vg,  sa  and  bo. 

7—8  eNpa^alrc.  all  other  MSS  read  c/cTtra^are.  anopaccopeBa  occurs  in  Luke  x  ii. 
8  arro  rcov  7ro[Star:  other  Greek  MSS  of  Matthew  are  divided  between  ck  rum  rroSojv  (X  G  0281.33.892 

at)  and  rcov  noScov  (B  D  and  most  MSS).  I’he  Old  l.atin  MSS  mostly  read  de  pedibus  vestris;  k  has  a  pedibus 
oestris.  In  the  comparable  passage  in  Luke  ix  5,  however,  most  Greek  MSS  read  rov  Kovioprov  arro  ruiv  rroScov 

vpcov  arrorivaccere  (or  a-noriva^are). 
->2-3  errc/ca]  AccleJ'a V  BeeXtlefioyX'.  all  other  MSS  have  the  words  in  the  reverse  order,  except  k  which 

reads  dixerunt  Iklzebul.  errcKaXecav  is  read  by  X*^  B  C  and  most  MSS;  errcKaXecavro  X"*"  (L)  N  pe;  eccaXecav  €) 

0171/'  700.  1424  pm;  KaXovciv  D.  Either  erreKaXecav  or  cKaXecav  could  have  been  the  reading  of  the  papyrus. 

3  BeeXleflovXi:  zeta  corrected  from  sigma.  'I'his,  or  similar,  is  the  reading  of  C  (D  I.)  W  33  3Ji  it 

s/'  CO  Gyp;  Beete^ovk  X  B  pc;  Beelzebub:  c  (fP)  vg  sy’’P. 
3--4  rove]  oiKiove:  more  likely  to  be  a  blunder  for  ot/cta/cot/c  than  a  variant  oi/c<(e)ioi/c;  oi/cia/couc  (or 

oiKciaKove)  is  the  reading  of  X  G  D  and  most  MSS.  toic  ouciaicoic  B*.  The  papyrus  may  have  had  oi/cioic  at 

first,  with  the  final  iota  then  corrected  to  upsilon;  but  it  is  more  likely  that  the  upsilon  was  merely  re-inked. 

W.  E.  H.  COCKLE 

4495.  Luke  xvii  11-13;  22-23 

A3.B4/6B.3g  2.9  x4.8  cm  Third  century 

Sp'"  ‘  Plates  I-II 

The  text  of  this  papyrus  codex  fragment  is  written  in  a  carbon  ink  in  an  upright, 

semi-documentary  hand,  which  can  be  assigned  to  the  third  century,  most  probably  the 

first  half.  Several  of  the  letter-forms  resemble  those  used  in  P.  Giss.  40  (Plate  VI)  of 

AD  215.  The  letters  are  2-2.5  high  and  there  are  several  ligatures.  There  are  no 

breathings  or  punctuation,  and  the  only  nomen  sacrum  preserved  is  vfyu  in  J,4.  If  the  text 

as  supplemented  is  correct  there  are  32-34  letters  per  line  on  the  J,  side  and  31-32  on 

the  ->  side.  This  would  suggest  a  page  of  21-22  lines  of  text. 

Since  no  margins  survive,  the  position  of  the  fragment  within  the  column  of  text 

is  uncertain  and  the  supplements  at  left  and  right  are  exempli  gratia  only.  In  addition  to 

the  works  cited  in  the  general  introduction  The  New  Testament  in  Greek:  the  Gospel  according 

to  St  Luke  II  (Oxford  1987),  and,  for  the  Old  Latin,  A.  Julicher,  Itala:  Das  Neue  Te.'itament 

in  altlateinischer  Uberlieferung  ///(revised  by  K.  Aland;  Berlin  1976),  have  been  consulted. 
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The  only  other  papyrus  to  preserve  this 
 section  of  the  Gospel  is  ̂   -P.  Bodtaer

 

XIV  +  XV,  assigned  to  the  third  century. 
 The  only  certain  difference  between  4495

 

and  ip”  is  at  ->2-3,  where  4495  agrees  with  D.
 

i 

TaAiJAaiac  km  €[ic€pxofJ^evov  avrov\ 

[eic  Twa  Kaijxrjv]  avrjVTrjclav  avro)  i  XeTrp
oi  av] 

[Spec  ot  ecT7]ca\v  Troptod\ev  km  avroi  'qpav
] 

[(f)<xivr]v  AeyovTcJc  irju  eTT^icrara 

xvii  1 1  - 1 2 

13 

[rac  eXevcovrai,  TjJp-epai  tov  e'7T[t0up
i'»jcai] 

[uptac  pLiav  TMV  T^Jpiepaiv  tov  [viov  to
v  avov] 

[tSetv  Kai  ovK  oi/ijecde  kol  e[pouciv  vp^iv]
  ^3 

5  [tSou  e/cei  Tj  iSou]  coSe  pti]  [ # 

is  a^v^rr,c[av  avrw.  this  is  replaced  i
n  D  by  orrou  r,ca.,  supported  by  e  and 

 A;  a  b  c  flP  i  1  q  s  read  el 

a  B  W  an;  K  L  N  ©  063/'  '^  579-  892.  ■  241 .  2542  al. 

av-rai  is  omitted  by  B  L.  Whether  it  was  omitted  m  the  papy
rus  depends  on  whether  Scko  was  wntt 

, 

word  or^a  figure.^^^L^^;  insufficient  room  for  aveerrjeav  (for  ,crr,ca,),  the  reading 
of  B  pc. 

wooaifcv:  iroppoifer  all  MSS  (except  W  which  reads  TTopp
oi).  k 

s-4  auToi  npa.  (  +  t7,v  N)  <l>covr,v  Xcyo
vrW:  the  broken  letter  at  the  start  of 

 line  4  suits  sigma  but  cannot 

be  eti;  te  can  foerefore  be  sure  that  the
  papyrus  did  not  read  <j,wv7)  ixeyaXy,  the  reading  of  D  w 

2  Spacing  suggests  that  the  papyru
s  did  not  add  aurou  after  

with  A  and  several  other  MSS 

and  vc~  n^is  ,  57,  the  support  of  most  Old  Latin  MSS;  ore  (orar  L) 

(or  —evre)  X  A  B  Ij  and  most  MSS.  •  i  i  ■  c  {^f  a  H  "R  F 

a  It  is  probable  that  a.^poiTro.  was  abb
reviated,  bnt  less  certain  that  the  same

  is  true  of  tno.  (cf.  A.  H  R. 

Paapf^L™  tar™,  105-6,  1  b-ie).  I
f  so,  the  papyrus  did  not  follow  D  m  

adding  rooroiv  after  r,„  unless 

it  also  followed  D  in  omitting  iSeir.  „  , 

4  oflecfle:  so  and  most  MSS;  o0ecflai  N  A  D  N  R  W  fl/.  s  •  M- anv  of 

a  6Kei  77  iSool  coSe-  so  ip”  B  579  and  some 
 Bohairic  MSS;  €k«  1800  wSe:  L;  cxe.  -m*  ̂

011  mSe.  u,  y 

these  could  have  been  the  reading  of  the
  papyrus.  It  did  not  read  oiSc  iSov  w

ith  D  W  33- 

by  e  q  vg  (syP),  wSc  r,  iSoo  c«i  with  
A  0  ̂   93;,  supported  by  [a]  aur  c  d  and  s

y  j.8c  .ac  iSoo  with  M 

pc  supported  by  most  Old  Latin  MSS,
  or  coSr  r,  e«i  with/>^  supported  by 

 one  Old  Latin  MS  (1). 

5 

4495.  LUKE  XVII  11M3;  22-23 

s  '  After  oiSc  most  MSS  have  a,rrA0i,rc  fo,8e  hw4r,Te.  41”  B/”  and  the  Sahidic  o
mit  a^cX6r,rc  ,r7,Sc;T, 

supported  by  sy'-*,  reads  m  ̂ .crcvcr,Te-,  579  pc  read  ̂   4eXBr,r,.  The 
 trace  surviving  after  is  too  slight 

(fybe  decisive. 

W.  E.  H.  COGK1.E 

4496.  Acts  of  the  Apostles  XXVI  31-32;  XXVII  6-7 

ioo/i26(a) 

ipiis
 

5.2  X  5.2  cm  Fifth  century 

Plates  I- 11 
A  fragment  of  a  papyrus  codex  containing  parts  of  four  verses  f

rom  chapters  26 

and  27  of  Acts.  The  hand  is  a  large  and  carefully  executed  Biblical
  Majuscule;  see  on 

this  script  G.  Cavallo,  Ricerche  sulk  maiuscola  biblica  (1967).  Although
  somewhat  reminis¬ 

cent  of  fourth-century  hands,  e.g.  Sinaiticus  and  Vaticanus,  it  is  h
eavier  and  more 

mannered,  with  marked  chiaroscuro,  and  is  thus  closer  to  several  hands  as
signed  to  the 

fifth  century,  e.g.,  Cavallo  and  Maehler,  GBEBP  (1987)  i8a,  i8b,  24a,  and
  Codex 

Alexandrinus.  On  the  other  hand,  the  shading  is  less  extreme,  and  the  finia
ls  on  hori¬ 

zontal  elements  less  marked,  than  in  the  Vienna  Dioscorides  {GBEBP  25b),  which  can 
be  dated  c.  ad  513. 

On  the  ->  side  the  papyrus  has  17-20  letters  per  line  and  on  the  [  side  19-23  if 

the  restorations  are  correct.  If  we  assume  a  normal  text,  some  515  letters  will  have  been 

lost  between  the  two  sides  or  approximately  26  lines.  This  would  give  a  page  of  some 

34  lines,  assuming  that  we  have  a  fragment  of  a  single-column  codex.  The  
average  line 

height  is  just  over  7  mm  and  a  typical  line  would  have  been  1 2  cm  wide,  judging  by 

the  size  of  the  surviving  letters.  If  we  allow  3  cm  for  margins  on  all  sides,  a  single¬ 

column  page  would  have  measured  approximately  18x31  cm.  This  fits  reasonably  well 

into  Turner’s  Group  5,  which  includes  many  4th-  and  5th-century  papyri  along  with  a 

6th-,  or  7th-century  codex  of  Acts  (‘H1^'^  =  P.  Bodmer  XVII).  A  double-column  codex  in 

which  the  fragment  occupied  the  outer  column  would  have  measured  approximately 

33  X  31  cm.  This  very  broad  format  is  unlikely  but  not  impossible;  a  few  examples  in 

Turner’s  Group  2  have  somewhat  similar  dimensions. 

If  this  was  a  single-column  codex,  a  typical  page  would  have  held  about  1 20  words. 

Consequently,  about  160  pages  would  have  been  required  for  Acts  alone  or  about  220 

pages  for  Acts  and  the  Catholic  Epistles.  Both  of  these  are  plausible  is  estimated 

to  have  had  some  220  pages).  A  combination  such  as  Gospels -f  Acts  can  be  ruled  out 

by  the  enormity  of  the  number  of  pages  required  (even  if  we  suppose  a  two-column 

codex).  The  combination  Pauline  Epistles -H  Acts  is  also  too  great  if  the  codex  had  only 
a  single  column. 

There  is  one  nomen  sacrum  abbreviation,  avoc  (-^4),  ̂   stop  which  stands  at  two- 
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thirds  letter-height  (jg),  and  one  instance  of  diaeresis  (J,4).  There  are  no  accents.  4496 

is  the  earliest  Greek  witness  to  an  addition  at  the  end  of  verse  32. 

In  addition  to  the  works  cited  above  in  the  general  introduction  J.  H.  Ropes,  The 

Text  of  y4c/j  =  Vol.  Ill  of  F.  J,.  Foakes  Jackson  and  Kirsopp  Lake,  The  Beginnings  of 

Christianity  (1926),  and  M.-E.  Boismard  and  A.  Lamouille,  Texte  occidental  des  Actes  des 

Apotres  (1984),  have  been  consulted.  As  D  is  not  extant  for  this  section  of  Acts,  h  
has 

been  cited  where  relevant. 

[avaxajp]rica[vTec  eAaAour]  xxvi  31 

[rrpoc  aX\XrjXovc  on  [ouSev] 

\davaro\v  17  Secptov  [a^tov] 

[Trpaccei]  o  avoc  outo[c] 

5  [et  [irj  eTT]eKeKXrjT[o  Kaica]  3^ 

[pa  Ktti  ouJtojc  eKpfvev  o] 

[i^yepaiv]  avrov  av[a7rep(-] 

[ . ].[,,].[ 

^  ■  •  •  •  . 

AXe]^av8[pivov  nXeav]  xxvii  6 

[etc  Trj]v  IraXtav  e[re/3t^acev] 

It^piac]  etc  avTO'  /3pa[Su7rAo]  7 

[owrejc  ev  Se  i'Kav[ai.c  tj/xe] 

5  [pcttc  /cat]  ptoAtc  yev[op,erot] 

[/cara  rjrjv  KviSov  [prj  irpoc] 

[eo/VTojc  ripeac  r[ov 

->2  All  MSS  except  1838  and  1874  add  Xeyovrec  after  aXXrjXovc.  h  reads  secessermt  praefmUs  inter  se  de 

eo  dic[enies. 

oTL  is  omitted  by  ip”  6g  and  328. 

3  The  papyrus  agrees  with  B  33.  69.  81.  181.  242  vg;  afior  Oavarov  -q  Becisaiv  A  bo;  Bavarov  a^iov 

r]  hecficov  H  L  P  h. 

3—4  a^LOV  TTpaccei  B  it  sy;  a^tov  rt  npaccei  A  33.  81.  104.  945.  1175.  1739.  1891  p€  vg;  a^iov 

TTpacccL  TL  044.  Considerations  of  space  are  slightly  in  favour  of  the  omission  of  rt  in  the  papyrus. 

4  Between  ouroc  and  ei  [xt]  nearly  all  MSS  add  AyptiTTrac  Se  rco  07}cra)  ecjyr}  aTToXeXvcOat  eSwaro 
 o 

avOpojTTOc  ouroc  reads  only  aTToXeXvcOe  riSuvaro  [sic]).  326  and  2464  agree  with  4496  in  omitting  the 

sentence.  Its  omission  is  presumably  due  to  homoioteleuton. 

7 4496.  ACTS  OF  THE  APOSTLES  XXVI  31-32;  XXVII  6-7 

In  4496  the  supplement  at  the  end  of  line  4  is  very  short,  but  to  transfer  ei  to  this  line  would  make  the 

supplement  at  the  start  of  line  5  too  short.  Perhaps  the  end  of  line  4  was  left  blank  since  verse  3 1  finishes  at 

this  point.  A  further  oddity  is  the  superscript  bar  which  extends  to  the  left  of  over  the  omicron  before  it. 

5  e7r]e/ceRA^T[o.'  eTrtKeKXrjro  A  L  I.  4.  97.  181.  242.  421.  431  pc. 

6-8  Most  MSS  proceed  directly  from  Katcapa  to  the  start  of  Chapter  27,  coc  Se  eKptdrj.  At  this  point  97 

adds  Kat  ovrcoc  eKpivev  avrov  o  rjyep,cov  avaTTejXTrecdat  Katcapt,  and  42 1  adds  Kat  ourcuc  eKpivev  0  rjyefxojv 

avarrepufiat  Katcapi.  After  Cae.mrem  h  reads  et  ita  legatus  mitti  eum  Ca[esari  iudicauitj.  A  similar  addition  is  supported 

by  several  Old  Latin  MSS  and  by  (sy^  has  a  clause  meaning  ‘and  .Pestus  gave  orders  concerning  him 

that  he  should  be  sent  to  Italy’);  see  Ropes,  240—1.  The  traces  in  line  8  are  minimal.  It  is  possible  that  the 

papyrus  read  ar[a7r6^|i/rat  K’ai.]c[apji. J,i-2  The  supplements  at  the  right  are  rather  long,  but  final  nu  may  have  been  written  as  a  superscript 

bar  or  the  letters  may  have  been  miniaturised  at  line  ends. 

2  rri\y\  014.  255.  431.  489.  1518  pr  omit. 

elve^L^acev]:  the  papyrus  agrees  with  A  B  014.  020.  025.  81  al  against  several  minuscules  which 

read  ave^t^acev. 

3  yfiac]  etc  avro'.  om.  etc  avro  h;  add.  rovro  K*;  etc  avro  7]iJ,ac  614.  915;  rjpiac  ev  avreo  1838. 

3—4  /Spa[Su77AoouvT6] c  £F  Sc  i'Kav[aLC  rjixepatc:  all  Other  Greek  witnesses  have  ev  tKavaic  [eKeivatc  81)  Se 
7]pL€patc  ppaSvTrXoovvrec,  which  is  the  order  one  would  expect  in  view  of  the  position  of  Se;  h  reads  et  cum  larde 

nauigaremus  per  aliquod  [tempus,  supporting  the  papyrus’  transposition  along  with  syr^  eth*’'®^  Further  complica¬ 
tions  are  that  there  might  be  room  for  j8pa[5u7rAoou  in  line  3,  and  the  trace  before  ev  docs  not  suit  sigma  very 

well.  Possibly  this  is  to  be  understood  as  a  mark  to  indicate  an  error  in  the  MS  or  perhaps  the  papyrus  had 

a  hitherto  unattested  reading. 

Below  line  7  there  are  apparent  traces  of  ink  from  a  line  8  but  these  are  in  fact  no  more  than  a  slight 

darkening  at  the  edge  of  the  papyrus. 

T.  FINNEY 

4497.  Episixe  to  the  Romans  ii  12-13,  29 

2.7x2.4cm  Third  century 

Plates  I-II This  tiny  codex  fragment  is  written  in  carbon  ink  in  a  neat  severe  style,  largely 

bilinear;  XXXII  2619  may  be  compared,  and  to  a  lesser  extent  the  heavier  LX  4041, 
a  roll  but  with  similar  narrow  columns. 

High  stops  occur  in  I3  and  4  and  probably  in  -a  2.  There  are  two  rough  breathings 

in  I4..  The  nomen  sacrum  mn  occurs  in  A  line  filler  of  diple  form  is  used  at  the  end  of  ->2. 

As  supplemented  the  number  of  letter  spaces  per  line  ranges  from  11-13.  If  we 

assume  a  normal  text,  the  number  of  lines  missing  between  the  end  of  ->4  and  the 

beginning  of  |i  is  c.  100,  which  would  make  a  column  of  c.  104  lines  if  no  columns 

intervene  between  the  text  of  ->■  and  ],.  Since  4.  lines  occupy  a  vertical  space  of  2  cm, 

a  single-column  written  area  would  measure  c.  4-4.5  cm  broad  by  50  cm  deep,  which 

looks  impossibly  eccentric.  Unless,  therefore,  we  do  not  have  a  continuous  text  but 

some  sort  of  lectionary,  we  must  suppose  there  to  have  been  either  two  or  three  columns 

to  the  page.  In  Table  8  in  Turner’s  Typology,  101-185,  a  list  of  codices  consulted,  the 

A  9/6 

mu3 
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only  two  secure  three-column  codices  listed  (out  of  over  iioo  consulted)  are  both 

parchment  codices  assigned  to  the  fourth  century,  PSI 11  1 29,  Demosthenes,  and  Codex 

Vaticanus  Gr.  I209  =  B;  a  further  possible  three-column  codex  is  Codex  Vaticanus  Gr. 

1288,  Cassius  Dio,  assigned  to  the  fifth  century.  As  three-column  codices  are  so  rare 

and  none  is  as  early  as  4497,  it  is  more  likely  that  4497  is  from  the  inner  (spine)  part 

of  a  two-column  codex,  implying  c.  35  lines  to  the  column.  The  relatively  few  two- 
column  NT  MSS  datable  before  400  all  have  less  than  40  lines  to  the  column  (cf. 

K.  Aland,  Kur2:gefafite  Liste  der  griechischen  Handschriften  des  Neuen  Testaments'^).  I'he  written 
area  of  a  double-column  page  with  its  intercolumnium  would  measure  c.  10-11  cm 

broad  by  1 7  cm  deep.  Assuming  margins  of  say  2  cm,  this  would  imply  a  codex  14- 1 5  cm 

wide  by  21  deep,  which  would  fall  into  Turner’s  Group  7  (p.  19).  No  top  or  bottom 
margins  survive  so  that  the  position  of  the  fragment  within  the  column  is  unknown. 

For  the  collation,  in  addition  to  the  works  cited  in  the  general  introduction,  account 

has  been  taken  of  K.  Junack  et  alii.  Das  Neue  Testament  auf  Papyrus  II.  Die  Paulinischen 

Briefe,  Teil  I  (Berlin-New  York  1989).  No  other  papyrus  of  Romans  so  far  published 

contains  these  passages. 

VojiXOV  KpL 

l6r]cov\Tai'  ov> 

[yap  ot  a^KpoaT[aii\ 

[vopLOV  6t];rat[ot] 

I  K]ai  TT[epiTo\  29 

piT]  Ka^pSeac  er] 

[w]vl‘  ov  [ypapijaa] 

[t]  rob  [b  enaLVOc] 

5  [o\vK  [ 

The  final  letter  of  KpidrjcovTai  is  smudged  and  may  have  been  altered.  There  is  probably  a  high 

point  after  it. 

4  Spacing  indicates  that  the  papyrus  followed  K  A  B  D  G  in  omitting  tov  before  ro/rou,  which  is 

added  by  K  L  049  056  0142  0151  and  many  minuscules. 

^4  A  trace  of  the  rough  breathing  over  o  is  visible.  This  proves  that  the  papyrus  followed  the  majority 

of  MSS  in  reading  0  enaivoc;  it  did  not  follow  056  0142  pc  in  omitting  o. 

ii  12 
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W.  E.  H.  COCKLE 

9 4498.  EPISTLE  TO  THE  HEBREWS  1 7-02 

4498.  Epistle  TO  THE  Hebrews  I  7-12 

A  B3.5/ 7(i)  3.8  X  7. 1  cm  Third  century 

'  Plates  I-II 

A  small  fragment  from  the  bottom  of  the  first  page  of  the  Epistle  to  the  Hebrews. 

Although  there  is  no  writing  visible  on  the  J,  side,  there  is  every  reason  to  suppose  that 

the  papyrus  formed  part  of  a  codex.  (Two  papyri  of  Hebrews,  and  are  indeed 

written  on  rolls,  but  in  both  cases  the  other  side  of  the  roll  is  used  for  a  different  text.) 

It  is  most  probable  that  the  text  of  4498  began  on  the  ->■  side  and  the  J,  side  was  either 

blank  or  contained  only  the  title;  for  a  parallel  cf.,  e.g.,  '!p2’=X  1229,  Epistle  of  James. 
It  is  written  in  carbon  ink  with  a  fine  pointed  nib  in  a  rather  small,  upright,  angular 

hand  2-3  mm  high.  The  script  is  largely  bilinear,  but  rho  and  upsilon  drop  below  the 
line;  note  the  contrast  between  broad  and  narrow  letters,  the  small  omicron  and  the 

flattened  bow  of  omega.  There  are  no  ligatures  or  serifs.  Somewhat  comparable  hands 

are  I  23,  which  must  predate  ad  295,  XXXIV  2700,  on  which  the  editor  remarks  ‘the 

hand  belongs  to  a  type  common  in  the  third  century’,  and  XLII  3008  (although  4498 
is  less  obviously  related  to  the  so-called  Severe  Style).  No  use  is  made  of  punctuation 
or  breathings.  The  nomen  sacrum  for  Oeoc  occurs  in  lines  2  and  5. 

If  we  ignore  line  5,  the  line  lengths  can  be  supplemented  within  the  range  36  to 

42  letters  (but  see  line  2  n.).  This  suggests  that  approximately  17  lines  have  been  lost 

before  the  first  surviving  line,  which  would  give  a  column  of  27  lines,  with  a  written 

area  of  approximately  10x18  cm.  If  we  assume  a  single-column  page  and  make  the 

usual  allowance  for  margins  (the  left-hand  margin  survives  to  2  cm),  the  codex  would 
fall  within  Turner’s  Group  7  (c.  15  x  25  cm). 

The  papyrus  provides  no  evidence  for  the  placing  of  Hebrews  within  the  New 

Testament,  for  which  see  W.  H.  P.  Hatch,  HThR  29  (1936)  133-55,  Metzger, 

The  Canon  of  the  New  Testament  (Oxford  1987),  298,  with  further  bibliography.  The  surviv¬ 

ing  text  is  unremarkable  except  for  line  5.  In  addition  to  the  works  cited  in  the  general 

introduction,  account  has  been  taken  of  K.  Wachtel,  K.  Witte,  Das  Neue  Testament  auf 

Papyrus  II.  Die  paulinischen  Briefe,  Teil  2  (Berlin-New  York  1994).  The  only  other  papyrus 

to  contain  this  passage  is  =  Mich.  inv.  6238 -I- P.  Chester  Beatty  II,  assigned  to 
c.  AD  200. 

]  au[TOU  TTVpoc  fXoya  rrpoc  Se  tov  vtov  0  dpovoc]  i  7—8 
cov  o  dc  e[ic  TOV  aiojva  Kai  rj  pafihoc  TTjc  evdvTTjTOc] 

pafSoc  [rrjc  jSactAetac  cov  "qyamjcac  SLKaiocvvrjv^  9 

Kat  ep,[icrjcac  avopnav  8ia  tovto  eypicev  ce  o  9c] 

5  cov  o  0c  [  ]  10 

KaT  apx[ac  Ice  ttjv  yrjv  eOepLeXiojcac  Kai  epya  tcov  yet] 
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pMV  cov  [eiCLV  ot  ovpavoL  avTOi  arroAovPTai  cv  Se  Sta]  1 1 

pLev[eic  Kai  iravrec  a)c  ip-ariov  TraXatojdyjcovTai] 

Ka[L  ojcei  TTepi^oXaiov  eAt^eic  avrovc  coc  ijita]  I2 

10  Ti[ov 

1  viov  may  of  course  have  been  abbreviated  (as  in  but  see  4495-->3  n. 
2  Most  MSS  read  rov  aiwva  tov  aimvoc.  Spacing  suggests  that  4498  is  likely  to  have  followed  B  33, 

supported  by  t  vg^%  in  omitting  tov  aicvvoc.  Km  is  included  in  A  B  D*  0150.  0243.  33.  I739>  ̂ tit  omitted 

by  K  L  P  "P  056.  075.  0142.  0151.  0243,  0278.  1881  3Jit. 

rj  pa^Soc  TTje  eudvTrjroc]  pajSSoc:  so  (pa/JSoc  rrjc  evQvrrfroc  omitted  K*)  A  B  0150.  0243.  33-  ̂ 739 

pc\  pa/SSoc  evdvTTjToc  ly  D  K-  L  P  W  056.  075*  0142.  0151.  0278.  1881  101. 

4~5  The  normal  text,  with  no  significant  variants,  is  expicer  ce  o  0eoc  o  Beoc  cov  eXmov  ayaXXiaccivc  irapa 

TOVC  pcToxovc  COV  Kui  CV  KOT  apyac.  The  simplest  solution  would  be  to  suppose  that  tlie  writer  of  the  papyrus 

has  merely  transposed  the  words  cou  0  6c;  but  this  would  result  in  a  supplement  which  is  5  or  more  letters 

too  long  for  line  5  and  we  should  have  to  suppose  that  there  was  some  omission,  e.g.  of  cov  or  i<m  cv  before 

KCIT  apxac.  It  may  well  be  that  the  papyrus  had  a  hitherto  unattested  variant  reading  at  this  point. 

7  It  is  unlikely  that  ovpavoi  was  abbreviated  in  a  text  as  early  as  this;  cf  LXV  4446J,  1-2  n. 

9-10  OJC  ipa]Ti[or:  so  A  B  D*  1739  vg™“;  omitted  by  D‘  K  L  P  f*  056.  075,  0142.  0150.  0151. 

0243.  0278.  33.  1881  331  lat  sy  sa"”  bo;  Ath. 

W.  E.  H.  COCKLE 

i 

I 

■1 

4 

'0 

4499.  Revelation  ii  1-3,  13-15,  27  -29,  m  10-12,  v  8-9,  vi  5-6,  viii  3-8,  i  i-ix  5, 

7-16,  18-X  4,  8-xi  5,  8-15,  18-XI1  5,  8-10,  12-17,  XIII  1-3,  6-16,  18-XIV  3,  5-7, 

lo-ii,  14-15,  18-XV  1,4-7 

Ii8/48(a)  fr.  («)  6.2  X  6.3  cm  Late  third  or  early  fourth  century 

(pus  ■  Plates  III-VITI,  XI-XII 

Numerous  fragments  from  a  papyrus  codex  provide  scattered  but  extensive  portions 

of  the  book  of  Revelation.  The  codex  is  of  particular  interest  because  of  the  relatively 

low  number  of  manuscripts  in  the  textual  tradition  of  this  book  (compared  to  other 

New  Testament  writings),  the  amount  of  text  preserved  and  its  relatively  early  date. 

The  codex  is  written  in  a  medium  size,  right-sloping  (sometimes  upright),  rather 

informal  hand,  rapidly  but  regularly  written.  Although  letters  in  the  main  are  made 

separately,  the  hand  tends  to  be  somewhat  cursive,  especially  alpha  and  omega.  Delta 

has  its  descending  diagonal  capping  the  left-hand  one,  iota  keeps  normally  to  the  base 

of  the  line,  alpha  is  made  in  one  movement,  mu  with  uprights  almost  parallel  and 

straight  and  its  middle  curve  normally  reaching  the  base  line,  omicron  small  and  sus¬ 

pended;  the  plump  theta  has  its  cross-bar  projecting  to  both  sides;  rho,  phi,  chi  and  psi 
reach  below  the  lower  line,  sometimes  kappa  and  upsilon  as  well.  This  manner  belongs 

within  Turner’s  ‘formal  mixed’  group  {GMAW^  p.  22)  or  Cavallo-Maehler’s  ‘sloping 

pointed  majuscule’  {GBEBP  p.  4). 

4499.  REVELATION  1 1 

Informal  examples  of  this  common  style  are  difficult  to  date  with  any  precision. 

Among  objectively  datable  parallels,  we  may  compare  P.  Flor  II  io8  and  259  (Roberts, 

GLH 22a,  d),  from  the  Pleroninus  Archive,  mid-third  century;  VII 1016  (Turner,  GMAW^ 

84),  also  mid  or  later  third  century  (see  LVII  3882  introd.);  and  P.  Herm.  4  (Plate  3b  = 

Gavallo-Maehler,  GBEBP  2a),  from  the  archive  of  Theophanes,  c.  ad  315/ 25.  For  4499 

a  date  in  the  late  third  century  or  early  fourth  seems  likely. 

The  spelling  shows  some  itacisms  (ai  for  e  and  ot  for  v  as  well  as  et  for  t  and  i  for 

et).  A  diaeresis  appears  regularly  over  initial  iota  and  upsilon.  Diastole  must  also  have 

been  regular  and  is  still  visible  in  e^rjXWdov  (page  14,  line  42),  ay\eX\ov  (page  16,  line 

129),  ayj’yeAou  (page  16,  line  133)  and  a-npX\\d€v  (page  18,  line  181).  Punctuation  is 
by  high  point  or  by  the  use  of  a  blank  space.  Usually,  but  not  always,  these  mark  the 

start  of  a  verse  (it  is  no  doubt  mere  coincidence  that  all  the  spaces  preserved  precede 

KaC,  since  so  many  verses  in  Revelation  begin  with  /rat).  Final  nu  occurring  at  the  end 

of  a  line  is  often  represented  by  a  horizontal  dash  written  over  the  letter.  Some  correc¬ 

tions  are  made  by  the  scribe’s  own  hand.  Others  seem  to  be  the  hand  of  a  corrector, 
in  an  ink  which  is  now  brown.  Cardinal  numbers  are  normally,  though  not  always, 

written  as  figures,  and  the  same  may  apply  to  some  instances  of  ordinals.  The  following 

nomina  sacra  are  attested:  irjX,  dv,  dv,  aveuv,  avov,  irva,  lev,  ovvov,  ovvw.  Note  R.  C.  Nevius, 

‘Papyri  Witnesses  to  the  Text  of  the  Nomina  Sacra  in  the  Apocalypse’,  Alten  des  21.  Int. 
Papyrologenkongresses  II  750-755. 

The  extant  fragments  come  from  nine  different  leaves,  By  reckoning  the  number 

of  letters  to  a  page,  one  can  estimate  that  the  first  surviving  fragment  would  have  come 

from  page  3  if  the  quire  began  with  the  book  of  Revelation,  with  its  title  on  the  first 

page  probably  in  larger  letters.  For  convenience  of  reference  this  assumption  has  been 

made,  but  it  must  be  stressed  that  no  evidence  survives  from  the  codex  itself  that  the 

pages  were  numbered  and  so  there  is  no  proof  that  the  page  referred  to  as  ‘page  3’  was 
indeed  the  third  page  and  not  a  later  page  from  a  larger  codex.  The  sheets  of  papyrus 

before  folding  were  laid  with  the  vertical  fibres  side  uppermost.  From  pages  3  to  10  the 

sequence  is  -»  on  the  odd  pages  and  |  on  the  even.  From  page  13  onwards  (there  are 

no  fragments  from  pages  11-12)  the  sequence  is  J,  on  the  odd  pages  and  ->  on  the 
even.  This  means  that  the  folding  of  a  quire  of  five  or  six  sheets  was  done  between 

pages  1 0-1 1  or  12-13.  Considering  that  we  have  fragments  from  pages  23  and  24,  it 

is  easier  to  think  that  all  the  pages  belonged  to  the  same  quire  and  that  the  folding  was 

done  between  pages  12  and  13.  It  is  not  possible  to  know  whether  the  codex  contained 

only  the  book  of  Revelation  or  something  more.  The  addition  of  a  ‘binio’,  for  example, 

after  a  ‘senio’  would  be  possible,  for  ‘biniones’  occur  mixed  with  larger  gatherings  (E.  G. 

Turner,  The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex,  Philadelphia  1977,  61),  but  codices  containing 
several  books  are  also  common. 

On  pages  1 5  and  1 6  the  first  and  last  lines  of  the  page  are  preserved,  and  probably 

also  on  pages  13  and  14;  possibly  the  first  and  last  lines  are  also  preserved  on  other 

pages.  Assuming  a  normal  text,  the  average  number  of  lines  to  the  page  can  be  estimated 
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«  between  33  »d  36.  »<i  ‘“'"V'’  "TStoald 

and  4^/44  The  area  of  the  writte
n  text  in  the  most  complete  pages

  can  be  estimated 

at  c  12  ̂   X  20  cm,  but  it  must  have  been  som
ewhat  variable.  A  top  margin  of  1.5

  cm, 

almost  I  cm  below,  and  a  margin  
of  2  cm  to  the  left  and  1  cm  to  the

  right  on  an  even- 

numbered  page  are  preserved.  If  w
e  assume  that  the  lower  margins  

are  to  upper 

ones  in  a  proportion  of  3 : 2  (cf  T
urner,  Typology  25),  the  lower  mar

gin  would  have 

been  larger  thL  the  1  cm  visible,  c
.  2.25  cm.  Thus,  the  codex  might  h

ave  had  at  least 

a  size  of  15.5x23.5  cm.  This  for
mat  of  codex  would  fall  into  lur

ners  Group  7 

scie  may  have  copied  his  text  in  an  al
ready  bound  codex.  This  is  sngge^ed 

by  the  different  width  of  the  written  area  on 
 -  ^"^1,  especially  on  some  pages^  e 

width  of  the  pages  which  have  the  bi
nding  to  the  right-hand  side  (even  pa

ges)  tends 

be  narrower  than  those  which  have  th
e  binding  to  the  left-hand  side  (odd  pa

ges) 

37  letters  to  the  line  on  page  13  against 
 35  on  page  14,  37  on  page  17  agains 

mge  18  (but  page  23  is  likely  to  ha
ve  had  only  29/30  against  34  on  p

age  24  .  The 

difficulty  of  writing  on  the  right-han
d  side  of  the  left-hand  page  if  the  

codex  is  already 

bound  could  explain  the  difference.  i  i-  i  i  •  *  ̂-vf 

So  far,  in  the  papyrological  collection
s,  there  have^been  published  six  pap

y 

Revelation;  ‘ip®®  (second?  century  =  P.IF
AO  inv.  237b-P.IMO  31,  1  en 

 y 

D.  Hagedom  i,,  W  93  (.993)  343-347), 

ipiB  (third/fourth  century  =  VIlI  1079
),  (fourth  century  =  X  1230),  ̂   (f

ourth/fifth 

century  =  P.  Stras.  inv.  1028=^PA  4  (^969
)  *8i-:82),  (-^jh/seventh  cenmry  = 

P  Lond  inv  2241  =Wadi  Sarga  12),
  and  four  parchments;  0169  (fourth  

century  VIII 

1080  olo;  fourth  centuryipSI  X
  1166),  0163  (hhh  century  =  VI  84

8)  -d  229 

(seventh/eighth  century  =  PSI  XIII 
 1296).  To  these  the  parchment  fra

gmen  4500  pub¬ 

lished  below  is  to  be  added.  With  
the  exception  of  which  contains  almos  eig 

complete  chapters  of  the  book  of  Rev
elation  (ix  lo-xi  3;  xi  5-xvi  15;  xvi

  17  xvii  2  all 

these^  papyri  and  parchments  are  ve
ry  fragmentary  and  contain  only  sm

all  pieces 

telt  ̂he  only  overlaps,  apart  from 
 are  with  (v  5-8,  vi  5-8),  ;P“  (>x  1 9

-  b 

3-9)  4500  (xi  15-18)  
and  0207  (ix  2-15).  (I

t  is  remarkable  that  t
he  si  e  o  ip  en  s 

L  precisely  the  point  at  which  fr. 
 (c)  -  of  4499  begins,  especially  as

  the  two  papyr' 

are  in  somewhat  similar  hands;  but  this  can  be  no 
 more  than  coincidence,  ^  ̂  i 

sides  of  the  two  papyri  overlap.)  Apa
rt  from  the  fragmentary  parchment

s  quoted  above 

there  are  only  seven  majuscules;  N  (01)
  (fourth  century),  A  _(o2)  (fifth  century),

  €  (04 

(fifth  century,  which  lacks  i  1-2;  iii 
 20-v  14;  vii  H-^T,  vni  5-ix  16;  x  

10  xi  3, 

13-xviii  2;  xix  5-end),  P  (025)  (ninth  centu
ry,  which  lacks  xvi  12-xvii  b  Jb 

xxii  6-end),  051  (tenth  century,  whic
h  lacks  1  i-xi  14;  xiii  2-3;  xxii  8-14

),  052  (tenth 

century  which  only  contains  vii  1 6-viii  2),  and  046  (tenth  century).  ,
  .  , 

4499  »  the  earliest  known  witness 
 to  some  sections  of  Revelation  It

  is  also  the 

most  snbstantial  papyrus  to  have  s
nrvived  ap.art  from  It  consists  of  oh  fragments, 

4499.  REVELATION 

13 

most  of  which,  fragments  (e)  to  (z),  come  from  consecutive  pages.  Sufficient  of  these 

pages  survives  for  it  to  be  possible  to  estimate  the  number  of  lines  lost  between  the 

fragments  and  this  section  has  therefore  been  numbered  continuously. 

For  the  collation,  in  addition  to  the  works  cited  above  in  the  general  introduction, 

H.  G.  Hoskier,  Concerning  the  Text  of  the  Apocalypse  (London  1929),  has  been  used.  The 

supplements  in  the  transcription,  given  for  convenience,  are  from  Nestle-Aland^’  except where  indicated. 

Compared  to  other  New  Testament  writings,  the  textual  tradition  for  the  book  of 

Revelation  is  unique.  For  a  recent  general  description  see  J.  K.  Elliott,  JTS,  n.s.  48 

(1997)  116-124.  See  also  K.  and  B.  Aland,  The  Text  of  the  New  Testament,  246-7,  and 

Josef  Schmid,  Studien  zur  Geschichte  des  griechischen  Apokalypse-Textes  (1955—56). 

There  are  four  main  text-types; 
1.  A  C  Oecumenius  2053  2344  2351. 

2.  Andreas.  The  majority  (5R)  text  which  follows  Andreas  is  denoted  by  931'^.  P 

(025)  usually  belongs  to  this  group. 

3.  Koine.  The  majority  (911)  text  which  contains  this  text  is  denoted  by  991*'^.  046 
usually  belongs  to  this  group. 

4.  ip«N*. 

The  apparatus  always  cites  A  C  0207;  P  (025)  and  046  when  they  differ  from 

their  text-type;  9[R^9JI'‘‘  or  9Jf  (where  the  previous  two  agree).  2053  2344  2351  are  cited 

from  Nestle-Aland^’  (2344  is  frequently  illegible  and  therefore  cannot  always  be  cited). 

Evidence  is  not  generally  provided  where  members  of  a  text-type  disagree  with  their 

group  reading.  The  evidence, is  mostly  restricted  to  Greek  witnesses.  All  abbreviations 

are  those  of  Nestle-Aland^’,  except  that  Old  Latin  MS  letters  are  prefixed  by  Lvt. 

A  full  statement  on  the  textual  affinities  of  the  papyrus  will  have  to  await  a  detailed 

comparison  with  the  data  in  Schmid  and  other  sources.  But  a  collation  of  it  with  C 

suggests  that  it  is  a  representative  of  the  A  C  text.  Variants  from  it  occur,  by  category  as 

omission  in  4499;  X  4,  xii  4(?),  xiii  8,  13 

omission  in  G;  x  2,  8,  xii  14,  xiii  6,  7,  8,  15  bis,  xiv  i  {sernel  or  bis),  2,  3 word  order;  xi  19,  xii  9 

wording;  ix  19,  xi  5,  9,  18,  xiii  i(?),  ii,  15,  xiv  6,  20 

There  are  also  possible  differences  where  4499  has  space  too  small  or  too  large  for  the 

C  text.  A  number  of  these,  including  many  of  the  omissions,  are  evidently  due  to  error 

by  the  scribe  of  one  of  the  two  MSS.  There  are  a  few  places  where  4499  has  a  different 

text-type.  There  are  also  places  where  either  a  correction  which  may  be  by  the  first 

hand  or  an  error  suggests  that  the  scribe  of  4499  knew  or  consulted  a  witness  with  a 

different  text;  these  include  xi  9,  xiv  6,  15.  One  point  of  particular  note;  at  xiii  18  4499 

(like  G)  gives  the  number  of  the  Beast  as  616,  not  666.  Irenaeus  had  found  (and  rejected) 

this  reading  in  some  of  his  MSS;  4499  is  now  our  earliest  surviving  direct  witness. 
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Pages 3-4:  Fr.  (a) 

— > 

TceptTr] aTOJV  e\v  p,ecu) 

ii  I 

tJo  cpya  cov  [ 

0]  V  Svvrj  [ 

eaujTOUC  aTrfocToXovc 

2 

5 UTTo]  ptov  [77  V 3 

i 

caTavJac  /caTo[t] /c[et  aAA  eyoj  /caTo  coi/  oAi] 
ii  13/  ' 

[ya  OTt  eyetc]  e/cet  /cpa[TotJVTac  tt]v  StSayTpv  5aAa] 

[apt  oc  eStSac]  /cev  to)  [BaAa/c  |3aAett/  c/caj/SaAoi/  
eyoj] 

[Titov  TO)v  ut]  6UV  iTjX  [^ayctf  eibcvXoOvTa  Kai  Tiop] 

5 [veucat  ovt]coc  exe[ie 

15 

Pages  5-6:  Fr.  (b) 

].[ 

]pa^Saj  c[tS4pa  coc  to  CKevrj] 

ii  27 

[to  /cepa/xt/ca  cuvTpt/SejTOt  at/T0ti[  oic  /cayo)  eiXrj
<f>a] 

[iiapa  TOV  Tipc  ptot/  /cat  Stocjcp  avTO)  [tov  acTepa  tov] 
28 

5 
[iTpaJivov  0  eyojv  ouc  aKovcaTO)  t]i  to  [ttvo 

29 

i 

7ietpac]at  [,]ouc  t\ovc  KaToiKovvTa
c] 

iii  10 

[cTTi  TTjc  yrjc  iSov  epyjoptat  Ta[yi/  KpaTCi  0  eyetc  tva
] 

[ptipSetc  AajSip  TOV  CTe]^avov  [coo 
1 1 

]  vaooT[o]u  [ 

12 

5 ]  /cat  [ 
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Pages  9-10:  Frr.  (c)  +  (d) 

eXa]§ev  to  /3[tj8Aiov  ra  S  ̂toa  Kai  ot]  v  8 
[k:S  TTpec^vrepoL  enejcav  ey[ct)Tnov  tov  apviov  exovrec  eKac] 

[toc  Ki6apa]v  Kai  cjiiaXac  xpv[cac  yep.ovcac  Ovyuap-aTcov] 

[at  eiCLV  at  Trp]  oceu[;Yat  tcov  ayicuy  Kai  aSouctv]  9 

5  [coSrjv  KaLPT]v\  Xeyovrec  [a^toc  et  Xa^eiv  to  j8t/3Atov  /cat] 

[avoL^ai  rac  c]^pay[tSac  avrov  on  cccf>ayrjc  Kai  rjyopacac] 
[toj  do)  ev  TO)  a]tjU,a[Tt 

].[ OT]e  ̂ vo[t^ev  vi  5 

[AgyoejT[o]c  epxplv]  Kai  t8[ov  /cot  iSov  ittttoc  pieXac] 

[/cat  0]  /ca[07]]|ae[v]  oc  eir  [auTov 

5  ]  <f>ioyrj[v  ev  piecoj  raiv  S  ̂wcov  Xeyov]  6 

[cav  yotet^  ciJtov  Brjlvapiov  Kai  y  yoti/t/cec] 
[Kpidojv  Srjvapiov]  Kai  [ 

Pages  13-14:  Frr.  (e)  to  (i) 

i 

]Saj[ce]t  Ta|tc  npocevyaic  tojv  ayicov  navTOJV  e]  viii  3 

[TTt  t]o  0l/Cta[c]TT]p[tOV  TO  ypUCOW  TO  eVUITTlOV  TOV  0po] 

[v]ov  Kai  avePlrj  o  Kanvoc  rcov  dvpiiapiaTOJV  Totc]  4 

TTpocevyaic  tw[v  ayiujv  e/c  yetpoc  tov  ayyeXov  evco] 

5  TTiov  TOV  9v  [/cat  eiXyjcfiev  o  ayyeXoc  tov  At/Sai/oi]  3 

TOV  Kai  ey[ep,tcev  avTOV  e/c  tov  irvpoc  tov  0ucta] 

CTTjpiov  Kai  e/3aA[ev  etc  ttjv  yrjv  Kai  eyevovTO  /Spov] 

TOt  /ca[t]  (jjMvai  Ka[i  a]c[Tpa77at  /cat  cetcptoc  /cat  ot  Q  6 

ay[yeAot]  ot  eyovTec  Ta[c  ̂   caXmyyac  r/TOtp,acav] 
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ea[uTOuc  iva  caA]iTtcaj[ctv  Kai  o  -npcuroc  ayyeAoc] 

[ecaATitcev  kul  ey]eyeT[o  yaAa^a  km  Trvp  /xe/xty/xe] 

[va  ev  at/xart  kul  epXrjdrj  etc  ttjv  yrjv  Kat  to  rptrov] 

[rrjc  yrjc  KaT€Karj\  Ka\i  to]  8ev8piov  Kare] 

[Karj  Kai  nrac  xJopTOC  [yAjcopoc  [jcaTeKa-p  Kai  o  SewT
e] 

[poc  ayyeAoc  ec]aATrt[cei']  /cat[ 

(lines  16-23  lost) 

],.[ 

[  TptjTOV  Ta)[v  vSaTMV  eic] 

laifjLvdov  Kai  TToXXoL  Tcojv  avojv  [a77C0avov  ck:] 

[tojv  uSaTOJV  OTi  e77tj/<:pav075[cav  /cat  o  reraproc  ay] 

[yeAoc  ecaXmcev  Kai  e]TTXy]yr]  to  T[ptTOV  ] 

[/eai  TO  rpnov  tojv  acjrepcov  [t]i'[a  CKoricdr)  to] 

[TptTOV  auTOJv  Kai  Tj  'p]jix6pa  [pi'T]  (f>avrj  to  TptTov] 

[  ]  [  vv^  opioicoc  Kai  eiSov  Kai  tj
KOVca  evoc  a] 

€TOV  Tre[Topievov  ev  jxecovpavrjp.aTi  XeyovTOc] 

(f)uivr]  [pieyaXri  ovai  ovai  ovai  tovc  KaTOiKovvT
ac  e] 

TTi  T'i][g:  yrjc  eK  tojv  Xoittwv  (fiojvaiv  ttjc  caATny] 

yoc  t[wv  y  ayyeAoiv  tojv  pieXXovTCuv  caXvit^eiv^ 

€t]Sov  acTepa\eK\ 

[tou  ovvov  TreiTTOJKOTa  etc  TTjv  y'ljjv  Kai  e8o0[')7] 

[avTOj  7]  KXeic  Tov  (^peaTOC  T-qc  aj^vccov  Kai  -qlvoi] 

[lev  TO  (fipeap  Trjc  a^vccov  Kai  a]ve^?7  t<a';T[voc] 

[e/c  TOV  ̂ peaTOC  a)c  Kairvoc]  /<[a]/xetvoi)  /xe 

[yaAijc  Kai  ecKOTOjdrj  0  rjXioc  Kai  0  a]^p  e/c  tov 

[KaTTVOV  TOV  (f>peaTOC  Kai  eK  to]o  Kairvov  e^rjX 

[dov  a/eptSec  etc  ttjv  yrjv]  Kai  eSoOrj  [a]uTOic  e 

[|oucta  oic  eyovciv  e|]ouctav  ot  cKo[p7Tto]t  ttjc 

[yT]c  Kai  eppedr]  auTotc]  tva  ix\r]  aSiKijcovciv^ 

[tov  yopTOV  TTjc  yTjc  ou8e]  irav  [yAcopov  ovSe  Tra
v] 

[SevSpov  et  piTj  TOVC  avovc  oiTivec  ovk  exouct] 

[t7]v  c^paytSa]  tov  d[v  eiri  tojv  pteTcuTiaiv  /cat
] 

[eSo^-p  auTOtc]  tv[a(tx7]]  a7TO/c[Tetvaictv  avTOVc  aAA] 

4499.  REVELATION 

17 

50  [tva  jSacavtc]  0a)  [ctv]  pirjv[ac 

[  ].,[  ]..[ 

(lines  52-56  lost) 

].[ _ 

TrpocajTrja  ovary  [/cat  etyov] 

[Tptyac  a)c  Tptyac  yuvat/c]ajv  /cat  [ot  oSovtcc] 

60  [ai/TOJV  ojc  AeovTOJv  7]ca]v  /cat  etx[ov  0ajpa] 

[/cac  OJC  OojpaKac  ci8'r]po]yc  Kai  rj  (//[ojvt]  tojv] 

[TTTepoya/v  auTtov  o/c]  (fiuivrj  ap[ptaTa)v  tTTTTOJv] 

[ttoAAojv  TpeyovTotv  etc  rroXepiov  Kai  eyoo] 

[ctv  ovpac  optotac  cKopmoic  Kai  /cevTp]a  Kai 

65  [ev  Tate  ovpaic  avToov  rj  e^ovcia  av]Ta)v  aSt 

[/epeat  Tooc  avovc  larjvac  ]f  avTW 

[jSactAea  tov  ayyeXov  ttjc  a^vccov  ovo]pta  au 

[  ]™ Pages  15-16:  Frr.  (j)  to  (1) 

i 

£'/3pat[cTt  A^aSScjv  Kai  ev  tt]  EXX^vikt]  ovo/xa] 

70  eyet  0  4I  [ttoAAuo/v  17  ovai  rj  yiia  aTrrjXdev  tSou] 

epyeT[at  cti  /3  ovai  pteTa  TavTa  Kai  o  e/cToc  ayyeAoc] 

€[c]aA77tcev  [/cat  r]Kovca  cjrtovrjv  pttav  e/c  tojv  S] 

/cepaTcov  [too  dvciacTTjpiov  tov  ypocou  too  e] 

vojTTiov  t[ov  dv  XeyovTa  tu>  e/CTOJ  ayyeAoj  o] 

75  eyojv  Trj[v  eaX-myya  Xvcov  tovc  S  ayyeXovc  tovc] 

SeSepievovc  [erri  toj  TTOTa/ato  tcu  pteyaAo)  Ev] 

(/>paT77  /cat  eAu[077cav  ot  8  ayyeAot  ot  TjTOt/xa] 

[c]/x[e]vot  etc  Trjy  [copav  Kai  rjpiepav  Kai  ptTjva] 

[/cat  c]vtai/[T]ov  [tva  avoKTeivojciv  to  TptTOv] 

80  [tojv  avojv  /cat]  o  a[pt0ptoc  tojv  CTpaTeuptaTOJv] 

(lines  81-89  lost) 

90  ],[ 

]Ta)v  [77  yap  e^ovcia]  tojv  [tTiTrcov  e/c  too] 

[cTo]7xaTOC  ai/[Ta)v  ecTtv  /c]at  ev  T/xte  [ovpatc  aoTOJv] 

[at]  yap  ovpai  [  o]^ectv  atyou[cat  Kc^aXac  /cat] 

|e]v  avTaic  aS[t/couctv]  /cat  ot  Xoivoi  t[ojv  avojv  ot  ou] 

7,8 

9 10 

1 1 

ix  1 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
18,  19 
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95  K  a[TT]eKTa[v6rjcav  ev]  rate  TT[Xr]yaLC  Tavraic  owSe] 

li[eT€vorjcav  e/c  twv]  epyu)[p  tujv  avreov] 

iv[a\  p,\r}  TrpocKvvr]]covcL[v  ra  SaipLOVia  Kai  ra] 

etSa)[Aa  ra  ypvca  /<-]at  ra  a[pyupa  Kai,  ra  yaA^a  /cai] 

ra  XiOiva  [Kai  ra  ̂ vXiva  a  ovre  fiXerreiv  Su] 

100  vavrai  ou[tc  aKoveiv  ovre  rrepiTrareiv  Kai  ou]  2I 

p-erevorjcav  [ei<  tojv  ̂ ovuiv  avrojv  ovre  e/c] 

riov  (f>appLa[KCJV  avrojv  ovre  eK  ripe  TTopvei] 

ac  avrojv  ov[re  eie  rutv  KXepipiarwv  avrmv] 

[leai  eiSov  aXXov  ayyeXov  icxvpov  Kara\fiaLVO  x  i 

105  [ra  eK  rov  ovvov  -nepi^e^X'ppievov  ve(f>eX]r)v  Kai  rj 

[ipic  em  rrjc  Ke(f>aXr]c  avrov  Kai  ro  -Tipoco)]  ttov  av 

[rov  ojc  0  rjXioc  Kai  01  rroSec  avrov  cve  ctuJAoi  iTup[oc] 

[xat  eyojv  ev  rrj  yetpi  avrov  ̂ i^XapiSiov]  rjvecoyfxe  2 

[vov  t^p,i  edrjKev  rov  rroSa  avrov  ro]v  Senior 

no  [eiTi  rrjC  daXaccrjc  rov  8e  euojvuptojp  em  rr)c  yrjc 

[Kai  eKpa^ev  (pojvrj  pieyaXr]  cojerrep  Xeojv  ptoi  3 

[Karai  Kai  ore  eKpa^ev  eAaA-pjcav  at  ̂   PpovTa[i\  4 

[^pteAAov  ypacjieiv  Kai  rjKovca\  (fxovrjv  [ 

[  eK  rov  ovvov  Xeyovcav]  c(j)pciyicoy  [a  eAaAij] 

1 15  [cav  at  ̂   jipovrai  Kai  pt-p  avra  yp]atp[r)c 

(lines  1 16-124  lost) 

]  .  .  [  8 
pier  e]piov  Kai  Ae[youcav  inrayje  A[ajS€  to  ̂t] 

[jSAaptStov  to]  rivea)yp.e[vov  ev  rrj  yjetpt  rov  a[yye] 

[Aou  rov  ecTcoToJc  em  rrjc  daXa[ccric  Ka]t  ewi  rrjc  y['r]c] 

[/cat  amrjXda  Trpjoc  tov  ay’yeA[ov  Aeyjcov  avroj  S[oii]  9 

130  [vat  ptot  TO  j8t|3Aap]  tStov  /c[at  Aeyet  ptjot  AajSe  /cat  /c[a] 

[Ttt^aye  avro  Kai  7Tt]/cpave[t  cou  rrjv  /cotAJtav  aAA 

[ev  TO)  CToptaTt  cou  eJcTat  y[Au/cu  coc  pteAjt  /cat  eXa  10 

[j8ov  TO  jStjSAaptStov]  e/c  rr][c  X^‘-P°‘^  ay] ’y^'^oi’ 

[Karecfiayov  avro  Kai  rjv  ev  rai  cro/njari  ptou  o/c 

4499.  REVELATION 

[pteAt  yXvKV  Kai  ore  e(f>ayov  avro  eye]pt[t]c0'>7  4  koiXi 

[a  ptou  /cat  Xeyovciv  ptot  Set  ce  iTaA]tv  77po(/>yrevc[ai] 

[eTTt  Xaoic  Kai  eOveciv  Kai  yXoJcjcaic  Kai  /3actA[eu] 

[ctv  rroXXoic  Kai  eSoOrj  ptot  /caAapt]oc  optotoc  pa[|8Saj] 

Pages  17-18:  Frr.  (m)  to  (o) 
(line  139  lost) 

]  [  ev  au] 
TO)  Ka[i  ] 

avrrjy  [  ] 

eOveciv  /c[at  rr/v  rroXiv  rrjv  ay lav  Trar7]covciv^ 

jjirjvac  pi/3  [/cat  Sojcoj  roic  Suctv  jxaprvciv  ptou] 

[/ca]t  Trpo(f>ri[revcovciv  -pptepac  4lc^  rrepiPe^Xr]] 

[pt]evot  caA:[/co]u[c  ovroi  eiciv  at  /3  eXaiai  Kai  at  j8] 

[Au]yvtat  [at  e]vaj  [Titov  rov  kv  rrjc  yrjc  ecrcorec  /cat] 

[et  TIC  avr]ovc  0eA[et  aSiKTjcai  rrvp  eKTTopeveraij 

[e/c  rov  CT]optaTOC  [avrojv  Kai  Karecdiei  rove  exdpovc] 

[auTOJv]  /cot  et  T[tc  deXrjcrj  avrovc  aSt/CT/cat  ovrojc  Set] 

[auTOV  a]7TO/c[T]a[v0T/vat 

(lines  152-158  lost) 
].[ 

[rrjc  pteyaAi/c]  '/]Tt[c  KaXeirai  rrviKuic  CoSopta  /cat] 

[^tyu77-]T[o]c  077o[u  Kai  o  /cc  avroJv  ecravpcoffrj  Kai  /SAe] 

[7Touct]v  eK  ra)[v  Xaaiv  Kai  (f)vXojv  Kai  yAojcccov] 

[/cat]  edvutv 

[rrrcopiara  avreov  rpxepac  y] 

[/cat]  rjpiicv  Ka[i  ra  rrrcopiara  avreov  ovk  a^touctv] 

[Ted]rjvai  etc  pt[v'ppietov  /cat  ot  /coTot/couvTec] 

[c]7Tt  rrjc  [y]rjc'  ya[tpouctv  err  auTotc  /cat  eu^patvov] 

[Tot]  Ka[i  S]6opa  77-[cpti/iouctv  aXXrjXoic  on  ouTot] 

[ot  j8]  rrpoifirjTai  [e/3acavtcav  rove  KaroiKOwrac] 

[e7r]t  rrjc  y'rj[c]  /ca[t  piera  rac  y  rjpiepac  Kai  ro  7/pttcu] 

77V a  ̂a/T/c  e[ic'qXdev  eK  rov  6v  avroic  Kai  eerrj] 

cav  em  to[u]c  77o[8ac  avroov  Kai  ifio^oc  pteyac  cttc] 
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Trecev  evi  tov[c  Oeojpovvrac  avrovc  Kai  rjKovcav]  12 

[(f>cx)]v7]v  iJieya[Xr]v  eK  tov  ovvov  Xeyovcav  auroic] 

[ava^SJare  ajS[e  /cat  ave^rjcav  etc  tov  ovvov  ev  riy] 

175  [  ]  .  [ 

cetC(Lt]oc  xi  13 

[/xeyac  /cat  to  Se/carov  ttjc  noXecvc  e7re]« 

[/cat  aTTEKTavOrjcav  ev  tco  ceLcyLO)  o]vo 

[;u,aTa  avojv  yiXiaSec  ̂   /cat  ot  A]ot7rot  ey, 

[^o|3ot  eycvovTO  /cat  eSoj/cav  ].[,],  to/ 

i8o  [060  Tou  OVVOV  rj  ovai  t]  Seorepja  aTrrjX 

[dev  1.80V  Tj  ovai  rj  TpiTrj  epx]eT[ai  raj^u  /cat  14 

[0  ayyeXoc  ecaXmeev  /cat  e]yep[o]y[To]  15 

[^covat  yeyaXai  ev  rto  ovvcu  AJeyoucat  [eye] 

[vero  7]  /3actAeta  tov  Kocyov  tov]  lev  '/)/x[60v] 

185  [/cat  TOO  ypo  avTOV  Kai  j8actA6]o[c]et  e[ic] 

(lines  187-193  lost) 
/c]at/o[oc] 

[t60v  veKpojv  Kpidrjvai  /cat  Soi/J^at  tov  18 

195  [yttc0ov  TOtc  SouAotc  cot/  TOtc  Tr]po(f)r]Ta[ic] 

[/cat  TOLC  aytotc  /cat  TOtc  ̂ Oj3o]  Ujaevotc  t[o] 

[ovoyta  coi/  tooc  yiKpovc  /cat  roue]  /xeyaAoi/[c] 

[/cat  Siacfrdeipai  tovc  8ta<^0etp]ov'^ac  t;^[v] 

[y-^v  /cat  rjvoiyrj  0  vaoc  tov]  9v  o  €[v] 

200  [tco  ovpco  Kac  co(f)97]  7]  Kt/ScoTojc  T7][c  St]a0['>?]  19 

[K7jc  avTOV  ev  toj  vaco  avTOV  /cat]  eyevovro  ̂ [o/] 

[vat  ]t  /c[at  c]etcpioc 

[/cat  yaXa^a  yeyaXrj  /cat  cr]]y,eL[o]y  y,e 

[ya  cocl)9r]  ev  toj  ovvco  yvv]r]  nepi^e^Xri  xii  i 

Q05  [l^^i'V  TOV  rjXiov  /cat  r]  ceX]7]vri  viroKa 

[tco  tcov  ttoScuv  avTTjc  /cat]  em  TTjc  Ke 

[cjjaXrjc  avTTjc  CTecjjavoc  acTepcoJy  [tj8 

(line  209  lost) 

4499.  REVEIATION 

Frr.  (p)  to  (s) 

Baca[vt^optev7  Te/cetv  /cat  cocfj
drj  aAAo] 

^[v  ev  TCO  ovvco  /cat  i8ov  SpoKcov  rrv
p] 

ic  |(tey[ac  eycov  /ce^aAac  ̂   /cat  /cepaTa  t] 

/cct]  t  em  TCLC  [/ce^aAac  ovtov  ̂   SidSTjyctTCi] 

')c](Xt  i?  ovp[a  awTou  copet  to  TptTov 
 tcov  acTepcov] 

[ojww  /c[at  epaXev  avTOVC  etc  ttjv  yrjv  /
cat] 

5  Spa/ccov  tc[T'p/cet  evcomov  ttjc 
 ywacKoc] 

W  /4H^[^o]v
[ci]c  av] 

aiTaejjayr]  /cat  eTeKev  viov  apeev  oc]
 

’  jixeAAe[t  TTOtptatvetv  -navTa  to  edvrj  ev  pap] 

’  ctS[7;pa  /cat  TjpTracdrj  to  TeKVOv  avTjjc] 

[77po]c  To[v  dv  /cat  Tipoc  TOV  OpOVOV  dV
TOv] ].[ 

%,  *  (lines  223-229  lost) 

]  [  o]i'y[aj]  /cat  eP[X7]9rj  0  Spa/ccov] 

230“  [0  ocjjic  0  y]eyac  o  apyaioe  0  Ka[Xovy.evoc  Jta^oAoc] 

[/cat  0  C]aTavac  0  rrXavcov  [T7jv  oiKOvyievTjv  o] 

^'■0  Trjv  yrjv  /c[at  ot  ayyeAot  au] 

[tov  y]eT  avTOV  ePXrjdrjcav  /c[at  TjKovea  0co] 

[vTjv]  yeyaXrjv  ev  tco  [o]t>vco  [Aeyoocav  apTt  e] 

'  .  235  "■  [ye]veT0  7]  ccoTjjpia  /cat  rj  8v[vay,LC  /cat  7]  ̂a] 

-  _  ~  [ctA]eta  [to]u  00  'fjy,co[v]  /cat  rj  [e^oocta 

[  ]  aii[Too  OTt  epXrjdrj  o  KaTTjycop] 

[tcov  aSeXcjjcov  'pptco]v  o  [/caT'pyopcov  avTOVC  evco] 
.[ttiov  TOV  9v  Tjycov  ?j]p,e[pac 

(lines  241—246  lost) 

]  '<«!/?  [o]'^  [exeJ 
[/cat  OTe  etSev  o  Spa/ccov  OTt  epX7]9]7j  etc  tt^v 

[y^v  eStco^ev  tt^v  ywat/ca  TjTtc 
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250  [apceva  /cat  eSodrjcav  tt]  yuvat/c]t  Svo  rrrepv  14 

[yec  Tou  aerov  tov  /neyaAov  iva  TrerT^rat]  etc  rrjv  e[pi}] 

[jjLOV  etc  TOf  roTTOV  avTTjC  07T0V  Tjoe^ejrat  e/cc[t] 

[/catpov  /cat  Kaipovc  Kai  rjpLtcv  /catjpou  a77[o]  7rpo 

[ccoTTOU  TOU  o^ea/c  /cat  e/3aAev  o  o]^tc  e/c  tou  cto  15 

255  [pbaroc  avTOV  otticcu  Trjc  yumt/coc]  u§a)[p]  cue 

[TTOTaptov  tva  avrrjv  7roTa]/xo^op[T^] 

[tov  TTOirjcrj  /cat  ejSorjOrjcev  rj  yt]  r\rj  yuva[t]  16 

[/ct  /cat  rjvoi^ev  y]  yy]  to  CTopta  auTijc]  /cat 

[/caTCTTtev  TOV  TTOTaptov  ov  c^aAev  o  Sp]a/ca)[v] 

q6o  [c/c  tou  CTOpLaroc  avrov  /cat  lopyicOy)  o]  Spa  1 7 

[/coiv (lines  262-266  lost) 

]  /cat  e77t  Tttc  /ce<^aA[ac  auTou]  xiii  i 

[ovoptaTa  /3Aac</>]7jpttac  /cat  to  dyjpioy  [o  etSov  yjv]  2 

[optotov  TTapSJaAet  /cat  ot  ttoScc  auTo|u  toe  ap/cou] 

270  [/cat  TO  CTopta  ajuTOU  co[c  cj-ropta  AeovTo[c  /cat] 

[eSco/cev  avroj  o  S]pa/ctov  riqv  Suvapttv  a[uTou] .... 

[/cat  TOV  dpo]yov  avrov  /cat  e^ouctav  [pteya] 

[At^v  /cat  pttaj  v^'^TCOV  /ce^a[A]cov  auTOU  aj[c]  3 

[  e]  tc  [davaTOv  /cat  yj  tt]  At;  [yt;] 

275  [tou  davarov  avrov  e0epa]7Teu0[7;  /cat  e^au] 

[ptac^T;  oAtj  y)  yr]  omcoj  tou]  0'ppt[ou 

(lines  277-283  lost) 

Pages  21-22:  Frr.  (t)  to  (w) 

i 

dv  pXac(jj[y]piyjcai  ro  ovopta  avrov  /cat  tt;v]  xiii  6 

285  CKy]vy]lv  avrov  rove  ev  toj  ouvco  c/ct^vouvtuc] 

/cat  eSo0[T;  avroj  noiycai  noAefxov  pier  a  tcov]  7 

[a]ytcov  /ca[t  viKrjcai  avrovc  Kai  eSodr]  avrai  e] 

^oucta  e[7Tt  rracav  (f>vXriv  Kai  Aaov  /cat  yAcoc] 

cav  Kai  [eilvoc  Kai  rrpocKvvyjcovciv  avrov  rravrec]  8 

4499.  REVEIATION 

23 

ago 

295 

305 

310 

ot  KaroLKOvy[rec  em  ryjc  yyjc  ov  ov  yeypanrai  to] 

ov[o]pta  ev  T[ai  /3tj8Ataj  rrjc  ̂ to-pc  tou  apvtou  tou] 

[ec(/>ayptevo]  u  [arro  Kara^oXrjC  Kocpiov  ei  ric  eyet] 

[ouc  aKOV^caro)  [et  ric  etc  atyptaAcoctav  UTrayet] 

[et  TIC  ev  pL]axaip\y]  arroKravdrjvai  avrov  ev  ptayat] 

[py]  aiT0KTav9\yiva[i  toSe  ecriv  rj  vrropiovyj  Kai  ij] 

[mcric  ra>v  a]  y tcov  Kai  [etSov  aAAo  Orjpiov  avaj 

[/3atvov  e/c  tt;]c  yyjc  Kai  6t[xev  Kepara  ̂   optota] 

[apvtco  /cat  e]A[a]Aet  arc  S[pa/ccov  Kai  rrjv  e^ou] 

[ctav  TOU  7T]pcoTOU  0;/;[ptou  Tracav  TTOtet  ] 

(lines  300-303  lost) 

[-TTup  TTOi\y]  /caTaj8a[tvetv  eic  ryjv  yyjv  evcoTTtov] 

[tcov  a]vcov  /cat  TrX[ava  rove  Karoucowrac  em] 

[tt]c  y];;;c  Sia  ra  CT;pi[eta  a  eSodrj  avrev  TTOirjcai] 

[evco]7Ttov  TOV  dyj[piov  Aeycov  roic  KaroiKovciv  e] 

[tti]  ryjc  yrjc  TT[oiy]cai  eiKova  tco  Orjpio)  oc  eyet  tt;v] 

rrXyjyyjv  rrj[c  p,axaipyjc  Kai  e^yjcev  Kai  e] 

Sodrj  auTCo  S[ouvat  rrva  ryj  et/covt  tou  drjpiov  tv] 

a  /c[at  A]aAT;cT;  [t]  et/ccov  tou  dyjpiov  Kai  rToiyjcrj  ocot] 

[eav]  ptr;  [Txpoc/cuvT/ccoctv  rrj  et/covt  tou  drjpiov] 

[aTi]  o/CTa[v0coctv  /cat  rrotet  iravrac  rove  jxiKpovc  /cat] 

[touc]  ptey[aAouc  Kai  rove  rrXovciovc  Kai  touc] 

(lines  3 1 5-319  lost) 

320  ] .  [ 
vo]uv  i//T;^tc[a] 

[tco  tov  apidpiov  rov  drjpiov  apidpio]c  yap  avov 

[ecTtv  Kai  o  apidjioc  avrov  ]  y  X'-^ 

[/cat  etSov  /cat  tSou  ro  apviov  ecro]c  em  ro  opo[c] 

325  [Ctcov  /cat  pier  avrov  pptS  ytAtaSe]c  eyouca[t] 

[to  ovopta  avrov  Kai  ro  ovopta  tou  Trpe  a]uTou  ye 

[ypaptptevov  eTTt  tcov  pteTC07Tco]v  auTcov  Kai 

\y]Kovca  (j>a>vyjv  e/c  tou  ouvou  coc]  <jia)vyjv  v 

[SaTCOv  ttoAAcov  Kai  coc  ̂covt;v  fipovryc  pteya] 
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330  [At^c  Kai  rj  (f>cov7]  rjv  yjKojvca  a)[c  cfxjiivqv  Ki\ 

[dapwScov  KidapL^ovTUijv  ev  [rate  KiOapaic] 

[avTcov  KaL  aSovciv  0)897] v  K\aLVir]v  evoj77t]  3 

[ov  Tov  dpovov  /cat]  eveu-mov  tco[v  reccapcDv] 

[^ojoji^  KaL  TU)v  TTpejcpVTepoiv  [/cat  ovSeic  eSv] 

335  [varo  puadeiv  r-qv]  a)hr]V  et  p.\r]  ai  ppiS 

[Sec  ot  rjyopacpLevoi,]  arro  T'pc'i 

(lines  337-340  lost) 

341  ]  evpedr]  )//[eu8oc]  3 

[07x0)7x01  CLCLv  KaL  ]Aov  iSop  ay’y[eAov]  6 

[TreTOTxevoy  ev  pLecovpavrjp^arL  eyovra  [eway] 

[yeAtov  atojvtov  eoayyeAtcat]  tovc  KaToi[Kovv\ 

345  [rac  evL  T-qc  yqc  KaL  sttl  rrav  ed]poc  KaL  (/)vX[qp] 

[/cat  yAojccav  KaL  Xaov  Aeyojv]  ev  <j)U)vq  7x[e]  7 

[yaXy]  (fLof^riOrjTe  top  dp  KaL  SJore  ai)T[o)]  So^a 

[ort  qXdev  rj  wpa  rrjc  KpLcewc  aurjou  [/cat] 

[TTpocKVvrjcaTe  too  TroLrjcavTL  to]v  ouv[ov] 

350  [/cat  rrjv  y-qv  KaL  daXaccav  KaL  Tnq]yac  0[SaTO)v] 

(lines  351-355  lost) 

Pages  23-24;  Frr.  (x)  to  (z) 

i 

. [  ^acavtc^r;]  xiv  10 

cerat  ev  [TT]yp[L  KaL  deLui  evo/TTtov  ayyeAcov] 

360  a[y]ta)v  [/ca]t  evo)[77tov  73a]  ii 

[cavtc]7xoi;  [avjTOJv  e[tc  ato/vac  ato/vcov] 

[apajSaLveL  /c]at  ovk  6[xoiictv  avanavcLv] 

[  rjiaepac]  KaL  [ 

(lines  364-373  lost) 

],[.]..[  eH 

14 
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[Trjc  KSLjjaXrjc  avrov  c]  re/jiavo  [v  ypvcovv  /cat] 

[ev  rq  xetpt  avrov  Sp]eTravov  [o^u  KaL  aA]  15 

[Aoc  ayyeXoc  e^qXd]ev  e/c  rov  [vaou] 

[/epa^ojv  ev  ̂ojV77]  p.eyaXq  [tw  Kadqp,epa>] 

[eiTt  rqc  ve(f>eXqc]  rrepLiplov  to  Sperravop  cov] 

[/cat  depLCop  OTL  qXde\v  ̂   o)7)[a  depLcaL  ort] 

[e^qpavOq  o  depLCpLOC  ]  77c  [ 

(lines  382-390  lost) 

391  [  qKpLacap  at  CTa^uAa]t  a[L)]T')7[c] 
[/cat  e/3aAev  o  ayyeAoc  to  Spevavov  avrov]  etc  rqp 

[yqp  KaL  erpvyqcep  rqv  apuneXov  rqc\  yqc  KaL  e 

[paXev  eLC  rqp  Xqvov  rov  Bvjxov  to]v  9[v]  top  7xe[y]a 

395  [/cat  errarqdq  q  Xqpoc  e^wdejp  rqc  7r[oA]eo)c  KaL 

[e^qXdep  aip^a  e/c  rqc]  Xqpov  ax[pt]  tojp  x[«] 

[Atva)v  rcop  LmroLP  arro  craS]  tcov  B\  [/cat  etSov] 

[aAAo  cqp.€LOP  ev  rw  ovpco  pL]eya  KaL  d[avpLacTOp] ’ 

(lines  400-41 1  lost) 

[  e)^av]epa)077[cav  KaL  pLera] 
[raiiTa  etSov  /cat  qpoL]yq  0  vao[c  rqc  CKqpqc] 

[tod  pLaprvpLov  ev  rco  oi/]va)  /cat  e^q[Xdop  ol  Q 

415  [ayyeAot  ot  e^ovrec  rac]  ̂   TTXqy\a\c  [e/c  rov] 

[vaou  epSeSv/aepoL  Atvov]  Ka9apo[p  XapLTrpop] 

[/cat  7T67)te^o)C7X6VOt  nepji,  ra  crq9[q  ̂ covac] 

Ixpvcac  KaL  ev  e/c  tojp  S]  ̂ojojp  [eSco/cev  rote] 

Pages  3-4:  Fr,  (a) 

->  The  expected  text  would  require  41  letters  to  have  been  lost  between  lines  3  and  4  and  46  between  lines 

4  and  5,  but  noticeably  fewer  between  lines  i  and  a  and  between  2  and  3,  even  if  we  allow  for  the  longer 

variants.  Therefore  the  fragment  has  been  left  unrestored. 
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I
 
 The  lateral  position  of  the  fragment  is  merely  hypothetical. 

2  Spacing  suggests  the  papyrus  included  oti  which  is  omitted  by  G  2053  al. 

3  eSiSacJirer:  so  K  A  C  P  S0i''  al  vg;  eSiSafe(v)  046.  1006.  1841.  2351  SK®-  bo. 

TO)  [SaAa/r:  there  are  some  faint  traces  above  toi.  It  is  not  clear  if  these  are  in  the  first  hand,  and  it  is 

difficult  to  tell  whether  they  stand  for  some  letters  (cr  would  be  possible)  or  just  for  a  line  or  mark  to  indicate 

a  correction  or  deletion,  toj  BaXaK  is  the  reading  of  A  G  and  some  minuscules;  cv  tui  BaXaK  i .  1 8;  046  reads 

only  BaXaK',  K*  omitted  tw  BaXaK  and  corrects  to  tov  BaXaiq  P  591''  read  ev  tw  BaXaafi  top  BaX. 

6  ]  [:  some  traces  of  which  the  first  two  could  be  Xa.  This  would  suggest  lVtKo]Aai[Ta)i/,  but  the 

following  trace  is  unclear  and  appears  to  have  a  tiny  at  written  over  it  (in  the  same  hand).  If  the  papyrus  did 

have  NiKoXa'irwv  at  this  point,  spacing  suggests  it  omitted  rmv  before  it  (so  A  G  046.  1611.  1854  SHi*^).  rwv  is 

included  by  X  P  2053.  2351  'Hi*. 

Pages  5—6:  Fr.  (b) 

This  fragment  belongs  to  a  new  leaf.  No  margins  are  preserved  and  the  restoration  of  its  lateral  position 

is  hypothetical. 

1  ]  [:  horizontal  stroke  at  the  level  of  the  bottom  line,  which  would  suit  delta  or  xi.  The  obvious 

assumption  would  be  to  supply  e]^[ouciar,  but  this  perhaps  gives  too  long  a  line. 

3  cvvrptfl(i]raf.  SO  K  A  C  2050  pc;  cvvTptfirfceTai  P  046  9Ji  lat.  Either  reading  is  possible  in  the  papyrus. 

avTov:  above  avrov  a  supralinear  bar  is  visible.  The  papyrus  may  have  read  avrov  or  auTou[c;  but  since 

the  addition  of  avrov  or  avrovc  is  not  attested  elsewhere,  we  should  probably  take  the  bar  to  indicate  a 

deletion  (for  examples  of  this  sort  of  deletion  cf  Turner,  GMAW^  p.  16).  The  text  of  the  Septuagint  (Psalm 

ii  9:  TTQtptavelc  avrovc  kv  pdfiSu)  ct^rjpa,  the  cxeOoc  Kcpaptcojc  cvvrptpctc  avrovc),  which  the  author  of  the  book 

of  Revelation  is  paraphrasing,  might  have  prompted  the  scribe’s  addition  of  avrovc. 

5  \rrvd:  the  left-hand  part  of  the  supralinear  bar  is  still  visible. 

t  [  jcriic  t[oijc:  tau  is  almost  certain.  The  traces  above  ovc  arc  faint  but  a  horizontal  seems  likely.  This 

suggests  dittograpHf  of  roue  and  a  deletion  mark  (see  above,  page  5  line  3). 

2  Spacing  suggests  the  papyrus  included  iSou  with  2014  pc  Lvt  (a);  Tyc  Apr.  iSov  is  omitted  by  K  A  C 

P  046  and  most  other  MSS. 

3

 

 

. 4  ]vaov  was  apparently  written  (though  there  is  unexplained  ink  to  the  upper  right  of  a);  ui  has  been 

added  above  ov,  probably  by  the  original  hand.  The  MSS  offer  h  rai  vaw  without  significant  variation,  ou  may 

be  an  isolated  slip,  under  the  influence  of  the  following  genitives.  The  spacing  would  allow  the  following 
reconstruction: 

[piTjSetc  Xa^Tj  rov  crej^aror  [cov  (12)  0  pikcvv  nonjcco  av 

rov  crvXov  ev  rev]  yao%  T[o]y  ptov. 

One  could  explain  the  genitive  more  rationally  by  writing  cvroc  touJ  vaov,  an  unattested  variant.  But  that 

looks  too  long. 

4-5  ]  Kat  [  is  certain.  But  if  we  continue  to  restore  the  transmitted  text,  wc  run  into  difficulties: 

rov  crvXov  ev  rev]  raou  t[o]u  [Ov  ptov  Kat  e^to  ov  pir]  e^ 

eXOrj  eri  ]  Kat  [ypapw,  with  an  unexplained  gap. 

Pages  g-io:  Frr.  (c)-t-(d) 

Fragments  from  a  new  leaf;  a  complete  leaf  must  have  been  lost  between  these  fragments  and  the  one 

preceding.  There  is  a  small  gap  between  (c)  and  (d),  but  for  the  purposes  of  transcription  I  treat  them  as  one. 

The  lateral  position  of  the  supplements  is  hypothetical.  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  is  uncertain 

on  1;  as  restored,  it  is  43  on 

1  reccapa  (or  S)  is  the  reading  of  X  A  and  most  MSS;  it  is  omitted  by  P  9J1. 

2  ewe]  car:  so  K  A  and  many  minuscules  (for  the  intrusion  of  the  first  aorist  endings  into  the  inflexion  of 

the  second  aorist  cf  B.  G.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  §317  (17)  and  Blass-Debrunner-Rchkopf,  Grammatik  des 

neute.siamentlichen  Griechisch^'’  (1990)  §  81);  crrecov  046  and  many  other  MSS. 

3  KLdapa]v  Kat  piaXac:  so  X  A  P  046;  KtOapac  Kat  ptaXac  IBl''  vg. 

4499.  REVELATION  27 

i 

2—3  After  ̂ ro[t^er  the  expected  text  is  rpv  eppaytOa  ryv  rptryv  yKOvea  rov  rpirov  i]ojov  Xeyovroc.  There 

are  no  attested  variants,  apart  from  the  reading  of  ryv  rpiryv  cppaytda  by  some  minuscules.  This  is  too  long 

for  the  papyrus  even  if  we  suppose  that  rpiryv  and  rpirov  were  replaced  by  figures  (cf  page  13,  line  13  n.). 

3  The  variants  attested  are: epxov  Kat  eiSov  Kat  iSov  imroC.  so  A  C  (iSov)  P  2053. 

epxov  Kat  tSe  Kai  eiSov  Kat  ibov  imroc.  so  X  2344. 

epxov  Kai  tSe  teal  iSov  vttttoc'.  so  046 
epxov  Kai  cSov  [ttttoc:  so  i  854. 

The  second  would  be  too  long  and  the  fourth  too  short.  Either  the  third  or  the  first  is  possible.  Since 

iSov  for  etSov  (which  is  also  read  by  C)  is  found  on  page  22,  line  342,  the  first  is  the  most  likely  supplement. 

4  The  expected  reading,  err  avrov  exivv  ̂ vyov  ev  ry  x^epi  avrov  teat  yKovea  wc  pwvyv,  is  too  long,  even 

if  the  papyrus  omitted  ojc  with  046  Unfortunately  is  lost  between  KaByp.[evoc  and  K]ai  yKovc[a. 

Pages  13-14:  Frr.  (e)  to  (i) 

These  five  fragments  belong  to  the  same  leaf  of  the  codex.  Again,  a  complete  leaf  has  been  lost  between 

them  and  the  preceding  fragments.  There  arc  remains  of  26  lines  of  a  page  which  probably  had  35  lines  in 

total  on  side  i  and  32  or  33  lines  on  The  first  line  of  fr.  (c)  is  quite  likely  to  have  been  the  first  line  of 

the  page.  The  lateral  position  of  (e)  and  (i)  is  certain,  as  they  preserve  the  start  and  ends  of  the  lines;  the 

other  fragments  are  only  tentatively  placed.  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  on  |  was  37  and  on 

->35.  There  is  a  substantial  loss  in  the  middle  of  the  page  between  (e)  and  (f)  +  (g). 

I 
I  Sa)[ce]t  Ta[:  before  tau  there  is  a  trace  of  a  vertical,  slightly  curved  to  the  left.  It  suggests  iota  rather 

than  eta.  The  dimensions  of  the  lacuna  also  favour  Swcei:  so  N  A  C;  Sevey  P  046  501;  Sw  1006.  1841.  Q053  pc. 

Ta[ic  rrpocevxaic.  this  is  the  reading  of  most  of  the  MSS,  but  94  SOI*  read  rac  rrpocevxac;  rwv 

rrpocevxwv  1 6 1 1 . 
7  e^aX[ev:  so  most  authorities;  eXa^ov  A;  efiaXXev  P  and  a  few  minuscules. 

7-8  Ka[b]  ptovai  Ka[i  ajcVpanai:  so  046.  2351  501^;  ̂ povrai  Kai  acrparrai  Kai  pwvai  A  05Q. 

2344;  poivat  Kat  ̂ povrai  Kai  acrparrai  P  2053  501^;  ̂ povrai  icai  acrpami  1006  pc.  The  same  expression  ifipovrai 
Kat  ptvvai  Kat  acrpatrai)  occurs  in  Revelation  iv  5  in  a  different  order:  acrparrai  Kat  paivai  icai  jSpovrai,  with 
no  relevant  variants. 

9  oy[yeAoi]  01  exovrec.  so  A  P  046  and  most  of  the  MSS;  S  2053.  2351  and  a  few  minuscules  omit  01. 
The  dimensions  of  the  lacuna  suggest  that  01  is  not  part  of  ayyeAoi. 

10  €a[uTouc:  so  P  046  501;  avrovc  R*  A  2351  pc. 

ro-ii  It  is  likely  that  the  papyrus  read  ayyeXoc  before  eeaXmeev,  for  otherwise  line  10  would  be  too 

short.  This  is  the  reading  supported  by  501''.  K  A  P  046  and  many  other  MSS  omit  it. 

13  ;ra[i  to]  Tpi'[T]o[r]'  tw[v.  r  of  rpt  corr.  from  y.  It  seems  that  the  scribe  first  wrote  rpirov  as  a  figure, 

i.e.  i<a[i  to]  y'  ™1V  &evSpwv,  then  gamma  was  modified  by  a  corrector  to  tau,  and  rho  and  iota  were  added 
under  the  horizontal  of  the  former  gamma  (these  corrections  are  in  ink  now  brown);  finally,  rov  was  written 

above  the  line.  Ordinal  numbers  are  occasionally  written  as  figures  in 

26-27  The  supplement  between  these  two  lines  seems  slightly  too  short.  The  readings  em  rwv  vSarwv 

(so  A  and  1597)  or  otto  rwv  vSarivv  (so  1854  and  a  few  minuscules)  instead  of  ex  rwv  vSarwv  would  not  be 

enough  to  account  for  the  discrepancy.  No  other  variants  are  attested. 

28—29  All  other  witnesses  read  to  rpirov  rov  yXiov  Kai  to  rpirov  rye  ceXyvyc  Kai  ro  rpirov  rwv  acrepwv. 

The  supplement  is  clearly  too  long,  even  if  we  assume  that  here  again  the  scribe  wrote  y'  for  rpirov.  Possibly 
the  scribe  jumped  from  the  first  xai  to  rpirov  to  the  second  and  omitted  teat  ro  rpirov  rye  ceXyvyc  through 
homoioarcton. 

29  [^^[a:  the  riu  is  very  doubtful. 
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y  y]ipepa  [piy  pavy  ro  rpirov:  so  most  of  the  authorities  (A  reads  reraprov  for  rpirov).  The  position 

ofypiepa  
in  the  line  

probably  

excludes  
ro  rpirov  

avryc  
py  pavy  

y  ypepa  
whieh  

is  the  reading  
of  046.  

2351  
50i''^. 

31  ,[.].[■  traces  arc  so  faint  that  no  reading  can  be  suggested  with  confidence.  Wc  expect  avryc 

Kat  y  before  vvL 

3
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aJcTou:  so  R  A  046  50i*';  ayyeXov  P  501*. 

33  It  is  impossible  to  tell  whether  the  papyrus  omitted  the  third  ovai  with  2329  al. 
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It  is  very  unlikely  that  a  line  has  been  lost  between  the  foot  of  the  preceding  page  and  th
e  top  of  this, 

although  the  distribution  of  the  letters  between  lines  35  and  36  is  uncertain.  There  would
  perhaps  be  room 

in  line  36  to  restore  khi  0  ayyeXoc  ecaAmcer  kcll  before  etSor  (or  iSor),  which  would  allow  Chapter 

ix  to  begin  at  the  top  of  a  new  page,  if  Trepwroc  were  written  e'. 

36  ei]Sor;  A  046  and  some  minuscules  have  iSov;  K  P  and  most  of  the  MSS  read  eiSov. 
 The  papyrus 

may  well  have  read  i'Sor,  cf.  page  22,  line  342. 

acrepa:  so  most  of  the  authorities;  acrepac:  K*  (K':  acrepa). 

38  -  39  Kat  ij[voi||eK  so  A  P  Kai  ijroifer  to  rjipeap  r-qc  aJSvccov  is  omitted  (through  homoioteleuton) 

by  X  046.  2053 

39  /ravr[roc]:  omitted  by  0207. 

40-41  K[a]peivov  (1.  Kap.tvov)  pellyaATjc]:  so  X  A  P  HR'';  itanirou  /taio/arnyc  046.  2351
  901*^;  Kap.iVov  pryoAiyc 

Kaiopev-qc  2053  Lvt  (gig)  syP*'.  The  supplement  e/c  tou  c^pearoc  roc  Ka-rrvoc  is  rat
her  short,  but  the  addition  of 

T7JC  apvccov  after  eK  rov  tfipearoc  (so  1841)  would  make  the  line  too  long.  Apart
  from  the  omission  of  uic  in 

A,  no  other  variants  are  attested. 

41  EK  tow;  so  most  of  the  MSS;  ek  too  Kanvov  rov  ̂ pearoc  Kai  is  omitted  by  X*  Lvt  (h)  vg”>  (homoioarcton)
. 

43  [a]uT0ic:  so  X  046  pc;  avraic  A  P  0207  HR,  This  suggests  that  the  papyru
s  is  likely  to  have  read  avroic 

(rather  than  avraic)  in  line  45  also. 

48  TOU  9[v-.  so  X  A  P  046  and  most  of  the  MSS;  omitted  by  TO*.  The  suprascript  bar 
 over  0  is  no 

longer  visible. 

48-49  It  is  uncertain  whether  the  papyrus  read  avrwv  after  em  rojv  i^erojTTOJv  with  046  2053  2351 

0207  reads  em  tov  fxercoTrov  avrov.  K  A  P  read  eni  tojv  fxerwTTCov  without  avrwv.
 

50  PacavLc]8oj\cLv]:  so  046  2351  PacavicOtjcovrai  X  A  P  and  many  minuscules. 

51  and  57  The  traces  arc  too  exiguous  to  attempt  any  reconstruction. 

61  The  omission  of  cue  OojpaKac  (so  0207*  1006.  1611  pc  Lvt  (gig))  would  give  too  short  a 
 line. 

64-65  K€VTp\a  /<ati[ev  rate  ovpaic  avroiv  tj  e^oucia  auj-rcuv:  so  X  A  P  046  (0207)  2053  (2344  2351); 

Kevrpa  r}v  ev  rate  ovpaLC  avrojv  Kai  r)  e^oucta  avroiv  (1854)  /cerrpa  ev  rate  ovpaic  
avroiv  c^ovciav  exovciv 

TOV  aRK.
  ** 

66  pijrac  je:  the  expected  supplement  would  be  p-ijrac  ttevte  eyoucir.  Before  th
e  epsilon  oten  avTai(v) 

there  is  almost  certainly  another  epsilon,  which  does  not  have  a  dash  over  it  and  th
erefore  is  not  ?  for  ttevte. 

TTEVTE  in  full  would  only  be  possible  if  we  assume  the  omission  of  Eyovciv.  This  is  unattes
ted  and  would  in  any 

case  make  the  line  rather  short;  reading  eyouci  pr/rac  ttevtV  would  make  it  rather  long.  Perhaps  the
  papyrus 

read  e  followed  by  ryoueje  for  e^oucat;  cf.  aLxov[cac  on  page  15,  line  93-  cyoucai  is  the  re
ading  of  046  10?  . 

There  are,  however,  no  other  attested  final  itacisms  of  e  for  ai. 

6
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ETT  auT(u|  [/SaciAea:  so  1)3*’  A  P  and  many  minuscules,  vg  bo;  eauriur  rov  ̂ aciXea  X  0207;  ̂ aciAea 

err  auToiv  046  and  many  minuscules,  
sy. 
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Below  ptaav,  toj  is  clearly  visible.  It  seems  certain  that  the  fragment  belongs  to  the  lowest  right 

part  of  the  text,  err  auTUj(v)  
in  line  66  must  be  the  end  of  a  line  (as  the  dash  

for  the  final  nu  proves).  
However, 

between  
this  and  the  first  word  of  the  next  page  (of  which  the  

top  line  is  preserved),  
E^pm[ct^,  

the  expected 

text,  jSaciAra  
tov  ayyeXov  

rrjc  a^uccov  
ovopa  auTCO,  would  

exactly  
fill  one  line,  not  two.  Should  

we  therefore 

assume  that  
rw  is  part  of  the  last  word  avrtv  and  that  the  

earlier  part  of  
line  68  was  blank?  The  distinct  

way 

in  which  the  scribe  made  
the  initial  tau  (with  a  prolongation  

of  the  bottom  
part  of  the  vertical  

to  the  left; 

see  for  example  
the  tau  of  ra  in  line  99)  might  suggest  

that  here  tau  is  at  the  beginning  
of  the  line,  as  if  the 

scribe  copied  his  
text  in  an  already  

bound  codex  
(with  no  possibility  

of  extending  
the  line  further  

to  the 

right).  Possibly  
he  wanted  

to  keep  the  same  number  
of  lines  to  the  page  as  in  the  original  

from  which  he  was 

copying.  
This,  however,  

would  be  rather  
odd,  and  in  principle  

it  ought  not  to  have  
been  very  difficult  

for  a 

scribe  to  add  only  
two  letters  between  

the  margin  
and  the  binding.  

The  alternative  
is  to  suppose  

that  the 

scribe  copied  line  
67  again  by  mistake,  

perhaps  
misled  by  ett  avrw  

in  the  previous  
line.  He  might  have  started 

again  with  jiaciXea  and  on  this  occasion  
finished  

the  line  with  avrw. 

There  is  insufficient  room  for  the  papyrus  to  have  followed  A  in  reading  /JaciAea  tov  apxovra
  rqc  a^vccov 

TOV  ayyeXov  ovopia  avro). 

67-69  The  variants  are:  ovopa  aurw  E^pmerc  A  P  046  and  most  other  MSS:  w  ovop,a  avroi
  Eflpaicri  X; 

tu  ovopca  E)3pa(e)icTi  'P*’  2344.  The  papyrus  did  not  omit  avroi;  whether  it  omi
tted  to  is  uncertain. 

Pages  15-16:  Frr,  (j)  to  (1) 

Three  fragments  belonging  to  the  same  leaf.  After  (j)  several  lines  are  lost.  Between  (k)  and  (1)  there  is 

a  gap  of  almost  2  cm.  These  fragments  provide  us  with  the  most  useful  information  about  the  format  of  the 

codex.  The  first  and  last  lines  of  the  page  are  preserved  as  well  as  some  of  the  margins:  2  cm  on  the  left, 

1.5  cm  on  the  top  and  0.5  cm  on  the  lower  margin  of  j..  The  page  probably  had  34-35  lines  on  each  side. 
The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  is  34  on  J.  and  37—38  on 

i 

70  EXEI  o  A[iroXXvajv.  the  letter  after  ornicron  is  damaged  to  the  right,  but  alpha  is  almost  certain.  It  is 

not  possible  to  read  ryei  oy[op.a  ̂ ttoAAuojv  (so  ip*’  X  2344)  instead  of  the  majority  reading  ovopia  Eyci  AttoXXvcuv. 
The  number  of  letters  to  the  line  also  excludes  this  alternative  reading.  The  insertion  of  the  article  is  supported 

only  by  a  few  minuscules  and  versions:  Hoskier  II  247  notes  his  pairs  81-204  [  2038,  2595  Grcgory-Aland] 

and  228-g  [1746,  1740  GA],  and  250  [1248(1)  GA]  (the  last  three  from  his  Complutensian  family);  sah  boh 
(^Hc  who  destroyeth’)  arm  4, 

71  epxETlai:  so  1)3*’  X*  A  pc;  epxovrai  X'  046'  0207  2053  2344  HR''.  The  line  as  restored  is  probably  too 

long,  but  the  omission  of  pera  ravra  (so  2053“;  Prim)  would  make  it  too  short.  The  papyrus  may  have  had 

one  of  the  other  attested  omissions,  cither  /tai  (so  ip*’  X  2344),  or  ETi  (so  046*  SR''-),  or  EKToc  may  have  been 

written  s'  (as  it  is  in  ip*’). 
72-73  7““''  C'*  rtuv  §]  KEparuiv:  there  would  not  have  been  room  for  reccapoiv  to  have  been  written  in 

full,  but  in  any  case  it  is  usual  in  this  papyrus  for  cardinal  numbers  to  be  written  as  figures.  It  is  therefore 

impossible  to  say  whether  the  papyrus  had  ptav  ek  tojv  reccapwv  KEparcov  with  P  046  SR  or  whether  it  omitted 

TEccapcov  with  ip*’  X'  A  0207,  2053.  2344  (the  phrase  is  omitted  in  X*). 
74  The  number  of  letters  to  the  line  suggests  that  in  this  already  short  line  ekto)  was  not  omitted  (as  in 

A  0207)  nor  written  as  a  figure. 

75  It  is  possible  that  the  papyrus  omitted  §  with  ip*’. 
76--77  etti  TO)  ETorapw  too  peyaXco  EuJtjipaT^:  em  rov  TTOrapov  tou  peyaXou  Evtpparov  iP"'’- 

77  EXv[6i]car:  spacing  suggests  that  eAu[7r770'i7cav  (so  A)  is  less  likely. 

78  eic  TTjy  [oipav  Kai  rjpEpav.  so  ip*’  A  P  SJ?*  vg;  Kai  rjpEpav  is  omitted  by  X  pc.  The  omission  would  give 
too  short  a  line;  eic  r-qv  tupav  Kai  eic  tijv  -qpepav  (so  046.  2351  SR*^)  is  probably  too  long. 

go— gr  ]rcov:  all  MSS  except  ip*’  read  cropariuv  avrwv;  ip*’  omits  avrwv.  ff’he  papyrus  could  have  had cither  reading. 

gr  1)  yap  E^ovcia:  the  size  of  the  lacuna  would  probably  not  permit  qv  yap  q  efoucra,  which  is  the  reading 

of  ip*’. 

91-92  EK  rov  cro]paroc;  this  reading  is  not  attested  elsewhere.  All  other  MSS  read  ev  rw  cropari.  There 
is  no  doubt  the  papyrus  had  croparoc  and  it  therefore  seems  reasonable  to  supply  ek  rov  before  this,  which 

exactly  suits  the  space  available, 

/<:]ai  ev  raic  [oupaic  avrwv.  SO  X  A  G  P  046;  omitted  by  SR''. 

93  yap  ovpai  [  o]ipEciv.  after  ovpai  there  are  traces  of  a  curve,  probably  belonging  to  an  alpha  or 
omicron.  The  expected  reading  is  ovpai  avrwv  opoiai  (or  opoioi  2053  pc]  oipEciv,  but  there  does  not  seem  to 

be  space  for  two  words  between  ovpai  and  otpeciv.  C*  omits  opoiai. 

aixov[cai  (1.  €;(ou[cai):  so  most  of  the  MSS.  cxovcaic  X(*)  P  2053  al;  6XOVCIV  C*.  There  are  some  traces 
of  ink  above  ai  which  might  be  read  as  e. 

95  There  is  insufficient  space  for  the  papyrus  to  have  followed  in  inserting  avrcov  before  rauratc. 

ouSe:  also  possible  is  ov,  the  reading  of  C  2351  901^. 

97  TTpocKvvrjjcovcilv:  rtpocKvvrfcovciv  X  A  C  TrpocKvvrjccociv  P  046  It  is  probable  that  the  omega is  in  the  first  hand. 

97-98  fcai  ra]  jetSaj[Aa:  omitted  by  Compared  to  the  previous  line  (34  letters)  and  the  next  one  (33 
letters),  line  98  is  perhaps  rather  long  (37  letters).  The  omission  of  Kai  ra  xaAxra  (so  however,  would 
make  the  line  too  short. 

99  The  omission  of  ra  before  ̂ vXiva  (so  ip^^  would  probably  give  too  short  a  line. 

99—100  Su]  jmi'rat:  so  ip^^  X  A  C  P  046’*''"''^;  Svvarai  iP"^^  1611 
102  <l>apfj.a[KO}v:  this  is  the  reading  of  X  C  911^,  but  A  046  2053  2344  2351  911^  read  papfLaKciow. 

Either  could  have  been  the  reading  of  the  papyrus. 

103  ovlje  CK  rojv  /cAep./xarajp'  avrouv:  omitted  by  ip^^. 
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NEW  TESTAMENT 

1 04- 1 05  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  suggests  that  the
  papyrus  did  not  omit  aXKov  with  P 

2053  and 

105  f]-.  so  A  C  046;  omitted  by  W  P  2053  90?^  sa. 

107  ctuJAoi  'rTyp[oc]'.  the  papyrus  is  damaged  and  only
  the  lower  part  of  the  line  remains  visible.  The 

supplement  is  rattier  long.  ■  .  j  rflor  s 

108  The  supplement  is  again  on  the  long  side  in  comparison  wit
h  most  other  hnes.  Instead  ot  jiipAapidwv 

the  papyrus  may  have  read  fii^Xiov 
 with  tp't''"'*  and  046. 

108-109  ]  ■>)veu)yp,ej[roe:  so  1)8*’  K  C  P;  ovetoy/ari/ov  046;  it  is  o
mitted  by  A  bo. 

109  To]v  Senior:  omitted  by  G. 

1 1 1  The  supplement  is  shorter  than  would  be  expected.  The  papyrus
  may  have  added  oic  before 

this  is  written  in  K*  but  deleted  by  S'. 

1 1 1  - 1 1 2  p.0i\[,<a-rai  (1.  fivKarai):  all  MSS  read  puKarai  with  the  exeept
ion  of  G,  which  also  reads  /roixarat, 

and  which  reads  /xtixctrat. 

at  X  /3povTa[t|:  omits  _ 

After  ̂ povrai  the  papyrus  omitted  rac  eavreov  (jxsjvac  /cat  ore  eXaXrjcav  ai  ̂   ppovr
ai  with  149.  385.  336. 

2015  ai  (homoiotcleuton). 

1 13  There  is  insufficient  room  for  the  papyrus  to  have  followed 
 in  adding  avra  after  T/^eAAor. 

1 1 3-1 14  It  is  difficult  to  imagine  what  happened  between  ijiaivTjv  an
d  cc^payicor.  In  the  papyrus  there  is 

space  for  about  28  letters,  but  the  attested  text  is  ex  row  ovpavov  
Aeyoucav  (^conjc  and  Aryoucr/c  ip*’),  which 

would  need  only  18  letters  as  ovpavov  would  have  been  writte
n  Wmv.  Since  after  the  nu  there  are  traces  of 

a  horizontal  on  the  upper  part  of  the  line  and  in  this  papyrus  this  c
ould  indicate  a  deletion  (see  above  page 

5,  line  3),  we  must  probably  assume  that  the  
scribe  made  a  mistake. 

1 14  - 1 15  a  eAaAijcar:  or  oca  eAaAijcav  with  1)8*’. 

1 15  (ai;  aura  yp]ai/i[i;c:  so  most  of  the  MSS  including  P;  p-
i]  avrac  ypa^-pc  ip*’;  p.(ra  ravra  ypajioic  JJi  . 

126  KOI  Ac[yoocav:  so  ip®^  K  A  C  P  046  and  some  minuscules;  Aeyovea  235
1 

127  The  space  available  between  Aa^e  and  lyreoiyperov  suggests  tha
t  the  supplement  to  PipAior  to,  the 

reading  of  A  G  1006.  2053  pc  lat,  is  too  short.  Of  the  alternative  readings
,  piPAapiSior  (X  P  2344  2351  al), 

MhSapiov  (046  501)  and  /Si/3Aapiov  {2329),  the  papyrus  is  mos
t  likely  to  have  read  pi^AapiSior  (cf.  line  130). 

to]  7]V€ojyp.e[vov:  so  5p®’  X  A  G  P  and  some  minuscules;  to
  aveojyixcvov  ip*’  046  and  many  minuscules. 

ev  rrj  yjetpi:  omitted  by  C. 

129  an-qXda-.  airrjXBov,  the  reading  of  C,  is  also  possible. 

129-130  S[oo|vai:  so  5p”  X  A  C  046;  8[oc  (so  2053.  2329  50!'')
  would  probably  make  the  following  line 

130  BiBXap\Nov.  so  A'  G  P  2351  a/;  Pi|8Ator  'P*’  X  2053;  ̂ i^Xapiov  A*;  ̂ cfiXapl  5P“;  ̂ ipXcSapwv  046  50i. 

130  -131  Aa^c  xa;  K[a\Ta<j>ay€  avro:  the  papyrus  did  not  
follow  ip"  5p»*  X*  and  2344  in  reading  Aa^e 

avTO  Kai  Kara(j>aye. 

1 31  rrjv  KoiAJtap:  this  is  the  reading  of  most  of  the  MSS,  but  A
  2351  read  i<apoiav. 

^35  Prim;  eTn-KpavOrj  9(5“*^  and  most  authorities
. 

136  Spacing  suggests  that  the  papyrus  did  not  follow  
X'  in  adding  irocpiac  after  /coiAia  pov  5P". 

138  KcAapjoc  op-oioc  pa[pSai:  /<]  ctAa/aovoc  pa^Sw 
 5P*’. 

Pages  17-18:  Fr.  (m)  to  (0)  ,  •  c  i 

Three  fragments  belonging  to  the  same  leaf.  The  average  number  
of  letters  to  the  line  is  36-37  on  f. 

On  ̂   the  width  of  the  area  of  written  text  is  strikingly  narrower.  'Th
e  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line 

is  here  only  30-31.  Again  this  may  suggest  that  the  scribe  co
pied  the  text  in  a  codex  which  had  already  been 

bound.  Assuming  a  normal  text,  this  would  suggest  that  som
e  7  lines  have  been  lost  on  each  side  between 

frr.  (m)  +  (n)  and  fr.  (o);  in  which  case  the  page  probably 
 had  36  lines  on  J,  and  34  on  ->.  Pop  and  bottom 

margins  are  lost;  the  left  margin  partially  survives  in  lines  170
-172  and  the  right  margin,  which  is  sizeable, 

in  lines  176-182.  Between  frr.  (m)  and  (n)  there  is  a  short  gap. 

^  141  TO)  Ka\v.  the  traces  of  the  first  3  letters  are  very  damaged,  but  
tlie  lower  part  of  an  omega  seems 

almost  certain. 

ii99.  REVEMTION  31 

141  —  143  Ihe  text  we  would  expect  at  this  point,  judging  by  the  length  ofliries  preserved  elsewhere  on 

this  page,  is  something  like  this: TO)  A:a[t  TTjv  avXyjv  TTjV  rov  vaov  6/c(3aAe] 

c^wBev  [/cat  p.7)  avrrjv  p.erp'qcrjc  OTt  eSoBrj  rote] 

edvf-civ  /c[ai 

Thus  avT-qv  occurring  at  this  point  does  not  fit  the  expected  reconstruction  (the  reading  is  certain).  The 

attested  variants  are  the  omission  of  rqv  avXr/v  (5p*’),  eccuBev  for  the  first  e^wBev  (X  al),  ecoj  (X*),  efeu  (5p*’  046 

TO**)  or  eewBev  (P)  for  the  second,  and  the  addition  of  icai  after  eSoBrj  (5p*’  X*).  None  of  these  is  enough  to 

explain  what  the  papyrus  might  have  read. 

143  TrarrjcovcLv:  p.€TprjcovcLV,  the  reading  of  A,  is  also  possible. 

145—146  TrepLPePXrjljalevot:  SO  X*^  C;  TrepLPepXT)p.evovc  X*  A  P  046. 

14.7  [Xv]xvtai  [ai  £]ya)[iriov.  so  A  G  P  046;  ai  is  omitted  by  X  161 1  2351  al.  Although  ai  falls  in  the  gap 

between  the  two  fragments,  the  reading  on  the  back  suggests  that  there  is  enough  space  for  it  to  be  included. 

148  9cX[ei:  this  is  the  reading  of  X  A  G  P  046  and  most  of  the  MSS,  but  5)8*''  pc  read  BcXrjcei. 

150  Kai  ei  t[ic  BcX-qc-q:  Kai  y  tic  BeX-qc-q  X*;  Koi  ij  tic  BuXei  G;  xai  ei  tic  BaX-qcei  ift*’  al. 

160  TTVLKOIC-.  for  this  abbreviation  see  A.  H.  R.  E.  Paap,  Nomina  sacra,  103.  Spacing  suggests  the  word 

was  abbreviated  here, 

161  The  supplement  is  rather  long;  it  is  possible  that  the  papyrus  omitted  Kai  after  oirov  with  5)3*’  X‘ 

TO'*  (but  not  P)  or  avrevv  with  5p*',  or  ecravpcoBq  may  have  been  written  as  a  nomen  sacrum. 

163  Ta  [wToipaTa:  so  P  'TO"*;  to  ■n-Tuip.a  5p*'  X  A  G  046  and  some  minuscules.  The  line  seems  too  short, 

unless  -qicepac  y  was  written  in  full.  /<a[  written  above  ra  seems  to  be  in  the  hand  of  the  corrector,  but  no 
variants  are  attested. 

165  eic  (^[rypeior:  this  is  the  reading  of  G  pc.  Line  length  suggests  that  the  papyrus  read  something 

longer  than  cic  ij.vT]p,a,  the  reading  of  X*  A  P  046.  Other  variants  are  eic  p.vqp.aTa  X^  pc,  eic  p,vq/j,eia  1611  pc. 

166  [cjiri  rqc  [y]i;c-:  the  high  point  might  have  been  misplaced;  it  would  be  more  suitable  after  cm  rqc 

yqo  in  line  169. 
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The  number  of  letters  to  the  line  suggests  the  supplement  evcppaivovrai  (so  5)3*’  X  A  C  P  and 

many  
minuscules)  

rather  
than  evcppavB-qcovTai  

(so  046  TO**). 

167  7r[efu/ioticir:  so  X'  A  C;  Tre/aTTovciv  X*  P  2344;  Sutcovciv  046  and  some  minuscules. 
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[ovToi|oi  ̂   rrpotpriTai:  so  A  G  P  046;  the  space  before  irpo^-qrai  in  line  168  requires  3  letters, 

which  
makes  

it  very  unlikely  
that  the  papyrus  

followed  
X  2344  

in  reading  
outoi  

01  irpoijsqTai  
01  or  that  it 

omitted  
outoi  

before  
01  with  5)3*’. 

169  Spacing  suggestsjhe  papyrus  agreed  with  G  in  adffing  to  before  -qp-icv,  other  MSS  omit. 

170  e[ic-qXdev  €K  70V  Bv:  so  C;  other  M.SS  read  ck  tov  Bv  eicrjXBev,  which  is  equally  possible. 

auToic:  this,  the  reading  of  G  P  2053  al,  best  suits  the  available  space,  ev  auToic  A  2351  ah  eic  avrovc 

5P*’  X  TO>*. 171-172  ciTcjwfccr:  this  is  the  reading  of  A  C  P,  but  cirecer  5))*'’  X  046  2053  TO'*. 

1 72  cm  Tou[c  Beiupowrac-.  SO  5)3*’  X  A  046  and  most  minuscules;  cm  twv  BcaipovvTiov  C  P  pc. 

■73  [<^coJri;i'  /ieya[Ai;r  ck  tov  ovvov  Xeyoveav:  so  A  046  2053  2351  TO**;  cjiuiv-qc  pcyaXqc  and  Xeyoveye  5p*’ 
X  C  P  and  some  minuscules.  It  is  not  likely  that  the  papyrus  omitted  avToic  after  this,  with  A  pc. 

174  ara|S]are:  SO  5)3*’  X  A  G  P  2351  pc,  avafiqTc  046  TO. 

'75  J .  D  Assuming  an  average  of  36-37  letters  to  the  line  we  would  expect  to  find  here  traces  of  vci^eAi;, 
However,  the  horizontal  stroke  above  the  line  suggests  the  dash  of  a  numeral,  a  nomen  sacrum  or  perhaps  a 

mark  of  deletion.  The  trace  of  ink  below  the  stroke  looks  like  part  of  upsilon  or  nu. 

Between  line  174  and  line  177  (as  restored)  there  is  room  for  two  lines.  The  page  break  must  therefore 
have  come  between  lines  175  and  176. 

179-180  eja|[^o^oi:  so  most  of  the  MSS;  cv  cpofiai  X  2351. 

'So  ].[.].  ra):  before  tw  traces  of  something  coming  upwards  from  the  left  and  joining  a  vertical.  The 

expected  reading  is  Sofar,  but  the  traces  do  not  seem  to  match  it. 

181-182  aijriX'llBcv:  so  ')8*’  and  most  authorities;  nap-qXBcv  pc. 

182  180U  q  ovai  q  TpiTq  epx]fT[“‘'  'his  is  the  reading  of  A  G  P  2053  2351  'TO"*;  iSov  cpycTai  q  ovai  q  rpiTq 
5)8*’"'*  X  2344  pc,  q  ovai  Tj  TptTTj  iBov  Epx^rai  046 
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183  o  ̂  ayyeXoc.  A  omits  0,  but  the  supplement  would  still  be  too  long  unless  ejSSo/xoc  was  written  as  a 

figure  (as  it  is  in 

184  AJeyoocat:  so  X  C  P  051  2344  Aeyorrec  A  046  2053  2351 

194  K]{iLf)[oc]:  C  reads  i<Xrjpoc. 

197  TOic  ayLOLC  /cat  rote  ̂ ojSo] u/xevotc:  so  X  C  P  046;  rote  aytoic  /cat  rove  ̂ oj8ot/jU.€[voi/c  rote  aytotc 

rote  ̂ o/SoLi/i-evotc  051.  I.  1854  al;  rove  ayLOVc  /cat  rove  <f>o^oviJ,€vovc  A  (2351)//^. 

198  rove  fMLKpovc  /cat  roue]  fxeyaXov[c]:  so  X*  A  C  2344  235 1  pc'^  rote  ptiKpoie  /cat  rote  /xeyoAotc 
p  046  m. 

199  hLa(j>6eip]ov  V'  ac:  so  X  A  046;  Siacjidetpavrae  G  051  2344 //c;  (jiQeipovrae  P  I.  Although  the  fibres 
of  the  papyrus  are  damaged,  it  seems  that  the  scribe  forgot  the  tau  and  later  inserted  it  between  nu  and  alpha. 

200  o  e[i/]:  so  A  C  P;  0  is  omitted  by  K  046  051  3J1.  The  supplement  at  the  left  is  short,  but  no 

doubt  a  gap  was  left  before  /cat  at  the  start  of  a  new  verse. 

20 1  The  supplement  is  again  short  and  it  would  make  little  difference  if  the  papyrus  read  with  G 
for  (ixfidr). 

202  Instead  of  the  first  avrov  the  papyrus  may  have  read  rov  7cU  with  2344  or  rov  dv  with  K, 

but  all  these  readings  imply  a  rather  long  supplement.  Possibly  the  scribe  omitted  the  first  avrov  (so  Prim.). 

202-203  After  eyevovro  the  expected  text  is  aerpanai  /cat  ̂ covat  /cat  ̂ povrai.  But  phi  seems  fairly  clear 

on  the  papyrus  and  the  letter  is  certainly  not  alpha.  Spacing  requires  more  than  just  (jxjovai  /cat  Ppovrai. 

Probably  the  papyrus  altered  the  word  order,  and  read  either  ̂ [wvat  /cat  aarpaTrai  /cat  Ppovra]i  or  (f>[cova(,  /cat 

^povrai,  /cat  aarpaTTa]i. 

203  /c[ai  cjetc^oc:  so  X  A  G  P;  omitted  by  046 

208  [t/3:  the  left  end  of  a  supralinear  bar  can  be  seen.  There  would  be  room  for  /cat  after  this  at  the  end 

of  the  line,  but  it  is  more  probable  that  it  stood  in  the  next  line,  now  lost.  This  line  is  more  likely  to  have 

been  at  the  foot  of  this  page  rather  than  at  the  top  of  the  next. 

Pages  19-20:  Frr.  (p)  to  (s) 

The  leaf  may  have  had  37  lines  on  both  I  and  but  this  is  uncertain  as  both  top  and  bottom  margins 

are  lost.  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  is  31  on  J,  and  30  on  -»■.  Part  of  a  left  and  of  a  right 

margin  is  visible  in  fr.  (p).  The  lateral  position  of  fr.  (r),  and  in  consequence  that  of  fr.  (s),  is  uncertain;  on 

fr.  (s)  see  further  lines  237-238  n. 

211-212  The  papyrus  could  have  read  either  7Tvp]\poe  (so  X  2053)  or  rrvpoe  (so  G  046).  pteyac  -noppoe 

is  read  by  A  P  051,  and  [xeyae  rrupoc  by  2351  and  a  few  other  witnesses. 

2 1 3  The  papyrus  is  not  likely  to  have  agreed  with  in  omitting  avrov. 

214  The  supplement  is  somewhat  long  and  no  variants  are  attested.  It  is  again  likely  that  the  scribe 

wrote  y'  for  rpirov  (cf  page  13,  line  13). 

216  The  MSS  are  divided  between  ecrrjKev  (^^“^^  X  A  P  046  and  most  of  the  minuscules),  ecTt/zcet  (G) 
and  eerr]  (14.  92).  It  is  most  probable  that  the  papyrus  read  ierrjKei  for  the  pluperfect  eierrjKei. 

217  We  expect  ixcXXovcrjc  reKeiv  tva  orav  r€K7)  ro  reKvov  avrT)e,  which  is  too  long  and  there  are  no  attested 

omissions.  Possibly  the  papyrus  omitted  orar  re/cr;. 

230  ] .  ,  the  traces  are  too  faint  for  any  attempt  at  reconstruction. 

o]yy[co]:  the  suprascript  bar  is  no  longer  preserved. 

231  [0  o<f}iC  0  ix]eyac  o  apyatoc:  so  1006.  1841  pc\  o  p-eyae  o  o^ie  o  apyaioc:  most  MSS;  0  p,€yae  o<f>ie:  X 

pc\  0  o<f>ic  o  jxeyae 

232  /cat  Caravae 

233  yTjv  /c[at:  the  traces  arc  very  faint,  but  the  small  serif  of  the  vertical  to  the  left  suggests  kappa. 

There  is  a  space  between  the  nu  of  yrjv  and  the  following  vertical,  although  we  are  not  at  the  start  of  a  verse. 

233-4  ayyeXoi  avrov  p]€r  avrov:  first  avrov  omitted  by  and  jU-er  avrov  omitted  by  051 

237"238  The  expected  reading  is  rj  e^ovcia  {etorrjpLa  ̂ ^^)  tok  xP^  C)  ctr’rov,  which  is  much  too 
short.  The  possibility  has  been  considered  of  moving  the  tiny  fragment  (s)  to  the  left  to  join  with  the  trace 

below  the  €i  of  iSactAJeta,  reading  ayr[ov\  but  this  does  not  suit  the  following  line  nor  the  suggested  reconstruc¬ 

tion  of  the  side  (lines  275-276),  and,  most  importantly,  it  does  not  fit  well  physically  at  this  point  on  the 

[  side. 
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238-239  The  papyrus  may  have  agreed  with  and  C  in  reading  i<ari}yopoc  for  Kar-pyevp  and  with  C 

in  reading  avrcov  for  avrovc. 

240  traces  are  very  faint.  If  these  arc  well  read  and  (s)  has  been  placed  correctly  (see 

above),  it  is  likely  that  the  papyrus  included  rjiacov  after  rov  6eov  with  the  majority  of  MSS,  and  did  not  omit 

it  with  I  al. 
247  traces  are  very  faint  and  the  reading  is  only  tentative. 

248  o  Spaiccov  on  e/SAr/^]-/;:  thjs  is  the  reading  of  X*  and  most  MSS;  on  e^X-rjOrj  0  SpaKcov  X^'-. 
2^0-251  TT]  yvvaiKji  Svo  7Trepv\\yec:  this  is  the  reading  of  {nrepvyac)  X  046.  2344  AGP  051 

2053  add  ac  after  ywaiKc.  Since  the  sequence  alpha-iota  would  probably  have  preserved  part  of  the  tail 

of  the  alpha  linked  to  the  iota,  the  papyrus  is  likely  to  have  omitted  at,  which  also  suits  the  spacing  better. 

251  The  supplement  at  the  left  seems  too  long  for  the  line.  Omitting  rov  in  rov  aerov  (so  X)  would  help, 

although  the  supplement  is  still  long. 

253  /cat  Tjixicv  Kai\poy:  omitted  by  C. 

254  a™ 

256  The  supplement  expected  is  Trorap-oc  iva  avjrjv  Trora—,  which  is  much  too  short.  It  does  not  help  to 

read  Tavrrjv  for  avr-qv  with  051  931''.  G  reads  tva  Troi-qcq  avr-qv  Trorapoi/.op'ijTor.  This  would  solve  the  problem 

in  line  256,  but  it  would  leave  the  next  line  too  short  (unless  we  suppose  that  there  was  a  repeat  of  TroLqc'q 

in  the  papyrus). 

258  The  papyrus  probably  read  q  yq  to  cropa.  iP"*’  omits  q  yq. 268  Instead  of  oropara  the  papyrus  may  well  have  read  oropa  with  and  C. 

269  The  supplement  at  the  right  seems  too  long,  but  no  omissions  arc  attested. 

270  A€OrTo[c:  so  AGP  046;  AeovTcor  X  2351  pc. 

273  '(K  Toiv  i<e<j>a,[X]wv:  this  is  the  reading  of  P'*’  S  A  G  P;  ex-  is  omitted  by  046*  2053  93!''.  It  seems 
that  the  correction  was  made  by  the  scribe  himself 
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Between  avrov  and  ejic  we  expect  simply  uic  €ccj>ayij,evqv,  but  there  is  room  for  some  16  letters; 

reading  
<o[c€i  for  tofe,  with  046  and  many  minuscules,  

does  not  entirely  
solve  the  problem. 
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''r]Xq\yq]:  the  lambda  is  doubtful,  but  rrXqyq  is  what  we  expect  at  this  point. 

Pages  21-22:  Frr.  (t)  to  (w) 

Four  fragments  from  a  new  leaf  Between  fr.  (t)  and  fr.  (u)  there  is  a  gap  of  0.5  cm,  and  one  of  i  cm 

between  fr.  (v)  and  (w).  There  is  a  0.7  cm  margin  visible  on  the  left-hand  side.  As  the  top  and  bottom  margins 
arc  lost  we  do  not  know  where  the  pages  began  and  ended,  though  it  is  quite  likely  that  the  leaf  had  36  lines 

on  each  side.  The  lateral  position  of  (u)  is  uncertain;  see  line  292  n.  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the 

line  is  34  on  J..  On  ->,  however,  the  number  of  letters  is  more  difficult  to  determine  for  it  seems  to  be  rather 
variable  in  comparison  with  the  expected  text  (between  28  and  36  letters).  An  average  of  about  33  letters  per 

line  is  perhaps  the  most  likely. 

284—285  Kai  rriv\  \eKrivri\y  avrov:  omitted  by  C.  omits  rove  and  eKrjvovvrac. 

286-287  /cat  €So6[rj  avroj  TToerjeae  TToXefxov  jaera  rojv  \  [a]yitov  /ca[t  vcKrjcaL  avrovc:  this  is  the  reading  of 

X  046  051  2344  2351  (ifti^);  omitted  by  A  C  2053  931^. 
288  Spacing  indicates  that  the  papyrus  did  not  omit  Kai  Xaov  with  051  It  may  have  agreed 

with  G  in  reading  Aaouc  for  Xaov. 

290—291  to]  |oiA[o]/aa:  SO  046  3JI;  to  ovofxa  avrov  A  C  QO53  pc\  ro  ovofxa  avrcov  161 1  pc  sy^‘;  ra  ovofaara 

X^  P  051  all  '^<3.  ovofiara  avrcov  X*. 
291  ey  r[oj  ̂ i^Xico:  this  is  the  reading  of  A  P  051  9J1;  the  papyrus  could  also  have  read  ev  rco  jSt/3Aa*  with 

X^  or  €V  rr)  iSi^A[aj  with  but  not  ev  ̂c^Xco  with  X*,  ev  ̂c^Xeto  with  C,  or  cm  rco  ̂ l^Xloj  with  046. 

292  [€e(f>ayfx€vo]v:  the  reading  is  very  uncertain  as  only  the  tail  of  an  upright  survives.  This  could  equally 

be  part  of,  e.g.,  the  kappa  of  Kara^oXrjc^  in  which  case  the  fragment  would  need  to  be  realigned  slightly  to the  right. 

293  A  2351  read  etc  aixycaXcociav  etc  aixpcaXcoctav.  It  is  most  likely  that  the  papyrus  omitted  at  least  one 

of  the  two  occurrences  of  etc  at;^p.aAcoctav'  (so  X  G  P  046.  051  901),  for  even  so  the  line  is  rather  long. 

294  The  papyrus  may  have  agreed  with  G  in  reading  anoKrevet  Set  for  arroKravOrjvat. 

298  e]A[a]Aei:  so  most  authorities;  AaAet  (so  9(3'*'^)  is  less  likely  because  of  spacing. 
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304  All  other  witnesses  include  e/c  tov  ovpamv  cither  before  or  after  /caTajSaireir.  It  is  likely  that  the 

papyrus  omitted  the  phrase,  since  otherwise  the  line  would  be  too  long.  No  omissions  are  attested  elsewhere. 

It  is  unlikely  that  the  papyrus  agreed  with  iP"*'  in  reading  rroiiycr)  for  ttoiij,  and  it  did  not  agree  with  it 
in  reading  KarafirivaL  for  Karafiaiveiv. 

306—308  81a  ra  CT^peta  ...  KaroLKOvcLv  e-nt  rrjc  yrjc  is  omitted  by  046*  sy. 

308  T7JC  yrjc  TT[on)caL:  so  most  authorities;  n/c  y-qc  Kai  wonjcai  K. 

308-309  T-qv]  irXriyqv  tij[c  payaipijc:  so  A  G  P;  it  is  impossible  to  tell  whether  the  papyrus  omitted  rqv 

with  X  (which  reads  rrAijyijc)  and  ®i’‘.  It  did  not  read  irArjyije  khi  eCqcev  avo  tijc  paxaipijc  with  046  8351  9B'^. 

310  auTtu:  so  ip”  K  P**  046.  051  2R;  avrtj  A  C  P*"'*. 
8[oi;eat:  C  omits. 

311-312  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  suggests  that  the  papyrus  omitted  ira  before  ocoi 

with  N  2351  SK.  It  is  included  by  A  P  2344.  at  G  omits  the  words  from  Kai  17011)07  ocoi  to  tov  Br/piov 
(homoioteleuton). 

323  After  ecTir  most  witnesses  read  Kat  o  aptOpioc  avTov  followed  by  the  figure  616  or  666.  G  P  051 

read  Kai  0  apidpoc  avrou  ecriv.  'P"*'  reads  simply  ecriv  Se,  and  X  omits  the  phrase.  It  is  not  possible  to  read 

ecTi]v  or  ec]Ti  in  the  papyrus.  Eta  is  certain  and  has  a  horizontal  bar  above 'it.  If  this  is  a  deletion  mark,  it 
could  explain  the  short  supplement.  The  slight  trace  before  eta  would  .suit  kappa. 

so  C  1 1  (efaxociai  SeKa  ef)  5  (yis-')  Tyc,  and  some  lost  texts  criticised  by  irenaeus  (4l*.  Haer.  5.30.1), 
as  well  as  the  Ps. -Augustine  homilies  on  the  Apocalypse  (PL  XXXV  2437);  cfaKociat  (or  -cm  or  -cioi)  4-qKovTa 

is  read  either  in  full  or  as  figures  by  X  A  051  2053''''^  9J1;  e^axocta  e^Tjicovra  ttcvtc  2344. 
324  TO  opo[c]:  TO  is  omitted  by  G. 

325  The  omission  of  Ciiuv  (so  C)  would  make  the  line  too  short,  and  the  addition  of  apidpioc  after  aurou 

(so  046  PP^)  would  make  it  too  long,  unless  Ciwv  is  omitted. 

326—327  aJuTou  yc\[ypap.p.€vov:  so  most  authorities;  avTov  to  ycypappevov  A.  The  supplement  in  line  326 

is  slightly  long,  but  it  is  very  unlikely  that  to  came  at  the  end  of  line  325.  The  omission  of  avTov  /cat  to  ovop.a 

(so  P  i)  would  make  the  supplement  too  short. 

330  a)[c:  omitted  by  P  Pl^. 

The  papyrttk  no  doubt  agreed  with  P*’  2053  in  adding  tjxuvqv  before  KiPaptoSojv,  as  otherwise  the 
supplement  would  be  too  short. 

332  The  supplement  is  uncertain.  G  omits  avriuv,  and  before  oihqvAG  051  add  cue,  which  is  omitted 

by  P'*’  X  P  046  2053  2344  Spacing  suggests  that  the  papyrus  is  most  likely  to  have  read  the  supplement 
suggested  in  the  text,  but  it  is  possible  that  it  agreed  with  G  in  omitting  avroiv  and  including  cue. 

333  CVWTTIOV  T<u[r  Tcccapcov  ̂ wu>v\:  the  supplement  would  be  too  short  if  Tcccapwv  had  been  written  in 

numerical  notation  (for  the  lack  of  consistency  in  writing  figures  see  also  page  20,  line  250). 

334  Kai  TWV  TTpc\c^VTcpaiv.  omitted  by  C.  The  addition  of  tvonriov  before  -npcc^vTcpiov,  attested  by  X, 
would  make  the  line  too  long. 

335  It  is  unlikely  that  the  papyrus  agreed  with  C  in  adding  ai  before  yiAiaScc. 

341  The  papyrus  no  doubt  followed  most  MSS  in  reading  er  tco  cTo/aari  avTwv  ou^]  evpeO-q  0[cuSoc].  It 

did  not  read  ouy  cvpcBq  cv  roj  CTOpari  avTCoy  tpevSoc  with  046 

342  ]Aor  iSor  (1.  ciSov)  ay’y[eAor]:  the  attested  sequence  is  either  Kai  ciSov  aXXov  ayycXov,  so  X^  A  G  P 

^5^  2053,  or  Kai  ciSoy  ayyeXov,  so  P'^^  X*  046  PI.  P'^^  adds  yap  after  apmopoi,  but  this  does  not  help  to  solve 
the  difficulty.  Possibly  the  scribe  wrote  iSor  aA]  Aov. 

344  evayycXicai  is  read  by  most  MSS.  There  is  no  room  for  evayyeXicacBai  with  P‘‘^X.  After  this  most 

MSS  insert  em;  it  is  most  probable  that  the  papyrus  agreed  with  046  051  PI  in  omitting  it. 

344“345  KaToi[Kovy\Tac:  so  A  051;  tovc  KaBqiicvovc  P‘‘’X  G  P  046  and  most  other  MSS;  Kadripcvovc 

TOVC  KaroiKowrac  Pf'^,  which  is  certainly  too  long.  It  is  likely  that  final  nu  was  indicated  by  a  suprascript  bar 
in  both  these  lines. 

346  ey  <f>wvr]:  SO  P"*^  X  C  P  046  and  most  MSS;  ey  is  omitted  by  A. 

347  3]ot€  auT[cu]:  the  omicron  in  SJore  is  not  clear,  but  alpha  for  So^acare  avTov  (so  P"^^)  is  not  likely 
and  spacing  is  against  it. 

349  "ceJ  TTOirjcavTi'.  there  is  insufficient  .space  for  tcu  Bay  rcu  ironjcavTi,  the  reading  of  2329  Evt  (gig). 
35°  The  supplement  Kai  BaXaccav  suits  the  space  better  than  «-ai  TTfv  BaXaccav,  the  reading  of  P*^  X  046 

051  2053  PF  (unless  Kai  before  ttjc  yr/y  came  at  the  end  of  line  349).  It  is  likely  that  the  nu  of  vSaTwy  was 

represented  by  a  suprascript  bar. 

4499.  REVEIATIOM 35 

Pages  23-24:  Err.  (x)  to  (7.) 
Fragments  from  the  following  leaf.  The  average  number  of  letters  to  the  line  is  30  on  J.  and  34  on 

The  upper  part  of  fr.  (x)  J,  is  very  damaged,  but  there  are  traces  of  three  lines,  which  probably  belong  to  the 

beginning  of  the  page.  Between  frr.  (x)  and  (y)  there  is  a  gap  of  0.5  cm.  The  lateral  position  of  fr.  (z)  is  uneertain. 

i 

351^—359  l^acavicdri]\ceTai:  so  X  C  P  046;  f^acavicBqcovTai  A. 

359“’3®°  cvamiov  ayyeAcav]  | a[y] icui.’:  so  P*'  X  C  P  and  some  minuscules;  evuyniov  tu>v  ayiaiv  ayycXaiv 

046  eyw-rnoy  tcov  ayyeXcov  A.  The  supplement  expected  in  line  360  between  cywTriov  and  jBacavicpov  is 

TOV  apviov  Kai  o  ica-rryoc  tov;  this  is  too  long,  but  there  arc  no  omissions  attested. 

361  e[ic  aiaivac  aiwyiav]:  this  is  the  reading  of  A  046  and  most  of  the  MSS.  P  051  al  read  eic  aicova 

aiuiyaiv;  G  pc  read  eic  aiaiya  aiwyoc.  It  is  quite  possible  that  the  papyrus  added  the  article  tuiv,  reading  etc 

aicvyac  toov  aimvoiv  with  X. 363  If  Kai  is  right,  as  it  appears  to  be,  the  papyrus  must  have  had  some  unattested  variant  or  mistake 

before  it  as  the  supplement  qpiepac  is  insufficient  to  fill  the  space.  If  iraucw  is  moved  down  to  this  line,  line 

362  is  too  short. 

374  The  traces  arc  too  slight  for  any  attempt  at  reconstruction. 

377—378  cK  TOV  [raou  \Kpa^wy]:  so  most  of  the.  MSS;  icpai^aiv  eic  tov  vaov  A;  ew  tov  ovpci.yov  Kpa^ajv  051. 

2053  SK''.  Since  ovpayov  would  have  been  written  ovvov  it  would  have  occupied  much  the  same  space  as  vaov. 

As  the  supplement  between  these  lines  is  short,  it  is  also  possible  that  the  papyrus  read  either  ck  tov  vaov 

avTOV  Kpaluiv  with  X  or  ex  tov  vaov  avaKpa^uiv  with  P'*^  (which  omits  ev  following). 
379  Before  irepi/^  there  is  a  vertical  line  with  a  curl  at  the  top  which  seems  to  be  a  mark  of  some  sort 

rather  than  a  letter. 
380  T)Xde]y  '17'  wp[a  Bepicai:  SO  A  G  P  046  and  most  MSS.  The  papyrus  did  not  read  qXBev  cov  7  uipa 

depicai  (so  051  P?''')  or  e^-qXBev  0  Bepic/aoc  (so  P'*^),  and  probably  did  not  read  7  wpa  tov  Bepicpov  (so  X  pc) 

or  7  uypa  tov  Bepicai  (so  2053  al.).  The  eta  was  probably  added  by  the  corrector. 

381  Bepicpioc]  7c  [:  the  trace  visible  before  7c  could  be  part  of  either  gamma  or  tau.  The  papyrus  could 
have  read  cither  Bepicfioc  Tijc)  yrje  [  or  Bepicpoc]  tijc  [yqc. 

391  o[u]t7[c]:  the  traces  arc  very  faint  but  the  reading,  which  is  that  of  most  M.SS,  seems  possible. 

qKpiacev  7  cTacpvXri  tt)c  yrjc  is  read  by  046 

392-393  TTiv\[yriy:  so  A  C  P  046  and  most  other  MSS;  em  T-qc  yrje  X;  eiri  ttjv  yqv  P^'f 
394  TOV  ;i€[y]a:  so  A  C  P  046  and  many  other  MSS;  772  peyaXrjy  X  2053  al;  tov  peyaXov  P*^  pc. 

396  pexpi  P”. 
397  Rx'  If4s  reading  does  not  seem  to  be  attested  elsewhere.  yiAitur  e^aKocicuv,  in  full  or  in  figures,  is 

the  reading  of  P'*’  X'  A  C  P  046  Pl*^;  yiAicur  SiaKociiov  X*  pc  syf**;  xiXiwv  TTevTaicociuiv  Lvt  (gig); 
e^aKocioiV  2036. 

412  e<l>av]epoi67j[cav:  the  papyrus  is  not  likely  to  have  read  ecfiavepioB-q  with  P*’. 

418  8]  ̂loaiv:  the  end  of  the  supralinear  bar  over  the  lost  numeral  is  visible,  ̂ uicov  is  omitted  by  P^'f 

J.  CHAPA 4500.  Revelation  XI  15-16;  17-18 

34  411.73/0(5  -7)  (a)  4.8x5.9cm  Fourth  century 

0308  Plates  I-ll 

This  parchment  fragment  of  the  Apocalypse  is  from  the  inner  top  of  a  small  single¬ 
column  codex  leaf  The  scribe  uses  a  mannered,  clear,  seriffed,  round  hand,  written  in 

a  carbon  ink.  The  letters  are  2-2.5  largely  bilinear.  There  are  no  signs 

of  rulings  or  prickings,  which  is  surprising  as  the  scribe  is  extremely  skilled.  The  script 

closely  resembles  that  of  0171  (PSI  I  2  +  11  124-I-P.  Berol.  inv.  11863),  leaves  of  a 
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parchment  codex  of  Matthew  and  Luke  found  at  Hermopolis  Magna.  E.  Pistelli  dated 

them  to  the  fourth  century,  Kurt  Treu  to  c.  ad  300.  P.  Amh.  II  24,  a  parchment  leaf 

of  Demosthenes  is  also  in  a  similar  hand;  this  is  assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  fourth 

century  in  Gavallo  and  Maehler,  GBEBP  13c. 

The  page  originally  contained  14  lines,  giving  a  written  area  of  c.  6  X  6.5  cm.  The 

surviving  inner  margin  is  i  cm  wide  and  0.5  cm  remains  of  the  top  margin,  so  that  the 

original  page  cannot  have  been  less  than  8x8  cm.  4500  may  be  compared  in  particular 

with  another  parchment  codex  of  Revelation  assigned  to  the  fourth  century,  VIII 1080  = 

oi69  =  Turner  163,  NT  Parch.  108.  This  has  a  page  size  of  7.8  x  9.5  cm  and  also  has 

14  lines  to  the  page  with  identical  line-spacing.  The  hand,  however,  is  quite  diderent 
from  4500  and  they  are  not  part  of  the  same  codex. 

No  use  is  made  of  breathings  or  punctuation.  On  the  flesh  side  the  following  nomina 

sacra  occur:  Taj  (line  2)  and  xp^  (line  3);  6v  is  supplemented  in  line  7.  In  line  6  the 

number  24  is  expressed  by  the  cypher  kS. 

The  only  papyri  which  contain  these  verses  are  P.  Chester  Beatty  III  =  dated 

to  the  later  third  century  by  F.  G.  Kenyon,  and  4499  above.  In  addition  to  the  works 

cited  in  the  general  introduction  H.  C.  Hoskier,  Concerning  the  Text  of  the  Apocalypse: 

Collations  of  all  existing  available  Greek  Documents  with  the  Standard  Text  of  Stephen’s  Third  Edition 

(London  1929),  has  been  consulted. 

Flesh  side 

]  7;  73aciAet[a  tov  koc] 

[71] on  TOV  Idj  rj)x\(jov  Kat] 

[t]ou  xpv  avTo[v  KM  /3act] 

Xevcei  etc  to[vc  moj] 

vac  Tcov  ai[cuvajv  aiarjv] 

/cat  ot  kS  TTplec^vTcpoc] 

evcoTTLOv  [tov  dv  /ca] 

6rjpievo[L  em  tovc  dpo] 

vovc  a[iiTajt'  errecav] 

cm  [ra  npocooTra  avTcov] 

/c[at 

Hair  side 

/c]at  o  7]v  /cat  [ort] 

[etA?]] ^ac  T7]v  Svv[apiiv] 

[cou]  TTjv  pieyaX[r]v] 

[/cat  e^JactAeucac  /ca[t] 

4500.  REVELATION XI 15-16;  17-18 
37 

[ra  e9v]rj  (xipyicdrjca[v] 

[/cat  7]X9]ev  7]  opyrj  coy 

[/cat  o  /catpjoc  tcov  ve 

[Kpcov  Kpi]97]vaL  /cat 
[Souvat  TOV  p,l]c9ov 

[toic  SovXoic  co\v  /cat 

[rote  TTpO(j)7]TaLC^  Kai 

[  '  ]. 

Flesh  i:  n  paciXei[a:  so  X  A  C  and  most  witnesses;  at  ̂aciXeiai  i  al. 

5  Spacing  suggests  that  4500  followed  H  2344 /jc  bo  in  adding  apije  after  anavujv,  which  other  MSS  omit. 

6  ot  kS:  so  iP”  and  most  MSS;  8*  A  2053“  omit  ot, 

6

-

 

7

 

 

irplec/SoTepoi]  crojutor:  so  ip*^  A  046,  50!*;  spacing  suggests  that  4500  did  not  add  ot  before  eviomov 

with  X  G  051,  1611.  1854.  2053.  2329.  2344,  2351  50!'^, 

7

-

 

8

 

 

Ka]0riij,evo[i:  SO  A  05I.  1854,  2329.  (2351)  50!*;  KaOn^rai  ip*^  X’  C  1006.  1611.  1841.  2053.  2344 

pc,  ot  KoS-ovrai  
X*  50!*. 

8

-

 

-

9

 

 

5P't/  omits  em  rove  Bpovovc  avrwv. 

9  The  papyrus  probably  did  not  add  /eat  before  errecav  with  X  1006.  1841  at. 
Hair  i:  051.  1006.  1841  al,  supported  by  bo,  Tyc  (Bea)  add  0  epyofteroc  after  0  rjv. 

1-2  Kai  [oTi  etAijl^ac:  SO  5p*''  X*  C  2344/51;;  X^  A  50!  omit  /cat. 
3  ij,eyaX[r]v:  so  all  MSS  except  ip*/  which  has  nevovcav. 
5  copytcffi/cah]:  SO  X'  A  and  nearly  all  MSS;  (upyicBrj  X*;  opyiedrj  5p*/. 
7  Cross-bar  of  epsilon  extended  as  a  space  filler. 
7-8  ve[Kpwv:  so  5p”  and  most  MSS;  eSvwv  522.  617.  2020.  2027. 
10  No  other  Greek  witness  has  /cat  at  this  point,  but  its  inclusion  is  supported  by  h  and  sah.  The  expected 

text  is  fiicQov  rote  SovXotc  cov  rote  TTpocpriratc  /cat  rote  aytoic  /cat  rote  (po^ovptevotc.  In  a  comparable  passage  at 

Rev,  X  7  most  MSS  read  SovXovc  rove  rrpotprjrac,  but  X  al  add  /cat  after  SovXove. 

12  Only  an  indeterminate  trace  survives. 

W.  E.  H.  COCKLE 
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II.  EPIGRAM  AND  ELEGY 

4501-2.  Epigrams:  Nigarchus  II? 

The  Palatine  Anthology  ascribes  various  epigrams  to  ‘Nicarchus’.  Within  these, 
Weisshaupl  distinguished  a  poet  who  sounds  hellenistic  from  a  poet  who,  since  he  seems 

to  imitate  Lucillius,  must  be  of  Roman  date:  see  Gow  and  Page,  Hellenistic  Epigrams 

(1965)  II  4.25.  Since  Lucillius  worked  (in  Naples)  under  Nero,  to  whom  he  dedicated 

his  second  book  {AP  9.572),  scholars  have  tended  to  date  this  Nicarchus  under  the 

Flavians,  and  more  specifically  as  a  contemporary  and  model  of  Martial  (K.  Prinz, 

Martial  u.  die  gr.  Epigrammatik  I  (1911)  24  f;  W.  .Burnikel,  Untersuchungen  zur  Struktur  des 

Witzepigramms  bei  Lukillios  und  Martial  (1980)  1 10  ff.). 

Some  locate  him  on  the  spot,  in  Rome  (Aubreton,  Beckby);  others  make  him  an 

Egyptian  (Schmid-Stahlin  II  i  330;  Keydell,  Kl.  P.  IV  100).  Clearly  there  would  be  no 

contradiction  between  an  Egyptian  origin  and  a  Roman  presence.  So  far,  however,  the 

‘Egyptian’  features  have  proved  less  than  decisive,  (i)  At  AP  1 1. 18.5  Nicarchus  mentions 
Boubastis  as  goddess  of  birth.  Herodotus  (2.137.5)  had  already  made  the  identification 

with  Artemis;  but  the  specific  context  here  might  suggest  local  knowledge,  (ii)  At  AP 

1 1 .244.4  Nicarchus  uses  the  word  ̂ avKaXic,  ‘wine-cooler’,  which  Athen.  1 1 .784b,  quoting 

Sopater  6  rrapojSoc  (fr.  24  Kaibel),  regards  as  Alexandrian;  and  in  fact  Philostorgius 

attests  it  as  tM  nickname  of  a  presbyter,  and  Epiphanius  as  the  name  of  a  church,  in 

Alexandria  (see  Lampe,  Patristic  Greek  Lexicon).  The  word  and  its  derivatives  occur  sporad¬ 

ically  in  Egyptian  documents,  as  a  ‘jar’  of  meat,  wine  etc.  (see  H.  C.  Youtie,  Scriptimculae 

(^973)  I  520-1;  LIX  4002.7  n.);  and  in  patristic  texts  (many  but  not  all  of  Egyptian 
origin)  from,  the  fourth  century  on.  To  these  Keydell  added  (iii)  AP  11.243.2,  where 

Onesimus  takes  his  yearly  bath  Sw^eKdrrj  Avcrpov  p.rjv6c  krr’  AvripCXov.  But  this  passage 
has  nothing  to  do  with  Egypt.  The  Macedonian  months  did  indeed  continue  to  be  used 

there,  for  decorative  purposes  (U.  Hagedorn,  ̂ PE  23  (1976)  143-67);  however,  docu¬ 

ments  were  dated  by  regnal  years,  not  by  eponymous  magistrates  as  in  the  epigram. 

We  now  have  three  papyri  from  Oxyrhynchus  which  contribute  to  the  discussion: 

L  3725  includes  AP  5.40  and  1 1,241,  both  ascribed  to  Nicarchus  (II). 

4501  imitates  Lucillius  AP  1 1.247  (o'"  '^'oe  versa?) 
4502  includes  AP  1 1.328,  ascribed  to  Nicarchus  (II). 

All  three  are  written  on  the  back  of  documentary  texts,  in  informal  hands  assignable 

to  the  first  or  possibly  early  second  century  ad;  all  the  themes,  except  3725  fr.  i  ii  3-8, 

are  or  may  be  skoptic.  Two  of  the  pieces  (3725,  4502)  present  individual  titles  (4502 

not  consistently);  none  names  authors,  which  may  or  may  not  suggest  a  single  authorship. 

It  would  be  tidy  to  regard  all  three  as  part  of  the  same  MS,  and  attribute  all  the  poems 

to  Nicarchus  II.  But  there  are  discrepancies,  (i)  Verso  is  written  the  same  way  up  as 

Recto  in  4501-2  and  3725  fr.  2,  but  not  in  3725  fr.  i  (and  fr.  3?).  (ii)  4502  presents  a 

regular  column  of  writing;  3725  too,  allowing  for  its  fragmentary  condition,  looks  like 

continuous  text.  In  4501,  however,  we  have  two  blocks  of  writing  separated  by  a  four¬ 

teen-line  space,  (iii)  The  hands  of  4501  and  4502  are  very  probably  the  same  (recto  as 

well  as  verso);  3725  belongs  to  the  same  general  type,  but  looser  and  less  crabbed  and 
different  in  some  letter  forms  [ji  with  two  loops,  k  p.  and  co  less  deep,  o  smaller,  p  with 

longer  stem).  Some  of  these  anomalies  could  be  discounted:  (i)  may  attest  only  a  certain 

carelessness  in  making  up  a  roll  from  used  documents;  (iii)  may  reflect  the  inconsistency 

of  an  amateur  copyist.  But  I  am  at  a  loss  to  explain  (ii).  Certainly,  this  was  not  a 

substantive  book-seller’s  copy,  as  the  sloppy  script  and  (in  4502)  corrupt  text  prove;  the 

writer  knew  enough  to  write  a  forked  paragraphos  in  4501,  yet  uses  iota  adscript  indis¬ 
criminately  in  an  effort  to  be  correct.  If  it  was  a  private  copy,  the  oddities  of  format, 

the  disparity  of  hands  and  the  irregularity  of  headings  count  for  less;  and  we  could 

visualise  a  personal  compilation  of  excerpts  rather  than  the  direct  reproduction  of  an 

authorial  collection  (I  have  even  wondered  whether  the  central  blank  in  4501  was  left 

to  accommodate  another  epigram  not  yet  excerpted).  Such  a  compilation  may  have 

covered  a  wide  range:  4502  groups  epigrams  on  sexual  themes,  4501  has  a  more  innocent 

joke;  in  3725,  if  that  belongs,  scatology  follows  direct  on  sentiment. 

The  papyri  show  that  Nicarchus’  work  was  circulating  at  Oxyrhynchus  in  the  first 
century  ad.  The  very  fact  that  it  reached  there  might  speak  for  his  Egyptian  origin; 

though  it  must  be  said  that  there  was  a  more  general  interest  in  the  genre  at  this  period 

(IV  662,  XV  1795,  LIV  3724;  XLVII  3324  is  earlier).  The  actual  content  of  the  new 

poems  contributes  little  to  the  question,  (i)  3725  fr.  2.8  erri  ccfiiyylpc?  (title)  need  not 

refer  to  an  Egyptian  sphinx,  as  4502  30-7  now  shows,  (ii)  4501  transposes  the  leaky 

ship  joke  from  the  sea  to  a  river  (5);  plainly  a  substantial  river,  but  the  Nile  is  not  the 

only  candidate,  (iii)  4502  41  Xcyevpa  is  a  word  unattested  in  TLG,  but  known  from 

documentary  papyri;  even  so,  it  seems  unlikely  that  a  word  of  such  regular  formation would  be  confined  to  Egypt. 

All  the  known  poems  in  these  papyri  are  by  Nicarchus;  the  new  poems  may  well 

be  his  too.  The  one  known  poem  completely  preserved,  4502  18-29,  shows  two  substan¬ 
tial  variants  against  the  text  transmitted  as  AP  11.328.  Does  the  papyrus  preserve  an 

earlier  version,  AP  a  later  (authorial)  revision? 

4501.  Epigram  (Nicarchus  II?) 

28  4B.58/J(i)a  14.5  x12  cm  First  century? 

Plate  IX 

On  one  side,  written  along  the  fibres,  remains  of  two  columns  of  cursive:  apparently 

a  register  or  the  like  (ii  4  and  5  begin  with  check-marks  followed  by  apiOp.'^).  On  the 
other  side,  across  the  fibres  but  the  same  way  up,  fr.  [a)  offers  a  margin  of  2  cm  below 

a  broken  top  edge,  and  then  five  lines  of  writing.  Fr.  {b)  joins  below,  to  give  a  blank 
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7  cm  deep,  and  then  remains  of  three  more  lines  before  the  papyrus  breaks  off.  I  cannot 

explain  this  extraordinary  format.  Indeed,  I  had  tried  to  place  fr.  (b)  above  fr.  (a),  so 

that  lines  6-8  would  represent  the  missing  middles  of  lines  i  -3;  it  was  Dr  Coles  who 
recognised  and  demonstrated  the  correct  placing. 

4501  was  very  probably  written  by  the  same  hand  as  4502,  and  may  have  formed 

part  of  the  same  MS.  For  the  relationship  with  LIV  3725,  see  above  p.  38. 

The  hand  is  shaky,  with  some  cursive  traits:  j3  in  i  has  the  cursive  shape;  cross¬ 

bars  often  touch  the  next  letter,  and  in  some  cases  represent  real  ligatures,  as  in  5 

{TTo)Ta{fj,a)i).  e  and  c  are  full  and  round,  with  their  separate  caps  often  flattened;  the 

cross-bar  of  e  is  detached  and  sometimes  touches  the  upper  curve;  p.  lopsided,  77  with 

a  curved  right-hand  side.  These  features,  and  the  general  air  of  plump  ineptness,  find 

their  obvious  parallels  in  manuscripts  objectively  datable  to  the  early  Roman  period; 

see  4502  introduction.  The  scribe  is  not  altogether  to  be  trusted.  He  wrote  iota  adscript 

correctly  (5),  and  marked  the  end  of  a  poem  with  a  forked  paragraphos;  but  he  allowed 
himself  minor  carelessnesses  (3,  4). 

Ihe  remarkable  phrase  twl  ̂ vXivcol  irorajxGiL  (5)  gives  a  clue  to  the  content.  This 

is  a  variant  of  the  Leaky  Boat  joke  (the  boat  is  so  full  of  holes  that  there  is  more  water 

inside  it  than  out),  which  appears  in  Lucillius,  AP  1 1.245  247,  and  then  in  Lucillius’ 
imitator  Nicarchus,  AP  11.332.  So  Lucillius  pictures  whole  oceans  in  the  bilge: 

avrXetrai  S’  MSpiac,  Tvpprjvu<6c,  'Icclkoc,  Atycov 

ov  -n-Xotov,  Trrjyrj  S’  ’I?Keavov  ̂ vXivr]  (l  1.247.3-4). 

Assuming  tha#  our  poem  imitates  this  phrase,  rather  than  vice  versa,  and  given  that 

4502  includes  an  epigram  attributed  in  AP  to  Nicarchus,  it  is  tempting  to  assign  this 

poem  to  Nicarchus  as  a  pair  to  1 1.332.  Note  that  Lucillius’  epigrams  concern  the  open 
sea,  and  AP  11.332  takes  place  on  what  may  be  a  sea-going  vessel  of  some  size  (see 

Casson,  Ships  and  Seamanship  (^1995)  169  n.  5);  the  present  poem  concerns  a  river  (5, 

unless  the  word  is  used  loosely),  therefore  either  a  ferry  or  a  river-transport.  Lucillius’ 

epigrams  address  the  captain;  Nicarchus’  are  in  the  third  person. 

Fr.  (a)  eX.ect^ce . [ . ]<^[.  .  .]e 

ovKeecTOvXijXi  acne  [  ]  aKair]pLac 

coppciceveLcrrjvavvSu)  [  .].  [.]j(reva 

(XLT  ceyavTrrj  7]  €tok[  ]  kivo  tic  tt  cut 

TTrjSaXiovTTepidciCTU)i^vXLVo}nTOTap.a)i 

4501.  EPIGRAM  (NICARCHUS  II?) 
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]  Fr.  [h) ] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 

] 

] 

]  apijiavL  [ 

] var  av  [ 

eX.ecnce . [ . ]</>[,  ,  ,]e 

ovK  elc  Tov  Xifieya  C'7re[ . ]a  Kal  rjpiac 

(Mppeicev,  elc  vavv  S’  &p[piice]  T[or  AtJ^reVa. 

rral,  tic  evavTrriyyjce  to  K[6]cKivoy,  fj  tic  6  rrpcbTOC 

5  TTrjSdXiov  rrepidelc  Tcbi  ̂ vXlvcoi  TTOTa/xcht; 

I  x.)  left-hand  arc,  dot  of  ink  in  the  middle  € . ,  first  probably  A  followed  by  upright,  damage 

to  right  (but  fx  may  not  be  excluded);  then  upright,  damage,  ink  on  line;  horizontal  a  little  above  the  line, 

joining  short  vertical  (o?);  upright  on  the  edge;  top  of  upright,  joined  from  left  by  short  horizontal  at  mid¬ 

height;  top  left  as  of  e  or  c  {B  less  likely?  o  too  small?)  ](^[  on  an  island  attached  by  a  vertical  strand  of 

fibres;  the  precise  horizontal  range  might  be  varied  slightly  2  e  _ ,  foot  of  upright  with  left-pointing 

serif,  more  ink  at  line-level  to  right  c-Tre,  first  upright  of  tt  much  damaged;  of  e  the  lower  left-hand  arc  and 

remains  of  the  cross-bar  to  the  right;  not  ctw,  it  seems  3  >  short  oblique  descending  from  left  to 

right,  or  right-hand  clement  of  angular  loop,  in  upper  part  of  line  ]  [ ,  short  thick  horizontal  trace  at  line- 

level  ]  _  [ ,  possible  trace  at  line-level  (on  folded  fibres)  4  a,  lower  part  of  upright,  then  ink  in  lower 

part  of  line  hooked  strongly  to  right  at  foot  T,>  line-level,  below  hole,  short  rising  horizontal  extending 

below  the  right-hand  overhang  of  t  y? . )  to  the  right  of  a  hole  the  foot  of  an  oblique  flattening  out  to  join 

the  next  t)  t]  ,  ink  to  right  of  hole,  level  with,  letter  tops  and  touching  the  next  e  ]  ̂  /c,  right-hand  end 

of  high  horizontal  intersecting  upright  of  /<  0  ,  probably  top  left  junction  of  v;  lower  part  of  upright, 

swung  leftwards  at  foot,  another  trace  at  line-level  to  right,  also  turning  slightly  to  left  c  tt  ojt  ̂   ,  first, 

horizontal  ink  below  hole  just  above  line-level,  more  to  right  at  mid-height;  second,  upright,  more  ink  to 

right  in  upper  part  of  line;  after  r,  lower  part  of  circular  letter,  then  horizontal  or  curving  ink  at  line-level, 

more  to  right  level  with  letter-tops  5  of  only  the  characteristic  base  6  j  ,  oblique  trace 

(descending  from  left  to  right)  at  line-level  [ ,  ink  at  line-level,  perhaps  foot  of  oblique  rising  to  the  right 

7  r  a,  oblique  sloping  steeply  up  from  left  to  right,  possibly  more  ink  at  line-level  joining  a  v  ,  horizontal 
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trace  just  below  letter-tops,  curving  down  at  the  left  8  ]  [ ,  first  oblique  in  upper  part  of  line  sloping 
down  to  join  upright;  second  top  of  upright 

‘ .  he  did  not  moor  [the  ship]  and  us  in  the  harbour:  he  moored  the  harbour  in 
the  ship.  Boy,  what  shipwright  built  this  sieve?  or  who  was  the  first  to  attach  a  rudder 

to  this  wooden  river?’ 

I  Lines  2-5  can  easily  be  restored  as  elegiacs.  The  first  line  might  then  be  (i)  part  of  the  poem;  or 

(ii)  something  extraneous,  (ii)  seems  less  likely.  The  writing  coheres  too  closely  with  the  poem  to  be  just  a 

doodle;  its  content,  and  its  position  (flush  left),  show  that  it  was  not  a  subject-heading  of  the  kind  found  in 
3725  and  4502.  In  favour  of  (i):  AP  1 1.332,  and  the  two  eorresponding  epigrams  of  Lucillius,  have  six  lines 

each.  The  length  docs  not  show  whether  the  line  was  hexameter  or  pentameter;  unless  the  scribe  simply 
skipped,  we  should  assume  a  pentameter  (the  hexameter  at  the  foot  of  the  preceding  column). 

AP  11.332  names  the  helmsman,  and  Lucillius  addresses  11.247  1°  naukleros  (and  presumably 

Diophantus  in  1 1 .245  has  the  same  function):  we  therefore  expect  the  name  of  the  captain  (who  is  the  subject 

of  2-  3)  to  appear  in  line  i  or  2  (or  in  the  omitted  verse,  if  there  was  one),  presumably  in  the  nominative. 
That  leaves  the  question  what  to  do  with  the  possible  vocative(s)  in  i ,  and  the  vocative  ual  in  4:  does  -natc 

refer  to  the  (young  or  slave)  helmsman,  now  addressed  directly?  or  (say)  to  a  slave  who  accompanies  the 

narrating  poet  on  his  journey  (2  might  include  him)? 

1  ex  fcuce  [:  after  x,  remains  of  a  circular  letter  with  ink  in  the  middle?  after  ce,  A  or  perhaps  fi. 

(i)  Jx®^k:  might  suit  the  aorists  which  follow  (and  begins  six  epigrams  in  AP^.  But  then  v  seems  certain:  how 

to  continue?  (ii)  ex^e  cv.  (iii)  Ix^'Cp)'  ru  (that  would  introduce  a  vocative,  cf  4,  but  requires  us  to  assume  a 
misspelling).  (Note  however  that,  among  the  examples  in  TLG,  ex^pr  most  often  goes  with  a  dative,  as  at 
Anaxipp.  fr.  6.4  KA  Beotav  exBpe  cii,  or  with  a  genitive.) 

If  Cl),  then  cepyoy  f[  (the  nu  would  be  wide)?  cejayoirpo  [ccoirc?  (The  adjective  now  attested  in  Com. 

Adesp.  1 105.180  KA;  the  verb  in  Aristophanes,  Eub.  363.) 

2  OT€[  ]a.  We.  need  a  semantic  equivalent  of  -nje  mvv;  and,  here  or  above,  a  nominative 

subject.  One  pattern  would  be  CiTelySuiv  Trdxrcovja  (or  a  ship’s  name:  Greek  ship  names  tend  to  be  feminine, 
but  there  are  exceptions;  Roman  ships  are  masculine  as  often  as  feminine:  for  lists,  see  L.  Casson,  Ships  and 

Seamanship  {“1995)  350-360;  Michel  Redde,  Mare  Eostrum  (Bibliotheque  des  Ecoles  rran9aises  d’Athencs  ct  dc 
Rome,  Fasc.  260)  (1986)  665-72  (I  owe  this  latter  reference  to  Dr  W.  R.  H.  Cockle)). 

3  SippLicev,  dc  Ti)<(r)  vaOr  S’  <!ip[/!iice]  T|or  AijfieVa.  The  conceit  dictates  this  reconstruction,  and  the 
insertion  of  r  (easily  skipped)  is  a  small  price  to  pay.  In  the  latter  part,  there  are  some  doubts.  What  is  printed 

fits  the  overall  space  very  well.  The  difficulty  lies  in  fitting  letters  to  traces  between  Swp  and  /aera.  Provisionally, 

I  have  taken  the  first  visible  trace  to  be  the  scrifed  foot  of  t,  and  discounted  a  dubious  second  trace  (though 
that  might  be  accommodated  to  A). 

4  ml,  TIC  IrauTTijyrjcc.  Neither  Ka(  not  yai  suits  the  ink.  mt  presumes  an  address  to  someone — the 

speaker’s  slave,  as  in  AP  1 1.35.6  Xdp,^ave,  rrat?  (but  how  would  he  know  the  answers?)  or  the  captain,  young 
or  slave  (who  might  know  the  answers)? 

TIC.  Nothing  visible  of  1  except  an  oblique  trace  at  line-level,  which  I  have  taken  as  a  left-pointing  serif 

such  as  occurs  elsewhere  on  the  feet  of  uprights.  It  must  be  admitted  that  this  would  be  a  very  substantial 

example.  On  the  other  hand,  I  do  not  sec  where  else  to  go;  a,  which  might  have  a  prolonged  oblique  nose, 
would  be  too  wide  for  the  space. 

-n-Tjy  -  must  be  meant,  but  gamma  was  not  written:  the  trace  is  an  oblique  right-hand  foot,  flattening 
out  to  join  the  following  ij;  A  is  most  suggested. 

TO  k[6]cklvov:  a  sieve,  i.e.  full  of  holes  (so  Lucillius  applies  the  word  to  a  boxer’s  head,  AP  1 1.78).  The 
proverb  kockwco  avrXetc  makes  the  point  from  the  other  side  (examples  collected  by  W.  Buhler,  Zenobii  Alhoi 
Proverbia  IV  (1982)  300). 

End:  if  /c[o']c(ciror  is  right,  the  next  letter  must  be  a  vowel;  traces  perhaps  feet  of  two  uprights  turning 
to  the  left,  i.e.  7,  1  ,  not  ei.  fj  tic  (or  ri  c-;  the  trace  excludes  rici)  would  take  up  the  first  tic.  Then  the  next 
letter  too  must  be  a  vowel;  the  trace  would  allow  e  or  o.  As  for  grammar,  we  might  look  for  another  (aorist) 

verb;  a  nominative  noun  as  at  AP  16.142.5  at,  tic  6  tcxtitt^c  robe  y’  eriXacev  rj  tic  6  yXvTTTrjc,  Sc  ktX — and 
much  else.  9  -irpcoToc  seems  to  suit  the  traces,  and  I  suppose  it  might  hint  at  the  familiar  curse  on  the  wposToc 
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eiperije.  One  thinks  naturally  of  6  irpwpevc  (Professor  Mandilaras  had  the  same  idea),  as  in  AP  1 1 .332.  i,  but 

it  docs  not  suit  the  traces. 

5  -nepiOeic.  If  the  context  is  rightly  reconstructed,  this  should  mean  ‘attaching  a  steering-oar  to  the 

wooden  river’.  The  original  sense  is  clearly  ‘put  around’-,  so  of  physical  objects  that  enclose,  a  wreath  [AP 
6.341.30),  a  mask  (i  1.212.3,  Demadcs  fr.  48,  de  Subl.  30.2.4),  clothing  (Chariton  4.3.7),  fetters  (Pans.  3.15.1 1). 

By  extension,  you  may  clothe  someone  with  trust  (Aesch.,  FL  103),  fame  or  infamy  (Thuc.  4.87.6,  Aesch., 

Ctes.  231,  Isoc.,  Phil.  78),  fortune  or  misfortune  (Antiph.,  Fetr.  1.3.1,  Aesch.,  FL  51),  pride  or  grief  (Plu.,  Per. 

4.6,  QS  2.6ro);  rhetoric  clothes  small  things  with  greatness  (Isocr.,  Paneg.  8,  Aristotle,  Rhet.  ighS^ag).  That 

leaves  some  usages  with  relatively  concrete  nouns:  /JaciAyiyr  (Hdt  1.129),  ̂ PXY  (I’huc.  8.43.4),  eXevOepiriv 

(AP  VII  253),  deeds  (Aristox.  fr.  130.7  ‘some  attribute  his  deeds  to  Pisistratus’)  and  words  (rlAcfic...  rrepiBeic 
payeipip  rov  Xoyov  (quotation)  Athen.  9.386A;  rove  Xoyouc  eKacroic  Thcophr.,  Met.  7a.  20).  The  first  of  these 

can  be  seen  as  a  clear  metaphor,  ‘investing  with’;  the  last  two  perhaps  show  a  weakening.  But  in  any  case  I 
do  not  find  a  parallel  for  the  verb  referring  to  a  concrete  object  which  by  its  nature  is  not  enveloping. 

AP  ti.247  (Lucillius)  -irrjyij  ...  fuAiVy  (a  leaky  boat).  15.18.4  (Anon.)  ev  ̂vXlvco  craSm  (draught  board). 
As  Dr  Rea  remarks,  norapcbi,  which  seals  the  joke,  is  deliberately  left  to  last.  I  assume  that  the  word  refers 

to  a  ‘river’  as  such,  not  to  something  like  the  Homeric  ’Qneavoc  irorapoc. 
Below:  more  ink,  forked  paragraphos. 

6-8  This  may  or  may  not  be  verse.  The  remains  correspond  to  the  last  third  of  the  lines  above. 

6  I  apefiavt  [.  The  first  trace  would  allow  A;  that  would  point  to  (-)Adfi,;3ar’  (imperfect?  imperative,  cf 
4502  10?),  then  i  [  (the  trace  perhaps  a  narrow  left  angle,  a,  S?). 

7  ]yar  an  [:  after  t,  probably  the  left  leg  of  A;  at  the  end  perhaps  the  down-turning  left-hand  tip  of  a 
horizontal  near  the  top.  JlTAarTP 

P.J.  PARSONS 

4502.  Epigrams  (Nigarghus  II) 

103/  164(a)  1 1  X  28  cm  First  century? Plate  X 

A  single  column  to  full  height,  with  46  lines,  written  across  the  fibres;  the  top 

margin  survives  to  1.5  cm,  the  lower  to  2.3  cm.  On  the  back,  and  with  the  fibres 

(therefore  on  the  original  recto),  are  line-ends  and  beginnings  (lower  right)  from  an 

account;  the  beginnings  have  check-marks;  at  least  some  of  the  amounts  are  in  drachmas 
and  obols. 

The  hand  looks  to  me  the  same  as  in  4501  (and  Dr  Coles  is  inclined  to  identify 

also  the  documentary  hands  on  the  rectos);  see  above  p.  38  on  a  possible  connection 

with  3725.  It  is  a  sloppy  half-cursive  written  with  a  blotchy  pen  (the  scribe  sharpened 

it,  or  took  a  new  one,  before  starting  the  new  poem  in  18).  a  and  e,  y  and  t  regularly 

ligature  to  the  following  letter.  The  effect  is  very  roughly  bilinear,  except  where  the 

scribe  reduces  his  letter-size  at  line-ends.  Among  letter-forms,  note: 

A  sometimes  rounded,  sometimes  sharp-nosed  (the  nose  in  one  movement,  the  upper  part  often  straight, the  lower  concave) 

B  alway.s  in  the  open-topped  cursive  form 
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E  in  two  movements  (the  cap  separate),  sometimes  in  the  cursive  form  (the  cap  curving  dow
n  to  ligature 

to  a  vestigial  eross-bar),  more  often  as  the  left-hand  half  ol  an  oval  or  circle  with  
tlie  cross-bar  detached  and 

projecting  to  the  right  even  when  there  is  no  ligature 

H  with  the  right  side  strongly  curved  and  often  written  in  one  movement  with  th
e  cross-piece 

&  at  least  twice  with  central  dot 

K  often  has  the  junction  of  the  branches  slightly  separated  from  the  upright 

M  the  legs  curved,  the  belly  touching  the  line 

N  the  oblique  often  projecting  above  the  left-hand  upright 

0  sometimes  small  (not  filling  the  line-height) 
77  with  the  right  upright  short  and  strongly  curved 

P  the  loop  normally  a  descending  curve  joining  a  flat  base 

T  often  with  the  left-hand  cross-piece  written  in  one  movement  with  the  upright,  the  rest  of  t
he  horizontal 

added  more  or  less  neatly  to  the  right  (the  ‘Ptolemaic’  shape?) 
Y  sometimes  at  least  the  left  branch  and  upright  in  one  movement 

X  the  right-hand  extremities  extended,  flattening  and  curving,  the  upper  down  and  the  lower  up 

Q  sometimes  narrow;  the  middle  bar  often  sloping  to  the  left,  the  right-hand  bar  added  
in  a  third 

movement. 

There  are  no  certainties  in  trying  to  date  so  informal  a  hand,  even  from  this 

relatively  large  sample.  Comparable  literary  scripts  are  XLVII  3324  (assigned  i  bc/i 

ad);  LIV  3724  (first  hand),  LIII  3700,  L  3522,  XLII  3004,  XIX  2221  +  PK6ln
  V  206 

(all  assigned  to  i  ad);  LXII  4306,  L  3538  (both  assigned  i-ii  ad).  Comparable  literary 

scripts  which  carry  an  objective  date  appear  in  GLH  ga  and  especially  loa  (‘first  half 

of  first  century’)  and  lob  (30—35);  add  PSI  X  1176  (Norsa,  Scr.  Lett.  pi.  iia)  (before 

59-60),  PLitLgnd  6  +  PRyl  III  540  (Seider  II  21)  (before  88/9).  Other  dated  documents 

from  Oxyrhynchus  with  similar  scripts:  XLIl  3020  (Augustan?),  XLVI  3267  (c.  37—41), 

XXV  2435  (mid-iP),  XLV  3250  (c.  63),  XXXIV  2725  (71);  from  elsewhere  BGU  III 

1002  (55  BC),  PKoln  III  147  (Augustus),  WChr  59  {PGB  15b)  (39),  PMert  I  12  (58),  PSI 

459  (Norsa,  Scr.  Doc.  pi.  14)  (72),  PSI  XIII  1319,  second  hand  (Pintaudi,  Papiri  greet  e 

latini  a  Firenze  pi.  XIV)  (76). 

I  should  compare  this  hand  with  that  of  3020  and,  among  objectively  dated  paral¬ 

lels,  with  GLH  loa  (‘first  half  of  first  century’)  and  lob  (ad  30-35)— though  some  of 

the  same  features  still  continue  in  14  [Paeans),  whose  date  falls  in  the  second  century. 

Overall,  the  grouping  of  distinctive  letter-forms,  and  the  general  air  of  ineptness,  seem 

to  point  to  the  first  century  and  earlier  rather  than  later.  It  must  be  admitted,  however, 

that  the  second  criterion  is  unreliable:  how  are  we  to  tell  whether  ‘ineptness’  is  a  feature 

of  style  or  of  personal  incompetence?  It  may  be  simple  coincidence  that  all  Roberts’ 

examples  look  gawky;  LVIII  3915  (ad  30,  more  or  less  contemporary  with  GLH  lob), 

or  XLVII  3332  (53),  or  XLVI  3273,  show  that  the  same  general  forms  could  be  displayed 

to  much  more  elegant  effect. 

The  scribe  uses  a  wider  line-space  to  set  off  the  heading  of  a  new  poem  (9,  38), 

but  not  to  set  off  poems  with  no  heading  (18,  30);  if  there  were  paragraphi,  they  have 

been  lost  with  the  left-hand  margin.  No  punctuation,  no  lectional  signs;  elision  is  effected 

but  not  marked.  Iota  adscript  is  written  where  needed  (except  perhaps  in  6  -ntacdric), 

and  frequently  where  it  is  not  (8,  23,  28,  32,  35,  37,  4')  the  would-be  correctness  of 
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the  amateur?  The  general  orthography  is  correct,  except  for  a  few  itacisms.  Yet  the 

copy  is  careless  to  a  degree,  as  becomes  clear  in  18-29,  where  we  have  also  the  text  of 
AP:  some  of  his  errors  might  be  phonetic  [wv  and  ov  confused),  but  many  represent 

simple  misreading  [Kalco  for  KaEu),  ToXi-qv  for  LIoXtTjv,  vskTcov  for  veKYojv).  In  39  /xtj 

for  fivi  might  belong  to  either  type,  but  in  any  case  ruins  the  sense. 
At  least  five  epigrams  are  to  be  recognised,  all  skoptic  and  indeed  sexual.  Of  these 

two  are  introduced  by  a  heading  (9,  38),  two  follow  straight  on  without  title  or  spacing 

(18,  30): 
1-8  [pederastic] 
10-17  eni  yepovToc  TTap9evo[v  ayoptevov] 
i8-29  =  AP  XI  328,  Nicarchus  (II)  [rpnTopveia] 

30-37  [  pederastic] 
39—  €Trt  pLoiyov. 3725  too  has  titles,  but  consistently;  it  looks  as  if  the  omissions  in  4502  are  negli¬ 

gence  on  the  part  of  the  copyist  (or  of  his  source?).  Such  explanatory  lemmata  go  back 

at  least  to  SH  985  (hi  bc).  It  is  normally  assumed  that  they  are  editorial;  if  that  is  so 

here,  it  adds  a  further  stage  between  the  authorial  circulation  of  Nicarchus’  poems  and 
the  making  of  our  copy  (unless  indeed  the  copyist  himself  devised  the  headings).  There 

is  no  trace  of  author-names.  That  does  not  prove  unitary  authorship,  but  the  material 

and  manner  of  the  new  epigrams  allow,  and  perhaps  recommend,  a  common  attribution 

to  Nicarchus.  A  complicating  factor  is  the  presence  in  18-290!  what  look  like  substantive 

author-variants. 

top 

]vafxr]  TTvyi^e  irepLix  [ 

]  ;ue  ei>pe[]acajU.(/it/3ej8  [ 

]  repL  c  imda ,  ,  e[ 

]ov  []a(.ov«:oAAo7ray[ 

5  ]  yVTTVOVTTV  [ jouSavTretc^T^cop  ,  Ae  [ 

]  eiveLKapcapivavoyapronq  [ 

]  oceic7]i^r]VTrLKpovLriciPe[ 

]  eTTiyepovTocTTapBev  [ 

10  ]  ev  (opaia  p,T)Aa/i.[  ]av[ 

]eAe  (.TrXovTovKVTTpicap,  \ 

]  a)VOV^r]XovcKai8aKpv  [ 

]  vcKaixvXovKai,TrTicav[ 

]  e-)(eTTevt,utp,otCTaceX  [ 
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]  ifjeiCTTOiTjceSaXXocoiirj  [ 

]  aiKOTvXaiCKaioTrXarvl^ 

]  cccx)TraTpri'[vlcrjyayoveLCTrevi.  [ 

^l^iavepijLoyevrjCKaLcovoTeKaLSiS  [ 

]eVeLCKOlV  VKVTTpiVaplCToSlKT]  [ 

]  ayovpLeveycoTO  rjvaX  aiejixe  [ 

]  pevovTravTecravT  SieiXafie  [ 

]  yevrjcSeXaxecTvyeptovSopLOveypoev  [ 

]arov€Lca(f)avr]ixa)povv7TepxopLevoc  [ 

]  KT  veKTOJVKaiepLveoiT]  epioevroc  [ 

]  vvraLTrvoaichvcKeXah  evepiov  [ 

]  a§  decSiSviyapxovocoypayoveicave  aiy[ 

]Ao[  ]  evyepiTT  [ 

]e  ev^vvrjnTaPTOJVi/iLadovya  evav  rji  [ 

]cav  ec[^Tr]vypavva)8e8ietXopL[  ]9a  [ 

japx'pVT  Sivovv  oyvTer  [] . e-myairfi  [ 

]  €LceLX^XeyeivecTi8a\  ]  TradiKOC  [ 

]  oceaypecrriiKeSiTTOVcaTrepei,  [  ]  y  cSe  [ 

]  x€p0Lcapi(l)OT€pov  KvjS8axap^aiT  [ ]  ttovc  [ 

]  aXXojiSavrcoiSeTpnTovcTO  ecjuKLOvayr  ̂   [ 

]  poTTOvevdrjL^aicrjiXrjciovecriXeTTac  [ 

]  avTic8LeXoiTOCO(f>WTepovei,TedvTrripxov  [ 

]  SpeceyMidrjjSacecxovaveTrraTTvXoy  [  ]  [ 

]  €TTLpL0lX0V 

\TeveLcp,'t]Tvpovova)i.xopTOvp,eXLpir]y\'}  [ 

]  LCLcepiVKVCLVvvTTai8apt,oi,cv<j)i8a  [ 

]  aTLOvpiyovvTideaTpojLvrjiToXoyevpia  [ 

]  evcLKp  acoijjocjiayajLXoTraSa  [ 

]  e  aTOvpiotxov8LTrvov8ap,aJvocaXe^i,[ 

]  vcayeLcavTovKaiToyv  ovap,a  [ 
JavecTtt/xev  axvvet,8LaravTa8op.o  [ 

]  OlT^V/XO  (firjVTOJLTraTpLTCOlSeTTaTpi  [ 

]  foot  [ 

I  t;  7t,  apparent  vertical  ink,  too  far  left  to  belong  to  ti  (i/itt?)  e  ,  apparently  broken  horizontal 

continuing  cross-bar  of  e,  remains  of  vertical  below;  then  joining  lower  left-hand  quadrant  of  circle?  2  ]  /x, 

■ 

-) 

r\ 

K 

i 

I 

I 

3 
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possible  traces  on  edge;  fi  likely,  rather  than  XX,  aA?  e  ,  first  at,  At,  possibly  v?  second,  left-hand  arc,  more 
ink  to  right,  c  or  c  ,  depending  on  the  correct  spacing  of  the  fragments  [ ,  apparently  upright  with  blob 

at  top  3  ]  >  upright,  junction  at  bottom  left  ia  ,  upright?  then  lower  left-hand  quadrant  of  small 
circle?  c  t,  part  of  small  circle  attached  to  upright  on  the  left,  p?  (jS  never  has  this  looped  shape?),  then 

tops  of  two  upright  elements  and  a  vertical  further  to  the  right,  a»?  after  c,  elements  of  -q?  4  r  ['  ], 
upright  curving  rightwards  at  base,  probably  first  element  of  co;  perhaps  space  for  one  letter  following  (surface 

stripped),  depending  on  the  relative  placing  of  overlapping  edges  5  ] ,  ?  ptima  facie  lower  part  of 
o  V  ,  first  and  second  probably  yt  rather  than  n,  since  the  second  vertical  is  not  curved;  then  traces 

of  horizontal  at  line-level,  hole  above  _  [ ,  top  of  upright  6  _[ ,  upright  joining  high  horizontal, 

concave  ink  to  right,  tt-  or  y  _  ?  7  ]  .  >  right-hand  extremities  of  k  or  y?  8  ]  ,  to  left,  high  ink  on 
underfibres;  then  upright  with  ink  joining  it  from  the  left  at  mid-height  (single  stroke?  or  right-hand  junction 

of  ̂ ?)  9  r,[»  blob  of  ink  at  half-height,  adhering  to  the  right-hand  upright  of  v,  broken  to  right 

(probably  part  of  next  letter,  not  just  casual)  lo  ]  ,  horizontal  trace  at  one-third  height,  touching- 
back  off  r  ,  small  left-hand  arc,  more  upright  ink  after  gap  a,  foot  of  upright,  lower  part  of  oblique 

descending  from  left  to  right  ii  e  ,  upright  with  horizontal  extending  right-wards  at  top  (y,  tt)  ct/u.  [ , 

short  upright  trace  on  edge  13  ]  c,  lower  arc  (trace  on  loose  scrap,  with  more  ink  to  left;  transcript 

assumes  that  this  scrap  should  be  rotated  downwards  to  the  left  by  90°,  so  that  the  initial  ink  provides  the 
first  trace  of  14)  H  horizontal  trace;  on  the  loose  scrap,  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right? 

[ ,  y  or  first  part  of  tt-  ] . »  perhaps  additional  ink  to  bottom  left  of  ijj  (but  fibres  twisted)  [ , 
small  left-hand  arc  ib  ]  _,  rising  and  descending  obliques,  a  or  A  or  ̂   rather  than  S?  ^7  ]  .j 

small  right-hand  arc,  0  or  possibly  co?  [,  part  of  upright,  possibly  joining  near  top  horizontal  or  descending 
ink  to  right  18  [ ,  high  oblique  trace  descending  from  left  to  right  19  r  ,  top  and  foot  of  tall 

upright,  further  upright  trace  to  right  [ ,  remains  of  upright,  perhaps  oblique  trace  descending  from  its 

top  20  To  _  _,  oblique  rising  from  left  to  right,  perhaps  remains  of  another  descending  from  its  top, 

upright  to  the  right  A  ,  short  oblique  at  line-level  descending  from  left  to  right  [ ,  short  upright,  to 
right  perhaps  top  and  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  21  ]  _,  perhaps  lower  left  arc,  on 
twisted  fibres  which  need  to  be  moved  closer  in  t  ,  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right,  perhaps  more 

ink  to  lower  left  e  ,  small  oval  letter,  middle  damaged;  point  of  ink  at  line-level,  perhaps  another  higher 

to  right  22  ]  ,  right-hand  arc  of  circle  ̂   [ ,  short  high  horizontal  trace  on  the  edge  24  ]  , 

horizontal  at  mid-height  t  ,  small  left-hand  arc,  more  ink  on  damaged  fibres  to  right  rq  ,  parts  of  two 

uprights,  damage  between  25  ]  ,  horizontal  trace  touching  top  off  S  ,  second,  foot  of  upright, 

damage  to  right  26  S  ,  ink  level  with  the  letter-tops,  hole  below  27  ]Ao,  to  lefi;  trace  on  tiny 
scrap  attaching  here  but  perhaps  not  belonging  28  ]e  ,  damaged  fibres,  then  upright  perhaps  joined 

at  foot  by  oblique  descending  from  left  a  ,  lower  part  of  upright  v  ,  trace  at  two-thirds  height  291^  , 

ink  level  with  the  letter-tops,  more  to  right  touching  e  at  mid-level  30  r  ,  perhaps  simply  rt,  the  cross¬ 

piece  of  T  prolonged  to  the  right  (not  tti)  vy  ,  part  of  high  horizontal  and  of  vertical  below;  upper  arc 

ou,  upright  curving  rightwards  at  foot;  to  left,  across  a  gap,  possibly  top  of  upright  with  horizontal  extending 

to  right  ]  ,  fourth,  upright  preceded  perhaps  by  oblique  sloping  down  from  left  to  right;  fifth,  ink 

below  hole  at  line-level,  tip  of  horizontal  joining  €  at  two-thirds  height  31  ]  ,  upright  trace  on  the 
edge,  more  ink  (horizontal?)  to  middle  left  32  ] ,  j  horizontal  from  left  joining  top  of  0?  ̂   [ ,  back 

and  curving  top  as  of  c  [  _],  the  space  may  be  less  than  it  looks  (the  papyrus  is  warped)  ]  ,  rising  and 

descending  obliques  as  of  A  or  second  part  of  p.  y:  elements  of  circular  letter  v  _,  small  trace,  upright 

or  lower  right  of  circle?  33  ̂ ,5  upper  and  lower  arcs  of  circular  letter  t  ,  first,  back  and  lower 

arc  of  round  letter,  more  ink  in  the  middle?  ]  oblique  descending  gently  to  join  tt  at  two-thirds  height 

34  ]  _ ,  see  commentary  0  ,  foot  of  upright  or  oblique  rising  to  right,  then  foot  of  upright  joining  horizontal 

ink  at  linc-lcvcl  r  _ ,  top  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right,  or  upper  right-hand  arc;  ink  level  with 

letter-tops,  tip  of  horizontal  or  rising  oblique  from  the  left?  36  ]  ,  apparently  right-hand  branches  of 
K  or  possibly  y,  but  unexplained  vertical  ink  running  through  (tt?);  not  c  39  ] .  [  >  oblique  trace,  rising 

gently  from  left  to  right,  on  promontory  of  papyrus  projecting  down  from  the  line  above  40  ] ,  j 

second,  apparently  horizontal  at  mid-height  joining  upright  to  right  41  Ao,  omicron  corr.  from  epsilon? 
42  ]  _,  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  p  ,  closed  loop  (0),  possibly  ink  inside  {d)  43  ]  , 

foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  e  ,  ink  clear;  y,  or  r  with  cross-bar  truncated  to  the  left 

44  ]  _,  shadowy  traces  of  upright  on  damaged  fibres  V.  .  level  with  letter-tops  (unless  this  belongs  to 
v),  then  perhaps  foot  of  oblique  descending  from  left  to  right  joining  foot  of  upright;  rounded  nose  as  of  a; 
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upright  on  the  edge  45  v  .  left-hand  arc  of  circle  (o,  c);  oblique  trace  rising
  from  left  to  right  at 

line-level;  top  of  upright  (unless  this  belongs  with  the  prev
ious  trace),  horizontal  at  two-thirds  height  rismg 

gently  and  then  levelling  out  to  ligature  with  a  .  [ ,  traces  of  tall  upright  on  the  edge  46  ]  .  ?, 

apparently  the  claws  of  c,  but  some  vertical  ink  remains  unexpl
ained;  maces  above  9,  remains  of  a  corrected 

or  correcting  letter?  oblique  trace  rising  gently  from  left  to  r
ight,  more  ink  immediately  to  right,  further 

right  apparently  foot  of  upright  well  below  line;  of  <j>  the  very
  top  and  perhaps  the  foot  of  the  prolonged 

upright,  and  a  short  oblique  trace  to  the  right 

]  pa  pti)  {  }  TTvyi^e  .  [ 

]  /xe  eype[]ac  ap,<^i/3e^  [ 

]  Tefx  c  LTTiOa  ,  ,  e[ 

]op  (h[p]atov  K6XXoTTav[ 

5  ]  p  VTTVOV  TTuyt^e  /xec  [ 

]ouSaP77etc0T]cop  ,  Ae  | 

firj]  Ac{e}tpet  Kaptdptpap-  6  ydp  
Td7ro[c  - 

]  oc  etc  rriKpov  'irjCi  ̂ e' [Aoc. 

kirl  yepovroc  TTapd€vo\y  ayofiivov 

10 

rrapjdevov  copaCay  /xi)  Adp.[^]ap
[e  -  ̂   ^ 

ptT)S]e  Xiyi  ‘ttXovtov  Kvirpic  ap,e[iv6Tepov\ 

ptT)S’]  ojvov  IrjXovc  /cat  8d/cpt/[a  - 

]  VC  /cat  yuAop  /cat  nTi,cd
v\y}v  ̂   ^ 

p,r)]S’  ey’  Itt’  ep^diptotc  rdc  IA7r
[tSac  -  - 

]  i/zetc  TTOirjcei  S’  dAAoc  o
p-rj  ['^  ̂ 

]  at  KOTvXaic  /cat  6  77AaTu[ 

]  ccojTTarprifvJc  Tjyayop  etc  rrevCrjlv. 

(AP  11.328)  rrjv]  pttap  'Eppoyevrje  /edydt  ttotc  /cat  Z
l  tSd  [p,apxoc 

fiyop]ev  etc  KOtvfjv  Kvirpiv  MptcroSt/c'/jp, 

20  "^c  eAJaxop  pev  eyd>  rroXirjv  dXa  yaiepey  [aurdc, 

etc  y]dp  ep,  ov  rrdvrec  ravrci  StetAdpte^a, 

’E ppL]oy evTjc  S’  eAaye  ervyepov  Sopiop  ei'pojePT[a 

uerJaTOP  etc  a(f>apfj{i}  xd/pop  vTTcpxdpevoc 

ep0’]  cLKTat  vcKVCov  Kat  eptpeot  rjvepoevTec 

2r,  StpJeOprat  7TP0<)t)>atc  Spc/ceAdSotp  avepwv, 

Zfivja  Se  0ec  Ai,Svpapxov,  oc  ovpavdv  etcape^atp[ 

TO  !//o]Ad[ep]  K0.rexp>y  ev  X^P‘  . 
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yr)  S’  eptjepep  ̂ up'/){t}  TravTCOv-  ifiiaOov  ydp  ep  avTTji 

erpeo  ]  caPTec  T'pp  ypavv  coSe  StetAdpt[e]  0a. 

Ti)p]  o-px^jv  TL  StVropp  Tcrpdrrovv  re  Tp[t]7Toi/p  t  eTrt  yairp 

op]0etc  etye  Xcyeiv.  eert  S’  a[  ]  Trad lkoc. 

ov]toc  ecoc  ecTijItj/ce,  Slttovc-  d7Tepetc[d]/xepoc  Se 

Jxepac  dpcjjOTCpovc  /cu/SSa  xaptat  TeT[p]  d-rrouc. 

rd/t]  (fyaXX&i  SaoTOitSe  rpiTTOvc  to  e([)LKLOvavT 

ov  tJpottop  ep  ©-pltl/Satc  nXrjciov  cctl  XcTrac. 

ov\k  dp  Ttc  Ste'AotTO  coc/)Cx)Tepov-  el  rod’  vrrfjpxov, 

dp]  Spec,  eytij{t},  @'p/3ac  ecxov  dv  eTrTaTrvXov[c) . 

€771  pOlXOV 

TTLcjreveic  pv'C  rvpov,  ovcol  xoprov,  pte'At  pt7)p[]  [ 

X7)tct  ceptp,  /cpctp  UP,  TiatSaptotc  vcfjiSa, 

(e)tpt]dTtop  ptyoOpTt,  deaTpto{i}v7]i  to  Xoyevpa, 

d0] Aeu<)oi/)ct  Kpeac,  otpoc/idycoi.  XorrdSa, 

oc]  pteTd  ToO  ptotxoO  S<(e)t77Pd)P  Adpcovoc,  ’AXe^c, 
kyjyvc  dyetc  avroi)  Kat  to  yvyaiov  dpa. 

]  dvecrdpevoc  KaKVvel,  Std  TavTa  S’  opto  [ 

]  ot  rrjv  popcf>7jv  Ttot  Trarpt  t&>i  Se  iraTpC 

1-8  Epigram  I. 

A  pederastic  epigram,  probably  complete:  eight  lines  is  a  standard  length;  line  i  looks  like  a  beginning, 

and  is  taken  up  by  the  closing  joke  in  7,  It  is  true  that  there  is  a  wider  line-space  between  2  and  3,  as  above 

and  below  headings;  but  the  same  happens  between  15  and  16,  which  cannot  be  poem-end. 

A  negative  praeceptum  amoris,  as  in  10  If  I’he  poet  apparently  warns  X  not  to  bugger  Y:  the  place,  like 
Camarina,  produces  harmful  discharges.  If  this  overall  interpretation  is  right,  the  new  poem  parallels  the 

heterosexual  1 1.329.  Not  enough  survives  to  show  whether  either  or  both  parties  had  a  name  (i  1.329  identifies 

the  addressee  as  Demonax,  but  no  particular  object  of  his  aflections). 

The  certain  supplement  in  7  shows  that  c.  3  letters  are  lost  at  the  line-beginnings.  But  note  that  the  hand 

is  very  irregular;  e.g.  omicron  occurs  in  larger  and  smaller  forms. 

I  Hex.  ]ra  /at)  wvyt^e  rd  rrepp.  [?  or  Trvyi^’  67T[t]77e/xfr  [,  €7r[[]  7rep./A  [?  At  the  beginning,  one  could 

look  for  (i)  a  proper  name  like  A'ifi.o\va\  (ii)  a  generic  description  like  7roip.E]rci;  (iii)  ij.ri0e]m  (unpromising, 

if  the  two  negatives  cancel  out).  I  have  wondered  whether  the  same  name  (if  such  it  is)  recurs  in  2  -/reroc 
and  8  -roc;  but  see  below  on  the  readings 
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TTefxiJ,  [ :  cakes?  If  so,  how  do  they  fit  the  context?  The  boy  is  wcU-fed,  therefore  flatulent  (cf.  Henderson, 

The  Maculate  Muse  (^1991)  §§  418,  425)? 

Here  or  later,  we  need  a  vocative,  and  an  object? 

2  Pent.  .  .  .]  .  €i)pe[]ttc  aixf/npep  [.  At  the  beginning,  a  short  high  trace  on  the  edge;  it  would  suit  e 

(but  there  is  no  trace  of  the  cross-bar);  c,  r  (?),  u,  x-  After  /xe,  perhaps  at  or  At  (alpha  would  be  untypically 

small?),  but  not  excluded;  then  left-hand  arc  of  circle,  further  ink  to  right  but  not  much  space  (the  papyrus 

is  squashed,  and  might  be  spread  more  widely,  but  not  very  far  if  ix7]ttv  rather  than  ixr)[  ̂ ttv  is  right  in  i). 

Then  perhaps  etjpeac;  but  if  so,  the  diaeresis  must  fall  before  it,  and  that  implies  that  at  least  two  or  three 

syllables  have  dropped  out  earlier  in  the  line.  Therefore  consider  evpe[(]ac;  and  in  fact  there  may  be  extra 

ink  after  the  second  c,  where  the  papyrus  overlaps  slightly,  to  allow  — ei—  In  that  case,  we  look  for  a  dactyl 

to  start:  -peAtc?  -pi€yo[c]  (c.g.  djc^evoc)  or  e.g.  E}ypL€ye[c]  (voc.),  if  space  allows?  Then,  after  the  diaeresis, 

apLcfiLpe^  [  ̂   The  trace  looks  like  an  upright,  with  further  ink  at  mid-height  to  the  right:  perhaps  tj, 

hardly  oj.  In  the  context,  one  could  think  of  the  meaning  ‘bestride’:  ‘straddling  those  broad  with  a 
glance  at  evpvTrpwKroc? 

3  Hex.  ]  re/x  c  iTTLda  e[.  First,  part  of  r,  or  sloping  foot  touching  t?  After  /x,  upright  (t,  or  letter¬ 

beginning),  damaged  trace  and  hole,  then  probably  pcocrji  {p  rather  than  )S,  if  this  scribe  always  used  the 

cursive  form  of  beta). 

If  TTiOa  is  word-beginning  (one  could  try  c.g.  m0’),  TLG  oflers  only  Trt^avde,  TriOaveuco,  TnOapxetVy  TTiOaKvr). 
Spacing  would  suit,  say,  TnOaypVy  which  in  turn  would  suit  a  context  of  erotic  temptation  (e.g.  Asclep.,  AP 

5.158.1).  Not  7n9av^vop.€vov  or  the  like  (Men.  Dis  Ex.  93);  TrtOaKvr)  in  Comedy,  but  traces  seem  against. 

4  Pent.  ,T]dv  (il;[p]atov  KoAAoTrarP 

#<dAAo77’  or  KoXXoTra.  In  this  context,  ‘pathic’:  the  sense  is  attested  in  Old  and  Middle  Comedy  (Plat. 
Com.  fr.  202.5  KA;  Diphil.  fr.  42.22,  Eubul.  fr.  10.3KA;  KoXXoTroheoKTrje  Com.  Adesp.  849  KA)  and  then  by 

Dioscoridcs,  AP  12.42  {Hell.  Ep.  1528).  Hunter,  Eubulus:  the  Presents  p.  100  notes  that  the  lexicographic 

tradition,  perhaps  as  early  as  Aristophanes  of  Byzantium,  tended  to  limit  the  word  to  adults  (thus  Hcsych.  ... 

rove  ci<Xr)povc  Kal  TraprjprjKorac  natSac).  That  would  add  another  insult  here;  but  a>[jo]atoi^  goes  against  it. 

A  possible  structure  would  be  /xt)  7rvyi^€  ...  aAAd  (keep  away  from  him):  dv[ati'd/x€voc  would  fit  such  a 

context  (the  verb,^oftcn  of  refusing  partners). 

5  Hex.  .  ,  .  i ,  V  vnvov  Ttuyt^e  /xec  [.  To  judge  from  the  space,  only  one  or  two  syllables  arc  lost  at  the 

beginning;  therefore  we  must  allow  for  caesura  after  irvyi^e  (i.e.  not  Truyt^e  fxe).  What  of  the  beginning?  Either 

one  long  syllable,  or  a  trochee;  the  first  syllabic  of  vnvoc  is  long  most  often  in  AP,  but  short  I'rom  time  to 

time,  e.g.  Crinagoras,  5.1  jg. 4,  Lucillius,  11.264.1,  277.1  (Ir  vrrvotc).  The  first  trace  clearly  .suggests  o;  ixrjB'] 

dv’  vTTvov  rrvyi^e  looks  impossible,  cv  vttvoic  even  more.  Yet  it  would  suit  the  logic  to  repeat  fxij  ■Trvyi^€ 

here  (the  mid-point  of  the  poem),  in  a  more  emphatic  form:  ‘Don’t  touch  him  even  in  your  dreams’  (for  the 
Creek  equivalents  see  Page,  Epigrams  of  Rufinus  {1978)  98). 

/xec  [:  Henderson  §  236.  But  of  course  one  could  divide  Truyi^’. 
6  Pent.  ]ov8av7T€tc$r)cop  ^  Prima  facie,  dr  rretodfic;  no  iota  adscript,  although  the  scribe  usually 

writes  it  even  where  it  is  not  wanted.  In  that  case,  ]ou  S’  or  ]  ovB\  Alternatively,  it  might  be  an  itacism 

for  rreicdeCc,  cf.  AP  7.683.2  /xt)  rreicdeic  ...  raOr’  ̂ rraSec;  1 1.156.3  l/xoi  rretc^etc,  ‘if  you  follow  my  advice’. 
Then  op^aAe  [  looks  likely,  the  last  an  upright  with  traces  to  the  right.  Dr  Rea  suggests  6p$d  Aeyo[rTt. 

Say,  TraOjou  S’,  dr  77etcd'f)<(t)>c  6p6d  Aeyojm  plXcoi. 

j-S  ‘Do  not  stir  Camarina.  'Phe  place  ...  discharges  a  stinging  missile  against  your  manhood.’ 
7  fiij]  K{€}lveL  Kap.dpLvav.  A  familiar  proverb:  W.  Buhler,  ̂ enobii  Athoi  Proverbia  IV  (1982)  199  collects 

the  sources.  The  general  explanation,  kirl  rwv  ̂ Xa^epebe  n  rroielv  kavrolc  /xeAAdrrwr,  would  suffice;  but  there 

may  be  a  particular  element  of  malice  here,  since  some  sources  describe  the  marsh  of  Camarina  (or  a  plant 

camarina)  as  particularly  malodorous  (EtGcn  etc.:  eip'qrai  Se  Sid  rrfv  kv  avrf}  BvcwBlav  Kivovp,ivrjc  ydp  avrfjc 

pdopd  kyylyverai  coj/xaroc).  At  the  same  time,  as  Gideon  Nisbet  notes,  fxrj]  Kivei  (ecjuivalcnt  to  /xi)  jStVei)  resumes 

fir)  rrvyL^€  at  the  beginning. 

6  ydp  Torroc.  Commonly  of  body-parts,  and  especially  of  the  pudendum  muliebre  (LSJ  s.v.  3).  But,  as  Dirk 

Obbink  observes,  the  word  is  carefully  chosen  to  give  the  illusion  (initially)  of  an  innocent  geographical 
excursus. 

8  .  ,  I .  oc.  The  omicron  very  small,  but  no  other  letter  seems  likely.  Before  that,  an  upright  with  complex 

ink  joining  at  half-height:  probably  not  v,  but  ]  toe  (which  also  makes  best  use  of  a  relatively  small  space). 

Dr  Coles  suggests  J^toc,  to  account  for  the  spread  (a  flattened  ‘v’  on  its  side)  of  the  first  trace. 
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‘genitals’,  Henderson  §  20  (so  Argentarius,  AP  9.554.6  ̂   1490;  Strato,  AP  12.225.4  ‘the  wife of  Heracles’).  r  i  1  ,  x 

-rnxpdv  trjci  jSe[Aoc:  niKpov  erreMe  /3eAoc  Cyrus  [of  Panopolis,  cos.  441  j,  AP  7.557.2,  of  death;  avLr)pov  b 

kK  TTvpdc  ̂ K€  jSeAoc  Asclcpiadcs,  AP  5.189.4  (erotic).  Here  a  more  physical  weapon,  
with  a  malicious  glance 

at  the  erotic  sense?  'Phe  basic  language  is  Homeric:  II.  22.206  Ufievai  ...  rruepd  /ScAep-va  etc.  
Cf.  line  25 

(more  epic). 

What  is  the  weapon  let  fly?  (i)  pediconum  menlula  merdalea  est  (Priap.  68.8):  the  joke  goes  back  to  Macho
n 

^2-7-32,  and  recurs  often  enough  in  Latin  (see  Buchheit,  Studien  zum  Corpus  Priapeorum  (1962)  144;  Courtney 

on  Juv.  9.44).  Mcineke  tried  to  find  the  same  idea  in  Asclcpiadcs,  AP  12.42.4-5,  but  s
ee  Cow  and  Page  on 

Hell.  Ep.  1526;  a  close  parallel  in  Strato,  AP  12.225.4,  where  again  it  is  ̂^r)  that  suffers,  (ii)  For  tto
/jSt)  as 

weapon  cf.'  Hor.  Serm.  1.8.46;  and  the  Charition  mime  HI  413.  Nicarchus  (who  celebrates  King  Fart  in  AP 

11-395)  is  certainly  familiar  with  the  idea,  see  25  below  {^AP  1 1.328.8);  and  it  woul
d  fit  well  with  the  notion 

(if  recognised)  of  marshy  exhalations. 

10-17  Epigram  II:  €ttI  yipovTOc  TTap6evo\y  ayopLivov. 

An  old  man  should  not  marry  a  young  wife:  it  ends  in  tears  and  cuekoldry.  This  piece  seems  to  rewor
k 

well-worn  themes:  marry  young  (hies.,  WD  695);  a  young  wife  docs  not  suit  an  old  husband  (iheogn.  4571 

Eur.  fr.  804);  marriage  costs  money  (Men.  fr.  198;  Automedon,  AP  11.50;  that  presumably  is  the  p
oint  of 

Lucillius,  AP  1 1.388.6 — ‘if  you  marry  to  have  children,  you  will  be  too  poor  to  care  for  them’),  and  merely 

benefits  the  lover  next  door  (Thcogn.  460;  Anaxandridcs  fr.  53.11  -12  KA  and  the  proverb  ye'pcu
r  kpivoc 

cv<f}pav£l  Tovc  yetrovac,  Macarius  II  97). 

9

 

 

Title.  The  heading  begins  above  .syllable  4  (out  of  15)  of  line  14,  therefore  should,  if  centred,  end 

above  
syllabic  

12.  If  so,  there  is  room  for  c.  10-12  
letters  

after  the  break. 

TTap$evo[v  ayofxevov  or  yap-oOvToC.  irapdevo[v  (or  TTap0evi[ov)  would  be  too  short  according  t
o  the  calcula¬ 

tion  above, 

ro  Here,  or  in  the  lacunas  below,  we  expect  a  vocative,  and  perhaps  a  formal  statement  that  th
e 

bridegroom  is  elderly  (but  the  alert  reader  will  infer  this  from  10  and  13). 

1 1  I'hc  contrast  of  amor  and  disitiae  can  take  various  directions:  for  example,  there  are  dangers  in 

marrying  a  wife  for  her  money  (Stob,  4.22.1 18  ff.).  Here,  I  assume,  the  reverse:  your  money  buys  you  only 
misery  (12)  and  eventual  penury  (17). 

Last  trace,  remains  of  upright  ink  on  the  edge.  afie[iv6repov  just  exempli  gratia  (the  double  comparative 

is  attested  at  Mimn.  fr.  14.9  W  and  in  the  anonymous  lines  quoted  by  [Ps?]Philo,  de  aetemitate  mundi  41.8  (  = 

Aristotle  fr,  21  Rose)  and  Philodemus,  Rhet.  ri.6i  S.,  ouSe  ymri  roccovUe  voov  emSeuerai  icdXov,  /  were  y^peiov 
kXkcBai  apL€Lvordpa)v  Trapeovrwv). 

12  /u.r;8’].  This  assumes  that  the  poem  is  constructed  as  a  series  of  prohibitions  (concluding  in  a  gnome, 

SdKpva  Kai  i'/iXovc  Philodemus,  AP  5.42.2  (commonly  reassigned  to  Meleager,  HE  4219;  Sider,  Epigrams 

ofPhilodemosno.  13).  Presumably  those  of  the  jealous  husband  (as  in  Philodemus  those  of  the  distracted  
lover). 

13  Slops,  for  the  aged  or  the  sick.  ‘The  emotional  distress  will  put  you  in  the  hands  of 
 the  doctors’? 

‘You  will  find  gruel  more  suitable  to  your  age  than  drinking’? 
]  uc.  Presumably  a  food  coordinate  with  the  nouns  that  follow,  say  i^copejovc  (but  why  the  plural?)  or 

iroAi^jouc  (but  too  long?).  Pollux  6.61-  2  collects  some  related  words. 

14-15  ‘Do  not  trust  in  aphrodisiacs:  some  one  else  will  play  your  part’? 

14  ev^cofioic:  eruca  sativa  (‘rocket’),  well  known  as  an  aphrodisiac:  see  c.g.  Dioscoridcs  2.140  evvoveCa
o 

irapopiiq;  Cyranides  i  .5.9  -20  (pp.  44-5)  Kaimakis,  where  the  plant  is  antiaphrodisiac  
but  tlic  seeds  aphrodisiac 

(part  of  an  ‘incomparable’  potion  ear  ...  tic  tijv  rjXiKiao  ecri  rrpofie^-qKuio  Kai  to  p,o'pior  Trapaip-ivov).  For 

eruca  see  e.g.  Mart.  3.75.3.  On  aphrodisiacs  in  general,  Hopfner,  Sexuallehen  (1938)  273-  305. 

15  ]  i/reic:  small  ambiguous  trace,  if  trace  at  all  (on  twisted  fibres).  The  ending  might  belong  to  a  nou
n 

or  to  a  verb;  in  either  ca.se,  unless  8’  is  postponed,  it  looks  back  to  the  line  before,  and  presumably  to  a 

separate  clause,  c.g.  di8e  ydp“  “  or  ov  ydp  ^  "  i/retc.  One  possibility:  dXXd  icaraCwc  /  Tp\Cipeic  (Henderson 

§  340;  Juv.  10.206).  cTu'jcoic,  cf,  in  similar  context  AP  10. 100.6,  cannot  be  read. 
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aAAoc  suggests  the  motif  krepoic  yrjfjLac  (lieonid.  Alex.,  AP  1 1.70.4)  o/lct/  [:  left-hand  arc,  it  seems.  If  so, 

not  S[uv'a,cat.  E.g.  c[i)  rroelc. 

16—17  properly  understood,  etc  -nevC'q[v  seems  clear,  and  the  aorist  ̂ yayov,  after  the  imperatives 

and  the  futures,  might  suggest  a  gnomic  summing-up.  The  subject  might  then  be  the  expenses  of  the  marriage 

(cf.  AF  10. 1 19).  What  would  they  be?  KorvXaLc  suggests  drinking  parties  {AP  1 1.3.5);  *5  suggests  a  lover,  6 

7rAari»- might  refer  to  him.  But  that  leaves  the  di/Iiculty  of  fitting  the  anticipated  consequences  of  this  marriage 

into  a  general  gnome.  I  had  thought  of,  say,  at  77-oA]Aai  KorvXai  Kat  6  tt Aarti  [vcotoc  kpaci-qc  (for  the  insult,  cf. 

AP  8.172.1).  But  already  there  are  difficulties,  (i)  ]A  (or  p)  suits  the  trace,  but  aiTroA]  looks  too  long;  S’ 
at  would  fit  better,  but  the  ink  discourages  ]  8  (no  real  sign  of  the  base),  (ii)  The  papyrus  certainly  has  KOTvXaic 

dative,  (iii)  If  Kai  6  TrAaru-  is  right,  the  poet  allowed  /cat  to  stand  in  hiatus,  without  correption,  before  the 

lengthened  6.  The  lengthening  is  normal  with  Philip’s  poets  (Gow  and  Page,  GP  I  p.  xxxviii),  hiatus  is  not; 
though  see  ibid.  p.  xli  on  Crinagoras. 

Further  difficulties  arise  in  17.  Apparently  jocctoTrarp^c,  where  ]o  might  perhaps  be  ]a>,  and  the  final  c 

seems  to  be  corrected  from  v.  On  the  simplest  view,  the  scribe  wrote  pov  and  changed  it  to  pijc;  but  that  is 

too  simple,  since  the  supposed  omicron  (a  blob  much  smaller  than  the  normal  letter)  looks  to  have  been 

written  on  top  of  the  eta.  p-pc  does  at  least  avoid  hiatus  with  the  following  eta,  and  that  is  a  reason  for  treating 
it  as  the  final  version.  Then  we  have  two  possible  articulations: 

(i)  ]  occoj  (or  J  toccoj)  Trdrprjc.  There  is  no  iota  adscript,  though  that  is  normally  written  elsewhere.  That 

favours  Trpjdcco)  (or  a  dual)  against  h  T]dccco<(t),  kv  A’v]cf>ccw<(i)  or  the  like;  a  verb  seems  unlikely  when 
T]yayov  follows  SO  close. 

(ii)  ]oc  camarp-.  This  sequence  is  not  attested  except  in  the  proper  names  Cco-Trarpoc,  -~a;  and  Nicarchus 

does  use  ‘Sosipatros’  as  the  subject  of  a  thin-man  joke,  AP  1 1 . 1 10.  But  the  names,  though  potentially  grand, 

do  not  serve  elsewhere  as  indicators  of  status  (‘...  have  brought  even  aristocrats  to  poverty’).  If  there  is  a 
direct  reference  to  the  name  of  the  husband  or  the  wife,  I  do  not  see  how  to  fit  it  in  without  substantial 

violence  (say,  if  the  old  husband  is  called  Sopater,  koXXovc  CcondTpovc  ̂ yayov  eic  irertiyv,  ‘...  have  brought 

other  Sopaters  too  to  poverty’). 

A  quite  different  approaeh  would  take  the  poet  as  the  adulterer,  so  that  ̂ yayov  is  first  person  singular; 

then  e.g.  €y/c€t]/xat  KorvXaic  Kayco  (emendation)  ...  But  then  what? 

18-29  Epigram  III:  AP  XI  328  NiKdpxov 

Beckby’s  edition  (1958)  reports  the  text  of  the  Palatinus  as  follows: 

rrjv  pCav  \Eppoyev7jc  Kayd)  rroT€  Kat  ifAed/SouAoc 

■^yopev  etc  K0ivi)v  KvTrptv  'ApicroZCKriv ■ 

'iXayov  pev  ky(h  7roAo)v  aAa  vaUpev  ahrdc- 
etc  yap  ev,  ov  Trdvrec  ndvra  SieiXopeOa. 

5  ^EppoyevYjc  8’  ̂ Aaye  ervyepov  hopov  ̂ hpedevra, 
verarovy  elc  yo/por  ̂ Trep^djaeroc, 

€v6  aKTat  veKvcov  Kat  kpiveoi  yvepdeprec 

BivevvTai,  TTVOLfj  SvcKeXdScov  kv^pcov. 

Zfjva  8e  Sec  KXeo^ovXov,  oc  ovpavdv  elcava^aiveiVy 

10  rd  ijjoXoev  /careyoiv  ev  yept  7r0p,  ̂ Aa;^er. 

yfj  S’  'ipeve  ̂ vvi}  rravreov  ijjiaSov  yap  ev  avri) 
crpwcavrec  rrjv  ypavv  aiSe  SietXdpeSa. 

5  evpoevra  P  7  Ipu/eotjacobs:  kppyjvatoi  P  9  8e  Oec  Pauw:  SecSec  (the  first  c  deleted)  P 

1 1  {jjtdScxjv  P 

Corruptions  apart,  the  papyrus  shows  two  substantial  variations  of  text:  the  name  Didymarchus  instead 

of  Cleobulus  (twice),  and  apparently  a  diflerent  sentence-structure  in  9—10.  Did  Nicarchus  revise  his  text  for 

a  second  (or  collected)  edition? 

18  Kaico  pap.:  Kayco  P,  rightly. 

here,  SiSopapyov  26  pap.:  KXeo^ovXoc,  KXeo^ovXov  P.  In  life,  both  names  are  borne
  by  real  people. 

In  the  Anthology,  Didymarchus  does  not  otherwise  appear;  Cleobulus  d
oes,  notably  as  amatus  in  Meleager 

(named  from  Anacreon’s  boyfriend?)  and  as  the  Sage  of  Lindos.  It  remains  diff
icult,  of  course,  to  tell  whether 

Nicarchus’  victims  were  likely  to  be  living  acquaintances  or  fictional  types.  
Here  one  could  argue  that 

‘Kleoboulos’  puts  the  sage  in  an  undignified  posture  (just  as  all  seven  sages  deliver
  laxative  precepts  in  their 

tavern  at  Ostia,  sec  Meiggs,  Roman  Ostid^  429);  ‘Didymarchus’  could  then  be  a  s
peaking  name,  cf.  AP  5. 126.6; 

Sidcr,  Epigrams  of  Philodemos  p.  141  (Sider  notes  DL6.51:  AiSvpcov  was  caug
ht  in  adultery;  Diogenes  the  Cynic 

comrnented  ‘a^ioc  ex  toO  ovoparoc  KpepacOai).  ‘liermogcnes’  too  could  be  chose
n  with  malice,  as  Dr  Rea 

suggests,  since  Hermes  has  a  special  role  in  the  underworld  (
22). 

Something  similar  happens  in  the  poem  transmitted  under  the  heading  M[v]acdXKov  in  PKoln^ 
 V 

204.14-17  but  ascribed  to  Hegesippus  in  AP  6.266.  However,  so  little  of  the  c
ontext  survives  that  the  variation 

of  name  can  be  explained  away  (Cameron,  The  Greek  Anthology  from  Meleager  to  Planudes  (1993)  3  f-)- 

Martial  offers  interesting  parallels,  discussed  by  W.  M.  Lindsay,  The  Ancient  Editions  of  Martial  (1903)  2 1 : 

for  example  at  i.io.i,  where  the  MSS  vary  between  Gemellus  and  Venustus.  (No  doubt  
it  is  coincidental  that 

corresponds  to  AtBvp-,  Venustus  to  pretty-boy  KXeo^ovXoc.)  Some  have  supposed  that  both  
were  real 

targets,  but  at  different  times;  or  that  one  represents  the  real  name,  one  the  cover-name  
(the  same  has  been 

claimed,  say,  for  Lateranus/Damasippus  at  Juv.  8.146).  But  if  it  is  true  that  
Martial  never  attacked  living 

persons,’  both  explanations  fail.  A  third  possibility  is  aesthetic:  an  editor,  or  Martial  himself  (Pasquali,  
Storia 

della  Jradizione  ...  425),  decided  to  replace  one  fictional  name  by  another  more  telling  
in  the  context.  In  any 

case  the  variations  seem  too  large  be  explained  simply  as  scribal  negligence  (N.  M.  Kay,  
Martial  Book  XI 

(1985)  4  n.  12). 

20  ToXiriv  pap.:  TToXiriv  P,  rightly. 

21  hieiXdpeSa  pap.,  but  -XopeSa  in  29:  -Ao-  P  in  both  places.  The  first  aorist  has
  a  foothold  in  literary 

Greek  (Gow  &  Page  on  GP  2885),  apart  from  its  presence  in  N'f  and  increasingly  
in  documents  (Gignac  H 

344  f ),  and  might  even  be  thought  to  add  a  colloquial  touch.  However,  we  
should  assume  that  the  poet  used 

the  same  form  in  both  lines;  and  that  the  scribe  was  more  likely  to  corrupt  the  strong  f
orm  into  the  weak 

than  vice  versa. 

ravra  pap,:  Trdrra  P,  rightly  (raOra  or  ravra  ruins  Nicarchus’  double  polyptoton). 
22  cTvyepcov  pap.:  ervyepov  P,  rightly. 

Apparently  evpoevr{a,  not  eupw— pap.:  the  same  unmetrical  spelling  in  P. 

24  ]aKT  VCKTCOV  pap.,  perhaps  Jaxrat  (but  at  looks  wide  for  the  space,  a
nd  the  first  trace  high  in  the 

line  for  alpha;  0  or  oi  could  be  read,  and  in  that  case  the  corruption  was  wider):  evS
'  aKrat  vcKdojv  P. 

epiveoC:  the  papyrus  confirms  Jacobs’  conjecture  (from  IL  22.145):  kpprjvatoL  P.  ppepoevroc
  pap.:  -evrec 

P,  rightly. 
TTVOO.LC  pap.:  TTVOLfj  P.  Svc/isAixS  £V€jiov  pap.  (Sov  could  be  read,  and  suits  the  spac

e  better  than  Star). 
hvcK^XdZwv  avdjiojv  P,  rightly. 

26  Seflec  pap.,  as  Pauw;  iecBec  (the  first  sigma  deleted)  P. 

SLSvjjLafixov  pap.;  KXco^ovXov  P. 

Cicaregaii'l  pap.:  ekavaPaCveiv  P,  rightly,  unless  the  papyrus  had  a  different  reading  in  27. 

27  TO  Ao  I  €(.)]  KLXT^xojy  kv  IT  .  In  the  first  half  of  the  line,  the  traces  suit  the  transmitted  text 

very  well.  The  end  remaihs  difficult  (partly  because  the  papyrus  has  cracked  and  overlapp
ed  itself).  P  offers 

TrOp  eXax^v'  in  the  papyrus  Trop  might  be  possible,  but  hardly  eXax^v.  Dr  Coles  thought
  he  recognised  TrpSaA, 

TTTjSdXioy  might  then  be  considered,  or  more  realistically  Tri}SdA<‘>91''  The  participle  itarexwr
  then  depends 

on  the  finite  verb  elcarejSatr[er  in  26.  tttj^lxXlov  could  bear  a  suitably  obscene  meaning  (Henderson  §  63).  And 

yet  it  all  spoils  the  point:  Zeus  does  not  normally  wield  a  rudder,  and  we  miss  the  c
atch-word  iXax^v. 

28  i/tiadov  pap.,  as  Brunck  had  conjectured,  rightly:  tjudSuiv  P. 

30-37  Epigram  IV:  the  Sphinx  unriddled 

An  obscene  explanation  of  the  Riddle  of  the  Sphinx.  Apparently  not  the  same  poem  as  37
25  fr.  2.8-10 

(heading  l-n-i  cij>Lyy\6cf). 
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The  riddle,  as  quoted  from  the  fourth-century  litterateur  Asclepiades  of  Tragilus  (FGrH  12  F  7),  begins 

etrt  Hittovv  krrl  yrjc  Kai  rerpaTTov,  ov  fita  (ftwvrj,  Kai  rpLTrov  .  Other  quotations  offer  variants,  see 

D.  Mastronarde’s  text  of  Euripides’  Fhomissae  (Teubner,  1988)  pp.  6-7;  it  has  been  debated  whether  the 

original  goes  back  to  epic,  or  only  to  tragedy  (H.  Lloyd-Jones,  Academic  Papers  I  (1990)  332-4). 

The  joke  may  already  be  known  from  Comedy;  see  Henderson  §  362  on  Anaxilas  fr.  22.22  ff.  KA  (with 

Callias  fr.  28  KA  Meyapucai  ctftiyyec).  Dirk  Obbink  notes  a  similarity  with  Philodemus,  AP  1 1.318  (31  Sider), 

where  an  astrological  puzzle  is  resolved  obscenely. 

30  t’  seems  guaranteed  by  the  sense,  though  twisted  fibres  make  the  assignment 
of  traces  in  erpa  and  ttod  rather  uncertain. 

yadrjp  not  r;c:  erri  yrjc  (rarely  yf/v)  in  the  riddle. 

31  oiijedc:  the  traces  seem  to  suit  theta  (parts  of  cross-bar  and  right-hand  arc)  better  than  delta.  In  Attic 

inscriptions,  this  form  dominates  in  the  fourth  century  and  the  Hellenistic  period;  ovSeic  reasserts  itself  in  the 

Roman  period  (Thrcatte,  Grammar  of  the  Attic  Inscriptions  I  (1980)  472  with  II  (1996)  753).  Documentary  papyri 

show  both  forms  coexisting  into  the  second  century  ad  (Gignac  I  97).  Is  the  use  here  a  vulgarism?  or  a  look 
back  to  New  Comedy? 

ecTi  S’  a[  ]  naOucoc.  S(<r)  seems  necessary,  to  mark  the  pay-off;  mOcKoc  should  be  a  word  by  itself  (Buck 
&  Petersen  cite  no  compounds).  Therefore  a[  |  must  represent  a  single  iambic  word.  The  gap  has  room 

for  two  or  three  letters;  the  final  trace  is  no  more  than  ink  level  with  the  letter-tops.  We  could  look  for  a 

proper  name  (but  I  have  nothing  more  plausible  to  suggest  than  /l[8uj]r).  Simpler  would  be  a[vi)]/3  (J.  R. 

Rea);  and  very  much  to  the  point,  since  (as  Dirk  Obbink  remarks)  it  recalls  the  straight  answer  to  the  riddle 

(&v6parjToc)  before  subverting  it  with  mOtKoc. 

■naOiKoc.  The  noun  had  been  known  only  from  loucher  Latin  (Cat.  16.2,  57.2,  Juv.  2.99;  of  women, 
Pnap.  25.3,  40.4,  73- L  pathicissimos  libellos  Martial  12.95. i);  l^te  verb  naOcKcvccOai  docs  occur,  once,  and 

precisely  in  Nicarchus  {AP  it. 73.7).  Meanwhile  David  Bain,  117  (1997)  81  2,  has  identified  a  second 

Greek  example,  a  graffito  backstage  in  the  Odeum  at  Aphrodisias:  ‘the  generally  held  view  that  it  was  a 

popular  borrowing  into  Latin  is  confirmed’. 

3
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. 3  ingenious  perversion  of  the  straight  explanation  (the  child  crawling  on  all  fours);  the  participle 

perhaps  glances  at  tfie  text  of  the  riddle  (4  ■nXeovecctv  cpctSopcevov  vroct,  where  other  sources  have  kirciyopccvov). 

arr€pcic[d]ixevoc  seems  very  likely,  but  the  .scribe  may  have  written  o  rather  than  e. 

33  I  suppose  rdc]  or  better  Ic]  (J-  Rea),  and  then  emend  to  dpuparipac. 

KvPSa:  the  vox  propria,  see  J.  N.  Davidson,  Courtesans  and  Fishcakes  (1997)  1 18,  169  -72.  Aristoph.,  Pax 

896-8  TcrpawoSrjSdv  ...  kv^S'  (Henderson  §  361). 

34  Not  really  understood.  rpCvovc  is  clear,  and  we  therefore  expect  a  perversion  of  the  straight  answer 

‘an  old  man  and  his  stick’  {rpharov  rroBa  ̂ (xKrpov  kpeiSet,  Mastronarde  p.  7).  At  the  beginning,  (^aAAwi  is 

tempting:  that  would  be  the  third  leg,  as  presumably  in  Theocritus’  description  of  Priapus,  TP  9.437  {rpiceeXec: 

Gow  thinks  this  ‘improbable’,  and  prints  Jahn’s  emendation  desreAf'e).  However,  the  palaeography  is  not 
straightforward:  some  elements  of  the  ink  suit  or  perhaps  but  I  cannot  explain  all  the  traces;  BaXXwi 

might  be  better.  Then  S’  airrcot  Se  (or  av  rwiSe)? 

Later,  <f>iKi.ov  can  be  recognised.  <t>iKiov  is  the  mountain  of  the  Sphinx,  [Hes.  J,  Sc.  33  (  =  fr.  195.33).  There 

may  also  be  a  pun:  piKic  is  now  attested  in  XLII  3070.5,  as  well  as  in  Herodian;  David  Bain  has  pointed  out 

a  third  example  in  PHeid  190  fr.  1,75  {^PE  52  (1983)  56),  where  he  suggests  reading  ,^i/oS[a  (or  Pteiy)  for 

the  editor’s  ipiKio[ — <Ih'kio[v  might  also  be  thought  of  (but  of  course  we  expect  piK&wv  as  the  diminutive).  If 
there  is  a  pun,  it  ignores  quantity:  Herodian  explicitly  attests  the  accentuation  <piKcc,  which  would  suggest 
that  the  first  syllable  was  short. 

How  can  these  elements  be  combined?  Before  (fyiKtov,  to  e;  the  traces  most  suggest  the  lower  parts  of  v 

or  w;  perhaps  S,  though  the  space  seems  narrow;  not  t,  since  there  are  too  many  feet.  After  rfiuiiov,  avr  ; 

auToc  or  auToO  look  suitable,  but  not  other  cases  of  the  pronoun.  After  that,  35  presumably  continues  ov 

tJpottov,  which  might  link  the  whole  verse  or  just  the  initial  phrase.  I  have  no  ideas  that  do  not  involve 

substantial  emendation.  Say,  rwtj  paXX&i  S’  avroc  re  rpmovc,  to  Be  piKiov  avroxj  ...,  ‘He  himself  has  a  third 

leg  with  his  phallus,  and  And  then?  If  the  next  clause  expands  the  same  joke,  it  might  perhaps  mean  ‘... 

and  his  backside  (is)  like  the  rock  nearby  in  Thebes’  (sticking  up  in  the  air).  But  perhaps,  as  Dirk  Obbink 

suggests,  we  should  see  it  as  a  secondary  joke  of  mythological  pseudo-etymology;  ‘...  and  his  backside  is 

(explains  the  name  of)  the  rock  Phikion  near  Thebes’. 

35  Presumably  ttAtjciov:  rjiXrjcior  pap. 
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el  To'0’:  eireO  papyrus.  I  assume  that  the  sense  must  be  ‘If  1  had  then  existed,  gentlemen,  1  would 

have  won  Thebes’  (by  solving  the  riddle  better  
than  Oedipus);  it  remains  a  question  whether  

kyd,  attaches  to 

ojriypx  strato,  AP  12,254.2;  and  the  programmatic  address  to  the  reader  which  began  Agathias 

anthology,  AP  4.3a.  Did  the  epigrammatists  simply  borro
w  this  from  New  Comedy  (see  e.g.^  Handley  on 

Men.,  Dy.sk.  194)?  or  had  they  their  own  specific  a
udience  (at  symposia  or  recitations)  in  mind? 

knramXovc'.  (Boeotian)  Thebes,  II.  4.406,  Od.  11.263. 

38  ff.  Epigram  Vs  ‘On  an  adulterer’ 

‘You  are  entrusting  cheese  to  a  mouse,  hay  to  a  donkey,  honey  to
  bees  [?],  chicory  to  geese,  boar  to 

dogs  raiment  to  slaves,  a  cloak  to  a  shivering  man,  the  e
ntrance  fees  to  a  theatre-manager,  meat  to  athletes, 

a  caicrole  to  a  gourmet- . you,  Alexis,  who,  dining  with  t
he  adulterer  Damon,  bring  your  woman  near  him 

as  well.  Risen  from  tabic,  he’ll  corrupt  her;  and  thus  [your
  son?|  doesn’t  look  like  [?J  you,  his  “father”— but like  his  (real)  father.’  ,  ,  u  r 

Dining  out  gives  the  seducer  his  chance:  that  is  a  regular  them
e  of  Roman  poetry  (thus  Horace,  Carm. 

3  6  25  ff.;  Ovid.,  AA  1,229  R-.  5^9  McKcown,  Juv.  1.57  with  Courtney). 

39  mclreveie  loolts  very  likely  (the  first  trace  is  of  y  or  t
).  The  first  four  lines  represent  a  kind  of  priamel, 

in  which  first  animals,  then  slaves,  then  people,  arc  juxtap
osed  with  something  they  might  find  desirable  and 

indeed  consumable.  The  priamel  has  its  own  internal  constru
ction:  crescendo  from  mouse  to  gourmet,  cheese 

to  casserole;  in  41-2  two  balancing  pairs— the  indigent  ag
ainst  the  capitalist,  carnivorous  athlete  against  (fish- 

eating)  foodie.  Symbolic  food  then  leads  on  to  the  r
eal  dinner  in  43. 

pvt  p-q  pap.,  a  clear  corruption  (graphic,  or  phonetic?),  For
  mice  and  cheese,  cf.  TvpoyXv)>oc,  Tvpo<l,dyoc 

Batrachom.  137,  223,  , 

Bvojc  Proverb  Svoc  elc  &x'^pa  Philcmo  fr.  158  KA  etc.;  but  xopr
oc  ol  course  is  green  loddcr. 

peXip-qA  an  unsolved  problem.  The  traces  most  suggest  prjyl
,  though  prp  [  could  be  considered;  one 

.syllable  should  be  lost  at  the  end.  What  creature  is  drawn 
 to  honey,  as  mice  arc  to  cheese?  Bears  eat  it 

(Aristotle,  HA  594'’8),  so  do  bees  (623'’ 18).  Bees  look  likeliest  in  rea
l  life;  and  that  would  suggest  pkX,  pliy\e]i, 

‘honey  to  the  swarm’.  But  I  have  found  no  example  of  cpljvoe  so  spelled 
 (on  the  pattern  pu<p6c/cpiKp6c,  see 

the  examples  in  Schwyzer  I  31 1).  Dr  Rea  suggests  that  w
e  have  the  same  corruption  here  as  earlier  in  the 

line,  pq  for  pvi,  i.e.  originally  pviqi  or  pviaic.  Flies  certainly  
hasten  to  honey  (AR  4.1453,  Acs.  Fab.  293).  Yet 

the  palaeography  remains  difficult:  pqq\_  (or  pqi^alpc)  is  an  
unlikely  reading,  pqa-N  seems  excluded. 

40  x??‘ri  ckptv.  There  are  other  creatures  that  enjoy  endive
.  Ammianus,  AP  1 1.4 13. 3,  lists  it  among  the 

dishes  at  Apelles’  dinner  more  fit  for  TrpojSaTa  than  his  friends: 
 but  old  (too  short)  or  ̂ ovd  cannot  be 

In  fact,  the  second  trace  suggests  a  horizontal  at  two-thirds  height: 
 that,  and  the  space  (since  x  typically 

very  wide)  would  suit  x??*«;  seris  is  mentioned  as  a  favourite  
food  for  geese  by  Varro  RR  3.10.5  and  Col.  8.14.2, 

UlBa:  the  word  Is  not  attested  in  LSJ  or  its  Revised  Supplem
ent  or  in  TLG.  mpvNBo.  Clearchus  ev 

rerdproj  81'ajv  ap.  Athen.  XII  522D  =  fr.  48  Wehrli  (a  transparent  ga
rment  worn  by  the  luxurious  Tarantmp); 

Men,  fr.  414  (and  Pollux  there  quoted).  -napvNc  Aristoph. 
 fr.  332.7  KA,  among  the  luxuries  of  Attic  ladies, 

There  presumably  the  idea  of  luxury  lies  in  rrap-:  something  is  wove
n  into,  or  around,  the  plain  weave,  ̂ 

Slaves  wore  a  tunic,  Juv.  1.93  (the  spendthrift  does  not  even  g
ive  them  that);  they  might  get  some  kind 

of  cloak,  Pers.  1.54,  Juv.  9.68.  What  is  the  idea  here:  slaves  (
so  presumably,  not  ‘kids’)  will  grab  any  garment? 

or  a  garment  more  covering  or  more  elegant  than  their  n
orm?  But,  as  Dr  Rea  observes,  the  singular  is  a 

little  odd;  and  ifip]dTwv  is  restored  in  the  next  line,  we  have  t
wo  clothing  jokes  on  the  trot.  Symmetry  would 

indeed  suggest  some  kind  of  food  stuff:  emend  e.g.  to  apvqv?  or  
cifivpCBa^sportulam  (J.R.  Rea)? 

41  IpjdTwv:  to  judge  from  the  spacing,  the  scribe  wrote  ei
partov.  This  is  normally  an  outer  garment,  to 

go  on  top  of  the  xirwr  (sec  Bauer-Aland  s.v.).  Of  possible 
 alternatives,  cTpw\pdTLov  looks  too  long. 

Bearpdoqc  quoted  by  TLG  only  from  Thcophr.  
Char.  30.6.  A.  Muller,  Lhrbuch  der  gnechischen 

BuhmnallerthumeriiSSS)  343  translates  ‘Thcaterpachter’  (elsewhe
re  BearpoirdXqc,  Pollux  7.199  b  Beav  dnopLedwv, 

or  apxiTeKTOov,  Dcm.  18.28),  and  compares  the  uivqra!
  mentioned  in  connection  with  the  theatre  at  Piraeus, 

^\6ylvpa  docs  not  appear  in  TLG,  but  does  occur  in  documenta
ry  papyri;  it  there  means  ‘sum  collected’. 
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normally  by  taxation.  (I'or  the  parent  verb,  sec  Polyb.  31.31.1  to  Xoyevdev^  ‘the  money  raised’  by  the  sale  of 

wheat.)  Since  this  is  something  appetising  to  the  theatre-lessor^  does  the  word  here  refer  to  ticket  money?  or 
should  we  visualise  three  tiers?— the  city  rents  its  theatre  to  the  lessor,  who  then  collects  fees  from  companies using  it? 

42  a0]Aeu<ot)>ci  Kpiac.  There  arc  two  problems  here,  (i)  Space  at  the  line-beginning  is  short  for  the  two 

syllables  required  by  the  metre;  if  this  was  a  noun  in  --euci,  I  have  found  nothing  suitable,  (ii)  The  scribe 

apparently  wrote  Kpoac,  SiKpoac  cannot  be  read.  The  double  conjecture  printed  restores  the  cliche  of  the 

beef-eating  athlete:  for  material  see  j.  Haussieitcr,  Der  Vegetarismus  in  der  Antike  (1935).  Dirk  Obbink  suggests 
alternatively  <Toic>  k]pevci  (a  glance  at  the  proverbial  greed  of  Dclphians  at  the  sacrifice,  see  Pfeiffer  on 

Gall.  fr.  igi.27);  but  the  initial  oblique  trace  seems  less  suitable  to  rho,  which  normally  has  a  straight  stem. 
AoirdSa.  The  shallow  (lidded?)  casserole,  illustrated  by  B.  A.  Sparkes,  J®  82  (1962)  130  and  pi.  VI.  In 

Comedy  it  has  frequent  associations  with  fish  and  with  sizzling.  By  transfer,  the  word  may  mean  ‘a  savoury 

di.sh’,  so  in  Crates  AiT/ 353.1  and  Glaucus,  AF  12.44.3  Ep.  1813),  and  perhaps  Hipparchus  496.1 
(though  there  ‘shellfish’  would  also  suit).  Dr  Rea  notes  that  it  may  also  mean  ‘limpet’,  more  usually  Ae-n-dc; 
the  spelling  in  -0  -  is  quoted  from  Galen  4.670  and  as  a  variant  at  Thcophr.  HP  4.6.7  and  Orib.  gin.  4.2.4, 
and  already  in  Plautus  Rud.  297,  fr.  102  as  transmitted.  The  limpet  certainly  figures  with  other  edible  shellfish 

(Athen.  86-7),  and  as  a  delicacy  (among  molliculas  escas)  at  Plautus  Gas.  493. 
43  heiTTVOJV.  hlTTVOV  pap. 

Adpuivoc  the  name  has  no  typological  function  in  epigram:  7.548;  12.35  (amatus);  1 1 . 1 25  (undertaker). 
But  for  a  Damon  in  Nicarchan  context  note  3725  fr.  3.6. 

'AXe^i:  often  the  amatus  {AP  7.100,  12.127,  164,  229;  so  always  in  Martial  as  a  borrowing  from  Virgil), but  a  priest  in  APG.^j  and  an  incompetent  doctor  mAPi\.i22  (which  P  assigns  to  Callicter,  PI  to  Nicarchus). 

44  fy]yuc  seems  to  suit  the  traces,  so  far  as  they  go,  but  is  by  no  means  certain.  7’here  is  a  difficulty 
here.  If  we  take  eyjyiic  auroO  together,  avroii,  km  and  apm  all  seem  redundant.  Should  we  emend  to  auroV 

(‘bring  him  and  your  woman  close  together’)?  That  would  be  more  pointed  than  <(c)aiiToi'. 
yvymov.  Wife,  presumably,  if  paternity  is  an  issue  in  what  follows. 

45  I  have  considered  two  readings  here. 

(i)  ,  .  avecrdp.ei/pc  Kamvet  [Kaywei  papyrus):  the  c  is  represented  only  by  a  low  oblique  trace,  then 

high  ink  and  a  rising  horizontal  which  1  have  taken  as  the  upright  and  upper  branch  of  k.  The  disadvantages 
of  this  arc  that  c  would  be  rather  small;  k  would  touch  the  following  letter,  which  is  not  normal;  y  must  be 

corrected  to  k.  Nonetheless,  it  might  give  a  suitable,  if  banal,  sense:  ‘As  soon  as  he  has  got  up  from  tabic,  he 

will  corrupt  her’.  For  this  sense  of  the  verb:  the  iambics  printed  as  Com.Adesp.  138.2  Kock  (omitted  by  KA), 
olSe  yap  cwovcia/tfiadXT)  Ka/oJrcir;  Dio  Cassius  60,2.4  ’■air  k^^XenOepiov  km  vm  tmv  yvvMK&v,  ate 
cvvfjv^  kKaKVvero. 

(ii)  .  .  ..1  avecTdp,€.vpy  raxwet.  This  may  be  palaeographically  preferable,  but  I  do  not  sec  how  it  would 

fit  the  sense.  ‘As  soon  as  you  stand  up,  he’ll  speed  you  on  your  way’? — so  as  to  be  left  alone  with  your  wife? 
In  either  case,  I  find  it  difficult  to  suggest  a  connective  supplement  for  the  line-beginning:  e.g.  ovkH'] 

or  evOvc]  would  be  too  long,  Judging  from  the  plausible  restorations  in  39  -44. 

45-  6  The  repetition  of  warpi  suggests  that  paternity  is  put  in  doubt  by  adultery.  The  lover  fathers  the 
child,  and  the  husband  unsuspectingly  accepts  it?  Or  each  fathers  a  child  on  the  same  woman  (Mart.  10.95)? 

45  Softo  [ .  The  trace  is  upright,  descending  somewhat  below  the  line.  One  could  think,  say,  of  So/noi[cir, 
if  a  construction  could  be  found.  But  Sm  ravra  suggests  consequences,  and  that  suggests  a  new  clause: 

therefore  divide  S’  opo  [,  and  consider  supplements  from  opowc  (legitimate  children  resemble  their  father, Lucillius  AP  11,215). 

46  Trjv  pop!l>rjv:  the  first  p  seems  likely,  though  somewhat  damaged  (at  least  I  cannot  make  any  better 

sense  of  it  as  aX  or  Aa);  the  second  depends  on  a  short  initial  rising  oblique,  and  does  not  explain  what  seems 
to  be  the  foot  of  an  upright  well  below  the  line.  Gideon  Nisbet  observes  that,  if  this  is  to  be  the  paternity 

joke,  popfTjv  would  fit  the  sense  much  more  directly;  it  is  tempting  to  think  that  a  second  p  was  corrected  to 

p,  but  the  low  upright  trace  seems  actually  too  low  for  the  typical  p. 

If  we  accept  popprjv  as  reading  or  emendation,  and  the  basic  sense  as  ‘your  child  looks,  not  like  you  his 

father,  but  like  his  (real)  father’,  we  could  pursue  two  approaches,  (i)  Sid  ratiTa  S’  6poi[av/ov]  cot  -rijv  pop<j>ijv 
Tdii  iraTpi,  Tail  Si  irarpi  ...  Sc  then  completes  a  contrast  begun  by  ov].  We  lack  subject  and  verb,  but  they 
may  have  followed  in  a  fifth  couplet  in  the  next  column,  (ii)  If  wc  stick  with  eight  lines  (and  that  is  a  likely 
length),  wc  have  to  provide  a  verb.  I  had  thought  of  SyJAoi  or  the  like,  but  ]c  looks  very  likely  and  I  cannot 
think  of  a  verb  to  incorporate  it;  in  any  case  oi]  has  its  advantages;  More  economical  would  be  Spoi[ot 

"i 

I 
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(poptjiriv  object)  or  opoi[oc  (-or)  sc.  kcri  {popprjv  accusative  of  respect).  The  chang
e  of  tense  from  the  future 

is  not  ideal;  and  in  any  case  the  subject,  if  it  is  the  child,  is  still  missing.  I  see  no  way  of  meeting  this  difficulty
 

except  by  emendation,  i.c.  by  writing  natc  in  place  of  rijr  or  of  the  first  rtoi. Foot  of  column.  We  have  no  means  of  telling  whether  the  poem  ended  here:  any  paragraphos  would  be 

lost  with  the  left-hand  margin;  an  isolated  trace  lower  down  to  the  right,  below  the  alpha  of  irarpi,  has  no 

obvious  significance, 

P.J.  PARSONS 

4503-4507.  Anoubion,  Elegiacs 

Plates  XI -XIV 

Hephaestion  of  Thebes  (2,2)  writing  in  the  380’s  could  quote  from  'AvovfEwv  kv 
Tolc  eXeyewLc  a  half-dozen  distichs  of  a  Lehrgedicht  of  venerable  antiquity.  4503-4505 

preserve  parts  of  this  poem  on  the  science  of  astrology  by  Anoubion  of  Diospolis  which 
circulated  at  least  as  early  as  the  second  century.  His  collection  of  astrological  lore,  like 

that  of  his  predecessor  Dorotheus  Sidonius,  was  an  authoritative  source  of  predictions 

to  professional  astrologers  down  through  the  Byzantine  period. 

Attribution  of  4503-4505  is  secured  by  the  fact  that  they  can  be  seen  turned  more 

or  less  word  for  word  into  Latin  in  sections  2.4. 1-6  and  6.29-31  of  Firmicus  Maternus’ 
Mathesis.  Firmicus  elsewhere  (4. i.i)  seems  to  credit  Anoubion  as  a  source  (see  below). 

Use  of  Anoubion  by  Firmicus  in  book  6  was  first  postulated  by  W.  Kroll,  CCAG  II 

(1900)  159-60,  cf  204  n.  I  on  the  basis  of  correspondences  between  Firmicus  and  a 

prose  paraphrase  said  to  be  l/c  twv  AvovjSiwvoc  (in  part  CCAG  II  204-12,  re-edited  in 

full  as  Dorotheus  fr.  II  14-33  pp- 345-67  Pingree;  cf.  CCAG  II  159-80).  In  the  ms. 

(God.  Venetus)  this  follows  on  directly  from  a  brief  anonymous  prose  treatise  {CCAG  II 

20Q-3)  in  which  four  elegiac  distichs  are  quoted  (without  author).  An  additional  elegiac 

distich  is  quoted  explicitly  from  Anoubion  by  the  late  antique  astrological  writer 

Rhetorios  CG4G  VIII  4.208  {k-rraiva)  xai  rov  Avov/Siaim  eipyxora  ovraic  ktX.).  By  these 

means  S.  Weinstock,  ‘A  New  Anubio  Fragment’,  Cd'E  27  (1952)  210-17  identified  a 
direct  link  between  the  astrological  elegiacs  P.  Schubart  15  (P.  Berol.  inv.  9587,  hi  ad) 

and  Firmicus  6.31.78-85,  pointing  to  Anoubion  as  their  author.  4503-4505  therefore 
confirm  Kroll  and  Weinstock,  and  show  that  Firmicus  derived  much  else  from  Anoubion 

besides.  The  new  fragments,  presented  below  with  their  corresponding  sections  in 

Firmicus  printed  in  parallel  columns,  roughly  treble  the  number  of  verses  of  Anoubion 

previously  known,  and  expand  our  view  of  an  author  who  was  previously  but  a  little- 
known  figure  of  legend. 

4503  contains  the  proem,  introducing  the  principles  of  the  science,  especially  the  ihpovo- 

p.01,  ‘hour-regulators’  and  SecTroVat,  ‘ruling  signs’  in  divination  by  astrology.  4503  and 
4504  together  preserve  parts  of  the  body  of  the  poem,  consisting  of  a  catalogue  of 
individual  predictions. 
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4505  gives  us  further  excerpts,  and  also  a  book  division,  colophon,  title,  and  book 
number:  Book  3. 

4506  and  4507  are  identifiable  as  astrological  elegiacs,  but  have  not  been  localised;  they 

provide  additional  testimony  for  astrological  elegiacs  on  papyrus,  and  add  a  few  words 

to  the  poetic  repertoire  of  the  Greek  astrological  poets.  Ill  464,  P.Ryl.III  488, 

P,  Schubart  16  and  PSI  III  157,  together  with  Manetho  bk.5  and  Julian  the  Arian 

pp.  255,  260  Hagedorn  (see  introd,  to  4506),  likewise  contain  astrological  elegiacs  and 

have  on  this  basis  alone  been  claimed  for  Anoubion,  but  these  lack  the  exact  textual 

correspondence  with  Firmicus  found  in  4503-4505  and  P.  Schubart  15. 

The  Poem:  an  ambitious  composition,  on  a  scale  which  challenged  the  author’s  talents: 

4505  and  P.  Schubart  15  show  at  least  four  books.  4503-4505  come  from  book  3.  It 

contained  its  own  proem,  addressed  to  a  reader  or  potential  astrologer  in  the  second 

person,  covering  principles  of  the  science  and  ‘operator’s  instructions’  for  the  use  of  the 

book.  Subjects  of  books  1-2  are  unknown;  presumably  they  covered  other  main  divisions 
of  the  science:  the  orderly  arrangement  of  the  fixed  stars,  the  rd^ic  of  the  sun,  moon 

and  five  planets  and  their  conjunctions  and  phases  (the  paraphrase  CGAG  II  204-12 

bears  the  title  IJept  tcov  vpac  aXXrjXovc  cpt^Tj/naricp.otv  t&v  acrepuiv,  Ik  twv  Hvov^icovoc). 

Book  3  treated  the  avaToXat,  ‘risings’  of  the  uipovofxoi  (cf.  Clem.  Alex.  Strom.  VI  35  ff.) 

and  the  SecTrorai  at  the  hour  of  birth  as  a  determination  of  one’s  fate.  Book  4  (probably 
in  part  P.  Schubart  15)  may  have  been  a  miscellaneous  collection  of  predictions. 

Notewortjjiy  is  the  emergence  of  a  proem  and  of  second  person  direct  addresses 

(4503  front  fr.  2.6;  back  fr.  2.3-6  esp.  5  ayyeiXeMc;  var.  lect.  in  4504  ii  2  evpoic;  4505 
fr.  2.5  hi  9dc  elcfi;  cf  Anoubion  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingree)  v.  i  jxddoic).  They 

add  a  new  dimension  to  A.’s  poem,  revealing  an  author  who  is  less  of  a  hack  compiler, 
and  one  more  fully  engaged  in  the  literary  if  lapidary  construction  of  an  authoritative 

didactic  poem.  The  identity  of  the  addressee,  and  whether  he  was  named,  are  unknown. 

Did  the  Greek-Egyptian  author,  with  a  suitably  theophoric  pseudonym  ‘Anoubion’, 

address  his  poem  to  a  priest-in-training,  a  wpoXoyoc  who  would  report  his  findings  as 

the  proem  says  (4503  back  fr.  2.5)?  For  the  practice  of  predictive  astrology  by  priestly 

staff  in  Greco-Roman  temples  see  A.  Jones,  ‘The  Place  of  Astronomy  in  Roman  Egypt’, 

Apeiron  27  (1994)  25-51  esp.  41-6.  Dorotheus’  poem  was  addressed  to  his  son  (i  pr. 
3  pp.  3,  1 61  Pingree);  his  predictions  are  often  couched  in  the  form  of  what  one  should 

say  to  the  person  consulting  the  astrologer  (e.g.  5.34  v.  4  p.  407  Pingree  (ppdt,eo  veUea 

ravTo).  Cf  4503  back  3-6.  The  author  of  the  Manethoniana,  in  keeping  with  his 

pseudonym,  dedicated  and  addressed  his  Apotelesmatica  to  ‘King  Ptolemy’  (6.1  jSaciAeO 
IJToXepLale,  cf  35,  207,  5.1).  Petosiris  and  Nechepso  also  seem  to  have  addressed  a  king: 

frr.  37-8  Riess,  {Philol.  Supplbd.  6  (1891-3)  327—94;  Pingree,  ‘Petosiris,  Pseudo-’,  in 

Dictionary  of  Scientific  Biography  10  (1974)  547-9)  tw  Tipricordra)  paciXei  (they  may  also 
have  written  in  verse).  Firmicus  Maternus  addresses  his  prose  Mathesis  to  his  associate 

Mavortius,  who  is  frequently  exhorted.  Manilius  dedicated  his  Astronomica  to  Caesar 

(Augustus)  in  the  proem  to  book  i,  though  the  address  is  later  forgotten.  On  the 
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addressee  in  astrological  literature  see  D.  Konstan,  in  Conventional  Values  of  the  Hellenistic 

Greeks,  edd.  P.  Bilde  et  al.  (1997)  159-76  at  160  with  n.  9;  in  didactic  poetry  generally: 

J.  S.  Clay  et  al.  edd..  Mega  nepios:  il  ruolo  del  destinatario  nell’epos  didascalico,  MD  31  (Pisa 

1994).  Flousman  took  a  dim  view  (on  Manilius  g.vi)  of  its  significance:  ‘Liars  need  not 

have  long  memories  if  they  address  themselves  to  fools,  who  have  short  ones.  An  astrolo¬ 

gical  poet  writing  his  third  book  may  safely  forget  his  second,  because  an  astro¬ 

logical  reader  will  never  remember  it’.  Even  as  a  thinly  veiled  literary  device,  the 

second  person  address  giving  ‘operators’  instructions’  may  point  to  a  purported  prac¬ 

tical  use. 

Relation  to  Firmicus:  4503-4505  show  that  Firmicus’  Latin  version  in  book  6 
 is  not 

only  dependent  on  A.’s  Lhrgedicht  as  a  source,  as  Weinstock  demonstrated,  but  is  an 
almost  word-for-word  translation  of  it  (so  already  R.  Merkelbach,  APE  16  (1956)  86  on 

P.  Schubart  15).  Close  correspondence  with  the  Latin  version  allows  for  a  precise 

reading  and  reconstruction,  showing  in  places  how  faithful  Firmicus  could  be  to  his 

Greek  sources;  the  divergences  show  how  much  change  the  tradition  could  undergo, 

either  revised  and  refined  by  successive  astrologers,  corrupted  by  scribes,  or  excerpted 

and  anthologised  by  editors.  Firmicus’  divergence  from  the  Greek  text  is  apparent  at 

e.g.  4503  back  fr.  2.9-12  and  4504  ii  2-4.  In  some  cases  we  must  reckon  that  the 

difference  between  Anoubion  and  Firmicus  is  due  to  alteration  in  the  transmission  of 

the  former.  For  we  cannot  be  certain  that  the  text  as  witnessed  in  the  papyrus  was  in 

every  case  identical  with  the  one  used  by  Firmicus  or  an  intermediary. 

Firmicus’  version  eliminates  the  second  person  addresses,  exhortations,  and  assev¬ 

erations,  prosaically  elaborates  A.’s  lapidary  poetic  diction,  and  embellishes  some  of  the 

predictions  at  the  end  of  A.’s  third  book  with  exernpla  drawn  from  figures  of  mythology 

and  history,  from  Oedipus  to  Demosthenes,  who,  he  claims,  instantiate  persons  who 

were  born  under  the  signs  and  who  were  subject  to  the  predictions  in  question.  It  is 

clear  from  4504  and  4505  that  the  exernpla  were  not  present  in  Anoubion,  though  we 

find  them  in  Manetho.  Their  absence  makes  A.’s  verses  look  bare  and  practical  by 

comparison.  In  addition  to  embellishing  the  predicted  outcomes,  Firmicus  refined  and 

in  some  cases  appears  to  have  materially  altered  the  technical  content  in  A.,  namely, 

the  positions  of  the  planets  which  determine  each  prediction,  no  doubt  adding  new 

ones  of  his  own  devising  or  from  other  sources. 

Structure:  Firmicus’  text  establishes  the  order  of  Anoubion’s  fragments  as  they  ap¬ 

peared  in  the  original  poem.  After  a  systematic  proem  (4503  front),  it  covered  (at  least) 

the  same  ground  as  sections  29-31  in  book  six  of  Firmicus  (predictions  of  ill-omen, 

especially  under  the  influence  of  Venus).  4503-4505  can  all  be  ordered  within  these 
sections  of  Firmicus: 

(i)  4504  (~ 6.29.23-30.3) 

(ii)  4503  back  (-6.30.6) 

(iii)  4505  (~  6.30.20-3) 
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(The  ordering  as  presented  in  this  edition  is  slightly  illogical,  since  4503  back  is  presented 

following  directly  upon  4503  front.  In  the  original  poem,  4503  back  would  have  fallen 

between  4504  and  4505.)  Within  each  fragment  the  predictions  themselves  follow  the 

same  order  as  in  Firmicus.  This  makes  it  possible  to  reconstitute  the  original  order  of 

the  fragments  in  A.’s  poem  according  to  the  sequence  in  P’irmieus.  In  addition  to  the 

borrowings  in  book  6,  Firmicus  also  borrowed  material  from  A.’s  proem  in  4503  front 

(or  a  common  source  very  like  it)  for  his  introduction  in  book  2  (sections  1-4).  4505 

preserves  the  end  and  colophon  to  A.’s  book  3.  This  book  division  also  exacdy  corre¬ 
sponds  to  a  structural  division  at  Firmicus  6.30.26  (see  on  4505  fr.  2.13).  This  means 

that  P.  Schubart  15  (~Firmicus  6.31.78-85)  must  come  from  book  4-I-.  Some  of  the 

quotations  of  A.  in  Hephaestio  and  others,  dealing  with  astrological  method,  technique, 

and  principles  can  be  conjecturally  placed  in  one  or  another  of  the  books.  See  on  4503 
front  fr.  2.15. 

Life  and  1’imes:  Many  astrologers  composed  predictions  which  circulated  in  hexameter 

collections,  and  a  select  but  distinguished  cadre  of  Greek  and  Latin  didactic  poets 

indulged  their  skills  in  versifying  the  rexvtj  acTpoXoyiKrj.  But  the  only  astrological  poet 

known  to  us  or  to  the  compilers  of  the  late-antique  handbooks  who  wrote  elegiacs  is 

Anoubion  (so  already  Kroll,  CCAG  II  202  n.  i).  Of  Anoubion  himself  we  know  barely 

enough  to  constitute  a  myth  of  authorship.  According  to  ps.-Clement  Rom.,  Homil. 

4.6,2  he  worked  as  an  acrpoXoyoc  at  Diospolis.  Presumably  he  hailed  from  Diospolis 

Magna,  capital' of  the  Theban  nome  in  Upper  Egypt  with  its  great  temples,  rather  than 
the  nearby  Diospolis  Parva,  or  Diospolis  Kario  in  the  Delta.  This  accords  well  with  the 

name,  which  occurs  frequently  in  the  Theban  region  (though  not,  of  course,  exclusively 

so),  being  formed  from  the  root  of  Anoubis,  the  jackal-form  divinity  worshipped  there 

(see  R.  Bagnall,  B.  W.  Frier,  and  I.  G.  Rutherford,  The  Census  Register  P.Oxy.  The 

Reverse  of  Pindar’s  Paeans,  Papyrologica  Bruxellensia  29  (Bruxelles  1997)  24,  1 14-18).  In 
addition  the  area  was  renowned  as  a  centre  of  esoteric  science:  see  P.  Kingsley,  Ancient 

Philosophy,  Mystery  and  Magic:  Empedocles  and  the  Pythagorean  Tradition  (Oxford  1995). 

According  to  the  Suda  entry,  the  Ptolemaic  priest  and  historian  Manetho  also  came 

from  the  Theban  Diospolis  (alternatively  he  was  from  Sebennytus,  or  a  priest  at 

Heliopolis);  later  on  Hephaestion  worked  there. 

Ps.-Clement  (ad  loc.)  gives  Anoubion  his  greatest  claim  to  fame:  a  prominent  place 

among  the  thirty  laaSgral  of  Simon  Magus,  thus  putatively  in  the  time  of  Nero  (Riess, 

RE  1  (1894)  2321--2).  Anoubion  is  singled  out,  together  with  the  Alexandrian  grammar¬ 

ian  Apion  nXeicTovLKTjc  and  the  Epicurean  philosopher  Athenodorus  of  Athens — a  circle 

of  dubious  intellectual  authorities  (philosopher,  astrologer,  grammarian),  who  could 

have  rubbed  shoulders  with  the  famous  wizard.  No  doubt  they  were  carefully  chosen 

to  lend  credibility  to  ps. -Clement’s  novelistic  account  (M.  J.  Edwards,  ‘The  Clementina-. 

A  Christian  Response  to  the  Pagan  Novel’,  42  (1992)  259-74;  id.  ‘Simon  Magus, 

the  Bad  Samaritan’  in  M.  J.  Edwards  and  S.  Swain,  Portraits:  Biographical  Representation 
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in  the  Greek  and  Latin  Literature  of  the  Roman  Empire  (1997)  69-91).  According  to 

ps.-Clement,  Apion  and  Anoubion  cultivated  an  allegiance  to  Simon,  until  his  expul¬ 

sion  from  Egypt  and  flight  to  Sidon;  after  this  they  tried  to  distance  themselves  from 

him.  Simon’s  interest  in  astrology  (for  which  see  Edwards  in  C(f,  pp.  86-7)  accounts  for 

ps. -Clement’s  association  of  him  with  Anoubion.  The  association  becomes  more  credible 
if  A.  was  the  author  of  a  recondite  yet  fashionable  didactic  poem  on  the  subject  which 

circulated  in  contemporary  circles,  one  which  directed  readers  to  try  their  hand  at  the 

art.  Apion  was  a  well-known  Alexandrian  intellectual  and  scholar,  also  noted  for  his 

role  (which  brought  him  to  Rome)  in  anti-Jewish  activities  at  Alexandria,  opposed  by 

Josephus  in  his  Contra  Apionem.  (He  also  wrote  a  Llepi  rov  p.dyov:  fr.  28  FHG  iii  p.  515.) 
Athenodorus  of  Athens  is  otherwise  unknown;  perhaps  his  name  was  chosen  for  its 

geographical  associations,  adding  Athens  to  Alexandria  and  Diospolis,  and  implying 
that  Simon  drew  followers  from  a  broad  spectrum  of  centres  of  learning.  Objections  to 

the  identification  may  be  raised:  there  may  well  have  been  more  than  one  astrologer 

named  Anoubion  who  worked  in  Egypt — where  the  name  is  common:  an  Aurelios 

Anoubion,  public  doctor  appears  in  LXIII  4370;  an  Aurelius  Sinouthis  son  of  Anoubion 

in  LX  4090,  etc.  And  there  is  no  testimony  that  ps. -Clement’s  Anoubion  wrote  verse. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  fact  that  only  one  Anoubion  is  recorded  (and  uniquely  as  an 

elegiac  poet)  in  the  later  astrological  tradition  suggests  that  the  link  is  more  than  coincid¬ 
ental,  and  that  the  author  of  the  pseudo-Clementine  homily  appropriated  a  figure  of 

notoriety  in  order  to  lend  plausibility  and  contemporary  colour  to  his  account. 

In  the  fourth  century  Firmicus  used  at  least  those  passages  which  correspond  with 

4503-5,  P.  Schubart  15,  and  CCAG  II  202-212.  At  3.1.1  Firmicus  cites  as  his  sources 

for  the  horoscope  of  the  world  ‘Hanubius’  and  ‘Aesculapius’:  mundi  itaque  genituram  hanc 
esse  voluerunt  secuti  Aesculapium  et  Hanubium,  quibus  potentissimum  Mercurii  numen  istius  scientiae 

secreta  commisit.  Firmicus  seems  to  mean  that  Hermes  Trismegistus  revealed  the  principles 

of  astrology  to  the  gods  Asclepius  and  Anubis,  and  that  he  depends  upon  their  teaching. 

That  Firmicus’  ‘Hanubius’  is  identical  with  the  poet  Anoubion  (so  Usenet,  RhMus  N.F. 

55  (1900)  335  n.  i)  has  been  doubted  (e.g.  Gundel  and  Gundel,  Astro logoumena  156  n.  45). 

But  Firmicus  tells  us  further  that  ‘Aesculapius’  in  fact  had  revealed  these  secrets  in  a 
book,  entitled  Moirogenesis  (so  the  Bude  editor,  P.  Monat,  Firmicus  Maternus,  Mathesis, 

vol.  3  (Paris  1997):  myriogenesis  MPR  N  Kroll  et  al,  see  her  explanatory  note,  vol.  3, 

p.  285-6;  Aesculapius’  book  also  cited  at  5.1.36  and  8.1 8.1).  It  is  reasonable  to  think 

that  Firmicus  similarly  used  writings  by  ‘Hanubius’  (i.e.  Firmicus’  Latin  version  of 

’Avov^Cwv).  On  these  grounds  Weinstock  suggested  that  Anoubion  is  a  theophoric  pseud¬ 
onym  formed  from  Anubis/Anubius,  and  that  the  poem  is  thus  pseudepigraphical. 

Comparable  in  this  respect  would  be  the  writings  that  passed  in  antiquity  under  the 

names  of  Hermes,  Orpheus,  Nechepso  and  Petosiris,  Ammo.  In  a  work  by  Ostanes 

(fr.  A  I  BG=Psell.,  ed.  Bidez,  Cat.  alchim.  gr.  6.44)  Anubis  appears  as  a  commentator 

on  a  famous  alchemical  work,  the  Heptabiblos  of  Hermes  Trismegistus.  But  the  inclusion 

of  Anoubion  in  a  historical  context  by  ps.-Clement  seems  to  suggest  at  least  a  belief  in 
a  known  individual  who,  under  the  name  of  Anoubion,  had  gained  a  degree  of  notoriety. 
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The  papyrus  fragments  show  that  the  elegiac  poem  which  passed  under  his  name
  was 

in  circulation  by  the  second  century.  Notices  of  him  by  Hephaestion  and  later  astrolo¬ 

gical  writers  betray  a  view  of  him  as  a  didactic  technician,  rather  than  a  mythical  bearer 

of  revealed  knowledge.  His  reputation  as  an  astrological  writer  persisted  through  the 

Byzantine  period.  Tzetzes  {Exeg.  Iliad,  p.  33,  15;  54.1  Herm.  =Dorotheus  fr. 
 Illc-d 

Stegemann,  Appendix  III  F  1-2  Pingree)  includes  him  together  with  Dorotheus  
and 

Kolokynthos  in  a  list  of  astrological  writers.  Pseudo-Clement’s  association  of  Anoubion 

with  Egypt  and  Diospolis  may  mean  that  the  name  conveyed  hieratic  associations  (the 

author  of  the  Manethoniana  adopted  his  pen-name  not  from  a  god  but  from  the  famous 

Ptolemaic  Egyptian  priest  and  historian)  or  local  colour. 

At  the  same  time  the  relative  dating  of  Anoubion  and  Manetho  is  not  clear.  Judged 

by  his  simpler,  lapidary  constructions,  limited  poetic  vocabulary,  and  the  absence  of 

rhetorical  exempla  (see  below  on  4504  ii  16;  4505  introd.,  fr.  2.9,  13),  Anoubion  might 

be  a  first  or  early  second  century  intermediary  between  Dorotheus  and  the 

Manethoniana,  or  he  might  be  an  incompetent  imitator  of  the  latter.  Gundel  and 

Gundel,  Astrologoumena  155,  380  accepting  the  identification  with  ps.-Glement’s 

Anoubion,  give  the  astrological  poet  a  Neronian  dating  (or  even  earlier,  if  A.  was  indeed 

cited  by  the  first  century  bg  Antiochus  of  Athens,  as  suggested  by  Cumont,  CCAG  VIII 

4.1 15;  cf.  D.  Pingree,  Antiochus  and  Rhetorius’,  CPh  72  (1977)  203-23);  Pingree,  The 

Tavanajdtaka  ofSphudjidhvaja,  Harvard  Oriental  Series  48  (1978)  ii  422  (I  owe  the  reference 

to  Alexander  Jones)  rejects  the  identification  (but  offers  no  reasons),  and  opts  for  a 

second-third'  century  ad  date,  ‘after  Dorotheus  and  before  Firmicus’.  But  since 

Dorotheus  presents  horoscopes  for  people  born  in  a  range  from  7  bc  to  43  ad,  Anoubion 

could  be  late  first  century.  4503  and  4505  make  it  unlikely  that  he  is  to  be  dated  after 

the  second  century.  For  the  dating  of  the  Manethoniana  see  J.  R.  Rea  on  XXXI  2546 

(80  AD  on  the  basis  of  the  author’s  own  horoscope);  Gundel  and  Gundel,  Astrologoumena 

160,  380  (130- 1 50  ad). 

Content:  The  proem  of  A.’s  third  book  presents  rudimentary  principles  for  the  <Ppov6jxoi 

(the  term  employed  unusually  at  4503  front  fr.  2.3,  1 1  to  denote  the  decans)  and  the 

‘ruling  signs’  (the  subtitle  at  4505  fr.  2.12  LI^pl  tov  SeewoTo [u] ),  their  subdivisions  and 

influencing  signs,  and  how  to  predict  men’s  characters  and  futures  based  on  the  risings 

of  these  signs.  Most  of  A.’s  predictions  are  based  on  the  copocKorroc  or  sign  that  rises  at 

the  hour  of  one’s  birth,  and  thus  derive  from  genethlialogical  astrology.  4504,  however, 

also  deals  explicitly  with  the  ruling  sign  (SecrroTijc)  of  the  marriage  (a  digression  paralleled 

in  Firmicus).  Consultation  of  Anoubion’s  poem  enabled  someone  who  knew  the  arrange¬ 

ment  of  signs  at  the  hour  of  one’s  birth  or  marriage  to  arrive  at  a  prediction  of  one’s 
character  or  fortune.  It  will  not  have  told  one  how  to  compute  that  arrangement:  for 

that  task  consultation  of  a  calendrical  table  of  computations  or  ephemeris  will  have  been 

required  (see  Jones,  Apeiron  27  (1994)  25-51). 

Each  prediction  takes  the  form  of  a  condition  in  edr  +  subj.  (or  equivalent)  specify¬ 

ing  the  arrangement  of  star-signs  at  birth  (or  marriage),  followed  by  a  statement  in  the 
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present  or  future  indicative  of  the  individual’s  character  or  fortune.  This  pattern,  s
tand¬ 

ard  in  all  handbooks  of  divination,  is  repeated  endlessly.  The  result  is  the  compilation,
 

by  or  for  the  astrologer,  of  a  catalogue  of  tried  and  tested  data,  for  purposes  of  refer
ence, 

not  continuous  reading.  Notably,  however,  almost  all  of  A.’s  surviving  predictions  ar
e 

predictions  of  ill-omen.  Most  of  them  paradoxically  involve  Venus,  whose  influence  is 

normally  benefic  in  its  own  right.  But  in  A.’s  predictions  the  results  are  dire  and  unf
ortu¬ 

nate  (4503  back  6  ff.  begins  with  a  mixed  blessing,  but  turns  sour  by  its  end),  and  reveal 

a  predominance  of  concerns  about  eros  together  with  marriage,  family,  and  property — 

i.e.  a  sensational,  dramatic  version  of  what  appear  in  the  prose  handbooks  as  desirable 

outcomes  alternating  with  bad.  This  pattern  changes,  however,  abruptly  at  the  end  of 

book  3  (as  given  in  4505):  the  predictions  change  to  good  and  the  book  end
s  on  a 

positive  note  in  a  second  person  address  (fr.  2.6)  that  offers  a  gesture  of  closure. 

As  a  poet  Anoubion  emerges  from  the  new  fragments  more  rudimentary  and 

concise  in  his  formulation  of  astrological  relationships  than  Dorotheus,  and  less  refined 

than  Manetho  in  versification  and  less  elaborate  in  expression,  though  more  innovative 

in  metrical  form.  All  three  writers  clearly  worked  in  the  same  tradition,  grafting  the 

latest  science  of  the  day  on  to  a  data-base  of  purported  past  results,  while  striving  for 

elegant  poetic  exposition. It  is  unknown  whether  A.  composed  the  poem  of  his  own  devising,  or  rather  was 

versifying  a  prose  in  the  way  that  Aratus  had  versified  a  prose  treatise  by  Eudoxus, 

and  Lucretius  one  by  Epicurus.  Perhaps  A.  drew  on  a  prose  source  for  the  exposition 

of  method  and  principles  in  the  proem(s).  The  fact  that  the  predictions  in  A.’s  poem 

always  begin  with  the  hexameter  (although  they  may  be  modified  or  specified  in  the 

pentameter)  suggests  that  (apart  from  the  proem)  we  have  a  modular  collection  
of 

individually-turned  astrological  epigrams.  The  open-ended,  expandable  nature  of  A.’s 

collection  (like  the  Manethoniana),  and  the  epigrammatic  form  of  the  predictions  cast 

in  elegiac  distichs  raise  the  possibility  that  it  may  have  been  redacted  and  excerpted  or 

augmented  over  time.  Multiple  redaction  and  anthologisation  is  exactly  what  we  would 

expect  to  lead  to  the  kind  of  textual  disruption  we  find  in  the  fragments  and  mss.:  prose 

headings  in  4505  and  III  464;  lines  which  have  dropped  between  successive  hexameters 

or  pentameters  in  4503-4505,  P.  Schubart  15,  and  Manetho  book  5. 

Exact  audience  and  readership,  whether  practical  or  literary  or  both,  remains  a 

point  for  speculation.  That  no  fewer  than  four  (and  possibly  as  many  as  eight)  copies 

of  A.  survive  on  papyrus  from  Oxyrhynchus  alone  suggests  a  vogue  for  the  practice  of 

astrology,  and  a  wide  dissemination  for  the  work.  (The  provenance  of  P.  Schubart  15 

is  unknown:  cf.  O.  Neugebauer  and  H.  B.  van  Hoesen,  ‘Astrological  Papyri  and  Ostraca: 

Bibliographical  Notes’,  Proceedings  of  the  American  Philosophical  Society  108  (1964)  58:  from 

the  ‘Collection  Reinhardt’).  The  papyrus  copies  also  attest  a  fascination  among  the 

classes  that  could  afford  to  cultivate  astrological  erudition  in  a  literary  and  metrically 

refined  form.  On  poetry  as  an  Egyptian  preference  in  literary  studies,  see  J.  R.  Rea  on 

LXIII  4352  introd.;  E.  L.  Bowie,  ANRWU  33.1  (1989)  209-58  at  230  ff.;  on  elegiacs: 
id.  in  The  Greek  Renaissance  in  the  Roman  Empire  (BIOS  Suppl.  55)  204  ff. 
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It  is  likely  that  A.’s  survival  in  the  papyri  is  due  to  prominence  at  Alexandria
 

(where  his  presence  is  attested  by  ps.-Glement)  and  editorial  activity  there,  thoug
h  it  is 

not  impossible  that  copies  of  his  poem  made  their  way  to  Oxyrhynchus  from  Th
eban 

or  other  temple-centres.  Since  Oxyrhynchus  has  so  far  not  shown  any  connecti
on  be¬ 

tween  predictive  astrology  and  temple  activities  (Jones,  Apeiron  27  (i994)  XXXI 

2553  Calendar  of  Oflerings),  interest  in  the  poem  there  might  be  assumed  t
o  be  secular 

and/or  professional  (On  the  other  hand,  we  do  not  have  precise  provenanc
es  for  the 

surviving  Oxyrhynchus  astrological  papyri.)  Verse  was  a  common  mode  of
  presenting 

technical  subjects  for  practical  use  (cf.  Apollodorus  of  Athens  Chwnic
o.  in  iambic  tri¬ 

meters).  From  Aratus  to  Dorotheas  the  hexameter  had  long  since  been  the  med
ium  of 

choice  for  astronomical  and  astrological  poetry  (as  for  oracles  in  general).  (For  didactic
 

poems  on  astrology  of  Byzantine  date,  see  W.  Htlbner,  Pallas  30  (1985)  4  f'-  ̂ 6.)  Ihe 

choice  of  elegiac  metre  marks  A.’s  poem  out  as  exceptional.  Apart  from  literary  a
nd 

funerary  epigrams,  elegiacs  are  rare  in  the  imperial  period,  especially  for
  technical  or 

narrative  exposition.  Ovid’s  use  of  elegiacs  to  cast  Latin  love  poetry  in  didactic  form
, 

and  later  for  his  technical  exposition  of  the  Roman  calendar,  provides  a  precedent  in
 

the  Latin  tradition.  The  KaracTepicfx&iv  . . .  materies  scripta  elegis,  which  Pliny  the  Younger 

Epist.  V  17,1  heard  Calpurnius  Piso  recite  in  auditorio  might  be  contemporary 
 with  A. 

(part  of  a  vogue?).  In  Greek,  elegiacs  of  the  imperial  period  are  more 
 often  of  informal 

production,  unambitious  in  scope,  and  are  found  on  papyrus  often  written
  (like  4503 

and  4505)  in;informal  scripts  (cf.  4501-4502).  For  a  didactic  instance  
see  Andromachus’ 

De  theriaca  ex  viperis  quoted  in  its  entirety  by  Galen  (no.  62  in  Heitsch,
  GDRK 

vol.  2  pp.  8-15),  dedicated  and  addressed  to  Nero,  with  a  closing  invo
cation  to  Paion, 

complete  in  87  elegiac  distichs,  which  suggests  a  small  compass  (antecedents
  for  elegiacs 

on  medical  prescriptions  in  Aglaias,  SH  18,  and  even  earlier  in  Philo  of  Tarsus, 
 SH  690, 

Eudemus  SH  0^12^).  For  some  unusual  examples  see  LIV  3723  (ii  ad)  a  versifie
d  list  of 

mythological  exempla  on  the  sewitium  amoris,  especially  gods  and  their  boy-love
s.  J.  R. 

Rea  has  suggested  that  the  basic  subject  was  the  love  of  the  Emperor  Had
rian  for  his 

favourite  Antinoos,  who  drowned  in  the  Nile  and  was  a  favoured  subject  
with  Greek- 

Egyptian  poets  (see  most  recently  LXIII  4352;  cf.  however  R.  Itihrer,  12
2  (1998) 

47-8).  The  division  between  elegy  and  epigram  is  not  always  clear;  see  XXXI 
 2532  (iii 

ad)  on  people  who  get  gout;  P.Lond,  256  =  
PLit.Hnd  62  =  Page,  Select  Papyri  III  no.  1 13 

l^z=SH  982),  an  elegiac  poem  or  epigram  celebrating  Octavian’s  victor
y  at  Actium  in  a 

Greek-Egyptiari  context  (where  its  placement  as  an  epigram  on  a  monumen
t  at  Actium 

is  a  patent  literary  fiction:  see  S.  Barbantani,  Aevum  Antiquum  1 1  (1998)  5—104).  Later
 

examples  are  even  rarer:  some  by  Gregory  of  Nazianzus,  and  a  fragmentary  encomium
, 

no.  31  in  Heitsch,  GDRK.  ‘Otherwise  they  fall  out  of  favour  for  long  poems’  (West,  Gr
eek 

Metre,  p.  181). 

These  instances  show  the  range  of  productions  that  could  command  an  elegiac
 

form  on  Greek  papyri  from  Egypt  in  the  imperial  period.  A  didactic  poem  on  astro
logy 

expands  the  repertoire  in  an  unexpected  direction. 
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Poetic  Form  and  Diction:  Anoubion  writes  in  an  artificial
  poetic  language  that  is  an 

amalgam  of  Homeric  and  later  epic,  with  a  preponderance  of  Ionic  forms  and  m
any 

variants  which  exist  only  for  convenience  in  observing  strict  versification.  Poetic  equ
iva¬ 

lents  of  names  of  the  planets  are  those  familiar  from  Dorotheus  and  the  Manethonian
a, 

eg.  Mercury  =  CTiA|8uir;  Sol= ’HeAioc,  EaeOwv,  sometimes  Aaip^wv;  Mars  =  Tlupdeic; 

Venus  =  ‘Pcoccpopoc,  Kv-npic,  Kvdepeia;  Saturn  =  .RpoVoc  [Ealvwv  at  45
04  ii  15);  Jupiter  = 

KpopiStjc  or  Kpoviwv,  M.oon  —  Mrjvri,  -q  Kepoecca  (use  of  Aries  =
  Apio'c;  Virgo, 

Capricornus,  Libra,  Taurus,  Pisces  so  far  are  not  attested  in  the  fragments  of  A.); 

ascendant  sign=  wpocKorroc,  ̂ wSiov,  'Qpov6p,oc  (the  last  in  A.  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2  w. 

1-2,  but  with  a  different  meaning  in  4503  front  fr.  2.3);  horoscope,  geniture,  chart  = 

depta.  In  addition  there  is  a  wide  array  of  poetic  epithets  which  typically  accompany  or 

sometimes  substitute  for  a  given  sign,  e.g.  oAodc,  ‘baneful’  of  Mars  (4504  ii  14).  In  the 

Manethoniana  we  find  a  wider  repertoire  of  equivalent  epithets  for  the  signs;  A.  seems 

constrained  and  repetitious  by  comparison,  precariously  succinct,  leaving  much  to  the 

understanding  of  his  reader.  Firmicus’  prose  version  is  painfully  prolix  by  comparison. 

The  author  of  the  Manethoniana,  writing  in  the  same  idiom,  is  closer  to  Anoubion,  but 

has  a  wider  range  of  poetic  and  technical  vocabulary  at  his  disposal,  a  more  variable 

set  of  alternative  expressions  to  say  the  same  things.  With  his  similarities  to  the  language 

of  Dorotheus,  A.  shows  a  unique  combination  of  outright  dependence  on  his  predeces¬ 

sors,  knavish  thievery  of  their  terms  and  expressions,  in  a  cookbook-style  compilation, 

to  produce  something  new,  involving  insouciant  variation  in  formulation  of  positions 

and  predictions  in  a  science  in  which  one  might  suspect  that  even  slight  variation  could 

have  dire  consequences  for  accuracy. 

Metre  and  Versification:  Elegiac  couplet.  Composition  is  stichic,  with  units  begin
ning 

regularly  with  the  hexameter,  and  ideas  frequently  confined  to  individual  verses  in  the 

distichs.  Technique  belies  suspicion  that  this  is  a  writer  entirely  devoid  of  technical 

competence  in  versification.  Of  post-Callimachean  strictures  in  quantitative  verse,  some 

are  observed  some  of  the  time.  Wherever  we  can  tell,  practice  does  not  differ  substan¬ 

tially  between  4503-4507,  nor  between  these  taken  together  with  P.  Schubart  15  and 

the  verses  quoted  from  A.  by  later  authors.  Special  treatment  of  the  accent  at  the 

caesura  or  line-end  is  most  prominent;  viz.  in  the  pentameter  an  attempt  to  fix  the  final 

accent  and  accent  at  the  caesura.  Such  treatment  stands  at  the  beginning  of  the  shift 

from  quantitative  to  accentual  verse:  Maas,  Greek  Metre  §§  21-2;  A.  Dihle,  Hermes  82 

(1954)  182-9;  West,  Greek  Metre  pp.  159,  162,  181-2.  Already  Snell  observed  (ap. 

P.  Schubart  15)  that  more  often  than  not  A.  ends  his  pentameters  with  a  paroxytone 

word.  This  is  so  in  24  out  of  the  38  certain  cases  (in  4503-5  and  including— as  in  what 
follows— the  six  certain  instances  in  P.  Schubart  15,  and  1 1  in  fragments  quoted  from 

A.  in  the  secondary  tradition,  but  not  counting  uncertain  and  restored  instances).  When 

they  do  not  end  in  paroxytones,  they  tend  to  be  proparoxytones  (7  out  of  38);  only  4 

out  of  the  38  are  in  fact  oxytones.  Thus  a  more  accurate  way  of  describing  A.’s  metrical 
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preference  would  be  to  say  that  oxytone  words  are  avoided  at  the  end  of  the  pentameter 

(cf.  Maas,  CEeek  Metre  §  21;  West,  Greek  Metre  p.  159).  Oxytones  are  similarly  avoided  at 

the  caesura  in  the  pentameter  (Maas,  Greek  Metre  §  22),  though  less  so  than  at  the  end 

(12  out  of  the  42  certain  instances  at  caesura  are  oxytone),  A  short  syllable  long  by 

position  before  the  caesura  of  the  pentameter  is  generally  avoided  (Maas,  Greek  Metre 

§  22;  Gow-Page,  GP  vo\.  i,  p.  xli):  only  5  instances  out  of  46;  the  percentages  given  by 
West,  Greek  Metre  pp.  158  and  182  are  instructive:  A,  is  more  strict  than  Asclepiades  and 

Posidippus  (14.4%),  more  in  the  range  of  Grinagoras  (9.7%),  Lucillius  or  Nicarchus 

(i  1.9%),  less  strict  than  Philodemus  (1.1%).  A  monosyllable  before  the  caesura  is  strictly 

avoided,  as  at  the  end  (West,  Greek  Metre  p.  158).  Word  end  after  the  ‘second  trochee’ 

of  the  pentameter  is  roughly  avoided  (only  6  out  of  42  instances).  The  pentameter 
regularly  has  a  caesura  where  expected. 

In  the  hexameter  A.  likewise  observes  regular  caesurae,  with  a  slightly  higher 
occurrence  of  the  feminine.  As  in  Callimachus,  elision  is  avoided  at  the  caesura  (West, 

Greek  Metre  p.  153).  Hilberg’s  law  (no  word-end  after  a  monosyllabic  i.e.  uncontracted 

second  biceps:  Maas,  Greek  Metre  §  92)  is  regularly  observed.  Naeke’s  law  (no  word-end 
after  a  contracted  fourth  biceps)  is  perhaps  once  violated  (4503  front  fr.  2. 1 1  if  A.  wrote 

the  enclitic  roi  and  not  the  prepositive  to;  4504  ii  2  is  mitigated  by  elision;  4504  ii  17 

and  P.  Schubart  15.34  not  relevant  since  prepositives  there  are  not  in  violation), 

though  it  is  never  so  violated  in  Callimachus,  There  are  two  spondaic  fifth  feet  (4503 

front  fr.  2.5;  back  fr.  2.5).  Hermann’s  bridge,  as  we  would  expect  from  any  competent 
versifier  in  Gjgek,  is  always  observed,  except  at  4503  back  fr.  2.3  (but  mitigated  by 

elision).  Plexameters  with  masculine  caesurae  usually  do  have  as  expected  a  secondary 

caesura  after  the  seventh  element  or  the  eighth  (Bucolic  Diaeresis),  but  not  at  4503 

back  fr.  2.9,  4504  ii  19.  Plowever,  there  is  distinctly  no  Callimachean  or  Nonnian 

preference  for  a  disyllabic  i.e.  uncontracted  biceps  in  the  third  foot,  when  the  secondary 
caesura  falls  before  or  after  the  biceps  of  the  fourth  foot  (Maas,  Greek  Metre  §  93),  though 
there  are  examples  at  4503  front  fr.  2,1 1,  4504  ii  2,  12,  A.  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2  (p.  90-1 

Pingree)  w.  3,  9,  ii.  Giseke’s  rule  (no  word-end  after  the  fourth  element  or  ‘second 

trochee’)  is  generally  observed  (Maas,  Greek  Metre  §§  94-5),  at  least  in  37  out  of  40 
instances:  there  are  exceptions  at  4503  back  fr.  2.1 1,  4504  ii  2,  4505  fr.  2.5  (but  elision 

there).  But  word-end  after  the  princeps  of  both  the  fourth  and  fifth  feet,  avoided  by 

strict  post-Callimachean  versifiers,  especially  Nonnus  (Maas,  Greek  Metre  §  97)  is  oddly 
allowed  at  4503  back  fr.  2.1 1,  4504  ii  8,  12,  14,  A,  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2  v.  1 1  — all  lines 

with  masculine  caesurae — though  this  never  occurs  in  Nonnus.  It  is  at  least  fair  to  say 

that  A.  exhibits  a  developing  interest  in  post-Callimachean  refinements,  though  he  does 
not  follow  them  consistently.  Several  instances  of  hiatus  (4503  front  fr.  1.2,  back  fr.  2.5) 
are  notable  shortcomings  in  his  aspirations  as  a  Hellenistic  versifier. 

I’he  Manethoniana  are  cited  by  the  edition  of  Arminius  Koechly,  Manethoniana 
(Leipzig  1858),  whose  order  of  books  (different  from  the  ms.)  is  followed  here  only  for 
convenience  of  reference.  For  advice  on  astrological  and  scientific  matters  we  are  grateful 
to  Professor  Alexander  Jones. 

57/6  (c) 

7.3  X  0.8  cm  (fr.  I )  Third  century 

9.4  X  7,5  cm  (fr.  q)  
Plates  XI-XII 

A  fragment  written  on  both  sides,  containing  at  least  15  lines  in  elegiac  distichs 

with  foot  of  column  (fr.  2);  a  detached  piece  (fr.  i)  has  along  the  fibres  parts  of  three 

lines  followed  by  line  beginnings  of  a  second  column.  Thus  we  could  have  a  miniatur
e 

codex.  Front  fr.  i  could  be  a  bifolium  (page  width  9.5  cm:  Turner,  Typology  22;  cf.  the 

slightly  larger  Homer  Oracle  3831,  another  handbook  to  the  future  at  hexameter  width
). 

On  the  other  hand,  there  is  no  sign  of  a  fold,  and  in  that  case  because  of  the  relation 

of  front  to  back  in  fr.2  it  must  come  from  the  upper  portion  of  the  page  or  column 

preceding  front  fr.  2  (the  bottom  is  excluded  because  the  line  beginnings  preserved  by 

fr.  I  col.  ii  do  not  match  front  fr,  2. 13- 14).  Also,  the  introductory  content  of  front  fr.  i 

indicates  close  proximity  to  that  of  front  fr.  2,  suggesting  that  it  came  from  the  upper 

portion  of  the  column  containing  front  fr.  2.  If  so,  we  would  have  a  (miniature)  double 

column  codex  (Turner,  Typology  36;  see  also  on  back  fr.  2.3),  I  he  possibility  of  a  small 

opisthograph  roll  is  discouraged  by  the  scribe’s  habit  of  shortening  the  extension  of  the 

hexameter  lines  at  the  right  by  squeezing  in  above  the  line  parts  of  the  last  word  or  so 

but  one  (thus  in  effect  justifying  the  right  margin),  due  either  to  lack  of  space  or  m 

order  to  conserve  it  for  another  column  of  writing  at  the  right,  whereas  an  extended 

sheet  would  have  allowed  for  the  writing  of  full  hexameter-length  lines.  However,  it  is 

not  impossible  that  we  have  a  single  sheet,  containing  in  several  columns  per  side  a 

much  abridged  version  or  excerpts  of  the  poem  (see  on  back  fr.  2.3).  Pr.  i  may  be  from 

a  different  column  and  codex  leaf  than  fr.  2,  though  the  content  and  the  parallel  se¬ 

quence  in  the  Latin  version  suggest  it  is  part  of  the  preceding  discussion  (see  on  front 

fr.  I  col.  ii),  and  certainly  that  fr.  i  front  precedes  fr.  2  front. 

The  hand  is  a  slovenly  half-cursive,  small  and  round  (though  hardly  a  book  hand), 

rapidly  written,  with  many  ligatures  and  strong  cursive  tendencies,  though  still  retaining 

independently  formed  capital  shapes  in  most  letters  (e.g.  v,  w).  In  places  its  appearance 

is  hasty  and  amateurish,  increasing  the  chance  that  the  text  is  corrupt.  The  scribe  writes 

a  V-shaped  hypsilon  (arcing  out  emphatically  at  line-end:  back  fr.  2.10),  and  c  in  a 

similar  movement,  usually  with  connecting  stroke  sloping  into  lower  half,  then  changing 

direction  and  coming  back  up  from  base-line  to  create  a  lunate  shape,  sometimes  coming 

all  the  way  over  the  top,  and  even  falling  completely  forward  and  dipping  below  the 

base-line  when  the  following  letter  is  t,  in  which  case  the  shape  is  easily  confused  with 

tt;  note  same  basic  shape  as  c  in  hull  of  e,  with  centre-stroke  connected  in  a  zig-zag.  t 

sometimes  with  a  right-curving  hook  at  bottom  of  upright,  as  sometimes  also  on  tail  of 

p,  and  on  the  foot  of  the  right  upright  of  tt  which,  with  its  curved  top,  
often  confusingly 

approximates  the  shape  of  the  sigma-iota  ligature  (e.g.  front  fr.  2.  i  o).  p.  with  low  rounded 

saddle  and  curved  sides;  with  curving  right  side;  k  with  both  arms  detached  fiom  the 
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upright,  connected  only  with  a  curve  at  base-line.  jS  with  broad  flat  bottom  and  open 

at  the  top  (back  fr.  2.2,  12).  i/<  with  90-degree  cross-bar  (back  fr.  2.6).  Tiny,  floating 

omicron,  often  not  closed  at  top  or  right.  S  with  sagging  bottom,  tu  independently 

formed  and  rounded.  Diminutive  zig-zag  but  swashbuckling  f  (front  fr.  2.2).  Little 

decoration,  no  contrast  between  thick  and  thin  strokes,  but  some  hybrid-style  contrast 

between  thin  or  small  letters  (i,  0)  and  wider  ones  (r,  tt).  i  and  vertical  of  ̂   frequently 

reach  from  bottom  line  of  preceding  line  to  the  top-line  of  the  line  below.  Initial 

letters  slightly  enlarged,  and  the  whole  leaning  slightly  to  the  right.  The  writing  could 

be  as  early  as  ii  ad  (so  E.  G.  Turner  in  an  inventory  note:  ‘looks  early’),  though 

this  is  discouraged  by  the  swooping  tail  of  alpha  at  the  end  of  front  fr.  2.10.  A  date 

in  the  later  third  century  cannot  be  ruled  out,  and  a  few  features  could  perhaps  be 

comfortably  placed  even  in  early  iv;  but  in  general  the  impression  given  is  of  the  earlier 

period. 

The  hand  is  to  be  compared  with  XXXI  2553  Calendar  of  Offerings,  dated  to  late 

ii  or  early  iii,  and  P.  Ryl.  Ill  463  (Roberts,  GLH  no.  20c)  Gospel  of  Mary,  middle  of 

hi  AD  (assigned);  cf  also  Roberts,  GLH  20b  Edict  of  Prefect  206,  and  for  an  even  earlier 

close  parallel  (especially  for  alpha  and  upsilon)  see  V  842  Hellenica  Oxyrhjmchia  (Roberts, 

GLH  n.  17b),  second  half  of  ii  (assigned).  For  an  early  non-Christian  literary  text  in 

codex  form  compare  XLIV  3157  (Plato,  Resp.  X)  ii  ad  (assigned). 

Front  and  back  can  be  easily  inferred  from  content:  the  front,  written  along  the 

fibres,  concerns  basic  principles  of  astrology,  to  which  introductory  sections  of  book 

two  of  Firmicus  Maternus’  Mathesis  correspond.  This  will  have  come  early  in  the  book; 

presumably  from  a  proem.  A  reader  (was  he  named?)  is  addressed  as  a  would-be 

practitioner  of  the  art;  his  presence  in  the  proem  might  have  been  predicted  from 

second-person  verbs  in  the  later  fragments  of  the  poem  (see  on  front  fr.  2.6).  On  the 

back  and  across  the  fibres  there  is  more  introductory  material  (or  perhaps  a  transitional 

passage  between  sections  or  predictions)  advising  the  addressee  on  divinatory  procedure, 

then  one  complete  prediction  and  the  beginning  of  the  next,  which,  like  those  of  4504 

and  4505,  find  parallels  in  exactly  the  same  order  in  book  six  of  Firmicus.  Whether  or 

not  the  front  was  the  first  page  of  the  codex  itself  is  unknown,  since  the  height  of  the 

column  is  unrecoverable.  Front  fr.  i  gives  the  number  of  the  zodiacal  signs  (presumably 

it  went  on  to  give  their  names);  fr.  2  treats  the  astrological  decans.  Assuming  that  fr.  i 

is  part  of  the  same  column  as  fr.  2  (see  above,  and  on  fr.  i  col.  ii),  it  is  at  least  possible 

that  the  book  began  with  this  page  and  column — especially  if  Anoubion’s  proem  was 

as  lapidary  and  succinct  (in  comparison  with  Firmicus’  Latin  rendering)  as  we  find  in 
the  other  fragments,  unless  of  course  the  codex  contained  the  first  two  books  of 

Anoubion’s  poem  in  addition  to  the  third. 

If  back  fr.  2.3-6  is  not  more  introductory  material  but  a  transitional  passage 

between  predictions,  the  parallel  sections  preceding  in  Firmicus  suggest  that  about 

21  predictions  should  have  intervened — which  perhaps  could  have  fitted  into  the 
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minimum  lacuna  of  a  second  and  third  column  (on  the  front  and
  back  of  the  page 

respectively).  See  on  back  fr.  2.3.  On  the  other  hand  the
  fact  that  the  first  preserved 

prediction  begins  (back  fr.  2.7)  with  avriKa  yap  suggests 
 a  plan  of  organisation  in 

which  this  prediction  thus  introduced  began  a  new  section,  r
ather  than  separating 

predictions  of  the  same  or  of  a  miscellaneous  nature,  as  is  the  c
ase  in  the  parallel  series 

in  Firmicus. Intercolumnium  on  fr.  2  is  at  least  i.i  cm;  on  front  fr.  i  2.4cm.  The  ma
ximum 

width  of  the  column  (fr.  2)  is  8.2  cm  in  full  length  hexameter  lines  (t
hough  the  longer 

ones  have  been  shortened:  see  below). 

The  scribe  used  few  reading  marks.  A  second  hand  may  have  placed  a  single  grave 

accent  in  brown  ink  over  alpha  (if  it  is  not  simply  a  smudge)  at  back  f
r.  2.1 1.  There 

are  no  breathings,  no  tremata  or  quantity  marks.  Spaces  between  wo
rds  are  sometimes 

employed  (as  indicated  in  the  diplomatic  transcript,  below:  e.g.  back  
fr.  2.6  Siaicpetvwv 

cKepw,  1 1  Kop-qv  aX).  Otherwise  the  only  punctuation  is  a  single  paragraph
os  after  back 

fr.  2.2.  While  coinciding  with  a  full  stop,  this  however  seems  also  to  mark
  a  new  section 

in  the  poem. 

Elision  is  consistently  effected  but  not  marked.  Apostrophes  are  written  
after  an 

elided  de  (read  re)  in  front  fr.  2.6  before  ISwic,  after  an  elided  Se  in  fr
ont  fr.  2.8a,  and 

after  an  elided  -ra  in  front  fr.  2.9.  Fliatus  is  occasionally  tolerated,  written  in  scr
iptio 

plena,  once  at  back  fr.  2.5  (nra  eKreXecovci)  and  at  front  fr.  1.2  
eicir),  but  elision 

effected  at  back  fr.  2.3  CwSL  h.  At  front  fr.  2.2  and  12  there  is  hiatu
s  at  caesura  in  the 

pentameter.  In  the  other  cases  such  hiatus  shortens  a  preceding  long  vowel  by  correp
tion 

(fr.  2  front  5  bis  TroArpojOf^ot  k7Ticrpo(poi  dvrcAAovrec;  8a  To{c}cot  acrep
ec).  Iota  adscript 

is  not  written.  The  scribe  effects  assimilation  of  consonants  where  we  woul
d  expect  it 

(back  fr.  2.5  ayyHXeiac;  9  evp-^wv).  There  is  only  one  itacist
ic  spelling:  back  fr.  2.6 

SiaKpeivwv. 

Suprascript  and  subscript  sequences  of  letters  appear,  made  internal
ly  at  the  time 

of  writing  in  order  to  shorten  the  length  of  the  line;  there  is  an  at
tempt  to  return  to 

the  normal  level  at  line-end  (e.g.  front  fr.  2.1 1).  There  are  here  and  there  uncorrected 

omissions  of  syllables  necessary  for  the  metre  (front  fr.  2.5;  back  fr.  2.3),  w
hich  can 

sometimes  be  divined.  The  scribe  wrote  at  least  one  adventitious  but  unc
orrected  double 

consonant  (front  fr.  2.8a  rdccot)  which  spoils  the  metre.  In  two  cases
  pentameters  have 

dropped  (out  of  30  distichs,  i.e.  ca.  7%,  cf.  4504,  where  one 
 hexameter  has  dropped 

out  of  a  dozen  preserved  distichs;  in  P.  Schubart  15  one  hexameter  
has  dropped  out 

of  at  least  eight  distichs). 

Although  the  informal,  cursive  tendencies  of  the  hand  (together  with  unco
rrected 

omissions  and  other  infelicities)  might  be  thought  appropriate  in  a  text  of  s
ubliterary 

content,  4503  was  clearly  designed  to  be  a  book,  and  to  reproduce
  literature.  The 

scribe’s  consistent  attempt  to  alter  the  shape  of  the  column  to  fit  his  format  of  wri
ting, 

namely  by  shortening  the  hexameter  to  the  length  of  the  pentamete
r,  shows  attention 
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to  constraints  of  book  production.  4503  certainly  contained  what  was  probably  the 

opening  and  introduction  of  Anoubion’s  poem  (or  at  least  one  book  of  it);  whether  it 

reproduced  it  whole,  or  consisted  rather  of  an  anthologised  collection  of  astrological 

epigrams,  remains  uncertain. 

Metre:  elegiac  distichs;  the  hexameter  and  the  pentameter  begin  at  the  same  point, 

-^(front)  Fr.  i,  col.  i 

]...[..].[ . ].[ 

]  SvaKaiSexa^ioSLaeLciv 

]..[ . 

X 

I'
 

^(front)  Fr.  i,  col.  ii 

I  a[ 
A.[ 

—>  (front)  Fr.  2 

[  C.  4  roinporepoLe^KaLl  ]  [ 

povofji,oi[]  eya9avp,ayevoc(l>vcea)C€ca6pri'cai 

acfipacTotK  OL  Setct  nap  yehodev 

5  TTaVTO<f)0LTT0Xvpi0pcl)0L€'mCTp0c/)0LaVTeXX0VTeC 

[  ]  CTjSer  oiceivoptoicd’tSiOLC 
7a  Tpetcev[  ]  ̂0)0)  ovcSrjKaXeovcL  SeKavovc 

8a  aAAotS’  p,(f>av  lct  coiacrepecoPTeceaci 

9  oifjLev  v6’  TravTaradec(j)aTa''TTavTOTe'  pLeivrj 

10  AetToup[  ]  rpeiCTTepieiciveva 

a)povo[  ̂ Kparepov  nepiyap  tol  ̂ w'Siopovrot 

€PPeaXeiTovpyoc[  ]  ToXirjv  eXayov 

aXXoiSecTT  [  ]  tv  erravTeAAovTeco/xotojc 

[  ]  TOLC  MV  [  Jtt avaTreipecLOL 
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J,(back)  Fr.  i
 

I  ].[ 

] . 

J,(back)  Fr.  2 /7[.] _ f .  .  .f .  [ . ] . P. vaXXa)voMoc  CKO-rjeci  jStoy  v[  ]  [ 

yprjyapTOivoeiVTa^MStev  ctreTevxa^ 

rovcTeTTapovracorrMCOLTLvecetctp.adMV 

rj'TtvaeKTeXecovcnTepLCTactvayyetXeiac 

peiahiaKpeivMV  cKeifjLveTrjTvp.L'pc 
avrtKayap  KvdepeL€p,ecovpav  eov  a  Kpo  mc  yy 

eviSioiciTOTTOtcTOVTrvpoevTOcaTep 

cvyL^iovov  TT€vixpavovTTpec^vr€pavre  Sl8m  ci 

10  Kevrpov  TjvhvvaptivavTOTTOce  eronov 

ovnavTMcSeKopyv  aX  XVPI .  .  ereavre 

cvvTOi  /caijSroTO)  vrjSteSMKa  [  ]v 

€i8€TOTrocKaKoepyovev[  ]  '  ova  v'  p,edohevei 
77  VTMCTOVC  ayadovcacce[  JuPutottoc 

15  cOXocpteTayetyot  [,  ,  ,]  .  [ 

-»Fr.  I,  col.  i 

I  J  [ ,  first  trace  indistinct,  then  upright  as  of  tt,  or  descender  as  of  p  ]
 ,  [  at  end,  descender,  i  or  t 

3  last  preserved  trace:  top  of  upright,  high  above  the  line,  as 

— >  Fr.  2 

I  negligible  traces  2  ]  ,  curving  top  and  bottom,  but  separated  by  damage;  possibly  a  mangled 

c,  but  ink  at  bottom  low  enough  for  descender  of  p  3  ,  p,  before  p  right  side  of  round  letter,  9,  cu 

/ao.,  right  side  of /r,  tops  of  o  and  i  clearly  visible  end:  cai  written  inf
erior  4  k  .,  the  first  letter 

probably  k,  but  |8  not  ruled  out,  then  at  mid-level  two  obliques  meeting  a
t  an  apex  at  top-line  suggesting  a, 

A,  or  c  (cf.  on  back  fr.  2.7),  followed  by  two  traces  at  line-level,  the  first  
an  upright;  after  break  foot  of  upright, 

perhaps  corner  of  r  Scici,  after  Sc  a  rather  shorter  upright  than  would  be  exp
ected  for  iota,  curving  slightly 

out  at  bottom,  possibly  sigma  which  has  lost  its  top,  then  sigma  falling  
forward  into  t,  but  might  be  also  taken 

for  Tt,  as  the  shape  is  very  similar  to  the  following  letter  -nap  ,  after  tt, 
 rotundity  of  bowl  at  left  suggests 

a  more  likely  than  c  (i.e.  like  the  c  in  back  fr.  2. 1 2  SisSojko);  after  p,  loop  at 
 left  as  in  bowl  of  a  barely  visible, 

spacing  rules  out  i;  then  a  short  broken  line  at  base-line,  plus  higher  ink  co
nnecting  horizontally  at  top  with 

left  arm  of  following  X,  sigma  compatible?  6  at  beginning,  flat  base  at  line  level,  a  or  S;  after 

lacuna  of  one  letter,  upper  right  quadrant  of  small  round  letter,  o  or  p  suggested;  th
en  two  uprights,  connected 

by  a  horizontal  at  mid-level,  which  protrudes  slightly  to  the  left  of  the  first  (as  in 
 the  following  y),  but  seems 

to  slope  downward  between  the  two,  possibly  r,  but  y  not  ruled  out  (??) 
 t  o,  cross-bar  of  t  at  line-level, 
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with  descender  dipping  below,  then  left  centre  and  part  of  centre-stroke  of  e,  followed  by  right  half  of  high, 

tiny  bowl,  possibly  p  for  0'  read  t’  (?)  7^  [,]  .  .j  ghosts  of  two  uprights  8  S’ jr,  after  the 
apostrophe,  bottom  of  rounded  letter  with  part  of  a  horizontal  centred  above  at  mid-level,  after  which  the 

saddle  and  right  side  of  p  are  clear  y  ,  arms  of  v-shaped  u  converging  at  base-line,  faint  ink  on  damaged 

surface  after  t,  a  round  blob  of  ink  as  though  dangling  from  the  right  end  of  cross-bar  of  t,  about  the  size 

of  an  omicron,  but  filled-in  with  ink  in  the  centre:  a  cancelled  omicron?  then  a  small  circular  letter  with 

the  shape  of  omicron,  closed  at  top  (as  the  sigma  is  often  not),  but  not  quite  closed  at  lower  right,  thus  o, 

but  c  not  ruled  out  9  see  line-note  fteivi;  written  inferior  10  see  line-note  ii  Swvovroi 

written  inferior  12]  toA,  before  toA  an  upright,  possibly  with  connection  to  left  at  bottom,  thus  r; 

the  T  following  is  ligatured  to  o  with  an  open  top  13  cij  [,  after  cir  traces  of  two  letters  which  have 

left  short  horizontals  at  bottom  and  (seemingly)  top,  but  with  rounded  centres,  o  or  p  possible  for  the  first, 

possibly  0  or  S  for  the  second  14  ]ir  ,  after  rr,  a  or  oy 

|Fr.  2 
I  No  shortage  of  traces,  but  nothing  distinct  2  raAA,  before  v  top  of  rounded  letter,  plus  zig¬ 

zag  connection  of  centre-stroke  suggesting  e  3  sr  cyr,  after  cr  ghost  of  a  round  letter  followed  by  an 

upright;  then  c,  which  may  have  fallen  forward  into  i  (which  is  however  not  clearly  visible);. then  upright  and 

part  of  cross  bar  at  top  right,  compatible  with  t  before  epsilon  7  for  /cuflepete  read  KvOnpeia  Kpo  , 

upright  on  edge,  e.g,  i,  v,  ij  10  see  line-note  1 1  xVP^y  apparently,  either  grave  accent  by  second 

hand  in  brown  ink,  or  perhaps  just  accidental  stain  1 2  a  [ ,  see  line-note  13  ] .  . ' .  ov',  after  the 

lacuna  perhaps  two  letters,  one  at  line  level  and  one  shortly  after  but  raised-up,  the  first  possibly  c  or  e,  the 

second  c;  the  following  letter  (also  raised)  before  or  may  well  be  t,  with  its  top  stroke  uncharacteristically 

arched  'a  y',  the  typical  left  loop  of  a  is  discernible,  with  tail  at  right  possibly  converging  into  base  of  an 
upright,  then  bottom(s)  of  a  rounded  letter,  9  or  ai,  followed  by  a  letter  which  resembles  v,  but  with  a  very 

short  left  upright  and  a  right  upright  slanting  out  to  right  at  top  somewhat  more  than  would  be  expected 

14  cce[ ,  likely  c  connecting  to  another  which  is  less  rounded:  c  or  tt?  {yy  ruled  out),  then  a  top  of  a  rounded 

letter  reaching  higher,  but  with  an  apex  in  centre  that  suggests  e  rather  more  than  o  (the  latter  not  excluded) 

15  ,  hook  up  afld  down  at  level  of  top-line,  as  though  top  of  rounded  letter,  followed  by  three  uprights 

with  connecting  strokes  obscured  yeir,  the  first  letter  possibly  c  or  y,  last  letter  could  be  r  or  it  or  ci  in 

ligature  o‘ ,  I  >  left  hand  leg  of  A,  left  loop  of  a  clumsily  written  alpha,  or  6  ]  k,  before  k  a  horizontal 

connecting  at  mid-level,  possibly  with  a  tip  of  an  arm  above,  e  suggested  koi,  the  k  by  no  means  certain: 

possibly  ] .  [ ,  circlet  high  over  the  line  (o  written  suprascript?) 

(Firm,  Mat,  Math.  2,1,1 --2, 
2,4, 1-6) 

(1,1)  zodiacus  orbis,  in  quo  duo- 
dccim  signa  infixa  sunt,  per 

quern  quinque  planetae,  Sol 

ctiam  et  Luna  cursus  suos  diri- 

gunt,  obllqua  semper  agitatione 

torquetur,  (1,2)  signa  autem  ipsa 

duodecim  his  nominibus  nomi- 
nantur:  Aries,  Taurus,  etc. 

— >'(front)  Fr,  i,  col,  ii 

(front)  Fr.  i,  col.  i 

■  . ].[ 

[  ]  SvoKaiSeKa  ^wSid  slew 

. ].,[ . ],L.. 

a[ 

A,[ 
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-^Fr.  2 

5 

7a 

7b
 

8a 

8b 

9 

10 

[  ca.  4  ]cT0t  nporepoL  /<-at[  ]  [ 

(hpovofjioi,  (Msya  Oavpia  yevoc  (jyvcecoc  ecadp'p  cat, 

acjypacTOL-  kCivol  S’  eld  rrdpa  cyeSodev 

Travro<j)‘\6p'yoL  TroXvpLop(f)oi  eTTicTpocfyoi  dvreXXovrec. 

a[0]p'4C2]  S’  krepoLC  e’lP  opioic  d’  ISlolc 

rpetc  ep  [e]gt  ̂ d>a)  ovc  Sy  KaXeovet  Se/capovc 
< . ^  > 

dAAot  S’  ep,  (f)avXoic  r6c{c}oi  dcrepec  oprec  eact 

< .  ,  ,  >  , 

OL  jttev  eiTOpd’  ipa  ndpra  rd  Sec^ara  '-irdpTore  p.eLprj 

AetTOpp[y]oi  ceppot  rpetc  rrepLeiap  epa 

u>pop6[p,op]  Kparepov  rrepl  yap  ’rd  {i}  ̂ m'Slop ovrot  eppea  Xetrovpyol  [dJvToAtTjv  eXaxop. 

dXX  oi  S€C7TO^[ou]ctv  eirapreXXoPTec  bp,oCwc 

[  ]  TOtc  COP  [  ]tt  (XP  dneipecioi 

(4.1)  singula  signa  in  tres  partes dividuntur,  singulae  autem  partes 

habent  sing'ulos  dccanos,  ut  sint 

in  singulis  signis  terni  decani, 

quorum  singuli  ex  triginta 
partibus  denas  possident  partes  et 

dominium  suum  ac  potestatem  in 

X  partes  exerunt.  sunt  autem  in- 

finitae  potestatis  et  infinitae  liccn- 
tiae  et  qui  fata  hominum  suae 

potestatis  auctoritate  designent, 

etc.  ...  (4.4)  quidam  hunc  uol- entes  suptilius  explicate  terna 

numina  decanis  singulis  applica- 

runt,  quos  munifices  appcllandos 

(A,  Kroll  et  al:  applicandos  PR, 
Monat)  id  est  liturgos  {sedusit 

Monat)  ita  ut  per  signa  singula 

nouem  posslnt  munifices  inueniri, 

ut  ternis  munificibus  decani  sing¬ 

uli  praeferantur.  (4.5)  rursus 

novem  munifices,  quos  singulis 

signis  dicunt  esse  constitutos, 

per  infinitas  diuidunt  numinum 

potestates;  ab  his  enim  dicunt 

repentinos  casus,  dolores,  aegritu- 

dines,  frigus  febresque  decerni 

et  quicquid  illud  est,  quod  solct 

nec  sperantibus  nec  scientibus 

cuenire;  per  hos  uolunt  mon- struosos  ab  hominibus  edi  partus. 

(4.6)  sed  hanc  nos  partem  in  isto institutionis  libro  nccessario  prae- 
terimus;  nam  et  Graeci,  qui 

sccreta  istius  conati  sunt  disputa- 

tionis  attingerc,  in  primis  uestigiis 

constitutionis  istum  tractatum 

cum  quodam  dissimulationis  fasti- dio  reliquerunt. 
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J,(back)  Fr.  i 

J,(back)  Fr.  2 
(Firm,  Mat.  Math.  6.30.6) 

(7[.] _ C,  ,  ,P.  [ . ] . /?. 

vaAAaivoojoc  CKoneci  ̂ lov  v  [ 

Xplj  ydp  TOi  vo^e^etv  rd  ̂ (pSP  ev  olct  Tirevxa\v\ 

Tovc  re  Trapovrac  ottcoc  oirivic  eicL  pLadchv 

fj  Ttva  eKTeXecovci  trepCcTaciv  dyyeiAetac, 

peta  StaKpetVojv  c/cei/iw  krrjrvpi,irjc. 

avriKa  ydp  Kvdepeta  pLecovpav  eovca'  Kpoycp  cvv' 

e<(t)>v  ISCotci  Torroic  rov  TJvpoevTOC  drep 

cvpi^LOV  oh  rreviypav  oh  Trpec^vrepav  re  'SlSoj'ci, 

Kevrpov  pcrjv  Swap^iV  avr’  ottoc  ecye  tottov, 

oh  TrdvTOiC  Si  KoprjV,  dXX’  fj  XVP^Y  rear  re 

cvv  roL  Kai  ̂ lotm  vrj  AP  cSojk  dA[oyo]r. 

et  Si  TOTTOC  KaKoepydv  er[  ]  '  ova  v'  pLedoSevet 
TrdvTCoc  TOVC  dyadovc  acce[  ]vdv  rorroc 

fjv  kcdXdc  (Lterayetrot  [,,,],  Kayeci  «:at[  ~]  [ 

'  (30.6)  si  Saturnus  et  Uenus  in 
signo  uel  in  finibus  Ucneris  par- 

iter  constituti  MC.  possederint 

partem,  et  Mars  ab  his  alienus 

fuerit  cfTcctus,  aut  pauperem  ista 

coniunctio  aut  proucctae  aetatis 

decernit  uxorem.  si  uero  sic 

Saturnum  et  Uencrcm  consti- 

tutos  frigonica  luppiter  radia- 

tionc  respiciat,  uel  si  cum  ipsis 

;  fuerit  inucntus,  cx  isto  louis  testi- 

monio  uidua  quidem  uxor  deccr- 
nitur,  sed  divitiarum  affluentia 

copiosa. 

(30.7)  sin  Uenus  in  MG.  pariter 
cum  love  fuerit  inuenta,  <(ista) 

sociatio  adulterio  cognitam  de¬ 

cernit  uxorem.  si  uero  his  pariter 

constitutis  Mercurii  Stella  ad  hoe 

idem  consortium  partis  acces- 
serit,  et  hoc  marito  relicto  quem 

adulterio  fucrat  interveniente 

sortita,  ad  alterius  mariti  rursus 

nuptias  transit,  et  hoc  aut  iuucnis 

amore  capta  perficiet,  aut  pau¬ 

peris  cuiusdam  secuta  concu- 

bitus,  aut  ignobilis  concubitus 

humilitatem  prona  mentis  cupid- 

itate  desiderans,  ut  omnifariam 

pravi  amoris  illecebris  inferioris 
viri  consortium  sortiatur. 
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Front  fr.  i 
‘...  are  the  twelve  signs.’ 

rroni  n. 
‘...  the  hour-regulators — a  great  wonder  it  is  to  view  their  type  of  nature-  are  marvellous,  those  are 

present  at  close  quarters,  they  produce  everything,  take  on  many  forms,  in
fluence  one  another,  as  they  ascend. 

You  should  observe  in  their  own  and  others’  boundaries  three  in  a  single  sign  which 
 they  call  decans  (one 

pentameter  lost).  But  as  many  other  stars  as  there  are  in  inferior  positions  ar
e  (one  pentameter  lost).  In 

order  that  all  divine  decrees  always  while  tending  abide,  these  three  officers,  who  
are  august,  arc  in  control 

for  one  hour-regulator.  For  in  this  sign  these  nine  officers  assume  their  ascent.  But  they
  rule  as  they  similarly 

ascend  ...  countless  ...’ Back  fr.  2  , 

‘For  indeed,  one  ought  to  consider  the  signs  in  which  they  occur;  and  see  to  it  that  you  
ascertain  and 

report  which  sort  are  present  or  what  circumstance  they  will  bring  to  completion,  easily
  providing  a  view  of 

the  truth. To  begin  with,  Venus  when  she  is  in  mid-heaven  together  with  Saturn  in  her  o
wn  signs,  without  the 

presence  of  Mars,  gives  a  wife  who  is  not  poor  nor  old---so  much  power  does
  the  rising-point  of  the  place 

hold  facing  her  (i.e.  Venus?)— but  certainly  not  a  maiden  either,  but  rather  (Ven
us  gives)  a  wife  who  is  both 

a  widow  and  young,  I  swear,  indeed,  together  with  a  good  deal  of  substance.
  But  if  the  location  (holds?)  a 

sign  of  evil  inBuence  ...  travels  together  entirely  ...  the  good  ones  ...  the  location,
  if  noble,  great  ...’ 

Front  fr.  i ,  col.  i 

2  hvoKa&eKa  (oiSia:  the  twelve  signs  of  the  zodiac,  minus  the  planets,  introductory,  elemen
tary  matter. 

Imiid  dciv:  ((uSid  clcir  might  be  predicative,  with  some  other  plural  entity  (e.g.  oStoi,  Secwdra
i)  as  subject. 

But  that  the  neuter  plural  takes  a  singular  verb  is  only  a  rough  expectation  at  best:  neut
er  plural  with  plural 

verb  is  common  enough  (c.g.  one  out  of  four  cases  in  Homer),  the  force  being  to 
 lay  stress  in  that  case  on 

the  fact  that  the  subject  is  composed  of  several  parts  rather  than  regarded  as  a  collec
tive.  More  alarming  for 

the  soundness  of  the  text  is  the  hiatus,  which  elsewhere  in  the  fragments  is  not  nor
mally  tolerated  at  this 

position  (see  introd.  to  4503;  for  another  violation,  below  back  fr.  2.5).  So  perhaps  (fr)ei
ctv  ( =  Firmicus’  infixa)? 

Front  fr.  r,  col.  ii  •  '  u 

1-2  Apparently  the  line  beginnings  of  another  column  rather  than  marginal  ann
otation  (cl.  the  verses 

written  in  another  hand  at  the  foot  of  the  astrological  verses  in  PSI  III  157).  Here  the  
hand  is  the  same.  The 

alignment  of  the  two  lines  and  the  intercolumn  are  consistent  with  the  margins  preser
ved  on  fr.  2.  Back  fr.  2 

shows  a  trace  of  ink  in  the  right  margin  at  about  the  level  of  line  7,  perhaps  just  accide
ntal  ink  rather  than 

a  line-beginning  of  another  column,  since  it  intrudes  further  into  the  margin  to  the  le
ft  than  does  any  ink  in 

either  of  the  other  preserved  margins.  Fr.  i  might  be  from  the  preceding  leaf  or  column. 
 But  since  only  three 

chapters  intervene  between  them  in  the  corresponding  section  in  Firmicus,  whose  L
atin  is  in  every  other 

place  we  can  judge  more  expansive  than  Anoubion  s  Greek,  there  is  some  
reason  to  think  that  fr.  i  is  the 

upper  portion  of  the  same  leaf  as  fr.  2. 
Front  fr.  2 

2  TTpore/jot:  apparently  in  agreement  with  3  wpovofxoi.  Elsewhere  the  djpov
6p.oc  is  the  ascendant.  But  in 

what  follows  it  seems  to  mean  the  astrological  decans.  There  is  therefore  a  clear  gap  between 
 the  elementary 

matter  about  the  planets,  their  names  and  number,  treated  in  fr.  t  {^Firmicus  2.1.
 1-2)  and  fr.  2;  in  the 

intervening  gap  Firmicus  gives  at  2.  i  .3  the  signs,  their  genders  and  numbers  of  each
  (two  groups  of  six).  T  hen 

he  moves  on  to  the  decans  in  2.1.4. 

3  wpovofjLoi:  by  wpouofLot  A.  seems  to  refer  here  to  the  astrological  decan
s.  In  the  parallel  passage  in 

Firmicus,  where  Anoubion  says  ojpovofLoi,  firmicus  translates  as  Decanoi.  In  the  con
text,  both  are  speaking  of 

the  uniform  10  degree  decans  of  Greek  astrology,  not  the  time-reckoning  constell
ations  of  older  Egyptian 

astronomy.  Yet  the  word  cbpovdyixoc,  ‘hour-regulator’  to  designate  the  decans
  looks  like  a  recollection  of  their 

older  function.  The  concept  behind  6jpov6p,oc  is  something  that  regulates  time.  I  h
is  is  appropriate  both  for 

the  ascendant  (which  moves  through  the  zodiac,  or  rather  the  zodiac  moves  throug
h  it,  in  the  daily  revolution 
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of  the  heavens)  and  for  a  decan,  recalling  the  old  Egyptian  use  of  the  decans  as  time-reckoning  constellations. 

Cf  line  7  where  A.  refers  to  seetions  of  the  zodiac  such  that  each  zodiacal  sign  contains  three,  i.e.  decans. 

Here  they  are  subjects  of  a  programmatic  discussion  at  the  opening  of  Anoubion’s  poem.  But  it  is  hard  to 

connect  this  discussion  with  the  topics  of  the  verses  on  the  other  side  of  the  fragment.  (See  further  below  on  13.) 

There  is  room  for  a  letter  between  wpovojioL  and  fieya.  Thus  e.g.  djpovd/rot[cj  could  be  read.  But  the 

scribe  sometimes  leaves  spaces  between  words,  and  the  nominative  seems  to  cohere  with  those  that  follow. 

A  verb  like  Swavrai  or  Svmroi  eici  might  be  envisaged  in  the  preceding  lines  to  complete  the  construction. 

ipeya  Bavpia:  II.  13.99=  15.286  =  20.344  =  21.54,  with  inf  (ISe'cflai)  5.725  =  10.439=  18.  83,  377.  See  Sider 
on  Philod.  Epigr.  18.3.  One  would  expect  it  to  be  parenthetical:  so  twice  in  Aratus;  Manetho  5.32  apceviKotc 

’ipyoiciv  avayKa^ovci  yvvaiKac  / rcpirecBai,  p,4ya  Bavpia:  women  under  certain  signs  are  driven  to  delight  in 

masculine  pursuits,  a  fiiya  6ai>p.a.  Alternatively  we  could  read  aipov6p.oi[c\  with  ecri  understood:  ‘it  is  a 

marvellous  thing  for  the  hour-regulators  to  aspect  the  type  of  birth’;  or  ‘it  is  a  marvellous  thing  (for  you?  cf. 

second  person  address  in  6)  to  look  to  the  type  of  birth  among  the  hour-regulators’.  But  we  would  be  lacking 

a  connective,  and  in  any  case  the  nominative  u>pov6p,oi  in  3  is  encouraged  by  the  string  of  nominative  epithets 

which  follow  in  4—5. 

(fivcewc.  it  is  unclear  whether  the  pvctc  in  question  is  (i)  that  of  the  Capovoptoi  themselves,  together  with 

their  influences,  or  (ii)  the  personal  character  of  the  individuals  thus  influenced,  (i)  is  suggested  by  the 

introductory  nature  of  the  passage;  (ii)  however,  is  supported  by  the  fact  that  kcaBpeoi  normally  describes  (see 

below)  the  activity  of  astrological  entities  in  fixing  their  locations  and  thus  individual  destinies. 

kc'aBpfj'cai:  II.  3.450  etc.  (Ic-,  elc-)  —  adspicio,  usually  describing  the  position  of  a  particular  sign  relative 
to  another,  but  that  docs  not  seem  to  be  the  case  here.  At  Manetho  4.557  the  verb  is  employed  to  express 

the  prediction  itself:  Xunpov  ̂ torov  riXoc  aBprjcovciv. 

4-5  An  encomium  on  the  marvels  (3  ft,iya  Bavp.o.)  of  the  hour-regulators:  their  qualities  (3-5);  although 

&^pacroi  (4)  they  are  to  be  observed  by  the  would-be  astrologer  (6a),  since  they  determine  the  truth  of  the 

predictions  he  reports  (g).  They  are  multiform  and  multivalent,  influence  one  another  (or  arc  itinerant:  sec 

below),  and  rise  into  various  configurations,  presumably  with  predictable  effects  when  ‘within  their  own 

boundaries  or  those  of  others’  (6a).  Their  positions  are  given  (8a);  they  are  subdivided  into  the  subordinate 

but  potentially  in|juential  XeiTovpyoC  (7a,  10-12);  through  them  all  divine  fates  abide  (9).  Cf.  the  similar 

general  description  of  the  planets  at  Manetho  3.20-34.  This  is  described  in  an  asyndetic  string  of  adjectives 

with  eici  (4)  (4505  fr.  2.7-10  may  be  compared  for  a  parallel),  in  the  character  of  an  incantatory  litany 
reminiscent  of  the  magical  papyri. 

4  K ...  01  Seici  TTapa:  Among  possible  readings,  only  xeiroi  or  perhaps  /<X{e)ipoi'  (this  itacism  not  elsewhere 

in  the  fragment)  suit  traces,  sense,  and  metre.Thus  articulate  -01  S’  eici  mpa  (the  first  and  last  apparently  so 
articulated  by  the  scribe  himself),  beginning  a  new  unit  of  sense.  (For  the  elision  of  Se  at  the  caesura  in  the 

pentameter  see  West,  Greek  Metre  p.  158.)  -napa.  probably  postpositive  with  elci.  -n-apoexeSoSev  would  be  a  hapax 

(though  A.R.  2.10,  859  and  Oppian  Hal.  5.104,  4.442  have  wapacxeSde). 

5  7ravT0^<( o'p)>oi:  (not  in  Manetho)  seems  a  reasonable  correction  for  the  unmetrical  TTavTo<j>oi.  navro- 

<p,op)'^oi  (  =  the  Universe  at  ps. -April.  Asclepius  19)  would  spoil  the  metre. 

noXvpoppoi:  Manetho  6.31  comes  in  a  general  description  similar  to  the  present  one. 

krTicrpopoc  poetic  and  rare,  not  a  technical  term  of  astrology:  Od.  1.177  (and  8.163  emended  by  Ar. 

Byz.  from  vulg.  kTrCcKorroc),  Acsch,  Agam.  397  in  a  lyric,  context,  ‘conversant  with’,  ‘having  dealings  with’, 

either  with  one  another,  or  with  men’s  lives.  Alternatively  the  sense  may  be  ‘curved’,  ‘winding’,  ‘wandering’, 
as  at  A.R.  2. 979;  Dion.  Ter.  75,  i.e.  of  the  paths  of  the  stars. 

avriXXovrec:  frequently  in  Manetho  in  a  technical  sense  of  the  motion  of  the  stars  and  signs  through  the 

heavens  {  =  oriente.s). 

6  I-WbV'^V-  R-  10. 1 1  etc.;  affpycai  at  line  beginning:  Manetho  3.45.  But  here  (as  in  3)  it  has  a  different 

meaning  (though  sec  Manetho  4.557  and  kc'aBpp'cai  above  in  3),  with  the  addressee  as  apprentice  or  potential 
practitioner  of  astrology  as  subject.  Also  unusually  here  Anoubion  begins  a  new  sentence  with  the  pentameter. 

But  possibly  the  anomaly  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  line  comes  in  the  proem  which  sets  out  the  principles  of 

the  system,  rather  than  in  the  more  modular  predictions  which  have  been  encapsulated  into  individual 

epigrams.  For  the  second  person  address  see  further  on  back  fr.  2.3,  5  and  introd.  to  4503-7. 

Irepoic  elr  bpmic  B’  ISioic:  lit.  ‘in  their  own  and  in  different  boundaries’,  where  ercpoic  opwee,  if  correctly 

read,  is  apparently  a  brachylogy  for  ‘in  the  boundaries  of  different  hour-regulators’:  i.e.  they  have  dilferent 
effects,  depending  on  whether,  at  the  birth  of  an  individual,  they  arc  in  their  own  boundaries  or  those  of 
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other  mpovopeoi  (or  signs?).  Gf.  back  fr.  2.8  eCN  ISwici  tottoic  with  note; 
 Manetho  4.265  ’kv  B  bpCoLc  iSi'ow 

SvcoSeKarr/p-opwec,  6.33  in  a  general  description  eiv  iSi'oic  opi'oic  ui/itu
pacw  rjSe  t’  er  o’Ikoic.  In  krepoic  the  t  is 

abnormally  low  in  the  line,  with  the  horizontal  approaching  the  level  of  th
e  base-line  and  the  upright 

descending  below.  After  bpeote  presumably  t’  should  be  read,  the  elision  here  marked
  by  apostrophe,  but  it 

is  not  easy  to  sec  why  0  should  have  been  written  (induced  by  reading  back  to  bp
loic?);  cf  on  4505  fr.  2.6. 

For  the  interchange  of  the  aspirated  for  voiceless  dental  in  documentary  papyri,  see  Gignac,
  Grammar  1  87 

with  examples  (none  given  involving  re,  nor  of  the  phenomenon  in  elision,  cf  p.  317)
.  Deaspiration  (the 

reverse  phenomenon)  is  more  common. 

7a  kv  [c]yi  Firmicus’  in  .singulis',  cf  4504  ii  10.  Manetho  commonly  uses  lihov
  of  an  individual  sign, 

equivalent  to  (mbiou,  often  with  the  addition  of  an  epithet  to  specify  which  on
e.  So  also  in  Anoubion  at  4504 

ii  13. 

Kokeovci".  SC.  ‘men  . 
SsKapovc:  according  to  Monat  the  Bude  editor  (vol.  T  p.  158  n.  20),  in  Firmicus  decans  ref

er  not  to  the 

spaces  often  degrees  (the  Zodiac  divided  into  36  parts),  but  to  one  or  another  of
  the  stars  in  signs  which  arc 

not  their  primary  place  (tottoc).  But  Anoubion  makes  clear  that  wc  here  have  the  
36  astrological  dccans,  i.e. 

the  uniform  10  degree  dccans,  three  for  each  of  the  12  OwSta  (front  fr.  1.2).  furthe
r  on  the  decans  see 

Neugebauer  and  Parker,  Egyptian  Astrological  Texts  iii  105-74;  Bouche-Leclcrcq,  L’astrologie  g
recque  p.  216  with 

n.  3;  Gundcl  and  Gundel,  Astrologoumena,  index  s.v.  ‘Dekane’.  The  parallel  passage  in  Firm
icus  4.4  is  expounded 

at  greater  length  and  detail  at  4.22,  where  it  is  apologised  that  Petosiris  and  Nc
chepso  treated  the  doctrine 

at  an  insuflicient  length  (cf  4.2  where  it  is  certain  Graeci  who  treated  it  too  lightly),  not  beca
use  they  did  not 

know  it,  but  because  of  its  secrecy.  The  dccans  probably  were  an  Egyptian  contributio
n  to  the  science:  sec 

above  on  3;  Schott  in  Gundel’s  Dekane  und  Dekansternbilder  (Stud.  Bibl.  Warb.  19,  1934),  1-36;  Fraser,  Pt
olemaic 

Alexandria  i  434-9  with  notes.  The  decans  also  appear  with  their  Egyptian  names  o
n  the  ivory  tablet  from 

Grand:  S.  H.  Abry  &  A,  Buisson,  Les  tabiettes  astrologiques  de  Grand  (Vosges)  et  I’astrologie  en  Gaule
  romaine,  Collection 

du  Centre  d’Etudes  romaines  et  Gallo-romaincs  NS  12  (Lyon  1993)  (a  reference  I  owe  to  W.  Clarysse). 

7b-8b  There  is  no  immediately  discernible  reason  why  the  lines  should  have  dropped,  or  why  penta
¬ 

meters  should  have  been  lost  here,  rather  than  hexameters  as  at  4504  ii  15  and  in  P.  Schubart  
15.35.  I* 

not  impossible  that  an  additional  distich  has  dropped,  judged  from  the  Latin,  though  not  nec
essarily  so  and 

probably  not  more  than  one  in  each  case. 

8a  oAAoi  8(c):  Is  the  contrast  between  the  influential  aiporo>oi  =  decans  and  inferior  bodies
,  or  between 

one  type  of  wpordpoi  like  the  decans  and  another,  the  XeiTovpyoi? 

kp.  <l>avXpic:  presumably  the  bad  places  of  exaltation  mentioned  by  Firmicus  at  2.
4.5;  Manetho  2.362 

c)(^fia  7T€A€i  <f>avXoic  re  kcll  kcOXotc  acTpdci  nacLV. 

Toc{c}oi:  To'ccoi,  though  palaeographically  possible,  will  not  scan.  The  scribe  may
  have  been  led  astray 

by  the  scries  of  round  shapes,  producing  one  too  many.  The  round  lette
r  after  t  has  an  ink-filled  centre: 

possibly  the  scribe  has  blotted  it  out  in  cancellation.  The  first  c  could  then  be  read  as  9 
 (though  it  seems  not 

to  have  been  closed  at  right),  in  which  case  we  should  print  T|o|ocot.  Yet  the  cor
rection  is  not  an  obvious 

one  (cf  back  fr.  2.10). 

9  ‘qui  (sc.  decani)  fata  hominum  .suae  potestatis  auctoritate  designent  So  Firmicus,  where
  the  Greek,  however, 

seems  to  mean:  'These  ...  are  in  control  in  order  that  all  divine  decrees  always  while  tending  abide 

ol  peV:  i.e.  one  type  of  djpovopoi  (construe  with  10  XeiTovpyoff).  The  contrast  in 
 peV  is  apparently  with 

13  dAA(d),  cf  8a  aAAoi  S(d).  But  the  exact  division  remains  uncertain,  owing  to 
 the  loss  of  7b  and  8b,  and  the 

obscurity  of  13-14. 

evrorf  Xm.  After  0  a  large,  ungainly  apostrophe  with  blobs  at  top  and  bottom  wri
tten  above  it  (the  one 

in  8,  executed  more  neatly  but  still  large,  may  be  compared).  It  is  difficult  to  deci
de  between  morf  and 

i-novB’.  We  could  also  have  kcovB’,  but  it  is  hard  to  see  the  force  of  the  future,  and  this  would  give  two 
 mam 

verbs  with  no  connective. 

^ec^ara:  ‘divine  ordinances  or  decrees’,  in  Homer  sometimes  completed  by  an  infin
itive.  I'or  the  absolute 

use  see  II.  5.64  ov  ti  0c&v  Ik  Bkespara  fiSr).  Echoes  in  Manetho:  1.207,  3-685  (quot
ed  below  on  back  fr.  2.6). 

■ndvTOTe:  once  in  Philemon,  but  otherwise  Hellenistic;  often  in  Manetho,  emphatically  at  i.i  ndcTOTe  p
er 

KOCfjLOlO  Kar’  aWepa  Koipaveovrec. 

10  ̂ lema  numina  decanis  singulis  applicarunt,  quos  munifices  appellandos  id  est  liturgos  ;  but  the  Greek  
seems  to 

mean:  '' these  three  officers,  who  are  august,  are  in  control  for  one  hour-regulatod. 

AciToup[y]oi:  Monat,  the  Bude  editor,  attempts  to  excise  id  est  liturgos  as  
an  intrusive  gloss  of  a  Greek 
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word  for  a  Latin  one  (see  her  explanation,  vol.  i  p.  158  n.  qi),  but  th
is  is  now  seen  to  be  misguided.  Firmicus 

information  is  here  revealed  to  be  derived  from  Anoubion  or  a  commo
n  source.  Firmicus  footnotes  his  debt 

to  this  Greek  source  in  the  next  section  (q.4.6)  nam  et  Graeci^  qui  %Rcrda  ist
ius  conati  sunl  disputationis  attirtgne  (cf. 

4.22  on  the  decans).  Manetho  says  nothing  about  Aeiroupyoi.  As  a  sub
division  of  the  dccans,  they  have  but 

subtle  influence  over  one’s  fate:  it  is  surprising  to  find  in  such  an  early  so
urce  so  recherche  a  doctrine.  Finhicus 

was  formerly  our  only  source  for  the  subdivision  of  the  dccans  into 
 three  parts,  although  another  definition 

of  AciToupyoi  as  sevenths  of  zodiacal  signs  (rather  than  ninths  as  here)
,  shows  up  in  Martianus  Gapella:  see 

Bouche-Lcclercq  p.  216  n.  3,  225  n.  i;  A.-J.  Fe,stugicre,  Im  Revelation  v
ol.  i  p.  132;  the  XaTovpyoC  arc  omitted 

from  Gundel  and  Gundel,  Aslmlogoumem. 

1 1  'quos  munifices  appellandos  id  esl  liturgos  ita  ut  per  signa  singula  nouem 
 possint  munijices  the  Greek 

gives:  ‘for  indeed  in  this  sign  these  nine  officers  assume  their  ascent. 

Vo  Ow  Stor'  the  scribe  clearly  wrote  rot,  but  rings  odd  without  an  article  or  demonstrative,  and 

Toi  would  violate  Nacke’s  Law  (no  word  break  after  a  contracted  fourth  biceps;  cf  Page,  
FGE  45).  Since  to 

is  prepositive,  it  would  not  break  the  rule  and  so  is  more  likely  to  have  been  wri
tten  by  A.,  in  keeping  with 

his  metrical  .preferences  elsewhere. 

<hpov6[iJ.ov]:  perhaps  easier  (with  lo  eva)  than  the  partitive  <hpQv6[fLO
)v]. 

12  [aJvToAiV:  =amToAi?,  ortu.s:  sec  Manetho  1.113,  405;  2.181;  3.32;  4.8, 
 84;  6.48.  Cf  5  ovTc'AAovrec. 

eAayov:  ‘get  by  lot’,  i.e.  according  to  rd  Beepara  mentioned  in  9. 

13  aAA’ol:  apparently  preferable  to  aAAot;  we  could  also  have  aAA  o
t.  Is  the  reference  to  the  decans  or 

the  XeiTovyof  or  rather  to  another  class  (cf.  8a  aAAot),  the  planets  or  con
stellations  who  are  said  to  rule  over 

an  individual’s  birth?  Cf  A.  ap.  Hephacstion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingree)  w.  1-2  (sec  below  on  15
). 

wpovopov  Se  pidBoic  oipijc  drep  dcrpaciv  aAAotc 

CKercTopievoc  Mrjv-qv  Kai  pe'yav  ’LfeAtor. 

In  this  passage  a)povo>oc  is  used  not  to  refer  to  a  decan,  but  as  a  synonym 
 for  dipocKorroc,  the  rising  point  of 

the  zodiac,  a  different  usage  (see  above  on  3;  for  a  parallel:  Ncugebaue
r  &  van  Hocsen,  Greek  Horoscopes  no. 

95  line  59).  An  astrological  writer,  and  a  fortiori  an  astrological  po
et,  might  allow  himself  the  licence  of  using 

the  same  word  for  two  distinct  astrological  concepts. 

14  a7r6tpe'c.j,pi  corresponds  in  the  Latin  to  per  irfmitas  dividunt  numinu
m  poiestates,  here  presumably  of  the 

astrological  entities  and  their  powers  over  men.  Thus  [0r]t)Totc  could 
 be  restored  at  line  beginning,  drreipdcwc 

is  Homeric  and  epic:  II.  20.58,  Od.  11.621  (boundless),  Od.  9.118,  19.
174  (countless);  also  used  twice  by 

Manetho  to  different  ends:  1.262  (of  rrXoinov)  and  214  huipdirai  kOSoc
  xai  aneipeciov  epdroc  dvSpwv;  cf 

airetpectT^c  (1.87). 

15  ff.  It  is  implied  by  13  Sccwo'^lpujcfv  and  made  clear  by  back
  fr.  2.3-6  that  A.  went  on  here  to  treat 

theoretical  matters  concerning  the  Secrro^ooTec,  ‘ruling  signs’  before  giving 
 the  catalogue  ol  predictions  based 

on  them  in  4503  back  fr.  2.7  ff  Therefore  the  six  elegiac  distichs  quoted  fro
m  Anoubion  by  Hephacstion  2.2 

(p.  go . I  Pingree),  which  deal  with  the  Secrro^ovrec  (v.  4),  might  be  place
d  here  in  the  poem,  giving  as  an 

appendix  practical  advice  on  how  to  find  the  ascendant  if  the
  client  doesn’t  know  what  time  he  was  born. 

These  will  then  have  been  followed  by  4504,  before  4503  back. 

Back  fr.  2 

3

 

 

The  paragraphos  after  2  might  indicate  beginning  of  a  new  section.  lines  3  -6  seem  to  contain 

introductory  
hortatory  

material  
preliminary  

to  what  follows,  
as  though  

part  of  a  proem  or  
transitional  

passage. 

Except  
for  the  proem  

in  4503  (front),  
these  elements  

arc  lacking  
elsewhere  

in  the  fragments,  
and  are  also 

missing  
from  the  Latin  here.  But  

it  is  uncertain  
what  immediately  

preceded,  
whether  

the  Greek  version  
of 

the  series  of  predictions  
at  Firmicus  

6.28.1-30.6  
(like  4504,  which  corresponds  

within  
this  section),  

or  more 

introductory  
material  

continuing  
the  front.  If  we  arc  dealing  

with  a  double  
column  

codex  (on  the  
assumption 

that  front  fr.  i  col.  i  is  part  
of  the  same  col.  as  front  fr.  2:  

see  introd.),  
then  missing  

between  
front  fr.  2  and 

its  back  are  the  1 5  +  lines  of  
front  fr.  i  col.  ii  plus  another  

1 5  +  lines  of  the  corresponding  
(now  lost)  column 

on  its  back.  If  the  columns  
were  of  roughly  

30  lines,  this  would  give  
75  lines  for  the  28  predictions  

in  Firmicus, 

which  fall  after  
the  clear  section  

and  thematic  
beginning  

in  F’irmicus  
at  5.28.1-2,  

where  he  promises  
to  tell 

Mavortius  
more  detailed  

examples  
of  the  kind  of  predictions  

he  has  been  outlining  
generally  

and  in  theory 

based  on  conjunctions  
and  oppositions  

in  the  preceding  
section.  

(It  is  true  that  Firmicus  
introduction  

at 

6.28.1-2  
does  not  correspond  

to  Anoubion’s  
proem  

in  4503  front  fr.  2;  but  Firmicus  
at  2.1-4  has  already 

adapted  
that  proem,  

or  one  closely  
related  

to  it,  so  he  cannot  
have  reused  

it  here.)  If,  however,  
the  columns 
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were  much  shorter,  or  if  this  is  an  outer  column  of  a  double  column  codex  or  from  single  column  one,
  there 

will  not  have  been  .sufficient  space  in  4503  for  the  version  of  Anoubion  used  by  F’irmicus  
and  attested  in 

Greek  by  4504  and  4505,  In  that  case  we  will  have  to  posit  in  4503  a  different,  possibly  abridged,  version  o
f 

the  one  followed  by  Firmicus,  in  which  the  text  on  the  back  continued  on  from  that  on  t
he  front  with  the 

loss  of  brief  introductory  matter  or  a  selection  of  horoscopes.  The  paragraphos  here  in  that  case  might 
 mark 

off  select  individual  horoscopic  epigrams,  making  4503  look  more  like  an  anthology  of  epigrams,  like  4505 

(where  see  introd.).  Ill  464  and  PSI  III  157,  All  these  have  paragraphoi.  But  these  will  not  alone 
 be  decisive, 

for  4504  docs  so  as  well;  yet  it  corresponds  sulliciently  closely  with  F’irmicus  for  24  lines  so  as  to  ru
le  out  the 

suspicion  that  all  these  papyri  are  random  and  differing  selections  of  horoscopes  in  elegiacs. 

xpcj-.  The  style  much  in  keeping  with  Anoubion  ap,  Hephacstion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingree)  w.  9-10: 

Xpr]  CeXrjvairjc  Trporcprjc  dveXecOai  dpidpcov 
Xoprjv  vvKrepivrjv  CKerrr6p,evov  Bepcaroc. 

yap  Toi:  Denniston,  GP  p.  549-50,  apparently  here  a  Homeric  use,  c.g,  II.  5.265. 

ro<6'>eiv;  Something  needs  to  be  supplied  to  make  up  the  metre:  (i)  supply  <ce>  before  voelv.  compare 

the  second  person  in  5,  as  well  as  front  fr.  2.6;  (ii)  supply  <ye>,  a  universal  stopgap,  here  in  combination  
with 

rot,  (hi)  most  economically,  correct  voelv  to  ro<€'>civ.  Manetho  has  only  the  contracted  forms,  
(hi)  has  the 

advantage  of  avoiding  the  awkward  change  from  ce  with  the  infinitive  to  a  second  person  construction  
with 

a  finite  verb  in  5. 

otci  rirevyalv.  after  ̂ <uSt’  «v,  the  next  letter  just  a  smudge,  followed  by  a  faint  upright,  01  or  an,  then 

the  left  side  of  a  tiny  bowl;  ci,  though  a  tight  squeeze,  could  be  read,  the  iota  close  in  and  ligatured  
to  the 

top  of  sigma,  with  vertical  ink  rising  above.  If  we  ignore  it,  we  could  have  ererevyav  (the  next  
letter  is  an 

upright  with  a  horizontal  extending  to  the  right  at  top,  r  or  y)  but  oici  rerevxal  seems  preferable.  -yaH 

would  be  the  alternative  plural  ending,  as  though  from  the  aorist  (since  -xa[ci]  would  be  hypermetrical), 

whether  from  reiJx"  or  Tvyxdvui,  is  unclear,  though  the  difference  in  meaning  could  be  minimal:  
‘For  indeed 

one  ought  to  consider  the  signs  in  which  they  occur’.  ‘They’  must  be  the  planets,  as  shown  by  the  following 

specifics,  especially  the  ‘ascendants’  or  Hecirdrai.  I  hey  are  influential  not  only  at  the  time  of  one  s  birth,  
but 

also  at  the  time  of  marriage  (4504  ii  2  Becij[6]^ov\Ta  yidpiov),  and  so  determine  in  the  predictions  which 

follow  the  success  or  (more  often)  failure  in  love,  marriage,  and  family.  In  4505  Ilept  rov  Seemrov  appears 

in  the  colophon  as  the  title  of  the  poem  (or  one  book  of  it).  On  the  other  hand  the  decans  ( =  orpov6p.oi) 

discussed  on  the  front  make  no  appearance  here  and  seem  to  play  no  role. 

4  paBdiv:  cf  Anoubion  ap.  Hephacstion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingree)  w.  1-2:  wpovopov  Be  pidBoic  ...  / cKeTrr6p.ev
oc 

M-qv-qv  Kai  pieyav  lleXiov.  For  an  echo  in  Manetho  see  below  on  6. 

5  riva  eKTeXecovci  produces  an  awkward  hiatus;  see  on  front  fr.  1,2,  but  no  doubt  original:  eKreXeoj 
 is 

commonly  Homeric:  Od.  3.99  =  4.329,  etc. 

dyyeiXeiae:  For  the  second  person  see  introd.  to  4503-4507.  Is  the  activity  of  ‘reporting’ 
 a  convention 

of  the  didactic  poetry,  or  a  point  of  practical  advice  to  an  apprentice  for  dealing  with  clien
ts,  or  again  a 

(priestly)  office  of  the  astrologer?  Compare  the  inscription,  discussed  by  Jones,  Apeiron  27  (1994)  25-51,  on 

the  statue  of  the  early  Ptolemaic  astrologer  Harkhebi  (iii  Bc)  who  was  ‘hereditary  prince  and  count,  wise  in 

the  sacred  writings,  who  observes  every  thing  observable  in  heaven  and  earth,  who  announc
es  the  risings 

and  settings  at  their  times,  with  the  gods  who  tell  the  future’  (Neugebauer  and  Parker,  Egyptian  A.s
tronomkal 

Texts  iii  214-16). 

6  peta  SiaKpeCvaiv:  epic  in  form  (as  in  Beoi  peta  ̂ diovrec,  II.  6.138,  Od.  4.805,  5.122).  In  fact  nearly  the 

entire  line  is  Homeric,  with  the  exception  of  eKeipiv,  the  intrusion  of  which  (along  with  4  p.aBu>v)  produces  a 

bizarre  combination  of  epic  diction  with  the  terminology  of  later  science.  CWith  cKeijnv  compare  cKeirroiievoc 

in  Anoubion  ap.  Hephacstion  2.2  (p.  90  Pingree)  w.  2,  10  quoted  above  on  3,  4).  Neither  pela/pea  nor  oKepic 

nor  kTriTvp.iT)  are  employed  by  Manetho,  but  he  seems  to  echo  SiaiepiVwv,  po.Bd}v  (4),  and  the  present  
line  at 

3.685  Xefoo/rTwc  Ke  BiaKpCveiev  dvrjp  rdSe  Beepara  elBwc  (for  Beepara  see  above,  front  fr.  2.9). 

iTTiTvpi-qc:  also  at  line-end  below  in  4506  fr.  2.3;  cf  Dorotheus  fr.  V  16  (p.  392  Pingree)  v.  17  rraiBmv 

TCKpap  exovciv  kTijTupov.  With  dyyeiXeiac  in  5  cf  II.  5.438  tic  eTT}Tt)p,oc  ayycAoc;  cf  4504  ii  7  arpeKewc.  
Homer 

does  not  have  the  noun,  for  which  see  Callim.  Aet.  fr.  75’7^>  Orph.  fr.  280.7  Kern. 

7  avTiKa  yap:  ‘to  begin  with’  ‘for  example’  (LSJ  sv.  II)  at  Ar.  Plut.  130;  cf  Av.  166,  574,  Plat.  Protag. 

395c,  Re.sp.  34od;  when  Homer  has  avriKa  it  is  without  ydp:  II.  1.118,  Od.  1.324?  etc.  
Here  the  expression 

seems  to  suggest  that  this  is  the  planned  beginning  of  a  section  commencing  with  predictions,  rather  than 
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the  selection  of  a  prediction  out  of  a  series  (such  as  the  one  in  which  this  one  appears  in  firmicus)  or
  out  of 

a  potentially  large  number  of  available  predictions. 

7  The  letter  after  KvBepei  is  clearly  e  (for  the  shape,  cf.  line  1 2  Si’  e),  with  its  horizontal
  crossbar,  in 

comparison  to  the  down-swooping  tail  of  o;  thus  a  phonetic  mistake?  For  the  sigma  of  cw,  s
ee  I2  cw  toi. 

This  preposition,  however,  never  appears  post-positive  in  Manetho  or  Dorotheus
.  Contrary  to  the  Scribe’s 

usual  procedure  for  squeezing  in  words,  here  the  final  word,  or  rather  the  last  two  lett
ers  of  it,  seem  to  be 

raised,  the  line  reaching  the  maximum  length  for  the  space,  measured  against  the  longest  lines  (
cf.  1 1).  At 

the  far  right  edge,  a  trace  of  ink  level  with  this  line,  probably  just  accidental  ink. 

8  e<i>r  iSi'oici  TOTTOic:  cf.  front  fr.  2.6  dv  opioic  6'  iSioic.  The  first  omicron  in  roiroic  rather  ineptly 

executed;  but  it  is  not,  we  think,  tuttoic.  By  iSioici  A.  means  in  ‘its  (Venus’)  own’  =in  signo  vel  
injinibus  Umais. 

Firmieus  plausibly  interprets  tottolc  as  referring  to  cither  the  zodiacal  signs  ruled  by  Venus  (i.e.  Taurus  
and 

Libra)  or  the  terms  within  any  sign  ruled  by  Venus. 

drrp:  with  gen.  commonly  Flomeric:  11.  1.498;  compare  Anoubion  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2  (p.  90  Pingree) 

v.  I  Sip-qc  drep;  Manetho  5.41,  246  Z-qvoc  a-rep. 

9  -12  Firmieus  6.30.6  says  exactly  the  opposite  of  Anoubion  in  9.  At  least  one  of  the  astrologers  h
as 

seriously  erred.  The  discrepancy  could  be  remedied  by  emending  ov  in  both  cases  in  the  papyrus  to  rj  (a 

phonetic  slip?  cf  7  KvSipeid}\  Manetho  3.506  avXCov  7)  Kifldpijc  7)  doiS'pc.  Flowever  4504  ii  3  (where  see  note
), 

in  comparison  with  Firmieus  6.30,23  shows  that  the  predictions  could  undergo  some  transformation 
 in  the 

tradition.  Perhaps  Firmieus  corrects  his  predecessors,  or  perhaps  he  or  an  intermediary  was  the  source  of  the
 

mistake,  rather  than  the  scribe  of  4503. 

On  the  other  hand,  there  are  infelicities  in  A.’s  version:  re  only  with  the  second  ov/^  suggests  lack  of 

coordination,  whereas  the  Latin  neatly  provides  aut  ...  aul.  The  parallel  prediction  which  follows  
in  the  Latin 

shows  no  correlative  particle(s),  where  the  Greek  has  re  ...  re  (i  i).  It  is  unusual  to  have  a  prediction  expressed, 

as  here,  entirely  in  the  negative:  reading  ov  ...  oh  ...  re  we  are  not  told  what  kind  of  wife  
the  configuration 

brings,  only  that  she  will  not  be  poor  or  old. 

Further  complications  enter  at  line  1 0,  which  lacks  a  connective  particle,  and  is  something  of  an  afte
r¬ 

thought,  an  asyndetic  additional  specification  to  the  original  configuration.  Only  after  this  addi
tional  specifica¬ 

tion  in  1 0  do  ,ijyc  find  out  what  the  wife  positively  will  be  like,  and  even  the  first  half  of  1 
1  is  expressed 

negatively.  Though  somewhat  redundant,  9  cvfi^iov  . . .  SiScuci  is  in  chiastic  arrangement  with  1 2  "Sujk  aA[oxo]r 

(the  subject  of  both  singular  verbs  being  Kveipua  in  7).  The  postponement  of  the  noun  SAoxov  (if  co
rrectly 

restored)  until  the  end  of  12,  suggests  that  the  entire  scries  of  adjectives  in  9-12  is  to  be  ta
ken  in  reference 

to  the  same  prediction/wife.  Note,  however,  that  in  Firmieus  (who  ignores  the  qualification  in  10),  what
  was 

a  single  prediction  in  Anoubion  has  become  two  separate  predictions,  each  with  its  own  positive  predic
tion 

for  a  different  type  of  wife.  In  the  second,  Firmieus  is  explicit  that  the  widow  herself  will  be  wealthy,
  where¬ 

as  this  is  left  to  be  inferred  in  the  Greek,  according  to  which  wealth  will  be  an  additional  blessing  for  on
e 

born  under  this  configuration.  (Firmieus  similarly  takes  the  prediction  to  be  for  a  genethliacal  horoscope,  i.e. 

pertaining  to  the  time  of  birth;  this  is  nowhere  specifically  stated  in  the  Greek.) 

9  At  the  end,  3iSuj  added  suprascript  at  the  time  of  writing  (rather  than  by  correction  or  omission)  
in 

order  to  limit  the  extension  of  the  line  into  the  right  margin  (similarly  13  below,  and  front  fr.  2.3,  9,  1 1). 

10  HtcrjV.  Suggested  by  Dr  Coles,  As  read,  0  is  a  mere  dot;  if  omicron,  its  entire  centre  is  cl
osed,  like  the 

one  in  the  second  ov  in  9  but  even  smaller,  c  seems  to  be  swallowed  up  by  a  folded  fibre:  its  top  is  a  diag
onal 

resting  on  vertical  ink,  sloping  down  from  top  at  right,  its  left  hand  bowl  and  lower  arc  witheri
ng,  a  damaged 

T  not  ruled  out;  but  erTjr  is  senseless,  likewise  3  T-qv  and  0  t7)v.  In  feye  the  aorist  is  gnomic. 

avT  birdc:  such  an  articulation  might  be  seen  behind  Firmieus’  trigonica  radiatione  respiciat  (cf  Manetho 

4.336  arTtuTTia;  clvtwttoc  would  be  unmetrical).  But  if  so,  Firmieus  has  supplied  the  planet  (Jupiter)  in  such  a 

position,  missing  in  the  Greek.  We  might  have  expected  an  epithet  for  Jupiter,  but  none  
in  -woe  or  -tioc 

suggest  themselves,  and  even  this  would  not  have  specified  the  configuration  given  by  Firmieus,  Reading  
or 

(for  ear)  tottoc  seems  convoluted  and  redundant  with  tottov  standing  at  line-end,  I  he  first  letter  
could  instead 

be  an  omicron  cancelled  with  a  diagonal  stroke.  After  r,  there  is  a  horizontal  ink  at  the  level  of  the  top-linc, 

connecting  to  a  rounded  top  following.  The  letter  before  oc  is  either  tt  or  the  scribe  s  easily  
confused  ct 

ligature  (cf  front  fr.  2,4  eici  for  the  shape).  Could  Noccloc  be  considered? 

11  ov  TrdvTOjc  Sc  Kopqv.  ‘but  certainly  not  a  maiden  either’,  i.e,  a  mixed  blessing,  first  qualifying,  then 

giving  the  positive  complement,  to  the  negative  formulation  in  10:  ‘but  rather  one  both  widowed  
and  young, 

I  swear,  with  indeed  a  good  deal  of  substance  too,  as  a  wife’. 

4503.  ANOUBION,  ELEGIACS  8 1 

dAA’  ■7:  There  is  some  reason  to  expect  dAAa  and  the  last  letter  is  compatible  with  a.  But  a  long  syllable 

will  be  required,  q  is  more  guesswork  than  read  (this  combination  not  parallelled  in  Manetho).  
But  the  only 

other  alternative,  namely  dAA’  ofi  (perhaps  spatio  longius)  would  again  make  Anoubion  say  exactly  the  opposite 

of  the  Latin. xnpav.  Unless  it  is  accidental  (or  merely  dirt),  there  seems  to  be  a  sloping  diagonal  line, 
 in  brown  ink 

over  the  alpha,  by  a  second  hand.  A  grave  accent,  i.e.  xVP^y-^  I*  it  is  the  only  one  in  the  text,  but  perhaps 

not  placed  in  error:  a  ‘warning  accent’,  that  is,  warning  against  placement  of  an  acute  on 
 the  syllabic  so 

accented  (here  tlie  ultima),  apparently  deemed  especially  advisable  in  a  class  of  words  which,
  like  this  adjective, 

are  normally  oxytone.  See  J,  Moore-Blunt,  ‘Problems  of  Accentuation  in  Greek  Papyri’,  QUCC  29  (1978) 

jgy— at  146,  whose  examples  are  all  ii  or  iii  ad;  C.  M.  Mazzucchi,  ‘Sul  sistema  di  accen
tazione  del  testi 

grcci  in  eta  romana  e  bizantina’,  Aegyptus  59  (1979)  145  67  with  further  literature. 

v4.av:  Though  no  virgin,  a  young  widow  would  have  experience  and  money  (cf  1 2),  and  still  have  year
s 

left  on  her,  perhaps  regarded,  like  Petronius’  Widow  of  Ephesus  [Satyricon  111-12),  as  sexual
ly  insatiate  as 

well.  Wc  seem  to  get  a  reflection  of  the  real  world  via  the  world  of  novclistic  storytelling.  That  a  wid
ow  might 

be  past  childbearing  is  a  concern  expressed  at  Dorotheus  2.4,15  (p.  46,  202  Pingree). 

12  At  line-end  we  arc  told  what  these  plancts/positions  give  in  addition  to  basic  fiioToc.  Manetho 

frequently  forecasts  both  jSioToc  and  a  positive  i.e,  desirable  prediction,  Flere  the  additional  element 

need  not  have  been  positive  (judged  from  Manctho’s  formulations);  we  could  have  had  c.
g,  cm  ...  ̂ iotw  ... 

^h(jOKe  KaKov. 

vrj  Ai(a)  confirms  III  464.14  vt)  di'a,  and  P,  Schubart  15,40  pd  Beovc,  both  doubted  by  Wei
nstock,  Cd’E 

27  (1952)  214  (‘hardly  possible  in  this  kind  of  poetry’).  But  as  he  notes  correc
tly  there,  the  asseveration  is 

omitted  in  the  Latin,  as  here.  Such  asseverations  arc  probably  a  feature  of  the  didactic  poet  as  i
nspired 

imparter  of  divine  knowledge.  I’hcy  are  distinctly  a  feature  of  the  style  of  A.  s  Lskvgcdickt,  as  distin
ct  from  the 

prose  handbooks  or  Dorotheus  and  Manetho  who  never  use  them.  The  occurrence  of  the  expr
ession  in  4503 

lends  support  to  the  Anoubian  provenance  of  III  464  as  well  as  that  of  P.  Schubart  15. 

dA[oxo]r:  after  a,  unlikely  that  the  following  letter  was  v  (thus  not  eSujKay)  or  k  (thus  not  i<[aK6]v). 

13  Note  that  pccBoicvci  is  written  slightly  below  the  line  of  writing,  suggesting  that  the  suprascript  additio
n 

that  precedes  is  calculated  in  advance  to  shorten  the  extension  of  the  line  to  the  right,  thus  in  effect  to  justify 

or  preserve  the  right  margin.  Cl.  above  line  9  end,  front  fr.  2.3,  9j  ̂   l^fits  in  itself  does  not  tell  that  another 
column  followed,  since  we  cannot  be  certain  that  sufficient  papyrus  followed,  and  it  might  well  suggest  that 

it  did  not  (see  introd.). 

14.  acc€[:  acco[T€p*  cf.  (Manetho  3.390  dccordpoo  p.aXepolo)  is  ruled  out  by  the  shape  of  the
  trace  before 

the  break,  which  arcs  up  high,  then  tucks  in  like  the  tongue  of  e.  As  acce-  -  yields  nothing,  a7Te[  (the  t
t  ligatured 

into  c?)  should  be  tried.  After  the  break,  ejiiSti? 

D.  OBBINK 

4504.  Anoubion,  Elegiacs 

66  6B.4/P(i-  2)(a)  17.4  X  M-S  cm  Third  or  fourth  century 

^  '  Plate  XIII 

A  fair  portion  of  one  column  of  writing  from  a  book-roll,  with  upper  margin  and 

vestiges  of  the  preceding  and  following  column,  the  latter  marked  half  way  down  in  the 

margin  by  an  asteriskos,  containing  elegiac  couplets  with  astrological  predictions  similar 

in  style  and  content  to  those  in  4503  and  4505-4507,  and  P.  Schubart  15.  These  are 

paralleled  in  language  and  order  by  Firmieus  6.29-31,  which  points  to  Anoubion  as 

author. 

Of  col.  i  only  a  few  line-ends  survive.  The  first  half  of  col.  ii  is  seriously  perforated, 

but  restoration  secured  in  most  places  by  the  parallel  I.atin  text.  Of  col.  iii  we  have 

only  the  few  letters  beginning  some  ten  lines,  and  a  marginal  asteriskos.  The  text  is 
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written  alons^  the  fibres.  4  he  back  is  blank.  The  hand  is  a  small,  slightly  flattened, 

rounded  formal  mixed  (akin  to  but  not  precisely  severe)  style  hand,  lightly  decorated, 

markedly  bilinear,  slowly  written,  to  be  compared  with  P.  ChastcT  early  iv  ad, 

no.  2b  in  Gavallo-Maehler  GBEBP  (London  1987)  and  P.  Berol.  9766,  iii  ad,  no.  33  in 

Seider,  Paldographie  II.2,  but  approaching  the  small  formal  Biblical  maiuscule  
(cf.  B.M. 

Pap.  743  (A.  R.)  of  iv  or  v  ad  (assigned),  no.  29  in  Turner,  GMAW^)  
in  being  more 

rounded  and  e.g.  by  the  addition  of  finials  on  verticals.  When  verticals  and  
obliques 

meet  at  an  apex  they  combine  imperfectly  in  a  flat  top  to  produce  the  impression  
of  a 

serif  (horizontal  or  sometimes  slightly  tilting  down  at  left),  e.g.  on  tops  of  a,  8,  /x,  and 

r  (also  serifs  on  tops  of  vertical  and  upper  arm  of  k,  left  vertical  of  17,  left-end  
of  top 

stroke  of  t).  The  hand  is  upright,  with  a  slight  inclination  to  the  right,  reflecting  influence 

or  later  development  of  the  severe  style  with  hybrid  characteristics.  Shading  is  contrast¬ 

ive,  but  the  effect  minimised  by  the  small  size  of  the  letters.  Narrow  tall  letters  (i,  p 

with  its  tiny  bowl)  contrast  with  wide  ones  {rj,  p,),  and  both  with  small  narrow  
letters 

(o,  to),  while  p  and  v  are  both  wide  and  tall,  p,  is  written  in  three  
strokes,  with  a  low 

flat  curving  belly,  sloping  low  into  the  right  upright,  so  as  to  resemble  the  
shape  of  v. 

Alpha  is  angular;  both  0  and  oj  small,  tight,  and  floating  between  top  and  bottom  
lines 

(c,  e,  9  somewhat  larger,  but  still  diminutive  in  proportion  to  the  other  
letters).  Diamond¬ 

shaped  <j>  (10,  12);  I,  and  I  (16)  written  extremely  wide.  Strict  bilinearity  
violated  by  i, 

p,  p,  but  most  ostentatiously  by  u,  which  also  occupies  additional  width  by  
virtue  of 

hooks  off  the  tops  of  both  arms,  especially  the  left.  k,  p,  v,  and  |  are  written  contrast- 

ively  wider  ttfan  other  letters. 

Elision  is  effected  and  in  at  least  one  case  (ii  14)  marked  by  apostrophe,  though  in 

at  least  two  other  cases  (ii  6,  9)  it  is  not  so  marked.  There  is  orthographic  
division  of 

double  consonants  (t’t)  by  apostrophe  at  ii  4-  Iota  adscript  is  not  as  a  rule  
written, 

though  it  is  written  at  12  {tovtcui),  13  {KpoviKwi),  and  23  (SuTtKcyt);  cf.  ii  ({a>i8[i)aj, 

where  the  iota  in  fan  can  be  understood  vocalically  as  ̂xoi'S[i]uj  as  first  written,  though 

it  is  not  so  marked  and  with  the  suprascript  correction  metre  will  require  taking  Iwi  as 

monosyllabic).  Consonants  are  not  assimilated  internally  (9  cyvTTap[e]ri).  There  are  itacis- 

tic  spellings:  14  Tlupoic,  though  in  9  the  scribe  wrote  Ilvpoeic;  19  yetrorrat.  
There  are 

at  least  two  notable  metrical  deficiencies:  a  defective  pentameter  (18)  with  a  missing 

syllable,  but  otherwise  sound  and  potentially  remediable;  after  15  one  hexameter  
(at 

least)  has  dropped,  the  content  of  which  can  be  supplied  from  the  Latin. 

Top  margin  is  wide  (6.4  cm)  and  intercolumn  is  ample  (min.  2.9  cm).  The
  evenly 

cut  edge  along  the  right  half  of  the  top  is  presumably  the  original  top  edge  o
f  the  roll. 

This  was  a  nicely  produced  book-roll,  with  corrections  and  reading  marks,  a  f
ormat  of 

production  that  would  hardly  suggest  a  private  copy  or  subliterary  content
.  There  is 

no  punctuation,  but  the  text  exhibits  interlinear  corrections  and  variants
  by  the  same 

hand  which  offer  in  both  cases  better  readings  than  the  text  as  first  written.  T
here  are 

no  obvious  spaces  between  words.  There  is  no  punctuation  (or  accents,  or  other  rea
ding 

marks),  but  the  same  hand  has  provided  paragraphoi  which  precisely  articul
ate  sections 

of  the  text,  divisions  which  are  reflected  in  the  text  of  the  Latin  descendant.
  The  same 

hand  or  pen  produced  the  asteriskos  in  the  intercolumn  before  col.  3.  All  this  suggests 

a  professionally  produced  and  edited  book  containing  a  controlled  and  stabilised  text 

of  a  known  author. Other  than  the  author  and  handwriting,  there  are  no  indications  of  date.  Parallels 

from  handwriting  suggest  the  later  third  century,  but  the  first  half  of  the  fourth  cannot 

be  ruled  out,  of  which  the  later  form  of  hypsilon  is  in  particular  a  harbinger.  The  original 

height  of  the  column  is  unknown.  If  the  book  preserved  in  4504  ended  at  the  same  point 

as  Anoubion’s  third  book  preserved  in  4505  (fr.  2.1 1:  L),  and  both  texts  were  roughly  the 

same,  then  c.  20  predictions  must  be  fitted  in  between  the  end  of  col.  ii  and  the  end  of 

the  book,  based  on  the  corresponding  remaining  predictions  in  Firmicus  6.30.3  -26,  at 

which  point  there  is  an  obvious  section  break  before  6.31.1.  Allowing  a  minimum  of  3 

lines  on  average  per  prediction  (and  allowing  for  elaboration  in  the  Latin  proportionate 

to  the  passages  where  we  have  the  Greek  as  a  control),  c.  60  lines  will  be  missing  after 

col.  ii  before  the  end  of  the  book,  of  which  we  have  c.  20  in  col.  iii  (either  preserved  as 

beginnings  or  indicated  by  space),  1 5  in  4503  back  and  at  least  another  1 6  in  4505  before 

end  of  book  (apparently  no  overlaps  with  col.  iii),  leaving  at  least  9  to  be  apportioned 

between  cols,  ii  and  iii  or  to  have  followed  in  a  further  column  now  lost. 

Consequently  there  is  no  certain  way  of  estimating  the  length  of  the  roll.  On  this 

reckoning  and  counting  backwards,  twenty-two  predictions  preceding  col.  ii  would  bring 

us  to  a  point  at  which  there  is  a  major  section  break  with  exhortation  at  Firmicus  6.28.  i, 

discussed  above  as  a  possible  book-beginning  and  location  for  the  introductory  matter 

in  4503  (sec  on  back  fr.  2.3).  Allowing  again  at  least  3  lines  on  the  average  per  prediction, 

we  might  be  within  c.  65  lines  of  the  beginning  of  the  catalogue  of  predictions,  after  a 

proem  of,  say  25  lines,  i.e.  c.  80-90  lines  from  the  beginning  of  the  book.  This  would 

give  a  total  of  c.  1 80  lines  for  book  3,  which  would  occupy  six  columns  if  the  columns 

contained  30  lines  each  (a  common  enough  format,  but  no  particular  reason  to  prefer 

it).  Even  these  calculations  can  only  be  in  the  largest  sense  approximate,  and  of  course 

the  roll  may  have  been  much  longer,  containing  for  example  books  one  and  two  of 

Anoubion  as  well  as  book  3,  or  some  other  more  eclectic  disposition  of  the  elegiac 

horoscopes  into  a  kind  of  anthology. 

Metre:  elegiac  distichs;  the  hexameter  not  in  ekthesis.  As  in  the  Berlin  fragment 

(noted  by  Snell  ap.  P.  Schubart  15),  most  of  the  pentameters  where  we  can  tell  end  in 

paroxytones  (see  16  and  possibly  3  for  proparoxytones  as  permissible  exceptions). 

Col.  i 

3 

] 

]  TROV 
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[  ]c0e  [  JwTToAAa/ct/caiTraTepoc 

S  C7t[  ]^ov[  ]  ixovTTVpoevTTjvKeLijLevovevpajv 

oiCTTpoeeLTraTOTT  [  ]  tout  ̂ irjTra  erai 

rir’Tovocr]SovX[  ]  vo  eipovocrjeTrevixpov 

rjvSeK  TTpLcOi  oicTT  yy[  ]  tcLV  Xecei 

rjv8  rjCTiXjSoJV  [  ]  tov  eroTTOLO 

Keip-e  [  Ja)c[  . ]  ,  . 

aXXaKpice[  ]ayet4ieya[  Jaci^tovacTeSt/cacTe 

XeLpop8'rjvepfJ,eicvvTrap[  ] rjTTVpoeLC 

Kp\  ]  eiif]  L(f>a)af)  poceLvevL^coo) 

TCuS  [  ]  TVXfj^ODl8[  ]  OKpOVOC 

KaLrrpoj  [  ]  ovTOJi.cvvacli'qvTevx’pKvdepeia 

Kai.KpOVlKCpl.^1  \a)^€VCTVX'fj'rjT€KVTrpiC 

KanrvpoLCoXoocKvnpiypirjvrjVT’ecadprjCT] 

Kai,pi0vv[  ] c(j)(iiv(ji}VTTqvK€poeccavi8ri 

rjoyepL^Tpvi7]pLei.^eTaiai.voraT0c 

TjvSeyvvrjKaTaTOVTOTVx'P'rocx'pp^o.'yevecdaL 

pocav8p  Xe^€Tatr]Trarepoc 

y€ivovTaiCT€LpaireKaLacTT€pp,OLTTaXivav8p€C 

p.OLpavoravpi.rjyr]rrivSeTVxriKaTexei.v 

€v6evLC'i]pi€pirjvpLeyacr]XLOcr]Xd€yo8eva}v 

et8[  ]§o  [Jya  (f)  [ . ]pcpLVTroxdov[  ] 

rjSvTLKOJiCTeix^ocLfcpovocKvdepeLaraTrOLKO 

[  ]  epou[  ]evccr]TTpo[  ]  €povKv[  ]eprj[ 

Col.  iii 

>  vy[ 

cu[ 

[
'
 [ 
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Kat(^[ 

Col.  ii 
I  f ,  at  beginning  a  vertical  with  connecting  cross-bar  at  top,  rr  possible,  then  vaguely  a  triangular 

letter,  most  likely  a,  but  S,  A  possible,  before  an  upright  with  something  connecting  at  left,  possibly  w  2  S  , 

letter  after  initial  S  is  only  flecks  ]  jiov,  before  fwv,  two  obliques  meeting  at  an  apex:  a,  A  possible,  but  S 

excluded  3  toit  ,  trace  after  w  of  upper  left  quadrant  of  round  letter:  e,  9  tout  ,  after  tout  only  a 

trace  at  mid-height  in  the  right  side  of  letter  space,  which  is  narrow,  e.g.  0,  but  too  narrow  for  to  Possible 

low  trace  before  erm  4  SouA,  after  delta,  top  of  small  round  letter,  arms  of  u,  legs  and  part  of  apex  of 

A  5  ,  after  61  lower  left  corner  of  a  at  baseline  ]  iciu,  before  iciv  lower  arm  of  x  or  k  coming  in 

at  lower  left;  after  iciu  long  horizontal,  tt  or  t  followed  by  high  ink  at  top  in  middle  of  the  letter  space,  possibly 

from  a  round  letter  cci,  before  ei  possibly  c  with  bottom  half  filled  with  ink  or  dirt,  but  6  not  excluded 

6  8  ,  round  letter  follows  8,  i.e.  c  or  w  after  ̂ uiy  complete  disruption  of  fibres,  traces  mere  specks  no 

longer  in  original  orientation  tov,  before  rov  three  uprights;  after  rov,  apex  of  a.  A,  8  7  after 

urcifie  an  upright,  close  in  to  epsilon;  then  space  for  two  letters  before  a  stumpy  upright  connected  at  bottom 

to  trace  at  left  and  tiny  arc  out  and  upwards  at  right,  w  suggested,  then  a  small,  tight  round  letter,  c  closest, 

o  not  excluded  after  (ji-q  the  fibre  structure  has  disintegrated,  with  only  an  indistinct  trace  here  and  there; 

there  is  possibly  a  side  of  the  triangular-shaped  rji,  lying  on  its  side,  out  of  place  before  oLTpe/reoic,  an 

upright  with  an  oblique  connecting  at  top,  possibly  the  serif  on  top  of  i  8  «:pi9e[ ,  after  Kp  an  upright, 

then  horizontal  ink  at  baseline,  compatible  with  c,  not  extending  as  far  as  would  the  bottom  of  8;  after  that 

fibres  disintegrate  and  there  arc  odd  traces  of  perhaps  two  letters  out  of  place,  nothing  in  particular  suggested 

9  povhjjv,  after  porS  an  upright  compatible  with  tt  or  tj;  the  following  y  and  the  rest  of  the  line  are  out  of 

alignment  with  what  precedes  10  irp[ ,  at  beginning  of  line,  feet  of  uprights  of  two  letters;  then  top  of 

scrifed  upright  with  foot  and  lower  leg  of  k  splayed  below,  followed  by  tall  oblique  stroke  compatible  with  p 

but  missing  the  bowl  eiij  ,  after  arj,  tip  of  an  upright;  next  letter  shows  the  end  of  a  leg  arcing  out  at 

lower  right;  A,  a.  Trace  before  p  is  just  a  speck  on  a  dangling  fibre;  p  is  a  long  oblique  minus  its  bowl 

1 1  ToiS  [  ,  beginning  shows  a  faint  t,  small  w  hovering  between  the  lines,  and  S;  then  an  oblique  slanting 
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down  from  top  left  to  bottom  right,  as  though  an  arm  of  x  or  a;  then  traces  of  two  feet  ] .  .T>  before  -Tvx'tj 

foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  two  distinct  uprights,  the  last  incompatible  with  a?  TVX’?>  before  xv  ̂  

centred  upright  topped  by  horizontal  extending  at  right,  arguably  t,  then  a  wide  space  with  a  descender 

dipping  at  bottom,  with  just  a  hint  of  the  left  branch  of  v  v,  directly  above  the  two  letters  before  xp, 

between  the  lines  there  is  v,  and  before  that  the  left  side  of  a  letter  with  hook  back  left  at  bottom,  and  which 

looks  more  vertical  than  rounded,  but  damaged  at  top:  so  both  o  and  <u  possible?  I2  irpw  [,]  ,  after 

TTpo)  an  upright  at  centre,  t,  i;  after  the  gap  an  upright  as  in  right  side  of  v,  but  i  not  excluded;  the  letter 

before  ov  almost  entirely  swallowed  up  in  the  gap  out,  after  ou,  foot  of  centred  descender,  with  tip  of  right 

cross-bar,  t  suggested  ;<ufle,  at  end  before  pna,  the  papyrus  is  out  of  alignment,  giving  tlic  impression  of 

two  letter  spaces  between  kv6  and  peia'.  the  first  trace  shows  the  lower  left  quadrant  of  a  round  letter,  o  or  e 

suggested,  IJ  ruled  out;  the  next  trace  is  the  upper  left  corner  of  p  15a  before  i^ai,  trace  of  lower 

left  arc  of  eg',  c,  0,  e  18  p,  at  beginning,  slanting  side  of  letter,  e.g.  y,  rj,  p:  then  feet  of  two 

uprights,  77  or  ir?;  followed  by  pointed  descender,  centred,  as  from  t;  then  bottom  of  bowl,  o  or  e;  then  deep 

pointed  descender,  with  tight  bowl  off  to  right  at  top,  p  most  likely  avBp  ,  after  at>S  a  deep  pointed 

descender,  as  from  p,  followed  by  a  trace  of  ink  at  line  level,  e.g.  1  or  bottom  of  bowl  of  o  or  c;  there  is  not 

room  for,  nor  any  trace  of  another  letter  between  p  and  Aei  19  yeivovraicT,  after  yewov  a  fibre  is  out 

of  place  at  an  odd  angle,  but  on  it  ink  at  centre  as  in  cross-bar  of  t,  followed  by  a  speck  at  base-line,  then  a 

serifed  top  of  i,  after  which  curved  top  of  r  or  c;  afterward  a  vertical  with  a  slight  curve  left  at  bottom  and 

part  of  horizontal  originally  on  top,  y  or  t  22  eiS[  ]So  [,  after  ei8[  ]  horizontal  at  baseline,  S  almost 

inescapable,  followed  by  tiny  bowl  as  of  0,  then  a  high  hook,  perhaps  c  or  upper  part  of  upright  and  upper 

arm  of  x  9ov[  ]  ,  mid-section  of  upright  (or  right  side  of  0)  framed  by  two  very  short  parallel  horizontals, 

perhaps  top  and  bottom  of  c 

Col.  i 

.  [ 

2  [ 

3  [ 

[  ]c  0et[o]u  TToXXaKi  /cat  Trarepoc 

8ec7r[6]^ov[Ta  y^dfxov  IJvpoevr^  Keipievov  evpwv 

otc  TTpoeetrra  roVo  [tc]  rovro  ̂ lt]  rra  erai 

fjrrovoc  t)  SouA[oi/]  vtto  yeipovoc  rje  rrevixpov, 

^  7)v  Se  KvTTpiC  OtdcoLC  7Tavv[u];j(;tctt'  r’  oAecet. 

S’  elrj  CriX^cov  [  Jf'Trt  rovSe  tottolo 

. —  Lj  \  ̂   ̂   ^  ̂  

K€LfJ.€l’[oc]&c[7T€p  €](j>r][v  ]  ,  [,]f  p  f/CeCOC' 

dAAd  /cptce[tc  knjdyeL  fxeyd  [A]ac  (jxjovdc  re  St/cac  re, 

X^tpov  S’  7]v  ̂Epfiei  cvviraple jj]  Ilvpoetc. 

]Tpov 

(Firm.  Mat.  M^lh. 6.29.23-30.3) 

nam  si  Saturnus  nuptiaJis 

signi  domiiius  fuerit  inuentus, 

ant  a  patre  aut  <(a>  palruo 

aut  a  nitrico  stuprum  uirgini 

praeparatur,  ant  a  scnc  aut  a 
seruo.  si  nero  nnptialis  signi 

dominus  Mars  fuerit  cffcctus, 

et  sic  et  ipse  fuerit  sicut  di- 
ximus  positus,  cum  quadam 

uiolentia  fios  uirginitatis  erip- 

itur.  (24)  si  ucro  Uenus  nup- 
tialis  signi  domina  fuerit 

effecta,  ct  sit  ciiam  ipsa  sic  ut 

diximus  posita,  in  noctumis 

sacrorum  uigiliis  spontaneum 

stupri  crimen  admittitur.  si 

uero  Mercurius  nnptialis 

signi  dominus  fuerit  <(  ) 

ante  collocatus,  promis- 

sionnm  captac  persua- 

sionibus  uirginitatem  suam 

desiderio  corruptoris  addi- 
cunt.  sed  ex  occasione  et 

crimina  concitantur,  ct  tu- 

multus  seditiosae  uocis  in- 
fertur.  At  fiunt  maiora 

pcriculorum  discrimina,  si 

cum  Mcrcurio  Mars  fuerit 

inuentus. 
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10  fjv  Kp\ovL\a)v  eirj  Kat  0toc(f)6poc  eiv  evi  ̂ epep 0  ct-  -  U  '  '  ’  '  U)V 

TO)  S  [  ]  ,TVXTI  ̂ a)tS[t]tu  o  Kpovoc 

Kat  TrpU)r\<jj]i  toutoji  evva^rjv  revxj]  Kvdepeia 

Kat  KpoviK&L  i^[cp]cp  Zeijc  tvxV  V  KvTTpic 

Kat  rivpo'Cc  oXodc  Kvirpiy  Mfjvrjv  t’  kcaOp-pep 

15a  Kat  pLOVp[o]c  0aLva)v  Trjv  Kepoeccav  'lStj, 15b  <  V 

16  fj  o  ye  p.jjrpvifi  ppel^er ai  alvoTaroc. 

rjv  Se  yvvrj  Kara  tovto  tvxJ]  to  cx^ip-a  yevecdai, 

IprjTepoc  av8po‘(c  etjc)  Ae^erat  r)  rrarepoc. 

yeCvovrai  crelpai  re  Kat  acneppiOL  rraXiv  avSpec 

20  pLotpav  orav  Mrjvrj  rijvSe  Tvyj]  Kareyeiv 

evdev  icrjpLepirjv  pteyac  "HXloc  rjXdey  68eva}v 

el  S[  ]So  [Jx®.  .4“ .[ . u7Tox0oV[to]c 

fj  8vTiKU)i  CT€i'x<Mci  Kpovoc  KvdipeM  t’  anOlKOl 

[  ]  epov[  ] epccTjTxpo [  ]  ,^ppv  Kv[6]eprj[ 

.XXX.(i)  si  in  Saturni  sigiio 

luppiter  ct  Uenus  simul  positi 
easdem  possederint  partes,  et 
Saturnus  in  uicino  sit  signo,  id 

est  in  secundo  fuerit  inuentus, 

ut  ipse  primus  coniunctioncm Ucneris  ucnientis  <(cx)>cipiat, 

ct  Mars  Lunam  respiciens  qua- 

cumque  Ucneri  radiatione  iun- 

gatur,  Saturnus  etiam  Lunam 

pariter  aspiciat,  ct  Sol  sit  in 
MC.,  Luna  et  horoscope  in 

Cancro  constitutis,  incesto  fur- 
oris  ardore  et  potestatis  alicuius 

praesidio  subleuati  matrum suarum  conubia  sortiuntur,  aut 

nouercas  suas  praepostero 

mentis  ardore;  cupiditatc  pos- 

scssi  ad  consortium  tori  genialis 

inuitant.  si  uero  mulicris  fuerit 

ista  genitura,  matrimonii  gratia 
haec  cadem  mulicr  aut  patri 

iungetur  aut  uitrico.  talcm 

Oedipodem  habuisse  genitu- 

ram  antiquae  ferunt  memoriae 

Icctionum.  fuit  enim  horos- 

copus  in  Cancro,  Sol  in  Ariete, 
Saturnus  in  Piscibus,  luppiter 

et  Uenus  in  Aquario,  Mars  in 

Libra,  Luna  in  nebula  Cancri, 

Mercurius  cum  Sole. 

(2)  si  in  finibus  Mcrcurii Luna  fuerit  inuenta,  ct  mascul- 
ini  generis  sidus  acccpcrit, 

praesertim  si  in  Aquario  fuerit 

inuenta,  ncc  Uenus  loui  tri- gonica  radiatione  iungatur,  qui 

sic  has  Stellas  habuerint, 

numquam  filios  sortiuntur. 

(3)  si  in  aequinoctialibus <(signis)  Luna  in  horoscope 
fuerit  inuenta,  id  cst  in  Ariete 

ucl  Libra,  luppiter  uero  ct  Mars 

partili  societate  coniuncti  in 

MC.,  uel  in  occasu  fuerit  collo- 
cati,  Uenus  ucro  ct  Saturnus  in 
Capricorno  uel  Aquario  pariter 

constituti  et  cundem  partiurn 

numcrum  possidentes  Martem 

ct  louem  qualibet  radiatione 

respiciant,  facient  steriles cfTcminatos  et  abscisses 

gallos,  religionum  caerimoniis servientes. 
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Col.  ii 

at  the  hands  of  her  uncle  and  her  father.  If  you  find  Mars  the  ruler  of  the  marriage  sign  positioned 

where  I  said  before,  this  (is  obtained?)  by  force  at  the  hands  of  a  low-life  or  a  vile  slave  or  a  pauper.  But  if 

Venus  (viz.  is  the  ruler  of  the  marriage  sign)  she  will  lose  it  (sc.  /for  virginiMis)  during  Bacchic  routs  and  night 

celebrations.  If  Mercury  is  positioned  in  that  place,  (it  happens?)  as  1  said,  unfailingly.  But  he  (i.e.  Mercury? 

or  it,  i.e.  this  configuration?)  incites  trials  and  great  tumult  and  lawsuits.  It  is  worse  if  Mars  is  found  together 

with  Mercury.’ 

‘If  Jupiter  is  present  (i.e.  in  the  marriage  sign?),  and  Venus  is  too,  in  the  same  sign,  and  Saturn  is 

(coming?)  very  close  to  this  sign  (sc.  Venus),  and  Venus  effects  a  conjunction  with  him  (sc.  Saturn)  first;  
and 

(if,  when  the  husband  is  born?)  Jupiter  is  in  the  sign  of  Saturn,  and  Venus  is  too,  and  deadly  Mars  is  in  aspect 

to  both  Venus  and  the  Moon,  and  Saturn  off  by  himself  is  in  aspect  to  the  Moon  <one  line  missing,  ending: 

‘cither  with  his  own  mother’)  or  with  his  step-mother  he  will  have  intercourse  most  horribly.  But  if  it  is  a 

woman  who  is  born  with  this  birth-chart,  she  will  (be  called  the  wife  of?  go  to  bed  with?)  either  her  step¬ 

father  or  father.  Women  arc  born  who  are  barren,  and  again  men  who  are  without  issue,  if  the  Moon 

embraces  the  following  configuration:  whence  the  great  Sun  comes  (or:  came?)  travelling  the  equinox  ... 

under  the  earth,  or  should  Saturn  and  Venus  go  forth  as  settlers  (i.e.  dwell  together)  in  a  setting  sign  (or:  in 

jVjV  as  it  is  setting)  , . .  ’ 

Col.  i 

3
 
 

Yfiov:  Most  likely  [xeV|Tpov,  rather  than  [p,e]T/?ov  or  the  like:  Manetho  (who  does  not  have  avrpov) 

3.469  [lerpa  p,aKpr}c  -gOovde  ̂ ^eSaTjeav;  4.626  kKp.erpotc  tttojct;  
5-3^^  erepav  ̂ t^Xov  TwSe  pArp<p  irpoc  iettoC, 

6.266  pvOpiolc  Kat  [lerpujv  Trotr/jaacir  evcroxoi'  arSpa;  in  
the  context  [acjrpov  is  not  to  be  ruled  out:  Manetho 

1,123  Bvrrjpiov  Hcrpov  (emended  by  Kocchly  
to  ixKpov);  the  word  once  at  line-end  in  Manetho  6,7  vtt’  

ovpaviwv 
XopoO  acrpoir.  This  line  will  have  been  a  hexameter  in  any  case  on  account  of  its  length;  so  also  i  above, 

leaving  2  (nothing  visible)  a  pentameter. 

Col.  ii 

I~9  deal  with  defloration  of  virgins  according  to  the  marriage  (not  birth)  sign:  this  is  specifically  stated 

by  Firmicus  at  6.29.23  si  Satumus  nupiialis  signi  dominus  Juerit  inuentus.  The  Greek  correspondingly  gives 

SeciT[d]^or[Ta  y]dp,ov  here  (ii  2).  That  the  nuptiale  signum  is  the  concern  of  section  24  (~line  5)  as  well  
is  also 

stated  by  Firmicus.  But  in  the  next  section  he  has  apparently  reverted  to  focusing  on  the  gcnethliacal  sign: 

6.30.1  si  uero  mulieris  Juerit  ista  genitura  (~ii  17  yjv  Se  ywr;  Kara  rovro  tUxv  to  cjfppa  yevecBai),  as  he  did  in  the 

predictions  that  precede  6.30.23.  The  gcnethliacal  predictions  leave  off  exactly  where  4504  begins.  Thus  
lines 

10-20  begin  a  new  section  (represented  by  a  chapter  division  at  Firmicus  6.30  and  accompanied  by  a 

paragraphos  in  the  papyrus).  Here  we  get  a  more  general  prediction  illustrating  the  ill-effects  
of  Venus  under 

the  sign  of  birth,  especially  its  effects  for  the  marriage.  This  theme  (and  its  corresponding  section  in  Firmicus) 

is  continued  in  4503  (back)  and  4505.  In  addition  to  the  parallel  text  in  Firmicus  (6.29.17-23  (end)  and 

6.30.1-26,  the  whole  of  chap.  30),  see  also  the  treatments  of  this  subject  by  Manetho  6.16511.  and  Ptol,, 
Tetr.  4,5. 

1  At  beginning,  we  need  -uu  -  before  6d[o\v.  Shape  before  d  approximates  c.  Wc  are  missing  a 

reference  to  the  step-father  {  =  a  vitrico  in  Firmicus):  the  letter  at  beginning  of  line  suggests  n.  But  the  space 

seems  insufficient  for  TrarpuioO,  and  a  connective  will  be  needed  before  6eC[o\v. 

ffei[o]u:  the  I  is  a  mere  vestige;  but  v  shows  its  characteristic  splayed  arms:  0  will  be  floating  between  the 

lines  just  before,  but  generously  spaced,  like  the  omicron-hypsilon  in  17  tovto. 

What  the  paragraphos  after  line  i  signals  is  unclear.  It  cannot  mark  beginning  of  the  section  giving 

predictions  from  the  marriage  sign,  since  line  i  gives  the  apodosis  of  what  in  the  Latin  is  the  first  of  a  bricl 

scries  of  predictions  given  by  the  ruling  sign  at  marriage  rather  than,  as  elsewhere,  at  birth.  Elsewhere  
in 

4504  (after  g,  1 8)  the  paragraphos  docs  not  mark  mere  punctuation,  but  rather  significant  section  beginnings, 

2  SeciT[6]l,ov\Tay]dp.ov:  as  with  to  (which  similarly  begins  after  a  paragraphos),  this  line  as  reconstructed 

is  left  odcily  without  a  connective  particle  (cf  5,  6),  But  there  seems  to  be  no  way  to  accommodate  one;  the 

zeta  seems  all  but  certain,  and  in  any  case  SecTroTTjr,  e.g.,  will  not  scan. 

At  the  end,  varia  lectio  cSpoic  for  evpurv  (oic  written  sscr.),  apparently  the  preferable  reading  (but  -wv 

not  cancelled;  therefore  a  variant?).  With  the  aorist  participle  evpcbv  we  must  presume  (and  understand)  a 

preceding  second-person  verb,  cKeirroio  veL  sim.:  e.g.  ‘but  il  it  is  Mars  (whom  you  observe),  finding  him  in  a 
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position  ruling  the  marriage  sign  ...’.  evpoic  also  coheres  well  with  the  other  seco
nd  person  addresses  in  the 

new  fragments  of  Anoubion:  sec  4503  front  fr.  2,6,  back  fr.  2.3,  5,  4505  fr.  2.5,  and  cf.  A
noubion  ap. 

Hephacstion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingrec)  v.  i  p-dBoic.  The  second  person  addresses  
presume  or  affect  a  practical 

context  for  a  potential  practitioner. 
Tjv:  =  kdv  as  often  in  Dorotheus  and  Manetho,  more  commonly  with  the  subjunctive  than  with  the  optati

ve 

(a  late  feature:  Radcrmacher  KTGrammatik  p,  200),  as  here,  but  with  the  optative  it  is  freq
uent  enough  in  the 

Greek  astrological  poets  (twenty  times  in  Manetho). 

2-3  Kfipeevov  evpoic  oic  -npoeenra  roTrojic] :  The  location  previously  stated  was  presumably  ‘on  the  descend¬ 

ant  or  the  MC’  (as  given  by  Firmicus  at  the  beginning  of  6.23).  This  longer  form  
of  the  anterior  reference 

(see  also  6—7)  is  eschewed  by  Manetho.  Thus  TTpoelrrov  (3)  and  Trpop-qiu  (7n.)  do  not  occur  
in  Manetho’s  poem, 

but  are  nonetheless  found  in  the  prose-handbooks:  Hephaestion  p.  83.8  Pingree  wc  -np
oet-nov.  The  form 

-rrpoeeiwa  is  in  any  case  suitably  Homeric:  cf  Emped.  31  B  17,  15  D,-K.  wc  yap  icat  rrpiv^  eeim. 

3  TOUTo:  i.e.  her  virginity?  or  loss  of  it,  corruption,  or  perhaps  seduction  (‘stuprum’  in  Firm
icus)?  I  have 

no  idea  what  Greek  word  is  implied  as  antecedent,  nor  if  it  was  actually  expressed  in  what  cam
e  before  line  i , 

^C'p:  Manetho  5.249  e^aTTivjjc  dnoXecce  jSt'r;;  cf.  3.178,  193-  Note  that  whereas  Firmicus  (6.29.23)  agrees 

that  Mars  foretells  rape  (as  opposed  to  seduction,  stuprum),  he  docs  not  specify  by  whom.  Instead,  he  
seems 

to  have  moved  Anoubion’s  SoOAoc  (together  with  a  senex,  not  in  the  Greek)  into  the  preceding  prediction  for 

who  will  seduce  the  girl  if  Saturn  is  the,  ruler  of  the  marriage  sign.  Is  this  a  case  of  carelessness  
in  the  Latin 

translation,  or  a  refinement  of  the  prediction  by  later  astrologers?  Note  that  I’irmicus’  text  
could  be  brought 

into  general  agreement  with  the  Greek  by  ending  the  sentence  at  praeparatur,  thus  beginning  a  new  sentence 

with  aut  a  sene  aut  a  seruo,  and  deleting  uero  after  si  in  what  immediately  follows,  so  that  si  nupiialis  signi  dominus 

Mars  Juerit  follows  on  without  a  break. 
At  line-end  there  are  few  possibilities  to  accommodate  rra-  erai;  the  syllable  in  question  must  be  short. 

Wc  might  have  expected  the  future  (judged  from  5,  16,  18  and  P,  Schubart  15.36;  but  here  8,  9  give 

predictions  in  the  present,  as  do  4503  back  fr.  2.9,  12  and  P.  Schubart  1 5.33).  wacerai  <  ndofiai  (‘get’,  
‘acquire’, 

with  the  woman  as  subject,  toOto  as  direct  object  generalized  to  mean  e.g.  marriage,  mentioned  in  2  Mtipov) 

is  ruled  out  if  the  first  syllable  is  long  (so  LSJ),  but  that  depends  on  two  emended  passages  (A.  Sum.  177; 

Call.  //.  6.127).  If  it  were  short  at  least  for  later  authors,  Lucian  Podagra  264  would  be  a  close  parallel,  but 

there  too  the  reading  is  an  emendation  (from  various  forms  of  traB-).  Other  possibilities  require  internal 

correption,  which  is  rare  (West,  Greek  Metre  p.  1 1  f ):  iraveTai  (if  toOto  generalizes),  ‘her  virginity  is  brought  
to 

an  end’  (Eurip.  Med.  717  rravew  c’  &vt'  d-rraiBa  might  be  relevant),  or  mlerai  might  be  considered,  the  latter 

used  e.g.  of  sexual  intercourse  at  Ar.  Fax  874.  But  this  word  is  rather  exclusively  poetic,  and  the  passive  rare, 

being  largely  supplied  from  nXi^ccw.  In  any  case  the  space  seems  too  wide  for  
t. 

4  ijTToroc:  apparently  of  a  (social)  inferior  (rather  than  someone  younger  in  age):  Manetho  4.385  ijccovec 

Ik  rraTepwv  pn]Tpdc  OaXeSovci  Xcyciaic;  4.163  Xiurpa  yvvaiKwv  i^ccova  ttoXXw. 

4  8ohA[oi/]  =aut  a  seruo  (in  the  preceding  prediction)  in  Firmicus  (6.29.23).  But  aut  a  sene 
 there  has  no 

equivalent  here. 
rrevixpov:  4503  back  fr.  2.9;  Hephaestion  p.  101.4  Pingrcc;  Paulus  Alex.  58,  18;  I22,  16;  Manetho 

i.4t6,  428. 

5  'But  if  Venus  (viz.  is  the.  ruler  of  the  marriage  sign)  ’.  I’he  fact  that  the  verb  of  the  protasis  is  here  understood
, 

makes  this  prediction  a  species  of  the  foregoing  one,  and  accounts  for  the  fact  that  a  new  prediction  h
ere 

begins  with  the  pentameter. 

rju  81  Kmrpic:  Note  that  while  Firmicus  agrees  about  the  planet  and  position,  he  predicts  seduction, 

stuprum,  rather  than  rape  (firj  =  uiolentiaJios  ...  eripitur,  as  predicted  for  Mars  in  3),  whereas  
Anoubion’s  oAe'cei 

would  seem  to  allow  a  range  of  possibilities. 

fliacoic:  cf  Manetho  4.301,  493;  Manil.  5.14466  Fear  of  women’s  mysteries  was  widespread  a
nd  stereotyp- 

icaUy  dramatic:  Cumont,  Ukgjiple  95  with  n.  i.  Since  Anoubion  (Firmicus’  source  here)
  dates  from  at  least 

the  second  century,  the  critical  view  of  the  mysteries  adopted  here  provides  no  grounds  (as  is  sometimes 

alleged)  for  connecting  the  Firmicus  Maternus  of  the  Mathe.ris  with  the  one  who  wrote  De  errore 
 projarmrum 

religionum,  in  part  a  Christian  attack  on  the  pagan  mysteries. 

Trayy[v]xiciv:  cf  Manetho  1.205  navpvxiSaiv  tcXctwv  9'  TjyijTopac;  Athen.  668G;  Flut.  Mor. 
 77!’.. 

AAc'cei  as  at  Od.  13.299,  Hes.  Op.  180,  Manetho  1.345;  epic  also  admitted  the  form  with  two  sigmas.  Ller
e 

the  top  of  sigma  taken  so  far  forward  that  it  has  closed  the  circle,  filling  the  bottom  with  ink,  and  giving  the 

impression  that  we  have  —Oei. 
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6  Missing  in  the  middle  of  the  line  after  CtCX^ojv  is  a  long  syllable  (or  two  shorts),  then  a  long  syllable 

before  krrl,  with  the  caesura  intervening:  i.e.  something  like  1^^^  traces  (on  broken  fibres)  are  too 

exiguous  to  confirm. 

7  KeLiJ.ev[oc\:  sc.  CriXpcoy  in  6,  where  eirj  will  require  the  nominative  here.  In  the  Latin  something  has 

gone  missing  between  fuerit  and  ante  collocalus  (a  lacuna  indicated  here  by  Kroll  and  several  mss.),  probably 

sicut  diximus,  as  in  the  previous  sentence  (6.29.23).  Thus  we  need  something  like  djc[7T€p  e]^r)[v]  (suggested  by 

Professor  Parsons)  or  coc  [7Tpo€](f)'rj\v]  (cf.  Doroth.  fr.  V  27.13  p.  402  Pingree  oTc  TTpoe^r^v).  But  space  recom¬ 

mends  only  three  (narrow)  letters  in  the  lacuna  before  cf>rj.  W.  Clarysse  ingeniously  suggests  toe  as 

the  expressed  subject  of  a  passive  verb  of  seduction  or  persuasion  later  in  the  line,  corresponding  to  Firmicus’ 
uirginitatem  suam  desiderio  addicunL  This  does  not  account  for  what  has  dropped  from  the  Latin,  but  then  we 

cannot  be  certain  that  everything  in  the  Latin  was  originally  in  A. 

After  there  is  a  loose  piece  with  the  left  side  of  the  (distinctively  triangular)  bowl  of  phi  lying  at  an 

angle.  I  do  not  know  its  original  position,  but  if  it  belongs  here  (and  this  is  uncertain),  then  a  verb  beginning 

with  phi  is  demanded.  Before  ar'^'e/ceojc  there  is  a  trace  of  an  upright  with  something  from  the  left  connecting 
at  top  (too  oblique  for  tt  or  rt),  probably  a  serifed  iota  (like  the  one  in  Kal  in  15a).  But  sense  uncertain:  (i) 

we  need  something  like:  ‘she  is  seduced  by  someone’s  promises’  (or  by  someone  speaking  arpeK-ecoc?  or  not 
aTpeKecoc?  Firmicus  is  more  expansive  here,  but  captae  persuasionibus  is  likely  to  be  the  relevant  phrase).  Thus 

|’(/>0eip]eT[a]t  arpexewc,  ‘is  certainly  corrupted’,  may  be  surmised,  which  will  have  given  Firmicus  just  enough 
to  embellish  ([7ret0]eT[a]t  will  be  too  short),  (h)  arpe/ccojc,  however,  has  nothing  to  do  with  seduction  or 

persuasion,  but  with  truthfulness:  it  is  an  Ionic  poetic  equivalent  of  Attic  prose  ai<pt^4c,  also  in  scientific  prose, 

Diog.  Apol.  64  B  5.3  D.-K.  ov  p,€VTot  arpeKdoDc  ye  o/xotor;  frequently  in  Corpus  Hippocralicum.  So  it  is  tempting 

to  connect  the  word  here  to  Anoubion’s  claims  to  veracity  elsewhere  in  his  addresses  to  the  would-be  astrologer: 
4503  back  fr.  2.6  biaKpeCvojv  ci<4piv  hr^TvixCrjc.  In  that  light  we  might  entertain  here  [<^atV|eT|a|i  arpe/cecoc,  i.e. 

a  description  of  the  precision  and  inevitability  of  the  prediction  (cf.  Manetho  2.229  dcrepec  epBovciv  rd  yap 

arpeKLrjv  fiaXa  paCvei;  Vett.  Val.  9.15  p-  343-25  Pingree  60ev  Kat  rpv  arpeKfj  rfjc  CeXrjvqc  p,otpav  kp,<l>ayfj);  or 

better  for  space:  [7TpdTT]er[a]  t  (vel  sim.)  drpeK4coc,  i.e.  ‘things  happen  exactly  as  I  said  truthfully  before,  except 
that  it  brings  with  it  trials  In  this  case  the  outcome  is  predicted  in  the  dXXd  clause  that  follows  (same 

result  with  addcd^ublicity).  In  favour  of  (ii)  is  the  fact  that  the  only  occurrences  of  arpe/cecoc  in  Manetho 

both  come  as  par!  of  authorial  claims  for  truthfulness:  2.4  kv  -n-por^patc  ceAiSecct  fxdX  drpeKkojc  KareXe^a;  5.12 

rdSe  'rrdvra  p,dA’  drp€i<4coc  /caraAe^oj  (but  both  of  these  in  proemia).  Against  (i)  is  the  problematic  sense  of  the 
Latin:  there  is  no  element  there  corresponding  to  drpe/cecoc. 

8  dAAd:  replicated  by  sed  in  Firmicus  (6.29.24),  who  adds  ex  occasione  ‘sometimes’,  thereby  making  clear 
that  this  is  to  be  understood  as  a  possible  (even  more)  negative  outcome  in  addition,  i.e.  under  this  sign  one 

can  expect  bad  consequences  in  general.  But  it  seems  to  have  nothing  to  do  per  se  with  predictions  about 

marriage.  Has  it  slipped  into  the  particular  concerns  of  this  section  (and  thence  into  Firmicus’  account)  from 
some  other  source  or  scheme  of  organisation? 

KpCc€[Lc  kTr]dy€i:  cf.  Manetho  i  .315  Kpkeic  Kat  vefKe’  'iyovrac;  2.56  klvSvvoik  t’  kTrdyei.  The  same  prediction 
appears  at  Manetho  3.186  with  very  similar  language:  KpCceCc  re  BiKat  r  dyopfjct  ireXovrai. 

9  'But  things  are  worse  if  Mars  is  found  together  with  Mercurf:  a  general  prediction  (sec  on  8),  to  cover  a 

variation  in  position  over  that  given  in  6-7.  xeZpor  =  Firmicus’  maiora.  There  is  a  close  parallel  in  4505  fr.  1.6: 

[Kp€t]rrov  S’  kcCBrj  rrjv  ...,  ‘but  it  is  stronger  if  (Venus  or  Jupiter)  is  in  aspect  to  her  (the  Moon)’,  where 
Firmicus  relates  this  directly  to  the  preceding  prediction  as  an  additional  specification  of  the  position  under 

consideration  (6.30.20  sed  haec  fortius  conualescent  si  ...,  ‘these  predictions  increase  in  probability,  if  ...’).  For 
the  significance  of  the  paragraphos  after  this  line  see  below  on  12. 

cvvTrap[4]7]:  regularly  of  planets  occupying  the  same  position:  Vett.  Val.  2.4  p.  59.12  Pingree;  cf  Manetho 

4.319  'Aprjc  8’  at^aAoetc  Traperj  cvv  rotet  Stojyp-olc. 
1 1  Firmicus  (6.30.1)  has  in  vicino  sit  signo.  The  standard  expression  of  this  disposition  in  Manetho  (c.g. 

3.330)  is  oTTicBev  icor  T dative  (c.g.  cf  3.48  dvTtTT4pr]d€v  kovroc.  But  it  is  difficult  to  see  how  anything  like 

this  could  have  occupied  the  first  two  feet  here.  We  might  attempt  to  read  rw  8’  ayx’ 
Manetho  1.121,  3.50  (although  in  both  cases  it  controls  the  genitive). 

^aji8[i]iv  6  Kpovoc:  the  suprascript  coy  after  ̂ aiiS[  ]cu  to  be  added  (not  substituted)  before  o  Kpovoc,  with 

the  final  syllable  of  shortening  in  correption  before  cov,  taken  as  complementary  participle  with 

Tvyry,  again,  apparently  correctly  (cf  var.  Icct.  in  2).  We  could  read  ̂ coi'SCco  6  Kpovoc  without  the  suprascript 
addition,  but  with  it  the  hiatus  is  neatly  avoided. 
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6  Kpovoc:  the  article  usually  omitted  with  the  planet  names  and  t
heir  epithets,  but  appears  at  times 

nevertheless,  as  also  in  Manetho:  see  13  re  Kv-rrpic,  15a  -r-qv
  Kepoexcav;  4503  back  fr.  2.8  tov  flvpoevToc, 4505  fr.  1.6  as  restored  Tiji. •  r  n 

12  ‘and  Venus  effects  a  conjunction  with  him  (sc.  Saturn)  first .  But  in  the 
 Latin  Saturn  is  the  subject  ol  the 

construction.  Trpu)T{u)]i  -rovrcoi  seems  closer  to  Firmicus’  ipse  primus  (
cf.  Manetho  3.36  kv  Trporepip  8’  wpijc  '(laip 

d^atveov  TTpoOcjjctv]  5.108  -p  cvvafjrqv  irpioroLO  ttoXlolo  Kpovoi
o),  But  for  space  and  (exiguous)  traces  we 

could  have  TTpeorr]  toutuu,  i.e.  TTpoirr)  agreeing  with  KvB
cpeia. 

After  1 2  the  placement  of  the  paragraphos  is  puzzling  (cf  on  i ),  since 
 it  falls  in  the  middle  of  a  prediction. 

As  it  stands,  the  positions  described  in  10-15  arc  too  complex  an
d  contradictory  taken  together  to  delineate 

either  the  marriage  sign  or  the  birth  sign  of  a  single  individual.  Perhaps  it  c
ombines  both,  with  the  paragraphos 

marking  off  the  configuration  which  is  that  of  the  marriage  sign  (10-
12)  from  that  of  the  (husband’s)  birth 

sign  (12-15).  (The  paragraphos  after  9  would  in  this  case  set 
 off  a  prediction  which  combines  both.)  It  is  true 

that  none  of  the  configurations  described  are  specifically  said  to  be  those
  of  the  husband;  but  something  to 

this  effect  may  have  been  said  in  the  lost  15b  (where  Firmicus  gives  t
he  missing  Luna  et  horoscopo,  together 

with  the  less  crucial  Sot  sit  in  MQ,  and  in  any  case  16  makes  it  clear  th
at  the  prediction  is  for  a  male,  while 

17  gives  the  complementary  gcnethliacal  details  for  the  female  co
unterpart.  If  this  is  correct  (and  if  it  is  not, 

the  position  described  in  13,'  missing  in  the  prediction  as  related  by  F
irmicus  6.30.1,  both  repeats  10  and 

conflicts  with  the  position  given  in  1 1),  the  papyrus  text  has  been  very  we
ll  marked  indeed,  despite  the  possible 

loss  of  a  crucial  bit  of  information  in  15b. 

14  8Aooc:  ‘deadly’,  as  often  of  Mars:  Hephaestion  p.  260.17,  285.25  Pingree;  cf  Manetho  
3.464. 

15a.'  poOvoc  is  by  far  the  more  common  form:  Doroth.  fr.  V  27.13  p.  402  Pingree  (of  Selen
e);  Manetho 

1.436,  3.551,  4.138,  5.93,  296.  But  /xoiwctf  appears  in  this  sam
e  prediction  at  Manetho  3.157;  so  also  Doroth. fr.  V  25.59  P-  399  Pingree  (of  Venus).  ^ 

<liatva,r  =  Saturn:  sec  Arist.  De  mundo  2.9;  Cic.  ND  2.20  for  the  etymology  as  shin
er  . 

15b  At  least  one  hexameter  has  dropped  at  this  point  (as  similarly  after  P.  Sch
ubart  I5'35,  ̂ nd  the 

pentameters  in  4503  front),  where  Firmicus  (6.30.1)  supplies  an  additional 
 position:  et  Sol  sit  in  MC.,  Luna  et 

horoscopo  in  Cancro  constitutis^  i.e.  if  the  Sun  is  in  mid-heaven,  and  the  M
oon  and  the  ascendant  art  both  in 

Cancer.  The  prediction  in  16  seems  rather  brief  in  comparison  with  Firmi
cus’  (who  explains  that  one  will  be 

in  this  way  removed  from  celestial  protection),  and  in  particular  begins  wi
th  a  disjunctive  particle,  thus 

omitting  the  rather  crucial  reference  to  intercourse  with  one’s  mother.  We  need
  at  least  one  line  supplying 

the  Greek  for  Luna  et  horoscopo  in  Cancro  conslituHs  (possibly  also  specifying  that  th
e  prediction  is  for  a  male), 

together  with  a  reference  to  the  mother:  e.g.  4  rdre  prjrpl  vel  sim.  There  see
ms  to  have  been  a  chiastic  ordering 

in  the  Greek:  1 5b'  1 6  prjrpt  . . .  p.ijTpuii)  apparently  matched  in  1 8  (if  not  hopelessly  corrupt)  by  step-father 
 . . . 

father.  Firmicus,  on  the  other  hand  has  matrum  aut  nouercas  balanced  by  patri  au
t  uitrico. 

16  pTjrpvif):  for  other  instances  of  prjrpoydpoc  in  astrological  forecasts  see
  Hephaestion  2.21. 17  p.  I75 

Pingree,  Ptol.  Tctr.  188,  19  If,  and  the  passages  cited  by  Curaont,  UEgypte  17
8  ri.  3,  179  nn.  3-4.  Firmicus 

at  this  point  (6.30.1)  explains  that  tradition  records  that  Oedipus  
had  precisely  this  birth-chart.  Manetho 

gives  Oedipus’  horoscope  at  6.160—9.  Anoubion  gives  the  same  predic
tion  but  omits  all  mention  of  the 

mythological  cxemplutn.  Judged  from  4505  he  also  omitted  them  elsewhere
  (though  see  below  on  col.  iii  9). 

pci^erai:  cf  P.  Schubart  15.36  Kat  [0vya]Tp6c  koitj}  pci^crai  ovy  oclwc. 

17—18  ‘  But  if  it  is  a  woman  who  is  bom  with  this  birth-chart^  she.  will  (be  called  the  wife  o
fhgo  to  bed  with?)  either 

her  skp-father  or  fatheV. 

17  The  entire  line  replicated  exactly  in  Firmicus  (6.30.1  si  uero  mulieris  fue
ril  ista  genitura).  In  this  way  it 

is  made  clear  that  the  previous  prediction  was  for  a  male,  though  this  is  
nowhere  stated,  and  only  revealed 

at  the  termination  in  16  aivoraroc.  Presumably  Anoubion  means  this  
prediction  to  be  combined  with  the 

marriage  sign  described  at  10-12:  if  a  woman  with  this  birth  sign  marri
es  under  that  marriage  sign,  the 

prediction  in  18  will  ensue.  Note  that  here  a  relatively  technical  qual
ification  (  =  ‘in  the  ease  of  a  woman 

...’)  occupies  an  entire  formulaic  hexameter,  which  as  such  could  be 
 potentially  reused  over  and  over  in 

different  predictions. 

18  dr8po<c>:  There  is  not  room  for  the  sigma;  perhaps  it  was  omitted  al
ong  with  the  following  word, 

which  has  dropped.  If  we  read  avhpd(cy,  we  will  still  be  short  a  ha
lf  foot  before  the  caesura,  which  has 

apparently  dropped.  The  Homeric  possessive  pronoun  ipc 
 (after  dvSpo(c>,  of/with  ‘her  own  mother’s  hus¬ 

band’,  i.e.  her  step-father)  or  rot  or  something  similar  must  be  supplied.  For 
 the  possessive  pronoun  It)c  see 

Manetho  3.359,  5.105,  m.  'I'hc  pronoun  is  missing  in  Firmicus
  for  the  woman’s  horoscope,  though  it  is 
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given  for  the  man  (6.30.1  malrum.  smmm  ...  nouercm  suas),  where  it  is  unstated  in  Anoubion  (unless  it  came  in 
the  lost  15b). 

Ae'^erai:  What  docs  it  mean?  (i)  ‘she  will  be  called  her  own  mother’s  husband’s’,  i.e.  be  ‘said  to  belong 

to’  i.e.  ‘be  the.  wife  of’  her  stepfather:  future  of  Xeyai  with  passive  sense  as  at  Eur.  Ale.  322,  LSJ  sv.  Ill  citing 

Soph.  0(7  1186,  Eurip.  Hec.  906,  /T1047  Aeferai  ...  €xwv  ‘shall  be  spoken  of  as  having’;  emended  from  ovSep 

Xe^ai  at  Aesch.  Ag.  170.  At  Soph.7f(7Alll  Ir.  86  Radt  irarpoc  KeieXficOai  means  ‘to  be  one’s  father’s  own  son’ 

(LSJ  sv.  n-uTijp);  or  (ii)  future  of  Xexofi.ai\  ‘she  will  lie  down  (with)’  her  stepfather,  etc.  This  usually  means  ‘in 

sleep’  (compl.  dat.),  but  cf.  Od.  17.102  Ae^o/rat  etc  evvrjv\  4.305  irdp  S’  \EXev7)  ...  eXe^aro.  The  awkwardness 
of  the  double  genitive  must  be  endured  in  either  case  (with  or  without  the  possessive  pronoun),  if  the  text 

there  is  sound.  If  the  expression  pTjTc'poc  av-qp  is  deemed  awkward  even  for  this  poet,  then  some  deeper 

corruption  might  be  envisaged,  such  as  the  omission  of  x-pSecTijc,  -ou  or  rrarpyeoc  or  the  like.  In  Acferai  the 

lambda  seems  certainly  read.  Emendation  to  e.g.  Gpov}  Several  is  tempting.  Or  <(epoc^>Ae'f(rTai? 

19  Unusually  here  the  prediction  comes  first  followed  by  an  introduction  of  the  Moon  as  the  determinate 

sign  for  the  already  stated  outcome.  The  actual  position  of  the  moon  for  this  result  is  postponed  until  21  If., 

where  it  is  introduced  by  the  pronoun  rrjpSe  in  20.  Eor  this  demonstrative  pronoun  pointing  ahead  sec  4505 

If.  2.6.  There,  however,  it  introduces  an  extended  outcome,  whereas  here  it  introduces  an  elaborate  prediction 

and  positioning  of  signs. 

cTfipai:  Cumonl,  IJEgfpte  185  with  n.  2  for  parallels,  apparently  one  of  the  miseries  of  everyday  life. 

Similarly  Hcrrepp.oi  ‘without  issue’:  II.  20.303,  Elcphaestion  p.  8.15  Pingree;  Manctho  1.185,  2.284,  3-267,  305. 

20  poipav  ...  T-yvSe:  i.e.  as  described  in  21  If.  Eirmicus’  account  (6.30.2-  3)  apparently  expands  these  lines 

into  two  separate  and  dilferent  predictions,  both  with  similar  outcomes.  Cf  on  4503  back  fr.  2.9-- 1 2.  Anoubion, 

however,  gave  a  single  prediction  both  for  males  (ig  acn-epfroi  ’avSpec)  and  females  (19  crelpai),  whereas 
Eirmicus  gives  only  the  chart  for  males. 

21  ivBev.  initial  at  Manetho  4.331. 

’icrpxepiqv :  ‘equinox’. 

pAyac  "IIXioc.  the  Sun  similarly  denominated  by  the  ornamental  epithet  peeyac  in  the  series  of  six  elegiac 
distichs  quoted  from  Anoubion  by  Hephaestion  2.2  (p.  90  Pingree)  at  line  2: 

wpov6p.op  Si  p.d6oi.c  copqc  drep  'dcrpacLV  dXXoic 

cKeWropuevoc  Mrjvrjv  Kai  pLeyav  ’HiXiov. 

He  is  not  so  called  by  either  Manctho  or  Hephaestion,  but  is  by  Dorotheus  fr.  V,  5  16-17  p.  386  Pingree. 

Note  that  Eirmicus  speaks  not  of  the  Sun  at  all  in  the  corresponding  passage  at  6.30.2-  3,  but  rather  of  the 

Moon,  in  relation  to  the  equinox. 

rjXOey.  the  aorist,  of  course,  need  not  be  temporal  (cf  4503  back  fr.  2.10).  But  if  it  is,  the  passage  seems 

to  be  lapsing  into  a  poetic,  narrative  about  the  motion  and  relative  positioning  of  the  planets  (or  alluding  to 

or  quoting  another  version  of  this  prediction?). 

oSevwp:  cf  Manetho  3.125,  6.76. 

v-!roxB6v[io]c.  Ill  464  44  has  the  beginning  of  a  hexameter  occoi  h-noxBoviw  re  K-a[i].  For  the  expression 

(i.e.  the  astral  position  imum  medium  caelum,  IMG)  see  Manetho  2.53,  iq6,  3.147,  156,  238. 

23  Cf  Manetho  3.176  SvnKcb  kpt  Kevrpui. 

Col.  hi 

1  e.g.  qv  [Se  ktX. 

I -2 1  It  is  impossible  to  distinguish  the  hexameters  from  the  pentameters,  since  21  is  certainly  not  the 

end  of  the  book  (the  verses  in  4503  back  and  4505  must  have  followed). 

9  Beneath  the  line  is  a  paragraphos,  perhaps  marking  punctuation  or  delineating  a  section  as  in  col.  ii. 

An  asterisk-shaped  graphic,  with  a  hook  over  left  on  the  diagonal  stroke  at  upper  left  (as  though  in  shape  of 

chi?),  between  two  horizontal  lines,  is  drawn  level  with  lines  8  -  i  i.  A  coronis  in  this  .shape  is  found  e.g.  X,XVI 

2441  (sec  Turner,  GMAW^  no.  22)  and  in  V  841  (Pindar’s  Paeans),  together  with  a  regular  coronis  to  the 
right.  But  this  cannot  be  the  end  of  the  book  (sec  20  i  and  n.  on  i-  21).  None  of  the  line  beginnings  here 

arc  coincident  with  those  of  4503  back  nor  the  concluding  lines  (as  restored)  in  4505  (fr.  2.4-10).  Although 

the  composite  nature  of  that  text  (excerpts  compiled  by  subject  headings?)  makes  it  uncertain  whether  we 

should  expect  precisely  the  same  text  and  book-division  here,  the  Latin  at  least  provides  some  control  and 

helps  to  pin-point  the  book-end  (sec  introd.). 

For  the  asteriskos  sec  Turner,  GMAW^  pp.  12-13  especially  13  n.  62;  K.  McNamce,  Sigla  and  Select 

Marginalia  (1992)  1 1  with  n.  19,  and  25.  At  end  of  book  it  denotes  closure  (end  of  Iliad,  beg
inning  of  comedy: 

p  Ant.  I  15);  elsewhere  change:  change  of  speaker  (Barcelona  T/ccffeif),  metre,  poem  or  sec
tions  within  them 

(Hephaestion  p.  74.8  Gonsbruch)  (for  variance  of  reading  as  a  critical  sign  see  McNamce,  Sigla  p.  g  n.  4
).  But 

none  of  these  really  applies  here.  Nor  does  Eirmicus’  Latin  version  give  any  clear  indication  of  w
hat  might 

have  been  signalled,  though  he  does  elaborate  the  names  of  famous  mythological  and  historical  fi
gures  who, 

he  claims,  had  the  birth-charts  described.  But  col.  ii  16  (where  see  note),  together  with  4505,  makes  de
ar 

that  these  were  lacking  in  Anoubion.  Rather  than  signaling  textual  disruption,  the  sign  here  probably  heralds 

the  beginning  of  a  new  section  or  type  of  prediction  (e.g.  from  bad  to  good  outcomes,  for  wh
ich  transition 

see  Eirmicus  6.30.19,  immediately  before  4505).  A  close  parallel  is  found  in  the  medical  r
ecipes  P.  Ant.  Ill 

160  (iv  ad)  where  a  dotted  chi  signals  the  start  of  a  new  recipe  (McNamce,  Sigla  p.  39).  The  use  of  subject 

headings  to  divide  predictions  in  4505  may  be  compared  (see  on  4505  introd.  and  above  on  col
.  ii  16). 

10  Perhaps  elp  for  kv,  as  in  ii  10. 

21  leat  <I>\aS0u)v  (  =  Sol),  or  Kat  (hJaiVtur  (  =  Saturn)? 

D.  OBBINK 

4505.  Anoubion,  Elegiacs 

26  a  B  04/D(3-  4)a  5.4  X  1 6.8  cm  Late  second/ early  third  century 
Plate  XIV 

A  Strip  down  the  middle  of  a  column  (the  last?)  from  a  papyrus  roll,  broken 

horizontally  across  the  middle  into  two  pieces:  fr,  i  preserving  top  margin  and  eight 

lines;  fr.  2:  10  lines  followed  by  book  number  (surrounded  by  decorative  fmials),  title 

(two  lines),  and  foot  of  column.  Fibre  continuities  suggest  that  both  are  part  of  the  same 

column,  one  above  the  other,  but  space  in  between  is  undetermined.  As  set  out  below, 

no  gap  is  presumed  between  the  two  fragments;  it  is  possible  (but  unlikely)  that  line  i 

of  fr.  2  is  part  of  line  8  of  fr.  i  (see  on  fr.  1.8).  Continuity  with  the  Latin  version  (fr.  2.9 

pr;TT)pa  =  Firmicus  Maternus  6.30.22  orator)  suggests  that  not  many  lines  have  been  lost. 

Elegiac  distichs  in  whole  or  part.  4505,  however,  differs  from  4503-4  (and  P.  Schubart 

15)  by  the  introduction  of  prose  headings  (at  fr.  1.2  and  7)  setting  off  groups  of  distichs 

(cf.  Ill  464).  In  fr.  i  lines  began  2-4  letters  to  the  left  of  the  preserved  edge,  and  within 

a  letter  or  two  (due  to  column  drift)  of  the  left  margin  in  fr.  2,  thus  showing  that  the 

hexameters  began  at  the  same  point  as  the  pentameters. 
Text  written  across  the  fibres.  On  the  other  side  (front),  along  the  fibres,  are  two 

columns  of  a  document  concerning  granaries  (ii  9  9r]cav\p-),  consisting  of  ends  of  lines 

(col.  i,  some  with  numbers)  and  beginnings  of  lines  (col.  ii)  separated  by  an  intercolumn, 

in  a  large  hand  reminiscent  of  the  chancery  style  in  its  elegance  and  vertical  extension. 

Anoubion  is  written  on  the  back,  in  a  smallish  rounded  decorated  informal  hand  of  a 

fluid  character,  with  some  cursive  tendencies  (e.g.  fr.  1.2  Kat),  but  with  affinities  (like 

the  documentary  hand  on  the  front)  to  the  ‘chancery’  style.  The  text  of  Anoubion  thus 

joins  a  small  group  of  literary  texts  identified  as  written  in  styles  related  to  or  influenced 

by  the  ‘chancery’  script.  See  T.  Renner  in  Akten  des  21.  Int.  Papyrologenkongresses  (Stuttgart 

and  Leipzig  1997)  ii  827-34,  whose  comparisons  (p.  828)  suggest  a  date  late  in  the 

second  or  early  third  centuries;  for  dated  parallels,  esp.  Schubart,  P.  Gr.  Berol.  no.  28 
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(194  ad)  and  32b  (210  ad),  cf.  no.  27.  In  4505  there  is  slight  vertical  extension,  so  that 

‘square’  letters  (and  some  round  ones,  like  0,  but  not  o,  c,  oj,  or  bowl  of  i^)  are  taller 
than  they  are  wide  (e.g.  e,  6,  v,  17).  Note  the  typical  chancery  k  (fr.  2.8)  with  lower  arm 

dipping  down  below  the  line  before  levelling  out  to  horizontal,  top  arm  added  last, 

arcing  slightly.  The  hand  is  generally  upright,  resisting  a  slight  inclination  to  the  right; 

written  moderately  fast,  with  many  ligatures  (cf  fiar  in  fr.  2.13);  top-stroke  of  t  sloping 

down  at  right;  u-shaped  ̂   in  fr.  2.4.  Decoration:  tiny  finials  on  the  feet  of  uprights,  left¬ 

facing  hooks  on  the  tops  of  t,  (f>,  approaching  ‘blobs’  in  places  (t  in  fr.  2.12,  top  of  (j>  in 

2.4);  delta  (possibly  Roman-sourced)  with  sagging  base  and  right  side  closer  to  vertical 

than  the  left,  which  overlaps  the  apex  with  a  hook  to  the  left.  Diminutive  o  and  c, 

likewise  bowl  of  p  and  to  which  floats  between  top  and  bottom  line,  in  contrast  to  the 

larger  bowls  of  6  and  which  fill  the  space  between  top  and  bottom  lines;  a  also  raised 

slightly  in  the  line  with  a  tail  rising  to  near  horizontal  to  connect  with  the  following 

letter.  There  is  a  general  bilinearity,  broken  by  i,  k  (fr.  2.8),  p  and  <j). 

The  original  tops  and  bottoms  of  both  column  and  roll  are  preserved,  with  top 

and  bottom  margins  of  2.9  cm  and  2.8  cm  respectively.  The  column  will  have  contained 

at  least  8  (fr.  i)-l- 10  (fr.  2),  plus  4  (2  for  book  number,  two  for  title),  or  at  least  22  lines. 

Assuming  no  loss  between  frr.  i  and  2,  this  will  have  been  the  approximate  height  of 

the  columns  elsewhere  in  the  roll,  if  the  colophon  with  book  number  and  title  has  been 

placed  at  the  bottom  of  notional  column  space.  The  exact  extent  of  the  work  cannot 

be  determined?  it  is  uncertain  whether  the  text  was  precisely  the  same  as  in  the  other 

copies  or  not  (see  on  4504  introd.  and  col.  hi  9).  But  the  subscription  in  fr.  2  presumes 

at  least  one  complete  book,  written  in  this  case  on  the  back  of  a  recycled  document. 

A  few  lectional  signs:  internal  (inorganic)  trema  at  fr.  1.6  and  fr.  2.5  (eci'Sr]),  but 

no  accents,  breathings  or  quantity  marks.  Sometimes  word-spacing  is  interposed  (e.g. 

fr.  1. 1  KaciyvrjTojv  etc),  but  not  consistently  and  sometimes  ineptly  (fr.  1.2).  Paragraphoi 

were  written  (as  in  4503,  4504,  and  4506  and  4507)  after  fr.  i.i  and  6,  separating 

individual  predictions  (as  in  III  464  and  PSI  III  157).  A  longer  one  extends  under  the 

first  three  preserved  letters  of  fr.  2.10,  marking  the  end  of  the  book  (was  it  combined 

with  a  coronis?). 

Elision  is  effected  but  marked  inconsistently:  marked  with  apostrophe  by  the  same 

scribe  at  the  time  of  writing  in  fr.  2.3  and  6  after  9  (which  presumes  evi,  unless  the  0 

has  been  written  in  error  as  at  4503  front  fr.  2.5),  but  tacit  elision  in  fr.  2.4  and  5.  There 

is  orthographic  division  of  double  consonants  (t’t)  by  apostrophe  in  fr.  i.6  (apparently 
added  later  by  same  scribe).  Iota  adscript  never  written,  as  far  as  we  can  tell.  Only  one 

scribe  at  work,  who  introduced  no  corrections. 

Using  Firmicus  as  a  guide,  4505  can  be  situated  in  Anoubion’s  poem,  c.  50  verses 

after  4504  (17  predictions  after  Firmicus  at  6.30.20-3  @  3  lines  per  prediction  on 

average),  and  c.  40  verses  after  4503  back  (13  predictions  after  P’irmicus  6.30.6).  It  is 
unclear  whether  we  have  a  complete  or  abridged  copy  with  section  headings  inter- 

1! 
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polated,  or  a  selection  of  excerpts  organised  by  topic.  The  book  number  (T)  indicates 

that  in  this  edition  at  any  rate  Anoubion’s  poem  extended  to  at  least  three  books. 

The  groups  of  distichs  (apparently  containing  complete  predictions)  are  prefaced 

by  prose  headings,  describing  the  sort  of  person  who  could  be  expected  to  be  born 

under  the  given  signs  and  be  subject  to  the  predicted  outcomes.  Similar  inset  prose 

headings,  describing  a  type  of  person  and  couched  in  the  genitive  (with  and  without 

Trepi),  likewise  preface  the  astrological  epigrams  preserved  in  III  464,  where  in  each 

case  they  follow  a  paragraphos  marking  the  conclusion  of  each  of  the  predictions.  These 

headings  describing  types  of  people  may  anticipate  the  examples  of  famous  people  (some 

of  them  from  myth)  given  occasionally  by  Manetho  and  in  particular  by  Firmicus  for 

the  predictions  in  this  section.  Yet  the  prose  headings  occur  before  the  predictions,  not 

after  them  as  the  exempla  do  in  Manetho  and  Firmicus.  It  is  at  least  clear  that 

Anoubion’s  poem  did  not  contain  the  exempla  where  wc  would  have  expected  them 

from  Firmicus  or  Manetho.  Firmicus  gives  Oedipus  at  6.30.1=4504  ii  16,  Paris  at 

6.30.12,  Demosthenes  at  6.30.22=4505  fr.  2,  and  adds  four  additional  horoscopes — 

not  in  4505 — for  Homer,  Plato,  Pindar  and  Archilochus,  and  Archimedes  in  a  crescendo 

at  6.30.23-6  that  closes  section  6.30.  Anoubion’s  third  book  ends  at  the  point  where 

Firmicus  adduces  Demosthenes  as  an  example  of  a  rhetor’s  horoscope. 

It  is  worth  asking  what  purpose  a  collection  of  predictions  organised  and  headed 

by  type  of  individual  would  serve.  Did  it  allow  one  to  confirm  whether  a  person’s 

(known)  childlessness,  wealth,  etc.  was  predicted  by  their  birth  or  marriage  sign,  or  even 

to  ascertain  one’s  sign,  for  individuals  who  did  not  know  when  they  themselves  were 

born  (and  how  many  knew?)  or  were  unable  to  compute  the  hour  precisely?  Or  did  it 

allow  an  astrologer  to  choose  his  predictions  according  to  a  desired  outcome,  and  e.g. 

to  tailor  his  predictions  according  to  customer  or  for  identical  arrangement  of  birth 

signs?  This  is  in  fact  suggested  by  Rhetorics  at  CCAG  VIII  4  p.  208.4  ff.,  citing  Anoubion 

as  an  authority,  when  he  advises  that  the  astrologer  should  pay  special  attention  to  the 

characteristics  of  his  clients,  their  virtues  and  defects,  so  as  to  avoid  predicting  e.g.  for 

someone  who  suffers  from  gout  that  he  will  be  winner  in  a  footrace,  or  for  a  blind  man 

that  he  will  become  a  painter.  If  this  is  correct,  the  prose  headings  might  derive  at  some 

stage  from  the  design  of  the  author  himself  (were  they  originally  verses  here  paraphrased 

as  prose  headings?). 

Or  are  the  prose  headings  simply  an  accoutrement  of  the  literary  collection,  like 

the  headings  which  preface  the  individual  epigrams  in  4502?  If  so,  they  may  suggest 

that  4505  is  more  a  collection  of  epigrams  rather  than  a  continuous  poem.  And  if  so, 

were  the  verses  (i)  excerpted  from  a  pre-existing  poem  in  elegiac  distichs?  Or  (ii)  was 

Anoubion’s  poem  later  elaborated  from  individual  epigrams  like  these,  collected  into  a 

continuous  poem?  If  (ii)  we  would  expect  them  to  be  intelligible  and  complete  in 

themselves,  (i)  might  explain  some  of  the  incoherence,  corruption,  and  lack  of  connection 

in  4505  as  a  typical  result  of  abridgement  (so  also  in  III  464  and  PSI  III  157)-  Ihe  fact 

that  Firmicus’  section  6.30  continues  for  four  more  predictions  (the  obviously  later 
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embellished  exempla  not  withstanding),  might  suggest  that  4505  derives  from  a  fuller 

original  version  which  has  been  curtailed  to  produce  something  like  an  anthology  of 

astrological  epigrams.  The  presence  of  a  formal  proem  setting  out  systematic  principles 

of  the  science  in  4503  suggests  a  planned  organisation  for  the  poem,  perhaps  even  the 

versification  of  a  prose  treatment.  But  practice  may  have  differed  when  it  came  to  the 

collection  of  predictions:  these  may  have  multiplied  in  compilation  through  one  edition 

of  Anoubion  to  another,  according  to  the  predilections  of  the  practitioner  or  the  industry 
of  the  collector. 

In  the  articulated  text  below,  the  prose  headings  are  given  in  bold  type  to  distinguish 

them  from  the  distichs.  In  the  papyrus  they  are  written  in  the  same  hand,  style,  and 

spacing  as  the  rest  of  the  text  except  for  the  fact  that  they  are  inset  from  the  beginnings 

of  the  poetic  lines,  perhaps  centred  in  the  column  (as  is  the  title  in  the  colophon,  fr.  2.13). 

Fr.  I 

i 
]  KaciyvrjTcov  eicyaf^ovrj  [ 

ivyapirocav  dpcoTTOV  Kai  [ 

]v  eLCTerpayoDVOv  enav  [ 

]r]  evTTpaKrovcTtpoc(f)iXiz  [ 

5  ]TovcaXoxoici,(l)tXoLCXO.pi€[ 

]tVov  8r]V€Ci8rjTr]VKv[ 
TTenaiSevpievovKaKfji  [ 

]  V  ]  etc  «:  [ 

Fr.  2 

].[  ]...[ 

]  r  [  Jaycov] 

]  ovS’yjp.'pvacx'rip-o.TpLyaj  [ 
]  lOcSavaroL  (fioperjv  /3tOT[ 

5  ]SeKaTOvSeci'S'r]vdeixaT\ 

]  d’evL  deic  €LC7]T0VTa8e  [ 

]  r/^r^yaptevra^tAoucT/StCT  [ 

]  VTOiTjc  aperrjc  /<atco^ti7cp,[ 
]  dwvTeprjTrjpaTaxvvTTp  [ 
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]  vvMovT prjx'uv8eivqva  [ 

- 
V 

>r< A 

]  TT€pLTOv8eCTTOTOy 

^TOvdep,aroc 

I  [ ,  high  trace  of  upright  with  connecting  oblique  at  top,  v,  y  not  excluded?  beneath  t
his  line,  very 

tip  of  paragraphos  spaced  evenly  between  the  lines  under  first  preserved  trace  
2  [ ,  high  top  with 

trace  of  foot  arcing  back  left  at  bottom,  p,  possible  3  [ ,  curving  left  side,  deep  rounded  saddl
e,  and 

top  tip  of  right  upright  of  p,  like  the  p  in  7  4  [ ,  trace  slightly  below  mid-level,  close  in  to  e,  a  round 

letter  likely;  0,  e,  ai,  c,  0;  a  not  excluded  6  beneath  this  line,  very  tip  of  paragraphos  beneath  first  t 

8  ]  ,  very  likely  u>  ligatured  into  following  v,  as  in  i  tuiv  and  fr.  2.2  yaw
  J  etc,  before  eic  an  arc  in  the 

upper  right  quadrant,  0  or  c  suggested  k  [,  at  end  after  kappa,  obliqu
e  with  blob  at  top  as  in  left  half  of 

A,  but  a  not  excluded  if  written  as  in  fr,  2.5  SeKarov 

I  ]  [ ,  second  letter  lower  half  of  e  or  c,  but  rather  horizontal  extending  stroke  at  mid-l
evel  suggests 

the  former  over  the  latter;  then  an  upright  with  a  finial  on  the  foot,  v,  77,  tt,  y,  even  i  (but  not  p)  2  ] , , 

right  side  of  bowl,  somewhat  angular  at  lower  right;  a  flattened  0  suggested,  to  not  ruled  out?  4  ] . , 

leg  of  A,  perhaps  sufficiently  oblique  to  rule  out  a?  6  J  ,  right  arm  of  u  [ ,  stroke  without  serif  or 

extension  at  foot  leaning  to  right  at  top,  with  another  stroke  sloping  down  from  a  tight  loop  to  lower
  right, 

p  suggested:  not  i,  k.  A,  r,  or  ir  8  ]  ,  trace  curving  down  into  v  more  obliquely  than  would  be  expected 

for  epsilon  (cf.  epsilon  in  toy]  epvalov),  better  a  9  ] .  >  right-hand  arm  of  u  [ ,  high  tip  of  an  upright 

10  ]  ,  horizontal  cross  bar  extending  at  mid-level,  tongue  of  e,  with  tip  of  cap  above  ,  [ ,  at  end,  hori
zontal 

slanting  slightly  down,  but  not  as  oblique  as  expected  for  y  (but  y  not  excluded?),  thus  likely  y  (cf.
  fr.  i.i, 

fr.  2.2)  below  this  line,  a  paragraphos  spaced  liberally  beneath  the  line,  extending  to  half  way
  beneath  the 

second  r 

Fr.  I 
i 

U  U  - 

[/cat  Se]  KaciyvrjTtov  elc  ydp.ov  17  [ 

evxdpiToc  dvdpMTTOv  koI  [ 

[Se^tojp  etc  Terpciycovov  kirdv  M\rivrjV  M^poSiTt;] 

[eictS]77j  evTrpdKTOvc  Trpoc(f)iXea[c  tc  i^epet] 

5  [rt/tiT;] TOt)c  dAoyotct,  (^CXoic  yapte[vTac  drraciv^ 

[wpetjTTov  S’  kcC8r]  rrjv  Ky[d4p7]v  KpovLa)vI\ 
TreTTaiSevpievov  Koi  (fpiXlpXoyov] 

[CrtA/Sjaiv  Kai  77[vp]oetc  Ka[t  0u>c<j)6poc  eiv  kvl  ̂epo)] 

(Firm.  Mat.  Math.  6.30.20--23) 

(20)  si  Luna  in  MC.  fuerit  in- 
uenta,  et  in  IMC.  Uenus  con- 
stituta  partili  Lunam  radiatione 

respiciat,  ista  coniunctio  in- 
cestae  cupiditatis  ardore  sor- 
orcs  fratribus  iunget  uxorcs. 

(21)  si  in  dextro  quadrate Lunae  Uenus  fuerit  collocata, 

facict  homines  ad  omnia  officia 
negotiorum  praeparatos,  qui 

sibi  multarum  amicitiarum 

praesidia  conquirant,  et  quos 

uxores  fido  diligunt  semper 

alfectu,  et  facit  omnibus  amicis 
amabili  caritatc  coniunctos. 

sed  haec  fortius  conualescent, 

si  unura  de  duobus  trigonica 

luppiter  radiatione  respiciat. 
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Fr.  2 

i 

].[  ]...[ 

[  ]ov  ;<[  ]ay6ov[ 

[  ]ov  S’rjfjLTjva  cxfjixa  TpLya)[vov{?) 

r’i/elAtoc  Savaroi  dtoperiv  BlotI -  u  u  -  u  u 

5  ['f)v]  ScKarov  S’  eci'Sj]  {v}  dep.aT[ 

[Ta\vd’  kvi  6eic  e'Lcrj  tov  rdSe  (a[eipd/xevov] 

[ev\rj6r],  yaptevra,  (^CXovc  fjSLCT[a  v0L0VVTa\ 

[rrjavTOLrjc  aperfic  /cat  co(f)(7]c  ̂ .[eydA'pcI 

[(U,]u0ajv  re  prjTrjpa  rayiiv  TrprjlcTrjpa  (fiepovra,] 

10  [yjevvalov  Tprjyvv  Sewdv  dy[ovTa  SiKrjvk] 

V 

>r< 
A 

]i7epi  TOV  Secnoroy 

[^ToO  Tptjrou  depiaroc 

(22)  si  horoscopus  in  signo 
Virginis  fiicrit  inuentus,  et  in 

eadem  hora  Mars  et  Mercurius 

et  Uenus  partilitcr  fucrint  col- 

locati,  luppiter  uero  in  occasu 

collocatus  Piscium  possederit 

sig-num,  et  his  qui  in  horoscopo 
sunt  partili  radiatione  iungatur, 

Sol  uero  in  anafora  horoscopi 

id  est  in  Libra  sit  constitutus,  et 

Luna  quintum  ab  horoscopo 

locum  in  Capricorno  constituta 

possideat,  Saturnus  uero  in 
nono  ab  horoscopo  loco  positus 

signum  Tauri  teneat,  qui  sic 

hos  orancs  habucrit  talis  crit 

orator,  ut  in  modum  fulminum 

dictonim  eius  scntcntiac  pro- 

ferantur,  ut  pro  arbitrio  eius 

muititudinis  animi  aut  quics- 

centes  excitentur,  aut  incensi 

facile  mitigentur.  talia  etiam 

erunt  eius  dicta,  ut  haec  ad 

augmentum  et  ad  nutri- 
mentum  ingenii  sui  posteritas 

contentiosa  animositate  perdis- 
cat.  talis  orator  f  apud 

Macedonem  Philippum  non 

armorum  ui  sed  orationis  licen- 

tia  persequebatur,  et  ut  mani- 
festius  cxplicemus:  hacc 

genitura  diuinum  Demostheni 
inspiravit  ingenium.  (23)  si  in 

Sagittario  in  finibus  Ueneris 
Mars  et  Mercurius  et  Uenus 

simul  fuerint  collocati,  ct  horo¬ 

scopus  eiusdem  partis  possed- 

crit  finem,  luppiter  uero  in 

Geminis  constitutus  ex  occasu 

hos  omnes  diametra  rationc  rc- 

spiciat  ... 

Fr.  I 

with  siblings  in  marriage  ...’ 

‘For  a  charming  and  [one  word]  person: 

‘When  Venus  aspects  the  Moon  in  right  square,  she  produces  men  who  achieve  success,  are  good  natured, 
who  are  honoured  by  their  wives,  and  gracious  to  all  their  friends.  It  is  an  even  stronger  sign  (of  this)  when 

Jupiter  is  (also?)  in  aspect  to  Venus.’ 

‘For  an  educated  and  learned  person: 

‘Mars  and  Mercury  and  Venus  together  in  the  same  sign  (produce  ...)’ 

Fr.  2 

(4-6  lines  missing  or  unclear)  ‘If  you  put  these  things  in,  you  shall  recognise  a  person  who  is  allotted 

the  following  things:  being  good-hearted,  gracious,  most  pleasant  to  his  friends,  (a  person)  of  all  manner  of 
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virtue  and  intelligence,  and  a  rhetor  who  produces  a  swift  hurricane  of  words,  a  noble,  high-sounding, 

formidable  pursuer  of  judgement. 

(Book)  3 

[  I  On  the  Ruling  Sign 

of  the  Third  (?)  (i.e.  type  of  ?)  Horoscope’ 

Fr.  1 

I  [Kat  Sc]:  'I’he  same  beginning  at  Manetho  4.407  uac  §e  KacLyprjrcov.  At  the  end,  we  need  verb  ol 

motion/causation  (-^ylayeTo]?);  1ead.s  (someone  with  this  sign)  into  marriage  with  siblings’,  unless  this  verb 

is  understood  from  the  preceding  hexameter,  in  which  case  we  could  have  the  subject  here,  e.g.  4  -rf  Kirnpic] 

(a  line-end  at  4504  ii  13). 

3  ‘in  dextro  quadrato’:  thus  [Sefiojr  (suggested  by  A.  Jones).  The  line  is  left  uncomfortably  without  a 

connecting  particle,  though  for  another  case  cf.  4504  ii  2.  Perhaps  a  distich  has  dropped,  or  was  omitted 

when  these  lines  were  excerpted,  (i)  the  verb  is  understood:  ‘when  Venus  (is  situated)  in  right  square  to  the 

Moon  ...’,  with  Venus  as  subject  named  at  the  end  of  the  line,  e.g.  h-n-av  Mlpvrjv  KvBepeta];  (ii)  the  verb  was 

expressed  at  the  beginning  of  the  line,  with  no  specification  in  Anoubion  of  a  right-square;  (iii)  but  the 

postponed  krrav  leads  us  to  expect  an  expressed  verb,  either  at  the  end  of  line  (e.g.  Ivav  Mlpvrjv  ecaBppcr]]) 

or  beginning  of  the  next.  Thus  Venus  as  subject  must  be  understood  from  the  preceding  prediction,  or 

supplied  at  line  end  or  the  beginning  of  the  next:  cf.  Manetho  5.122  'Aprje  8’  fjv  Terpayarvov  ’1801  KaX-qv 

AtfspoStrriv. 
eirdv:  F.pic  and  Ionic  for  Ittci,  normally  a  metrical  variant,  but  we  could  as  well  correct  to  errjr  here. 

Manetho  docs  not  have  k-ndv,  but  often  uses  the  epic  variant  kirrjv  for  CTrei. 

4  faciet  homines  ad  omnia  officia  negotiorum  praeparalos,  qui  sibi  multarum  amicitiarum  praesidia  conquirant’:  t
he 

masculine  plural  accusatives  in  4  and  5  show  that  we  have  an  aerr/p  dvSpac  construction,  i.e.  the  type  of 

prediction  which  expresses  in  the  plural  the  sort  of  person  a  given  configuration  will  produce.  Whether  we 

supply  [M^po8it]i)  or  [elciSJg  at  the  beginning  (and  the  other  at  the  end  of  3)  wc  w
ill  have  in  either  case 

correption  of  the  third  syllable.  For  the  enjambment  with  the  pentameter  sec  4503  front  fr.  2.3 -4,  cf.  lo-i  i, 

Anoubion  ap.  CCAG  II  202.33-6. 

evrrpdKTovc:  ‘successful  in  practice’,  cf  Manetho  (whose  ms.  shows  the  spelling  with  eta)  2.310,  and  (in 

a  pentameter)  5.352  eimppKTOvc  p4t,ii  uai  luaKapicTordrovc. 

■npocrl>rX4a\c  rej:  the  trace  before  the  break  is  a  mere  point  slightly  below  mid-level,  but  close  in  to  e,  so 

that  a  round  letter  or  a  is  preferable,  since  otherwise  we  would  expect  to  see  the  top  or  bottom  of  its  left 

upright.  For  the  compound  see  Manetho  1.240,  329  Trpoci^iAe'ac  BfjKev;  2.367  irpoc^aXkec. 

<f>4pei:  Manetho  6.259  c‘/aaci  woptfivpeoic  re  pipei  Kocp,odp,evov  dvSpa;  Manetho  often  has  pkpovcL,  tcAoOci, 

TToioOct,  Teuyet,  TiOkaci^  etc.  in  the  dcTpp  &vSpo.c  construction.  But  TcAet  here  would  violate  Anoubion  s  prefer¬ 

ence  for  paroxytones  at  verse-end  in  the  pentameter. 

5  ‘et  quos  uxores  fids  diligunt  semper  affectu,  etfacit  omnibus  amicis  amabili  caritate  coniunctos’:  thus 
 we  will  need 

a  connective,  plus  an  adjective  describing  how  those  born  under  this  configuration  are  regarded  by  their 

spouses:  either  [ti|U.))]touc  or  [IpicpjToiic  will  suit  (both  suggested  by  Professor  Parsons,  with  other  ref
inements), 

aXdxoicc:  the  opposite  at  Manetho  2.171  dAo'yoic  rippoccev  deureAi'aic;  cf  1,272  kdc  KeSvdc  addyovc.  For 

dAdxoici  see  also  III  464  59;  though  the  context  there  is  uncertain,  the  line  there  is  not  the.  same  as  this  one. 

Xapie\oTac  awaciv] :  =Firmicus’  omnibus  amicis;  cf  Manetho  2.73  xapi'errac  !8’  Ipepoevrac  ’eneccev;  6.288. 

6  ‘sed  haec  fortius  conualescent,  si  unwn  de  duobus  trigonica  luppiter  radiatione  respiciat’-.  thus  we  will  have  [Kpei]TTov 

S’  at  the  beginning  of  the  line.  Cf  III  464  16  dXXorpiojv  ovreov  Kplrrov;  and  4504  ii  9  yetpov.  tlerc  the  sense 

is  something  like:  ‘It’s  even  more  so  the  case,  if  ...’.Jupiter  and  ‘one  ol  the  two’  (sc.  Venus  and  the  Moon) 

arc  to  be  supplied  from  Firmicus,  But  the  Latin  seems  to  diverge  with  regard  to  the  position,  Kvlnpic/v  or 

Kv[eep-  could  be  read;  and  rqp  could  be  the  article  or  the  demonstrative.  Thus  we  could  have  (i)  Tijv  Kv[l)ipr)v 

Kpoviojv],  ‘when Jupiter  aspects  Venus’  (for  the  article  see  on  4504  ii  it;  the  accusative  never  in  Manetho, 

who  has  KvOep-q  and  Kv04pric,  but  KvBkpemv  and  KvBqpqv);  this  makes  Jupiter  aspect  only  one  of  Firmicus’ 

alternative  signs;  (ii)  /fu[7T/>tc  q  Kpovtcoo],  ‘when  Venus  or  Jupiter  aspect  her  (sc,  the  Moon) ;  but  this  is 

even  further  from  what  Firmicus  says.  It  seems  impossible  to  fit  in  rplyuivov  and  accommodate  exactly  what 

Firmicus  says.  Therefore  it  seems  likely  that  Firmicus  (or  an  intermediary)  has  refined  or  restated  the  predic¬ 

tion,  so  that  the  Latin  gives  a  more  complex  arrangement  with  a  trigonic  configuration,  where  Anoubion 

had  a  simple  aspect.  In  both  Anoubion  and  Firmicus,  it  is  not  entirely  clear  whether  this  configuration  is 
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meant  as  a  new  and  independent  prediction  (separate  from  that  in  2—5),  or  whether  it  is  a  modification  of 

the  preceding  one,  to  be  taken  together  with  it  (the  latter  seems  more  likely). 

7  TreTraiSeu/xe'rou  ica'i  (f>tX[oX6yov]:  cf.  Firmicus  6.30.24  where  the  prediction  is  said  to  produce  someone 
qui  docili  sermons  et  divini  ingenii  potestate  conpositus. 

8  ‘et  in  eadem  hora  Mars  el  Mercurius  et  Venus  partiliter  fuerint  collocatiX  Anoubion  seems  to  have  had  nothing 

about  the  hora  or  Virgo  (unless  it  came  in  the  lacuna  following,  but  see  below).  But  it'  ny[pl6eic  (suggested 
by  A.  Jones)  can  be  restored,  then  [C-riAjSJojr  at  the  beginning  is  suggested,  and  conforms  admirably  to  the 

traces.  At  end  after  k  we  may  have  A  (which  is  not  very  productive),  or  possibly  a.  If  /<ra[i,  then  out  of  possible 

epithets  for  Venus  we  should  expect  ̂ oicpopoc  to  follow,  based  on  Firmicus  and  metre  (the  next  specification 

in  Firmicus,  Jupiter,  KpoviSric  or  Kpovicov,  will  not  fit  the  traces  here:  kappa  followed  by  the  left  side  of  alpha 

or  lambda). 

[eir  hi  Cqiq)]:  supplied  from  4504  ii  to,  where  see  note. 

Fr.  2 

1-3  It  cannot  be  ascertained  which  were  hexameters,  which  pentameters,  or  whether  these  were 

prose  headings. 

1  We  take  this  to  be  part  of  an  independent  line  (rather  than  one  adjoining  with  fr.  i.8),  but  with 

minimal  or  even  no  loss  in  between:  Firmicus’  account  indicates  that  the  prediction  must  begin  within  several 

lines,  and  in  the  Greek  we  get  [’He']Aioc  =  Sol  after  three  preserved  lines  (fr.  2.4).  Anoubion’s  positioning  of 

the  planets  is  in  any  case  likely  to  have  been  less  sophisticated  and  more  economical  than  in  F’irmicus. 

2  Possibly  TeTp]aytuv[.  Gf.  Anoubion  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2.  (p.  91  Pingree)  w.  11-12: 

el  Se  Kev  'HeXi6e  y'  dXCyac  p^otpac  eyrj  acrpwv, 

Xprj  rerpdyaiva  O'  opdv  nal  Std/rerpa  tottoiv. 
3  jwr  written  as  a  variant  for  ]or  (the  omicron  apparently  not  cancelled).  The  proper  articulation  is  not 

obvious;  some  re-writing  will  be  required.  Perhaps  the  scribe  should  have  written  S’  t)  Myo-q  cxqpa.  If  so  and 
if  verse,  only  one  long  is  lost  at  the  beginning  before  ]<y  or  ]or. 

4  ‘Sol  vero  in  anafora  horoscopi  id  est  in  Libra  sit  constitutus,  etc.’:  From  this  point  the  correspondence  witli 

Firmicus  wanes,  bjlt  there  remain  tantalising  vestiges  of  the  original.  We  have  a  reference  to  the  sun,  and  S(e') 
probably  adding  on  a  modification  of  a  previously  commenced  position;  an  apparent  hexameter,  probably 

with  dvd  in  tmesis  and  toi,  since  doaToi  ‘harmless’  (of  two  planets  in  a  particular  position?)  normally  has  a 
long  second  alpha.  The  shape  of  a  pentameter  is  not  in  evidence;  if  a  hexameter,  at  least  one  pentameter 

has  dropped,  since  the  next  verse  (5)  is  another  hexameter. 

/3iot[:  At  Manetho  3.589  we  have  ̂ Cotov  reAeorrac;  at  3.384  the  same  phrase  occurs  at  line-end.  In 
Manetho  jSioroc  always  refers  to  the  kind  of  material  fortune  (usually  considerable)  provided  by  a  given 

position  of  the  stars:  so  also  4503  back  fr.  2.12  with  note.  Thus  we  expect  a  verb  at  line  end,  e.g.  eSuiKev, 

with  the  Sun  as  subject  (in  Firmicus’  more  complicated  configuration,  the  prediction  appears  to  have  been 

considerably  postponed).  In  light  of  Firmicus’  anafora,  one  could  try  S’  avd  toi  <j>operj  {r}  ̂ i6t[om  Swdcrrjr  {vet 
sim.  at  end).  Alternatively,  possibly  a  case  of  pLOTocK6rToc  =  ajpocKorroc  (Manetho  4.572)  is  to  be  considered. 

5  depaql:  i.e.  a  horoscope  (c.g.  Manetho  5.278);  cf.  fr,  2.13  with  note. 

6  - 10  The  Greek  bears  less  relation  than  usual  to  the  Latin,  which  has  been  transformed  by  the  interpola¬ 

tion  of  the  historical  exemplum,  which  has  been  corrupted  in  the  mss.  Nevertheless,  vestiges  of  the  original 

can  be  glimpsed  here  and  there, 

6  Beginning  either  [to] 00’  or  fra] 00’,  Should  we  read  hi  Belc,  in  which  case  what  is  In'?  ‘when  you  have 

put  these  in  one  sign?  (sc.  CwSiw)  or  chart?  (sc.  cxqpaTi)’  or  position?  (sc.  Bepari,  cf.  5  0c/j,aT[).  Or  has  tau 

been  wrongly  assimilated  to  theta  (as  in  4503  recto  fr.  2,16  0’  ISi'oic),  and  wc  should  read  eviOetc?  (neither 
expression  in  Manetho), 

rJcTj:  cf.  4504  ii  a  var,  lect.  evpoic,  and  for  the  second  person  used  of  the  would  be  astrologer  in  an 

address  sec  on  4503  front  fr.  2.6  and  introd.  rdSe  could  be  taken  with  7  [eujijdij  (‘the  following  true  character¬ 

istics’;  for  the  enjambment,  see  on  fr.  1.4)  with  the  implication  that  such  signs  will  be  true  ones,  in  which 
case  the  prediction,  with  its  instruction  to  the  reader  in  the  second  person,  will  be  reminiscent  of  the  direct 

address  to  the  reader  in  4503  back  fr.  2.3-6,  where  the  reader  is  instructed  to  report  his  findings,  having 

easily  discerned  cicepiv  ’tT-qTvpCric  (6),  The  direct  address  seems  to  be  a  feature  of  design  and  closure  here, 
since  this  is  the  last  prediction  in  the  book  and  effectively  its  conclusion. 

Tov  rdSe  /r[:  For  the  demonstrative,  without  the  article,  cf  4504  ii  6  kiri  rovSe  tottoio.  With  too  is  wanted 
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a  transitive  participle  to  control  rdSe,  e.g.  fi[m6pevov\,  ‘one  who  strives  after’,  or  p[icy6pevov]  ‘who  combines’ 
these  things,  i.e.  the  traits  elaborated  in  710.  But  ciivinatory  context  and  epicising  style  recommend  if  eipo- 

pevov],  ‘obtains  one’s  share  or  lot’,  e.g.  II.  1.278,  616  fjpicv  phpeo  rtp-ije,  15.189,  originally  completed  by 

genitive,  but  in  later  authors  by  accusative:  LSJ  sv.  fl.i  citing  A.R.  3.208,  Nic.  Al.  488. 

7

 

 

[eujijOr;:  in  the  good  sense;  presumably  masc.  acc.  sing.,  in  apposition  with  tov  p[eipdpevov]  (rather 

than  neut.  pi.  agreeing  with  rdSe  in  enjambment). 
XapCevra  could  of  course  be  neuter  plural  as  well  as  masc,  acc.,  and  we  could  articulate  fjOt]  taken  as 

object  of  p[eip6pevov]  vel.  .sim.  in  6  (i.e.  what  is  produced  is  not  persons,  but  their  characters  or  qualities).  But 

the  beginning  would  be  difficult  to  accommodate:  [Travr’]  pBq,  ‘their  entire  personality’  would  be  too  long  at 
the  beginning.  Afterwards  I  had  thought  to  read  xa-psevra  piXovc,  ySicTlov  errecetr],  taking  plXouc  as  acc.  of 

respect,  cf  Manetho  2.73  xoptevTac  IS'  IpepdevToc  errecav,  or  rjSLCT\ov  aKoveiv],  cf.  Plato.  Apol.  38c  =  Firmicus’ 
eius  dicta.  Professor  Parsons,  however,  suggests  xapterra,  pCXovc  pSicrla  TToiovvTa],  which  is  attractive  even 

without  the  correspondence  to  Firmicus’  orator. 
8-9  At  the  left  edge,  we  seem  to  be  within  a  letter  of  the  line  beginnings  at  this  point;  cf  10, 

[TrjacToirjc  dperyc  Kat  coi^ojc:  cf  Firmicus’  ad  nutrimentum  ingenii  ...  inspiravit  ingenium,  and  the  parallels 
from  Manetho  cited  below  on  9,  Probably  a  genitive  of  characteristic,  describing  the  kind  of  person  born 

under  this  configuration,  i.e.  ‘a  man  of  virtue  and  wisdom’.  Alternatively  with  the  genitives  we  could  also 

have  plpTOxov]  or  p[epo7ra]at  line  end. 

9

 

 

lp,]v0u>v  T£  pyT-fipa:  a  quotation  of  II.  9.443  (see  also  below).  For  the  lengthening  before  p-  see  West, 

Greek  Metre  rp.  16.  Manetho  
1.259  has  prjTijpac  

pvOcov  re  aai  e'lv  dyopficiv  
apicTOVc,  

3.350  p-qTffpac  
pvBwv  ayaBovc 

coNv  Te  pdX  aiet;  479  pT;Ti)pac  
pvBojv  

re  ndpmv  
dpCcTovc.  

Note  that  in  Anoubion,  
Manetho’s  

copty 
and  dpeT-q  came  in  the  preceding  pentameter  (8), 

pijT^pa  Taxiiv.  raxve  could  refer  to  speed  or  power  of  delivery,  and  thus  be  correlated  with  Firmicus’ 
orator,  in  modum  fulminum  dictorum  eius  multitudinis  animi.  At  end,  it  would  also  be  possible  to  restore  the  ending 

of  II.  9.443  7rp7;[s:Ti7pd  re  epyoov],  thus  making  the  astrological  poet  quote  almost  the  whole  of  the  line  (Phoenix 

to  Achilles:  pvBosv  re  pi^rtlp’  epevai  rrpqKrrjpd  re  epycov).  .Doubt  is  cast,  however,  by  A.’s  avoidance  elsewhere 
of  replicating  Homer  extensively  in  favour  of  rewriting  him,  and  there  is  nothing  corresponding  in  the  Latin, 

whereas  in  modum  fulminum  suggests  a  form  of  rrp-qcTpp,  e.g.  Trpq[crfjpa  pipovTa,  Xeyovra,  or  rrpTj [crljpi  opoiov. 

It  is  at  any  rate  abundantly  clear  that  the  Greek  did  not  include  mention  of  Philip  of  Maccdon  or  Demosthenes 

given  as  historical  cxempla  by  Firmicus  (6.30.22). 
to  For  Seivov  as  a  technical  term  in  rhetoric  see  J.  Rea,  g^PE  99  (1993)  83, 

ay\ovTa  SiVrjv]:  is  exempli  gratia,  i.e.  the  sort  of  expression  that  might  have  given  rise  to  Firmicus’  use  of 
Demosthenes  as  a  famous  example  of  this  type  of  person  {non  armorum  vi  sed  orationis  liceniia  persequehatur). 

Professor  Parsons  suggests  ay[ujro0e'Ti}v]  (  =  Firmicus’ arbitrio  eius). 
1 1  E:  For  the  decorations  esp.  in  colophons  on  numbers  and  tides  see  R.  Cribiore,  Writing,  Teachers,  and 

Students  (1996)  79  with  further  literature.  Often  the  book  number  follows  the  title  in  colophons,  rather  than 

preceding  as  here.  But  practice  is  not  fixed  in  this  regard. 

12  It  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the  author’s  name,  jAvov^laivoe],  stood  in  the  genitive  in  the  lacuna, 

but  judged  from  the  preserved  distichs,  there  seems  to  be  only  room  for  c.  8  letters,  if  one  assumes  that  the 

lines  of  the  colophon  did  not  extend  further  left  than  the  lines  of  the  column.  In  addition,  irept  tov  Sscttotov 

(without  anything  preceding)  would  be  centred  more  or  less  exactly  on  the  last  line  of  verse.  But  this  ignores 

the  fact  that  the  T  (book  number)  is  already  positioned  in  the  preceding  line  far  to  the  left  of  the  centre  of 

the  last  line  of  verse.  One  might  have  expected  the  T  to  be  centred  in  the  colophon,  so  that  (wjepi  rov  Sccttotou 

would  be  balanced  by  as  many  letters  to  the  left  of  T  as  it  shows  to  the  right,  and  allowing  [Urou^iwroc]  to 

stand  in  this  place.  Alternatives  may  be  canvassed:  perhaps  the  name  stood  in  the  nominative  case,  or  perhaps 

eXeyeta  or  em.ypdpijj.ara)  preceded  irepi  tov  Seerrorov  as  part  of  the  title.  But  when  liephacstion  refers  to 

'Avovfitmv  ev  Toic  eXeyetoic  he  probably  means  kXeyeia  as  a  description  of  A.’s  verse-form,  not  as  a  title  (so 
Gundel  and  Gundcl,  Astrologaumena  156  n,  41,  against  Cumont,  CG4G  VIII  1.147). 

SecTTOTou:  the  ruling  sign  of  the  house,  by  which  the  predictions  arc  framed.  The  prose  headings,  however, 

stress  not  the  signs  {CwSia,  Bepara)  themselves,  but  the  types  of  people  who  are  born  or  married  under  them 

(see  introd.,  on  the  prose  headings). 

13  [to8  Tpijrou  OepriToc:  Oepa  denotes  the  positioning  of  the  heavenly  bodies  as  charted  by  the  astrologer, 

i.e,  a  genitura,  or  what  wc  call  a  horoscope;  cf  5  BepaN,  Manetho  5.278,  283  (separate  Oepara  for  day  and 

night);  Anoubion  ap.  Hephaestion  2.2.  (p.  90  Pingree)  w,  g-io: 
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Xp'^  CeX7]vaL7]c  TTporeprjc  aveXecOai  aptOfiov 

^p'pv  vvKTepcvpv  cKe^TT6pL€V0v  OcpLaroc. 

For  the  word  ending  \tov  other  restorations  might  be  entertained  ki<dc\rov  OefxaToc?).  It  is  unclear 

whether  this  was  a  sub-title,  or  continued  the  title  rrept  rov  Seevorov  from  12.  [row  rpt Jtow  Olfxaroc  is  recom¬ 

mended  at  least  by  the  book  number  (.F^,  entailing  two  preceding  books,  presumably  each  devoted  to  the 

dominion  of  a  different  sign,  though  giving  particulars  for  specific  accompanying  configurations.  At  least  two 

books  might  have  been  suspected  from  the  excerpted  distich  which  closes  Manctho  book  5: 

XoLTTOv  /xot  Movcai  Sot’  delcai  -nXeCova  rourojv 
etc  erepav  f^C^Xov  rwSe  /xerpe^  npoc  eiroc. 

(Cf.  Usener,  RhMus  N.V.  55  (1900)  336.)  Book  Three  will  have  presumably  dealt  with  the  domination  of 

Venus.  Perhaps  the  ‘third  type  of  0ep,a  is  meant’. 
At  this  point  (6.30.23  6)  Firmicus  adds  four  additional  predictions  (sec  introd.),  each  positive  in  their 

outcome  and  embellished  with  encomia  of  Homer,  Plato,  Pindar  and  Archilochus,  and  Archimedes  in  terms 

reminiscent  of  this  concluding,  positive  prediction  in  Anoubion’s  third  book.  This  suggests  that  although 

inspired  by  Anoubion,  as  in  4503  back  (see  on  fr.  2.9-12),  Firmicus  has  diversified  his  data  in  order  to 

manufacture  multiple  predictions  out  of  what  in  his  source  was  a  single  one. 

D.  OBBINK 

4506.  Anoubion  (?),  Elegiacs 

50  4B.3o/C(i--3)b  fr.  t;  7.5  xg.a  cm  Second  century 

+  /H(3-4)iii  Plate  XIV 

Four  fragments  from  a  register  of  persons  with  distinguishing  characteristics  (late 

i-ii?)  recycled'as  a  literary  roll.  Elegiac  distichs  are  written  across  the  fibres  in  a  respect¬ 
able  bookhand:  one  fragment  with  top  margin  of  2.5  cm  and  ends  of  12  lines,  and  three 

further  fragments,  one  of  them  with  line-ends.  Fibre  alignment  (discerned  by  Dr  Coles) 

confirms  the  placing  of  fr.  2  directly  below  fr.  i ,  but  at  an  indeterminate  interval.  The 

placing  of  frr.  3-4  is  uncertain,  and  there  is  no  guarantee  that  they  belong  to  the  same 

column.  Hand  is  a  very  round  upright  capital,  fairly  bilinear;  bottom-line  violated  by 

only  (j)  and  p.  Letters  in  general  made  separately,  but  there  is  some  connection  tolerated, 

in  spite  of  the  formality  and  speed  of  the  hand  (e.g.  in  fr.  i.i  err).  Epsilon  is  of  the 

variety  with  the  mid-stroke  extending  beyond  the  arms  to  the  right,  with  the  top  coming 

over  so  far  as  sometimes  to  connect  with  the  tip  of  the  mid-stroke  or  nearly  so.  Alpha 

is  of  the  variety  with  a  flat  top  but  sagging  bottom  in  its  left-hand  part,  which  is 

sometimes  only  flimsily  connected  to  the  right-hand  oblique  (e.g.  fr.  2.6);  the  oblique 

sometimes  bows  inward  (fr.  1.3).  Flypsilon  large  and  v-shaped,  with  a  tiny  loop  at 

bottom,  fully  bilinear.  No  decoration,  minimal  shading.  Letter  forms  suggest  second 

century:  the  alpha  earlier,  the  hypsilon  later.  XVIII  2161  Aeschylus,  Diclyulci  (ii  ad 

assigned)  =  24  is  a  rough  parallel  (except  for  the  alpha,  for  which  see  e.g. 

P.  Fayum  6  =  GLH  gc,  Homer,  Iliad,  after  early  Iad). 

There  are  no  reading  marks  or  word  articulation.  In  fr.  3  a  paragraphos  appears, 

whether  for  punctuation  or  to  divide  the  verses  into  groups  is  uncertain.  There  is  no 

preserved  evidence  for  elision. 

4506.  ANOUBION  (?),  ELEGIACS  1 03 

There  is  no  identifiable  overlap  with  any  known  text  of  Anoubion  in  either  the 

papyrus  fragments  or  quotations  in  the  secondary  tradition,  nor  with  any  of  the  astrolo¬
 

gical  elegiacs  not  specifically  attributed  to  Anoubion.  Diction  and  content  are  consistent 

with  them,  and  identification  as  elegiacs  is  beyond  question.  No  link  with  any  part  of 

Firmicus  Maternus  has  been  discovered. 

Thus  the  authorship  (like  that  of  4507)  cannot  be  determined  with  certainty. 

If  not  from  Anoubion’s  original  poem,  4506-7  are  at  least  related  to  Anoubion,  in 

the  same  way  as  the  other  astrological  elegiac  adespota:  III  464  (late  iii  ad  pap.  roll), 

P.  Ryl.  Ill  488,  P.  Schubart  i6,  PSI  III  157  (all  ii  ad  papyrus  rolls),  the  pentameters  of 

the  modular  elegiac  horoscopes  interspersed  throughout  book  5  of  Manetho  (one  quoted 

as  from  Manetho  by  Hephaestion  2.4  p.  102.10- ii  Pingree  =  Manetho  5.167-9),  and 

the  astrological  elegiac  distichs  in  D.  Plagedorn  ed.,  Der  Hiobkommentar  des  Arianers  Julian 

(Berlin  1973)  255.5-1 1,  260.2-6,  cf.  introd.  LXVI-LXIX  on  Anoubion.  Some  of  these 
do  in  fact  find  parallels  scattered  throughout  the  text  of  Firmicus  (e.g.  books  3  and  4 

in  the  case  of  PSI  III  157).  Even  where  they  do  not  find  such  parallels,  a  case  can  be 

made  that  some  of  these  elegiacs  (where  textually  and  metrically  sound)  derive  from 

A.’s  poem.  A.  Ludwich  argued  that  they  all  do:  ‘Das  elegische  Lehrgedicht  des 

Astrologen  Anubion  und  die  Manethoniana’,  Philologus  63=N.S.  17  (1904)  116-34;  id. 

‘Nachlese  zu  den  Fragmenten  des  Astrologen  Anubion’,  Philologus  64  =  N.S.  18  (1905) 

280-3.  The  elegiac  distichs  attributed  to  lAvov^loov  kv  rote  kXeyetoic  by  Hephaestion  of 

I’hebes  and  Rhetorics  are  similarly  nowhere  paralleled  in  Firmicus.  In  any  event,  the 

case  for  Anoubion’s  authorship  of  all  these  elegiacs  is  stronger,  now  that  it  is  known 

(from  the  proem  preserved  in  4503,  with  4504-5  and  P.  Schubart  15)  that  his  work 

circulated  as  a  formal  didactic  poem.  For  III  464  see  the  corrections  of  Housman  in 

CR  17  (1903)  385-6;  W.  Kroll,  ‘Ein  astrologischer  Dichterling’,  Philologus  63  =  N.S.  17 

(1904)  135-8;  S.  Weinstock,  Cd’E  27  (1952)  216;  O.  Neugebauer  and  FI.  B.  van  Hoesen, 

‘Astrological  Papyri  and  Ostraca:  Bibliographical  Notes’,  Proceedings  of  the  American 

Philosophical  Society  108  (1964)  61  no.  122.  Like  4503-5  and  the  other  elegiac  adespota, 

4506  and  4507  both  recycle  expressions  from  Dorotheus  and  Manetho,  confirming  the 

hypothesis  of  Weinstock  (p.  2 1 6)  that  Anoubion  and  perhaps  other  writers  of  astrological 

epigrams  and  hexameters  reused  their  own  and  each  other’s  verses  in  compilation 
fashion,  as  the  Manethoniana  repeat  hexameters  of  Dorotheus. 

The  word  divisions  introduced  are  not  in  the  papyrus. 

Fr.  I 

i 

[  emKevTpoc 

[  ]oAou [  ]  pia  Koipaveovcav 

[  ]aAiy 
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5  [  ]  ,  OLO  TVX0VC[ 

[  ]to  TTaC 
[  jctdriixaTa  t  [ 

[  ]  Kev 
[  ]  Kara  v[ 

10  [  ]ovac 

[  ]  a  av 

[ 

3  ]  ,  horizontal  at  mid-level  projecting  as  from  t 

5  ] . )  ink,  arching  up  in  left  half  of  letter  space,  horizontal  at  top  line  in  right  half 

6  ]t,  centred  upright,  with  horizontal  connecting  at  right 

7  .  [ !  diagonal  cutting  left  under  horizontal  of  t,  with  sagging  bowl  underneath,  interpretable  as  left 
side  of  a 

8  ]k,  projecting  upper  and  lower  arms  as  of  k 

9  ]  ,  round  letter:  0,  w  after  Kara,  something  close  in,  rounded:  c,  e,  then  perhaps  a  diagonal  slojoing 

to  right,  as  in  left  half  of  v  and  apparently  ruling  out  previous  letter  as  u>,  followed  by  descender  slightly 

below  bottom  line,  as  of  p,  before  another  upright  on  the  line  connected  at  mid-line  to  a  curving  right  side 

(as  of  iy)  ligaturing  into  r 

1 0  at  line-end,  raised  stroke  of  punctuation 
# 

Fr.  I 

I

 

 

]6pe(^7jv:  perhaps  [wcTj-jep  'itjyqv,  cf  4504  ii  3,  7  and  notes  there. 

eiTl^KevTpoc'.  at  line-end  only  in  Manetho  only  at  4.193  Uvpoeic  ^aivovri  cvvwv  kTTiK^vrpoc. 
3  Koipaveoucavt  Manetho  i.i  Koipaveovrec,  350  Kotpavkovciv, 

Fr.  2 

i 

]...[ 

[  ]ar  ayayK  [ 

[  Ju/rtryc 

[  ]avorjca 

[  ]  eTTOl 

[  ]TOtj3aAAouc[ 

[  ]6‘ 

[  ]  KeVTpO  [ 

[  Jcty-nc 

4506.  AMOUBIOM  (?),  ELEGIACS  1 05 

Fr.  2  is  to  be  placed  more  or  less  directly  under  fr.  i ,  since  the  fibres  match,  with  
line-ends  aligning,  but 

precise  gap  unknown, 

1  This  line  could  be  the  lower  parts  of  the  letters  in  fr.  i  line  12,  but  readings  are
  too  tenuous  to  argue 

for  this.  r  r  ^  r  ^  . 

2  ayayK  [:  a  form  either  of  avdyKp  (Manetho  2.1  ye,  250,  4. i,  490,  604,,  5,7,  320,  6.07)  or
  ol  araysratoc 

(1.454,  2.400). 

3  ]tjp,n;c:  as  Dr  Coles  observes,  cf.  4503  back  fr.  2.6  cKexjiiv  erijrapip
c, 

8  last  letter  almost  entirely  obliterated:  c  or  r?  We  could  have  KivTpoy  or  again  kmKivTpoc 
 (fr.  i.i). 

9  First  letter  could  be  o,  but  if  this  is  a  pentameter,  a  short  syllable  will
  be  wanted.  Thus  a  c  falling 

forward? 

Fr.3 

i 

^evKOC/jiril 

]  KevTp  [ 

]vco(f>oy[ 

^Kpovov[ 

]..[ 

3  ]  ,  an  upright;  i,  or  right  side  of  r  4  ,  left  half  of  round  letter,  0  poss
ible,  but  left  open  at  top:  w? 

I  'I'hc  paragraphos  suggests  placement  near  the  beginning  of  the  line  (even  if  it  is  a  paragraphos  of  th
e 

exceptionally  long  variety,  such  as  appear  in  many  subliterary  texts,  e.g.  in  the  astrolo
gical  elegiacs  III  464, 

PSI  III  157).  But  alignment  in  register  on  front  discourages  placement  at  the  line  begin
nings  of  the  same 

column  as  frr.  1-2,  Therefore  col.  ii?  Placement  of  paragraphos  after  i  suggests  that  i  is  a  pentameter,  2  a 

hexameter. 

Fr.  4 

i 

JjSpTyTe 

]  ,  ,  [ 
]  avdpM[Tr]  [ 

]  ,  .'-o.po.[]T[ 

]Aoio 

]o^9aXjx[ 

5 



]wc,  [Jo  [ 

].[.  Jo[ 
].[ 
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4507.  AN0UBI0N(?),  ELEGIACS  107 

Written  in  a  now  brownish  ink.  Front  and  back  cannot  be  determined.  Size  of 

writing  and  spacing  between  lines  is  ample.  As  preserved,  no  accents  or  lectional  signs, 

nor  indications  about  the  treatment  of  elision.  No  word  or  syllabic  division  nor  any 

sign  of  correction,  but  a  respectable  copy  in  book  form. 
Word  divisions  have  been  introduced. 

2  f  deleted  with  diagonal  stroke  [ ,  upright:  iota,  or  left  side  e.g.  of  ■>) 

3  ]  ,  horizontal  along  bottom-line,  with  oblique  slanting  into  a,  probably  S 

4  before  1,  curving  left  hand  side  of  letter  with  low  sagging  stroke  coming  in  at  left;  (z? 

Apparently  line-ends  (i,  5)  but  allocation  of  hexameter  and  pentameter  is  difficult. 

3  av8pw\TT]  [:  Manetho  has  avBpummav  often  at  hexametcr-end,  esp.  in  book  5:  162,  183,  Qoo,  228,  280. 

5  ]Aoio:  perhaps  also  [cwdjSoio  (Manetho  5.185)  or  [dAd  Jxoio  (Manetho  1.7 1,  360)  should  be  considered. 

6  Jo^flaA/z):  probably  of  a  predicted  ailment,  e.g.  Manetho  4.155:  Mars  in  conjunction  with  the  Sun  and 

Moon  TT-fipuiciv  cTovdcccai'  kv  oi/iflaAfioici  riflijciv.  If  the  last  word  in  the  line,  then  both  5  and  6  arc  hexameters. 

D.  OBBINK 

4507.  Anoubion  (?),  Elegiacs 

I  iB.ii5/A(c)  fr.  1:6x2.2cm  Fourth  or  fifth  century 

+  /B(c)  Plates  XI-XII 

Three  fragfnents  from  a  codex  written  in  a  later  Biblical  maiuscule.  Elegiac  distichs 

are  written,  discoverable  from  the  metrical  shapes  of  preserved  line-ends.  There  are 

several  terms  reminiscent  of  the  epic-ionic  astrological  poetic  diction;  a  rare  poetic  term 

from  astrology  shared  with  Manetho  occurs  in  J,fr.  2.  But  the  preceding  and  following 

lines  do  not  match  M.’s  text  there,  being  in  any  case  hexameters  rather  than  penta¬ 
meters.  Nor  is  there  any  identifiable  overlap  with  sections  of  Firmicus  Maternus  to 

secure  an  identification  with  Anoubion  as  in  4503-5.  Nevertheless  the  fragments  are  of 

interest  for  the  survival  of  an  elegiac  carmen  astrologicum  into  the  later  period. 

The  hand  is  a  formal,  rounded  Biblical  capital  with  more  than  usual  contrast 

between  thick  and  thin  strokes  (e.g.  jfr.  1.2  in  the  hypsilon  in  ev  which  shows  in  addition 

the  precise  angle  of  the  pen)  and  between  wide  and  narrow  letters,  and  also  between 

square  letters  which  fill  the  space  between  top  and  bottom  line  and  round  ones  (epsilon, 

omicron,  sigma);  unfortunately  no  clear  example  of  omega.  Descenders  of  rho  and 

hypsilon  dive  below  the  base-line;  iota  projects  above  the  top  line,  and  likewise  the 

vertical  of  phi,  though  the  one  surviving  case  appears  to  be  restrained.  Tails  of  rho  and 

hypsilon  curve  back  to  left.  Otherwise  little  decoration.  Triangular  alpha  in  three  strokes 

adds  to  these  features  that  may  exhibit  the  lingering  influence  of  the  severe  style.  A 

good  comparison  is  III  411  (B.M.  Pap.  1523,  Life  of  Alcibiades),  GMAW^  no.  71,  parch¬ 
ment  codex,  fifth  century  (assigned),  with  similar  shading  but  less  contrast  between  tall 

square  and  narrow,  floating  round  letters. 

— >^Fr.  I 

[ 
[ 

[ 
]^tT/c  ejU,a0[ ]cf>payLC/j,aTa  [ 

1  e.g.  ^piciO[ev^y  second  half  ol  a  pentameter?  (If  so,  then  2  ought  to  be  a  hexameter,  and 

3  another  pentameter.) 
2  [,  horizontal  base  high  in  the  letter,  as  omicron  (or  perhaps  omega),  not  alpha

.  No  doubt 

c\(l)paytcpiara  iwtpa}[. 

->  Fr.  2 

[ 
[ 

[ 

].[.].[ 

]eAioto 

]0OTepa 

2  ’/flcAioio;  the  Homeric  form,  similarly  at  Manetho  5.50  and  often;  at  line-end:  i.i  10,  342,  4.37,  2.301, 

4- '53.  5-"2. 

^Fr.  3 

]  rjvT]  KapKiv[ 
^OrjXv  Kai  app[ JSioca  [ 

]  CUCTT)  [ 
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1  ]  ,  projecting  foot  or  base  at  right,  lambda  or  delta  or  best  mu,  i.e.  M-qv  q  or  Mijvi).  At  end:  Kapicivl. 

2  A  prediction  for  both  a  masculine  and  feminine  geniture, 

3  [,  S  or  A  followed  by  something  very  round:  epsilon,  unless  XB.  ff  d  loc  ( =  luppiter),  then  the  following 

alpha  must  be  long,  e.g.  not  aS€[A'^— . 

iFr.  I 

[  ]  ocevcxfjlJ-[Mv? 

[  ]  K€vo8poiJ,eov[ 

2  ,  oc:  tail  of  p,  or 

If  the  horizontal  ink  under  the  first  two  letter-traces  in  line  2  is  the  end  of  a  paragraphos,  then  this  is 

likely  to  be  a  pentameter,  and  we  would  have  line  beginnings, 

3  KevoSpoij.eov[]  a  rare  poetic  term  from  astrology  referring  to  the  rising  or  setting  of  a  sign  without  the 

accompaniment  of  another.  Only  once  in  Manctho  1.486  aici  §’  Iv  yevedXrjci  Kevohpopidovca  SeXrjfq.  Here 

yeveBX'pct.,  at  any  rate,  did  not  precede;  it  is  impossible  to  tell  whether  the  remainder  of  the  line  was  the  same 

here,  but  the  preceding  and  following  line  do  not  correspond  with  Manetho’s. 

iFr.  2 

]....[.]..[ 
J/ca-TTpo  ̂   [ 

]TTaTpLKa[ 

2  ]Ka7Tpo  [:  After  omicron  there  is  a  vertical,  followed  by  a  diagonal  descending  to  lower  right  (giving 

the  impression  of  nu),  but  also  definitely  diagonal  ink  ascending  to  upper  right,  fully  eompatible  with  kappa, 

though  (as  often  in  the  scribe’s  kappa)  neither  of  the  diagonals  connect  to  the  upright.  Reading  kappa,  we 

could  articulate  e.g,  -ij/rd  Tipd  k[  or  npoirl;  Manctho  has  several  times  ttpokotttj,  and  6.200  rrpoKvXkaca  in  a 

hexameter . without  /ca  preceding.  But  ]/<:a7rpo«:[  yields  nothing.  The  same  sequence  of  traces  can  be  inter¬ 

preted  as  iota  followed  by  a  diamond-shaped  phi  (cf  fr.  2.3).  If  so,  Kanpoi  (e.g.  i^|ayc'p,6r)  may  refer  to  a 

predicted  fate  of  being  devoured  by  wild  beasts,  as  at  Manetho  6.192-4: 

Kal  Surajr  YBypoeLC,  ottot’  dr  Kpovoc  copovop.'qrrj, 

capKoj36pot.c  O-qpclv  rrapryn  yerveopLevor  avSpa' 

rj  yap  vac  KarrpwLO  UTreerp  XrvKov  oSovra. 

(The  passage  goes  on  to  add  rending  by  the  claws  of  a  panther  or  the  teeth  of  a  lion.)  This  is  the  only 

occurrence  of  Kairpioc  in  Manctho  (who  never  uses  the  less  poetic  Ka-npoc). 

3  Trarpurdy  ‘inheritance’,  ‘patrimony’?  Or  rrarpt  Ka[t? 
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iFr.  3 

] . [ 
J  aAAa  [ 

Obscured  traces  of  two  more  lines 

3-4  Letters  arc  present,  but  fading  of  the  ink  and  darkening  of  the  papyrus  and  encrusted  dirt  have 

almost  entirely  obscured  them. 

D.  OBBINK 
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4508.  Prose  Mentioning  Aristopeianes 

88/474(a)  11,13.3x  5011  Second  century Plate  XV 

Four  fragments  of  a  roll  containing  a  work  of  prose.  There  is  a  lower  margin  of 

1 .7  cm  in  fr.  i ;  fr.  3  preserves  part  of  the  intercolumniurn  on  its  right.  A  kollesis  is  visible 

near  the  right-hand  edge  of  fr.  3.  If  the  restorations  proposed  below  for  fr.  1.9-1 1  have 

any  chance  of  being  true,  the  original  line  length  may  be  estimated  at  14-17  letters, 

that  is  3.6  cm;  but  this  is  perhaps  unlikely,  see  1.7-1 1  n.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres. 
There  is  nothing  on  the  back. 

The  hand,  medium-sized  and  informal,  is  of  the  general  type  in  which  many 

commentaries  and  hypotheses  were  written.  The  letters  do  not  always  have  the  same 

ductus,  and  ligatures  are  often  admitted,  tt  has  its  right-hand  leg  curved,  c  is  made  in 

two  movements,  with  the  cap  traced  later,  v  appears  either  as  a  sweeping  shallow  curve 

on  a  long  stem  or  v-shaped,  cu  is  flat-based.  Some  features,  like  the  lop-sided  triangular 

ornicron  and  the  broad  sweeping  top  of  upsilon,  have  parallels  in  a  group  of  literary 

hands  commonly  ascribed  to  the  later  second  century,  see  XXXIV  2683  introd.  (LXIV 

4405  is  another  fragment  of  the  same  manuscript;  the  hand  is  now  assigned  to  the  late 

second/ early  third  century,  but  I  see  no  reason  to  uphold  the  later  terminus;  cf  also 

M.  W.  Haslam,  LVII  3878  introd.).  But  this  hand  does  not  have  the  highly  stylised 

narrow  e,  9,  c,  or  not  consistently  (straight-backed  epsilon  twice,  but  elsewhere  broad 

and  round).  A  date  within  the  latter  half  of  the  second  century  seems  likely. 

The  chief  point  of  interest  is  the  reference  to  Aristophanes’  ^QpaL.  Only  a  few 

fragments  of  this  play  (frr.  577-89)  have  been  transmitted  through  the  indirect  tradition. 

Its  plot  centred  on  the  quarrel  between  the  established  and  the  new  gods  (for  an  analysis 

see  J.  Moreau,  Nouv.  Clio  6  (1954)  327  IT.).  It  is  probable  that  shortly  after  the  point 

where  fr.  i  breaks  ofT a  quotation  was  given.  What  precedes  the  reference  to  ̂ S2pat  gives 
little  clue  as  to  its  content. 

The  only  lectional  sign  in  evidence  is  a  circumflex  in  fr.  4.2.  Given  that  there  must 

have  been  at  least  one  verse  of  poetry  cited  in  this  work,  and  that  circumflexes  are 

more  at  home  in  a  poetic  text,  we  could  think  of  a  quotation  from  poetry. 

The  nature  of  the  text  is  not  clear.  The  content  might  lead  us  to  think  of  a 

commentary,  perhaps  on  a  comic  play.  But  there  is  more  than  one  kind  of  prose  that 

could  include  quotations,  and  didascalic  material,  if  that  is  to  be  recognised  in  fr.  2, 

such  as  treatises  on  literary  criticism,  literary  biographies,  anecdotal  works,  etc. 

Amrnonios’  Kaip,w8ovpLevoi,  a  work  discussing  various  individuals  satirised  in  Old 
Comedy,  is  no  more  than  a  possibility. 

I  am  grateful  to  Professor  W.  Luppe  for  the  suggestions  quoted. 
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Fr.  I 

]oAa[ 
]-^S[ ]ct[ 

l^o-.  [.  .  .  .]“PT  [ 

5  ]ept[ 
Jc(j)vXaicrjCTn\ 

^apiaS7]CTajvl 

]  a)VKaXXiov[ 

]ro(f)avrjcey  [ 

10  ]apayeLTaca)p[ 
]oucac77pocTo[ 

(foot) 

]c  ijsvXaKTjC  7Tt[ 

X]apMSr]c  Tcov[  (or  t&  v[) 

]  ojv  KaXXiov  [ 
jlpic\TO(f>dvric  ev  [ 

Trjapdyet  rdc  "Qp[ac 

— Joucac  Trpdc  to[ 

4  I  [ ,  possibly  top  of  descending  oblique,  but  see  note  below  8  ]  ,  horizontal  trace  between  the 

elements  of  the  first  loop  of  <0:  part  of  the  crossbar  of  a  letter  such  as  t?  9  ,  [ .  small  left-hand  arc 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  4 

]  .  .  [ 
]  f 

]co.[ 

]TO(^tA[ 

]am[  ]  [ 

'\(f)av8[ 

]vt8'))c[ ]  [ 
]SeSet[ ]  .oa.  .  [ 

]  vcia  [ 

]  pcai7T[ 

]  .  No[ 

]covi  [ 

]  iKaX  [ 

■je/ept  [ 

]ev7)  [ 

]acT[ 
1  [ 

l.xp'-''.  [ 

]AAt  [ 

]0eci[ 

]ouy  [ 

Fr.  q  I  ]  ,  lower  part  of  o?  1 ,  i),  e  or  left-hand  part  of  tt  4  ]  ,  right-hand  part  of  high 

horizontal  [ ,  left-hand  part  of  e  (?),  then  large  ink  smudge  that  has  covered  also  the  ensuing  letter 

5  ]  ,  linkstroke;  i  or  p  with  minute  circlet  6  [ ,  upright  joining  descending  oblique  to  top  right  (r?) 

8  ]  ,  curved  trace  at  two-thirds  height,  perhaps  a  link-stroke  only  [ ,  curved  back  on  edge  10  ],,,[> 

(all  traces  on  the  horizontal  tear)  top  of  upright;  top  of  descending  oblique;  short  high  horizontal 
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Fr.  3  I  ]  ,  right-hand  tip  of  horizontal  at  two-thirds  height  (linkstrokc?)  3  1  lower  part  of 
descending  oblique  joining  upright  to  right  4  ]  ,  descending  oblique  joining  upright  at  foot  (r) 

7  ] , ,  right-hand  tip  of  high  horizontal  one  y  } 

^  ^  Fr  4  I  [ ,  lower  left-hand  arc  followed  by  long  descender  curved  leftwards  at  foot  (A  or  Jj)  a  1 
rising  oblique  trace  at  two-thirds  height,  perhaps  only  a  link-stroke  5  ]  ,  lower  part  of  descending oblique  joining  adjacent  upright,  link-stroke  or  part  of  a  [ ,  low  trace  on  edge 

Fr.  1 

4  Ihc  trace  at  the  right-hand  edge  docs  not  exclude  c  (upper  left-hand  corner),  and  in  view  of  1.  n  one 
may  think  of  some  form  of  Apic[TO<lidur,c.  But  a  is  also  possible,  and  one  may  think  orZlapialS-  (I.uppc) 
see  below  7  n.  

-1  r  .  l  \  n  '-y, 

5  TTiB^amTlTiTa  rrjepi)  is  one  possibility  among  many  (also  in  6  7n[6av-~  might  be  considered) 
6  ̂vXaKfic.  The  word  is  attested  in  too  wide  a  range  of  meanings  to  cast  any  light  on  this  passage  nor 

is  It  clear  how  any  of  the  towns  called  tSuAa/ci)  would  be  relevant.  Before  it,  nijjc  is  a  possibility 
7  ZlapidS^c.  The  identity  of  the  person  and  the  reason  for  which  he  is  mentioned  here  are  obscure 

Docs  he  relate  to  Kalhas  and/or  the  Aristophanic  play?  Or  docs  he  belong  to  a  different  part  of  the  narration 
where  the  broken  lines  i-6  also  belong?  The  name  is  attested  in  Euphro  fr.  1.7  and  Sosip.  fr.  i.ij-  both 
come  from  third  century  comedies,  and  arc  monologues  delivered  by  cooks.  But  it  is  hard  to  associate’ them 

7  m  T  uncommon  in  classical  Athens, 
r  ^  of  Greek  Personal  Names  ii  s.v.It  may  be  legitimate  to  think  of  a  contemporary 

0  Kalhas.  Some  officials  at  the  end  of  the  fifth  century  bear  this  name,  cf.  PA  s.v.,  and  one  may  think  of  a topical  lelerence  in  a  comedy  or  of  some  sort  of  didascalic  information. 

nff-  •'!  worth  noting  that  there  is  an  Athenian  strategos  named  XapoedSyc,  cf  R.  Develin,  Alhenian 
^laals  684-321  B  C.  (1989)  450.  He  was  killed  in  427,  so  he  was  a  contemporary  of  Kallias  and  Aristophanes, ine  itacistic  mistake,  t  for  ot,  cannot  be  ruled  out,  but  cannot  be  proved. 

8  ]  yu;.,  Perfiaps  to  be  taken  with  the  tow  of  the  previous  line,  especially  if  the  original  line  length  was 
s  ort,  but  see  below  7-1 1  n.  The  possibility  that  it  is  the  ending  of  a  name  and  the  ensuing  genitive  a patronymic  may  also  be  considered,  but  I  am  unable  to  propose  any  identification. 

scholion  on  Luc.  lou.  trag.  48,  Aristophanes  made  mention  of  Kallias  in  Horae 

-Ar.  fr  583).  He  is  the  same  person  as  the  one  referred  to  in  Ran.  428-30  and  501,  Kallias  son  ofHipponikos (not  to  be  confused  with  his  paternal  grandfather,  also  named  KaXXlac  'hrroviKov),  whose  reputation  as  a 
socialite  and  womaniser  provided  humorous  material  for  Cratinus  and  possibly  Eupolis.  For  this  figure  cf 
J.  K.  Davies,  Athenian  Propertied  Families  600-300  b.  c.  ( 1 97 1 )  256  ff.  and  Dover’s  commentary  ad  locc.  ’ e  context  of  this  reference  to  Kallias  (cf  frr.  3.8,  4.5)  is  unclear.  Although  there  is  no  evidence  to  the 
contrary,  it  does  not  seem  likely  that  he  was  one  of  the  characters  of  the  play.  Perhaps  he  only  served  for  a 
comparison  and/or  as  an  example,  in  much  the  same  manner  as  in  Ranae.  If  so,  we  may  think  that  the 
purpose  of  the  passage  adduced  from  Horae  was  to  illustrate  a  point  regarding  Kallias 

9  y[paic?  The  surviving  trace  allows  w.  In  commentaries  references  to  an  author’s  work  were 
ormulated  by  er-b  dative  or  by  the  dative  alone,  with  or  without  the  article.  But  there  can  be  no  certainly about  this  articulation.  

^ 

10  rr]apdyeo  ‘introduces  on  the  stage’,  ‘represents’,  cf  LSJ  s.v.  Illb.  In  this  sense  and  construction  it  is ™t  infrequently  found  in  the  scholia  on  dramatic  authors,  cf  a  scholion  on  Nu.  534  (534a  Holwerda)  Co^ckX^c 
cv  nAcKTpa  bpa/aari  Jcfnlv-pv  irapdyei  yodc  kveyKovcav  etc.,  and  IF  on  E.  Med.  1386  ti)v  yap  MrjSeiav  napdyei 
npoc  avTov  eirroBcav  (and  a  quotation  follows).  

^  ̂  

ihe  'Qpai  composed  the  chorus  of  the  play,  cf  Moreau,  loc.  cit.  327  If 

f  U  '  -'"’'J®"™''  "Houcac)  and  to  [v  (or  ro[vc);  a  character’s  name  must  have 
followed,  and  then  a  citation  of  the  Horae’s  words;  for  the  construction  XXya,  srpoc  nva  see  4521  930  n  Of course  srpoc  to\  may  be  the  beginning  of  their  quotation.  But  there  are  more  possibilities,  e.g.  kvoyK\ovcac as  in  the  first  parallel  above,  etc. 

7 -I  I  Since  the  sense  may  run  on  directly  from  10  to  ii,  it  is  tempting  to  assume  a  short  line  and 
restore: 
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X^apidhrjc  TCoy[  c.  4 

(DV  KaWiov  [6  S’  Mpt— 

cjro^driyc  kv  ’'Q\paic 
10  Tr\apdyeL  rdc  "Qp\ac  Xe— 

y]ovcac  irpoc  ro[ 

That  leaves  very  little  space  to  restore  a  connection  between  Chariadcs  
and  Kallias  in  7-8.  Similarly 

5  -6  might  belong  closely  together.  But  I  do  not  see  how  to  restore  
this  in  detail;  and  if  we  look  for  'Apic  [ropav- 

in  4,  the  original  line  must  have  been  longer  (unless  what  1  take  as  r 
 in  3  is  upsilon;  in  that  case  we  get 

/l/!)ic[Toi^]dTOu[c,  the  expected  length,  but  v  is  palaeographically  
difficult).  It  will  be  safer  to  assume  that  the 

liMS  were  in  fact  longer.  (Professor  Liippe  exempli  gmtia  suggests  restoring  X]
apidS'r]c  twv  [olxejTwr  (or 

[SijiaojTajv)  KaXXiov.  [xai  M/3i|c]TO<^dr4c  ktA.,  while  in  line  6  th
ere  would  be  room  only  for  a  form  of  7ti[cto'c, 

un£s  we  restore  rjsvXaK^c  ttIIBusv.  He  remarks  that  in  7  there  is  no  space 
 for  a  connective  particle,  hence 

what  comes  before  should  be  a  lemma,  and  we  arc  dealing  with  an  hypomnema.
) 

Fr.  2 

1  Evtt\oX-  is  one  possibility. 

3  ̂lAwjw'Sijc,  one  of  the  producers  of  Aristophanes’  plays,  is  an  obvious,
  but  not  the  sole,  candidate; 

for  names  with  this  ending  sec  A  Hxicon  of  Greek  Personal  Names  ii  493  f  It  may
  not  be  unrelated  to  >l>iX[  in  2 

and  join-  in  fr.  3.5.  The  other  producer  Kallistratos  may  have  been  named  in  fr
r.  3.8,  4.5. 

6,  8  ]«/<pw[  can  be  read  in  6,  ]f/cp»'?[  or  ro[  in  8.  There  may  be 
 some  form  of  Kplveiv  in  both,  or  of 

bnoKpioeceai,  if  this  passage  is  concerned  with  the  production  of  the  plays,  cf 
 on  3.  The  Vita  of  Aristophanes 

seems  to  have  Philonides  and  Aristophanes  acting  his  own  plays  in  roughly  the  same 
 context:  pijSlr  p-pv 

iimoKplvacOal  -riroc  ToA/aoirroc,  81’  iavToi)  b  Mpicro^drijc  vrreKpCvaTO  (Test,  1 .  1 3  f  in  PCG
  III. 2).  Professor  Luppe 

thinks  that,  if  we  arc  dealing  with  a  commentary,  it  could  be  that  ]ei<:piy[  (6)  belon
gs  to  a  lemma,  and  is 

picked  up  by  ]cxpn’e|  (8)  in  the  exegesis. 

9  uTTo  ]  ̂ect[c/r  would  fit  a  didascalic  context. 

Fr.  3 

4  diolyiicia  is  an  easy  guess. 

8

 

 

KajAAi-one  pos.sibility,  cf  1.8,  4.5. 

Fr.4 

2  -]^ar.  Perhaps  an  infinitive  ending,  such  as,  c.g.,  rpvpav. 

4  ]  pcai7r[,  ■n]epcai  {Hepcai.  or  e.g.  Siairepcai)  cannot  b
e  confirmed. 

5  KaAA[  possible,  cf  1.8,  3.8;  2.3  n. 

N.  GONIS 

4509.  Commentary  on  Ar.  Vespae 

88/1 13(a)  Fr.  I  3.8  X  7.5  cm  Second  century 

’  Plate,  XV 

Five  fragments  from  a  commentary  on  Aristophanes  Vespo.6]  the  most  substantial 

(fr.  i)  refers  to  w.  36-4.1.  Fr.  i  preserves  a  lower  margin  of  2.4  cm;  0.3  cm  of  the 

intercolumnium  survives  on  the  left  of  fr.  5.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres.  The  backs 

of  frr.  I  and  4  are  blank,  but  those  of  frr.  2  and  3  carry  cursive  writing  (from  a  land 
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register?);  this  might  suggest  that  frr.  2  and  3  come  from  a  different  roll,  but  I  see  no 
other  reason  to  think  so. 

The  hand  is  semi-cursive,  of  the  kind  that  is  often  called  ‘scholiastic’.  Letters  usually 
touch,  and  in  certain  cases  are  ligatured  to  each  other.  Note  the  irregularity  of  the 

ductus  of  some  letters:  v  sometimes  in  the  conventional  shape  but  sometimes  with  the 

diagonal  joining  the  right-hand  hasta  half  way  up,  and  v,  usually  v-shaped  but  once 

Y-shaped.  Other  remarkable  letter  forms  include  e  with  protruding  mid-stroke  separated 

from  the  curve,  the  semi-cursive  ij,  k  u-shaped,  tt  with  top  and  right-hand  hasta  in  a 

single  flow,  (js  with  very  prolonged  stem.  The  script  may  be  assigned  to  the  second 

century,  preferably  to  the  latter  half  It  shares  certain  significant  features  with  Schubart, 

PGB  32b,  a  document  of  c.  qoo,  and  BGU  V  1210  {Gnomon  of  the  Idios  Ij)gos)  of  c.  170. 

The  cursive  hand  on  the  back  of  frr.  2  and  3  can  be  placed  in  the  first  half  of  the 
third  century. 

Because  of  its  fragmentary  nature,  the  precise  layout  of  the  commentary  cannot 

be  established  with  certainty.  Lemmata  may  consist  of  a  series  of  verses  (1.8- 10),  or  a 

single  verse  (i.i?),  or  aphrase  (1.7?);  in  1.6  an  individual  word  is  picked  out  and  glossed. 

The  commentator  is  selective.  Not  every  verse  is  represented  (we  pass  straight  from 

V.  36  to  v.  38,  it  seems);  and  despite  the  long  lemmata,  not  every  word  in  them  will 

have  been  annotated,  as  we  can  judge  from  1.  8,  where  ̂ [dAAair’  is  copied  in  the  lemma 
although  it  must  already  have  been  explained  at  its  first  appearance  in  v.  35. 

Lemmata  often  begin  in  mid-line.  It  seems  that  they  were  set  off  by  a  short  blank 

space  from  thfe' preceding  comment  (1.8)  and  probably  from  the  ensuing  exegesis  too 
(see  1.6  n).  Since  the  margin  is  lost,  it  is  impossible  to  know  whether  they  were  further 

marked  by  ekthesis  (as  in  e.g.  XIX  2221)  or  by  critical  signs  {diplai)  or  punctuation 

{paragraphoi)\  parallels  show  that  such  means  of  highlighting  the  quoted  text  were  widely 

current,  cf  K.  McNamee,  Marginalia  and  Commentaries  in  Greek  Literary  papyri  (Diss.  Duke 

'977)  34  f- 

No  lectional  signs  are  in  evidence.  There  is  one  case  of  elision  made  tacitly  (1.8). 

Abbreviation  by  suspension  occurs  twice  (1.4,  8). 

Although  not  much  remains,  verbal  similarities  allow  a  connection  with  the  scholi¬ 

astic  tradition  to  be  made.  The  wording  of  the  comments  on  v.  36,  contained  in  1.2-6, 

has  many  affinities  with  the  existing  scholia.  Furthermore,  if  the  restoration  suggested 

in  1.4-5  below  holds  true,  it  is  notable  that  this  commentary  combines  two  notes 

which  appear  separately  in  the  medieval  scholia,  each  in  a  distinct  family  of  manuscripts 

(27*^  arid  2A);  i.e.  it  testifies  to  a  state  of  the  exegesis  before  it  was  excerpted  and 

dispersed.  I'his  general  relationship  comes  as  no  surprise.  Compare  the  very  similar 
case  in  XI  1371,  where  the  marginalia  on  Mu.  i-i  1  coincide  with  those  of  R  and  V  iti 

both  content  and  wording,  cf  K.  Dover,  Aristophanes  Frogs  96. 

We  suspect  that  the  commentators  of  the  Roman  period  drew  on  earlier  work 

mainly  through  the  variorum  commentaries  of  Didymos.  We  know  of  two  names, 

Symmachos  and  Phaeinos,  and  of  some  others  referred  to  simply  as  ‘some  others’.  The 
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date  of  Phaeinos  is  uncertain;  Symmachos,  if  he  was  cited  by  Herodian  (1.319.28  f), 

must  have  been  active  in  the  second  century  or  earlier,  not  too  distant  from  the  date 

of  our  text.  But  of  course  there  is  no  particular  reason  to  attribute  that  text  to  either 

of  them.  (For  literature  on  scholiastie  activity  regarding  Aristophanes  seej.  Henderson, 

Lysistrata  Ivii  n.  7.) 

If  the  dating  proposed  is  right,  it  seems  that  this  is  the  oldest  surviving  commentary 

on  a  play  of  Aristophanes  known  from  the  medieval  tradition.  The  other  co
mmentaries 

on  Aristophanes  which  survive  on  papyrus  are  VI  856  ( =  Pack-Mertens  138)  on 

Acharnenses  (hi),  PRain  III  20  (  =  Pack-Mertens  146.1)  on  Nuhes  (v),  PRain  
I  34-l-PVmd 

29833G  (  =  . Pack-Mertens  149.2)  on  Pax  (v),  and  two  on  lost  comedies,  XXXV  2737  (  = 

Ar.  fr.  590,  i/ii)  and  PFlor  II  1 12  (  =  Ar.  fr.  591,  ii/iii).  On  Aristophanie  comme
ntaries 

see  McNamee,  op.  cit.  187  ff. 

What  survives  docs  not  suffice  to  justify  a  confident  assessment  of  the  scope  and 

quality  of  this  commentary.  It  seems  to  have  been  more  extensive  and  elaborate  (note 

in  the  comment  on  v.36)  than  856,  which  conveys  only  simple  prosopographic  and 

glossographic  information.  Whether  it  was  as  learned  as  2737,  it  is  impossible  to  tell: 

in  what  we  have  the  discussion  is  not  very  deep,  but  I  doubt  whether  it  could  have 

gone  any  deeper  on  this  particular  passage. 

With  the  exception  of  a  mistake  in  v.sg,  the  lemmata  contribute  nothing  new 
towards  the  text  of  the  play. 

I  am  again  indebted  to  Professor  W.  Luppe  for  his  help  with  this  text. 

Fr.  I 

]i^f _ OTPf.  [ 

]  KXea)vaKaKq[ 

]Tra(f>Xay°avrov  [ 

5  J  Xa^eiprjpSe  [ 

]  ep.7re(/)UCi7|U.e[ 

]  OVTOWVTTVLOV  [ 

]  ju."  rj97]ij,iapa(l>[ 
^ovSrjfioy  [ 

10  ]  era  Siicra  [ 
(foot) 

(36)  (l>wvfj]v  kfp7re'!Tp7]iJi€y\7j  voc 
t6]v  KXiojva  KaKo[ 

]  na(f>Xay6{va)  avrdp  [ 
7ra\(f)Xd^eiv.  ̂ p  Se  [ 

]  kpLTTe(j)Vcrjp,€  [prjc 

I  OP  TOVVVTTVIOP  [ 

(39)  ]  p.^  rjO’  7]  jittapd  i^[dAAtttv’ (4.0)  jSdeiJov  Siy/iov  [ 

(41)  jSoujAerai  8uc:Tdy[at 

I  ]  [ ,  dots  on  line,  probably  feet  of  uprights  2  e  ,  foot  of  ascending  oblique  followed  by 

a  lower  arc  at  one-third  height  and  another  right-facing  at  lower  right;  lower  par
t  of  upright,  then  another 
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strongly  curved  at  the  foot,  together  ij  or  tt;  lower  part  of  left-hand  curve;  same  as  second  [ ,  foot  of 

upright  curved  to  left  3  ]  ,  upright  4  [ ,  curved  back  5  ]  ,  speck  at  onc-third  height 

[ ,  upright  6  ]  ,  tip  of  upper  curve,  specks  below  (c?)  7  ]  ,  low  horizontal  trace  curving 

upwards  at  the  end  (flattish  lower  curve?)  [ ,  letter-foot  on  edge  8  ]  ,  right-hand  part  of  p.  or  cu 

9  .  [  >  triangular  apex  to],  lower  part  of  descending  oblique  a  ,  top  of  upright  [ ,  low  trace 
on  edge 

Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  4 

Fr.  5 

].«^[].[ ].[ 
]  .«P[ 

.[ 

]  .'■cMcw  [ ]/40w.  [ 
]t<aTa[ 

TTO  [ 

]tcoAacav[ ]cov[ 

]  cou[ 

Ae7r[ 

]pTa^ovc  [ 

]€iy[ 

..]e[ 

Jptouc  [ 

]  .  ̂>^0  .  [ 

].e[ 

].ot[ 

Fr.  2  I  ]  ,  foot,  gap,  descending  oblique  joining  upright  at  mid-height  (v?)  [ ,  low  traces  (foot  of 

upright?)  2  ]  ,  upper  right-hand  arc  [ ,  left-hand  oblique  and  apex  of  A  or  p.  4  [ ,  upright 

5

 

 

,  ,  ,  [ ,  top  of  S,  A,  (first  half  of)  jx,  followed  by  shallow  upper  arc  and  high  horizontal  6  ]  ,  foot  of 

curve  (or  descending  oblique  curved  at  foot)  [ ,  high  dot  7  ]  ,  upright  (?) 

3  I  ] ,  [ ,  traces  compatible  with  low  horizontal  2  [ ,  foot  of  ascending  oblique  5  ]  , 

right-hand  part  of  top  horizontal 

Fr.  4  I  ]  ,  traces  admitting  long  upright,  as  of  p  3  ]  ,  lower  part  of  the  tail  of  a? 

Fr.  5  1  ]  [ ,  lower  curve  2  ,  [ ,  curved  back  (c  strongly  suggested)  3  it[  ,  its  right-hand 

leg  shorter  than  usual;  if  not  w,  y  joining  upright  or  left-hand  curve 

Fr.  1 

2  (Lemma,  v.  36.)  :  iixneTrprjfiiprji/  R  S  Luc.:  ifj.-ire-rrp-qp.ev'qc  F  (rightly):  ifnrf.TTprjcp.4vT)v  V: 

ip.TTe'npricp.ivric]  Greg.  The  papyrus  preserves  the  correct  spelling,  without  sigma,  but  it  is  not  certain 

which  of  the  two  participle  endings  it  will  have  had;  it  may  have  had  -'pc,  if  the  first  visible  trace  in  6  belongs 

to  the  sigma  of  epuTenp'ppiev'p]  c,  see  below  6  n. 

3-6  carry  the  comments  on  36,  which  refer  to  Aristophanes’  handling  of  the  figure  of  Klcon  in  Equites. 

Cross-references  to  other  plays  are  common  in  the  scholiastic  tradition,  and  ancient  commentaries  are  not 

an  exception.  Although  no  mention  is  made  of  any  particular  play  in  the  scholia,  it  may  be  that  h  (roic) 

'Ittttcvci  was  written  at  some  point  in  the  papyrus,  in  much  the  same  way  as  in  2737. 
3  KaKo[.  Perhaps  xa/ro  [</>ojroc  (Luppe),  cf  £  on  Eq.  248:  toOto  hi  ical  etc  to  KaKOtjiwvov  avroO  (i.e. 

KXecuvoc).  KaKo[Xoyci  is  another  possibility,  but  I  think  it  less  likely. 

4“"5  F[a(f)Xay6[va)  avTov  [  —  —  Traj^Ad^etr.  Cf.  £  34:  Kat  .natl)Xay6va  wapd  rd  'i7cul>Xd^€iv  rf}  (ftcovjj.  It 
is  likely  that  the  wording  of  the  commentary  was  not  much  different  from  that  of  the  scholia,  with  a  verb  of 

saying  after  avrov,  such  as  bvop.dl,ci,  which  is  palaeographically  possible  (its  first  omicron  suits  the  trace  on 

the  edge).  Assuming  a  line  of  c.  40  letters,  there  would  be  more  than  enough  room  for  e.g.  ainov  6[ro/u.d^ei 

Trapd  TO  Tfj  {/iojvfj  rraJ^Ad^eiv. 

This  etymology  is  also  given  in  the  scholion  on  Eq.  gig  (giga  Jones-Wilson),  Bust.  360.  28,  et  al.  Its 

occurrence  in  the  commentary  XXXV  2741  fr.  iB  hi  ig  f  (  =  Eup.  Fr.  ig2.  135  f)  is  noteworthy  (common 
source?). 

4509.  COMMFJfTARY  ONAR.  VESPAE  1 1 7 

What  follows  should  also  refer  to  Kleon,  adding  something  new  to  his  picture.  There  is 
 a  remarkable 

resemblance  to  the  beginning  of  one  of  the  notes  composing  on  36  (36a  Kostcr)  Si  Kat  T-qv  
oi/nv  dpyaXioc. 

The  trace  before  the  break  is  not  incompatible  with  kappa,  and  it  may  be  that  our  comment
ary  contained 

virtually  the  same  text. 

6  ejLt7re^uc4p.e  [ri7c.  This  is  the  gloss  for  £p.TT€7TpT}p.evpc  in  36b.  Ihe  distance  between  the  first  epsilon 

and  the  previous  trace  is  larger  than  that  normal  between  letters,  equal  to  t
he  width  of  one  letter.  If  not 

accidental,  I  suppose  this  is  a  space  left  blank  intentionally  to  distinguish  the  gloss 
 from  what  preceded.  It  is 

not  an  unreasonable  guess  that  the  gloss  followed  the  word  it  glossed;  hence  we  may  think  th
at  in  the  papyrus 

e/iTTEirpij/aCTT/c  originally  stood  before  ipnTetf>vcrip,i  [vrje.  I'his  can  be  supported  by
  two  facts:  (i)  the  trace  on 

the  edge,  that  is  the  remnant  of  the  last  letter  of  the  preceding  word,  allows  and  in  fact  sug
gests  sigma;  (ii) 

lemmata  are  customarily  distinguished  from  the  annotation  by  spacing.  We  could 
 then  restore  5-6  on  the 

lines  of  Se  K[at  T-qv  oif/tv  dpyaXcoc.  (vac.')  ep.TTe'jTp'qp.ivr]]c  [vac.)  ep77e0ucTjp.e  [rye. 

The  insertion  of  the  lemma  which  had  already  appeared  above  served  to  make  the  se
quence  more 

intelligible.  This  need  also  prompted  the  appearance  of  lemmata  in  lengthy  marginalia
,  cf  McNamce, 

op.  cit.  183. 

7  ]  or  TOvvvTfviov.  38  runs  ot,ci  KdKicrov  tovvvttvlov  ̂ vpepe  ca-npac.  The  first  trace  after  the  break  suggests 

y,  K,  or  ir;  it  does  not  seem  to  allow  t,  i.e.  (cdxicjTor.  It  is  tempting  to  tak
e  tovvvttvlov  as  lemma,  but  there  is 

no  blank  space  before  tovpvttplov,  as  might  be  expected  if  a  new  lemma  were  to
  begin.  It  may  thus  be  that 

line  7  contains  comment  or  paraphrase  (xajgdr  Toivv-rrvwp?),  which  might  co
ntinue  the  exposition  in  3-6,  or 

expound  a  new  lemma  now  lost  between  6  and  7.  Alternatively,  we  could 
 assume  that  the  scribe  was 

inconsistent  in  leaving  spaces,  and  take  Tobvvnviop  as  lemma;  and  that  it  was  preceded
  by  xaxtcjror,  with  r 

in  a  form  diflcrent  from  elsewhere  (Luppe,  who  draws  my  attention  to  the  variabl
e  ductus  of  other  letters,  see 

above  introd.  para.  2).  If  this  holds,  we  may  restore  §[vpcr]c  (palaeographically  pos
sible  and  not  distinguished 

from  the  lemma  in  any  way;  note  that  scholia  exist  only  for  ̂ ilpcyc  cawpSc). 

8  ]  /a".  The  letter  on  the  edge  is  almost  certainly  omega;  the  raised  letter  should 
 indicate  a  suspension 

of  the  same  type  as  Tra^Xayoiya)  in  1.  4*  This  ]cpjaaj(  )  apparently  ends  a  comment
  on  something  in  v.  38  or 

earlier.  The  surviving  scholia  provide  no  match,  but  clearly  some  form  of  Kuspi
pSelv  would  not  be  out  of 

place,  cf  on  35.  The  scholia  vetera  note:  on  ̂ vpcoirwXpc  and  ;3opcoiTcoAyc  yap  6  KXiuiv.  I  would  thus 

suggest  that  the  lost  comment  was  on  the  lines  of  wc  PvpcoTrciXrjV  top  KXewpa  (or  atirov)  K]<pp,tp(Set). 

8-10  In  the  text  as  preserved  only  lemmata  occupy  what  follows  ]  Perhaps  the  quotation  went  as 

far  as  1.  10,  containing  39-41  in  their  entirety,  without  comments  intervening.
  Otherwise  the  column  must 

have  been  extremely  wide,  or  the  comments  short.  It  is  difficult  to  estimate  the  width  mor
e  precisely,  given 

the  irregularity  of  the.  script;  in  any  case  we  do  not  know  whether  lemmata  p
rojected  into  the  left  margin 

(ekthesis),  as  they  often  do,  or  whether  blanks  were  left  to  separate  Indi
vidual  trimeters. 

(Lemma,  v.  39.)  q6':cXB'  codd.  A  palaeographic  confusion  rather  tha
n  an  itacistic  mistake. 

9  (Lemma,  v.  40.)  The  traces  near  the  right  edge  do  not  seem  to  admit  01,
  the  beginning  of  o’/froi,  which 

continues  the  Aristophanic  text.  It  would  thus  be  difficult  to  maintain  that  the  traces  do
  not  belong  with  the 

exegesis,  although  there  is  nothing  to  indicate  the  beginning  of  a  comment,  l
ike  a  blank  space  as  in  6.  The 

traces  best  suit  the  top  of  a  triangular  letter:  a,  S,  A.  Restore  e.g.  S[ypidv  (Luppe). 

10  (Lemma,  v.  41.)  8itcTdr[ai.  I  have  restored  so  exempli  gratia  with  RVT.  J  G
reg.  St.Byz.  wrongly 

have  Stterdvetr. 

2-10  With  the  help  of  the  scholia  these  lines  may  be  reconstructed  conjecturally  as  fo
llows  (I  have 

incorporated  several  supplements  suggested  by  Professor  Luppe): 

(pwpri^p  kp,TT€7Tprip.€p[rjC  hoc.  elc  to  KpaKTiKOP  Kosp.q)[hct) 

rd]r  KXcoipa'  xaicd  yap  t)V.  kp  Se  toIc  Imrev— 

cir]  napXay6{pa)  aiiTOP  o[popedCct  rrapd  to  rfj  pwpfi 

5  iral^iXdlciv.  qv  hi  «:[ai  rijv  oijsiv  dpyaXioc.  cixTreTTpTip.i- 

ryjc  cp.TTcpvc'qpiilyTfc'  Trpfqcai  yap  to  puerjeai.  o^cl  Ka— 
klcJtov  TohvvTTviov  fl[vpc7jc  caTTpdc.  d>c  [hvpCOTTOlXpV 

K]mp.<p{Sel).  T}d’  fj  p.iapd  pldXXaip’  eyouca  TpoTap-qp  Icttj 

)Sdet]ov  hTjfJLOP.  S[yjLtdr  irpoc  to  hy]p.op.  top  Syptor  -qp.wv 

10  /SodJAerat  Sttcrdr[at. 
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Fr.  2 

I  cannot  associate  what  survives  with  anything  in  Vespae.  Luppe  suggests  a  possible  reference  to 

Aristophanes’  troubles  (]/roAacar[,  1.  3)  in  connection  with  staging  the  Babylonians  in  the  presence  of  the 

Athenian  allies  (rjoic  cu(i[p,dyoic?,  1.  2)  at  the  City  Dionysia  (eojpTd^ovci?,  1.  4)  in  426, Fr.  5 

3  If  Tj  is  correctly  read,  Ae'3T[dc,  which  occurs  at  V.  105,  is  possible.  But  the  other  surviving  letters  fit  no 

part  of  the  surrounding  text. 

N.  GONIS 

4510-4521.  Aristophanes 

This  part  contains  all  the  remaining  manuscripts  of  extant  comedies  of  Aristophanes 

that  have  been  identified  in  the  collection  of  the  Egypt  Exploration  Society.  Six  come 

from  rolls,  six  from  codices  (one  of  them  parchment).  Most  of  them  are  to  date  the 

only  ancient  witnesses  to  the  part  of  the  plays  they  preserve.  Published  papyri  of 

Aristophanes  are  listed  by  P.  Mertens  in  M.  S.  Funghi  (ed.),  OAOI  AIZHEIOE.  Le  vie 

della  ricerca  (1996)  335-43;  add  now  PDuke  inv.  643  (ed.  L.  P.  Smith,  APF  4.2  (1996) 
155  ff.;  cf.  W.  Luppe,  ̂ ^^43  (1997)  7  f.). 

It  has  often  been  noticed  that  the  majority  of  the  papyri  of  Aristophanes  derive 

from  the  Byzantine  period.  This  group  presents  six  pieces  from  the  fourth,  fifth  and/or 

the  sixth  cen|pry,  but  the  other  six  come  from  the  second  and  third  centuries  ad. 

Insomuch  as  only  five  Aristophanic  papyri  from  before  the  fourth  century  have  been 

published  hitherto,  these  figures  may  appear  remarkable,  but  they  are  in  line  with  the 

earlier  known  data  concerning  Oxyrhynchus:  excluding  commentaries,  Mertens  lists 

four  Oxyrhynchite  papyri  from  no  later  than  the  third  century,  and  five  from  the 
fifth  century. 

Text.  These  papyri  offer  a  number  of  interesting  readings. 

(i)  Among  readings  which  are  new,  a  few  confirm  modern  conjectures. 

Acharnenses  60  TrpvTa]y€vr]T[e  4510  with  Meineke  (but  probably  false) 

17 1  Stoc'7]p,[t]a  ’c[ti  4510  with  Elmsley 
298  ̂ o]  t  cv  4510  with  Hermann 

323  T  apa  4510  with  Elmsley 

325  Srj^opL  ap’  vp,ac  4510  with  Bentley 
Aves  1328  jipaSvc  e[cTt  tic  4515  with  Bentley 

1669  eic  4516  with  van  Leeuwen 

(/jparepac  4516  with  Dindorf 

1671  aiKeiav  4516  with  Tenting 

1672  KaracTTjcac  4516  with  Hirschig 
Some  others  would  at  least  merit  consideration. 

Vespae  1081  Sopei  4513 

1 102  TToAXaxtj  4513 

45 1 0-452 1 .  ARISTOPHANES 

Pax  1240  Ti  S’  aAA  [  4514 
Aves  1665  ̂ yyvrara  4516 

Plutus  641  apo.  TTparT€\Tai/-€  4520 
The  remainder  can  be  dismissed  as  corruptions  or  careless  slips  (the  second  reading 

is  that  generally  accepted  by  editors). 

Acharnenses 330  ep^ac  4510:  eip^ac 

332  d’  4510:  S’ 
Vespae 

1078  u)(j>€Xricav\T£C  4513:  wpeXfjcav  kv 

1081  ̂ v[v8papiOVT]ec  4513:  cKhpapeovrec 

1083  irav  4513:  Trap' 1086  (Li](xxeca[c0ai  4513:  p.dx€cdaL 

1095  ]eu  /i£AAei[  4513:  ev  Xe^eiv  kfieXXop.ev Pax 
1238  i9l  vvv  4514:  Wl  Si) Aves 

1327  TOVTCx)[v  4515:  Tovrov Ranae 
604  Seivov  4517:  8eZv 

642  ijpac  4517:  vd) Plutus 
648  om.  4520 
967  Trapav\opLa  (f>iXTaTe  4521:  trapdvop,  cu  (fnXraTe 

(for  715  and  the  extra  line  between  967-9  see  notes  ad  loc.' 
(ii)  More  often,  the  agreement  of  the  papyri  with  the  medieval  tradition,  or  part 

of  it,  may  be  significant.  Thus  in  a  number  of  places  they  confirm  the  antiquity  of  a 

number  of  disputed  readings.  This  of  course  does  not  suffice  to  turn  the  scales  in  favour 

of  the  transmitted  readings;  once  again  we  see  that  some  degree  of  corruption  must  be 

posited  early  in  the  transmission  of  the  text.  As  regards  the  issue  of  the  Variationsfreiheiten, 

the  new  evidence  shows  it  to  be  present  in  the  Roman  period. 

Acharnenses  291  errei-ra  4510:  elra  edd. 

293  ovK  icTc  4510:  rjKoveaT  edd. 
301  KaTaTepLW  4510:  reixw  edd. 

302  ttot’  €c  4510:  ttot’  sive  Ic  del.  edd. 
Pax  1201  TTevrrjKOVTa  Spaxp.a>]v  e/XTToAco  4514:  TrevrrjKOVTa 

Spaxpc&v  susp.  edd. 
1240  Tt  S’  4514:  Tt  edd. 

Aves  1325  TTTepwv  4515:  irrepvywv  edd. 

1358  ya[4515:  rapa  edd. 
Ranae  592  lacunam  post  avav€dt,€iv  fortasse  habet  4517 

597  ’crat  om.  4517 645  ov  p,a  Ad\  ovS’  epioi  So/cetc  4517:  alii  alia 
In  a  few  cases  the  reading  of  the  papyrus  recurs  not  in  the  earlier  manuscripts  but 

in  some  of  the  recentiores.  This  tends  to  confirm  that  such  late  readings,  right  or  wrong, 

should  not  automatically  be  regarded  as  Byzantine  conjectures,  but  may  represent  an 

older  tradition  of  which,  by  accident,  we  have  no  earlier  evidence. 
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Vespae  io8  v\TT07r€TrXaciJ.€voc  4512  with  J:  avaTreTrXacjxivoc  rell. 

1085  ea)ca[fiec9a  4513  with  An.  Ox.  1  446.4-5  {~fj.€da): 

aTT€wcdjxecda  P*J;  eTravcd/j-ecOa  R:  eca){o/Aec0a 

Aves  1670  tout’  4516  with  E;  8fjY  FUq:  h-qra  Y  RVA 
Plutus  q  12  TO  /c  t  [o]  i*  4520  with  O4W4:  to  ye  kl^cotlov  rell. 

In  places  where  the  medieval  tradition  is  divided  the  new  texts  predictably  do  not 

side  systematically  with  any  particular  manuscript  or  family.  In  any  case,  each 

Aristophanic  play  has  a  different  textual  tradition,  and  should  be  treated  separately 

from  the  rest.  Accordingly,  statistical  data  of  coincidences  with  this  or  that  branch  of 

the  tradition  would  be  of  no  use.  An  evaluation  of  the  textual  importance  of  each 

papyrus  can  be  found  in  the  individual  introductions.  A  few  more  general  issues  will 
be  addressed  here. 

The  first  assessment  of  the  papyri  of  Aristophanes  was  attempted  by  Grenfell  at  a 

time  when  only  twelve  papyri  of  nine  known  comedies  had  been  published:  ‘On  the 
whole  the  papyri  of  Aristophanes  are  not  very  accurate  and  are  more  remarkable  for 

their  agreements  with  the  ordinary  text  where  the  correctness  of  it  has  been  suspected 

than  for  new  readings.  ...  Quite  a  number  of  small  corrections  ...  mainly  on  metrical 

grounds,  are  confirmed’  {JHS  39  (1919)  22).  Eighty  years  later,  and  with  the  number 

of  Aristophanes  papyri  increased  fourfold,  the  gist  of  Grenfell’s  conclusions  does  not 

require  essential  alteration.  The  papyri  of  Aristophanes  have  not  yielded  impressive 
returns  in  terms  of  new  readings. 

In  what  wSs  the  first  comprehensive  investigation  of  the  bearing  of  the  papyri  on 

the  Aristophanic  text  Pasquali  argued  that  in  the  fifth  century  the  number  of  the  variants 

began  to  decrease,  but  he  did  not  doubt  that  a  part  of  them  goes  back  to  the  period 

before  the  first  critical  edition  of  Aristophanes  (see  Storia  della  tmdizione  e  critica  del  testo 

(1952^)  199)-  Of  the  papyri  available  to  Pasquali  all  but  two  dated  from  the  fifth  century 
or  later.  In  the  light  of  the  publication  of  more  papyri  from  earlier  centuries,  his  views 

need  to  be  modified.  The  fifth  century  can  no  longer  be  considered  as  a  watershed  in 

the  history  of  the  text  of  Aristophanes;  second  century  papyri  attest  no  more  variants 

than  Byzantine  papyri.  If  a  reduction  of  the  number  of  variants  in  circulation  started 

at  a  certain  stage,  this  cannot  have  taken  place  later  than  the  first  century  ad. 

The  second  of  Pasquali’s  statements  is  not  incompatible  with  a  hypothesis  recently 

formulated  by  Dover:  ‘one,  and  only  one,  copy  of  Frogs  (containing  major  errors)  was 
available  to  the  first  generation  of  scholars  at  Alexandria  ...  all  subsequent  copies  of 

the  play  whatsoever  were  exclusively  derived  from  that  copy’  [Aristophanes  Frogs  ( 1 993) 
86).  So  far  as  I  am  aware,  this  theory  has  not  been  tested  for  other  plays,  but,  if  correct, 

its  repercussions  for  Aristophanic  textual  criticism  are  obvious.  The  new  evidence  does 

not  invalidate  Dover’s  hypothesis;  in  fact,  if  the  lyric  parts  suspected  of  corruption  are 
corrupt,  his  theory  is  reinforced. 

There  is  no  comprehensive  history  of  the  text  of  Aristophanes,  but  individual  plays 

have  been  served  well  by  the  editions  that  have  appeared  over  the  last  three  decades 
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(cited  below  in  the  introductions  to  the  editions  of  the  papyri  of  each  play).  With  regard 

to  general  issues  the  most  useful  contributions  are  by  T.  Gelzer,  RE  Suppl.  XII  (1970) 

154864.,  and  Dover,  Text.  A  brief  summary  of  earlier  views  on  the  history  of  the  text 

and  the  question  of  the  archetype  is  given  in  G.  B.  Alberti,  Problemi  di  critica  testuale 

(1979)  20  f.  (the  chapter  on  Aristophanes  in  H.  Hunger  (ed.),  Geschichte  der  Textiiberlieferung 

I  (1961)  is  now  out  of  date).  I  should  also  mention  M.  Pohlenz,  jVAWG  (1952)  95  ff.,  for 

some  interesting  views  on  the  early  history  of  the  text,  and,  for  the  Triklinian  recension, 
N.  G.  Wilson,  CQns  12  (1962)  32  ff. 

In  the  introduction  to  each  play  I  indicate  the  sources  from  which  the  readings  of 

the  medieval  manuscripts  are  taken.  I  have  myself  collated  R  and  V  from  the  facsimiles, 

and  L  from  the  original. 

Colometry.  Four  of  the  papyri  (4510,  4513,  4516,  4517)  offer  lyric  parts.  It  comes  as 

no  surprise  that  their  colometry,  despite  occasional  deviations,  is  virtually  identical  with 

that  transmitted  by  the  medieval  manuscripts,  and  accords  with  the  metrical  analyses 

found  in  the  scholia  vetera.  (4513  is  a  case  apart;  the  eccentric  line-division  does  not  seem 

to  have  its  origin  in  any  metrical  principles,  but  probably  in  a  certain  view  about  the 

general  wise  en  page.)  This  has  been  repeatedly  observed  with  regard  to  the  papyri  of 

Aristophanes,  see  most  recently  Dover,  Aristophanes  Frogs  90,  and  L.  P.  E.  Parker,  The 

Songs  of  Aristophanes  (1997)  98.  It  is  an  easy  assumption  that  there  has  been  only  one 

colometry  for  the  lyrics  of  Aristophanes  from  Roman  times  onwards,'  that  customarily 
attributed  to  Heliodorus  (cf  below  4510  introd.).  But,  as  Parker  has  pointed  out,  it  is 

perhaps  simplistic  to  maintain  that  the  Alexandrians  ‘worked  on  a  sound  text,  that  their 
colometry  was  reverently  preserved  for  the  rest  of  antiquity,  to  be  described  by 

Heliodorus,  and  to  survive,  in  however  mutilated  a  form,  in  the  papyri  and  medieval 

MSS’  (op.  cit.  106). 

Annotation.  4510,  4514,  4519,  4520,  and  4521  bear  marginalia,  in  all  cases  but  one 

brief.  They  mostly  contain  glossographic  and  factual  information.Of  special  significance 

are  4510  and  4521,  which  provide  the  earliest  examples  of  annotated  papyri  of 

Aristophanes  (second  century).  4521  makes  it  possible  to  trace  affinities  between  these 

marginalia  and  the  medieval  scholia  back  to  the  second  century  ad;  up  until  now, 

discussion  has  focused  on  texts  from  the  fourth  century  onwards,  cf  G.  Zuntz,  Die 

Aristophanes-Scholien  der  Papyri  (1975^)  28  f  On  Aristophanic  exegesis  in  the  papyri  one 
may  also  consult  the  brief  account  by  H.  Maehler  in  Entretiens  Hardt  40  (1994)  124  ff. 

I  am  grateful  to  Dr.  R.  A.  Coles,  Prof  E.  W.  Handley,  Dr.  J.  R.  Rea,  Mr.  N.  G. 

Wilson,  and  especially  Prof  P.  J.  Parsons,  my  supervisor,  for  advice  and  criticism. 

‘  It  has  been  argued  that  this  is  also  the  case  with  the  tragedians,  see  T.  Fleming,  E.  C.  KopfT,  SIFC  85 

(1992)  760,  echoing  G.  Zuntz,  An  Inquiry  into  the  Transmission  of  the  Plays  of  Euripides  (1975)  31  IT.  and  
W.  S. 

Barrett,  Euripides  Hippolytos  {igGfj  84  ff.  However,  studies  of  the  issue  in  two  plays  of  Euripides,  J.  M,  
Bremer, 

D.J.  Mastronarde,  The  TextualTradition  of  Euripides’ Phoinis.sai  fgSz)  151  ff,  andj.  Higgle,  The  Textual  Tradition 

of  Euripides’  Orestes  (1991)  131  ff.,  have  shown  a  lack  of  unanimity  in  some  parts  of  the  tradition. 
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In  addition  to  the  usual  abbreviations,  the  following  shortened  references  have 

been  used: 

Dover,  7«x/=K.J.  Dover,  ‘Explorations  in  the  History  of  the  Text  of  Aristophanes’, 
The  Greeks  and  their  Legacy  (1988)  223  ff 

GBEBP=  G.  Gavallo,  H.  Maehler,  Greek  Bookhands  of  the  Early  Byzantine  Period=BICS 

Suppl.  47  (1987) 

GLH=G.  H.  Roberts,  Greek  Literary  Llands  b.c.-a.d.  ^00  (1956) 

GM4IT^  =  E.  G.  Turner,  Greek  Manuscripts  of  the  Ancient  World  (2nd  edition  revised 

and  enlarged.  Edited  by  P.  J.  Parsons.)  =5/^5  Suppl.  46  (1987) 

McNamee,  MC=K.  McNamee,  Marginalia  and  Commentaries  in  Greek  Literary  Papyri 
(Diss.  Duke  Univ.  1977) 

Turner,  Typology  =  G.  Turner,  The  Typology  of  the  Early  Codex  (1977) 

4510.  Aristophanes,  Acharnenses  55-  60,  165-80,  234-40,  278-83,  291-308, 

316-35,  345-7,  380-5,  4.17-9,  506-9,  539-42,  655-8,  695-704,  822-5 

88/ 332  Fr.  7  9.4  X  9.4  cm  Second  century 

Twenty  three  fragments  of  a  roll  brought  together  on  the  basis  of  the  handwriting. 

Most  of  them  can  be  identified  as  containing  portions  of  the  Acharnenses',  a  few  scraps 

(frr.  16-23)  remain  unplaced,  and  some  may  not  belong  to  the  same  manuscript.  The 

extant  upper  rffargin  measures  1.4  cm  in  fr.  10;  frr.  7  and  12  preserve  a  lower  margin 

of  1.4  cm.  Of  the  intercolumnium  0.8  cm  survives  in  fr.  5.  The  writing  is  along  the 

fibres;  there  are  scanty  ink  traces  on  the  backs  of  one  or  two  pieces,  not  certainly  writing. 

The  reconstruction  of  the  original  dimensions  of  the  roll  is  not  easy.  291  (probably), 

417,  821  (possibly)  come  from  column  tops;  335,  542,  704  (possibly)  are  at  column  feet. 

The  45  lines  between  291  (fr.  6)  and  335  (fr.  7)  could  have  been  contained  in  (i)  i 

column  or  (ii)  2  columns  of  22/23  lines.  417  (fr.  10)  to  542  (fr.‘i2)  is  126  verses  of 

modern  text  (but  note  that  457  is  extra  metrum  and  490-5  is  lyric);  one  may  think  of  3 

columns  of  42  verses,  but  also  5  x  24/25  or  6x21.  542  (fr.  12)  to  704  (fr.  14)  has  too 

many  uncertainties  over  lyric  to  be  useful. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  small  rounded  hand,  neat,  but  not  properly  formal.  Only 

the  stems  of  p  and  p  violate  the  overall  bilinear  impression.  Finials  (most  frequently 

blobs,  but  also  left-facing  serifs  and  right-facing  hooks)  are  attached  to  the  feet  and  tops 

of  most  uprights;  fine  horizontals  contrast  with  thickish  uprights  and  obliques.  Notable 

letter-forms  include:  e  and  c  with  their  top  curves  often  added  separately,  the  latter  also 

tending  to  fall  over;  v  with  a  sometimes  concave  stem;  p  with  its  arms  forming  a  large 

V.  This  kind  of  hand  is  usually  assigned  to  the  second  century.  It  shares  many  common 

features  with  PSI IX  1091  (Norsa,  Scrittura  letteraria  Tav.  1 9c),  assigned  to  the  i/ii  century, 

but  the  latter  has  a  more  formal  appearance  and  is  probably  earlier  than  4510.  Also 

comparable  are  XXIV  2388  (ii),  and  PBodmer  XXVII  (ii). 

Diacritical  marks  have  been  used  fairly  frequently,  and  are  probably  the 

responsibility  of  the  scribe  of  the  main  text.  There  is  a  trace  of  a  paragraphos  (384-5) 

and  a  dicolon  (346),  and  we  may  suppose  that  they  were  regularly  used  for  signalling 

speaker  changes  (the paragraphos  in  384-5  separates  dialogue  from  lyric);  in  all  probability 

there  is  also  a  nota personae  in  385.  Elision  is  marked  by  apostrophes  six  times  (296,  302, 

325,  332,  333,  335),  but  is  made  tacitly  twice  (323,  331),  while  in  two  other  
cases  (292, 

325)  it  is  uncertain  whether  it  was  marked  or  not.  Prodelision  (59,  171,  330)  is  effected, 

but  not  signalled.  A  rough  breathing  is  used  to  distinguish  the  relative  pronoun  ovc 

from  the  word-ending  ovc  which  precedes  (327).  Diaereses  (inorganic)  often  stand  over 

initial  t  and  v.  Iota  adscript  is  twice  added  in  the  dative  singular  (317,  704),  and  omitted 

twice  (170  and  172,  both  times  in  the  same  word  and  not  at  word-end).  There  are 

scanty  remains  of  cursive  writing,  apparently  annotation,  in  top  and  right-hand  margins. 

Since  no  side  margins  survive  in  most  fragments,  it  is  impossible  to  guess  the  extent  of 

the  annotation. 

This  is  the  oldest  manuscript  of  the  play  to  appear.  The  text  offered  is  interesting. 

It  is  free  from  certain  errors  present  in  all  later  mss.,  substantiates  some  modern 

corrections  (171,  298,  323,  325),  but  also  yields  three  new  variants  which  
cannot  be 

upheld  (60,  330,  332).  As  regards  some  notoriously  suspect  readings  (all  in  lyric  passages), 

it  confirms  the  antiquity  of  the  transmitted  text.  This  is  true  of  the  Berlin  codex  too, 

but  4510  is  at  least  three  centuries  earlier.  Such  an  agreement  in  error  may  be  thought 

to  imply  that  the  second  century  text  of  the  play  did  not  essentially  diverge  from  that 

of  the  later  mss.  in  any  of  these  disputed  points.  When  the  text  in  its  corrupt  form 

replaced  the  original  in  all  papyri  circulating  in  the  first  centuries  ad  cannot  be 

ascertained.  I  am  not  sure  how  much  weight  can  be  attached  to  the  metrical  scholion 

on  285  ff.,  according  to  which  the  chorus  responds  to  Dikaiopolis  with  a  series  ofpaeonic 

cola.  In  the  text  transmitted  by  this  papyrus,  as  well  as  the  medieval  mss.,  paeonic  cola 

are  not  always  recognisable,  and  some  passages  are  plainly  unmetrical.  It  might  be 

thought  that  the  exemplar  which  served  as  a  basis  for  the  scholion  was  free  of  error. 

The  metrical  analyses  preserved  in  the  scholia  are  commonly  believed  to  go  back  to 

Heliodorus,  a  metrician  of  the  early  Imperial  age;  could  it  be  that  Heliodorus  used  a 

copy  with  a  text  more  or  less  different  from  the  present?  But  the  scholion  contains  no 

information  about  its  source;  and,  as  Parker  has  recently  argued,  ‘it  would  be  wrong  to 

assume  that  all  the  E  vet.  were  compiled  from  the  work  of  a  single  metrician’  [The  Songs of  Aristophanes  97). 

Frr.  5,  6,  8  and  14  preserve  lyric  parts.  Only  the  middle  parts  of  the  verses  survive,
 

but,  if  my  reconstructions  hold,  it  may  be  urged  that  the  arrangement  of  the  verses  in 

the  papyrus  generally  tallies  with  the  metrical  analyses  of  the  scholia,  R  and  mos
t  of 

the  more  recent  mss.  Spacing  suggests  that  indentation  (at  varying  levels)  was  employed. 

The  only  textual  overlap  with  a  previously  published  papyrus  is  between  fr.  1 5  and 

BKT  IX  105;  there  are  no  points  of  divergence. 
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An  evaluation  of  the  history  of  the  text  of  the  play  is  given  by  E.  Gary  in  HSCP 

18  (1907)  157  ff.  [  =  GaryJ.  Elliott  in  his  edition  offers  a  detailed  report  of  mss.  readings 

(except  for  L  and  VV17,  which  became  known  only  later).  I  have  often  made  use  of 

Gary’s  and  Sommerstein’s  sigla  denoting  hyparchetypes;  a,  c,  q,  j,  and  e  stand  for  the 

hyparchetypes  of  AGE,  GVpg,  BVp2HLVvi7,  qc  and  the  agreement  of 

respectively. 

Fr.  I 

175 

180 

AaKeSaijj,ov]oc  yap  A[pi(f}ideoc 
p,y]TT]to  ye[ 

e/f]  (fiv  [yeiv 

Seu]po[ 

a)c0]p  [vTO 

y]ep  [ovrec 

55  7Tepto]i/([e]c0[e 

rrijv  €KK[Xrjciav 

r]pn\v  rjde[Xe 

Kpepia]cai  rac  ac[7TiSac 

A7roX]Xio  yoj  pie[v 
60  TTpvTa]y€vrjT[€ 

58  rac  ac[7ri8(4t:  so  codd.:  rijr  acm'Sa  Suda  {k  371). 

60  irpvTaJyevrjTle'.  TTpvTav^vcriTe  codd.  Meineke  printed  TrpvravevrjTe,  but  there  is  no  way  of  telling  whether 

this  is  an  emendation  or  simply  a  ‘clerical  error’  (Rogers),  since  there  is  no  record  of  this  change  in  his 
adnotatio  critica,  Whichever  the  case,  TrpvTavevcrjre  (aorist)  is  preferable,  as  Dikaiopolis  seems  to  refer  to  an 

action  due  to  take  place  at  that  very  moment,  and  not  repeatedly  (present),  whenever  an  assembly  is  held. 

Cf.  also  Muller,  who  defends  the  aorist  on  the  strength  of  As.  440  and  Thesm.  269. 

Frr,  2  +  3 

165  ]  Ktt  [  /3]  aA  [etre 

Tavjr'i  Trepie[i,Sed 

t]t]i  7raTp[tSt 

a]TTayop€[vu) 

170  ]0pa^t7r[ept 

Stoo7]p.[t]a  c[Tt 

@p]a«:a[c 

TrpJuT  [arete  Xvo]vci  r[r]v 

/xuttojJtov  oc[or 

165  ]<<:a  [  |8]aA[eiTe:  ov  KarafiaXetTe  codd.  plcriquc:  ovk  a-nofiaXelTe  a.  The  traces  after  the  first  alpha  (a 

high  horizontal  with  a  medial  trace  below,  faintly  suggesting  an  upright)  suit  either  tau  or  pi.  Karapa^eire  is 

supported  by  Pax  1124,  and  gives  better  sense  (Muller).  I  suppose  that  ovk  airo/SaAeiTe  derived  from  the 

original  ov  KaraflaXetTi  by  a  graphic  confusion  in  the  minuscule,  and  thus  think  it  unlikely  that  the  papyrus 

had  ixTTo^aAeiTe. 

167  TTcpieliSeO’:  so  codd.  pleriquc:  -rrepi  'iSc9’  R. 
171  Sioci;]rHa  c[Tt:  Siocij/m'’  ecri  codd.  plcrique  (-ci)--  all.):  hioc-qpia  kcri  Suda  (S  1205).  The  papyrus 

confirms  Elmslcy’s  correction,  which  is  required  by  usage,  cf.  Kuhncr-Blass,  Grammatik  I  243  (cf.  also  Pax  873, 

As.  639,  etc.). 

178  Seu]po[:  SeOpo  cat  R:  cot  SeOpo  ac’.  cot  piv  SeDpo  (or  -p’)  ?■  Spacing  suggests  that  the  papyrus  had  the 
same  reading  as  R,  which  is  correct.  The  corruption  that  we  find  in  ac  occurred  by  transposition,  and  Triklinios 

tried  to  cure  it  by  changing  word-order. 

179  cocifjp  [vro:  <oc<l>p0VT0  codd.:  uictfipwvro  Hesychius.  What  is  visible  in  the  papyrus,  the  lower  part  of 

a  circle,  allows  ]paj[ ,  as  well  as  ]po[.  oc^pacBai  is  attested  in  texts  of  the  imperial  period,  cf.  Schmid,  Atticismus 

II  32,  but  it  cannot  have  been  used  by  Aristophanes.  (Athenaeus  transmits  it  in  Antiph.  fr.  145.6  (emended 

by  lilmslcy),  and  Priscian  in  Eupol.  fr.  7.) 

Fr.  4 

^tJT]€lv[ 235  ]yr)y[ 

P]aXX[ajp 

]'  ’[ 

rjKo]vca[Te auToJc  €ct[iv 

240  ]dvc[wp 

237  Mss.  give  €v<l>TipLetTe  cu^ijiuciTe,  usually  in  eisthesis.  Spacing  suggests  that  if  the  double  evil>p [Metre  was 

centred  on  236,  it  would  have  started  after  the  right-hand  break. 
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]  V  “ ■■■[  ecodev  eip'qvrjc  po(f)riceic  Tpv^X\iov 

^Kpepbrjcerai'.  rj  8  acme  ev  tojl  cj)ei/jaXoji\  Kpcp^rfccrai 

280  ]to  ecTivovToc  OVTOC  avjroc  cctlv  ovroc 

]  Ae^aAAe/SaAAe  [  jSaXXe  j8|aAAe  (8aAAe  jSaAAe 

]  jiiapov  [  Trate  Ttaie  to]v  p,iapov 

]  [  ov  ̂aXcic  ov  PjaXcic 

Colometry.  (Here  as  elsewhere  the  artieulated  transeript  aims  at  presenting  an  approximate  picture  of  the 

original  layout  of  the  left-hand  part  of  the  column,  as  well  as  the  colon  divisions.  The  supplements  derive 

from  Coulon.)  In  280  3  the  division  of  the  papyrus  is  identical  with  that  of  R.  No  ancient  metrical  scholia 

survive  at  this  point. 

278  mrg.  What  remains  may  be  part  of  a  comment  on  rpvjiXiov,  which  is  glossed  in  the  various  lexica 

and  the  scholia — but  not  in  the  scholia  on  278.  However,  none  of  the  known  glosses  on  rpujSAiov  begins  with 

a.  The  traces  could  be  reconciled  with  ayri,  which  (in  the  form  avri  toO,  abbreviated  or  not)  often  introduces 

glosses,  cf  4521  694  n.  But  1  would  not  exclude  that  this  continues  a  note  that  started  in  the  previous  line; 

note  that  in  the  Byzantine  scholia  KpamaX-q  in  277  is  annotated. 

279  Kpep,7iceTai:  so  codd.  plerique:  Kpepac^tjceTai  R,  a  grammatical  modernisation,  which  is  also 

unmetrical. 

279  mrg.  The  marginal  note  may  explain  ̂ ei/rclAw,  which  is  glossed  in  the  commentary  VI  856  78  (on 

Ach.  668),  the  scholia,  and  the  lexica.  2  vet.  on  668  (and  Suda  [(f)  240])  give  (fdtfaXoi  yap  ol  cmvffijpec.  It  might 

be  that  the  initiahtsigraa  of  the  note  was  the  first  letter  of  cmvSi}p(  (or  c-mvffijp:  glosses  are  often  in  the 

nominative).  However,  the  sense  here  is  figurative,  and  the  literal  meaning  would  not  be  of  much  help. 

281  /3]aAAe.  The  dotted  A  seems  to  have  been  crossed  out  by  a  cancelling  stroke.  If  a  correction  was 

made,  I  cannot  see  how  it  could  be  justified,  as  the  two  other  imperatives  that  follow  have  kept  their  second 

lambdas.  A  dot  distinguishable  below  is  probably  stray  ink. 

Fr.  6 

].[ 

] 

291  ]ceiT€L  [ 

]0VKiCT  [ 

]  evarr  [ 

295  ]  cXlQo  [ 

l^vcrjT’al ]  .  [ 
]f.a..[ 

jp-c/xe  CTjKac  [ 

CTTCLcapLevojc  CTTCiTa  [Suvacai 

vvv  TTpoc  e]/x  a7ro/3Ae7r[eiv 

avTt  S  a)v  ecTreicapLTjv]  ovk  icre  [ 

cov  y  aKovc  /ixjen  a7To[Aet  Kara 

ce  T^ajcojuev  To]tc  At0ot[c 

pirjSapLOJC  rrpvv  av  y’  aKo\vcrjT^  a[AA’ 
OVK  anacytyc]  o/xat  [pLrjSe 

Xeye  pLo^i  cv  Aoy[or' 

cue]  p,ep,eLC7]Ka  ce  [KXeo) 
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300 

305 

]ceTi/xaAAov[ 

]  'ra '  ep,  r  c[ 
Jtt  NecKarryl 

]  vtocovk[ ]  wcivaXX  [ 

]/<a)  ace/c[ 

\<x)vaKo'[ 

].[ 
].[  ]a[ 

vo]c  ert  paXXov  [ov  e 

yco]  Kararepu)  rote  [tv  imrcv 

ct]  ttot’  ec  KaTTv[paTa 

cov  S’  eyo)  Xoyovc  Aejyovroc  ovk  [ 

ocTtc  ecrreicui  AaK]u)CLV  aXXa  [ 

ojyadoL  rove  pev  Aa\KOJvac  e/c[7ro8ajv 

Tiov  S’  epojv  CTTOvS\a>p  aKo[vcar 

TTcoc  Se  y’  av  KaXeve  Aeyjotc  av  [et]Tr[e7) 

OLCLV  ovre  ̂ topoc  ou]T[e  7rt]cT[ic 

mrg.  There  does  not  seem  to  be  any  (main)  text  written  above  291,  since,  however  colometrised,  some 

letters  from  290  would  have  been  present.  I  suppose  the  notes  were  written  in  the  top  margin.  Their  import 

escapes  me. 291  eneira:  so  codd.  plerique;  elra  7.  eneira  is  metrically  problematic;  eweiTa  could  well  replace  etra, 

especially  in  post-classical  Greek,  elra  looks  like  the  result  of  a  Byzantine  emendation  (Cary  182). 

291-2  2  284a  speaks  of  a  sequence  of  paeonic  cola.  Indeed,  correspondence  with  the  antode,  as  well 

as  consistency  in  the  chorus’  practice  of  replying  to  Dikaiopolis  in  the  same  metrical  scheme,  requires  a 

sequence  of  four  cretics  or  paeons.  The  text  of  the  antistrophic  340  is  unassailable:  cue  ro'Se  to  XapKiSiov  ou 

TrpoScocco  TTOTe  (2p2cr).  But  in  mss.  other  than  q  the  scansion  of  291-2  causes  difficulties.  In  292  the  presence 

of  vvv  in  the  mss.  (it  is  omitted  in  q  for  purposes  of  restoring  the  metre)  disturbs  the  metre.  vOv  is  also 

contextually  unnecessary  (so  also  2  vet.  on  300);  it  has  been  thought  to  be  an  early  interpolation,  due  to 

someone  who  took  d-irena  (or  etra)  as  temporal.  If  we  read  elra  and  remove  vvv,  the  metrical  correspondence 

is  restored.  Although  vvv  does  not  survive  in  our  fragment,  considerations  of  space  suggest  that  it  was  present 

in  the  papyrus.  The  last  sigma  of  cTreica/reroc  is  vertically  aligned  with  the  mu  of  ep..  R  and  most  other  
mss. 

divide  after  Suracac,  an  attempt  to  match  word-  with  colon-end.  If  this  division  was  followed  in  the  papyrus, 

and  assuming  that  291  and  292  were  aligned,  the  spacing  works  out  most  satisfactorily  if  292  started  with 

vvv.  With  a  division  after  Svva  there  is  no  space  for  vvv,  but  then  the  mu  of  ep  would  have  appeared  further 

to  the  left. 

293  OVK  icT«[:  so  AP:  ovk  tear'  R:  ovk  Ictct’  P^Ec:  ovk  “ere  y'  q.  The  papyrus  shows  that  icTe[  was 
current  in  the  Roman  period.  The  reading  of  AP  gives  good  sense,  but  stands  in  hiatus  with  the  following 

aAA’;  in  AP  293  runs  avri  S’  d)r  kcTretcdprjv  ovk  tcre.  aAA’  cLKodcare.  The  other  variants  cure  the  anomaly;  but 

ccar’  is  not  a  possible  form,  at  least  in  Attic,  and  in  'Icre  t’  the  particle  makes  no  sense.  I'cre  y’  has  met  with 

some  approval,  cf  B.  Zimmermann,  Untersuchungen  zur  Form  md  dramatischen  Technik  der  aristophanischen  Kbmodien 

i  (1984)  396  Of  course  the  last  two  readings  may  themselves  be  conjectures  to  avoid  the  hiatus  (Gary  
182; 

Coulon,  Ess<n  sur  la  metkode  de  la  critique  conjecturale  appliquee  au  lexte  d’Aristophane  (1933)  48),  but  it  would  be 

hazardous  to  rule  out  the  possibility  that  they  are  substantive  variants.  Most  editors  have  adopted  more 

drastic  emendations;  the  most  important  arc  Kock’s  yjKovear’  and  Hamaker’s  dKovear.  W.  G.  Clark,  J.  Phil. 

18  (1880)  12  tried  to  solve  the  problem  by  articulating  ovk  Icre’  (question);  this  use  of  the  plural  verbal 

adjective  in  an  impersonal  construction  is  attested  in  Aristophanes,  cf  Nu.  727  oii  paXBaKicre’  aXXd 

■nepiKaXimrea  (also  Ach.  394,  Ly.c  122,  and  elsewhere),  but  the  question  ovk  ’icre’  seems  contextually  
less 

appropriate  than  the  statement  oiiK  ’Icre.  Professor  Handley  suggests  reading  ...ovk  'Icre'  raAA’  
aKoveare.  ‘R, 

with  its  extra  a,  perhaps  incorporates  a  clarification  of  ICTETAA.AAKOYCA1  E,  or  it  is  just  a  confusion; 

otherwise  the  r  is  dropped  [in  AP];  read  as  if  t(c)  [in  P^Lcj;  read  as  y{e)  [in  q]’. 

294  aKovcopev  codd.  plerique;  a/couco/xat  B:  aicovcop’  q.  Editors  print  Elmsley’s  aKovcojpev.  The  majorit
y 

reading  is  unmetrical,  assuming  that  we  need  to  restore  five  cretics,  and  also  contrary  to  common  usage,  as 
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deliberative  questions  can  only  be  expressed  by  the  subjunctive.  The  other  two  readings  are  metrical 

emendations  (Cary  182). 

298  ixo]i  cv:  cv  jj.oi  R:  cv  om.  ac:  Sy  ci)  q.  'Fhe  papyrus  has  the  correct  word  order,  as  restored  by 
Hermann,  De  Metris  191.  The  reading  of  ̂  is  a  metrical  restoration  (Cary  181). 

299  fX€[X€icriKa:  1.  y^ei^icyKa.  A  common  phonetic  spelling. 

301-2  (301)  Kararefxoj:  so  codd.  {k  817  and  1129) 

Totc[:  roicLv  codd.  plerique:  rote  gS.  role  has  been  considered  as  a  metrical  correction  (Cary  182). 

(302)  TTor’:  so  codd.  plerique:  nore  q  {tto-  B):  om.  S.  The  reading  of  q  is  again  a  metrical  change 

(Cary  182). 

ec:  so  codd.  plerique:  om.  q.  The  omission  was  probably  made  for  metrical  purposes. 

Mss.  other  than  q  read  300—2  as  follows:  (...)  ov  kycb\  KararejjLco  rolciv  Imrevlci  ttot*  ec  KarTVfxaTa.  This 

is  unmetrical,  although  the  sense  is  clear,  eyo),  Karareixo),  rotetv,  ttot’  and  ec  have  been  much  disputed,  but 
none  of  the  emendations  proposed  is  entirely  satisfactory  (the  most  recent  discussions  are  by  Zimmermann, 

op.  cit.  40,  and  Parker  130  ff.).  The  papyrus  shows  that  the  main  elements  of  the  transmitted  text  were  already 

in  place  in  the  second  century,  ft  attests  Kararefiai^  rote  or  roZciv,  and  ttot’  Ic;  it  may  or  may  not  have  had 
kyco:  the  spacing  is  indecisive,  but  since  kyo)  is  transmitted  by  all  mss.,  with  which  the  papyrus  shares  all  the 

questionable  readings,  I  see  no  reason  why  its  presence  here  should  be  precluded. 

308  (otire  ̂ cofioc)  oii]T[e  7n]cT[tc:  SO  Codd.  plerique:  ovre  ttlctic  ovre  pcofj.de  a. 

tJwi  TrX7]d[ei 

■  ]Ke(f)aXr]v[ 

]Xida)v  CO  S[r]fj.oTat 

]tovtov  ec  (f>oi.[vi,Ki8a 

dvixajXcoifj  e77e^€C€v[ 

ejreov  coxa-pvrj[LSac 

8et]va  T  apa  Tretco/xat 

p.]7]8ap.coc  coxa-pvLKo[i 

]8rj^opj’  ap  u/xac  eyco 
t]ojv  (fiiXcov  rove  cl)LX[TaTOVC 

opL7]p]ovc  6vc  avro [c] [co]  Xa[/3cov 

to]ut’  a7T[et]Aet  tovttoc  a[v8pec 

Ax0.pVl\KOLCI,V  npccy  IpCOV 

rrapovT\cx)v  evSov  ep^ac  rj 

]j8o[u]Aec0  eyco  yap  tovtovl  Sliacjidepco 

]0’  iipccov  T\ax’  o]cTic  aydpaKco[v 

aTrco]XofjLecd’[  o  Xap^KOC  St]jU,ott][c 

Slpacrjc  o  [pie]X[X\eLC  pLr]Sapico[c 

aTroKjrevco  KeK[pa]x(^’  ̂ yoj  yap  ov[k 

(foot) 
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316  The  traces  are  too  exiguous  to  allow  a  match  with  th
e  received  text. 

318  KejiaXTiv:  so  codd.  Earlier  editors  felt  uneasy  with  
the  ‘dactyl’  in  the  fifth  foot  of  the  trochaic 

tetrameter,  and  regarded  the  text  as  corrupt.  But  this  met
rical  phenomenon  is  not  unparalleled  (but  the 

secure  parallels  are  very  few),  as  was  pointed  out  first  by  U.
  v.  Wilamowitz,  hyllos  von  Epidauros  7  ff.  On  the 

issue  sec  E.  W.  Handley,  Dyskolos  71  (with  bibliography);  MacD
owell  on  Wasps  407,  496;  Sandbach  on  M. 

Sarnia  731;  M.  L.  West,  Greek  Metre  92, 
319  <0:  so  codd.:  ol  Suck  {k  682,  </>  788). 

320  cc:  so  codd,:  eic  Suda  (ibid.).  The  agreement  between 
 all  representatives  of  the  tradition  both  here 

and  in  302  may  suggest  that  ec  was  the  commonest  rea
ding  in  antiquity.  Modern  views  recommend  the  use 

oleic  except  if  ec  is" metrically  required  (4516  1669  n,).  Elmsle
y  and  most  subsequent  editors  read  elc. 

321  eneieeev.  so  codd.  all:  'eneieeer  TEYps:  erreCr,eev  q.  cTri^e
cev  and  ’errelr,eev  are  wrong  and 

apparently  derivative.  .  ,  , 

323  T  apa:  y  &pa  codd.  plerique:  x’  apu  wrongly  (apparently  y  misread  as  x).  The  papyrus  seems 

to  substantiate  Elmsley’s  emendation  to  rapa  (toi  apa),  which  has  be
en  adopted  by  most  editors,  J.  C.  B. 

Lowe,  Glatta  51  (1973)  34  ff,  esp.  36  and  40  ff,  defen
ded  the  mss,  reading,  pointing  out  that  y'  apa  is 

exclamatory,  and  contextually  more  appropriate  than  rapa.  The
  majority  of  the  manuscripts  offer  gamma 

instead  of  tau  not  only  here,  but  also  in  most  other  emended  pa
ssages.  Tau  and  gamma  could  be  easily 

confused  in  the  majuscule.  There  are  two  more  papyri  bearing  text  eme
nded  by  Elmsley  on  *c  same  grounds: 

BKT  V.2  18,  offering  y’  ap[  at  Ran.  252,  where  the  mss.  give  yap  (R)  or 
 y’  apa  (AK)  or  rapa  (V),  and  4515, 

with  To.  1358.  This  papyrus  attests  that  the  confusion  had  already  started  in  a
ntiquity. 

The  scribe  wrote  no  elision  mark.  I  would  think  that  the  omission  is 
 accidental  rather  than  an  indication that  rapa  was  taken  to  be  a  case  of  crasis.  ,  „  ,  ,  5  . 

325  Sriiopc  ap  vfiac:  Si)fop,ai  ap’  hpcac  Vbi:  Sri^opiac  yap  vfeac  
ac{j):  Spiop,ai  y  ap  vpac  eq\  Sei^op,  vpac 

ap’  R.  The  papyrus  presents  essentially  the  correct  reading,  w
hich  was  first  restored  by  Bentley.  In  comparison 

with  the  other  mss.  the  reading  of  Vbi  is  the  closest  to  the  truth,  but  i
s  probably  a  conjecture.  (Vbi  is  a  copy 

of  r,  which  has  Stffofiai  yap.  Vbi’s  reading  cannot  be  du
e  to  a  mere  omission  of  y’;  some  of  Vbr’s  points 

of  divergence  from  F  are  independent  conjectures.)  The  papyrus  wr
ites  an  elision  mark,  implying  S-jiop  S.p’. 

Most  editors  print  Dindorf’s  ̂ opAp’ ,  a  crasis,  wrongly  as  it  seems,  for  we  have  an  elision,  cf.  Kiih
ner-Blass, 

Grammalik  I  237  f.,  West,  Greek  Metre  10. 

329  -npcv:  so  codd.  plerique:  vptv  E:  vp&v  Aid.  E  and  
Aid.  are  wrong. 

330  ep^ac:  eip^aej:  eipiac  codd.  rcll.  S  if  edd.  It  is  unlikely  th
at  the  reading  offered  by  the  papyrus  is 

genuine,  ep^ac  is  an  epic-ionic  form,  and  not  one  that  Aristop
hanes  would  have  used.  If  it  is  not  a  mere  slip, 

it  might  be  taken  to  reflect  the  archaistic  tendencies  of  the  scribe 
 (or  his  knowledge  of  Homer). 

332  O’:  S’  codd.  d’he  new  reading  is  probably  inferior  to  that  already  
known.  Although  there  are  examples 

of  single  re  connecting  sentences,  seej.  D.  Denniston,  Greek  P
articles^  497  fl.,  Sf  is  better  represented  in  this 

position  as  a  connective,  and  is  also  supported  by  Lys.  1 1 14.  O
f  course,  re  is  frequently  found  as  a  vana  lectio 

for  Sc  (and  vice-versa)  in  the  manuscripts.  Compare  Ach.  8
14,  where  the  Berlin  codex  offers  while  the 

tradition  unanimously  has  t6  S’;  also  E.  Or.  1627,  where  one  
papyrus  and  several  recentiores  give  S’  instead  of 

(the  correct)  0’  transmitted  by  all  the  vetmtiores.  (I  do  not  th
ink  that  this  is  a  case  of  the  not  particularly 

frequent  phenomenon  of  0  written  in  place  of  S;  for  the  interch
ange  in  Egyptian  Greek  see  Oigriac,  Grammar 

'  ̂ ^  333  a7rw]Ao,«c0’:  so  codd,  plerique:  kmMpce’  R:  krroXopeeO'  q.  I’he  minority  reading
s,  whether  poetic 

forms  or  misspellings,  are  unmetrical. 

344  ]  .  [ 

345  ]<^actv[  
aXXa  p-rj  p.01  rTpo\<f)acLV 

j  (-  aAAa  Kayadov  ro  ̂eAJoc 
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346  ]®  [  oSe  ye  ceicToc  a/x]a 

]  ,  :  [  TTji  CTpo(f>r]L  yLyvera]  i 
347  ]  .  .  [ 

Colometry.  The  divisions  in  the  papyrus  are  the  same  as  in  R.  But  345  is  evidently  inset  relative  to  the 

next  three  lines;  the  reason  eseapes  me. 

344  Too  little  remains  to  mateh  the  traces  (only  two  horizontal  traces  at  line-level)  with  the  transmitted 

text.  If  344  was  given  in  two  lines,  as  in  R,  the  traces  should  belong  to  the  last  word  of  the  verse,  for  which 

some  mss.  give  ueiop.eror  and  R  aeoeLOjievov. 

347  I  am  not  able  to  restore  any  text  here,  since  there  is  no  way  of  determining  the  extent  of  the 

indentation  of  the  preceding  lines,  and  what  remains  from  347  is  indecisive.  If  the  indentation  is  approximately 

on  the  same  scale  as  in  R,  that  is  seven  letters  in,  here  we  must  have  one  or  two  of  the  last  letters  of  avaceki. Fr.  9 

380  S]t6[/3aAA6 

KaK\vKXo^opei 

aTTO)  [A0|U,7)V 

vvv  o[vv 

evcKe[vacac6aL 
385  T 

384  This  verse,  repeated  as  436,  has  been  suspected,  and  Valckenaer  deleted  it.  Most  editors  have 

preserved  384  and  bracketed  436.  H.  W.  Miller,  AJP  65  (1944)  29  f.  defends  the  authenticity  of  both  verses. 

385  The  traces  do  not  match  ti,  the  first  two  letters  of  385,  and  best  suit  x-  After  that  no  trace  of  ink 

is  visible  on  the  papyrus;  this  might  be  due  to  abrasion,  but  it  is  more  likely  that  nothing  at  all  wtis  written. 

Presumably  x  represents  X(opo'c),  where  x°  might  have  been  expected,  as  in  for  the  chorus  of  Satyrs 

in  IX  1074  (S.  Ichneutae),  cf.  GMAIV^  13  and  n.  63.  The  layout  of  the  papyrus  i^ill  then  have  been 

similar  to  that  in  R,  with  pamgraphos,  marking  the  end  of  the  speech,  nota  personae  (X),  and  ri  indented, 

(I  owe  the  clarification  of  this  point  to  Professor  Handley). 

Fr.  10 Fr.  1 1 
Top 

a]  VTT]  [ 

506 

cvp,p,]axo[L 

]7To[ta 
7Tepte7TTtC|ae]pot 

]Svc\lTOTp,OC acr]  a)v 
c](f>o[Sp 

507  At  the  end  of  the  line  a  short  descending  stroke:  accident? 

509  cJ^o[Spa:  so  codd.  pleriquc:  -ndw  [epoSpa  T^),  an  intrusive  gloss. 
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Fr.  12  Fr.  13 

€VTev]0elv  655  St/catja  [ 

540  epet]  rtc  ov  XPbl^ 

]i  AaKeSa\ip.ovict)V  e^aTrarvX]Xaj[v 

aTreJSoTO  (j>7]y[ac  StS]act<a)[v 
(foot) 

540  xpb]'’-  so  ’xpN  ?Vbi:  expN  TpN  produces  hiatus,  and  possibly  derives  from  the  second 

kxpfjv  in  the  same  verse.  On  xpTOxpN  of-  Barrett  on  E.  Hip.  1072-3. 

541  ]i:  ei  q:  el  Kat  rell.  contra  metrum.  Taking  the  necessary  supplements  kpet]  tic  (540)  and  dire'JSo
ro 

(542)  as  the  standard,  the  initial  lacuna  of  54,1  has  room  for  pep’  e]i,  but  not  for  pep'  ei 
 Ka]i.  4'hc  reading  of 

q  has  been  considered  a  fortunate  metrical  emendation  (Cary  182),  but  the  agreement  of  q  with  the  papyrus 

may  now  point  to  a  manuscript  as  its  likely  source.  At  any  event,  there  is  nothing  in  the  scholia  to 
 suggest  a 

deliberate  intervention, 

Fr.  14 

avSpiKOV  t]§pai[Ta  8rj  Kai  ttoXvv 

av8p  ayadov  ovra  Map\ad<xivi  7T[ept  rrjv  nroXiv 

eira  Mapa6a>vi  or  rjjpeev  e§t[a)/co/xev 

vvv  8  vrr  avjSpwv  770 

pcov  c^oSpJa  SecoKopileda 
Kara  7TpocaX\LCKOjp[eda 

rrpoc  raSe  rtc]  oiVT[e]p[ei  Mapi/ttac 

rtoi  yap  eiKOC  av8pa  /cin/iojv  j]XiKo[v  @0VKv8i8r]V 

e^oXecdai  cvpirrXaKevra  r^rji  CKv[da)v  eptjp.tat 

Colometiy.  E  vet.  665a  regards  the  strophe  as  composed  of  eleven  paeonic,  cola,  of  which  rd  per  Trpui
ra 

y'rpCppvep.a  (i.e.  692-4  in  the  antistrophe),  to  8e  S'  (  =  695)  StppvBp.ov,  eha  h  reTpappuBpa  Svo  (  = 

697—8),  teat  €0  elcBecet  rpia  peev  Stppu(9pa  (  =  699—701),  ev  Se  rpippuBpov  (  =  702).  
I  here  is  no  mention  of  the 

fifth  colon  (  =  696),  which  made  Thiemann  emend  y'  to  S',  and  S'  to  e'.  R 
 and  other  mss.  have  the  fourth 

colon  8ippv0por  and  the  fifth  TpippuSpor.  Reasonably,  ‘instead  of  altering  two  transmit
ted  numbers  to  get  the 

result  we  do,  why  not  suppose  omission  of  Kat  to  e  '  after  rd  p.ev  Ttpaira  y  ?  I  his  gives  th
e  result  preserved 

in  R  and  elsewhere.’  (EWH).  In  our  papyrus  considerations  of  space  permit  an  arrangement
  exactly  as  in  R. 

Likewise,  spacing  suggests  that  697  and  698  were  ev  extle'cei,  and  in  699—702,  though
  only  parts  of  the  middle 

of  the  lines  survive,  the  divisions  were  probably  identical  with  those  described  in  the  s
cholia  and  exemplified 

by  R  (and  other  mss.). 
695  The  remaining  traces,  a  long  descender  (?)  followed  by  scattered  specks,  are 

 too  exiguous  to  allow 

a  match  with  the  transmitted  text. 

698  (ot’)  rj\p.eo:  so  codd.  pleriquc;  e;8aAAoper  c,  probably  intrusive  annotati
on. 

702  Surface  abraded  after  a;  text  not  assured. 

702-3  The  space  between  the  two  verses  is  slightly  wider  than  elsewhere  in  the
  fragment.  If  this  was 

89,6  ]  .  .  [ 

]8pa)[ 

]  dojvt,  [ JjtieiteS  [ 

]8pa)V'!T  [ 
700  1  8ux)KO  [ 

]  .  <^'^0  .  [ 
]«..[.].[ 
]v  At  [ ] . 

(foot?) 
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intentional,  it  may  be  that  the  wider  space  served  to  distinguish  the  antode  from  the  antepirrhema,  or  to 

accommodate  a  paragraphos;  but  I  have  found  no  parallels  for  this. 

Fr.  15 

X  ]v.[ 

y  ].To[ 

a]/?Xa 

j(xe]ya/3[tetc 

AiKaiOTToXji  Zlt«'[ato7roAt 

](^at[va)v 
825  cvKO(f\avTa\c 

X  and  y  cannot  be  placed  in  819-20.  The  sequence  of  letters  in  y  could  match  with  819  (xotpi'SiJa 
Tolii/w);  in  that  case  we  could  reckon  with  an  omission  of  820.  x  cannot  be  brought  to  match  with  any  of 

the  adjacent  lines  (after  v  traces  on  edge  suggesting  a  left-hand  arc).  But  this  may  be  a  fidse  problem  if  x  and 

y  were  never  intended  to  be  part  of  the  main  text.  The  interlinear  space  between  them  is  narrower  than 

usual,  so  that  one  may  think  that  they  may  be  comments  written  above  the  column  of  writing,  as  in  fr.  6. 

Nevertheless,  they  seem  to  be  in  the  same  hand  as  the  main  text,  unlike  what  happens  in  the  other  fragments 

preserving  annotation  (frr.  5  and  6). 

Frr.  16-23  UNPLACED 
Fr.  16 

Fr.  17 

Fr.  18 

]...[ l.^.l 

].Sa[ 

],.od 
].op[ 

]  .^?[ 

],.[  ]a.[ 

1^0.  [ 

](x)Fa[ 

l^a.l 
].«.[ 

Fr.  16  I  ] ,  .  .  [  5  base  and  lower  right  quadrant  of  rounded  letter;  upright,  short  interval,  lower 

arc  at  one-third  height  (k  if  one  letter);  rising  oblique,  wedge  not  exeluded  4  ]  _,  high  trace;  triangular 

top  [ ,  high  speck  5  _  [ ,  curved  leg  joining  tip  of  lower  are  at  lower  right  (/u.?) 

Fr.  17  I  ]  >  upright  joining  high  horizontal  extending  to  right  (y,  r)  [  ,  back  of  rounded  letter 

and  a  speck  at  line-level  2  ]  _  ,  right-hand  tip  of  high  horizontal  joining  upright  (one  or  two  letters, 

tr  or  tt)  3  ]  >  foot  curving  tail  joining  upright  to  right  {v?)  4  6,  only  a  right-hand  curve 

intersected  by  cross-bar  slightly  projecting  to  the  right  survives  [ ,  A  or  half  (x  5  ]  .>  ripper  part  of 

descending  oblique,  probably  joining  short  riser  at  mid-height  [ ,  upright 

4510.  ARISTOPHANES,  AGHARNENSES  1 33 

Fr.  18  I  ]  .  8,  lower  right-hand  arc  (o  or  m)  2  ]  ,  upright  and  at  the  level  of  its  top  traces 

in  the  same  horizontal  alignment,  allowing  a  top  horizontal  (r  or  rr)  3  ]  . ,  right-hand  tip  of  a  thickish 

high  horizontal  (high  dot  after  apostrophe?  diairesis,  if  the  trace  over  the  adjacent  upright  is  another? 

accident?)  [ ,  upright,  horizontal  trace  joining  at  half-height  to  right,  left-hand  tip  of  upper  arc  joining 

at  top  to  right  5  ]  [  ,  top  of  descending  oblique;  top  of  upright 

Fr.  19 

Fr.  20 
Fr.  21 

],[].[ ]..[ 

]ajtta)[ 

]/ca  [ 
]vS,[ 

l.-^d 

Icl 

Icl 

Fr.  ig  I  ] .  [  >  lower  arc,  speck  at  upper  right  (o?)  ]  [ ,  trace  at  line-level,  probably  foot  of 

rising  oblique  or  corner  of  edge  of  a  2  [ ,  top  of  descending  oblique  at  two-thirds  height  3  ] , , 

front  and  base  of  curved  letter  (0  or  oj;  0  excluded  since  no  trace  of  crossbar  visible)  4  ]  ,  [  >  high  speck 

]  [ ,  right-hand  curve  intersected  by  crossbar  (apparently  0);  top  of  a,  S,  A 

Fr.  20  ■  ]  [  >  lower  part  of  a?;  foot  of  left-hand  curve  2  [ ,  specks  on  edge  (same 

alignment)  3  [ ,  left-hand  tip  of  high  horizontal  4  .  [ ,  curved  back  and  base 

Fr.  2 1 

This  scrap  could  be  part  of  296,  334,  590,  or  1050.  But  ]fiu)[  is  also  possible. 

Fr.  22  Fr.  23 

]  ].y“[ 

Fr.  23  I  [  >  two  uprights  linked  with  top  horizontal  (ltt  or  it)  2  ]  ,  speck  at  two-thirds  height 

Fr.  22 

mrg.  The  first  word  might  be  cK]d/>S(a)  (~cK6po8a)i  after  that  possibly  a  form  of  eyw.  for  what  it  is 

worth,  we  may  try  placing  the  fragment  in  164  (TTopOovfxevoc),  which  is  in  a  context  with  references  to  cKopoSa 

and  with  scholia  mentioning  cKopoSa  eyorrec  (2^  ibga  has  eywi?  popreov  cKopoSojv). 
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Fr.  23 

I  Neither  (fur  nor  occur  in  the  Ackarnenses. 

N.  GONIS 

4511.  Aristophanes,  Equites  y;^6-~4.6 

ro6/44(b)  2.3x5.7cm  Third  century 

A  small  fragment  with  the  beginnings  of  10  verses.  No  margins  have  been  preserved. 

The  writing  is  along  the  fibres.  Back  blank. 

The  script  is  a  rather  informal,  medium-sized  specimen  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’, 
slanting  somewhat  to  the  right.  I  would  place  it  in  affinity  with  GLEl  2 1  a  and  assign  it 

to  not  earlier  than  the  first  half  of  the  third  century.  The  fairly  pronounced  contrast 

between  thick  and  thin  strokes  and  the  presence  of  ornamental  hooks  on  the  upper 

extremities  of  S,  i.  A,  v,  suggest  that  it  belongs  to  the  mature  period  of  the  style;  on 

the  so  called  ‘tipo  ornato’  of  this  style  see  M.  S.  Funghi,  G.  Messeri  Savorelli,  Analecta 
Papyrologica  i  (1989)  37  ff.  (list  of  examples  on  p.  41  n.  12).  All  the  lectional  signs  seem 

to  be  by  the  original  scribe;  there  are  paragraphoi,  signalling  speaker  change,  a  rough 

breathing,  and  an  acute  accent  (both  in  745). 

Equites  is  tbe  play  of  which  most  papyri  have  come  down  to  us  (eight  in  Pack^), 
but  no  other  papyrus  includes  these  lines.  The  new  piece  contributes  nothing  useful  to 

the  text,  whose  history  has  been  traced  by  D.  M.  Jones,  CQ^ns  2  (1952)  17 1  ff.;  5  (1955) 

39  ff.;  and  M.  Pohlenz,  NAWG  (1952)  95  ff. 

736  aA[A 

OjU.Oto[c 

rove  jU.[€P 

cauToi'[ 

740  Kai  cKvlTorofioic 

ev  yap  7T[ota) 

o  Ti  t[ojp 

77Aeu[c]a[c 

744  eycu  Se  TrlepiTrarcov 

kipovT  [oc 

Kai  ia\7]v 

135 

4-5U.  ARISTOPHANES,  EQUITES  736-46 

744  8e:  om.  V,  to  the  detriment  of  the  metre. 

745  h/iovToc.  The  reason  for  the  placing  of  diacriticals  above  e  in  the  papyrus  is  not  easy  to
  deduce.  The 

accent  may  serve  to  distinguish  the  Attic  form  (see  Herodian  1.456,  2.260,  and  especially  in  An.  Ox.  257  1.) 

from  the  contracted  form  eifiovvroc  (parts  of  epew  are  transmitted  occasionally  even  in  writers  o
f  the  fifth  and 

fourth  centuries,  sec  Kuhncr-Blass,  Gmmmatik  ii  435,  although  they  are  often  distinguished  only  by  their 

accent).  As  regards  the  rough  breathing,  it  is  possible  that  some  uneertainty  was  felt  in  antiquity 
 about  the 

correct  aspiration.  I  have  not  found  evidence  of  this  dispute  elsewhere.  But  note  that  R  writes  kipovroc  [sic). 

N.  GONIS 

4512-4513.  Aristophanes,  Vespae 

Two  manuscripts  of  the  Vespae  have  been  identified  among  the  unpublished  holdings 

of  the  Egypt  Exploration  Society.  One  is  from  a  roll,  the  other  from  a  parchment  codex. 

The  text  presented  by  the  new  pieces  is  not  extant  in  either  of  the  two  papyri  of  the 

play  that  have  been  published  before.  The  commentary  4509  with  lemmata  from  verses 

36-41  constitutes  a  further  ancient  testimony  to  the  text  of  the  Vespae. 
D.  M.  MacDowell  offers  a  short  sketch  of  the  history  of  the  text  on  pp.  30  ff.  of 

his  edition  (1971);  see  also  H.  J.  Newiger,  Gnomon  55  (1983)  392  with  further  literature. 

For  the  readings  of  the  manuscripts  I  have  used  the  collations  of  E.  Cary,  HSCP  30 

(1919)  I  ff.,  and  MacDowell’s  apparatus.  The  sigla  are  those  of  MacDowell. 

4512.  Aristophanes,  Vespae  96-116 

37  4B.i05/F(r)c  7  x11.3  cm  Third  century 

'Fhe  head  of  a  column  from  a  roll,  with  an  upper  margin  preserved  to  1.4  cm.  The 

writing  is  parallel  with  the  fibres.  Back  blank. 

Verse  96  is  a  column  top,  and  the  column  contained  at  least  21  verses.  If  the  play 

began  at  the  top  of  a  column,  w.  1-95  could  have  occupied  (i)  4  columns  at  an  average 

of  24  verses/coL,  or  (ii)  3  columns  at  an  average  of  32  verses,  or  (iii)  2  columns  of  c.  48 

verses.  On  the  basis  that  the  first  15  verses  of  the  surviving  column  measure  7.3  cm  in 

height,  column-height  could  be  restored  as  (i)  c.  1 1.7,  or  (ii)  c.  15-6,  or  (iii)  c.  23.4  cm. 

Allowing  6  cm  more  for  the  upper  and  lower  margins  together,  roll-height  would 

measure  at  least  (i)  c.  17.7  cm,  or  (ii)  c.  2 1 .6  cm,  or  (iii)  c.  29.4  cm.  (i)  may  be  dismissed, 

as  there  is  no  example  of  a  roll  of  this  small  format  from  the  third  century  (for  the  issue 

see  the  discussion  in  4521  introd.).  There  is  no  secure  way  of  choosing  between  (ii)  and 

(iii).  Rolls  most  often  range  from  25  to  32  cm  in  height  (cf.  W.  A.  Johnson,  CP  88  (1993) 

47),  and  this  may  favour  (iii).  If  (ii)  holds  true,  approximately  48  columns  would  have 

been  needed  to  contain  the  play,  if  the  line  arrangement  did  not  differ  from  the  medieval 

tradition.  The  column  to  column  width  in  the  trimeter  parts  might  have  averaged  1 1  cm 

(9-1-2),  which  would  give  c.  5.3  m  of  roll  to  contain  the  play.  In  the  case  of  (iii),  the 

figures  would  be  c.  32  columns  and  c.  3.5  m  of  roll. 

The  papyrus  is  written  in  a  smallish,  slanting  hand  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’,  assignable 
to  the  first  half  of  the  third  century.  The  apostrophe  between  the  two  taus  in  107  m 

fact  favours  a  third  century  date  (cf.  GMAW^  p,  1 1  n.  50).  The  general  effect  may  be 
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comparable  with  LIT  3659  (ill  c.),  which  is  somewhat  more  rapid  and  more  partial  to 

obliques;  compare  also  XLII  3008  (iii  c.),  which  is  again  more  rapid.  XXXIX  2888 

(second  half  of  ii  c.)  is  also  similar,  though  here  angularity  is  more  pronounced  and  mu 

is  different.  The  cross-stroke  of  v  tends  to  the  horizontal;  i/i  has  the  form  of  a  cross. 

Descenders  end  in  little  curls  to  the  left,  a  feature  frequently  found  among  representatives 

of  the  ‘Severe  Style’  in  its  mature  phase. 

Apostrophes,  apparendy  supplied  by  the  original  copyist,  signal  elision,  but  not 

consistently  (neglected  in  107);  in  103  a  patch  of  damage  on  the  papyrus  leaves  it 

uncertain  whether  there  was  originally  an  apostrophe.  Diaereses  (inorganic)  are  used 

once  over  initial  i  (97)  and  twice  over  initial  v  (102,  108).  No  other  lectional  signs  are 

in  evidence.  Punctuation  by  spacing  seems  to  have  been  used  in  112  (see  the  note 

below).  Iota  adscript  is  correctly  placed  where  required. 

The  papyrus  shows  no  textual  novelties.  With  the  exception  of  108  the  text  is  not 

different  from  that  of  most  recent  editions. 

Top 

ojjcTrep  Xi^avcorov  elmTiOeic 

Kai  vr]  AY  rjv  I'SrjL  ye  7r[ou 

vjiov  IJvpiXapLTTOVc[ 

ijojv  Trapeypaijje  TrXrj[cLov 

100  To]v  aXej^Tpvova[ 

o]ip'  e^eyeepeiv  avTo[v 
TTttJpa  Twv  VTr€v9vv[cov 

evd]yc  S  ano  Sop7r'r]c[To]y[ 

Ka^neLT’  e/cetc’  eXdoov  TrlpoKadevSei 

105  oicTTejp  Xeirac  77poce%o/x[eroc 

VTTO  S]vcKoXiac  8’  arracL  T[t/xa)v 

cocTrJep  pLeXirW  rj  j8o/x/3uA[toc 

VTTO  t]olc  ovv^i  i<r]po[v]  y['rr07TeTTXacp,evoc 

iljTjcfijcov  Se  Setcac  perj  Slerjdeirj 

I  10  iV  ex]9‘  SiKa^eiv  aLyia[Xop 

jyovOeTOvpeey  [oc 

8t/(ra^e]t  to[u]tov  o[vv 

^rjcavTec  ajc[ 

t]7]v  vocov  I3\apea)c 

115  ]XoyoLCL  TTap\apivdovp,€voc 

avTo]y  pLT]  <^o[petr' 
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(From  the  top  margin  a  faint  line  descends  through  tt  of  oj]  cuep  over  four  lines  to  v  of  6]  cur;  apparently 

a  stray  penstroke.) 

97  iqv.  so  codd.  plerique:  ar  J,  a  banalisation. 
98  ujior:  so  RV:  roe  rell.  Spacing  would  permit  either  reading,  but  the  first  trace,  the  top  of  a  tall 

upright,  clearly  indicates  iota,  tov  was  thought  to  be  unmetrical,  as  it  gives  a  choriamb  in  the  first  rnetron 

(IJv—  is  scanned  short).  A  choriamb  docs  sometimes  substitute  for  the  first  rnetron  of  the  trimeter,  but  this 

phenomenon  is  peculiar  to  tragedy,  mainly  with  intractable  proper  names  (and  later  in  the  mimiambs  of 

Hcrondas).  It  occurs  only  once  in  comedy.  Pax  663,  but  there  in  imitation  of  tragic  diction  (another  example 

is  V.  902,  but  the  passage  is  usually  emended).  On  the  issue  sec  V.  Schmidt,  Sprachliche  Untersuchungen  zu 
Herondas  (1968)  96  IT. 

99  ejeur:  so  RVJ:  ISwv  B.  laia  seems  to  conform  better  to  the  line  of  the  left-hand  margin,  as  established 
from  the  verses  above  and  below.  Apparently  IScur  was  influenced  by  iStji  in  97. 

Trapeypape'.  R  has  Trapeypapev,  a  trivial  variant. 

101  e^eytipeiv:  so  RV:  eyei'pcirj,  which  does  not  scan. 

102  TTapa  Tutv.  so  codd.  plerique:  nap'  avTwv  V,  which  is  unmetrical  and  makes  no  sense. 

103  8:  om.  J,  probably  an  accidental  omission. 
The  papyrus  is  abraded  after  S,  and  it  is  not  clear  whether  there  was  originally  an  elision  mark. 

Sopn'pcrov:  Sopnicrov  V  in  error. 
1 07  fteAirV.  That  the  scribe  placed  the  apostrophe  between  the  two  taus  may  have  led  him  to  leave  the 

elision  unmarked. 

108  ufiroTrewAacTieroc:  so  J:  avanerrXacpievoc  rell.  What  remains  from  upsilon  is  not  conclusive,  but  the 

diaeresis  above  points  to  either  t  or  u,  and  iota  is  palaeographically  impossible.  The  coincidence  ofj  with  the 

papyrus  is  interesting;  it  may  indicate  an  ancient  source  behind  those  readings  of  J  not  found  in  other  mss. 

J  is  sometimes  alone  in  offering  good  readings  not  otherwise  transmitted  (see  MacDowell  p.  31;  but  note  that 

the  value  attached  toj  has  been  contested  on  more  than  one  occasion,  see  Newiger,  Gnomon  55  (1983)  392). 

Nevertheless,  it  is  hard  to  say  that  vnon^nXacpuevoc  was  what  Aristophanes  wrote.  avanenXacp.evoc,  which 

editors  generally  prefer,  is  not  exactly  paralleled,  but  vnonenXacpevoc  is  a  compound  not  attested  in  classical 

Greek  (MacDowell).  One  may  entertain  the  suspicion  that  (mo  at  the  beginning  of  v.  106  prompted 

(monenXacp.eooc.  But  there  can  be  nothing  like  certainty. 

109  Seicac:  so  V:  Sijcac  rell.,  which  is  absurd.  It  may  have  arisen  from  hSrjcavrec  in  v.  1 13;  but  it  could 

also  be  a  phonetic  or  even  a  graphic  error. 

1 10  cx]oi:  so  RSVB:  cx!?  Jl”  error  (see  MacDowell). 
1 1 2  A  space  of  2  mm  has  been  left  blank  between  what  I  take  to  be  the  top  of  i  and  t:  apparently 

punctuation,  to  indicate  a  pause  in  the  speech  (cf.  GMAPP^  p.  8). 

1 13  ]7)cavT(c:  'eoipcavTec  RV:  cysrAeicarTec  JBP.  The  first  letter  is  damaged,  but  the  traces  suit  tj  rather 

than  ei.  The  papyrus  may  thus  be  thought  to  support  the  reading  of  RV,  which  is  the  lectio  difficilior, 

eyKAeicarrcc  may  be  an  intrusive  gloss  (MacDowell).  Some  editors  print  eysfAijcarrec.  The  epigraphic  evidence 

shows  that  this  spelling  was  indeed  in  circulation  in  Athens  down  to  the  earlier  fourth  century  (see  L.  I’hreattc, 
The  Grammar  of  Attic  Inscriptions  I  368  ff.),  but  the  ancient  grammarians  claim  that  icXeleiv  was  the  form  employed 

by  the  comedians,  while  kX^cw  was  admitted  only  in  paratragic  passages  (see  Coulon  I,  introd.  p.  xxix  and  n.  3). 

N.  GONIS 

4513.  Aristophanes,  Vespae  ro66-iio8 

67  6B.I5/J(i)  Frr.  3-7  6.6  X  to  cm  Fifth  century 

Eight  fragments  of  a  leaf  of  a  parchment  codex;  frr.  3,  4,  5,  6  and  7  touch,  but  each 

only  at  a  single  point.  This  must  have  been  a  handsome  manuscript,  but  the  present 

remnants  have  suffered  much  and  are  extremely  brittle.  In  many  places  the  parchment 

has  turned  dark,  especially  on  the  hair  side,  while  a  couple  of  reddish  stains  complete  the 
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overall  smudged  appearance.  Nevertheless,  much  the  greater  part  of  the  text  is  clearly 

visible,  written  in  a  metallic  ink  now  turned  dark  brown.  No  margins  survive. 

There  were  31  lines  to  the  page;  the  written  height  is  calculable  at  18.3  cm.  No 

line  survives  in  its  entirety;  this  and  the  absence  of  margins  would  make  any 

reconstruction  of  the  original  format  of  the  page  largely  hypothetical.  A  rough  estimate 

of  the  width  of  1077,  which  should  be  the  longest  verse  of  the  piece,  yields  a  figure  of 

c.  15.3  cm.  Allowing  for  a  possible  margin  of  c.  5  cm  on  all  sides,  the  dimensions  of  the 

codex  would  be  about  20.5  x  23.5  cm,  bringing  it  into  class  V  of  parchment  codices 

(20/ 17  X  25/ 21),  as  described  in  Turner,  Typolog))  27. 

The  hand  is  a  specimen  of  the  ‘sloping  pointed  majuscule’;  it  falls  into  its  first  type 
[GBEBP]).  4),  whose  state  of  perfection  is  typified  by  the  hands  responsible  for  the  Freer 

Gospels  [  =  GBEBP  15a,  assigned  to  iv/v  by  Gavallo — Maehler).  Our  parchment  seems 

to  be  somewhat  later,  and  a  date  not  earlier  than  the  beginning  of  the  fifth  century 

may  be  considered;  GBEBP  17b  (later  v)  is  very  similar.  Shading,  ‘found  in  some 

examples  of  “sloping  majuscule”  from  the  later  v  century  onwards’  {GBEBP  p,  42),  is 
evident  throughout.  Ornamentation  takes  the  form  of  finials,  chiefly  smallish  blobs,  on 

the  top  curves  of  e  and  c,  the  ends  of  the  horizontals  of  y  and  t,  and  the  tips  of  the 

prongs  of  V.  Notable  also  are  the  slightly  slanting  8,  ‘a  type  which  is  not  attested  before 

the  late  v  century  and  does  not  become  frequent  until  the  vi  century’  {GBEBP  p.  90); 
K  broken  in  two  halves;  ̂   in  a  single  sequence  of  five  movements;  ^  with  elliptical  loop; 

and  the  oblique  profile  of  the  feet  of  most  uprights. 

Iota  adscript  is  written  in  the  only  place  which  requires  it  (1079).  Apostrophes 

accompany  elisions  (1078,  1083,  1097,  1100),  but  there  is  one  instance  of  tacit  elision 

(1083)  and  another  oi  scrip tio  plena  (i  106).  There  is  no  other  lectional  sign  in  evidence. 

All  verses  contained  on  the  leaf  are  represented,  but  many  metrical  cola  normally 

counted  as  single  verses  appear  split  into  two  lines.  It  is  not  unreasonable  to  suppose 

that  the  same  arrangement  was  followed  also  in  other  parts  of  the  play,  such  as  e.g.  the 

lengthy  anapaests  that  preceded.  It  is  thus  not  possible  to  calculate  precisely  the  number 

of  the  pages  that  the  play  would  have  covered.  At  any  rate,  in  a  format  of  3 1  lines  to 

a  page,  the  whole  of  the  play  would  have  taken  up  no  less  than  50  pages,  and  at  least 

34  pages  would  have  come  before  the  present  one. 

I’he  eccentricity  just  described  does  not  rest  on  any  metrical  principle.  Similarly, 
reasons  of  space  seem  to  be  ruled  out,  for  we  find  verses  of  equal  or  even  greater  length 

than  those  divided  written  normally  in  a  single  line.  Gf  e.g.  1077  (40  letters)  written  in 

one  line,  while  1079  (37  letters)  occupies  two  (26+  ii);  also  1106  (34  letters,  one  line) 

and  the  preceding  1 105  (35  letters  in  two — 23  +  12).  It  must  be  noted  that  all  the  lines 
containing  the  second  part  of  a  split  verse  are  uniformly  indented  in  relation  to  the 

preceding  (and  the  following)  longer  line;  the  indentation  must  have  been  5—6  letters’ 
space,  that  is  the  same  as  the  indentation  of  the  lyrics.  It  is  also  worth  noticing  that 

there  is  a  difference  of  division  between  epirrhema  and  antepirrhema.  I  suppose  that 

this  arrangement  was  effected  with  a  certain  aesthetic  intention,  perhaps  for  the  right- 

hand  edge  of  the  column  to  be  as  straight  as  possible.  (Views  about  the  mise  en  page 
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played  an  important  role  in  the  fortunes  of  lyric  passages  during  the  transmission,  cf 

J.  Irigoin,  REG  75  (1962)  61  ff.) 

The  colometry  of  the  lyric  parts  is  virtually  identical  with  that  of  R  and  V  (for  an 

exception  see  1095  n.),  and  the  ode  as  preserved  responds  with  the  antode.  In  this  codex 

only  the  first  three  (109 1-3),  the  sixth  (1095a)  and  the  last  three  (1068-70  =  1 099-1  loi) 

cola  appear  to  conform  to  a  metrical  pattern.  The  arrangement  of  the  remaining  cola 

seems  to  be  based  on  an  effort  to  match  colon-end  with  word-end  rather  than  on  metre. 

Although  there  are  no  metrical  scholia  cetera  available,  we  may  surmise  that  the 

Alexandrians  produced  a  sequence  of  trochaic  dimeters,  but  this  division  pattern 

gradually  deteriorated  to  what  we  find  now  in  this  and  the  later  codices.  The  supposedly 

Alexandrian  colometry  has  not  found  much  favour  in  modern  times.  (Most  recently 

Parker,  The  Songs  of  Aristophanes  246  ff.  opts  for  a  different  analysis;  contrast  Zimmermann, 
Untersuchungen  ii  212  ff.,  iii  31  f.) 

The  parchment  offers  six  readings  and  a  line  arrangement  not  attested  elsewhere. 

The  amount  of  novelty  is  remarkable,  but  it  would  be  bold  to  conclude  that  4513 

represents  a  branch  of  the  tradition  which  has  not  survived  in  any  medieval  manuscript. 

I  suppose  all  aberrations  could  be  attributed  to  scribal  carelessness  and  individual  whim; 

with  the  exception  of  the  new  variant  in  1102,  all  the  other  unique  readings  could  be 

more  or  less  easily  dismissed  as  corrupt. 

In  the  transcript  ̂   and  j  are  used  for  letters  visible  on  an  old  photograph,  but  due 

to  disintegration  of  some  edges  no  longer  extant. 

Flesh  side 

1066  Xeul)av\u)y[ 

pro /XT)]  V 

1067  00c  eyaj[ 

VOpii]  ̂ Cl) 

]KpeiTrop  rj  TT[oAAaJV 

KLKivvo]y(:  [v]€ci.[vi.ojv 

1070  ]vTTpa)KTLay[ 

T]rjv  €pi7]v  tS[ajv 
Jjixecov  8Lec([>rjK[ajp,€V0P 

rjTnvoija  TTjC  eyKeylrpiBoc 

Kojv  apiOVc[oc 

1075  Trpocecjriv  to  [uto 

]eyy6r[etc 

avSpiKcijTajTov  yevoc  Kai  7T[AetcTa  T]j]vSe[ 

co(f>eX7]cav]T€c  ev  ptayatciv  [r^vt/c  7j]A0’  o  )I[ap^apoc 

(5) 

(10) 
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1079 

araTTPOiJt  TV(f>(x>v  arrac\av  T\rjv  7roAtv[ 

]  TTVpTToXcO  [p] 

1080 
J/xwr  iJ,\evoLv\cov  rrpoc  /3tav  Ta[v 

Op^7]Pia  [ 

1 08 1 
evdejcoc  y[a](0  ̂ 0 [rSpa/xorr] ec  ̂vv  Sopet  ̂ [vp 

aCTTtSt 
(20) 

1082 
o-VTOicL  dvpioy  [o^Lpjrjv  TreTreo [/rorec 1083 

]avr]p  Trap  arSp’  vn  opyrjc[ 

XeXvp]rjp  ecdiiop 1084 

t]mp  TO^£vpb[aTaj]p  ovk[ 

To]p  ovpa[pop] 

(25) 

1085 

]€uica[pLecda  ̂ v]p  6eoi[c 
1086 

]rjpLioy  [irptr /x]ayeca[c0ai 

CTjparop  S[te7rTa]Tof 1087 

]a  dvppa[^opTe]c  e[ic 
OvXaKo]  VC 

(30) 

Hair  side 

yo  [V 

t]  011(0.  [erot 

Tr]apa  toi[c 

yVV  STL 1090 
A]ttikov  KalXeicdai 

SlpiKOJTepOP 

(5) 

1091 

]rj  rod’  Ci)c\TC 
Kai  KaTec[Tpeipap,7]p 

JerapTtouc  7r[Aeajp 

ov  yap  iqpl^ 
(10) 

1095 

]  cv  (aeAAet[ 

c\vKO(j}ay\TrjcciP 

(/>/3]or'rtc[ 

ecotjr’  apLc[Toc 

roLyap]oup  rroXXac  7ToA[etc 

iMrjSojjP  eXopTCC 

aLiTtojTjaTot  (^epccdai 

(15) 
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TOP  (j)o[p]op  [Sjeup’  ecpLey[ 

I  102 

7TTOvc[ip  ot  veJojjTepot 

TToXXax'T]  cKOTT\ovPT]ecj  Jiixac  e[tc (20) 

1103 

evpy]ce[Te 
rove  TpoTTOvc  Kai  rrjP  SiaLjay  c(^rj[iip 

1104 

€p,(/>epecTaT0vc 
]|tiev  yap  ovSep  ypicup  ̂ aj[iop 

rjp\edLcp.evop 

(25
' 

1105 

p,aXXo]p  oivd[vp,op]  ecTLP  ouS[e 

1106 raAJAa  opLOL[a  Txavra] 

I  107 

]pT€c  y[ap  Kad  ec]/xjouc[ 

I  108 

Ta]pdp7]y[ia 

rjjx]a)P  [ouTxep]  apxa)p[ 

(30; 

Tojvc  [evSeK^a 

1067  ]ix:  €xeix  codd.:  cxeix  edd.  after  Reisig.  f-x^iv  is  a  patent  graphic  corruption.  (This  
type  of  error 

occurs  also  at  Men.  Dysc.  38,  where  P'  has  exf‘r,  whereas  gives  cxetx.) 

1069  KMi.vvo\vc:  so  Rr  edd.;  kikCvovc  A  Suda(2)'’‘'  [k  1597);  kCvovc  V:  /<o;c/a'vouc  
J.  I  have  restored  the 

correct  reading,  but  the  spacing  would  not  exclude  the  other  variants  (except  the  meaningles
s  haplography 

KlVOVc). 

1070  ]  uTTpai/cTtax:  KT}vpvTTpojKTtav  codd.:  KehpvTTpuiKTiav  Kuster  edd. 

1072  Stec(^K[o}iJ,€vov:  so  RVT:  kctfirjKOjp-^vov  J. 

1073  Trjc  so  RV;  TfjeSe  rtjc  rell.  T^cSe  is  probably  an  interpolation. 

1076  €yy€x[€tc:  so  RVT:  euy€X€tcJ:  euptexetc  Vviy  and  B*. 

1078  w^eAiycax] Tec:  oxfieXficav  kv  VJ  edd.;  ojcjieAoOcax  ex  P.  wi^eAijcaftex  R.  Of  t  on
ly  a  high  trace  at  top 

left  survives,  compatible  with  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  high  horizontal  (gamma,  which  is  pal
acographically 

possible  too,  would  lead  nowhere).  All  medieval  manuscripts  present  some  form  of  w^e
Xiui,  and  I  presume 

the  papyrus  had  a).^eAijcax]Tec.  This  is  not  contradicted  by  spacing;  1078  is  aligne
d  with  1079,  and  the  iota 

adscript  of /cairvco]  i  is  below  the  right-hand  tip  of  tau,  which  is  exactly  what  we  should  expect  if  oi^
eAijcaxJ  jec 

stood  in  1078.  The  new  reading  is  probably  due  to  a  scribe  who  failed  to  understand
  the  participle  as  referring 

to  yc'xoc,  and  took  it  to  refer  to  ■^juetc  of  1075. 

1080  ]|ua)x:  TifiMV  VJ  (rightly):  lijuAx  RT. 

1081  ̂ u[xSpa/[i0XT]ec:  e/<8paptdxTcc  codd.  Although  not  much  remains,  the  reconstructed 
 reading  seems 

certain.  The  new  variant  is  inferior,  perhaps  wrong  altogether.  cuxTpc'xw  may  occur  in  mil
itary  contexts 

(LSJ  s.v.  translate  ‘run  together  so  as  to  meet  in  battle,  encounter’),  but  usually  take
s  a  dative  object. 

Conversely,  cKTpe'xw  (or  eKdem)  is  the  most  appropriate  verb  to  convey  the  sense  of  the
  passage,  which  is  that 

of  an  army  charging  out  against  an  enemy,  cf.  LSJ  s.w.;  with  this  meaning  it  occu
rs  in  some  passages  of 

Thucydides  and  at  Lys.  456.  I  suspect  that  the  presence  of  the  two  filx  that  follow  
in  the  same  line  may  have 

been  the  origin  of  this  reading. 

fux  Sopei.  This  (para)tragic  phrase  is  quoted  also  at  Pax  356;  according 
 to  the  scholia  it  comes  from 

Achaios’  Momos  (^TrGFl  20  k’  29).  ihc  various  mss.  read  as  follows: 

Vesp.  1081  |ux  Sopi  ivv  acwiSi  (J’s  unmetrical  Sovpi  is  an  obvious  cpicism); 

Pax  356  cvv  Sopi  cux  acTTtSt; 

Ghoirob.,  In  Theod.  1.316.  15  cux  Sdpei  cux  dcm'81. 
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The  second  is  unmetrical;  we  must  change  to  ̂ vv  or  to  Sdpei  or  both.  Most  editors  print  fur  Sopi  fur 

acviSi  in  both  places;  not  many  have  followed  Hermann  in  opting  for  cvv  Sopei.  Our  parchment  now  offers 

fur  Sopei,  which  happens  to  be  what  Bothe  and  others  printed.  Tragic  usage  seems  to  favour  fur,  cf.  Olson 

on  Pax  356.  In  general,  fur  was  no  doubt  more  likely  to  be  corrupted  to  ctlr  than  the  reverse;  between  Sopi 

and  So'pei,  each  is  an  easy  itacistic  error  for  the  other.  What  the  parchment  shows  is  that  fur  and  So'pci 
coexisted  in  the  fifth  century  ad.  Ghoiroboskos  may  have  drawn  on  a  manuscript,  which  we  now  know  to 

have  had  a  precursor.  MacDowell’s  view  that,  after  the  first  fur  had  been  ousted  by  cur  ‘some  editor  changed 
Sopi  to  Sdpei  in  an  attempt  to  restore  the  metre’  now  appears  less  plausible. 

1083  Trar:  nap'  VfJ:  irpdc  R.  irar  yields  no  sense.  Perhaps  the  combination  of  rho  and  elision  mark- -- 
note  its  absence  in  the  parchment— was  misread  as  nu.  The  ensuing  av  might  also  have  played  a  part. 

1084  Tofeup,[aTcu]r:  so  codd.  plerique:  Toforcor  canlra  metrum. 

1085  eajca[p.eclla:  so  An.  Ox,  I  44l5-4^5  (^p-clla)  edd.:  a7rccucdp.ec0a  T'J:  knavcdfaecda  R;  lc(wfd/xcc0a  VT^. 
Assuming  that  the  first  letters  of  1 084  and  1 085  were  aligned,  space  excludes  that  the  codex  had  dmwcdiiecOa. 

Wc  cannot  of  course  tell  whether  it  had  the  metrically  required  ending  -p.ec0a  or  -pieda.  The  reading 

transmitted  by  the  An.  Ox.  ‘is  a  strange  piece  of  luck,  since  it  garbles  and  quotes  as  lay.!.’  (E.  W.  Handley). 
1086  pi,axeca[c6aa.  pdyccflai  codd.  What  survives  from  the  letter  after  sigma  best  suits  alpha  (only  the 

wedge  and  the  apex).  piaxecacBai  is  not  strictly  unmetrical  (‘dactyls’  in  trochaic  tetrameters  are  not  intolerable, 
but  the  secure  parallels  are  very  few,  cf  4510  318  n.),  but  is  less  satisfactory  in  terms  of  grammar  than  the 
received  reading. 

S[ierrTa]TO.  1  supplement  with  the  mss,,  but  certainty  on  what  the  papyrus  had  is  impossible.  Brunck 

changed  it  to  SicVtcto,  and  this  was  adopted  by  many  editors.  However,  the  mss.  reading  is  blameless,  cf 

Hirschig’s  commentary  and  Kiihncr-BIass,  Grammalik  ii  234,  515, 
1087  A  traced  reconstruction  suggests  that  lines  1086--87  (lines  28-30)  were  arranged  as  follows: 

y\av^yaprip.aavTTpwp.ax^cacdanov 
CT/taTorSteTTraTOetra 

Sei.7Topiec6a0vvva^oVTecet.cTovc 

But  this  would  assume®  an  overrun  in  a  non-lyric  part  {eha  S’  should  start  1087),  which  has  no  parallel  in  the 
text  as  preserved.  The  alternatives  are  that  1.  30  (1087)  was  not  aligned  with  1,  28  (1086),  i.e.  it  was  written 

in  ekthesis,  but  such  a  change  of  alignment  is  without  a  parallel  in  the  parchment;  or  that  the  text  was 
dilfercnt  from  the  received. 

]a:  PmofiecBa  R.  edd.:  en6pi.cc6a  ViJ.  The  remaining  ink  is  consistent  with  alpha,  but  docs  not  positively 
identify  it. 

1088  If  K€VTlovfi[evoi  was  written  in  a  separate  line,  the  indentation  would  be  of  only  3  letters,  which 

docs  not  seem  to  be  the  case  anywhere  else.  I  therefore  believe  that  the  division  was  eflected  after  kcv,  where 

one  would  normally  divide,  cf  E.  Mayser,  Grammatik  I  i“  222,  and  Turner,  GMAW'^  p.  17.  Of  course  division 
after  xe  cannot  be  excluded,  but  it  is  less  likely. 

1 090  It  is  not  clear  where  this  verse  was  divided.  For  the  same  reasons  of  space  as  those  stated  in  the 

previous  note,  it  is  preferable  to  think  that  S\pu<oiTepov  was  written  in  the  following  line,  with  av  kept  above. 

However,  one  cannot  rule  out  that  there  may  be  an  exception  here  to  the  practice  observed  elsewhere. 

1091  rj:  so  IJ:  rjv  C:  fji.  V;  fjr  R.  The  traces  are  uncertain,  but  4  rather  than  iju  is  favoured  by  space,  fjv 

is  not  impossible,  as  MacDowell  points  out,  but  it  would  be  easier  for  ij  to  be  corrupted  to  fjv  than  vice-versa. 

1095  pcAAei):  fv  Ae'few  IpcAAopru  codd.  It  is  difficult  to  guess  how  the  text  continued.  pcAAeifr,  /rcAA«[c, 

or  peAA6i[  are  possible,  but  the  context  favours  the  infinitive.  It  may  be  that  Ae'ietv  and  kfieXXofiev  were 
transposed,  and  the  infinitive  was  written  instead  of  the  imperfect,  perhaps  under  the  influence  of  the  preceding 

and/ or  the  ensuing  infinitives;  in  this  case  the  text  does  not  scan.  But  it  is  perhaps  more  likely  that  Xe^eiv 

was  supplanted  by  pe'AAeiu  in  assimilation  to  the  following  ep/AAopEu. 
The  colon  division  is  uncertain.  The  parchment  is  broken  off  before  eu,  and  thus  there  is  no  way  of 

knowing  whether  (i)  it  had  pycir  before  eu,  i.e,  it  divided  with  the  mss,,  or  (ii)  began  the  line  with  eu.  If  (i), 

pf/civ  would  have  been  in  ekthesis,  but  ekthesis  is  not  otherwise  in  evidence  in  1094   i  loi. 

1 102  TToAAayy:  noXXaxov  codd.  The  new  variant  is  grammatically,  as  well  as  metrically  acceptable,  and 

yields  identical  sense  with  that  of  the  tradition.  A  striking  parallel  is  provided  by  Isoc.  4.183:  there  all  editors 

print  TToXXaxfi  XoyiCp-^voc  with  rii,  while  the  rest  of  the  manuscripts  read  -08.  noXXaxfi  Xoyi^ofievoc  is  very 
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similar  to  TToXXaxfi  cKomvvTec  which  we  have  here.  But  the  eccentricity  of  the  other  readings  in  4513  casts 

doubt  on  the  genuineness  of  this  novelty, 

1 107  Jutee:  ̂ vXXeyevrec  V  edd.:  IvXXeyovrec  R:  cvXXeyovrec  PJ. 

Ta]vBprjv[m.  Most  editions  read  cocTTEp  elc  avBpijvia,  after  Rock  emended  the  transmitted  mcnepet  ravOp^via. 

What  the  parchment  had  evades  us. 

N.  GONIS 

4514.  Aristophanes,  Pax  i  195-121 1,  1233-47 

68  6B.25/D(i)a  7  x11.3  cm  Fourth  century 

A  piece  of  a  leaf  from  a  papyrus  codex  with  line-ends  and  a  few  marginal  notes 

on  the  -A  side  (right-hand  page)  and  line-beginnings  on  the  J,.  On  the  ->  side  the  right- 

hand  margin,  which  is  probably  the  original,  measures  4  cm  at  its  narrowest  point;  on 

the  J,  the  left-hand  margin  is  preserved  to  4.8  cm.  The  writing  is  along  the  fibres  on 

the  front. 

Each  page  must  have  contained  36  verses;  if  the  colomctry  was  not  considerably 

different  from  that  transmitted,  about  38  pages  would  have  held  the  whole  of  the  play. 

The  written  height  was  about  21.2  cm;  the  original  width  of  the  codex  may  be  calculated 

at  around  18  cm.  No  data  for  the  upper  and  lower  margins  are  available,  but  codices 

measuring  18  cm  in  width  fall  within  those  belonging  to  Turner’s  Groups  3,  4,  and  5 
(see  the  discussion  in  Typologp  15  IT.,  24).  The  average  page  heights  of  these  three  groups 

are  31/2,  25  and  30  cm  respectively.  We  may  therefore  estimate  that  the  height  of  the 

leaf  was  originally  about  25  -32  cm. 

The  writing  is  in  a  brownish  ink  which  has  faded  at  places;  for  metallic  inks 

(originally  black,  turning  brown  with  age)  see  GMAJV^  p.  19  and  n.  107.  The  rather 
small  hand  is  a  plain  round  one,  with  an  overall  informal  stance;  it  becomes  coarser 

on  the  side  where  it  is  across  the  fibres,  as  some  physical  resistance  to  the  pen  was 

produced  by  the  fibres.  Letters  often  touch.  Notable  letter-forms  include  /3  with  broad 

horizontal  base,  v  with  the  oblique  curving  up  to  meet  the  right-hand  hasta.  The  general 
character  is  somewhat  comparable  with  GBEBP  i  ob  (second  half  of  iv  cent.),  though 

the  latter  is  more  cramped  and  has  even  less  formal  pretentions.  A  date  within  the 

fourth  century  is  probable.  The  tiny  near-cursive  script  of  the  marginalia  also  points  to 
the  same  date. 

Changes  of  speaker  are  indicated  by  paragraphoi  and  dicola.  Note,  however,  the 

absence  of  the  paragraphos  below  1238,  where  the  antilabe  occurs  at  mid-verse,  while  it 

is  marked  under  1233  and  1245,  where  the  situation  is  the  same.  Problematic  is  the 

paragraphos  below  1232,  as  the  speaker  continues  in  1233.  It  seems  to  have  been 

misplaced,  but  one  wonders  whether  the  two  speaker  changes  within  1233  might  have 

been  responsible.  Apostrophes  are  written  where  elision  is  required  (for  the  alleged 

prodelision  in  1238  see  note  below).  The  other  lectional  signs  in  evidence  consist  of  a 
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rough  breathing,  an  acute  accent,  a  grave  accent,  and  a  low  point  (punctuation).  All, 

except  perhaps  the  acute  in  1238  (black  ink),  seem  to  be  the  work  of  the  original  scribe. 

No  iota  adscript  appears  in  the  text  as  preserved. 

The  papyrus  bears  marginal  annotation,  which  comprises  glosses  and  a  more 

discursive  note.  All  but  one  of  the  notes  are  attested  with  similar  wording  in  the  various 

lexica  and,  less  often,  in  the  scholia.  All  the  notes  on  substantives  (1195,  1196,  1200) 

are  in  the  nominative,  that  is  they  are  inflected  differently  from  the  words  of  the  text 

which  they  explain.  K.  McNamee,  Sigla  and  Select  Marginalia  (1992)  70  has  argued  that 

such  anomalously  inflected  glosses  were  borrowed  from  hypomnemata,  where  the  case 

was  determined  by  the  grammatical  structure  of  a  discursive  explanation.  The  wording 

of  the  single  discursive  note  (on  1 2 1 1)  suggests  a  commentary  as  the  source,  but  naturally 

another  origin  cannot  be  excluded. 

The  papyrus  confirms  the  antiquity  of  the  mss.  readings  in  1201,  and  offers  two 

new  variants,  one  derivative  and  plainly  wrong  ( 1238),  the  other  curious,  but  not  securely 

restored  (1240).  For  the  readings  of  mss.  other  than  L,  which  I  collated  on  the  original, 

I  rely  on  the  apparatus  of  Zacher,  and  S.  D.  Olson,  ‘Studies  in  the  later  manuscript 

tradition  of  Aristophanes’  Peace',  CQ,  4.7  (1997)  62  ff.  References  to  the  scholia  on  Pax 
are  after  Holwerda.  The  edition  and  commentary  of  Olson  ( 1 998)  appeared  when  this 

volume  was  already  at  proof  stage. 

Ktp(;Aa]c: 

KoXXa^ov]c: 

/rtX^aJc: 

].[ 
€lS0C 

€l8oc  aprov  KaXov 

ava^€w  Oepfi^ 

tHv 

1200  Ou]Se  KoXXv^OV  TO  XcTTTOV  VOjllCpia 

Spaxi^oj]y  efiTToXoj 

]ec  Tovc  a[ypo]uc 

A]  apc^ave 
Ta\vri  Se^ov 

1205  KttKepJSavafjcev. 

Tou]c  yafxovc: 

Ta]vT  eiCLTe 

ourjoct 
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1210  aTT^ipXecaC.  ck  pAtov 

Ao^jac;  OV  TTOlAetC  TOVC 

Xocjiovc 

i  ■  ■  ■ 

K\ai 

T 

1235  e[7reiT 
eycoye  prjl 

TOV  Trpa)[KTOP 

l9l  vvv  ’iep[eyKe 

0AtjSei[ 

1240  Tt  S’  aXX  [ 

Tjp  e'TTpi,[apir]p 

p.oXvj38[ov 

eTreir’  a[pcodep 

yePTj  [c€Ta6 
1245  oipcoL  lylarayeXac 

T0P[ 

ep[r€vdevt, 

1194  mrg.  The  ink,  if  not  stray,  suggests  the  presence  of  annotation  opp
osite  where  1194  must  have 

stood  (i  194  receives  comment  in  the  scholia). 

1195  mrg.  This  must  be  a  gloss  on  something  in  1195:  either  on 
 dfiiiAouc  or  on  xiyAac.  The  first  is 

glossed  with  nXaKoOvTcc  tivcc  in  E  1195b,  while  Hesychius  has  nXaKovvr
ac.  On  xi'xAac  E  n95d  has  etSoc 

bijiapCov,  Hesychius  offers  lx8i>c  BaXdccwc  Kai  gpvic,  and  Suda  {k  1693)  gives
  cTSoc  bpvCov.  I  have  not 

managed  to  match  the  traces  with  any  of  these  interpretations.  For  glosses  introduce
d  by  etSoc  cf.  nos.  7,  1 1, 

24  in  McNamee,  Sigla  and  Select  Marginalia  App.  2. 

1196  mrg.  This  note  seems  to  be  a  rough  and  ready  interpretation  of  Ko
XXd^ovc  and  need  not  derive 

from  a  specialised  book;  Athenians  were  very  fond  of  KoXXapoi,  as  we  m
ay  infer  from  this  and  other 

Aristophanic  passages.  Its  only  affinity  with  the  scholiastic  tradition  I  h
ave  been  able  to  trace  is  with  a  scholion 

on  «ro'AAa|8oi  at  Ran.  507:  dprot  re'oi  kic  mpa>v...Td  yap  oirra  icaAd  to.  ’4  avBpaKw
v  brcTdipcva.  For  the  wording 

cf.  Suda  s.v.  (k  1924)  etSoc  aprov. ..p-iKpov. 

1197  mrg.  Two  words  arc  written  here.  The  first,  dvaCe'w,  is  a  gloss  on  
avapparraj  in  1197.  Another 

hand,  as  indicated  by  the  colour  of  the  ink,  made  a  correction  by  writing  4 
 over  something  which  is  beyond 

recovery  (possibly  ̂   is  written  over  a  x)-  The  second  may  read  Bepp.  ;  the  letter  after  p  is
  most  likely  a, 

and  the  last  probably  tu;  what  comes  in  between  is  unclear.  This  looks  not
hing  like  an  explanation  of  itlyXoc; 

therefore  it  too  should  refer  to  avafiparrev,  either  as  a  second  gloss  or  as 
 a  continuation  of  the  first.  In  the 

former  case,  we  need  a  verb  form;  deppaCpco  is  the  strongest  candidate.  
But  it  is  hard  to  find  1  and  v  in  the 
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traces  that  should  belong  to  these  letters.  In  the  latter  case,  1  can  think  only  of  which  is  not  only 

inconsistent  with  the  traces,  but  would  also  be  nonsensical,  if  flcpjruic  was  added  to  help  clarify  the  sense  of 

PpdTTui.  In  any  case,  the  short  blank  space  before  Bep  does  not  encourage  the  idea  that  it  continues  the  first 

gloss  (but  cf  12 1 1  mrg.). 

is  the  gloss  given  for  jSpdccei  in  Hesychius  and  Suda  (j3  518),  In  other  lexica  and  elsewhere  in  the 

Suda  (a  1813)  dvafipdccovciv  is  explained  with  apadtSoOcLv.  dvaf^parra)  is  also  glossed  in  27  1 197  and  Ach.  1005a, 

b  Wilson,  but  with  different  wording  from  the  lexica. 

1200  mrg.  Gf.  Pollux  g.72  s.v.  KoXXv^icnjc:  ei-rj  S’  ar  Kai  xoAAu/ior  Xe-nrov  n  vofitcp-driov.  Other  glosses 
for  this  word  can  be  found  in  Hesychius,  Thomas  M  agister  and  the  scholia.  This  note  is  not  introduced  by 

elSoc,  like  the  previous  glosses  or  the  corresponding  interpretations  in  the  scholia  and  the  lexica;  I  suppose  it 

was  absent  from  the  source  of  this  note. 

1201  SpaxiJ.ui]v  epLiToXw.  The  verse  as  transmitted  reads  ruri  8e  ■n-erTij/covTa  SpaxpAiv  ep,woXui.  It  has 

undergone  numerous  emendations  on  the  grounds  of  (i)  metre;  Spa-  in  Spaxfi&v  must  be  scanned  as  long, 

whereas  normally  it  is  short  (Dawes);  (ii)  sense:  the  price  of  the  sickles  is  too  high,  and  contrasts  violently 

with  the  price  given  for  the  jars  in  the  following  verse  (Elmsley).  The  counterarguments,  set  out  most  recently 

by  Sommerstein,  are;  (i)  This  scansion  for  Spa-  is  not  unparalleled  (for  parallels  see  Gomme-Sandbach  on 

Men.  Epil.  335),  (ii)  The  sum  of  money  involved  is  deliberately  made  large  for  the  sake  of  comic  ellect  (on 

the  unreliability  of  the  prices  quoted  in  Comedy  and  the  comic  inflation  see  D.  M.  Schaps,  SCI  8-9  (1985-8) 

66  ff.).  Spacing  suggests  that  the  papyrus  had  the  same  text  as  the  medieval  tradition. 

1202  ec;  so  RV;  eic  rcll.  On  Ic  in  Aristophanes  see  4516  1669  n.,  4520  650  n. 

1204  ravTi:  so  F:  ravra  RV  contra  metrurn. 

1205  xaxep] Soraper:  SO  codd.  plcrique;  KaK^pSaivop.€v  PL  in  error, 

1210  mrg.  kK  piCdiv  is  the  meaning  given  by  Hesychius,  Photius  and  the  Suda  {ir  2438)  to  Trpo'ppi^oc, 
which  glosses  ■npoBkXvp.mc  in  Hesychius,  [Herodianus],  De  Part.  1 13.18,  Suda  (n  2580),  and  S  1210b  and  Eq. 

528a,  d  Jones-Wilson. 

1 2 1 1  mrg.  ov  rrcoXetc  rove  Xotpovc  interprets  ov  rt  ttov  Xopqc  in  1 2 1 1 .  27  1 2 1 1  a,  which  has  Xorjiovc  rroXXovc 

'ix<^ic  kv  rrpdcei,  may  oU'er  a  (remote)  parallel.  But  this  docs  not  seem  to  be  the  correct  rendering  of  Xo(j>qc. 
Most  modern  interpretations  follow  27  1211c,  which  gives  ovopca  rrerroCriKev  vocrjpiaToc  arro  toC  npdypLaroc,  u>c 

XiyopAv  nva  uSepidv,  Cfc. 

1238  I'fli  vvv  ’^ev[€yi<e:  Wi  Si)  'ieveyKe  codd.  The  papyrus  is  wrong,  since  the  prodelisioii  (only  rarely 

marked  in  papyri,  cf.  GMAW^  p.  12)  would  not  have  been  effected  otherwise.  It  probably  derives  from  1207, 

which  begins  with  Wi  vvv  (on  this  type  of  error  see  J.  Jackson,  Marginalia  Smenica  223  ff).  It  docs  not  seem 

likely  that  the  diastole  after  vvv  served  as  a  separator  of  the  two  adjacent  consonants;  this  would  further  point 

to  a  different  reading  from  ’fe'veyKe,  beginning  likewise  with  ̂ ev,  but  1  cannot  think  of  any. 

1240  Ti  S’  aAA  [:  Ti  8’  apa  RV*:  rl  S’  apa  VATP:  iycay’  dpa  B.  The  papyrus  seems  to  offer  a  ‘wild’ 
reading.  After  apa  the  medieval  manuscripts  offer  rfj  cdXmyyL  rrjSe  What  follows  the  second  A  has 

every  appearance  of  being  an  extraordinarily  large  apostrophe.  But  its  function  is  unclear.  It  may  be  an 

elision  mark;  in  that  case,  a  vowel  should  have  followed,  but  the  tradition  offers  nothing  .suitable.  Alternatively, 

the  sign  may  be  a  diastole  originally  intended  to  be  placed  between  the  two  lambdas,  but  wrongly  added 

after  the  second  of  them.  1  have  thought  of  two  possible  interpretations:  ti  S’  dXX’  dpa,  generated  from  aAAo 

as  a  variant  for  dpa,  or  ti  S’  dXXo.  They  both  have  their  attractions.  In  both  cases  the  sense  runs  smoothly 
and  there  are  no  metrical  or  grammatical  flaws  (for  the  construction  of  ti  with  xpIpcopLai  cf.  Ach.  935);  note 

also  that  ti  S’  aXXo  occurs  twelve  times  in  Aristophanes,  mostly  at  the  beginning  of  a  new  speech.  Professor 

Handley  notes  that  ‘the  aAAo  would  give  the  excellent  sense  “What  else  can  I  do  with  this  trumpet?...”,  to 

which  an  answer  in  terms  of  alternative  use,  aptly  ludicrous,  is  given  in  1242  ff.,  and  another  again  in  1245  ff’ 

N,  GONIS 

4515-4516.  Aristophanes,  Aves 

Among  the  unpublished  holdings  of  the  EES  two  fragments  have  been  identified 

as  containing  portions  of  the  Ave.s.  The  verses  covered  are  not  among  those  preserved 

in  any  of  the  papyri  of  the  play  hitherto  published. 
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A  detailed  account  of  the  history  of  the  text  can  be  found  in  N.  Dunbar,  Aristophane.'s 

Birds  (1995)  19  ff-  My  reports  on  readings  derive  from  j.  W.  White,  E.  Cary,  HSCP  29 

(1918)  77  ff.,  and  Dunbar’s  apparatus.  The  sigla  are  Dunbar’s. 

4515.  Aristophanes,  Aves  1324-8,  1357-61 

95/6i(a)  Fr,  I  3,45  X  2.7  cm  Fifth /sixth  century 

Two  scraps  from  a  papyrus  codex.  A  right-hand  margin  of  i .  i  cm  on  the  — >■  side 
of  fr.  2  is  extant.  It  seems  that  there  were  33  verses  to  a  page,  which  gives  approximately 

54.  pages  to  contain  the  whole  of  the  play.  In  what  survives  the  interlinear  space  on  the 

I  side  is  somewhat  wider  than  on  the  this  means  that  with  33  verses  to  a  page  the 

two  sides  of  the  leaf  would  differ  c.  2.5  cm  in  their  written  height,  18.15  cm  for  the  ̂  

to  20.65  cm  for  the  [  side.  But  if  written  height  remained  approximately  the  same  in 

all  sides,  we  may  reckon  with  either  a  narrower  interlinear  space  in  the  part  now  lost, 

or  a  different  number  of  verses  on  each  side. 

As  practically  no  margins  survive,  it  is  not  possible  to  calculate  exact  figures  for 

the  original  dimensions  of  the  codex.  Of  the  verses  represented,  1359  should  have 

occupied  the  greatest  width,  c.  15  cm.  Allowing  for  a  possible  margin  of  5  cm  on  all 

sides,  we  may  reconstruct  the  dimensions  of  the  page  as  c.  20  x  26  cm  (written  height 

is  considered  at  its  maximum).  This  would  classify  our  codex  under  Turner’s  Group  4 

(Turner,  Typology  16),  a  group  ‘predominantly  of  hi  to  iv,  except  for  its  aberrants’  (ibid. 

24).  Group  5,  especially  its  subclass  (18  x25  cm),  cannot  be  excluded,  for  there  are 

several  examples  of  codices  of  this  size  from  the  third  to  the  sixth  century  (cf.  ibid.  17, 

24);  we  must  then  allow  for  less  generous  side-margins. 
The  text  is  written  in  a  coarse  medium-sized  hand,  somewhere  in  the  vicinity  of 

the  ‘Alexandrian  Majuscule’.  It  is  somewhat  comparable  to  GBEBP  21c  and  d  (both 

v/vi)  and  the  more  formal  22a  (assigned  to  mid-v  c.,  but  I  would  prefer  a  slightly  later 

date).  A  fifth/sixth  century  date  would  seem  acceptable.  The  only  lectional  sign  in 

evidence  is  an  acute  accent  (1359),  apparently  written  by  the  original  scribe. 

The  side  preserves  parts  of  lyrics.  Their  colometry  does  not  diverge  from  that 

adopted  in  modern  editions,  but  in  1325  differs  from  R  and  V,  which  split  the  line  into 

two  separate  cola.  This  arrangement  may  be  due  to  the  fact  that  the  line  is  longer 

than  the  cola  that  follow  (for  the  scribal  tendency  to  write  lyrics  in  short  cola  cf 

D.J.  Mastronarde,  J.  M.  Bremer,  The  Textual  Tradition  of  Euripides’  Phoinissai  (1982)  152). 
The  agreement  of  R  and  V  seems  to  suggest  a  common,  ancient  background;  but  it 

would  be  rash  to  generalise  from  a  single  line  that  the  papyrus  provides  evidence  for 

an  alternative  ancient  colometry  (no  metrical  .scholia  vetera  are  available). 

The  papyrus  seems  to  offer  the  same  text  as  the  medieval  tradition  against  generally 

accepted  emendations  in  1325  and  1358;  but  in  1328,  so  far  as  it  is  preserved,  it  confirms 

a  correction  of  Bentley.  There  is  also  a  trivial  new  variant,  apparently  a  mistake,  in  1 3  2  7 . 
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Fr.  I  Fr.  2 

] . [ 

1325  (f>€p€Tco]  KaXadov  T[axv  tlc]  iTTeptov 

cv  S  av  t]c  e^oppLa 

TVTTTO)v\  ye  TOVTCo\y  OjSt 

rravv  yap]  /3paSuc  e[cTi  tic  cocTrep  ovoc 

Fr.  2  Fr.  i 

S]ei  rove  v[eoTTOvc 

aTrjeXavca  ya[  ]  4 ^^dwv[ 

To]y  irarepal 

eneiSriTre^p  yap  r)Xde[c 

joicTTep  op[vtv 

1324  The  attribution  of  the  traces  to  letters  is  uncertain.  I  have  tried  ]ou  6ar[rov  or  ]€yKoy[7jceic,  but 

neither  seems  very  satisfactory. 

1325  Ttrepcav.  SO  codd.:  irreptiyuiv  Porson  and  most  editors.  The  emendation  is  metrical,  to  make  the 

first  colon  of  the  antistrophe  correspond  with  the  strophe  (1313;  cf.  Parker,  The  Songs  of  Aristophanes  341). 

Perhaps  mepihv  is  an  influence  from  the  numerous  occurrences  of  rrTepwv  and  rrrepd  from  1306  onwards 

(1306,  1307,  1310,  1311,  1375,  1420). 

1326  au  i]c:  avric  codd.:  av6t.c  Brunck  edd. 

1327  ToiiT£u[r:  TovTov  codd.  The  papyrus’  reading  is  wrong.  Possibly  it  was  influenced  from  the  omega 
in  the  preceding  tvtttwv  and/or  the  ensuing  coSi.  But  it  may  also  be  a  simple  phonetic  error. 

1328  ppaSvc  e[cTi  Tic:  tic  IctiV  (tic  kertv)  a:  /3.  kcriv  q:  f  IcTi  tic  Bentley,  restoring  the  metre.  (My 

supplement  is  only  exempli  gratia).  The  omission  of  tic  in  q  may  be  deliberate;  but  there  is  also  nothing  to 

exclude  that  it  antedates  Triklinios. 

1358  ya[:  yap  ar  RVEUT':  ydp  AM/:  T&p'  {rap')  dv  Elmsley:  y’  dpa  Dobree:  r&pa  Meineke.  Calculations 
of  the  length  of  the  lacuna  (our  guide  is  the  letters  lost  in  1325  between  the  two  fragments,  which  come  from 

a  problem-free  part  of  the  text)  suggest  that  the  papyrus  had  the  unmetrical  ydp  dv.  For  a  discussion  of  the 

readings  see  Dunbar’s  commentary. 
1360  yap  riX0€[c:  SO  codd.  plcriquc:  dvtjXBec  E  contra  metrum. 

N.  GONIS 

4516.  Aristophanes,  Aves  1661-76 

io6/6(d)  8.7  x12.1cm  Second  century 

The  right-hand  portion  of  the  lower  part  of  a  column  of  what  once  was  a  handsome 

roll;  dirt  and  humidity  are  responsible  for  its  present  darkened  state.  The  lower  margin 

i 
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measures  3.9  cm;  of  the  intercolumnium  3.9  cm  survive  at  its  widest  point.  If  the  figure 

for  the  extant  lower  margin  is  the  original,  it  falls  within  the  range  of  rolls  with  column- 

heights  of  c.  16-22  cm,  see  W.  A.  Johnson,  The  Literary  Papyrus  Roll  (Diss.  Yale  1992) 

295;  in  that  case  the  original  roll  would  be  of  not  unusual  dimensions,  as  the  common 

roll  height  was  25-32  cm  (id.,  CP  88  (1993)  47).  The  script  is  along  the  fibres.  Back 
blank. 

The  hand  is  a  rather  informal,  well  rounded  one,  and  may  be  assigned  to  the 

second  century.  Bilinearity  is  violated  only  by  the  stems  of  </>  and  p.  Ornamental  finials 

are  used  plentifully,  especially  on  the  feet  and  the  tops  of  most  uprights,  c  tends  to  fall 

over;  the  arms  of  p  constitute  a  right  angle.  Somewhat  comparable  are  Schubart,  PGB 

31;  Roberts,  GLH  14  (the  second  hand);  Turner,  GMAW^  22,  62. 
The  only  lectional  sign  in  evidence  is  a  middle  point  in  1668,  apparently  written 

by  the  scribe  himself.  It  was  probably  intended  to  mark  a  subdivision  inside  the  period, 

cf  GMAW'^  p.  9,  unless  it  functions  as  a  word  separator,  so  that  the  reader  would  not 
articulate  SidXeiov.  Elision  is  observed,  but  no  apostrophes  seem  to  have  been  inserted. 

Iota  adscript  is  not  written  in  1667. 

I'his  is  the  oldest  surviving  manuscript  of  the  Aves,  and  an  important  testimony  to 
the  constitution  of  the  text.  It  offers  a  number  of  unique  variants,  and  lends  support  to 

some  modern  emendations.  Also  significant  is  its  concurrence  with  E  in  offering  the 

best  reading  in  1670,  which  confirms  that  E  provides  at  least  some  access  to  ancient readings. 

A  preliminary  edition  of  this  papyrus  was  made  available  to  N.  Dunbar  for  her edition  of  the  play. 
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TrJatSec  ipj]  coa  yvpcioi 

1664  6  eyyJuTUTa  yevovc  pee 

1666  rjojv  xpr]p.aTwv 

^Twv  TraTpaicov  xipjjlP'O.Ttov 

]p,evTOL  pea  Aia'  Xe^ov  Se  p.01, 

ei\crjyay  etc  rove  pparepac 

1670  ff]ai  TOUT  edavpta^ov  7r[aAat 

Kexrjjvac  aiKetav  ̂ Xcttmv 

Tjptloov  Tjc  KaracTTjcac  c  eyu)[ 

opvid]uiv  nape^o)  cot  yaXa 

jrraAat  60/fetc  Xeyety 
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Tava\vTia  >/jri(f>il^opLai 

(foot) 

1661- 66  The  law  of  Solon  is  given  in  prose,  and  is  distinguished  by  indentation  of  c.  6  letters  from  the 

following  trimeters.  This  is  a  hypothetical  restoration  of  1661-67: 

vo6a)be.iJir)eivaLayx''<'-Y€Lav 
TTai^ojvovrujvyvrjcLcov 

eavSerratSecijirjOJCiyvrjCLOL 

roiceyyvTaraycvovcfxc 

reLvaLrojvyprjfjiaratv 

efjLOL^apoxj^evrwvTrarpwwvxpYjpiarojv 

The  papyrus  divides  it  into  5  lines,  as  R  and  V  do,  but  in  the  later  mss.  the  fifth  verse  starts  with  /
xmlmi. 

(I,  presents  a  division  into  two  parallel  columns  of  3  lines  each,  with  the  text  running  horizontally  from  the 

one  column  to  the  other;  this  layout,  also  used  for  lyric  parts,  was  probably  dictated  by  aesthetie  purposes, 

or,  less  likely,  by  an  eflort  to  extract  as  many  iambics  as  possible  from  the  prose  text.)  Brunck,  who  established
 

the  numbering  now  in  use,  preserved  the  division  into  6  lines, 

1662- 63'  

iraiSwr  Hvtwp  ypr/cLuip  was  first  deleted  by  Hamaker  as  interpolated.  The  papyrus  supports  the 

transmitted  text.  For  a  discussion  on  whether  the  phrase  goes  back  to  Solon  or  is  an  Aristophanic  addition 

sec  Dunbar  ad  loc.  (to  the  literature  cited  there  add  D.  M.  MacDowcll,  The  Law  in  Classical  Athens  (197^)  99)' 

1663- 64  

jssi  LOCI  much  abraded,  restored  on  the  basis  ol  spacing.  V  has  oictv,  a  trivial  variant  of 

common  type. 

1665  eyy]vTara:  kyyvraTLo  codd.  edd.  Both  forms  were  used  in  antiquity  (see  in  general  K
tihner-Blass, 

Gcammatik  i  578).  kyyt^¥ara/—(o  ycpovc  is  St  legal  phrase  which  occurs  in  numerous  passages,  whe
re  both  forms 

of  the  adverb  often  coexist  as  textual  variants  (for  the  occurrences  in  fiRh/fourth  century  literature  sec
  Friis 

Johansen  and  Whittle  on  A.  Suppl.  388;  cf.  also  Blaydes  ad  loc.).  The  earliest  instance  is  the  pas
sage  of 

Aeschylus  mentioned  above,  where  eyytirara  is  guaranteed  by  the  metre.  Parallels  could  thu
s  allow  either 

reading,  and  no  chronological  pattern  in  the  usage  of  either  form  can  be  established.  Even  the
  various  versions 

of  the  law  of  Solon  display  the  same  characteristic  lack  of  uniformity.  Aristophanic  usage  is  inconclusive. 

kyy-uTara  is  what  all  mss.  offer  at  Ran.  162,  but  there  the  metre  would  not  exclude  kyyaraTco;  in  fr.  558  the 
source  has  kyytiY,  and  editors  have  restored  -ara  and  -utlo  at  different  times.  The  relevant  cpigraphic 

evidence  is  limited  to  IG  T  131  (c.  435  bg)  alone,  which  has  kyyarara  yipoc.  This  inscription  may  be  of 

particular  importance,  as  it  bears  a  legal  text  (the  reading  is  not  unequivocal  and  some  editors  print  kyyardro, 

but  the  latest  edition  rules  out  the  possibility  that  this  can  be  read  on  the  stone).  The  inscription,  as  well  as 

A.  Suppl.  388  suggest  that  Aristophanes  may  have  written  kyyvrara.  But  what  he  wrot
e  we  cannot  determine—- 

I  do  not  sec  why  ‘-rw  is  preferable  as  the  less  obvious  form’  (Dunbar). 

U  and  q  add  toO  before  yivovc,  but  the  article  is  not  necessary. 

1668  /aa;  so  RViUB:  pf]  rclh,  contra  metrum. 

1669  \cT]yo.y‘.  clc'qyo.y'  E:  kcqytxy^  1P..P  Psq'.  kcrjyaycp  V.  It  is  hazardous  to  guess  what  the.  papyrus  had. 
Iota  occupies  so  little  room,  that  considerations  of  space  cannot  be  reliable.  Nevertheless,  I  would  suspect 

that  insofar  as  the  papyrus’  etc  stands  alone  in  the  tradition,  it  might  have  sprung  from  a  preceding  clc-qyay'. 

etc:  kc  codd.  Editors  nowadays  print  ctcrjyay’  and  etc.  Couion  postulated  that  ec  should  be  preferred 

‘dans  d’anciennes  locutions,  consacrees  par  I’usage’  (I,  introd.  xxviii).  Ihe  argument  seems  to  be:  a  stock 

phrase  must  be  old,  hence  likely  to  preserve  the  more  archaic  ec.  It  is  not  impossible  that  kc  rove  iftparcpac 

is  an  expression  of  this  kind,  as  it  has  every  appearance  of  being  a  set  phrase.  But  I  think  it  more  likely  that 

both  cc  and  kepyay'  result  from  the  well-known  tendency  of  some  scribes  to  restore  what  they  thought  to  be 

archaic  forms  (cf  D.  J.  Mastronarde,  J.  Bremer,  The  Textual  Tradition  of  Euripides’  Phoinissai  lybf). 

(jspaTcpac.  ppdTopac  codd.  The  papyrus  oilers  the  correct  reading,  first  restored  by  Dindorf,  an
d 

corroborated  by  the  inscriptions  (cf  E.  Threatte,  Grammar  i  534).  cppaTopac  is  the  form  that  later  became 

ordinary,  and  not  surprisingly  displaced  the  older  in  the  mss. 

4516.  ARISTOPHANES,  AVES  1661-76  15 1 

1670  tout:  so  E:  S-^t’  TVq-.  Sfjra  r’  RVA.  I  believe  that  toOt’  is  likely  to  be  what  the  poet  wrote.  For 

the  arguments  in  favour  of  tout’  see  Dunbar  ad  loc. 
1671  aiKciav:  aiKiav  RVliTTJBC:  aiTiav  kq.  The  papyrus  oilers  the  correct  reading  in  terms  of 

orthography,  corroborating  Lenting’s  correction.  To  judge  from  Threatte,  the  word  does  not  seem  
to  occur 

in  Attic  inscriptions. 

1672  r}c:  cTijc  A,  which  was  approved  by  some  editors,  but  seems  to  be  an  emendation  
rather  than  a 

genuine  variant. 
jcttTacTijcac:  /caTacTT/coj  codd,  'The  papyrus  vindicates  Hirschig’s  correction,  who  tried  to  eliminate  the 

asyndeton.  The  emendation,  which  did  not  immediately  meet  with  overall  approval,  has  been  convincingly 

defended  by  E.  Fracnkel,  Kleine  Beitrdge  I  4.49.  It  may  be  worth  noting  that  R,  V,  L  have  a  middle  dot  
after 

Tupavvop-  does  it  go  back  to  ancient  punctuation'i>  I  presume  that  the  corruption  can  be  explained  as  a  graphic 
confusion  in  the  minuscule. 

1674  -iraXat:  so  codd,  plcrique:  irdXip  RV.  I  think  rraXai  has  as  good  a  claim  as  rraXip;  Dunbar  opts  for 

rrdXai  as  ‘more  comically  exaggerated’. 
Some  inexplicable  ink  traces  can  be  discerned  after  the  end  of  the  line;  offsets? 

1675  K\ay(uyc'.  E  has  *rdytu,  contra  metrum. 
N.  GONIS 

4517-4518.  Aristophanes,  Ranae 

Fragments  of  two  papyrus  codices  double  the  number  of  known  papyri  of  Ranae 

(there  are  no  textual  overlaps).  The  history  of  the  text  is  outlined  on  pp.  76  fl".  of 

K.  Dover’s  Frogs  (1993).  For  the  Byzantine  recensions  see  C.  N.  Eberline,  Studies  in  the 

Manuscript  Tradition  of  the  Ranae  of  Aristophanes  (1980).  As  a  basis  for  the  collation  I  have 

used  Dover’s  apparatus,  with  additional  material  from  Eberline,  from  Dover,  Text,  and 

from  Coulon’s  apparatus. 

4517.  Aristophanes,  Ranae  592-605,  630-47 

66  6B.26/J(i-2)a  15.1x10.8  cm  Fourth  century 

The  lower  part  of  a  leaf  of  a  papyrus  codex.  The  |  side  was  a  right-hand  page, 
the  ->  a  left-hand.  There  were  42  verses  to  a  page;  the  1 533  numbered  verses  in  modern 

editions  would  have  occupied  c.  37  pages  of  this  codex.  The  extant  lower  margin 

measures  1.3  cm  (J,  side);  the  outer  margins  (J.)  average  2  cm  each.  The  width  of  the 

codex  may  be  estimated  at  around  16  cm.  The  height  of  the  written  area  should 

approximate  21  cm.  A  page  width  of  16  cm  lies  closest  to  the  range  of  Turner’s  Group 6,  in  which  codices  average  28  cm  in  height,  cf  Typology  18,  24  (Groups  7  and  8  are 

less  likely  possibilities). 

The  text  is  written  in  metallic  ink  now  appearing  dark  brown  in  colour.  The 

practised  hand  is  a  specimen  of  the  sloping  scripts  found  in  papyri  of  the  fourth  century, 

reminiscent  of  the  ‘Severe  Style’  and  congener  to  the  ‘sloping  pointed  majuscule’.  Fairly 

strict  bilinearity  is  preserved.  Thin  horizontals  contrast  with  thicker  uprights  and 
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obliques.  Notable  is  the  flamboyance  of  the  descenders  of  v  and  (less  often)  p,  descending 

well  below  the  line  and  curving  sharply  to  the  left.  The  overall  impression  is  similar  to 

that  of  GMAW^  49  (iv);  the  two  hands  bear  certain  affinities,  especially  in  the  case  of 

features  peculiar  to  the  ‘Biblical  Majuscule’  (■)],  p,,  v,  p,  t,  (j>),  but  the  characteristic  feet 
of  long  descenders  and  the  decorative  finials  on  the  horizontal  of  t  in  our  codex  may 

suggest  a  later  date.  Similarities  with  most  of  the  letter  forms  of  the  script  exemplified 

by  the  Freer  Gospels  ( =  GBEBP  15a),  especially  in  the  descenders  of  p  and  v,  make  a  date 

close  to  AD  400  likely.  It  represents,  however,  a  less  advanced  stage  of  development;  the 

Freer  Codex  shows  a  higher  degree  of  stylisation  and  may  be  somewhat  later  in  date. 

The  text  is  richly  provided  with  lectional  signs.  All  may  have  been  written  at  the 

same  time  as  the  text  (same  ink).  Paragraphoi  and  dicola  signal  speaker  changes,  and  there 

is  also  a  marginal  nota  personae.  Apostrophes  mark  all  elisions  except  one  (599a;  there  is 

nothing  in  645  after  TT-ara^jac,  but  it  is  disputed,  see  645  n.).  There  are  also  high  points, 
a  low  point  (see  644  n.),  acute  accents,  circumflexes  (between  letters,  in  the  pointed 

form),  a  rough  breathing  (Turner’s  form  3),  a  diastole  after  ovk  in  640,  and  diaereses 
(inorganic)  in  the  form  of  short  horizontals  along  with  the  usual  pair  of  dots.  Grasis  has 

been  effected  in  647,  but  not  in  598.  Prodelision  is  left  unmarked.  Iota  adscript  is 

employed  three  times  (once  in  error,  see  643  n.)  and  missed  twice.  A  revision  of  the  ,  ' 
text  appears  likely,  as  indicated  by  the  dicolon  written  high  and  squeezed  between  the 

letters  in  647;  the  iotas  added  high  between  the  letters  in  599b,  642,  and  643,  substituting 

for  missing  iota  adscripts;  the  paragraphos  in  597,  clumsily  inserted  further  to  the  right  ' 

than  usual;  the  adfiition  of  a  word  omitted  during  copying  in  the  left-hand  margin, 

opposite  the  verse  where  it  should  normally  belong.  (It  is  not  clear  whether  the  correction 

in  639  was  made  currente  calamo  or  during  the  revision.)  There  is  no  indication  that  the 

revision  is  due  to  a  separate  diorthotes',  the  marginal  additions  seem  to  be  by  the  same 
hand,  and  the  colour  of  the  ink  is  consistent  with  that  of  the  main  text.  Despite  the 

diorthosis,  however,  an  orthographic  error  has  been  overlooked  (605).  In  what  regards 

syllable-division,  the  papyrus  exhibits  the  tendency  to  attach  the  consonant  of  an  elided 
syllable  to  the  following  vowel,  even  if  that  consonant  has  to  be  transferred  to  the  next  K 

line  (599a;  598b  seems  to  be  a  different  case).  This  seems  to  have  been  the  usual  practice 

in  antiquity,  cf  Herodian  2.408  and  the  examples  assembled  by  Mayser,  Grammatik  I  i^ 
224.  This  is  also  in  evidence  in  the  mss.,  at  least  in  RVKf. 

A  feature  that  this  codex  shares  with  the  other  two  published  papyri  of  Ranae  is 

the  presence  of  verses  of  lyric.  It  has  been  observed  that  the  colometry  of  those  two 

papyri  generally  tallies  with  that  of  R  (cf  Dover,  Frogs  go).  Here  too  the  arrangement 

of  the  lyrics  does  not  diverge  considerably  from  that  of  RVAK  (see  below  note  on 
colometry). 

The  papyrus  offers  no  significant  textual  novelty.  Its  points  of  divergence  from  the 

medieval  tradition  can  be  dismissed  as  scribal  errors.  But  it  is  of  special  interest  that  it 

accords  with  some  medieval  manuscripts  in  certain  much  disputed  readings. 

In  the  numbering  of  the  lyrics  I  follow  Dover. 

592 

]to  8eivov 
p,ep,vpp,evo]v ] 

595 

] 
icaK^aXp  [tc  ] 

596-7 

avdtc  aipecdat  c  a[vayKp  rraXiv  rja  CTpoopeara’. 

598a 

^avd  ou  KaKcoc  co\v8pec  Trapatjyet 

598b 

t’  dAAct  Kai  a[uTo]c[  TuyyaJraj  [rav 

599a 

T  apri  cvvy[o]oyjj,epoc  [ 

599b 

OTt  peev  o[v]v  pv  xppcrov  p''  Tt[ 

600 
tovt’  a^acpeicQai  rraXiv  Tr\eL 

601 pacerai  pd  ev  018’  otl'  [ 
602a aAA’  opLOic  eyct)  rrapc^ui  [ 

602b 
p,avTOV  avSpeiov  to  Xppea  [ 603a 

KOL  jBXevovT’  opiyavov'  [ 6o3b-6o4 8€ivov  S’  eoLKCV  aic  aicovo)  rpc  9[vpac 

605 

^vvSeiTai  raxetoc  TOVToy[i  rov  kvvokXottov 

630  aLlTOc[ a0avaTOc:[ 

rovTOV  Se  So[uAov 

Pai  TToXv  ye  jU,[aAAov 
enrep  deoc[ 

635  Ti  Spr'  erreL[8p  Kai  cv  (jspic  6]i.[v]at  Oeoc 
ov  /<[a]t  cv  TV7r[T€i  rac  tcac]  nXpyac  cp,oi\ 

§tK:[a]toc  o  Aoy[oc  yajTToreJpov  y’  av  vaii'v  i'S7j[tc 
IcXavcavra  7Tp[o]r[e]poy  p  TrporLp.pcavTa  [ri 

TV7Trop.cvov  civai  tou[t]ov  pyov  p.[at]  'p  '  deov: 

640  OVK  ecd  OTrjcoc  ovk'  ei  cv  yevvaSac  avpp' 

yoopcLC  yap  e]ic  to  Stxaiov'  aTTohvecdc  8p: 

TTCoc  ow  j8a]cavietc  pp,ac  ScKaiOOC’.  pa‘Stcoc' 

TtXpypv  Trjapa  irXpypv  CKarepoV.  KaXcoT  Ae'yeic  [ 

180V  c/coTret]  vvv.  pv  pd  VTTOKivpcavr'  i'Spc: 
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645  rjhri  TTara^Jac:  ov  fjia  AC:  ovS^  Cfioi  8ok€lc' 

aXX  eTTi]  rovSt'  /cat  Trara^oj:  TrrjviKa: 

/cat  8ri  Trarja^a:  Kara  ttcoc  ovk  eTrrapov[ 

Note  on  colometry.  The  papyrus  disagrees  with  RVAK  in  the  following  points:  (i)  here  592a-b  are  combined 

into  one  colon  (see  592  n.),  contrary  to  the  mss.  where  they  are  separated;  (ii)  600  (correctly)  ends  in  Tret- 

here,  while  R  and  V  divide  at  rreipa . (to  judge  from  Dover’s  apparatus  AK  should  agxcc  with  the  papyrus). 

But  the  agreement  of  the  papyrus  and  the  mss.  in  having  the  last  two  cola  of  each  strophe  (596—7,  603b— 604) 

conflated  into  one  is  characteristic  (sec  also  604  n.) — it  is  not  important  that  R  has  rd  aTpa>fxara  in  the  next 

line,  as  this  is  probably  due  to  reasons  of  space.  Conflations  into  a  single  colon  of  a  sequence  normally  treated 

as  two  separate  cola  is  a  recurrent  phenomenon  in  the  manuscripts,  commonly  held  to  represent  the  copyists’ 
attempt  to  save  space.  It  is  hardly  significant  that  in  the  papyrus  the  lyrics  (with  the  exception  ol  the  lengthy 

6o3b-6o4,  written  in  ekthesis)  are  aligned  with  the  iambics,  whereas  in  the  mss.  the  lyric  part  is  separated 

from  the  iambic  by  means  of  indentation  and  the  like;  the  layout  preferred  is  often  a  matter  of  individual 

aesthetic  preferences. 

592  |to  Setvov.  The  verse  as  transmitted  by  manuscripts  other  than  t  reads  avavedCeiv  /cat  jSAeVeiv  au^ic 

TO  Beivov  (etc  to  Setvov  A  unrnetrically).  This  could  be  scanned  as  a  trochaic  trimeter.  But  it  should  respond 

with  599b-6oo  in  the  antistrophe,  and  also  with  536-7a  and  543b-544a  in  the  corresponding  pair  of  stanzas, 

which  all  present  a  trochaic  tetrameter  (or  two  dimeters).  It  seems  that  one  metron  has  dropped  out;  the 

natural  place  for  it  would  be  after  or  before  dvav€d^€iv.  Various  supplements  have  been  proposed;  the  oldest 

is  that  of  t,  c€avrdv  aiet',  made  up  by  Triklinios  himself  to  patch  up  the  problematic  colon,  as  he  professes  in 

his  scholion  sec  Ebcrline,  op.  cit.  73).  The  one  that  has  fared  best  is  Scidler’s  av  to  Xi)[xa.  The  evidence 
from  the  papyrus  is  not  unequivocal.  If  it  had  contained  the  two  dimeters  intact,  those  would  have  been 

given  as  two  separate  cola,  i.e.  dvaved^eiv — |/<at — ,  just  like  the  following  dimeters.  But  the  position  of  to 

Seivdv  in  the  papyrus  indicates  that  /cat  cannot  have  started  the  line:  if  alignment  with  the  rest  had  been 

efFcctcd,  some  more  letters  must  have  preceded  /cat.  1  think  it  unlikely  that  the  previous  dimeter  was  also 

written  in  the  line,  for  the  space  available  seems  too  short  to  accommodate  it,  even  if  were  employed — 

unless  we  think  of  an  overrun,  with  the  dimeter  split  between  two  lines;  but  this  practice  is  not  in  evidence 

in  the  rest  of  the  text.  It  would  thus  seem  that  the  papyrus  had  the  same  text  as  the  mss.  with  dvavedCeiv 

starting  the  line,  but,  as  spacing  suggests,  in  ekthesis  of  about  the  same  length  as  that  in  6o3b-4.  For  a  discu.ssion 

of  the  passage  see  W.  'f'rachta,  Die  Responsionsfreiheiien  hei  Aristophanes  (Diss.  Wien  1968)  87  f.;  C.  Romano, 
Responsioni  lihere  nei  canti  di  Aristofane  (1992)  57  ff;  Zimmermann,  Untersuchungen  I  200;  and  the  commentaries 

of  Dover  and  Sommerstcin. 

595  /ca/f/3aA^[tc:  so  Kal  ̂ dXrjc  RAKU^:  /cai  jSdXX'pc  Vb30:  /cat  ̂ dAAetc  M.  Before  the  break  only 

the  foot  of  an  upright  survives,  but  e[  cannot  be  read. 

596  c’  alvayK-p  rraXiv:  so  RKMU:  c’  dvdyKT]  ’cTt  TrdAtv  V:  ce  iraXiv  A:  c’  dvdyKrj  ric  TrdXiv  t.  The  responding 

lines  (540-1)  have  the  pattern  ̂   -  x  -  ̂   by  comparison,  RKMU  omit  a  long  syllable  before  TrdAii', 

whereas  V  substitutes  a  short.  After  Dawes,  most  editors  print  'crai.  The  close  similarity  of  Vrai  to  the  reading 

of  V  makes  the  latter  interesting:  it  is  not  unlikely  that  ’cti  derives  from  'crai  through  the  omission  of  the 
alpha.  For  the  presumed  corruption  there  is  a  good  parallel  at  Ach.  792,  where  the  Berlin  codex  and  R  have 

^Tat,  whereas  AT  give  ’ken.  (This  may  also  be  the  case  in  E.  lA  1033,  where  the  transmitted  eenv  was 

emended  to  kcrat  by  Markland.)  The  metrical  defect  of  ’cti  can  also  be  repaired  by  the  addition  ol  nu 
cphelkystikon.  The  Triklinian  reading  seems  to  be  a  metrical  restoration;  but  no  metrical  scholion  exists,  and 

there  is  always  the  possibility  that  Triklinios  found  tic  in  some  manuscript  and  did  not  invent  it  himself 

Considerations  of  space  suggest  that  the  papyrus  had  the  same  text  as  RKMU;  in  the  lacuna  there  is  no 

room  for  any  of  the  words  transmitted  between  dvdyKT]  and  vaXiv  (nor  for  any  of  the  conjectures). 

ra:  orn.  V  against  grammar  (cf  525)  and  metre. 

598b  aXXa.  d'he  first  alpha  bears  an  acute  overwritten  with  an  apostrophe,  while  the  second  has  another 
acute.  This  seems  to  suggest  that  the  scribe  interpreted  the  scriptio  coniinua  either  as  (i)  napaivel  rdXXa,  or  as 

(ii)  TTapaLvelY  dXXa  (instead  of  the  correct  TrapaiveiT"  aAAd),  and  added  an  acute  on  the  first  alpha  of  aAAa- — 
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a  choice  between  (i)  and  (ii)  on  the  basis  of  the  division  is  impossible,  cf.  TaL>|Ta/3Tt  later  in  the  line.  At  a  later 

stage,  he  corrected  his  mistake  by  writing  an  apostrophe  over  the  accent  and  adding  another  accent  on  the 

last  syllabic  of  aAAa.  I  cannot  exclude  that  the  origin  of  the  accent  on  the  first  alpha  (or  the  division 

7rapatvei\raXXa)  is  an  apostrophe  mistaken  as  an  accent.  (For  oxytoncs  bearing  an  acute  see  J.  Moore-Blunt, 
QUee  29  (1978)  138  If;  G,  M.  Mazzucchi,  Aegyplus  59  {1979)  154  f ) 

596—7  mrg.  It  seems  that  avOic  had  been  omitted  during  copying,  and  was  added  later  in  the  margin. 

There  is  no  means  of  telling  whether  it  was  absent  from  the  scribe’s  exemplar,  and  was  supplied  after  a 
collation  with  another  copy.  One  might  think  that  it  was  written  in  596,  and  the  correction  transfers  it  to 

597;  but  spacing  does  not  allow  this. 
600  tovY:  so  RVM:  ravY  AKU^.  Most  editors  print  raOr’,  first  defended  by  Fritzschc.  Perhaps  the 

pronoun  was  thought  of  as  referring  to  the  preceding  yprjCTOv  ti,  and  consequently  toOt’  found  its  way  into the  text. 

603  /cat:  om.  A  contra  metrum. 

603b  Beiyov:  Selv  codd.  The  papyrus  is  badly  rubbed  after  iota;  nu  is  possible,  but  not  secure.  Setror  S’ 
€OLK€v  makes  no  sense,  but  it  is  not  clear  how  Beivov  came  to  enter  the  text.  It  might  stem  from  SetroV  in  592, 

or  from  misreading;  but  note  that  the  papyrus  shows  signs  of  careful  correction.  Another  possibility  is  that  it 

is  interpolated:  Seivdv  may  have  been  influenced  by  the  significance  of  the  preceding  pXevovY  opCyavov,  or  it 

may  be  meant  to  illustrate  Xanthias’  emotional  state  following  the  knock  on  the  door  (604).  In  this  case  it 
may  be  worth  considering  the  possibility  of  an  intrusive  gloss. 

605  ̂ vvSeirai.  ai  for  e:  Gignac,  Grammar  i  193,  No  trace  of  the  paragraphos  expected  between  604  and 

605  is  visible,  but  that  may  be  due  to  abrasion. 

637  y’:  so  RV:  om.  AKMU/.  Metre  can  be  of  no  help,  but  since  the  presence  of  the  particle  is  ordinarily 
not  in  surplus  in  the  vetiistiores,  I  suppose  its  absence  from  the  Palacologan  mss.  should  go  back  to  a  scribal 

omission. 

638  The  paragraphos  between  637  and  638  is  curious.  It  may  be  taken  to  indicate  that  the  speaker 

beginning  638  is  dillerent  from  the  one  who  speaks  last  in  637;  the  change  of  speakers  could  have  taken  place 

either  at  the  start  of  638  or  within  637  (as  in  632).  There  is  no  manuscript  evidence  for  such  a  change  (637  If. 

arc  uniformly  attributed  to  Xanthias).  If  an  aniilabe  was  indeed  marked  in  the  papyrus,  this  could  have  been 

noted  after  Adyoc  in  637.  But  this  part  of  the  text  does  not  survive;  and  a  change  at  this  point  would  not  be 

justifiable  by  the  context  (/cat  {xdirrorepov)  is  also  an  awkward  way  to  introduce  a  sentence  by  a  new  speaker). 

If  paragraphoi  were  added  at  a  revision  stage,  we  may  reckon  that  this  one  was  misplaced  (for  wrongly  inserted 

paragraphoi  in  the  papyri  see  Lowe,  loc.  cit.  32).  But  the  fact  that  the  next  speaker  change  occurs  only  three 

verses  later  seems  to  speak  against  the  possibility  of  a  displacement. 

KXaveavTa.  R  wrongly  gives  KXavcovra. 

639  T]yov[j,at.  corrected  to  rjyovivq.  rjyovfx  easily  recalls  '^yodfxaL. 
642  Tjfxac:  v(h  codd.  The  reading  of  the  papyrus  is  unmctrical:  a  common  banalisation,  no  doubt,  but 

perhaps  intrusive  annotation?  Note  that  in  637  the  scribe  correctly  wrote  vdjiv. 

643  The  tiny  upright  inserted  high  between  co  and  c  resembles  the  iota  adscript  added  high  in  642, 

although  this  is  smaller  in  size.  Perhaps  the  scribe  mistakenly  thought  that  /caAwc  needed  an  iota  adscript  (by 

false  analogy  with  /cdAo/c,  as  in  Pax  458?),  and  decided  to  supply  it  later. 

644  so  RVAKMU:  y’  L fx  vTTOKwrjcavY'.  so  RAMUS  (rightly):  ]xe  rrapa- K^:  pd  arro-  V.  TrapaKtvGlv  is  metrically  unacceptable  with 

vvvy  and  y’  which  replaces  wv  in  t  may  be  a  metrical  emendation. 
After  vvv  there  is  a  punctuation  mark  resembling  a  double  point.  It  is  too  low  in  the  line  and  compressed 

to  be  a  dicolon,  and  in  any  case  a  speaker  change  at  this  point  would  be  absurd.  The  papyrus  is  somewhat 

abraded,  and  this  might  explain  why  a  low  point  now  appears  split  in  two.  But  it  is  higher  in  the  line  than 

would  be  expected  for  a  normal  low  point.  At  any  event,  if  it  is  indeed  a  low  point,  its  purpose  is  dubious; 

does  it  serve  as  a  word  separator,  with  the  role  of  an  hypodiastole  [GMAW^,  pp.  9,  1 1),  or  is  it  punctuation, 

separating  the  main  clause  from  the  subordinate  [GMAW’^y  p.  9)? 

645  Trara^Jac:  nard^ac  R27^^'  irdra^ciY  V:  ndra^ac  K:  irdra^dY  \Jt'.  Ydra^d  c’  AM.  (Dover  gives  irard^a 
Y  as  the  reading  of  V;  the  accent  is  placed  directly  above  the  junction  of  the  first  alpha  with  tau,  but  it  is 

clear  that  it  is  the  antepenultimate  that  receives  the  accent.)  The  various  readings  represent  diverging 

interpretations  of  the  scriptio  coniinua,  as  was  first  recognised  by  Fraenkel  [Beobachtungen  zu  Aristophanes  132). 
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^araljac  could  be  resolved  as  eidier  (i)
  Vdralac  or  (ii)  Vdra^d  c’  (cardiac  wou

ld  rnake  no 

argument  against  (ii)  is  that  the  elision 
 is  left  unmarked,  but  the  elision  has  no

t  been  s  gnalled  in  599a 

^rrmore!"  L!y  be  that  the  absence  o
f  the  elision  mark  is  due  to  the  following 

 dicolon.  which  might 

function  as  separator,  d'he  papyrus  therefore  docs  not 
 preclude  either  reading^  ̂ 

A  further  difficulty  in  this  verse  concerns  t
he  distribution  of  parts  to  speakers.  I  

.  45 

three  parts:  ist  part:  Ai.  VAMUl:  decst
  in  RKMdi;  grid  part:  Xa.  VAMUt:  A

i.  3rd  part.  Ai.  VAUl. 

Xa  RS-  Di.  M.  This  uncertainty  is  appa
rent  in  the  scholia  too  (cl.  on  649  a

nc  utrer  or  s  ° 

all  appearances  the  papyrus’  assignment
  of  the  first  two  speaking  parts  seems  

to  be  the  same  as  VAMUi 

it  docLot  continue  64^10  Xanthias,  a
nd  gives  him  the  first  negative  answer. 

 But  the  attribution  of  the  third 

part  is  problematic.  Iffis  not  clear  whether 
 the  scribe  intended  to  write  a  dicolon  (doubl

e  pomt)  or  a  high  point 

(pmiZtion)  afthe  end  of  the  line.  Th
e  upper  point  is  dear.  Below  that  is  a

  smaller  point,  written  fur tta 

to  the  right  and  higher  in  the  line  than  t
he  lower  constituents  of  other  dicola.  so  

that  it  may  be  thought  that 

there  is  L  connection  between  the  two 
 points.  Nor  can  it  be  excluded  that  the

  lower  point  was  added  at  a 

later  stage  This  uncertainty  about  the
  final  punctuation  makes  it  difficult  to

  decide  to  which  speaker  he 

papyrus  Assigned  the  words  oiS’  epoi  ho
Kctc.  If  a  high  point  is  admitted,  the  sa

me  speaker  continues  to  the 

nexUinc,  and  can  thus  be  identified  wit
h  Aiakos,  who  speaks  at  the  start  of  646

.  If.  on  the  other  hand,  a 

double  point  is  assumed,  the  last  words  of  645  are  given  to  Dio
nysos,  as  in  .  .  . 

I'he  variation  in  the  accentuation  of  rrara^
ac  and  the  problematic  speaker  distributio

n  have  given 

to  a  number  of  emendations,  and  widely  
divergent  views  have  been  expressed  For 

 a  discussion  of  the  passage 

see  the  commentaries  of  Dover  and  Sommerstei
n,  and  R.  Kassel,  KhM  137  (1994)  40  • 

N.  GONIS 

4518.  Aristophanes,  Ranae  1244-8,  1277-81  . 
„  .  n  T  Fifth  century 

64  6B.45/L(2)
b  2.5  x3.1cm 

A  scrap  of  a  leaf  of  a  papyrus  codex.  No  margi
ns  survive.  There  were  c.  33  verses 

to  a  page,  which  would  give  a  length  of  appro
ximately  47  pages  for  the  whole  play. 

The  depth  of  the  written  surface  may  be  calcula
ted  as  c.  21.3  cm.  1246,  the  longest  in 

number  of  letters  (37)  of  the  preserved  vers
es,  would  require  a  breadth  of  c.  20.2  cm. 

These  dimensions  are  compatible  with  a  codex  of
  rather  large  format;  with  side  margins 

measuring  no  less  than  2  cm  each  the  page  wou
ld  be  at  least  24  cm  wide,  a  figure  that 

points  to  codices  belonging  to  Turner’s  Group
s  i  and  2,  cf.  Typologj:  14  f.  In  these 

Groups  are  classified  codices  usually  exceeding  
25  cm  in  height.  We  may  thus  estimate 

that  the  original  page  dimensions  were  24+  X  25  + 
 cm. 

The  text  was  copied  with  a  thick  pen  in  a  met
al-based  ink,  now  turned  brownish 

in  colour.  The  script,  large,  heavy,  and  somew
hat  coarse,  is  a  congener  of  the  class  o 

‘sloping  pointed  majuscule’.  A  date  within  the  fi
fth  century  may  not  be  far  off  the  mark; 

the  absence  of  any  kind  of  mannerism  or  styli
zation  speaks  against  a  later  date.  In  the 

little  that  remains  there  is  no  evidence  of  lectiona
l  signs. 

4518.  ARISTOPHANES,  RANAE  1244-8,  1277-81 
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]  [ Aiyic]  U01OP  y|ap 

OJCTTeJp  Ttt  cv\Ka rja  yoeM]  [ 

ireXade]  l\c\  ctt  [ 
KOTTwjv  ocoy  [ 

)3ou]Aop,ai  [ 

]  /3ouj8a)y[  toj CT]ac[t]v  /r[eAa)v 

1244  AJefAeKTai  not  excluded. 1278  Above  the  first  omicron  what  seems  to  be  a  thin  grave  accent,  but  perhaps  stray  ink  only. 

N.  GONIS 

4519-4521.  Aristophanes,  Plutus 

Three  unpublished  papyri  of  Plutus  complete  this  section.  Four  papyri  of  the  play 

have  been  published  so  far.  There  are  slight  overlaps  of  text  between  4519  and  Xllf 

1617,  and  between  4520  and  4521. 
There  are  some  one  hundred  and  fifty  manuscripts  of  Plutus,  most  of  them  late. 

Only  a  small  fraction  has  been  collated.  Various  aspects  of  the  history  of  the  text  are 

touched  upon  by  Dover-,  Text,  but  a  systematic  study  remains  a  desideratum  (the  studies 
of  M.  R.  Di  Blasi  which  have  appeared  in  Maia  49  (1997)  69  ff.,  367  ff.,  although  useful, 

rely  on  too  small  a  number  of  manuscripts  to  fill  the  gap).  Under  present  circumstances 

it  is  not  easy  to  decide  which  manuscripts  count  as  primary  for  the  critical  apparatus; 

it  is  also  difficult  to  find  collations  of  some  of  the  manuscripts  that  one  might  suspect 

to  be  primary.  I  have  thus  decided  to  report  only  on  RVAMU,  as  Goulon  does,  with 

the  addition  of  t.  Other  mss.  are  mentioned  only  when  they  are  the  sole  witnesses  for 

a  reading.  It  is  hoped  that  this  selective  report  does  not  conceal  anything  that  would 

help  evaluate  the  papyrus  texts  any  better. 

I  have  consulted  the  apparatuses  of  Blaydes,  Velsen,  and  Goulon;  K.  v.  Flolzinger’s 
Die  Aristophaneshandschriften  der  Wiener  Hof  bib  liothek  (1940)  and  his  commentary;  W.  J.  W. 

Koster,  Autour  d’un  manuscrit  d’Aristophane  ecrit  par  Demetrius  Triclinius  (for  the  Triklinian 
mss.;  see  also  N.  G.  Wilson,  C(fi2  (1962)  32  ff.  (on  L),  and  S.  Benardete,  HSCP  66 

(1962)  241  ff.  (on  Vviy));  Dover,  Texts,  M.  L.  Chirico,  Aristofane  in  terra  d’Otranto  (1991). 
I  have  also  collated  P8,  P9,  Pi 9,  P20,  and  L  from  the  originals. 

References  to  the  scholia  follow  M.  Chantry  (1994)  and  (1996)  for  the  vetera  and 
the  recentiora  respectively. 
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4519.  Aristophanes,  Plutus  1-16 

4.4  x10.8  cm  
Third  century a?/ 1 1 2(b)  IT  Plate  XVI 

A  fragment  of  a  roll  containing  verse  beginnings.  There  i
s  a  top  margin  of  2.2  cm. 

The  left-hand  margin  also  measures  2.2  cm  at  its  widest  poi
nt.  Ihe  beginnings  of  the 

verses  move  progressively  leftward  as  the  column  d
escends  (Maas  law.  see  W.  A. 

Johnson,  ZPE  gs"  (1993)  211  ffi).  Three  lines  of  o
bscure  import  are  written  in  a  tiny 

cursive  script  in  the  margin,  starting  from  above  the  colu
mn-top  and  ending  at  the  level 

of  the  hrst  line.  Back  blank. 

The  script  is  a  medium-sized  mature  ‘Severe  Style’.  1  wou
ld  assign  it  to  the  early 

part  of  the  third  century,  as  a  comparison  with  the  ‘
more  rapid  and  flamboyant  GLH 

2 1  a,  dated  to  the  first  half  of  the  third  century,  may  su
ggest.  The  cursive  hand  of  the 

marginalia  also  points  to  a  third  century  date.  The  
scribe’s  peculiarities  include  8  with 

very  broad  base  and  (once)  initial  loop,  |  with  a  com
ma-shaped  medial  stroke,  and  the 

gentle  leftward  curvature  of  most  descenders.  The  f
irst  two  letters  of  v.  i  are  made 

larger  than  is  usual  in  the  rest  of  the  text;  on  the  practic
e  of  enlarging  the  initial  letter 

of  the  first  line  of  a  column  see  GMAW^  p.  7  and  n.  2
5.  The  scribe  wrote  a  rough 

breathing  twice  (i,  9)  and  a  smooth  once  (3),  u
niformly  in  Turner’s  form  i.  No  other 

diacriticals  are  in  evidence. 

This  is  one  of  the  very  few  papyri  preserving  the  beg
inning  of  a  work  of  literature. 

As  in  most  of  them,  there  is  no  preliminary  material  w
ritten  above  the  first  line,  which 

is  at  column-top.  (The  hardly  legible  jottings  to  the
  left  of  the  column  do  not  seem  to 

have  any  relation  with  what  could  be  considered  as  i
ntroductory  material.)  There  is 

no  way  of  knowing  whether  a  title  or  anything  else  
was  written  in  the  space  before  the 

column.  On  beginnings  of  papyri  carrying  dramatic  te
xts  see  W.  E.  H.  Cockle,  Euripides: 

Hypsipyle  219  ff.;  on  book  titles  see  GMAW^  pp. 
 iSf.  and  nn.  70  and  72,  and 

G.  Bastianini,  ‘Tipologie  dei  rotoli  e  problem!  di  ricostru
zione’,  Papyrologica  Lupiensia  4. 

(1996)  26  ff.  .  ■  c 

With  the  exception  of  a  mistake  in  4,  probably  a  scribal  e
rror,  there  is  no  point  of 

textual  interest  in  our  papyrus. 

]pa  Ty  rjyrSl], 

]a)  rjv  Kaipa.1]^  Top 

]ca  ™  |8ot  [  ] ,  cic  apya[\eov SovAov  [ 

ijy  yap  [ 

So^ai  8[e 

4519.  ARISTOPHANEiS,  PLUTUS  1-16 
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5  peTexe[m Tov  cwpLalroc Kpareiv  [ 

Kai  Tav\Ta 

8c  0ec7r[mjSet 

10  jU,e|U,i/(  [tv 
larpoc  60  [v 

pieXayx  [oAtovr 
ojcTLC  aK\oXovQei 

to]  wav  [tiov 

15  ot]  yap  ̂ X\eTTOVTec 

ouTo]c  [ 

mrg.  The  import  of  the  marginalia  is  obscure.  There  is  a  numeral  in  the  first  line,  but  I  cannot  make  out 

much  else.  Some  suprascript  horizontals  apparently  indicate  abbreviations,  and  perhaps  they  stand  for  final 

nus.  I  have  considered  whether  they  may  carry  introductory  material,  but  have  not  found  any  clue  in  the 

scholia.  It  may  be  that  they  bear  no  relation  to  the  text. 

4  Sofai:  So'fij  codd.  The  papyrus’  reading  mars  the  grammar.  A  scribal  blunder  is  possible. 

5  X  corrected  from  i. 
N.  GONIS 

4520.  Aristophanes,  Plutus  635-679,  698-738 

66  6B.4/D(i)a  10.5x27.8  cm  Fifth  century 

A  leaf  from  a  papyrus  codex.  The  ink  has  faded  badly,  especially  on  the  side, 

and  in  places  the  matching  of  the  traces  with  the  letters  expected  to  be  there  is  very 

uncertain.  Lower  margins  are  apparently  wholly  preserved,  and  measure  2.8  cm  on  the 

I  side  and  3.8  cm  on  the  The  left-hand  margin  of  the  J,  amounts  to  3  cm;  on  the 

the  right-hand  margin  is  4.3  cm  at  its  narrowest  point.  The  lower  part  of  the  left- 

hand  edge  of  the  J  page  looks  straight  enough  to  have  been  close  to  the  break  down 
the  central  fold  of  the  sheet. 

There  were  59  lines  on  the  —>■  side,  but  probably  one  or  two  fewer  on  the  [. 

Assuming  58-59  lines  to  a  page,  the  whole  work  would  have  been  contained  in  21 
pages.  With  this  format  the  play  could  not  have  begun  at  the  top  of  a  page;  compare 

XI  1373.  58  lines  would  have  occupied  a  depth  of  c.  30.6  cm  on  the  J,  side;  on  the  -a 

for  59  lines  the  column-height  would  be  29.5  cm.  Assuming  that  the  ratio  of  the  lower 
margin  to  the  upper  was  the  eustomary  3  :  2  (cf  Turner,  Typology  25),  the  upper  margin 
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of  the  would  measure  about  2.5  cm.  The  height  of  the  codex  could  then  be  calculated 

at  c.  35.9  cm.  The  breadth  of  the  original  page  would  be  no  less  than  18.7  cm.  It  s
eems 

that  the  codex  was  more  or  less  twice  as  tall  as  it  was  wide;  the  original  sheet,  before 

folding,  will  have  been  nearly  square.  Very  tall  codices  are  usually  taken  to  belong  to 

Turner’s  Group  i ;  none  of  its  representatives,  however,  as  listed  in  Typology  1 4-5,  fall 

below  20  cm  in  width  (this  figure  is  the  result  of  reconstruction;  the  narrowest  preserved 

width  measures  21.5  cm).  But  of  course  18.7  cm  is  a  minimum  estimate.  There  is  als
o 

proximity  to  some  of  the  aberrants  of  Group  3  (ibid.  16),  namely  those  with  dimensions 

18/9  X  33/4  cm. 

The  hand  is  a  small  informal  one  with  occasional  cursive  tendencies.  Letter-shape 

and  size  vary  considerably  at  times.  The  second,  correcting,  hand  (see  below)  shows  no 

more  pretensions  to  formality.  The  general  character  of  both  would  suit  a  date 
 in  the 

fifth  century.  They  seem  contemporary  with  GBEBP  20b  =  GMAW^  23  (2nd  half  o
f  v 

c.,  as  assigned  by  Gavallo-Maehler). 

The  text  has  received  extensive  diorthosis.  It  must  have  been  the  work  of  a  separate 

diorthotes,  as  indicated  by  the  difference  in  the  colour  of  the  ink  (the  copyist  used  a 

metallic  ink  now  turned  brown,  while  the  corrector  employed  one  that  is  still  black),  as 

well  as  in  letter  forms.  On  diorthosis  in  literary  papyri  see  K.  McNamee,  Proc.  XVI  Int. 

Congr.  Pap.  (1981)  79  ff. 

Breathings  and  accents  are  added  in  most  possible  instances,  chiefly  by  the  second 

hand.  All  accents^re  represented.  Notable  are  the  combinations  of  the  smooth  breathing 

with  the  circumflex  in  644  and  734  (the  circumflex  is  written  to  the  right  of  
the 

breathing).  The  grave  accents  are  employed  in  much  the  same  way  as  they  are  from 

the  fifth  century  onwards,  cf  C.  M.  Mazzucchi,  Aegyptus  59  (1979)  147.  They  are  not 

placed  on  monosyllables,  nor  over  all  polysyllabic  oxytones;  this  was  virtually  the  rule, 

cf.  J.  Moore-Blunt,  QUCC  29  (1978)  148.  The  diorthotes  added  a  few  elision  
marks  that 

the  copyist  had  missed,  and  corrected  some  orthographical  slips.  Despite  the  revision, 

there  is  a  wrongly  placed  accent  (acute  for  circumflex  in  65 1 ,  but  perhaps  what  we  see 

now  is  the  left-hand  part  of  a  pointed  circumflex),  and  one  instance  of  scriptio  plena  {Ala 

in  657).  Another  uncorrected  error  seems  to  have  been  overlooked  in  653  (naxicra), 

but  perhaps  the  iota  following  tau  is  only  an  offset.  Prodelision  (647)  is  effected,  but  left 

unmarked.  Crasis  is  noted  by  the  scribe  in  664  and  the  corrector  in  672:  the  scribe  used 

an  apostrophe;  the  corrector  employed  a  short  horizontal,  which  he  placed  below  
the 

smooth  breathing  (a  longum,  to  show  that  the  syllable  is  made  long  by  crasis?).  Iota 

adscript  is  written  superscript  in  645,  710,  and  716,  by  the  corrector,  and  is  omitted  in 

658  (possibly  also  in  708).  Diaeresis  is  written  twice  over  i,  once  to  avoid  
reading  the 

sequence  vi  as  a  diphthong  (710),  the  other  to  mark  the  beginning  of  the  second  
element 

of  a  compound  (738),  and  once  over  v  at  the  beginning  of  a  word  (735),  perhaps  to 

avoid  reading  it  with  the  preceding  consonant  (the  elision  mark  which  should  have  
been 

placed  between  them  is  omitted).  Speaker  changes  are  signalled  by  dicola  and  paragraphoi; 

most  of  them  are  added  by  the  first  hand,  but  a  few  are  in  black  ink,  indicative  of  the 

4520.  ARISTOPHANES,  PLUTUS  635^679,  698-738  1 6 1 

corrector’s  pen.  The  corrector  also  added  a  forked  paragraphos  between  664  and  665 

(see  note  below). 

The  codex  also  received  some  annotation;  there  are  glosses  in  720  and  729,  and 

a  variant  in  729.  Both  diorthosis  and  annotation  seem  to  have  been  effected  by  the  same 

hand  (the  same  black  ink),  but  this  is  not  entirely  certain.  There  is  nothing  to  suggest 

that  they  should  be  associated  with  the  stages  of  the  production  of  the  codex,  and  were 

not  the  work  of  the  owner  (on  the  is.sue  see  McNamee,  MC  18;  Proc.  XVI  Cong.  Pap.  80); 

after  all,  that  was  an  age  when  readers  often  copied  their  books,  cf  GBEBP  pp.  3  f. 

Evidence  of  revision,  often  proving  collation  with  another  copy,  and  the  presence  of 

philological  sigla  have  been  thought  to  indicate  books  belonging  to  scholars  (E.  G. 

Turner,  Greek  PapyrP  92  ff).  But  the  shortcomings  noticed  above  do  not  seem  compatible 

with  a  ‘scholar’s  text’.  Instead,  the  abundant  accentuation  may  suggest  a  close  affiliation 

with  the  school,  cf  R.  Gribiore,  Writers,  Teachers  and  Students  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt 

(1996)  85. 
One  other  fragment  of  a  papyrus  codex  of  Plutus  assigned  to  the  fifth  century  was 

found  in  Oxyrhynchus  and  published  as  XIII  1617.  Unfortunately,  neither  the  original 

nor  a  photograph  of  this  papyrus  now  exist.  The  two  papyri  share  the
  extensive 

diorthosis  carried  out  in  black  ink,  the  numerous  breathings  and  accents,  and  the 

annotation.  But  we  are  probably  dealing  with  two  different  codices,  since  the  nu
mber 

of  lines  to  a  page  in  1617  varies  between  28-31  (its  dimensions  have  been  recons
tructed 

at  17  X  30  cm,  see  Turner,  Typology  103). 

The  papyrus  presents  a  new  reading  in  641  and  (probably)  7 '5;  omits  a  line
 

(648)  attested  in  all  other  manuscripts;  there  is  possibly  another  new  reading  in  707. 

None  of  the  novelties  improves  the  transmitted  text.  Notable  also  are  the  variant
  in 

720,  and  the  agreement  (in  error)  with  two  recentiores  in  712,  and  with  P20
^‘’  in  738.  In 

general,  the  text  of  the  papyrus  shows  no  consistent  support  for  a  single  ms.  or  group of  mss. 

Owing  to  the  bad  state  of  preservation  of  the  papyrus,  a  diplomatic  transcript 

precedes  the  articulated. 
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641  ap[e]a.  The  reading  is  not  entirely  certain:  the  trace  of  t
he  putative  a  docs  not  exactly  match  the 

regular  shape  of  the  letter  elsewhere;  the  next  letter  looks  like  r  at  first  gla
nce,  but  p  is  possible,  if  the  horizontal 

trace  on  top  of  the  upright  is  taken  to  be  the  lower  part  of  the  circlet  of  p  (it  is  not  y)-  ̂  _ 

apa  TTpaTTnl:  &pd  y  ayye'AAerai  R:  5p’  ayycAel  Vbs;  Spa  y’  
SyyeAcirai  M:  Spa  y’  SyyeAei  VAUt  Sp‘ 

ayyeXXerai  Porson  cdd.  The  papyrus  seems  to  offer  a  new  reading,  a  f
orm  of  -npa-rTW,  although  not  preserved 

in  its  entirety.  By  analogy  with  R  we  may  try  to  restore  7rpaTTe[Tai
.  But  another  alternative,  •!rpaTTe[T6,  is 

perhaps  more  attractive:  the  change  of  ap€npaTTe\  to  apaTrpaTT([  may  sugge
st  that  irpaTTurn  (present)  was 

misunderstood  or  miscoplcd  as  k-npaTrare  (imperfect),  and  this  was  made  go
od  by  the  correcting  hand. 

Both  TrpdTTirai  and  TrpdrnTe  would  be  metrical,  and  for  the  phrase  one  could  a
dduce  PL  341  ypyerSv 

Ti  irpdTTWv,  or  Men.  fr.  534  and  Mon.  868  ypycTa  irpd-rrew  (cf  also  
Eij.  81 1  rrr-aoijxoTa  ...  yp-pera).  But  neither 

seems  to  suit  the  situation.  Since  Chremylos’  wife  appears  to  be  interested  in
  the  chorus’  poij,  -nparjorai  seems 

less  to  the  point  than  ayye'AAcTai.  With  Tipd-rreTC,  i.c.  a  second  person  
plural,  there  is  a  further  difficulty,  she 

must  be  addressing  the  chorus,  but  there  is  no  indication  elsewhere  
that  she  talks  to  them  at  all  (Karion  is 

the  carrier  of  the  news,  which  is  already  known  to  her,  cf  Holzinger’s  n
ote).  I'lithcr  alternative  may  therefore 

be  dismissed  in  favour  of  liyyiXXerai.  It  is  not  clear  how  the  papyrus’  r
eading  arose;  the  medieval  tradition 

is  unanimous  in  offering  a  form  of  ayyrAAoi.  I  do  not  think  it  likely  that  it  w
as  a  purely  graphic  error  {API  h 

misread  as  ATTE}.  Perhaps  the  scribe  introduced  a  form  of  TrpdTrtu  
under  the  influence  of  constructions  of 

xpvcrd  with  this  verb.  I’or  a  discussion  of  the  other  mss.  readings  see 
 van  Leeuwen,  introd.  to  the  facsimile 

of  Ravennas  p.  xiv;  Holzinger  ad  loc.;  Dover,  Text  235. 

[648]  This  verse  is  absent  from  the  papyrus,  but  is  not  reported  to  be 
 missing  from  any  other  manuscript. 

The  omission  is  probably  a  simple  mechanical  error;  eroivvv  occupies  the  
same  position  in  648  and  649,  and 

the  scribe  may  have  strayed  from  one  to  the  other  {saul  du  meme  au 
 mem).  I  do  not  think  that  there  is  any 

inherent  ground  for  the  omission;  without  648,  649  scerns  rather  u
p  in  the  air.  It  is  notable  that  the  corrector 

did  nothing  to  make  the  omission  good.  If  the  diorthosis  was  made  by  
consulting  another  manuscript,  was 

the  collation  copy  defective  at  this  point? 

'Phis  omission  acquires  special  interest  in  view  of  E  rec.  641a,  according  t
o  which  the  number  of  verses 

in  the  scene  beginning  with  641  and  ending  with  770  equals  129 
 iambic  trimeters:  ol  8e  criyoi  la^i^iicoi 

rpipeerpo,  dKaTdXpKTdl  piS ' .  However,  130  verses  are  transmitted.  The  scholion  .is  Triklin
ian,  cf.  Koster, 

Autour  d’un  manuscrii  1 19,  129  ff.,  but  it  cannot  be  ruled  out  that  its 
 source  was  ancient.  Opinions  about  the 

origin  of  this  discrepancy  arc  split,  It  has  been  thought  to  reflect  
either  a  simple  error  in  counting  or  a 

manuscript  which  did  in  fact  contain  one  verse  less.  The  omission  of  712 
 in  R  (see  the  note  below)  came  in 

handy  for  those  holding  the  latter  view.  The  fact  that  we  now  have
  an  ancient  copy  of  Plutus  short  of  one 

line  may  indicate  that  more  copies  sharing  the  same  defect  circulated
  in  antiquity.  This  makes  it  all  the  more 

likely  that  the  scholion  derives  from  a  faulty  manuscript;  which  line  wa
s  dropped  in  the  metrician’s  copy  it 

is  not  possible  to  guess. 

650  ]c:  elc  AUf:  Ic  rell.  We  find  etc  in  the  next  verse,  and  this  may 
 be  what  the  papyrus  had.  It  is  not 

easy  to  decide  which  reading  to  adopt.  In  651  the  same  phrase  a
ppears,  but  the  context  is  different,  there  cc 

Ti)r  Kc^ia.Xrji'  has  been  thought  to  be  an  ‘imprecation  de  forme  fixe’  (
Koster,  op,  cit.  241).  Coulon  has  argued 

that  in  such  set  phrases  ic  should  be  preferred,  sec  4516  1669  
n.  Here  Karion  does  not  use  the  collocation 

in  the  same  sense  as  the  stock  phrase.  But  he  probably  makes  a  pun  on  the
  set  phrase,  and  perhaps  his  pun 

would  not  have  been  so  much  to  the  point,  if  he  had  used  etc.  TTie  l
atter  would  be  preferable  if  this  play 

on  words  had  not  existed.  For  a  strong  view  in  favour  of  reading  etc  in  al
l  spoken  parts  of  Comedy  cf  C,  P.  L, 

Austin,  C(2,ns  23  (1973)  133.  .  1 

651  etc:  so  U:  ic  rell.  Triklinios  preferred  to  make  a  distinction  betw
een  the  two  forms  and  keep  ec  only 

here.  For  the  reasons  stated  in  the  previous  note  I  would  again  fa
vour  the  idea  that  Aristophanes  wrote  cc, 

653  o.rjiiKoixe6a:  so  codd.  plerique:  dif>ii<6p.ecBa  R  (unmetrical). 

658  X[ovp.evoc:  so  R'VAMi:  Xovopevoc  R^U.  I  restore  exempli  gratia.  Xo
vopievoc  is  a  mere  banalisation,  Ihc 

Atheists  condemned  the  use  of  Xovop.ai,  cf  the  scholion  ad  loc.  and  M
oeris  s.v. 

660  7T07T7Tav[a.  The  scribe  initially  wrote  TTOTraTrava,  a  dittography, 
 and  the  corrector  deleted  the  first 

alpha.  I  think  he  must  have  cancelled  also  the  preceding  pi,  i.e.  t
he  text  after  his  intervention  would  have 

been  7To[77a]7rava.  But  this  pi  is  mostly  broken,  and  no  trace  of
  the  corrector’s  pen  survives, 

661  TreXavde-  so  R:  TreXavoc  rell.  The  accent  was  apparently  disputed  in  antiqu
ity.  Hcrodian  (1.178) 

makes  the  word  oxytone,  and  it  is  written  so  in  this  papyrus,  and  by  imp
lication  in  the  papyrus  of  Herondas 
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4.91  TTcXavov  (the  grave  indicates  that  the  accent  should  not  fall  on  the  antepenultimate).  But  medieval 

manuscripts  often  make  it  proparoxytone,  cf  Fraenkel  on  A.  Ag.  96. 

662  Ka,TeKXCvap.ev  RVM:  KareaXwopiev  AUfS. 

664—5  mrg.  The  siglum  in  the  left-hand  margin  opposite  the  line-space  between  664  and  665  seems  to 

be  a  forked  paragraphos.  This  is  suggested  by  a  trace  in  black  ink  visible  further  to  the  right  and  at  the  same 

level  as  the  branches  that  wc  see  to  the  left.  The  reason  for  its  presence  here  may  be  to  set  ofl  the  major 

speech  that  follows. 

665  fre[e:  so  codd.  plerique:  fievrot  V.  Spacing  excludes  that  the  metrically  impossible  prevToi  was  written 
on  the  papyrus. 

668  air[:  aTrocfiecac  codd,  plerique:  airoc/Se'cai  R,  a  mere  scribal  slip, 

66g  TrlaprjyyeiXev].  I  restore  the  correct  form  with  RAMt  by  reason  of  space;  VUK  omit  the  nu 

cphelkystikon  to  the  detriment  of  the  metre.  But  with  a  handwriting  as  irregular  as  this  considerations  of 

space  may  well  be  misleading. 

670  ■npdTro[Xoc-.  so  R:  Trpdc-rroXoc  VAMUf.  Eustathius,  In  Od.  1560.16  quotes  ■npoiroXoc  from  this  play. 

The  metre  would  allow  either  form  here.  The  sense  also  is  not  decisive:  in  E.  Cyc.  both  forms  appear  in 

accordance  with  the  requirements  of  the  metre:  TrpoTToXoc  in  76,  but  TTpoerroXove  in  83  with  reference  to  the 

Satyrs,  servants  of  the  Cyclops.  But  Aristophanes  uses  irpdiroXoc  in  two  other  passages,  where  it  is  metrically 

guaranteed:  in  JVa.  4.36  (v.l.  npoc-ir-)  for  the  ministers  of  the  Clouds,  and  in  fr.  705.3  for  the  minister  of  Phoibos. 

672  i8uvd[ixr)v:  so  RAUl;  rjSvvdix-pv  VM  contra  meirum. 

673  a0a[p  c:  dOdp-qc  aSdpac  RVAT^.  Cf  E''  ’Attikoi  Sid  toO  7,  aBdprjc,  rj  Se  Koivij  5id  toO 

a,  dOdpac. 700-2  Only  the  most  meagre  traces  of  ink  are  preserved  on  the  rubbed  surface.  The  restored  text  rests 

largely  on  considerations  of  space. 

705  cv\  orn.  U, 

707  e\v6vc-.  iyui  pciv  evBvc  V:  eWvc  iyth  fiev  RAMUl.  The  word-order  in  manuscripts  other  than  V  mars 

the  metre;  its  origin  is  a  simple  transposition,  cf  Koster,  op.  cit.  185.  The  papyrus  had  the  correct  word-order. 

veKa[X]v[tl>]dijerj\v:  eveKaXvpdpeqv  RVP20:  cvveKaXvipdp,T]V  AMUl.  The  doubtful  letter  cannot  without 

difficulty  be  read  as  e.  The  lower  traces  would  suggest  a;  but  the  upper  trace,  if  not  delusory,  seems  not  to 

suit  that,  though  it  may  be  consistent  with  the  right-hand  part  of  the  cap  of  e.  If  the  papyrus  had  av-,  that 

is  a  new  reading,  but  corrupt  (it  would  be  senseless  in  the  context).  If  it  had  ev-,  it  preserves  the  correct  text. 

iveKaXvifidjxriV  is  guaranteed  by  eyKeKaXvfjiBai.  in  714.  cvveKa.Xvpdp.rjv,  which  mars  the  metre,  may  stem  from 

a  misdivision  of  the  .ccriptio  continua.  Pfj  reads  evdv  cvveKaXvtpdpLrjv',  if  it  does  not  derive  from  a  Byzantine 

emendation,  as  Koster  thought  (op.  cit.  18,  214),  it  may  hark  back  to  the  initial  stage  of  the  corruption.  It  is 

worth  mentioning  that  Blaydes  reports  that  G  reads  dveKap,>pdp.r]v.  G  is  a  copy  of  V  and  usually  has  no 

independent  value  for  the  text.  If  Blaydes  is  to  be  trusted,  the  reading  is  curious,  especially  if  the  papyrus had  dveKaXvpdjirjv. 

710  dviSiov.  so  R:  dueCSiov  rell.  litymologically  we  expect  dveiSiov  from  original  Bveia  (Kilhner-Blass, 

Grammatik  11  278),  and  some  ancient  authorities  recognised  this  (Herodian  2.457. 1 8)’  Bvl&iov  is  transmitted 

by  Pollux  (10,103)  and  the  Suda  {0  540;  |v.l.  -ciS--]).  Wc  should  probably  prefer  the  etymological  spelling; 

-iSiov  may  be  a  plain  iotacistic  error,  or  reflect  the  alternative  spelling  Bvta. 

712  TO  (<:|tj3a)T]t[o]r:  SO  04Wi,;  to'  ye  ki^wtiov  codd.  The  omission  of  the  particle  is  unmetrical.  The 
agreement  of  these  two  recentiores  with  the  papyrus  is  interesting;  but  it  may  only  be  a  coincidence. 

715  ]  ew:  etyev  ovk  dXiyac  Yt:  ovk  oXCyac  etye  {-ev  U)  RAMU.  Only  the  word  order  of  Vl  preserves  the 

metre.  What  I  read  on  the  papyrus  docs  not  match  either  transmitted  version,  and  the  trace  before  eiv  is  too 

small  to  give  a  further  clue;  at  times  I  thought  I  could  see  the  top  of  a  rising  oblique,  which  would  suit  x> 

but  this  is  far  from  certain.  Perhaps  we  should  reckon  with  a  simple  mistake  and  restore  6r]xe{i}>'  (cf  T{i}dxicTa 

in  653),  unless  the  scribe  wrote  exeiv  (transposition).  In  any  case,  the  word  order  of  the  papyrus  was  not  that 
of  Vi. 

717  e]ii.fiaX<ov:  so  RAMU  (correctly):  eir/SaAcui'  V. 

720  mrg.  Spipcvrarui.  Cf  E^  (...)  tw  SpipaTaTa),  and  Hesychius,  s.v.  ofoc  CprjTTiov,  pyovv  hpijiv. 

721  eic[;  cKTpeijiac  RV:  eKcrpepac  AMUi.  Editorial  preferences  are  at  variance.  A.  v.  Bamberg, 

Exerdtationes  criticae  in  Aristophanis  Plutum  (1869)  4  and  van  l.eeuwen  defend  cKcrpepac,  contra  Holzinger  and 

many  before  him. 
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724  KaTa\TT\c'n\Xacix€vov'.  /cara— om.  V  unmetrically. 

725  Ta[c:  so  RVM^U:  rffc  AM't  725  after  Couloo  runs  tV’  e7ro/xvU|U,ev‘oi^  77-a.ucto  ce  rdc  e/c/cAT/cfac.  The 
genitive,  which  can  only  be  associated  with  Traucoj,  creates  difficulty  with  the  syntax,  and  gives  inferior  sense, 

'i'hat  Travcoj  may  have  triggered  the  corruption  cannot  be  excluded.  (I  rule  out  that  the  papyrus  had  rale 

eKKX'qciaic,  raised  to  the  status  of  a  varia  lectio  by  Bcrgk  on  the  false  presumption  that  it  is  attested  in  the  scholia.) 

727  nXov^TOJvc.  so  codd.  Mcinckc’s  riXovr(D  Vt  (  =  6Tfc),  adopted  by  Goulon,  is  unfortunate,  cf.  Holzinger 
ad  loc. 

729  7]iYLTv]f^^iov:  so  RVAM'U:  rjixirv^iov  The  papyrus  testifies  that  the  corruption  had  already 

taken  place  in  antiquity.  According  to  Pollux,  7.71  the  word  is  of  J'^gyptian  origin;  but  this  may  simply  mean 

that  its  origin  was  obscure.  I’he  word  is  found  spelt  as  rjfitrvfx^iov  also  in  other  authors,  perhaps  under  the 

influence  of  TVjx^oc,  etc.  For  LSJ  s.v.  ‘probably  this  form  is  due  to  the  copyists,  who  wished  to 

find  a  meaning  in  the  word’,  but  this  statement  is  perhaps  too  restrictive.  rjfxiTVfx^tov  was  treated  as  a  word 
in  its  own  right,  and  interpretations  of  it  can  be  found  in  the  Suda  {rj  353)  and  other  lexica. 

mrg.  rjfxiTv^iov  pdKoc\ri  .  The  correct  form  is  written  in  the  margin,  not  as  a  varia  lectio  but  introducing 

a  gloss;  cf  H  vet  729  h  paxoc  rjp.tr ptpec.  rjp.t[rpL^€c  cannot  be  confirmed  from  the  traces.  {pdKoc  was  suggested 

by  Dr.  Rea.). 

736  [tijc]  ye  p.o[t:  wc  ye  ptoi  coc  y’  kptoL  V:  wer’  kp-ot  AM'U^:  cve  kptOL  P20.  coct’  has  its  root  in 
a  common  graphic  error. 

738  SecTrotjv’  avicTr;/c[et:  SecTTOw’  dveiCT'ijK^t  P20'“':  Seerrow’  dvecrijKet  RVKVbgi:  — kcT'qKci  Npi:  —vd  y’ 
ccTTjKei  ARMUVsr(9.  avicTrjK[€t  is  a  phonetic  version  of  dvetcrTjKet;  it  is  curious  that  the  corrector  left  the 

iotacism  unchanged,  whereas  all  other  errors  of  this  type  have  been  corrected.  The  papyrus  thus  confirms 

the  antiquity  of  the  reading  of  P20^'^,  adopted  by  most  editors  following  a  correction  of  Meineke — the  results 

of  Koster’s  collation  of  P20  became  known  only  in  the  1950s  (Blaydes  reports  that  O3  and  T^dq  offer  dveicry/cei; 

1  have  not  seen  Ld4,  but  O3  has  y’  kr-rj/cet). 

N.  GONIS 

0 

4521.  Aristophanes,  Plutus  687-705,  726-31,  957-70 

Fr.  I  A  i68/2(e)  +  65  6B.3o/M(2)a  Fr.  i  5.2  x  9.9  cm  Second  century 

Fr,  2  65  6B.3o/M(2ja  Plate  XVI 

Fr.  3  I  iB,2io/G(c) 

Three  (fr,  i  is  made  up  of  two  contiguous  pieces)  fragments  of  what  used  to  be  an 

elegant  roll.  As  the  different  inventory  numbers  indicate,  they  were  not  discovered 

together;  but  we  know  from  Grenfell  and  Hunt’s  diaries  that  in  their  sixth  excavation 

season  they  returned  to  the  mounds  partly  dug  up  in  the  first  (this  point  will  be  discussed 

in  a  forthcoming  paper  by  Dr  R.  A.  Coles).  Frr.  i  and  3  preserve  c.  4  cm  of  the 

intercolumnium;  fr.  2  has  1.7  cm  of  the  top  margin  extant.  The  writing  is  along  the 

fibres.  The  back  is  blank. 

Twenty  verses  separate  the  end  of  fr.  i  (706;  the  last  preserved  verse  is  705,  but 

there  is  a  trace  of  marginal  annotation  opposite  the  place  where  706  should  have  stood) 

from  the  beginning  of  fr.  2  (726),  which  is  a  column  top.  These  twenty  verses,  or  at 

least  part  of  them,  either  (i)  formed  one  column,  or  (ii)  belonged  to  the  column  from 

which  fr.  i  comes.  If  (i),  the  written  height  would  be  c.  10  cm;  the  height  of  the  roll 

would  hardly  be  more  than  1 5  cm  and  the  papyrus  would  be  classified  among  those  of 
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‘small  format’.  E.  G.  Turner  (XLI  2944  introd.)  remarks  that  this  format  was  used  in 

the  first  and  second  centuries  for  copying  poetry;  of  the  examples  he  adduces  none  can 

be  dated  after  the  early  decades  of  the  second  century  (see  also  GMAW'^  21,  39,  41; 

LIV  3725).  Turner  also  suggests  that  this  format  is  rather  suitable  for  ‘de  luxe’  rolls. 
Our  papyrus  has  no  less  luxurious  pretensions  than  the  examples  he  cites,  but  it  should 

be  noted  that  all  hitherto  published  annotated  papyri  are  of  a  more  or  less  ‘standard’ 

format.  (The  most  recent  discussion  of  the  issue  of  ‘pocket  rolls’  is  by  W.  A.  Johnson, 

The  Eiteraiy  Papyrus  Roll  (Diss.  Yale  1992)  235  and  n.  44.)  If  we  opt  for  (ii),  it  follows  that 

frr.  I  and  2  belong  to  two  consecutive  columns.  Fr.  i  comes  from  a  column  that 

contained  at  least  39  verses  (687-725).  If  we  assume  that  the  full  height  of  a  column 

averaged  38  verses,  .so  that  687  stood  at  or  very  near  the  top,  1-686  would  fit  neatly 

into  eighteen  columns,  and  frr.  i  and  2  would  originally  belong  to  the  19th  and  the 

20th  columns,  with  the  whole  play  occupying  no  fewer  than  32  columns.  Written  height 

could  be  calculated  at  c.  19  cm  (on  average  letter-height  and  interlinear  space  are  2 

and  3  mm  respectively).  Allowing  at  least  6  cm  for  upper  and  lower  margins  together, 

the  height  of  the  roll  would  then  be  at  least  25  cm,  which  is  fairly  common,  cf.  W.  A. 

Johnson,  CP  88  (1993)  47.  Supposing  that  throughout  the  roll  intercolumnia  had  the 

same  width,  which  never  fell  below  4  cm,  and  that  the  maximum  line-length  was 

c.  9.5  cm,  the  length  of  the  roll  may  be  estimated  to  be  at  least  4.30  m.  But  of  course 

all  these  calculations  assume  the  minimum  possible  column-height;  other  arrangements 

would  easily  be  possible  (e.g.  40  lines  per  column  gives  a  neat  result  too,  1-724=18 
columns). 

I’he  papyrus  is  written  in  a  medium,  upright,  rounded  hand,  generally  bilinear. 
Thin  horizontals  contrast  with  thick  uprights  and  (sometimes)  obliques.  There  is  rich 

ornamentation  in  the  form  of  hooks  or  blobs.  The  crossbars  of  e  and  B  are  usually 

extended  to  the  right;  n,  made  in  a  single  stroke,  has  a  looped  base;  cjr  has  its  bowl 

diamond-shaped.  The  script  is  assignable  to  the  second  century,  perhaps  around  its 

middle.  One  may  adduce  for  comparison  GLH  i  ib  (ad  94),  although  the  presence  of 

shading  here  points  to  a  later  date.  The  marginal  notes  are  written  in  a  smallish  book 

hand,  which  may  well  be  that  of  the  original  scribe.  The  formal  handwriting  of  the 

marginalia  is  exceptional.  McNamee  cites  only  four  papyri  written  before  the  third  century 

and  annotated  in  such  book-hands;  like  our  piece,  these  papyri  were  provided  with 

generous  margins  too  [MC  10). 

The  scribe  added  a  rough  breathing  (Turner’s  form  3)  (963),  an  acute  accent  (694), 

and  a  high  point  (965).  He  used  systematically,  but  not  fully,  dicola  at  verse-ends  to 

designate  changes  of  speaker.  Elision,  where  required,  is  marked  by  apostrophe.  Iota 

adscript  is  not  written  in  one  case  (692),  whereas  in  another  case  its  addition  may  be 
inferred  (see  727  n.). 

This  papyrus  is  the  earliest  annotated  manuscript  of  Aristophanes.  There  is  no 

way  of  knowing  whether  the  scribe  copied  the  whole  play  first,  leaving  generous  space 
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between  columns,  perhaps  with  a  view  to  the  subsequent  marginal  additions,  as  e.g.  in 

V  841  (Pindar,  Paeans),  or  wrote  the  annotations  before  proceeding  to  copy  the  next 

column.  In  the  latter  case  we  may  think  of  an  exemplar  equipped  with  marginal  notes. 

As  for  their  ultimate  souree,  this  is  likely  to  have  been  an  hypomnema.  The  three-line 

note  on  701  ff.,  as  well  as  the  discursive  nature  of  the  comment  on  959  (and  possibly 

690),  presuppose  something  more  extensive  than  a  simple  glossary.  Like  most  of  the 

annotated  papyri  of  Aristophanes,  some  of  the  notes  show  affinities  to  the  medieval 

scholia.  It  is  also  to  be  noted  that  marginalia  of  similar  length  are  rather  unusual  at  so 

early  a  date,  cf  McNamee,  MC  190. 

Another  interesting  feature  of  the  papyrus  is  the  assignments  of  lines  to  speakers. 

In  both  cases  that  these  are  preserved  (959,  965),  they  are  not  made  in  the  customary 

way  of  inserting  a  (usually  abbreviated)  nota  personae  in  the  left-hand  margin.  Instead, 

they  appear  as  notes  in  the  right-hand  margin,  and  thus  appear  to  be  part  of  the 

annotation  rather  than  conventional  notae  personarum.  This  practice  is  very  little  in 

evidence  in  the  papyri  (mostly  in  cases  of  antilabe  within  the  same  verse,  cf  W.  Schubart, 

Das  Buch?  79),  but  finds  parallels  in  the  Byzantine  scholia.  There  the  discussions  on 

correct  part  assignments  indicate  that  ‘the  attribution  of  words  to  speakers  was  from 

the  first  treated  by  ancient  commentators  as  a  matter  of  interpretation,  open  to  debate 

in  any  given  case’  (Dover,  Text  254). 

This  is  the  oldest  manuscript  of  Plutus  to  be  published.  The  text  offers  variants 

(one  unique  at  967)  and  a  speaker  attribution  (965)  not  generally  accepted.  There  is  a 

slight  coincidence  between  fr.  2  and  part  of  4520. 

Fr.  I 

77pouSt§]a[|^aTO 
/xjou  Tov\_ 

cupt|]ac  eyoj 

690  oj]v  o(j}ic  o8[ 

a]rec7Tac[ev  ,  .  [  c.  5] ,  [c.  4  JSocye  [ 

]c’  rjcvx'Tj 

SpLfjLvjrepov  yaXrjc 

TToA]  AtjV  ecfsXcJV  avT{L  tov)  eOXcov 

695  ]oid.rjV 

o]  vSerra) 

SjrjTa  ri 
]pieya  7ray[v 

eTTejc/svcrjTO  /x[ou 

700  ej8S]eAuTTe[To 

(lKoXovdo]vc  apta  \avrai  AcK^X-rj-mov 

aTTecjT paej^p  ]«'(ai)  -q  IJavaKeia) 

,  f,  oc  h  o.Tro  rrtc  laTplucnc 

Aipavojrjov  yap  poeo
j  ..l  , 

ec/sp]  ovTicev 

T]oy  eep[v 

690—1  mrg.  We  have  beginnings  of  two  lines  of  annotation.  The  second  line  might  either  continue  the 

first,  or  represent  a  separate  note  (on  691).  The  sinuous  horizontal  which  runs  between  the  beginnings  of  the 

lines  might  serve  to  mark  the  separation.  oS[  at  least  should  refer  to  690.  There  oSd^  kXaP6fir]v  and  napeiac 

6<f>ic  are  glossed  in  the  extant  scholia.  likeliest  perhaps  is  that  oS[  refers  to  6Sd(:  o8[ovrL  or  some  other  form 

of  6S0UC?  In  691  the  only  word  that  has  attracted  comment  is  drecTracev,  but  what  the  scholia  give  is  of  no 

help  in  recovering  what  the  papyrus  offered. 

692  ]c’:  kvTvXi^ac'  RAMU:  cwrvXi^ac’  V,  which  is  not  very  appropriate. 

694  mrg.  dvT{l  tov)  WXwv.  Cf.  Z  vet.  694a  dvrl  rov  ̂ cOlov;  694b  /cat  yap  (f>Xav  to  6Xdv. 

It  is  not  clear  whether  the  abbreviation  employed,  avr^,  stands  for  dFT(t')  or  dvT(i'  tov).  dvr^  accompanied 

or  not  by  roO,  is  standard  in  commentators’  jargon  for  ‘(this  word  is  used)  instead  of’  (E.  G.  Turner,  MH  33 

(1976)  5),  as  a  means  of  introducing  a  gloss.  It  is  well  represented  in  the  papyri,  and  of  course  in  the  scholia 

of  the  Byzantine  manuscripts.  It  occurs  in  both  hypomnemata  and  marginal  notes,  in  most  cases  written  in 

shortened  form,  usually  as  a  or  a}  or  cf  K.  McNamee,  Abbreviations  in  Greek  Literary  Papyri  s.w.  dvr^  dvTi 

TOV.  I  have  not  found  this  particular  abbreviation  elsewhere.  The  short  sinuous  stroke  placed  high  after  t 

appears  regularly  in  documentary  writing  to  mark  a  suspension,  regardless  of  what  letters  are  actually  omitted 

at  the  word-end;  for  examples  in  the  annotation  of  literary  texts  see  McNamee,  op.  cit.  xvi. 

695  '\oixrjv:  av€7rav6fxr]v  MUR^^  dve7TaXX6p.r}v  RV.  I'here  is  no  way  of  knowing  the  papyrus’  reading. 
dveiraXXofx'qv  probably  stems  from  a  graphic  mistake. 

695  mrg.  rjp.r)v  is  a  gloss  for  ̂ v;  cf  E  vet.  29a  dvr?  toO  ̂ p.'qv  aTTucebe  (similarly  on  77).  On  the  gradual 

replacement  of  by  ̂fxrjv  from  the  Hellenistic  period  onwards  see  B.  G.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  in  the  Greek 

Non-Iiterary  Papyri  §§  103,  109.  Remarkably,  the  gloss  is  not  preceded  by  dvri  (rou). 

697  S]r)Ta:  om.  V  contra  metnm. 70  r  ff.  mrg.  The  note  is  mutilated  and  its  interpretation  is  puzzling.  No  more  than  two  letters  were  lost 

from  the  beginning  of  each  line,  but  the  amount  of  text  lost  to  the  right  is  impossible  to  estimate  precisely. 

But  if  my  speculations  below  have  any  chance  of  being  right,  the  break  to  the  right  must  have  taken  away 
at  least  ten  letters. 

The  first  word  of  the  marginalia,  aurat,  should  refer  to  the  female  deities  appearing  in  the  temple,  laso 

and  Panakeia.  What  follows  should  be  a  comment  on  their  association,  or  perhaps  family  connection,  with 

Asklepios.  For  example,  avTat  AcK[X7jinov  OvyaTep^c,  possibly  accompanied  by  a  verb  such  as  AeyovTai;  for 

the  wording  cf  U  rec.  701c  QvyaTepec  Mc/cAt^ttioO  7acd»,  Llavd-Keia  /cat  'Tyeta.  In  the  second  line  /c(ai)  perhaps 
connects  Panakeia  with  laso  (or  Hygieia,  her  other  sister,  who  does  not  appear  in  the  temple  scene  but  is 

mentioned  in  the  scholia);  but  this  is  only  a  possibility. 

In  the  third  line  lar  [ ,  given  the  context,  recalls  words  such  as  tarpde  or  tarpt/cT);  we  might  restore  and 

T-))c  laTplLKffc.  The  scholia  mention  that  laso  was  not  considered  as  Asklepios’  daughter  in  Aristophanes’ 
Amphiaraus,  and  stress  that  her  association  with  Asklepios  relics  on  the  etymological  implications  of  her  name; 

vet.  yoid  a.  has  napd  to  tdc^ai,  whereas  7oid  /S.  gives  napd  Tr)v  tactv  divo/xac/xeV'p.  It  may  thus  be  that  this 

note  is  of  etymological  nature,  and  lar  [  could  refer  to  laso,  although  in  that  case  ‘iactc  or  tdc^ai  would  be 
preferable;  but  there  is  no  way  of  determining  whether  it  contained  any  reference  to  the  problems  regarding 

laso’s  relation  with  Asklepios.  The  verb  of  the  sentence,  which  is  broken  away,  possibly  preceded  dno;  ]t 

might  be  the  last  letter  of  a  verb-ending  (third  person  singular/plural).  On  the  assumption  that  etymology 
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was  highlighted,  perhaps  wpo/racra] t  (cf.  above  S  vet.  70 id  5-)  Kci<Xr]'ro]i  or  something  similar  in  sense 

should  be  understood.  It  is  also  noticeable  that  the  reference  to  laso  is  at  the  end  of  the  note,  as  in  the  scholia. 

703  Ink  is  discernible  above  the  end  of  omega,  but  I  am  not  clear  as  to  whether  it  is  a  high  point,  which 

would  normally  be  expected  a  little  further  to  the  right,  or  stray  ink. 

704  €l)p\ovTLcev’.  so  RUV:  — e  A. 
705  mrg.  ]aTrjfi€X[.  Probably  ]arr}fx€X[r)  or  ]arriiJ.€X\rjrov,  glossing  aypoiKov  (but  forms  in  the  nominative 

cannot  be  ruled  out).  These  words  first  appear  in  classical  poetry  (Aeschylus,  Euripides),  but  are  also  widely 

distributed  in  the  prose  writers  of  the  Roman  period.  I  have  not  found  this  gloss  in  the  transmitted  scholia 

nor  elsewhere  in  the  lexicographic  tradition. 

Fr.  2 

(Top) 

t]ic  ec0’[ raurja  T6u[t]  nXovr[tovL 

vpiorja  fiep  St]  Tr]\c 

Kada]pov  rjpi,iT[v^i,ov 

730  /3Ae^ap]a  77ep6ei/i'pc[ev 

KareTrerjac’  avrov  ry[p 

727  ravr]a\  SO  V:  toOto  RAMU^  cdd.  Editors  have  favoured  tovto.  But  cf.  V.  Rers,  Greek  Poetic  Syntax  in 

the  Classical  Age  (1984)  22:  '(U-erd  Se  raOra  occurs  far  more  often  than  /xerd  roOrob  The  same  disagreement 
among  the  mss.  is  al|p  observed  in  678,  but  note  that  in  697  V  reads  rouro  with  the  rest  of  the  mss.  In  707 

all  mss.  read  /aetd  raOra. 

tco[l]:  The  amount  of  space  in  the  lacuna  indicates  that  iota  adscript  must  have  been  written. 

728  Srj:  om.  R  contra  metrum. 

731  jac’:  Kareirerac*  AMU/  edd.:  Karirccicc  R:  KajirrXac  V.  KaTarreTdvvvpLi,  is  the  only  verb  that  could 

be  used  with  a  <j>oiviK(c.  V’s  reading  might  derive  from  KaraTrXacrov  in  716.  The  reading  of  R  is  unmctrical. 
Fr.  3 

TTOVrip\oV  [KOpi\pia[TOC 

Tov  deov' 

]
'
 

Ol]ki<XV  ypavc  ecTip  rj  Xeyovea 

TOVT^OV  d^OV  Trpoc  rov  yopov 

rjpi]aprrjKap,ev: 

]  a^typ,er7] 

]  COpLKCOC'.  avr(t  tov)  KaT\a  KOLpov 

KjaXecco  Tiva: 

e^elXrjXvda'  o  dupa-rrwv 

965 
Xjeyeiv  exp'rjv 

Trapavjopia  (joiXTare 

967 
]..[ 

].[]. 
1 

969 

J 
cvk\  ocfx 

970 

958  irpocev^p  VAMUS:  npocSe^y  R.  -npoceviy  is  expected  after  Dikaios  made  clear  his  objective  in 

827—8  saying  npde  tov  deov  \  -npocev^op^voc  rjKui.  Another  supporting  factor  is  that  the  rare  construction  of 

npoceuxopai  with  the  accusative  seems  to  have  attracted  the  attention  of  grammarians,  as  emerges  from 
Thomas  Magister  and  the  Suda  (v  2654). 

958a  There  is  a  blank  space  separating  958  from  959.  958  represents  the  end  of  an  act  and  959  the 

beginning  of  another.  We  may  think  that  some  sort  of  distinction  was  intended  here.  It  is  equally  possible, 

however,  that  something  was  written  in  the  part  now  lost  (our  fragment  preserves  only  line-ends).  The 

manuscripts  of  the  Triklinian  recension  (and  no  other  manuscripts,  see  Koster,  Autour  d’un  mamscril  121  ff.) 
here  have  XOPOT,  while  the  Triklinian  scholion  on  850  testifies  to  the  presence  of  XOPOT  at  this  point. 

XOPOT  is  written  at  act-endings  in  almost  all  mss.  of  Plulus,  though  not  consistently.  It  thus  appears  likely 

that  XOPOT  was  written  in  our  papyrus,  which  becomes  the  oldest  manuscript  of  Aristophanes  to  attest  it. 

The  insertion  of  XOPO  T  between  acts  is  a  well  documented  practice  in  papyri  carrying  dramatic  texts, 

especially  of  New  Comedy,  from  the  third  century  bg  onwards  (for  a  discussion  of  the  papyrological  evidence 

see  E.  Pohlmann,  WJA  nf  3  (1979)  69  If.;  for  the  issue  of  the  Chorus  in  fourth  century  Comedy  see  K.  S. 

Rothwcll,  GRBS  33  (1993)  209  If.  with  bibliography).  According  to  the  Vita,  Aristophanes  put  in  XOPOT  to 

rest  the  actors  and  allow  for  mask-changing  (Test.  I  52  fi’.  K-A;  the  apparatus  of  K- A  cites  further  evidence). 
If  the  information  supplied  by  the  Vita  is  reliable,  we  have  good  reason  to  believe  that  XOPO  T  was  regularly written  in  Plutus  papyri. 

XOPOT  must  have  been  positioned  in  the  middle  of  the  line  (written  without  spaces?)  as  is  usually  the 

case.  It  is  improbable  that  the  less  frequently  attested  XOPOT  MEAOC  was  written;  otherwise  the  last  letters 

of  ME/IOC  might  have  survived. 

959  mrg.  Compare  -rrpdc  rdv  \opdv  Tcbv  yepdvrwv  rj  ypavc',  it  is  an  easy  assumption  that  the  transmitted 

scholion  recalls  a  tradition  to  which  the  papyrus’  annotation  belongs.  For  the  wording  cf.  also  E  vet.  on  222: 

-npoc  TOV  Oepd-rrovTO.  ifiyci  (to  tdi).  XXXV  2741  ic  ii  6-7  (Eup.  fr.  192. 149  f)  (wpoc  T[dv]  ieerroT-qv  6  'YmpPoXoc) 

allows  us  to  assert  that  this  type  of  attribution  goes  back  to  ancient  commentaries.  Cf  also  4508  lo-ii. 

That  the  speaker  is  noted  here  conforms  to  the  convention  of  identifying  a  new  speaker  on  his/her  first 

appearance,  cf  J.  C.  B.  Lowe,  BIOS  9  (1962)  30. 

963  mrg.  The  traces  permit  restoring  K:aT[d  Kaipov,  which  is  one  of  the  glosses  the  scholia  (963d)  and 

the  Suda  (co  622)  offer  for  ojptKwc.  l.SJ  s.v.  icaipoc  111  render  icaTo.  Kaipov  as  ‘at  the  proper  time’;  but  it  is 

doubtful  whether  this  is  the  most  appropriate  interpretation.  LSJ  s.v.  wpiKoc  II  translate  ‘so  maidenly,  so 

prettily’,  which  is  slightly  odd,  since  elsewhere  the  point  is  youth  and  ripeness,  as  e.g.  at  Ach.  272  wpiK-qv 

vXytjiopov.  There  must  be  a  pun  in  the  pas.sage.  I'he  chorus  after  calling  the  ypavc  a  ptipaicCcKri  continues 

with  TrvvBdvei  yap  mpiKuic.  4'his  may  be  taken  to  mean  (a)  you  ask  the  question  opportunely  (since  you  have 

in  fact  arrived);  or  (b)  you  ask  the  question  like  a  fine  young  girl  (but  she  is  a  ypavc).  (b)  is  preferable  in  terms 

of  comic  effect,  in  its  comically  inappropriate  application  to  a  ypavc.  This  is  more  or  less  the  sense  of 

vewTepiK&c,  another  of  the  glosses  (963a);  cf  also  the  elaborate  scholia  recentiora  (963d). 

965  mrg.  o  Oepamiv.  As  the  attribution  is  part  oi'  the  annotation,  a  more  elaborate  construction  is 
preferred.  Compare  PBodmer  XXVIII  ii  20  (ed.  E.  G.  Turner,  MH  32  (1975)  i  If),  where  o  arAac  is  written 

in  the  right-hand  margin;  for  the  use  of  the  article  cf  also  M.  Dysk.  189  (left  margin)  in  PBodmer  IV  y  icopy 

dvyarrjp  Kv-ppr.  Ocpdiraiv  is  employed  of  Karion  with  varying  degrees  of  frequency  in  AMdiNpiVsi  (Dover, 

Text  260). 
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The  papyrus  coincides  with  RV  in  assigning  this  verse  to  Karion,  whereas  AMU  assign  it  to  Ghremylos. 

Dover  observes  that  V,  which  in  this  act  eliminates  Ghremylos  from  the  scene  altogether,  must  follow  a  line 

of  transmission  deriving  from  ancient  sources  (op.  cit.  256);  this  is  now  confirmed.  The  assignment  of  965  to 

Karion  is  probably  wrong,  see  Holzinger  ad  loc.  Although  Karion’s  presence  would  exemplify  the  ante  portas 
motif,  a  typical  scene  in  Comedy  (for  a  discussion  of  the  relevant  passages  in  Aristophanes  sec  I.  E.  Stefanis, 

'0  SoOAof  CTTi's  Kai/iwSi'es  tov  Alpicrroi^dry  (igSo)  83  If;  also  O.  Taplin,  The  Stagecraft  of  Aeschylus  (1977)  3408.), 
this  seems  difficult  at  this  point.  In  those  scenes  the  master  is  called  out  shortly  afterwards,  but  that  does  not 

happen  here. 

966  expriv.  so  VA:  c’  eypyr  RM:  ce  xpiye  U.  Most  editors  read  c’  cxpfjv  (for  xPV^Expfiv  sec  Barrett  on  E. 

Hipp.  1072-3).  The  pronoun  may  have  been  interpolated  (PI.  57  has  Xeyeiv  xprj  rayv  -irdpv),  but  likewise  its 

omission,  inasmuch  as  it  involves  only  one  letter,  would  not  have  been  dilEcult.  Similar  variants  appear  in 

PL  432  and  ylo.  1201;  other  doubtful  passages  include  Pax  1041,  PI.  406,  607,  624. 

967  Traparjopa  piXrare:  -napavopL  as  pLXrare  eodd.  The  papyrus’  reading  is  not  unmetrical.  J.  A.  Scott, 

AJP  26  (1905)  40  noted  that  Aristophanes  sometimes  omits  the  interjection  in  cases  of ‘poetic  reminiscence 

or  parody’,  and  indeed  Rau  ciualifics  967  as  paratragic  (Paratragodia  (1967)  209).  But  to  fCXraTc,  a  common 
form  of  address  in  tragedy,  is  often  employed  by  Aristophanes,  especially  in  passages  where  paratragedy  can 

be  detected  (Rau,  op.  cit.  144).  The  few  instances  where  the  vocative  stands  alone  can  be  explained  by  the 

context  or  the  metre.  The  omission  of  the  interjection,  therefore,  docs  not  appear  to  be  justifiable  by 

Aristophanic  usage,  (f’or  a  discussion  of  the  use  of  w  with  vocatives  see  E.  Dickey,  Greek  Forms  of  Addre.ss  (i qq6) 
tgg  ff.)  Perhaps  some  scribe  eliminated  the  somewhat  unusual  run  TtapavopoxlriXTare,  especially  if  the  eli.sion 

was  not  marked  in  his  exemplar,  in  favour  of  one  more  familiar. 

Between  967  and  969  there  are  scanty  traces  from  two  lines;  apparently  the  papyrus  had  an  extra  line. 

It  is  worth  recalling  Z  rec.  959a,  which  reports  84  iambics  between  959  and  1041,  one  more  than  we  have 

in  the  transmitted  text:  ol  Se  crlxoi  rplpeerpoi  axardA^/rrot  tt  'S  '  (rr  'y  '  D’‘’).  Nothing  seems  to  have 
dropped  out  of  the  text  as  we  know  it;  but  in  view  of  what  little  remains,  it  is  impossible  to  pronounce  a 

judgment  in  favour  of  an  early  interpolation  or  an  accident  in  the  transmission.  (For  another  peculiar  verse 

counting  see  4520  648  n.). 

N.  GONIS 

4522.  New  Comedy:  pMenander 

43  (2“4)^  3  x24  cm  First/second  century 

Plate  XVIII 

Ends  of  twenty-two  lines  of  a  comedy  in  a  small,  upright  round  hand,  assignable 

to  the  late  first  or  early  second  century  ad,  are  given  by  this  narrow  strip  from  a  roll 

with  both  upper  and  lower  margins  surviving,  to  the  extent  of  3.5  and  7.5  cm 

respectively — perhaps  therefore  to  approximately  the  original  dimensions — and  with 

the  written  area  1 3  cm  tall.  Very  similar  in  script,  but  somewhat  less  generous  in  format, 

is  another  fragment  from  Oxyrhynchus  with  29  line-endings  from  a  comedy  in  a 

surviving  written  area  of  about  14.5  cm,  namely  inv.  33  4B.83/E  (8-11);  see  BIOS  31 

(1984)  25 . 31  with  Plate  i,  where  a  number  of  palaeographical  parallels  are  quoted, 

and  an  ascription  to  Menander,  Sikyonios  is  proposed,  as  is  noted  in  Sandbach,  Menandri 

reliquiae  selectae^  (1990)  346.  In  4522  the  resolution  in  y€\yaiJi7]K6Ti  (4)  confirms  the 
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presence  of  iambic  trimeters  rather  than  trochaic  tetrameters,  which  would  probably 

have  given  less  even  endings.  See  LXll  4304  (p.  1 1  and  n.)  and  L  3540  (p.  80  and  n.): 

as  it  happens,  the  latter  is  another  narrow  strip  with  iambic  line-endings;  the  script, 

though  somewhat  less  formal,  is  comparable;  the  height  is  25  cm,  with  upper  and  lower 

margins  of  2.5  and  3.5  cm  respectively,  and  36  lines  in  19  cm. 

I’he  depth  of  the  lower  margin,  by  contrast  with  L  3540,  for  example,  and  by 

comparison  with  X  1239,  suggests  that  this  may  be  the  end  of  the  play.  In  the  case  of 

1239  (Austin,  CGEP  249)  all  doubt  was  removed  when  the  presence  of  the  formulaic 

invocation  to  Victory,  as  known  from  the  ending  of  Menander’s  Dyskolos  and  other 

plays,  was  eventually  recognized  by  Corbato,  in  his  discussion  of  the  piece  in  Studi 

Menandrei  (Trieste,  1965)  89-119,  and  independently  by  Handley,  ‘Notes  on  the  Sikyonios 

of  Menander’,  BICS  12  (1965)  62,  n.  22.  See  the  commentary  below  on  14  and  20-22. 

In  the  present  case,  the  suspicion  aroused  by  the  format  is  reinforced  by  clues  from  the 

content,  in  spite  of  damage  to  the  crucial  words  for  ‘torch’  (14)  and  ‘applause’  (20)  and 

the  theoretical  ambiguity  between  ‘goddess’  and  ‘sight’  in  21.  The  resemblances  with 

the  surviving  endings  of  plays  known  to  be  by  Menander  (exiguous  though  the  present 

text  is)  raise  a  presumption  that  this  was  a  copy  of  a  play  by  him,  or  by  someone  who 

followed  his  formula  closely;  I  have  not  noted  a  coincidence  with  any  other  text,  and 

short  of  that  the  play’s  identity  seems  likely  to  remain  undiscoverable.  I  have  been  able 

to  check  readings  against  a  preliminary  transcript  made  by  Sir  Eric  I’urner  in  January 
1978,  but  he  must  not  be  held  responsible  for  the  interpretations  offered.  A  first 

presentation  of  the  text  and  commentary  as  set  out  here  was  given  at  the  Graduate 

Summer  School  in  Papyrology  in  Oxford  on  12  July  1997. 

\Ta<f>OpTlOv[ 

Jra  (fjopTLOV 
\cTpeLC7]p,€pa[ ]c  Tpelc  'qpLepali 

]  KaKa>v[ 

]  KaK&v ]  aptr/KOTL yelyaptriKOTL 

]  vv 

770]  Atlc 
]poc7]K€fjL0i,[  TrjpocfiKe  p,ot 

]vvrj 

y]  vvi] 

]  KeLcyiv€Ta[ 

-J^retc  ytVeTa[( 

1  L'.TOvdopal 

]ei.  (  )  TOvd\  1 

]  T€X<SiV 

(?)  arjTeytur 

]  coiXeyei ]  cot  Xeyei 

] KaXov 

]  KaXov 
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]  aiSaSoc 

15  ]  rjKocj^o\ 

]  vopaic 

]  voi.'ei[]  i0t 

]  (x>iJiev:Xaj3e 

]  .  .  .  . T .  .  I 
20  ]  cejxvov  po  \ 

lojTTocdea 

]  otc 

I  SaSa  Sdc 

]  '5 

]  V  opac 
-~]vov  et[c]t0t 

-^ojpiev.  (  )  Aa/3e' 1 
«:a]6  cepLvdv  Kporlov  20 

"JojTTOC  9ed 

-]  oic 

I  Perhaps  ̂ opTimv,  fibres  twisted  3  ] , ,  dot  of  high  ink,  perhaps  punctuation  4  ] . ,  high 

horizontal  joins  a  5  End  of  curved  down-sloping  diagonal,  as  for  A,  touches  upright  of  u;  above  v, 

interlinear  ink  might  represent  c  as  correction;  at  the  end,  a  paler  low  fleck  which  appears  not  to  be  ink 

7  Speck  of  high  ink;  cf.  3  9  ]<<!  upper  and  lower  arms,  possibly  x>  ttet  c  10  Mid-line  horizontal 

joins  upright  1 1  Possibly  to  be  read  as  ~r’  without  diastole;  cf.  10  '4  ]  .>  P^tt  of  down- 
sloping  diagonal;  if  S,  base  lost;  A  or  a  could  have  been  written;  if  k  or  x>  the  upper  part  should  show;  tt  (for 

uatSa)  is  excluded  15  Upright  with  curved  foot  joins  ■>;;  most  likely  ]/z;  at  end, /ro[  or  Ao[  ]6  First, 

two  dots  of  ink:  may  be  parts  of  an  upright;  second,  apparently  a  triangular  letter:  a  .suits  19  Badly 

abraded:  first,  high  horizontal  with  traces  of  low  horizontal  and  linking  diagonal  suggest  and  the  possibility 

of  w]  Zei  Uemra-.  High  ink  after  v  could  be  top  of  8,  but  the  rest,  t  apart,  is  hard  to  justify,  and  the  last  two 

might  well  be  oc,  rather  than  a:  20  After  cefrror,  low  and  high  ink,  with  trace  of  rising  diagonal,  as  if 

ir;  then  a  long  descender;  no  clear  trace  of  bow  for  p  (though  it  is  very  small  in  this  hand)  or  of  riser  for  (/> 

(which  is  therefore  rulec|:Out),  or  of  horizontal  for  1//  (which  is  therefore  unlikely);  end  of  high  horizontal  after  o 

I  E.g.  I^e'povjra  (fioprCoV.  if  SO,  the  likeness  to  the  broken  line  i/repouca  Kpidwv  rote  shortly  before 

the  end  oi  Sik.,  at  41 1,  could  indicate  a  kinship  of  motif,  and  is  accordingly  to  be  noted. 

9  {?)... a  8o]/ceIc  yCverai,  combinable  with  (ajmvr’  exaiv  in  ii;  eicyiyvofiai  is  rare  and  improbable. 

10  ToiO',  opac,  'iijy-qv,  at  Perik.  142/332,  illustrates  bp&c  in  parenthesis,  as  it  may  be  (but  need  not  be)  here. 

14  The  call  for  a  torch  to  lead  off  the  procession  of  the  actors,  together  with  garlands  for  them  to  wear, 

is  a  common  motif  at  the  end  of  a  comedy,  and  can  be  reckoned  among  the  signs  that  this  piece  represents 

one:  see  Sandbach  on  Dysk.  964  (6  lines  before  the  end),  citing,  among  other  texts,  Mis.  459/989  (8  lines 

before),  Sam.  731  (7  lines  before);  Sik.  418  (6  lines  before),  together  with  1239  (Austin,  CGFP  249),  where 

garlands  are  called  for  9  lines  before  the  end.  Sdc,  rather  than  I/cSotw  tic  or  the  like,  need  not  be  pressed  to 

mean  that  there  is  a  torch  already  to  hand:  one  can  think  of  a  construction  like  naiidpiov,  d>jtac\  SaSa  Sdc; 

the  expected  garlands  can  be  written  in  with  equal  ease,  as  can  the  torch  in  1239. 

15  E.g.  fip.tv  erScijc]  /xr)  «dcpio[c  f/,  but  the  surviving  letters  admit  several  quite  different  ar
ticulations. 

17  Obvious,  though  not  necessarily  right,  would  be  npoc  kKctjvov  ci;[c|i0i;  and  that  in  turn  would  lend  a 

certain  plausibility  to  rijv  yap  oIk\  iav  opac  in  1 6  (but  for  opac,  sec  on  to),  cicidt,  at  all  events,  seems  inescapable, 

and  can  hardly  be  meant  to  do  anything  else  at  the  very  end  of  a  play  than  to  send  someone  to  call  out 

another  actor  who  is  to  join  in:  hence  one  can  imagine  a  sequel  on  the  lines  of  KtiKicaXccov  avrov,  'iva 
CVV€XQ\<JJfX^V. 

18  f  Possibly  Aa/3e  |  TyrSi  (the  torch  of  14).  If  in  the  rest  of  19  Zeus  is  invoked  (as  I  cannot  verify),  it 

may  be  a  reaction  to  an  entry  from  the  house  just  visited,  like  the  cry  w  Zcv  Cwrcp,  cktottov  Bcac  at  Dy.sk.  690. 

20  The  word  Kporov,  though  almost  lost,  seems  hard  to  resist  as  a  reading;  the  applause  appealed  for  is 

ceprdc,  presumably,  because  it  is  to  accompany  a  Kwpoc  in  honour  of  Dionysus  as  god  ol  the  festival.  So  at 

Knights  546  f,  the  cheering  that  the  chorus  calls  for  in  favour  of  Aristophanes  is  not  just  boisterous  shouting, 

but  Bopv  jiov  xp-qcTov  X-pvaiT-ijv,  and  similarly,  in  the  appeal  to  Victory  at  the  end  of  Euripides,  Phoenissae,  Orestes 

and  elsewhere,  she  is  peya  cepvrj  Nlkt},  a  formula  which  may  have  influenced  the  choice  ol  the  present  epithet. 

NCki]  is  presumably  the  ‘(  )-eyed  goddess’  of  zi,  with  the  name  appearing  in  the  final  line,  a  pattern  that 
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persists  in  the  recurrent  Menandrian  formula  and  its  variants  (see  Sandbach  on  Dysk.  968-  g  and  Sarnia  736  -7, 

noting  also  P.  Harris  II  172).  With  the  aid  of  borrowing  from  Knights  (as  above)  and  Sarnia.,  one  can  imagine 

a  conclusion  something  like  this: 

VfxeZc  S’  apt’  einftpaCvecOe,  /ca|t  cepvdv  Kp6r[ov 

TTapaTrcpipaB’  rjpZv'  rj  Se  (^at8p] toTTOc  Bed 
CTTOLTO  NtKTJ  TOtC  CptOtC  dci  yOpjoZc. 

The  consideration  that  Bed  could  be  read  as  flea,  and  T7A|aj7rde  conjectured,  is  not  one  that  ought  to 

persist  against  tlic  counter-indications  that  the  context  gives. 

E.  W.  HANDLEY 

4523.  New  Comedy 

Fr.  I  24  36.72/0(0)  Fr.  t  3  X  4  cm  Second  century 

Fr.  2  24  3B.73/M(g)  Plate  XV 

Err,  3-5  106/70(3),  io6/7o(d)(i  -  2) 

Five  scraps  written  in  a  medium-sized  informal  round  hand  of  a  common  type,  to 

be  compared  with  those  of  the  Berlin  Theaetetus  commentary  (Schubart,  PGB  31;  Seider, 

Pal.  II  40)  and  P.  Mich,  inv,  5982  {ZPE  2  (1968)  Taf  III)  and  assigned  to  the  second 

century  ad.  S  has  a  broad  base;  the  right-hand  side  of  n  is  convex;  the  loop  of  p  is  tiny; 

V  is  looped  at  the  base;  bilinearity  is  infringed  only  by  p  and  cp.  Lectional  signs  include 

dicolon  (fr.  1.7),  high  stop  (fr.  5.2),  apostrophe  marking  elision,  a  rough  breathing  (both 

fr.  5.7),  initial  trema  (fr.  3.4),  and  acute  accents  (frr.  1.7,  3.2,  due  to  a  thinner  pen).  The 

iota  of  0)1  is  added  above  the  line  (fr,  3.7).  The  backs  are  blank. 

Verse-ends  are  preserved  in  frr.  i  and  5,  those  of  fr.  i  being  recognizable  as 

belonging  to  a  dialogue  (change  of  speaker  marked  in  7)  in  iambic  trimeters  or  trochaic 

tetrameters.  a]AAd  ri;  at  fr.  1.7  points  to  Comedy  rather  than  Tragedy  (see  n.),  the 

reference  to  an  all-night  festival  as  a  setting  for  rape  at  fr.  3.2-3,  if  the  verses  are 

correctly  restored  and  interpreted,  to  New  Comedy  in  particular  (references  in  Arnott, 
Alexis:  the  fragments,  516). 

Fr.  T  was  originally  edited  by  Marcia  E.  Weinstein  as  XXXVIII  2827;  it  has  been 

re-edited  by  Austin  as  CGFPR  283,  and  by  Kassel-Austin  as  PCG  Adesp.  1 1 16. 

Fr.  I 

]  [ 
]  1; ]«..[  ]  [ 

]  ore  ] Tore 
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]  c6ayap  ]  ,  cda  yap 

] , wxec
 

JAAaTt;  a]XXd  Tt\ 

]  aiSia 
]  LOva[ 

1-2  stripped  3  [ ,  upright  ligatured  to  a;  two  low  dots,  one
  above  and  to  the  left  of  the  other: 

the  whole  possibly  to  be  combined  as  /<  "  ]  [ ,  stripped  4  ] .,  foot  of  upright,  sp
acing  suggesting  t 

Between  or,  unexplained  high  vertical  touching  left  end  of  crossbar  of  t,  as  if  serif
  5  ]  ,  i  or  the 

second  upright  of  4  6  ]  .  speck  on  edge,  then  upright  9  |<,  upper  part  of  upright  with
  blob 

finial,  resembling  the  first  i  of  1.  8 

4  ]  Tore,  ]  TO  re,  esrdcjTOTe. 

5  o]Tc0a  (ed.  pr.),  ]  fic6a,  ’c(p\^c0a,  i)i,8|7jcfla. 

6  Sucjro^^ec,  eujTop^ec,  — e]Ti);^ec  (all  ed.  pr.);  ---djjru^^ec  seems  le
ss  probable. 

7  aJAAd  Ti  (ed.  pr.):  common  at  line-end  in  Comedy  (Ar.  Pax  1256,  Men.  Mis. 
 168,  Sam.  593),  olten 

forming,  as  here,  a  complete  sentence  (Ar.  Eq.  955,  Ra.  488,  Ec.  928,  Anaxandr
.  fr.  50.1  KA,  Antiph.  fr.  J05.1 

KA,  Men.  Mis.  379  (?),  Sam.  348,  450  (?),  Sic.  290  (?);  at  line-beg
inning,  Damox.  fr.  2.46  KA);  neither  use  is 

found  in  Tragedy. 

8  The  choices  include,  besides  TrJaiSi'a  and  7r]aiSid  (both  ed.  pr.),  I  suppose  the  most  li
kely,  eA]di8io, 

xepjdiSia,  and  one  ortwo  with  -]ai  Aia. 

].[ 
Stripped 

]..P[ 

]  .  [.]acTt  [ 

5  ]uAoyov[ 

]  u)cvep[ 

]avapre  [ 

]or  [ 

I  ]  [ ,  much  abraded;  two  letters  may  be  represented  3  ]  ,  dot  on  line;  upright  joi
ning  cross 

stroke  to'  right:  t  or  y  4  ]  [ ,  specks  in  lower  half  of  line  ,  [ ,  high  horizontal,  cross-stroke  or  a
ccent 

applying  to  i,  with  below  its  right-hand  side  a  low  dot  
6  ] ,,  top  and  bottom  of  rounded  letter 
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7  [ ,  dot  on  line  S  ]«,  cross-stroke  on  a  single  fibre  with  trace  of  top  [ ,  left-hand  parts  of  r  or 
7t:  if  the  latter,  only  one  letter  is  lost  in  the  lacuna  ]  [ ,  stroke  descending  from  left 

8  ot[o]u  looks  slightly  too  short. 

Fr.  3 

]f[.]  [ 

"]7rawti[ 

]  .  .  [ 

]  eVTTO  [ 

5  ]  apLvhaK  [ 

] . Ypovp  [ 

]  Kara) ' t  '  [ 

] 

"]  7Tawii[yt— 

]  [ 

]  C  VTTO  [ 

yAJa/riiSa  k[ ] .  9povp  .  [ 

1  ] . ,  upright  [ ,  dot  on  line;  surface  stained  at  edge  3  ]  ,  edge  of  upright  ,  [ ,  upper  left 

arc  of  circle  4  ]  ,  lower  part  of  upright,  hooked  to  right,  with  median  and  high  dots:  anomalous, 

perhaps  an  altered  or  deleted  letter  [ ,  left-hand  parts  of  t  or  w  6  ]  ,  trace  level  with  tops  of 

letters,  now  resembling  right  arc  of  a  circle,  but  abraded,  with  prima  facie  a  further  trace  below  ,  [ ,  gently 

rising  stroke  level  with  tops  of  letters:  e  and  o  both  acceptable  7  [ ,  dot  above  level  of  tops  of  letters 

8  ]  ,  foot  connecting  to  foot  of  i,  as  of  a  ii[ ,  start  of  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right;  spacing  suggests 
ti  rather  than  a 

2  E.g.  Ti]  (the  accent  as  at  fr.  1.7).  Besides  7rarvu[xi-,  there  is  (-jjTrar  m[ . to  be  considered,  but  I  can 

produce  nothing  plausible  with  it;  TLG  has  only  a  few  late  prose  instances  of  such  a  sequence. 

5  xA]a/j.t)8a  appears  certain,  none  of  the  other  nouns  with  this  termination  (afruc,  Tr-qXafxic,  xcipcsy-vc) 

being  suited  to  the  context,  (ppovp-  in  the  next  line  suggests  that  the  soldier’s  and  ephebe’s  ‘cloak’  (cf.  [  Arist.] 

Ath.  Pol.  42.5,  ippovpoOci  (sc.  ol  isprj^oi)  ...  xAa/rtlSac  eyovrec;  Men.  Sam.  659  with  Gomme-Sandbach’s  note, 

Philcm.  fr.  34.  i  KA  with  Kassel-Austin’s  note)  would  not  be  out  of  place. 

7  T '  rather  thin,  perhaps  due  to  a  dilTerent  hand. 

Fr.  4 

[.]«S[ 

aiiT[ 
Ka  [ 

av  [ 

[ 
[..].[ 

5 
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I  [  ],  much  narrower  than  a  in  1.  2  2  t[  ,  cross-stroke  level  with  tops  of  letters,  with  dot  in  place 

on  line  for  foot  of  t;  horizontal  trace  at  mid-letter  level  where  ink  has  run  along  a  fibre  3  [  ,  trace 

of  foot  of  letter  ligatured  to  a  4  [,  slightly  convex  trace  in  upper  half  of  line  5  [,  trace  level 

with  tops  of  letters  6  ]  [ ,  speck  level  with  presumed  tops  of  letters 

Fr.  5 

]TOjua[ 

]  [ 
5 

'
W
 

]..[ 

7  ]  ,  dot  level  with  tops  of  letters  8  ] ,  ,  [ ,  cross-stroke  level  with  presumed  tops  of  letters;  dot  at 
same  level 

7  This  sequence  twice  near  line  end  in  Comedy  (Lync.  fr,  1.22  ICA  to  S’  erepoc,  Men.  Pk.  1 2 1  to  8’  rrepor). 

W.  B.  HENRY 

IV.  DOCUMENTARY  TEXTS 

4524.  List  of  Nomes 

A8/2C  7,1x5  cm  First  half  of  second  century 

Plate  XIX 

This  small  fragment  is  complete  at  the  right  and  perhaps  at  the  foot,  but  is  very 

probably  incomplete  at  the  top;  it  is  impossible  to  estimate  the  loss  at  the  left  (though 

cf.  line  2  n.).  What  survives  records  the  names  of  live  nomes  in  central  and  eastern 

Lower  Egypt;  Sebennyte,  Diopolite,  Nesyt,  Arabia  and  Tanite.  The  papyrus  naturally 

invites  comparison  with  the  nome  list  preserved  in  XLVII  3362,  a  list  which  originally 

included  all  the  nomes  of  Egypt.  The  part  of  3362  which  survives  records  more  or  less 

complete  lists  of  the  nomes  from  the  Thebaid  and  from  Middle  Egypt,  a  list  of  eleven 

nomes  from  Eastern  Lower  Egypt,  and  a  further  section  presumably  recording  nomes 

from  the  rest  of  Lower  Egypt.  This  last  section  is  almost  wholly  lost  and  of  the  section 

for  Eastern  Lower  Egypt  only  six  nomes  can  be  identified  with  certainty.  The  Tanite 

is  the  only  nome  recorded  in  the  surviving  parts  of  both  4524  and  3362,  though  it  is 

likely  that  the  section  for  Eastern  Lower  Egypt  in  3362  would  also  have  included  Arabia 

and  the  Nesyt.  It  is,  however,  extremely  improbable  that  there  would  have  been  room 

in  this  section  for  the  Sebennyte  and  the  Diopolite,  which  are  much  more  likely  to  have 

appeared  in  the  following  section  covering  West  and  Central  Lower  Egypt.  It  may  well 

be,  therefore,  that  4524  was  a  list  of  all  the  nomes  in  Lower  Egypt,  not  a  section  only. 

It  may  indeed,  like  3362,  have  been  a  list  of  all  the  nomes  of  Egypt. 

Elsewhere  I  have  argued  that  3362  dates  from  a  period  when  Lower  Egypt  had 

been  subdivided  into  two  sections,  each  under  its  own  epistrategus  (J.  David  Thomas, 

Roman  epistrategos,  35-9).  3362  is  most  probably  to  be  assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the 
second  century  and  is  certainly  later  than  ad  136/7  (ibid.  25  n.  62).  4524  is  probably 

earlier  than  this  and  may  well  date  from  a  period  when  there  was  only  one  epistrategus 

for  the  whole  of  Lower  Egypt.  Palaeographically  I  should  have  been  inclined  to  assign 

4524  to  the  second  half  of  the  first  century:  note  in  particular  the  way  tau  is  written, 

with  the  left-hand  half  of  the  cross-bar  united  in  a  single  stroke  with  the  hasta  (cf.  also 

the  triangular  omicron).  There  are,  however,  good  reasons  for  thinking  that  it  belongs 

no  earlier  than  the  reign  of  Hadrian  (see  the  notes).  As  such  the  list  falls  between  the 

nome  list  of  Pliny  {JiH  V  49-50)  and  the  information  to  be  found  in  Ptolemy  {Geog. 

IV  5),  and  is  likely  to  be  contemporary  with  the  so-called  nome  coins  (perhaps  better 

described  as  nome  types),  which  are  attested  from  year  1 1  of  Domitian  to  year  8  of 

Antoninus  Pius.  For  a  comprehensive  bibliography  of  work  on  the  Roman  coins  of 

Alexandria,  including  the  nome  coins,  see  E.  Christiansen,  Proceedings  20th  Int.  Congress 

of  Papyrology,  478-83.  H.  Gauthier,  Les  nomes  d’Egypte,  is  the  most  detailed  survey  of  the 
nome  coins  for  their  information  on  the  creation  and  disappearance  of  nomes,  see  esp. 
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pp.  156-73;  cf.  also  A.  H.  M.  Jones,  Cities  of  the  Eastern  Roman  Provinces,'^  313-14. 
Dr  Jennifer  Sheridan  is  currently  studying  these  coins  and  I  am  indebted  to  her  for 

some  information. 

There  are  ink  traces  on  the  back. 

]  Cel3[e]yvvTrjc 

]  TOTTOJV  AlOTToXtTrjC 

]  etc  Kat  NeevT 

]/8[  ]c 

5  S  ]  TayCTrjc 

1  The  Sebennyte  norne,  situated  in  the  north-central  Delta,  is  attested  in  all  the  lists  of  the  Ptolemaic 

and  Roman  periods.  To  the  references  given  in  Calderini-Daris,  Dizionario  TV  251-2,  Suppl.  I  234  and  II  186 

add  SB  XX  14590.4.  At  some  point  in  the  first  two  centuries  ad  the  single  Sebennyte  nome  was  divided  into 

two  separate  nomes,  see  the  next  note, 

2  I  roTTwy:  restore  cither  avui  or  Kdroj.  In  the  papyri  the  only  nomes  in  Lower  Egypt  to  be  qualified  by 

the  words  ftroi  ToVeur  or  Kdrio  tovojv  are  the  Upper  Sebennyte  (VI  931,  SB  XX  14590;  also  I.  Alex.  29  =  SB 

V  8780)  and  the  Lower  Sebennyte  (LX  4069,  P.  L,  Bat,  XXV  49),  apart  from  a  single  instance  in  which  an 

epimcletcs  of  rclir  Kdruii  t6ttcov  rod  Cahov  occurs  (UPZ  I  1 10.193),  tmd  a  possible  reference  in  XII  1435  8 

to  'dvoi  of  Arabia  (see  the  note  ad  loc.).  'fhe  expression  could,  however,  be  shortened  to  just  dvui  or 
Karu),  and  we  have  examples,  apart  from  the  Sebennyte,  of  the  Diopolitc  and  Cynopolite  nomes  in  Lower 

Egypt  being  described  as  Karw  to  distinguish  them  from  a  Diopolite  nome  and  a  Cynopolite  nome  further 

up  the  Nile.  4524  caijpot  be  referring  to  Arabia  or  the  Diopolite  and  we  can  safely  reject  the  Saite,  which 

appears  undivided  in  all  the  lists  and  in  any  case  is  further  west  than  the  other  nomes  in  our  text.  Unless 

therefore  we  have  an  unattested  name  for  a  nome,  we  must  choose  between  the  Lower  Cynopolite  and  the 

Upper  and  Lower  Sebennyte.  The  Lower  Cynopolite  is  attested  in  XVII  2136  3,  XLIX  3477  5-6  and 

P.  Munch.  Ill  138.3  (where  see  the  note),  but  all  these  texts  are  from  the  later  third  and  fourth  centuries  and 

the  nome  does  not  appear  on  the  nome  coins  nor  in  Ptolemy.  It  is  very  probable  that  it  was  in  existence  by 

209,  cf.  XLVII  3345  50  with  the  note  ad  loc.,  but  it  may  well  not  have  been  created  by  the  date  of  4524  and 

it  has  not  so  far  been  attested  with  the  addition  of  Td-rreov  to  Kara}.  The  most  probable  solution  therefore  is 

that  our  text  referred  at  this  point  to  either  the  Upper  or  the  Lower  Sebennyte.  To  restore  simply  Ce^lejyvvrrjc 

[arco]  TOTTwv  or  Cf[e]yvdTric  [/rdTcuJ  Tonwy,  however,  would  make  the  lines  very  short.  Possibly  we  should 

restore  Cflelyvvrrjc  [dvw  roTTwv  CePevvdTTjc  Kdrwj  Toiraiy  (or  vice  versa),  though  it  is  worth  remarking  that 

in  the  enumeration  of  the  nomes  in  Ptolemy  IV  5.50-  51  these  two  nomes  do  not  follow  one  another  directly. 

In  support  of  restoring  here  a  reference  to  the  I.ower  Sebennyte  we  may  note  that  the  lists  in  P.  Ryl.  IV  616 

include  Pachnemunis  (which  was  the  name  by  which  the  Lower  Sebennyte  was  known  in  the  Byzantine 

period)  immediately  before  the  Diopolite. 

However  that  may  be,  it  seems  reasonably  safe  to  take  our  text  as  evidence  that  at  the  time  it  was  written 

the  Sebennyte  had  been  divided  into  an  upper  and  a  lower  section,  thus  creating  two  distinct  nomes.  This 

division  is  not  to  be  seen  in  Pliny’s  list  but  is  found  in  Ptolemy,  who  includes  a  Ce^ewin-qc  dvui  T&nwv  and  a 

CefievvvTqc  icdrw  To-nwv.  The  division  of  the  Sebennyte  is  first  attested  in  the  papyri  in  II  237  vii  30,  which 

mentions  the  dviu  Ce^ewvrqc  in  ad  136.  On  the  Lower  Sebennyte  see  Gauthier,  op.  cit.  172-3.  The  latest 

exactly  datable  reference  to  the  Sebennyte  without  the  qualification  dvu)  or  Karui  is  in  P.  I.und  V  1  o  =  SB  V 

8750.32  of  AD  g8;  P.  Oxy.  Hcls.  14  may  date  from  ad  no  but  could  well  be  earlier,  sec  lines  3  40.  ITiis 

implies  that  our  text  dates  from  between  ad  98  and  136.  The  evidence  of  the  nome  coins  would  seem  to 

support  this  (apart  from  Gauthier,  sec  49  (1982)  239-42):  coins  from  the  nth  year  of  Domitian  (91/2) 

and  13th  year  of  Trajan  (log/ 10)  record  simply  a  Sebennyte  nome,  but  in  the  i  ith  year  of  Hadrian  (126/7) 

they  also  record  a  Lower  Sebennyte,  CEBEK.  This  suggests  that  there  was  only  one  Sebennyte  nome  until 

some  time  between  109/10  and  126/7. 
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We  also  need  to  consider  the  evidence  ofXVIlI  2199.  In  his  introduction  the  editor  comments  that  the 

text  supplies  us  with  a  new  strategus  of  the  Sebennyte  nome  and  that  ‘in  col.  i  23  we  may  most  probably 
restore  lire  name  lulius  Pardalas,  who  is  known  as  idios  logos  for  ad  123  ....  Therefore  the  document  may 

be  dated  in  the  reign  of  Hadrian;  in  col.  ii  12  a  thirteenth  year  occurs,  but  this  may  be  a  year  of  Trajan’. 

Only  part  of  this  papyrus  has  been  published,  but  a  study  of  the  original  confirms  the  statements  
of  the  editor 

and  I  should  agree  that  the  reading/ restoration  of  [’lovXmv  77a]pSaAar  tov  yev6fi[e\yov  irpdc  T{dii  iSitoi  Ao'yuji 

is  virtually  certain.  The  text  should  therefore  date  from  after  122/3  when  Pardalas  was  in  ollicc  (BGU  250  = 

W.  Chr.  87.19-21).  The  text  as  published  refers  only  to  t&i  kicetyou  tov  ro/aoO  cTparqy&i,  but  in  col.  i  7-8  the 

papyrus  has  ]  v  tov  CeflewulTou  St’  dip  8[.  The  damaged  letter  at  the  start  might  be  omega,  so  that  a  reading 

such  as  TCOV  apto  toV]<uv  tov  CejiepvvTov  is  possible  but  far  from  certain.  It  is  unclear  therefore  whether  2199 

refers  to  the  Sebennyte  as  divided  or  not, 

AtoTToXtTqc:  on  the  different  Diopolite  (or  Diospolitc)  nomes  sec  JEA  50  (1964)  141- 3.  For  the  Lower 

Diopolite  sec  Gauthier,  op.  cit.  165-8.  It  is  not  mentioned  in  Ptolemy.  This  is  very  odd,  since  Ptolemy 

specifically  describes  the  Diopolite  nome  in  the  Thebaid  as  AtoiroXhqc  vofioc  tAp  apoi  tottuip  (IV  5.67),  thus 

implying  the  existence  of  a  Diopolite  in  Lower  Egypt.  Furthermore,  we  know  from  the  nome  coins  
that  a 

Lower  Diopolite,  AIOEIK,  was  in  existence  by  at  least  126/7,  well  before  the  date  at  which  Ptolemy  was 

writing.  It  is  worth  noting  that  the  nome  is  never  attested  with  the  description  ndTui  tottojc;  it  appears  either 

as  AtocmXtTqc  Kdrto  (O.  Theb.  132  and  XXIV  2415  58;  both  third  century)  or  as  AioTroXhqc  Koto)  Xuipac: 

LX  4060  121  (r6i)  and  4069  3  (early  3rd  cent.).  It  is  not  certain  that  we  should  supply  Kdrw  {Xiopac)  at  the 

start  of  the  next  line.  At  least  two  papyri  refer  to  a  nome  simply  as  d  loiroAiVryc  without  further  qualification 

when  they  mean  the  Diopolite  in  Lower  Egypt;  P.  Ryl.  II  427  frag,  2,  cf.  frag,  i  (late  2nd/early  3rd  cent.) and  IV  616  (312). 

3  ]  etc  Kat  Neevr.  etc  cannot  be  the  ending  of  a  nome  name  and  in  any  case,  in  view  of  lines  2  and  4, 

we  shouici  not  expect  xai  before  the  name  of  a  new  nome.  Of  geographical  names  attested  in  this  area  of 

Lower  Egypt  the  most  promising  is  Panephysis;  this  is  known  to  have  been  the  metropolis  of  the  Nesyt  
nome 

and  was  the  name  by  which  the  area  was  known  from  the  fourth  century  onwards,  see  Dizionario  IV  37, 

Gauthier,  op.  cit.  169-70,  and  Jones,  op,  cit.  337  and  343.  What  survives  of  the  damaged  letters  
before  etc 

is  consistent  with  <j>v,  so  that  we  may  with  some  confidence  suggest  the  reading  n.ave'ljivete.  This  would  be 
the  first  occurrence  of  the  name  on  a  papyrus.  Why  the  metropolis  should  have  been  mentioned  as  well 

as  the  nome  is  unclear.  A  comparable  expression  cannot  have  been  used  in  the  case  of  the  Diopolite  in line  2. 

For  the  Nesyt  nome,  which  was  situated  somewhere  in  the  north-cast  Delta,  sec  Gauthier,  op.  cit.  168-  70. 

It  occurs  in  Ptolemy  (IV  5.52),  but  is  not  in  Pliny.  On  the  coins  it  is  first  attested  in  year  14  of  Trajan 

(i  lo/i  i).  Apart  from  4524  the  only  papyrological  references  are  LX  4060  40  (161),  SB  XVIII  Pf—Archiv 

4,  122  (194),  P.  Prag.  II  123.9  (3rd  cent.),  P.  L.  Bat.  XXV  49.6  (2nd/3rd  cent.)  and  possibly  
LXV  4468  recto 

ii  30  (late  ist  cent,), 

4  ]j3[  ]c;  there  is  no  serious  doubt  over  the  reading  of  the  top  of  a  large  beta,  after  w
hich  there  is 

room  for  four  or  at  most  five  letters  before  the  final  sigma.  There  is,  therefore,  insufficient  room  to  read 

<fap](3[ai0iVr;]c  or  Bov]p[acTtTq]c,  and  M0pi]/3[iV4]c  is  too  short;  these  are  the  only  known  
nomes  which  include 

beta  and  are  situated  in  this  part  of  Egypt.  There  would  be  just  enough  room  for  Ka]P[acCTq]c,  but  this  nome 

would  be  out  of  geographical  order  since  it  belongs  much  further  west.  Indeed,  the  nomes  occurring  in  
lines 

1-2  belonged  to  Acgi'ptus  in  the  fourth  century,  whereas  those  occurring  in  lines  3-5  belonged  in 

Augustamnica.  This  supports  the  idea  that  the  list  has  some  geographical  basis  and  that  the  nomes  arc  being 

given  in  an  order  running  from  west  to  cast  (cf,  however,  the  next  paragraph).  A  possible  solution  to  the 

problem,  suggested  by  the  probable  occurrence  of  Panephysis  in  line  3,  is  to  supply  the  name  
of  a  nome 

metropolis  rather  than  a  nome.  There  would  be  enough  room  to  read  <Pap]ft[atSo]c  or  Bov]§[acTo]e,  which 

are  both  in  the  right  geographical  area.  Note  also  that  the  nome  list  in  the  Revenue  Laws,  col.  31,  refers  to 

Bov(3acT[iV]i7i  Kai  Bouj3[dc]Ta)i,  and  again  in  cols.  64  65  it  has  a  paragraph  headed  kp  twi  Bov^acTiTqi  
Kat 

BovfidcTmi  (which  immediately  precedes  the  entry  ev  ttji  ’ApafUai). 

’Apafiia:  a  nome  of  this  name,  situated  in  the  east  of  Lower  Egypt,  appears  in  all  the  lists  except  Strabo. 

For  its  position  and  extent  sec  the  important  discussion  in  LX  4063-7,  introd.  The  order  in  which  
it  occurs 

here  is  slightly  odd,  since  in  some  Byzantine  lists  Panephysis  —  the  Nesyt  and  Tanis~the  
lanitc  are  in 

Augustamnica  I,  whereas  Arabia  is  in  Augustamnica  II  (sec  Jones,  op.  cit.  549)- 
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5  On  the  Tanite  see  Gauthier,  op.  cit.  13-16.  It  lies  in  the  north-cast  of  Lower  Egypt  and  occurs  in  all 

the  lists.  Sec  Dizionario  IV  354  and  Suppl.  II  205.  The  Tanilc  and  Arabia  both  occur  in  IV  709,  as  two  of 
the  nomcs  for  which  the  conventus  was  to  be  held  in  Pelusium. 

J,  DAVID  THOMAS 

4525.  T  OWN  Council  Proceedings 

3iB8i/D(4.)a  13.8  x14  cm  c.  331 

The  papyrus  is  broken  at  left  and  right  and  at  the  foot.  The  amount  lost  is  uncertain, 

but  since  no  connected  sense  can  be  made  of  what  survives,  the  lines  were  probably  of 

considerable  length  (cf  however  line  19  n.).  It  is  clear  that  we  have  a  fragment  of  the 

minutes  of  a  town  council.  Similar  papyri  are  listed  in  A.  K.  Bowman,  Town  Councils  of 

Roman  Egypt,  32-4;  add  XLIV  3187,  XLVII  3340,  Stud,  Pal.  XX  58  (  =  V  7-9), 
P.  Genova  II  67,  P.  L.  Bat,  XXIII,  pp,  99-100  (  =  P.  Erlang.  18),  P.  Stras.  IX  816, 

P.  Bodl.  I  68(a),  SB  XVIII  13 174.  {—Archiv  4,  ii5ff.)  and  SB  XX  15026.  The  present 

papyrus,  like  most  of  those  just  cited,  no  doubt  refers  to  the  council  of  Oxyrhynchus. 

On  the  whole  subject  see  Bowman,  passim,  especially  pp.  32-39.  We  should  distinguish 

verbatim  accounts  from  extracts  made  from  minutes,  perhaps  for  private  purposes  (cf. 

Bowman,  37,  and  3187,  introd.).  The  present  text  falls  into  the  former  category.  It  is 

probable  that  the  surviving  fragment  records  the  minutes  of  two  different  meetings  (see 
line  19  n.). 

The  reference  on  the  second  side  to  the  prefect  of  Egypt  Flavius  Flyginus  serves  to 

date  the  text  approximately  to  331.  Not  much  can  be  gleaned  concerning  the  subjects 

under  debate  in  our  text  (see  the  notes).  On  topics  known  to  have  been  discussed  in  town 

councils  see  Bowman,  Chap.  4. 

The  format  is  particularly  interesting.  At  the  top  of  one  side  is  the  number  17  (t^ ) 

and  at  the  top  of  the  other  side  the  number  18  (u;);  therefore  what  is  preserved  is  a  leaf 

from  a  codex,  and  our  text  is  to  be  added  to  the  small  number  of  documentary  codices 

which  belong  to  a  relatively  early  date,  i.e.  to  the  fourth  century.  On  documentary  codices 

see  Jean  Gascon  in  A.  Blanchard  (ed.),  Ijis  debuts  du  codex,  71-101,  and  Jennifer  A. 

Sheridan,  in  P .  Col.  IX,  pp.  7—16  (I  am  grateful  to  Dr  Sheridan  for  making  this  informa¬ 

tion  available  to  me  prior  to  publication).  P.  Col.  IX  of  the  mid  320s  is  the  oldest  certain 

documentary  codex;  but  there  is  a  strong  possibility  that  LX  4075,  which  is  probably  to 

be  dated  to  3 1 8  and  may  be  even  earlier,  is  a  leaf  from  a  codex  (see  the  discussion  in 

the  introduction).  These  are  the  only  documentary  codices  older  than  4525.  It  is  likely 

that  it  comes  from  a  single-quire  codex,  since  most  examples  from  this  period  are  of  this 

type.  If  so,  since  J,  precedes  — >,  what  we  have  is  most  probably  a  leaf  from  the  first  half 

of  such  a  codex  (see  E.  G.  Turner,  The  typology  of  the  early  codex,  65-7).  There  is  a  sheet 

4525.  TOWN  COUNCIL  PROCEEDINGS 

join  visible  on  the  recto  side  of  the  original  roll.  There  is  no  reason  to  doubt  th
at  all 

third-century  examples  of  council  minutes  were  written  on  rolls,  as  would  be  expected 

(this  is  certain  in  some  cases,  e.g.  XII  1414,  Stud.  Pal.  XX  58,  P.  Bodl.  68(a),  SB  13174) 

and  I  know  of  no  other  council  proceedings  which  are  certainly  in  the  codex  form.  The
 

minutes  of  a  public  meeting  preserved  in  XXIV  2407  are  on  both  sides  of  the  papyrus 

and  are  continuous  from  front  to  back,  which  suggests  we  have  a  leaf  from  a  codex.  Bu
t 

if  so,  the  width  of  the  page  at  37  cm  would  be  very  large  indeed:  Turner,  Typology,  32, 

describes  XX  2258  (Callimachus),  with  a  width  of  37/38  cm,  as  having  ‘an  enormously
 

broad  page’.  4075  was  also  of  considerable  width,  a  minimum  of  25  cm. 

i  ]  [ 

]  tva  Trjv  vXrjv  vTToSe^rjre  recuc  [ 
rjd  ejnSodevTa  fxoi  |3t/3Ata  vtt  [ 

]  Trepi  Tov  pLLcdov  r&v  -gaXKeaov  [ 

5  ]  [  (f>apepd>c  Karadecdai  preXel 

]ol  ̂ ovX(evrat)  e(f>{d)vr]cav)-  cxoXa^ercocav  role  ttoXlti,k[oIc ]  i  ovSelc  SKet  epyd^erai  Se  a  e/x  [  ]  ,  [ .  ]  .  .  [ 

]  PTi  ppicbv  vrrd  rov  KecjjaXaicorov  t[ 

jTrdAetoc.  6  TTpv{ravLc)  el7r(er)-  ,  ,  ,e  e  Kal  vepi  r&v  x[ 

10  ]  rjdeXrjcapev  VTToSe^aedaL  eKacrov  ,6.,[ 

]  Sac  jSovXecde  avrolc  napacxedfjvai  Kat[ 

]vXy]v  rj  eiKOCi  rdXavra  r  iraXatacri  [ 

]  vra  eiKoci  ocjreiXovcL  Xa^ely  jxova  [ 

]  [  ]  erai  o(/>etAouci[  c.  5  ]  Aa^ety  /cat  dAAa  [ 

15  ]  c  ctrat  Ttt  [  C.  6  Ai.oc]Ko[v]pi8rjc  XoyLcrl 

]€[r]77(er)-  aAAo  Tt[  c.  14  ]  [  ]  ,  tac  uA^[ 
]..'[..] . [ 

]  Xrjc  ovepe  TO  [  ]  etc  cvpLTrXppwcLV  Tcb[v 

]  SecTTOrrjC  peov  6  StacTj/xo'raTOC  e7r[apxoc 

6  7r]pu(Tartc)  et7T(er)’  tovtov  tSac  t/cavdv  irpoc  to  ̂ o[ 
\eoJc  ap.TTeXoKrrjropa  ovra  e  St  [  ]  [ 

]  Aeo/c  /cat  ov  xPV  avrov  elc  tov[t]o  u7TO^Ar;0f)[vat 
]  ocouc  /cat  vvv  vne^aXare  ov  XijcoPTai  rrj[ 
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25  ]l3oXeac  Kara  aKoXovOCav  ac(f)0  vtoc[ 

STrjapxoc  Tfjc  Alyv-nrov  0XdovLoc  ’Yyetvoc  irepi  rrev  [ 

aTiJocreiAac  etc  toOto  teat  o^^(tA:taAto  - )  rfjc  rd^ecoc  avrov  tca[ 

]  jiov  fierd  t&v  eiri  KOTrrjc  t&v  aipedivroiv  vno  [ 

]evToc  CTparicuTov  vavXa  tolc  ttXololc  rrapacyeiv  TOt[c 

30  ].[...]  AttoXXoivioc  Siac7](pL6TaTOc)  et7r(e)t)-  b^CXei  dnrd  t&v 

piepLcBelvTMV 

]ev  xp'i]  rd  vavXa  dvd  t&v  d'rraiTrjQevTOiv  Trap  [ 

]  ol  ̂ovX{evTaL)  krfi^&vrjcav)-  ovtm  [yevecjdo).  6  Trpv{Tavic) 
et7r(ev)  •  rtpo  tov  [ 

]  vat  6  A[o]ytcTi)c[  +7  ],[..]  dvayKai[ 

]to  tcara  [  ]  0  [  +15  ]vdovec[ 

35  ]  ’/ouAta[vo]c  A[ 

a  IVa,  aX-qv,  ilTroie^qre;  I,  {moSi^qrai  3  Ott  6  oi(3o 

hii&v  or  vice  versa;  ii-rro  9  npOed  10  V7roSe|ac0at 

17  see  note  19  to  [  ]  etc:  see  note  21  ]pOei  i'Kavou 

23  VTTO^Xrjd^l  24  vne^aXare',  vtts  corrected  from 

corrected  from  r  :^6  (fiXaovl'ociJyeLvoc  27  oc/xj)/  28  eTTi. 1.  6(^etAe6 

32 

e^/.;  TTpOed 33  avttyVaf[ 
35  ibuAta[vo]c 

8  Tjfjuuv  corrected  from 

12  iiX-qv  16  ]e[t]’;  yA');[ 

22  f ,  St . :  some  correction,  sec 
TO,  1.  UTre^dAeTC  25  Kara,  k 

corrected  from  a  30  Siac^ri’; 

1  For  numbers  at  the  head  of  a  column  of  council  minutes  see  Stud.  Pal.  XX  58;  cf  numbers  at  the 
foot  of  a  column  in  SB  XVIII  13174. 

2  The  reference  to  vXtj  here  and  again  in  lines  12  and  16  suggests  that  the  whole  of  this  side  may  have 
dealt  with  the  same  subject.  It  is  likely  that  there  was  some  dispute  over  payment  to  workmen,  for  which  we 
can  compare  XH  1414,  csp.  lines  ia-i6,  and  in  general  Bowman,  87-90  and  94-8.  What  SAi)  means  in  the 
present  context  is  not  clear.  The  reference  may  simply  be  to  wood  which  is  connected  in  some  way  with  the 
work  joeing  performed  by  the  smiths  (line  4);  but  it  is  perhaps  more  likely  that  we  have  a  reference  to  a 
material  other  than  wood.  For  HXi]  used  of  metals  see  J.  R.  Rea,  35  (1979)  128,  where  the  reading  of 
XXXIII  2673  22  is  corrected  to  xoA^ijr  iiXrjv,  and  that  of  XVII  2106  15-16  to  t^c  t[oC|  xIpYcov  SAijr;  cf. 
also  P.  Col,  VII  141.26  and  29,  where  receipt  is  acknowledged  of  payment  for  xaXK-qc  xurije  vXrjc. 

ynoSi^riTe  tc'iuc:  it  would  be  possible  to  read  UTroSe'fjj  reXeuic,  which  would  avoid  the  need  to  correct  the 
itacism;  but  the  epsilon  after  v-rroSe^qr  has  a  prolonged  final  stroke  and  so  appears  to  be  at  the  end  of  a  word, 

3-4  P.  Laur.  IV  155  contains  a  request  to  the  prytanis  of  Oxyrhynchus  from  to  Kotvdv  ru>v  xoA/rewr  for 
payment  for  work  done  on  the  baths.  This  suggests  that  in  line  3  the  prytanis  is  speaking. 

5  ’7reAi[:  or  qTep.[.  The  word  division  is  uncertain, 

6  Totc  TToXiTiK[oic:  thc  noun  to  be  supplied  (assuming  that  a  noun  is  needed)  is  probably  epyoic  (rather 

than  xp-qp-aci)-  m  I  84  15-16  cihqpoxaXKelc  acknowledge  payment  for  iron  used  elc  Sripocia  ttoXitikA  epya. 7  At  the  start  of  the  line  it  would  be  possible  to  read  j-n-i,  suggesting  eliri  for  kwei,  with  a  new  clause 

beginning  after  kpydCeTo.i.  The  letters  before  and  after  could  well  both  be'  pi  and  it  may  be  possible  to read  Ssko.  ye/xy[  (SeKa-Trevre  cannot  be  read). 

8  ]  FTI  ypaiv.  ]  avTi  yp.&v  is  possible  (and  cf.  thc  critical  note). 

Toy  KccfiaXaioiTov  t[:  supply  T[cbv  xaA/ce'mr? 

9  .  .  .  ■  it  tttay  be  possible  to  read  ti  Xeyery.  At  the  end  supply  x[aAK:cW? 
It]  Sac:  the  trace  at  the  start  would  permit  alpha;  read  p,vpi]dSac? 

■s?. 

■ 

•i'
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1 2  T  TTaXa.ia.cTi  [:  it  is  possible  to  read  rfjc  -iraXaiac,  but  this  docs  not  suggest  any  plausible  restoration. 

There  is  no  possibility  of  a  reference  to  the  ‘old  Ptolemaic  coinage’. 
13  It  is  not  possible  to  read  TaXavTa  at  thc  start  of  the  line;  perhaps  a  participle  ending  -erra. 

14  At  the  start  e]/3[y]a^eTai  is  possible. 

15  /lioc]ifo[ii]pi'Si)c:  although  kappa  and  rho  are  not  easy  readings,  thc  name  is  probable.  There  is  a 

well-attested  logistes  of  Oxyrhynchus  Valerius  Dioscurides  alias  JuHanus,  for  whom  sec  LIV,  pp.  223-5,  ^"d 

add  now  LX  4092.  It  is  pointed  out  in  LIV,  p.  225,  that  he  is  often  referred  to  as  Dioscurides  without  thc 

alias  Julianus.  The  traces  do  not  allow  a  reference  to  Asclepiades,  known  as  logistes  at  Oxyrhynchus  at  about 

this  period  (LIV,  p.  227).  If  the  reference  is  to  this  Dioscurides,  we  should  no  doubt  restore  XoyiCT[cvcac 

el{-rrtv),  cf.  XVII  2110  7  and  13,  since  Dioscurides  was  out  of  office  by  the  330s  (LIV,  p.  225). 

17  A  supralincar  lambda  is  visible,  either  an  abbreviation  or  a  correction. 

19  There  is  naturally  a  strong  temptation  to  read  jdo]yXqc  oveqe  at  the  start.  It  must  be  stressed,  however, 

that  lambda  is  far  from  certain  and  the  trace  before  this,  though  compatible  with  upsilon,  is  minimal;  even 

if  vXt/c  is  right,  other  restorations  are  possible  (e.g,  we  could  have  just  vAt/c  and  be  dealing  with  the  topic 

discussed  on  the  previous  page).  Nevertheless,  minutes  of  thc  council  regularly  start  with  the  expression  /3ooAi)c 

0VC7/C  (see  below)  and  it  would  make  good  sense  for  minutes  of  a  new  meeting  to  start  at  thc  top  of  a  new 

page.  A  serious  problem  arises,  however,  from  what  follows:  normally  thc  minutes  have  at  this  point  a  speech 

by  the  prytanis  or  some  other  member  of  thc  council,  or,  in  the  case  of  extracts,  a  statement  of  the  prytany 

to  which  they  arc  to  be  dated  (c.g.  VIII  1103,  XVII  2110).  XLVII  3340,  which  reads  /SouAtje  oSojc  icat 

TT]c  [(line  5,  cf.  line  22),  is  somewhat  different  but  the  context  is  lost.  Note  also  XVII  2130  12,  where,  in  a 

petition  to  thc  gymnasiarchs,  the  petitioner  refers  to  a  mTTaKiov  read  out  on  tj)  hicX6{o\kri)  A  ̂ouArje  oilojc 

ovofiaci'ap  ktX.,  i.e.  ̂ avXqc  ovcijc  comes  in  the  middle  of  a  sentence,  Thc  broken  letter  in  our  text  after  to 

looks  most  like  alpha  or  delta,  then  a  small  hole  follows,  but  no  letter  may  have  been  lost.  After  this  there  is 

thc  end  of  a  horizontal  dash  over  the  line  plus  a  vertical  stroke,  which  runs  over  the  first  two  letters  of  elc. 

Does  this  mark  an  abbreviation  or  a  numeral?  If  the  latter,  we  could  read  to  5 "  =  to  TcVapTov,  or  to  a~  = 

TO  trp&Tov  (cf  L  3586  5?).  Could  thc  latter  refer  to  the  first  in  a  scries  of  items  to  be  discussed  at  thc  current 

meeting?  It  must  be  admitted,  however,  that  this  is  without  parallel  in  comparable  documents. 

If  )3o]oAi)c  oScijc  is  right  a  date  almost  certainly  preceded.  But  as  we  are  dealing  with  a  page  which  is 

not  at  the  start  of  thc  full  record,  we  could  have  a  new  entry  which  recorded  no  more  than  the  day’s  date, 

cf  3340  5  and  22,  and  P,  Erlang.  18.20:  t?  there  no  doubt  refers  to  the  date  at  which  thc  meeting  was  held, 

as  thc  editor  assumed,  though  it  is  taken  differently  by  Wegener  in  her  republication  (for  which  see  P.  L.  Bat. 

XXIII,  pp.  99-101).  This  would,  however,  imply  a  very  short  restoration  at  the  left  and,  since  we  must 
assume  that  the  numeral  in  line  18  was  centred,  further  imply  a  line  of  only  about  fifty  letters.  This  seems 

unlikely  in  view  of  the  impossibility  of  making  connected  sense  of  what  remains.  This  problem  is  cased  if  we 

suppose  that  thc  month  was  mentioned  as  well  as  the  day,  which  is  certainly  possible,  especially  if  it  were 

the  first  meeting  in  the  month  in  question. 

20  One  expects  ]  6  SccTrdrrjc  fcou  (cf ,  e.g.,  LIV  3759  1 2),  but  the  trace  at  the  start  docs  not  look  compatible 
with  omicron. 

2 1  If.  Whatever  may  be  the  relationship  of  the  two  preceding  lines,  it  is  clear  that  from  here  until  at 

least  line  25,  we  arc  dealing  with  appointment  to  a  public  office,  a  recurring  feature  of  council  proceedings; 

see  Bowman,  98-107.  Later  on,  from  line  29  or  earlier,  thc  meeting  seems  to  have  concerned  an  argument 

over  the  payment  of  transport  charges. 

21  iSac:  there  seems  to  be  too  much  ink  at  the  start  for  just  omicron,  but  I  cannot  suggest  any  reading 

other  than  olSac,  even  though  thc  second  person  singular  is  somewhat  unexpected.  Elsewhere  the  prytanis 

seems  to  address  the  councillors  in  general,  c.g.  lines  1 1  and  24. 

Ikudov  TTpoc  TO  j8o[:  cf  P.  Lond.  V  1649  quoted  below.  This  suggests  that  we  should  restore  here  to 

f^olvXcVTlKOV  fl)p6vTLOp.a  (cf.  PSI  VI  684.4)- 

22  dpLTTcXoKTijTopa:  very  little  remains  of  thc  damaged  letter  after  apTreX,  but  there  is  not  room  for 

d(iTre'A[o]«.  The  compound  is  not  attested  and  other  compounds  of -Kr-ijTtup,  XewTOKTTjTwp  and  TrpoKTrjTojp, 

are  not  close  parallels.  Nonetheless  the  word  seems  inevitable.  On  such  compounds  cf  I..  R.  Palmer, 

Grammar^  118—19. 

The  letters  after  orra  (cf  critical  note)  are  either  crossed  through  or  corrected. 

23-4  virofidXXw  is  often  used  of  irregular  nomination  to  oflice,  but  it  is  clear  that  it  can  also  be  used  of 

legitimate  nominations:  see  ZPE  88  (1991)  122  n.  5,  and  N.  Lewis,  Compulsory  Public  Services^  62. 
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24  vTrefidXaTis:  on  the  form  see  B.  G.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb,  §  317(2). 

25  ]/3oA€ac:  beta  is  a  very  probable  reading.  We  should  no  doubt  supply  hej^oAeae  or  x(o/J.aT(o)eK]§oAeac 
(a  reference  to  apcjJi/foAeJc,  KarafSoAetc  or  uTro/SoAric  is  less  likely).  P.  Lond.  V  1648  and  1649  (both  373)  concern 

the  nomination  of  «/3oAe'ac  xaipdrcor;  similar  is  LX]  4129.  On  these  supervisors  of  work  on  the  dykes  see 
P.  Petaus  49  and  P.  Mieh.  XI  618.14—1511.  At  P.  Lond.  1649.11-12  the  men  nominated  arc  said  to  be 
LKayoy\c]  Kat  emrrjheCovc  icai  evOerovc  npoc  to  eyxrtpicder  avroZc  (jip6vTicp.a. 

acifio  PTOc\;.  in  between  the  alpha  and  the  phi  there  is  a  small  hook,  which  may  be  a  sigma  or  may  be 
just  a  link  stroke. 

26  Flavius  Hyginus  is  known  from  only  four  papyri,  P.  Sakaon  44  =  1’.  Thcad.  17,  its  duplicate  P.  Turner 
44  (neither  of  which  bears  a  date),  P.  Col.  X  288  (31  December  330)  and  PSI  767  01331.  References  in 
Athanasius  serve  to  date  his  prefecture  to  331  332,  see  C.  Vanderslcycn,  Chrmologie  des prefels  diigyple,  121-2; 
cf  also  J.  Lallemand,  Uadminieiration  civile,  24.1—2. 

28  pt-rd  TUiv  'em  KOTTfip:  it  is  possible,  but  less  likely,  that  the  stroke  between  eta  and  the  tau  following  is 
no  more  than  a  curve  leading  into  the  tau  and  that  the  correct  reading  is  /tott-tJ.  Whichever  reading  is  adopted 
the  problem  remains  of  the  meaning  of  kotti)  in  this  context.  A  reference  to  the  tax  xo-n-i;  rpigoc  (on  which 

see  JJP  16-17  (1971)  117-22)  is  most  improbable.  We  presumably  arc  concerned  with  men  chosen  to  supervise 
the  cutting  of  something,  perhaps  the  cutting  down  of  trees.  The  council  minutes  preserved  in  SB  XX  15026 
refer  to  the  prohibition  of  cutting  down  persca  trees;  cf.  also  PSI  IV  285.13  (from  Oxyrhynchus). 

29  ISAS'-  ‘'Jear  why  there  is  a  line  under  these  letters. 

30  'AttoAAuwioc  SiaCT)(pdTaToc):  a  Flavius  Septimius  Severus  Apollonius  SiacTjpdraToc  drrd  emrponojv  is known  from  XIV  1716  ol  An  336  (cf  P.  Prag.  I  10,  with  line  i  n.). 

b<f>(Aei  am  r&v  p.epicde\vTa}V.  cf  perhaps  PSI  VII  781.3,  an  instruction  for  payment  etc  Aoyov  rwy  piepie- 
ffcvTMp  apyvplwp;  this  text  is  contemporary  (341)  and  relates  to  the  vestis  militaris. 

31  -nap  restore  TTapaclxeB-fjvai? 

32  olircp  [yevec]dw.  or  yiv6c]0u>.  For  yevecBw  in  a  comparable  context  see  Stud.  Pal.  XX  58  i  i. 

33  It  seems  to  have  been  the  normal  practice  in  minutes  of  meetings  to  give  a  speaker’s  name  before 

his  office  or  ex-office,  except  in  the  case  of  the  prytanis,  which  suggests  that  wc  should  not  restore  b  Afo]ytcri)c 

[elTT{€v)-,  on  the  other  hand  there  is  a  noticeable  space  before  the  article.  For  the  involvement  of  the  logistes 
in  expenditure  by  towh  councils  see  Bowman,  90  and  97. 

34  [,] ,  0,  [:  KaTa(l[e]c(la[i  could  be  read  (cf  line  5).  At  the  right  d/co'AojudoV  Ic[ti  is  possible. 
35  1  his  may  well  be  an  indication  that  a  certain  Julianus  joined  in  the  debate  and  we  could  supply 

cither  A[oyicTei!cac  or  A[oyicTijc.  A  Flavius  Julianus,  logistes,  son  of  the  former  logistes  Valerius  Dioscurides, 
is  known  from  Oxyrhynchus  at  precisely  this  period:  see  LIV,  pp.  225 . 6. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4526.  Instructions  from  the  Strategus  to  a  Banker 

20  3B.3o/G(i-3)c  13.4x24.7  cm  December  69/January  7o(?) 

The  papyrus  is  complete  at  top,  right  and  left,  though  there  are  several  holes  of 

which  the  one  in  lines  20-22  is  considerable.  The  last  line  extant  preserves  the  end  of 

the  body  of  the  document,  but  there  is  a  paragraphos  under  this  line  which  suggests 

that  the  papyrus  would  originally  have  gone  on  to  include  a  copy  of  the  subsenptio,  now 

lost.  The  hand  is  an  untidy,  sprawling  cursive  typical  of  the  later  first  century.  The  back 
is  blank. 

The  text  is  an  instruction  from  the  strategus  to  a  public  bank  to  pay  half  of  the 

vavXov  due  to  eleven  Stepa/xariTat  from  Oxyrhynchus.  The  full  vavXov,  payable  on  the 
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transport  of  wheat  to  Neapolis,  had  been  fixed  at  35  drachmas  per  100  artabas.  Such 

instructions  {eTricTaXycara)  were  regularly  issued  by  strategi  to  bankers,  as  we  know  from 

requests  to  the  strategus  to  issue  them  and  from  acknowledgements  to  the  bankers  of 

the  receipt  of  payments  authorised  by  the  strategus.  Examples  of  requests  from  the 

Roman  period  are  XIJ  2958-9  and  XLVI  3290.  Acknowledgements  are  relatively 

common,  e.g.  in  the  long  roll  made  up  of  SB  XVI  13060-I-BGU  XIII  2270 +  P.  Berl. 

Frisk  I  -f-P.  Graux  III  30-+-P.  Col.  II  i  recto  4  (see  P.  Graux  III,  pp.  1-4)  there  are  no 

fewer  than  64,  (P.  Graux  III,  pp.  8-9).  It  is  therefore  rather  surprising  that  very  few 

e-rrccTdXfiara  from  a  strategus  to  a  banker  dating  from  the  first  four  centuries  ad  are 

known  (for  the  late  Ptolemaic  period  see,  e.g.,  BGU  VIII  1749- 1751).  Apart  from  4526 

there  are  only  LX  4059,  P.  Graux  III  30  col.  7,  and  perhaps  P.  Stras.  VI  541  (the  last 

two,  like  4526,  are  copies).  This  is  the  more  remarkable  as  a  number  of  examples  do 

exist  of  analogous  orders  from  the  strategus  to  sitologi  to  issue  amounts  of  grain,  most 

often  as  seed-corn,  see  LVII  3907-9,  introd.;  these  orders  are  formally  very  similar  to 

4526,  especially  in  the  inclusion  of  the  statement  that  the  royal  scribe  must  also  concur. 

Note  also  BGU  VII  1564,  an  order  from  tax  collectors  to  a  banker  to  pay  an  advance 

to  weavers,  and  SB  XVI  13049,  with  P.  Graux  III,  p.  55. 

Of  the  acknowledgements  referred  to  above  the  most  interesting  for  comparative 

purposes  with  4526  are  those  coming  from  tradesmen  involved,  like  the  Stepa/rartrat 

here,  in  stages  in  the  transport  of  grain  to  Alexandria:  see  P.  Berl.  Frisk  i,  passim, 

BGU  XIII  2270,  P.  Col.  II  I  recto  4  cols.  18  and  19,  etc.  On  the  transport  of  grain  in 

general  see  the  bibliography  cited  in  the  introduction  to  LVII  3912.  It  is  somewhat 

unexpected  to  find  Siepapiartrat  associated  with  boats  sailing  as  far  as  Alexandria;  see further  line  5  n. 

In  lines  14-24  eleven  StepaptariTat  are  listed,  each  name  being  followed  by  two 

figures  for  artabas  and  then  an  amount  in  drachmas.  At  first  sight  one  might  suppose 

that  the  higher  of  the  two  figures  for  artabas  represented  the  tonnage  of  the  individual 

boats  and  the  lower  figure  the  amount  actually  carried.  The  correct  explanation,  how¬ 

ever,  which  I  owe  to  Dr  John  Rea,  is  that  the  higher  figure  represents  the  lower  figure 

increased  by  an  amount  of  6%.  It  would  in  any  case  be  totally  unexpected  to  find  boats 

recorded  with  tonnages  such  as  318,  371,  212  and  424  artabas.  The  tonnage  of  boats 

used  on  the  Nile  has  recently  been  studied  by  1.  J.  Poll  in  Archiv  42  (1996)  127—38.  He 

demonstrates  that  it  is  normal  for  the  tonnage  to  be  given  as  a  multiple  of  50  in  amounts 

over  100  artabas,  and  in  multiples  of  ten  for  boats  of  less  than  100  artabas,  and  he  is 

able  to  show  that  apparent  exceptions  to  this  rule  depend  on  misreadings.  It  is  to  be 

noted  that  payment  in  4526  is  in  all  cases  made  on  the  smaller  of  the  two  amounts.  It 

would  appear  that  each  StepaptariTT^c  was  made  responsible  for  a  particular  amount  of 

grain,  in  each  case  a  round  figure,  but  was  required  in  practice  to  be  responsible  for 

this  amount  plus  6%.  It  seems  that  in  addition  to  this  the  state  made  a  further  deduction 

from  the  sum  which  it  actually  paid  out  (see  lines  25-7  n.). 
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avTCypafjioy.  KXavSioc  'HpcoSrjc  CTpairrjydc)  '0^vpvyx{Uov) 

OewvL  Kat  p,[eT6x]otc  Srjpiociojv  TpaiTe^eL— 

rate  Tov  avTOV  vojxov  yaCpeiv.  yprjpiaTLcaTe  cvv- 

eTTLcreXXovToc  ’Epp^aCov  ̂ aciXiKov  ypappare— 

5  ojc  rote  vrroyey pappevoLC  hiepapareiTaic  art' 

’O^vpvyxMv  TToXecoc  '(m.  2)  aXXrjXevyvrjc'  (m.  i)  -fjpLvavXov  tov  apx'flOev 
wpicpevov  vavXov  t&v  etcarov  aprafiajv  {8p.)  Ae 

l(/>  (h  Trapa8d>covci  eic  rrjv  Neav  TIoXlv  t&  I8icui 

KLv8vva>  TOV  ep^Xrjdrjcopevov  avTolc  Trvp[dv] 

10  ovciaKov  VTTO  KXav8Cov  0ea)voc  Kadapov  and 

ndcTjc  /ea/<oopy[ta]c'  to.  cvvayopeva  tov  rjpLvav . 

Xov  atv  epjSdXXloljVTai  pj^ojptc  hniprjvCutv 

T&v  cvvrjOojc  [  ]  XXopevcov 

KiXik&i  n  T  V  ayaiyr]c  apTa/3a)(v)  <j>X  (apr.)  (j)  (Sp.)  n^  (TpL&^oXov) 

15  ’HpaKXrjOJL  '//pa[/<:JAi]0ii  dyojyijc  apra^i&v)  <^A  (dpr.)  cj)  (Sp.)  n^  (rptco^oAoit) 

'ApndXcp  Apnd[Xo]y  dpTa^&y  Tir)  {apr.)  r  (Sp.)  v/3  (rptcAjSoAov) 
ApoLTi  ,  ,  a  one  dpTa/3a)(v)  tit]  (dpr.)  r  (Sp.)  vjS  {rpi&^oXov) 

CapanCojvi  ̂   )  OLpTa^[&v)  roa  {a,pT.)  TV  (Sp.)  (6^.) 

rianovT&ri  Cvpo[v]  apTa^&v  titj  [(dpr.)]  r  (Sp.)  v/3  {rpi&^oXov) 

20  ffi?  (ttpT.)  c  (Sp.)  Ae 

'//pa[  c.  6  dpTa^&v  ct]j8  (dpr.)  c  (Sp.)  Ae 

2I0  [  c.  9  ]  dpja^&v  TLTj  (dpr.)  r  (Sp.)  v^  {Tpi&jSoXov) 

'EppovTL  Aapapiojvo{c)  dpTa^{&v)  vkS  (apr.)  v  (Sp.)  o 
Zltot^nctait  Zlt[ov]ucto(u)  Canpa>v{  )  dpTa^{&v)  tly]  (apr.)  t 

{8p.)  yl3  (Tpi&jSoXov) 
25  ejit  TO  avTO  [8p.)  ifjyp  [rpi&^oXov),  e^  &v  vnoXoyycaTe  rdc 

cvvrjdujc  npocTi,[8]ep€vac  t&  KvpiaK&  Xoyep  e- 

tearoerde  /eat  AdjSere  Trap’  avT&v  Trjv  KadrjKov— 

cav  dnoxTjv.  (eroue)  ̂   yl^rjo/epdropoe  KaCcapoc  OvecnacLavov 

CejSacrov  Tv§i.  [  C|ej8aeT7)t. 

I  cTp^  o^vpvy^  2—3  1.  Tpa-Tre^tTatc  5  1.  Stepa/xartraic  6  1.  aXXy^eyyvTic  7  etc 

5=Spax/iai  14.  apTa^“,  so  17  14  etc  ~  =  aprafSav,  P  =rpLa>ISoXov  15  aproP,  so  18,23,24 

18  -41°;  Toa,  T  corrected  from  c;  ■■  =  I  obol,  .sec  note  23  Sapapitor”  24  Si[ov]eci°ca7rp<i)''  28  L 

‘Copy.  Claudius  Herodes  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  to  Theon  and  partners, 
bankers  of  the  public  funds  of  the  same  nome,  greeting. 

‘Pay,  with  the  concurrence  of  Hermaeus  the  royal  scribe,  to  the  undermentioned 

dieramatitae  from  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchus  (2nd  hand)  on  their(?)  joint  responsibility  (ist 

hand)  half  of  the  freight  charges  which  have  been  fixed  in  accordance  with  the  traditional 

practice(?)  at  the  rate  of  35  drachmas  per  one  hundred  artabas,  on  condition  that  they 

shall  deliver  to  Neapolis  at  their  own  risk  the  usiac  wheat  which  will  be  loaded  for  them 

by  GlaudiusTheon,  free  from  any  malpractice.  The  calculation  of  the  half  of  the  freight 

charges  for  that  which  they  take  on  board,  apart  from  the  monthly  supplies)?)  which 

are  customarily  taken  on  board  in  addition)?)  [isj: 

To  Kilikas  son  of  Plates)?)  for  carrying  530  artabas,  (payment)  for  500  art.,  87  dr. 

3  ob. 

To  Heracles  son  of  Pleracles  for  carrying  530  artabas,  (payment)  for  500  art.,  87 

dr.  3  ob. 

To  Harpalus  son  of  Plarpalus  for  318  artabas,  (payment)  for  300  art.,  52  dr.  3  ob. 

To  Amois  son  of  ...  for  318  artabas,  (payment)  for  300  art.,  52  dr.  3  ob. 

To  Sarapion  son  of  ...  for  371  artabas,  (payment)  for  350  art.,  61  dr.  i  ob.(?) 

To  Papontos  son  of  Syrus  for  318  artabas,  (payment)  for  300  art.,  52  dr.  3  ob. 

To  Horus  son  of  ...  for  212  artabas,  (payment)  for  200  art.,  35  dr. 

To  Hera-  ...  for  212  artabas,  (payment)  for  200  art.,  35  dr. 

To  Lo-  ...  for  318  artabas,  (payment)  for  300  art.,  52  dr.  3  ob. 

To  Hermous  son  of  Damarion  for  424  artabas,  (payment)  for  400  artabas,  70  dr. 

To  Dionysius  son  of  Dionysius  son  of  Sapron(?)  for  318  artabas,  (payment)  for  300 

art.,  52  dr.  3  ob., 

making  a  total  of  752  drachmas  3  obols,  out  of  which  deduct  the  percentage  which  has 

customarily  been  credited  to  the  imperial  fiscus,  and  get  from  them  the  usual  receipt. 

Year  2(?)  of  Imperator  Caesar  Vespasianus  Augustus  Tybi  ...,  dies  Augusta.’ 

1  ('I'iberius)  Claudius  Herodes  has  hitherto  been  attested  as  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  only  in  P.  Berl. 

Mailer  2  =  SB  I  V  7339  (Vespasian)  and  XLIX  3508  (16  April  70),  see  G.  Bastianini  andj.  Whitehorne,  Strategi 

and  Royal  Scribes  of  Roman  Egypt,  88,  On  the  date  of  4526  see  lines  28  n.  and  29  n. 

2  A  firm  of  public  bankers  with  the  title  Theon  and  partners  also  occurs  at  Oxyrhynchus  in  II  243  = 

M.  Chr.  182  (79)  and  I  50  (99-100);  see  R.  Bogaert,  ̂ PE  109  (1995)  151-7. 

2

-

 

3

 

 

brip.ocCcxiv  Tpawe^eiVaic:  in  the  vast  majority  of  occurrences  this  expression  is  abbreviated  to  Sijp,. 

rpasT.,  
vel sim.,  

and  editors  
have  

nearly  
always  

assumed  
the  correct  

title  is  S-qpocioi,  
rpaneliTai.  

Sophie  
Kambitsis, however,  

has  pointed  
out  (P.  Graux  

III,  pp.  lo-n;  
cf.  already,  

Bogaert,  
op.  cit,  152  n,  85)  that  

examples  
in 

which  
the  first  

word  
is  written  

in  full  as  brip.oc(u}v  
are  not  at  all  uncommon;  

she  notes  
14  instances  

in  the  long 
roll  referred  

to  above  
in  the  introduction,  

and  adds  
X  1284  

6,  XLI  
2964  

4,  2968  
6  and  LX  4059  

i.  2  (to 

which  
PSl  XII  1262. 

ii.  5  may  
be  added).  

Against  
this  she  notes  

that  
in  P.  Graux  

30  col.  3  h'pp.ocLwv  
has  been 

corrected  
to  S-rj[jt,oc£o{ic),  

and  that  XLI  
2961  

6  has  hrip^ocloic  
TpaTre^tVatc  

(cf.  also  XX  2271  
4,  S^/roctot  

rparreStTai 
[rtr]).  

She  therefore  
suggests  

that  
either  

br^piocioiv  
rpaTrr^trat  

or  S-iy/xoctot  
rpa'ncli'co.i  

was  an  acceptable  

lorm for  the  title. 

3

—

 

5

 

 

cvoemcrcAAorroc  ’Eppcalov  (3aciAi/co0  ypaij,paT4oic'.  this  phrase  regularly  accompanies  instructions 

from  
the  

strategus  

of  the  
type  

discussed  

in  the  
introduction.  

It  is  attested  
from  

the  
middle  

of  the  
first  

century 
Bc  (numerous  

examples  

in  BGU  
VIII,  

also  
XIV  

2368;  
but  

note  
already  

P.  Grcnf  
II  23  =  W.  

Chr.  
159  

of 
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ioSbg,  where  cvvvTToypd(j>ovToc  replaces  cvvamcriWovToc)  until  ad  213  (P.  Koln  II  94);  cf.  E.  Borner,  Der 

staatliche  Komtramporl,  24-5. 

Between  lambda  and  iota  in  j^actAiKov  there  is  an  additional  stroke,  which  is  not  part  of  the  tail  of  rho 

from  the  line  above.  The  j^accXcKoc  ypajAiTarevc  Hermaeus  is  not  otherwise  known. 

5  Siepap-areiraic:  in  the  papyri  we  have  references  to  Stepa/xartrai,,  to  Btepdfxara  and  to  Stcpactc,  the  last 

usually  qualified  with  the  words  (toO)  SrjfxocLov  TTvpov.  Various  spellings  are  used  and  the  etymology  is  obscure, 

see  XXXl  2568  16  n.  There  has  been  much  dispute  over  their  meaning,  but  the  explanation  offered  in  LVII 

3912  1 1 . 12  n.  (where  earlier  bibliography  is  cited),  that  Siepacic  ‘refers  to  the  transfer  of  grain  by  means  of 

lighters  or  tenders  from  the  granaries  out  to  the  large  cargo  boats  which  were  unable  to  get  into  the  harbour’ 

is  now  generally  accepted;  see  also  P.  Kbln  V  229,  with  line  21  n.  d'he  present  text  does  not  wholly  suit  this 
picture,  since  the  undertaking  which  it  records  is  not  that  of  transferring  grain  out  to  larger  ships  on  the  Nile 

but  that  of  making  the  whole  journey  down  river  to  Neapolis,  presumably  from  the  Oxyrhynchite  nomc.  We 

know  that  smaller  boats  could  make  such  journeys,  as  is  attested  for  example  in  X  1260.  Indeed,  when 

the  level  of  the  Nile  was  low  it  would  have  been  essential  to  use  smaller  boats  (cf  Borner,  op.  cit.  30,  and 

A.  J.  M.  Mcycr-Tcrmccr,  Die  Hqftung  der  Schijjer^  4)  and  that  may  be  the  explanation  in  the  present  text. 

6  dXXrjXevyuric.  for  its  use  in  a  similar  context  cf  BGU  VII  1564.3  and  LX  4059  13. 

y]p.CvavXov\  it  was  common  practice  in  private  shipping  contracts  for  payment  to  be  made  partly  in 

advance  and  partly  on  delivery:  see  XLV  3250  12-15,  cf  XLIX  3484  ir-'-r2n.;  see  also  Meyer-Termecr, 

op.  cit.  12  with  n.  166.  For  ■qpi.CvavXov  used  in  an  official  context  see  P.  Harr.  II  197.23.  I'br  the  payment  of 

vaOAa  in  respect  of  Stepet/xara  cf  P.  Sakaon  11,12  and  82. 

dpx^Oev:  also  found  in  SB  XIV  1 1899.12,  and  in  XXII  2341  10,  where  it  is  taken  to  mean  ‘in  accordance 

with  usual  practice’.  Alternatively  one  might  think  of  a  meaning  such  as  ‘at  the  commencement’  or  even  ‘by 

higher  authority’. 
7  On  the  rate  of  charges  for  water  transport  sec  Borner,  op.  cit.  36-7,  A.  C.  Johnson,  Roman  Egypl^ 

407-8,  and  O.  M.  Pearl,  TAPA  83  (1952)  74-9,  with  a  table  on  p.  77.  To  the  evidence  cited  by  Pearl  add 

now  the  following:  P.  Lorid,  VII  1940  (Zenon),  between  12  and  22  drachmas  for  transport  of  100  artabas  of 

grain  within  the  Delta;  SB  XVI  12810  (Zenon),  25  dr.  (distance  and  cargo  unknown);  XLV  3250  (c.  63),  28 

dr.  for  100  artabas  of  aga^,  and  XLIII  3111  (257),  80  dr.  for  100  jars  of  wine,  both  for  transport  between 

the  I'lermopolite  and  the  Oxyrhynchite. 

8
-
 
9
 
 

Tfy  ISloji  KivSvvcp:  cf  Mcyer-Tcrmcer,  op.  cit.  114.  The  earliest  example  hitherto  of  a  comparable 

clause  was  P.  Meyer  14. 10-12  of  159/60.  Meyer-Tcrmeer  
(n.  144  on  pp.  39-40)  suggests  that  its  inclusion 

may  mean  that  the  post  of  vavKXrjpoc  was  by  then  a  liturgy.  It  would,  however,  be  very  hazardous  to  argue 

from  the  occurrence  of  this  clause  in  4526  that  the  Siepap.ar'irai  
were  already  liturgists  in  the  reign  of  Vespasian 

(we  know  that  the  post  was  a  liturgy  by  the  late  second  century  from  P.  Tebt.  II  328;  see  N.  Lewis,  Compubory 

Public  Services,'^  s.v.);  note  that  they  here  receive  payment  for  the  transporting  
of  the  grain. 

9
-
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7Tvp[dv]  ovciaKov:  no  other  occurrence  of  this  phrase  is  known  to  me,  but  cf  the  relcrcncc  to 

cvvayopacTu<{'pc)  
ovci,aK{yic)  

KpL6{f)c)  in  P.  Petaus  44.58. 

10  KXavBCov  0€covoc:  perhaps  to  be  identified  with  the  I’iberius  Claudius  Theon  who  was  an  important 
Alexandrian  citizen  with  holdings  of  usiac  land  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  in  the  later  first  century,  see  XLII 3051  i  n. 

1
0
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icadapdv  drrd  vderje  i<ai<ovpy[La\c:  this  is  the  oldest  occurrence  in  such  documents  of  a 

Hqflungsklausel,  
on  which  see  Meyer-l’ermeer,  

op.  cit.  111--22.  
No  other  occurrence  

exactly  matches  
the 

wording  
used  here;  in  particular  

all  texts  which  use  the  words  aTro  irdcrjc  and  KaKovpyCac  
insert  vavTiKfjc. 

According  
to  Meyer- Termeer,  

112— 13,  the  inclusion  
of  vavriKpc  

is  significant  
and  one  wonders  

whether  
it 

has  been  omitted  by  accident  
in  the  present  text. 

1 

1

-

 

 

13  The  grammatical  construction  of  rd  cvvayofAeva  is  unclear.  It  may  be  just  in  apposition  to  ■^p.ivavXov 

in  line  6,  but  it  seems  preferable  
to  understand  

a  heavy  stop  after  KaKovpy[{a]c  
and  take  what  follows  as  a 

new  sentence,  
with  kcri  Se  or  equivalent  

understood. 

1 

2

-

 

 

1 3  kvi.p.Tjvta  seem  usually  to  refer  to  provisions  (cf.  LSJ  s.v.).  The  participle  used  of  them  here  is 

uncertain  
as  the  papyrus  

is  badly  damaged  
in  the  middle  of  line  13.  Neither  

Ip.jSaAAop.evwr  
nor  eiricTeXXofievajp 

by  itself  is  sufficient  
to  complete  

what  was  written  after  cw^Ococ.  
Of  the  two  €p.jdaXXopievcov  

is  slightly  preferable 
as  a  reading  

and  the  solution  
may  be  to  read  7rpoc€iT^aXXop.€vcov. 14  AiAt/cdt  77  t  v:  the  name  KiXu<dc  is  attested  several  times  in  P.  Petaus.  The  patronymic  may  be 

nXdroy,  which  is  attested  in  SB  XX  14088.10  (first  published  in  Aegyplus  6g  (1989)  37-9,  where  sec  the  note); 
cf  also  Stud.  Pal.  X  116.1. 
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15  IIpaKXrjovi  ‘PIpa[AXriov.  from  'HpafcXfjc  not  HpaKXfjoc,  which  is  a  modern  invention:  sec  H.  G. 
Youtie,  ScripUunculae  II  8ig. 

17  The  patronymic  no  doubt  ended  in  -r/ovc;  a'^ovc  or  Xr^ovc  could  be  read,  possibly  ><Xr]ovc  (but  not 

‘//pa/cA'^ouc). 

18  _  r)Lo{  ):  either  )  or  R'yLol  ).  There  is  insufficient  room  for  Ilaver^fjLc,  attested  in  P.  Wise. 

II  80.144. 

Strictly  the  amount  due  on  350  artabas  is  61  drachmas  ij  obols,  but  it  is  unlikely  that  anything  was 

written  after  the  symbol  for  one  obol. 

24  Ca'iTpiDv{  ):  it  is  odd  for  this  entry  to  have  another  name  after  the  patronymic,  presumably  the  name 

of  the  grandfather  (though  roO  would  be  expected);  cf.  LV  3804  72  n.  The  name  is  unattested,  but  Carrpiojv 

is  quite  common. 
25  The  individual  amounts  in  lines  14—24  are  all  certain  or  guaranteed  by  the  figure  for  the  number  of 

artabas,  but  they  add  up  to  only  638J  drachmas,  a  sum  which  cannot  be  read  in  this  line.  The  sum  certainly 

ends  in  2  dr.  3  ob.,  and  there  is  no  real  doubt  about  the  nu  (  —  50)  before  this.  The  only  plausible  figure 

ending  in  52  dr.  3  ob.  which  is  a  multiple  of  17  J  is  752  dr.  3  ob.  Only  a  horizontal  stroke  at  the  start  survives 

of  the  first  letter/figure  of  the  numeral,  but  this  would  seem  to  be  consistent  with  psi  (there  is  no  other  psi 

in  the  papyrus  with  which  to  compare  it).  A  sum  of  752  J,  however,  involves  adding  1 13  J  to  the  total  of  lines 

14-24,  the  equivalent  of  the  amount  due  for  an  additional  650  artabas.  The  simplest  explanation  is  to  suppose 

that  die  scribe  making  the  copy  missed  out  by  mistake  one  or  more  probably  two  individual  entries, 

25-7  On  kKarocrai  in  connection  with  shipping  contracts  cf  XXXIII  2670  34-  6  n.,  XLIX  3484 

13-15  n.,  and  Meyer-Termeer,  op.  cit.  17-18,  who  speaks  of  amounts  of  |%,  1%,  5%  and  10%;  for  a  very 

early  example  see  now  P.  Prag.  1  54.4  (ad  i  9-2 1 ).  Meyer-Termccr,  however,  is  concerned  only  with  additional 
amounts,  not  a  deduction  as  here.  Such  deductions  are  commonly  attested  in  the  early  4th  century,  usually 

in  connection  with  vestb  militarb,  and  arc  always  of  64%.  A  few  documents  from  the  Roman  period  show  a 

deduction  of  67%,  for  which  see  P.  Graux  III,  pp.  54-7.  In  our  text  the  percentage  is  not  specified  and  it 
should  be  noted  that  at  this  period  a  deduction  of  i4%  is  also  attested,  as  in  P.  Koln  II  94  (213),  where  see 

the  note  to  lines  24-6. 

25-6  rdc  cvvrjOcoc  7rpocTi[I?]€jU.€Vac  roj  KvpiaKW  Xoyep:  cf  BGU  III  697  =  W.  Chr.  32 1. 1 9  (145),  rdc  cvv'r]9{coc) 

SiSop,{€vac)  (l/caTocrdc)  ^fj,v[cv.  For  the  use  of  TTpocTiOrjixL  compare  BGU  620  =  W.  Chr.  186.13-- 15  (c.  302), 

as  emended  by  Youtie,  TAPA  87  (1956)  ̂ ^-“J^^  —  Scriptiunculae  I  265-9:  [d)]v  \p7To]Xoyo0vT€  (1.  -rat)  vn^p 

kKa{c}TocT<l>v  '^p.i\cv]  /ca[t]  TTpoc^ridr]  kv  roic  KvpiaKolc  Adyo[ic,  and  P.  Graux  III  30,  col.  ‘j,  25—6,  wv 

vnoXoy'qcaprec  rdc  alpoveae  vnkp  eKaTQcrd)V  7]p,iCOVC  bpaxP’dc  ...  rrpdcOecOe  rd;  KvpiaKCh  Xdyep.  In  SB  XVI 

T  3049. 1 7,  7TpJdc^ec^€  TO)  KvpiaKd)  Xoyo)  may  well  be  part  of  a  similar  clause,  see  P.  Graux  III,  pp.  55  •6.  For 

other  examples  of  c/carocrat  being  credited  to  the  fiscus  see  BGU  VII  1564.9,  SB  XVIII  13367.7  -8  and P.  Beatty  Panop.  1.397. 

27  AdjSere:  all  the  parallels  would  lead  us  to  expect  this  word,  but  it  is  not  an  easy  reading;  in  particular 

the  initial  letter  is  not  at  all  like  the  writer’s  other  lambdas.  Se^ac^e  cannot  be  read. 

28  A  different  strategus  was  in  office  by  Vespasian’s  fifth  year,  sec  Bastianini  and  Whitchornc,  op.  cit. 
89.  Beta  is  a  doubtful  reading,  but  is  less  improbable  than  the  alternatives. 

29  The  reading  after  Ce^acrov  is  very  uncertain.  Ce^acrod  |ar/v[oc  Cje/SacroO  i  has  also  been  considered 

but  is  less  likely.  The  first  letter  after  CejSacroO  is  most  like  tau,  hence  the  reading  suggested.  In  the  reign  of 

Vespasian  Cc^acr'j  is  attested  for  the  8th  in  BGU  III  981.1.35  (Pharmuthi),  II  276.4  (Scbastos  =  Thoth),  and 

I  165.26  —  7Md'P  31(1994)  23-6  (Mecheir;  see  the  note  ad  loc.),  the  20th  in  BGU  981.5.5  (Pharmuthi),  and 

the  2ist  in  XLIX  3508  37  (Pharmuthi;  see  Hubner’s  note  in  the  original  publication  in  ̂PE  24  (1977)  53). 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4527.  Tax  Account 

46  5B.5i/F(2-4)b  12  x26.5  cm  After  28  August  185 
Plate  XVJI 

This  document,  preserving  the  ends  of  lines  from  one  column  and  a  few  initial 

letters  from  the  next,  relates  not  to  Oxyrhynchus  but  to  the  Arsinoite  nome.  Its  main 
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interest  comes  from  the  huge  figure  of  over  800,000  artabas  of  wheat  in  7,  apparently 

the  total  revenue  from  wheat  taxes  for  Heracleides’  division  of  the  Arsinoite  nome  for 

the  25th  year  of  Commodus  (184/5).  ̂ ce  further  7  n. 

This  piece  was  cut  from  the  document  and  has  survived  because  it  was  re-used  on 

the  back  for  a  letter  (4544)  which  was  sent  to  Oxyrhynchus. 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

].  [ 

'//pJa/rAetSou  p,epi8oc  A[ 

^  ^ 
 [ 

?  6  Tip]  ocTpaTTjy'qcac  'AttoXX(I}vioc  [ 

5  ]  virkp  tjiopcov  K€  (erovc)  [ 

Kopip,6]Sov  AvTa)VL\v\ov  Kai'capoc  [ 

]  (rrup.  apT.)  (p-up.)  ™  Ly  k8  p,r]  Ps'  [ 

]  (dpr.)  (p-up.)  ̂   ’Aojpia  k'S'  [ 

]((xpT.)  ’5>|A  [ 
10  ]  (dpr.)  Mroe  Ly  k8  e[ 

]  (dpr.)  vrj  I'P'  [ 
]  a  [ 

]  (dpr.)  1/3  [ 

k8rjX]a)dy]cav  peperp'^cPat  /<:A[ 

15  ]  Tov  Mecoprj  (rrup.  dpr.)  (pup.)  ̂ r(f)TTa  yip  t[ 

]  (dpr.)  (pup.)  ̂   ’Acjiird  Lpir]  [ 

]  I?  Ld'  [ 

5  7,  15  tr^  8,  i6  — ^  9-13  — ']... 

]of  the  division  of  Heracleides 

] 

]the  preceding  strategus  Apollonius 

5  Jin  respect  of  the  taxes  of  the  25th  year  of 

JCommodus  Antoninus  Caesar 

](artabas  of  wheat)  814,862^2*3^24*48^96 

](art.)  54-841*24 

](art.)  2,930 
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1  'I'he  trace  is  a  large  oblique  stroke,  perhaps  attached  to  a  number  (cf.  1 7  where  a  similar  stroke  marks 
a  fraction)  or  forming  part  of  an  abbreviation.  Part  of  upsilon  is  also  possible,  although  the  examples  surviving 
in  the  text  do  not  have  this  form. 

2  'Hp\  aKXeiSov  (icpt'Soc.  This  document  originated  in  Heracleides’  division  of  the  Arsinoite  nome,  doubt¬ 
less  as  part  of  the  correspondence  of  the  strategus  of  that  division  whose  name  will  have  been  lost  to  the  left 

here.  Cf  the  next  note.  Then  it  was  re-used  in  the  Hcracleopolite  nome,  when  Eudaemon  sent  his  letter 

(4544  3)  to  Hegumenus,  who  presumably  lived  in  Oxyrhynchus. 

4  ?6  TTplocrpar-qyqcac  ArroAXamoc.  An  Apollonius  is  recorded  as  strategus  of  Heracleides’  division  of  the 
Arsinoite  nome  from  2  May  184  to  August  185,  see  G.  Bastianini — J.  Whitehorne,  Sirategi  and  Royal  Scribes 

32-3.  This  span  covers  almost  all  of  the  25th  year  of  Commodus  {184/5),  sec  5-6.  An  acting-strategus  was 

in  post  on  18  September,  and  a  proper  replacement  (Apollotas)  by  November- -December,  see  Bastianini — 
Whitehorne,  op.  cit.  33.  Since  not  only  is  Apollonius  now  out  of  office,  but  the  implication  of  lines  5  and  15 

is  probably  that  Commodus’  25th  year  has  ended,  4527  must  be  dated  after  28  August  185.  This  also  gives 
us  a  terminus  post  quern  for  dating  the  private  letter  4544. 

5-7  I'he  account  that  follows  is  apparently  dealing  with  the  taxes  for  a  whole  year:  hrrkp  epopeuv  xe 
{erovc).  The  imperial  title  is  probably  (although  not  certainly)  to  be  completed  as  \MdpKov  AliprjXCov  Kop,p,6  ]  Sou 

’AvTwvi\v]ov  Kakapoe\rov  Kvplov;  see  P.  Bureth,  Es  iilulatures  imperiales  89.  This  would  mean  that  approximately 
half  of  the  column  is  missing. 

7  The  figure  here  is  strikingly  high,  although  not  without  parallels.  BGU  'VI  1217.31  (2nd  cent.  Bc)  has 

an  amount  of  835,000  artabas  of  wheat,  but  the  purpose  of  the  text  is  not  clear.  In  BGU  'VIII  1760.21-23 
(51/50  Bc),  we  find  a  mention  of  600,000  artabas,  but  this  covers  the  whole  of  the  chora,  as  the  text,  a  letter 
from  the  dioecetes  Protarchus,  shows  clearly:  rrapapcrpriBtivat  |  rdc  ano  robv  Ka9r]xov[cwv  ex  ttJc  SJAijc  |  xd>po.c 

■nvpoD  {p,vp.)  C  H.  C.  Youtie  published  a  tax  account  for  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome  in  the  4th  century  ad  in 

TPEyz  (1978)  237-240  (  —  Scriptiunculae  Posteriores  II  501-4;  SB  XIV  12208),  on  which  see  the  reconsideration 
by  R.  S.  Bagnall/K.  A.  Worp  in  37  (1980)  263-264.  The  total  figure  there  for  the  grain  taxes  of  the 
Oxyrhynchite  nome,  321,278  artabas  of  wheat,  is  much  lower  than  ours.  This  account  docs  not  follow 

the  same  pattern  as  our  text  and  it  is  hard  to  understand  the  relationship  between  the  next  figures  in  our 

account;  all  headings  before  our  figures  arc  missing.  When  one  compares  Youtie’s  figure  with  ours,  one 

wonders  whether  ours  is  too  high  to  represent  the  amount  of  wheat  collected  for  Heracleides’  division  alone. 
Moreover,  according  to  Bagnall  and  Worp,  the  tax  rate  in  the  Arsinoite  would  have  been  lower  than  in  the 

Oxyrhynchite.  Nevertheless,  there  arc  several  ways  in  which  the  discrepancy  between  the  figures  could  be 

explained: I .  The  whole  Arsinoite  nome  had  an  estimated  surface  of  435,420  arouras  (  =  1200  km^)  in  the  Ptolemaic 

period,  see  D.  Rathbone,  PCPhS  36  (1990)  130,  whereas  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome  covered  202,544  arouras 

(  =  560  km^)  of  arable  land  in  the  first  half  of  the  4th  century  ad,  see  Rathbone,  art.  cit.,  125.  Given  the  fact 

that  Heracleides’  division  amounted  to  roughly  half  of  the  Arsinoite  nome  (see  map  in  P.  Tcbt.  II,  pi.  II), 
and  notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  respective  figures  differ  considerably  in  time,  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome 

and  Heracleides’  division  probably  had  more  or  less  the  same  surface  under  cultivation.  However,  the  Arsinoite 
is  known  to  have  been  intensively  cultivated;  this  could  have  led  to  a  considerably  higher  output  than  in 
other  nomes,  see  R.  S.  Bagnall,  TAPhA  1 15  (1985)  306. 
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2.  Youtic’s  document  is  over  a  century  later  than  4527,  and  conditions  of  management  could  have deteriorated. 

3.  Climatic  variations  between  two  harvests  could  have  made  a  difference  to  yields,  although  D.  Bonneau, 

lx  fisc  el  le  Ml  251,  docs  not  attribute  any  extraordinary  quality  to  the  flood  of  184,  the  flood  which  would 

have  determined  the  quality  of  185’s  harvest. 

P.  SCHUBERT 

4528.  Report  of  Public  Doctors 

69/37(a)  +  7o/i9(a)  12x24cm  6May336 

Under  this  number  we  republish  LXIII  4366  together  with  an  additional  fragment 

which  adjoins  at  the  foot  and  completes  the  document.  We  now  have  a  much  clearer 

picture  of  the  medical  condition  of  the  person  examined.  The  new  piece  also  contributes 

the  exact  date  of  the  submission  of  the  report.  VI  901  and  its  duplicate  LIV  3771, 

likewise  addressed  to  Flavius  Julianus,  date  from  five  days  earlier  (i  May). 

For  a  list  of  doctors’  reports  hitherto  published  see  4366  introd.  (para  4);  add  now 
LXIV  4441  cols,  i  (  =  SB  III  6003),  ii  (316),  and  4529. 

UTTaretac  Ov'CpCov  NeTTcoriavov  kclI  T€[rrCov\ 

'PaKOVvrov  tojv  Xapljr poraTUiv) . 

0Xaovi(p  'lovAiavcb  Sioikovvtl  cvvSiKiav  [’O^upuy^tVou] 

Trapa  AvprjXicuv  0€OJvivov  Kai  "Hpcovoc  /cat  AlSvIplou] 
5  Kat  CiX^avov  Sr/pLOcicuv  larpcbv  Tfje  avTfj[c  rroXecoc.] 

eirecTdXrjp^ev  vtto  rrjc  cfjc  epipLeXeCac,  ek  [(8t/8AtStajv] 

kmSoOevTwv  vtto  Avpr]XCov  ./TroAe/rato  [1/  c.  7  ] 

vpvravevcavToc  rcbv  aiirddi,  oicre  [Itt]  t [^eoi] - 

[pfjcaL  top]  tovtov  yeojpydV;  '^Amv  TOv[vopLa,] 

10  £F[y]/?[ct]^t(jc  iTpoccl)[a)]y^caL  Tr]v  tou  [rou  8td]  — 

decLV.  odev  eTTedewpi]capi€\v  avrov  c.  7  ] 

.  [.]  .  [c-  3  exJoPTa  €771  Tov  §[e|toO  piepovc  rov] 

Tpax't]X[ov]  apivyde  Kat  [  c.  6  ]  [  C.  7  ] 

aj/x[o]'!TAdT7^c  7reAetajp,dT[io]p  [  c.  6  ] 

15  Kat  ETri  TOV  Se^iov  dvK&voc  dp,vx[rj]v  Kat 

ETrt  TOV  KO-TO)  Se^IOV  jSXEcfxipOV  TTEXlOOpcdTlOV, 

OTTEp  TrpOC(f>MVOVp,EV. 

vrrarEtac  rije  TrpoK{ELpi€V7]c)  Tlaxdjv  la. 
(m.  2)  Avp(T]Xioc)  AtSvpeoc  eTretSeSto/ca. 

20  (m.  3)  AvplfiiXioc)  "Hpojv  cTretSeSoj/ca. 

2  1.  0aicovvSov;  Xafi)  lO  1.  lyypd^wc  13  u  of  a/ruyac  corr.  14  1.  ireXiatfidTiov 

15  1.  ayK&voc  16  TTcXiwp.dTiov  corr.  from  nepi—  17  Final  nu  extended  as  filler  stroke.  Similar 

extensions  in  18—19  wpo"’?  19,  20  avp';  1.  erriSeSoiKa 

‘In  the  consulship  of  Virius  Nepotianus  and  Tettius  Facundus,  viri  clarissimi. 

‘To  Flavius  Julianus,  administering  the  office  of  the  syndic  of  the  Oxyrhynchite, 

from  the  Aurelii  Theoninus  and  Heron  and  Didymus  and  Silvanus,  public  doctors  of 
the  same  city. 

‘We  were  instructed  by  Your  Diligence,  as  a  result  of  a  petition  submitted  by 

Aurelius  Ptolemaeus,  ...,  former  prytanis  of  this  locality,  to  examine  his  farmer,  Apis 

by  name,  and  report  this  person’s  condition  in  writing.  Wherefore  we  examined  him  . . . 

having  on  the  right  part  of  the  neck  skin  wounds,  and  ...  shoulder-blade  a  slight 

bruising  . . . ,  and  on  the  right  elbow  a  skin  wound,  and  on  the  lower  right  eyelid  a  slight 

bruising,  which  we  report. 

‘In  the  aforesaid  consulship,  Pachon  ii.’ 

(and  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Didymus,  have  submitted  this.’ 

(3rd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Heron,  have  submitted  this.’ 

4-3  The  same  four  public  doctors  submitted  XI .IV  3195  ii  of  331,  and  in  all  probability  1  52  of  325, 

cf.  4366  4-511.  Two  of  the  doctors.  Heron  and  Didymus,  were  also  concerned  with  VI  896  of  316  (a 

photograph  shows  that  their  subscriptions  arc  in  the  same  hands  as  here).  An  Aurelius  Heron,  son  of  Heron 

alias  Dionysius  appears  in  MV  3729  9  -10  (307),  and  it  may  be  that  we  are  dealing  with  the  same  individual 

in  all  these  cases,  see  note  ad  loc.  (Note  that  from  325  onwards  the  doctors  no  longer  state  their  patronymics.) 

I’hcre  is  no  way  of  knowing  whether  Didymus,  one  of  the  four  doctors  involved  in  4370  of  354,  is  the  same 

person  as  the  one  here. 

The  number  of  public,  doctors  in  each  municipality  was  fixed,  see  4366  introd.  It  may  be  worth  considering 

whether  in  Oxyrhynchus  public  doctors  were  four  in  number,  at  least  for  the  period  316  to  354.  We  know 

of  four  doctors  active  in  316  (Heron  and  Didymus  in  896,  Aurelius  Sarapion,  son  of  Herodotus  in  4441  i, 

and  Aurelius  Dioscorus,  son  of  Heron  in  4441  ii),  while  a  college  of  four  doctors  appears  in  52  (probably), 

3195  ii,  4528  and  4370  (354).  But  in  4529  of  376  we  find  three  public  doctors.  Whether  this  signifies  a 
decrease  in  the  number  of  doctors,  or  is  a  coincidence,  there  is  no  means  of  telling. 

7  nroXep.alo[v.  This  former  prytanis  is  not  known  from  elsewhere,  cf.  4366  7  n.  In  view  of  irpuT-areiicavToc 
in  line  8,  it  is  likely  that  some  other  office  held  by  Ptolemaeus  followed  at  the  end  of  this  line,  probably 

abbreviated.  yvifimciapxijcavToc)  is  one  possibility;  PovX{evTot)  may  also  be  considered,  but  we  would  normally 

expect  it  to  have  followed  after  TtpvTavevcavroc. 

13  a/ru^dc.  See  also  15.  The  only  other  papyrological  occurrences  of  the  word  arc  I  52  t6  and  XLIV 

3195  ii  46.  The  word  thus  seems  peculiar  to  reports  submitted  by  the  same  doctors,  see  above  4-5  n. 
At  the  end  of  the  line  supplement  k-rri  rrjc  SefiSc  (or  apicrepdc)?  For  simitar  constructions  cf  PSI  V 

4,55-14-15  (178),  4441  i  10  (316). 

1 7  orrep.  dnep  is  used  in  3195  ii  48;  in  XLV  3245  1 7  of  297  aj-n-ep  is  restored.  If  we  are  to  assume  stylistic 

uniformity  in  reports  submitted  by  the  same  doctors  (cf  above  13  n.),  cither  form  seems  to  have  a  better 
claim  as  a  supplement  than  [810]  in  52  17. 

19-20  Only  two  of  the  four  doctors,  Didymus  and  Heron,  added  their  signatures;  Fheoninus  and 

Silvanus  did  not  subscribe.  In  3195  ii  we  find  the  signatures  of  Theoninus,  Heron,  and  Silvanus,  but  not  that 

of  Didymus.  VI  896  is  subscribed  by  both  the  doctors  responsible  for  the  report  (Didymus,  son  of  Dioscorus, and  Heron). 

N.  GONIS 
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40  56.112/8(4  5)a  16.5X14.5  cm  22june  376 

'Phe  upper  part  of  a  report  submitted  by  a  college  of  three  doctors  to  the  logistes 
concerning  the  examination  of  a  stationarius  at  Oxyrhynchus;  the  lost  portion  will  have 

contained  the  details  of  the  latter’s  medical  condition.  Compare  LI  V  3729  9-10  of  307, 
where  the  person  examined  is  a  ducenarius. 

The  text  provides  a  fixed  date  for  the  logistes  Flavius  Macrobius;  he  may  well  be 

the  same  as  the  Macrobius  in  P.  Wash.  Univ.  I  54.5,  assigned  to  the  fourth/fifth  century, 

see  below  3  n.  His  predecessor  is  likely  to  have  been  Flavius  Sarapodorus,  last  recorded 

as  logistes  in  XLVI  3310,  of  26  January-24  February  374.  Macrobius’  nearest  known 

successor  is  Paulus,  attested  in  office  on  2  September  381  (PSI  X  1108).  The 

Oxyrhynchite  logistae  attested  from  after  346  are  listed  by  P.  J.  Sijpesteijn,  K.  A.  Worp 

in  M.  Gapasso  et  ai,  Miscellanea  Papyrologica  II  (Pap.  Flor.  XIX)  518. 

The  back,  so  far  as  it  is  preserved,  is  blank. 

VTTo.T€iac  Tojv  SecvoTUiv  y]ix(hv  OvdXevroc  to  e  Kat 

OvaXevTiviavov  veov  to  tojv  aiojvCcov  Avyo<(v)>CTa)p,  IJavvi  kt}. 

0Xaovicp  MaKpo^Co)  Xoyi.cTfj  'O^vpvyyCTov 

rrapa  AvprjXi'coy  [ . ]u  Kai  Alovvclov  Kai  EvSalpctovoc 

5  T(by  'Tpi^v  SrjlfjLOCLWV  IjaTpcbv  Tfjc  avTyjc  TToXecoc. 

k[TTec]TdXr]iJLev  ̂ [Trjo  ttjc  cfjc  l/x/xeAt'ac  l/r  /3t/3AiSiaj(p) 
erriSodeyTCOv  cot  utto  0Xaovtov  0iXo^4vov 

craTiwvapliov  cue] re  {tovtov}  eTndewpfjcai  Trjv  vepi 

avTOV  Siddeciv  [/cat  e]vypd(/>ojc  TTpoccjjcovficai.  odev 

10  TOVToy  eTredecplpijcalpiev  kirl  rfje  iroXecoc  eyovTa 

scanty  traces  on  loose  fibres 

4  1.  EvBaLfiovoc;  -oc  added  6  1.  eiH^eAetac;  /Ji;3AiSicu  g  1.  iyypd^wc 

‘In  the  consulship  of  our  masters  Valens  for  the  5th  time  and  Valentinianus  imior 
for  the  I  St  time,  perpetual  August!,  Pauni  28. 

‘To  Flavius  Macrobius,  logistes  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  from  the  Aurelii  ...  and 

Dionysius  and  Eudaemon,  the  three  of  them  public  doctors  of  the  same  city. 

‘We  were  instructed  by  your  Diligence,  as  a  result  of  a  petition  submitted  to  you 
by  Flavius  Philoxenus,  stationarius,  to  examine  his  condition  and  report  in  writing. 

Wherefore  we  examined  him  in  the  city  ...’ 

12  For  the  conversion  of  the  date  see  R.  S.  Bagnall,  K.  A.  Worp,  Chrondogical  Systems  of  Byzantine  Egypt 

100,  1 14.  For  the  consuls  see  R.  S.  Bagnall  ei  at.,  Consuls  of  the  Later  Roman  Empire  287. 
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3  For  Macrobius  see  introd.  P.  Wash.  Univ.  I  54.5  has  MaKpofdov  ’lovXtavov  Aoyi[e™t)  (but  theoretically 
Aoy^cTcijcarToc  is  also  possible).  It  is  tempting  to  identify  his  father  with  Flavius Julianus,  another  Oxyrhynchite 

logistes,  who  also  held  a  number  of  other  important  posts,  see  LIV  pp.  225  6,  and  LX  4086,  4090,  4092. 

Flavius  Julianus  was  the  son  of  another  logistes,  Valerius  Dioscurides  alias  Julianus,  see  4092  introd.  If  the 

identification  has  any  chance  of  being  true,  this  would  be  the  fourth  generation  of  this  important  Oxyrhynchite 

family  to  be  known  to  us. 

There  is  a  possibility  that  this  Macrobius  is  the  same  person  who  figures  as  Flavius  Macrobius  -noXirevo- 

peevoc,  the  addressee  of  the  petition  P.  Wash.  Univ.  I  20  (IV)  (the  curator  cioitatis  was  a  member  of  the  local 

ordo  curialis).  P.  Wash.  Univ.  II  83.1  (late  IV/early  V)  also  refers  to  a  Macrobius  TroAircuofieroc,  and  it  is 

conceivable  that  we  arc  dealing  with  the  same  curialis  in  both  cases,  despite  the  absence  of  status  indication 

(although  the  person  mentioned  next  in  this  money  account  is  a  Flavius;  in  line  2  pi.  Xlla  suggests  reading 

<2>A(douioc)  SeopiXoc  in  place  of  [  ,]oA(  )  OeocfaXoc).  The  editor  suggests  an  identification  with  the  boat  
owner 

who  appears  in  VII  1048  1 1,  14,  likewise  assigned  to  the  late  fourth/early  fifth  century.  (Other  Oxyrhynchite 

boat  owners  of  the  period  arc  known  to  have  been  curiales  and  to  have  held  senior  offices  in  the  local 

administration  (Actius,  Heraclius,  Ptoleminus,  'Fatianus,  Valerius);  cf.  also  R.  S.  Bagnall,  Egypt  in  JMe  Antiquity 

36-7.)  In  XVII  2110  23,  of  370,  there  is  a  riparius  called  Macrobius;  the  connection  of  the  ripariatc  
with  the 

curial  class  is  well-known,  and  wc  know  of  curatores  such  as  c.g.  Eulogius  and  Dionysarius,  cf.  LIV  pp.  228-9, 

who  also  became  riparii  at  some  stage  of  their  careers.  The  Macrobius  in  SB  XVI  12523  (394)1  official 

order  regarding  taxation  issues,  is  obviously  a  person  of  some  standing,  cl.  M.  Manfrcdi,  Scritti  Adontevecchi 

209-10.  The  Macrobius  who  occurs  in  XXIV  2408  3,  of  397,  is  apparently  an  kmpceXqT-iic  cCrov  ’AXe^avSpeCac, 

cf  F.  A.  J.  Hoogendijk,  ffE  112  (1996)  172  on  a  3-4 — such  kmpceXriTat  were  councillors,  cf  P.  Turner 

45.6  n.,  P.  Laur.  IV  162.4-5  (354)i  P-  Wash.  Univ.  II  82.6  (367).  Naturally,  it  is  hard  to  tell  whether  all  
of 

these  arc  the  same.  Note  that  XVII  2110  besides  the  riparius  also  attests  a  Macrobius  son  of  the  (JovAeuTijc 

Theon  (3,  et  passim)-,  and  we  know  nothing  about  the  progeny  of  the  well-known  logistes  Flavius  Paeanius 

alias  Macrobius,  for  whom  see  LX  4089  introd.  The  Macrobius  enrro  -ffyep.ovLwv  in  4089  33,  of  351,  is  perhaps 

too  early  for  our  considerations.  Note  also  that  PSI  VIII  944. 1 0  (364/6?)  attests  a  Macrobius  TrpoTroXmvoij.emc-, 
the  provenance  of  the  document  is  unknown,  but  Oxyrhynchus  seems  a  good  candidate. 

4  [  III.  A  short  name,  i.e.  not  of  one  of  the  doctors  known  from  elsewhere. 

AiovvcCov.  This  public  doctor  is  not  otherwise  known. 

EhBatpiuivoc  (1.  EvZatpeovoc).  The  scribe  first  wrote  EhSaCp.mv  with  the  nu  enlarged,  as  if  it  were  the  last 

letter  in  the  line  (he  did  this  also  in  lines  3  and  7),  and  later  added  oc.  In  LIX  4001,  assigned  to  the  late 

fourth  century,  a  Eudaemon  writes  back  to  his  family  at  an  larpdov  which  seemingly  served  as  their  home, 

presumably  in  Oxyrhynchus.  A  doctor  named  Eudaemon  is  the  sender  of  the  unprovcnanced  letter  P.  Fouad 

80,  assigned  to  the  fourth  century,  but  an  identification  seems  impossible.  The  letter  mentions  a  financial 

transaction;  the  sum  of  money  involved  in  it,  three  talents  (line  15),  points  to  a  date  not  later  than  the  early 

years  of  the  century. 

5  Toir  rpioiv  Bri^jjLocLwv  i\firp<bv.  See  LXIII  4366  introd.,  4528  4~5  tt- 
7  This  Fiavius  Philoxenus  has  not  been  attested  anywhere  else. 

8  crarLUiva  p[tov.  On  staRonarii  and  their  grades  see  LXIII  4382  2  n.  with  the  literature  cited  there;  to 

the  examples  one  can  cull  from  the  latest  version  of  the  DDBDP  (PFII  7)  add  SB  XX  15185.9  (VII).  I  hey 

were  originally  army  officers  in  charge  of  police  duties,  but  later  the  term  was  used  with  reference  to  police 

officers  of  a  lesser  rank.  Philoxenus’  status  designation  Flavius  squares  with  a  military  capacity;  and  SB  XVIII 

13251.4-5,  only  four  years  earlier  than  our  text  (372),  attests  a  stationarius  of  the  higher  level,  
Flavius 

Ammonius.  Stationarii  of  the  lower  sort  turn  up  in  4382  of  383  (or  thereabouts,  see  i  n.),  and  from  then  on 

most  of  the  stationarii  who  occur  in  the  papyri  are  of  that  variety. 

10  ewi  TfjC  mXcMc.  Cf  LXIII  4370  12;  XLV  3245  14  (297)  has  h  rfi  avrfi  mXei. 

N.  GONIS 

4530.  Undertakings  to  Serve 

7  iBi/XI-XII(c)  1 1.5  X  17  cm  17  and  18  November  288  (?) 

The  two  documents  which  are  preserved  formed  part  of  a  to'/xoc  cvyKoXX'jcLp.oc. 

The  first  is  mostly  complete  except  for  the  loss  of  the  first  two  or  three  lines;  of  the 
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second,  apart  from  the  same  loss  at  the  top,  only  the  left-hand  portion  survives.  The 

main  hand  of  both  documents  is  very  similar  and  may  well  be  the  same.  The  back 
is  blank. 

Both  texts  are  similar  undertakings,  on  oath,  to  help  with  providing  bread  for  the 

soldiers.  In  the  first  the  writer  specifically  states  that  he  will  go  upriver  to  work  at 

the  bakery  at  Panopolis  and  the  same  was  probably  true  in  the  second  document.  The 

drafting  of  tradesmen  for  this  and  similar  purposes  is  discussed  by  F.  Oertel,  Die  Liturgie, 

82-88  and  431,  who  stresses  that  it  was  a  practice  which  had  developed  by  the 

early  Byzantine  period  into  (p.  85)  ‘ein  allgemeines  System  der  Beschaffung  von 

Arbeitskraften  ftir  staatliche  Betriebe’.  In  addition  to  the  evidence  quoted  by  Oertel  see 

that  referred  to  by  E.  Wipszycha,  Chr.  d’Eg.  35  (i960)  214-15,  and  H.  Braunert,  Die 

Binnenwanderung,  314-5;  add  XLVI  3308.  In  4530  the  tradesmen  are  bakers.  The  requisi¬ 

tioning  of  the  services  of  bakers  from  the  Arsinoite  for  bakeries  at  Memphis  is  attested 

in  P.  Sakaon  23  =P.  Thead.  38  (324)  and  for  bakeries  at  Alexandria  in  P.  Sakaon  25 

iv  =  P.  Thead.  36  (327),  and  of  bakers  from  the  Panopolite  to  serve  in  rd  Kdcrpa  in  the 

Upper  Thebaid  in  P.  Beatty  Panop.  1.77-9,  188-91.  On  similar  services  required  for 

the  army  in  Egypt  in  the  Diocletianic  period  see  A.  K.  Bowman,  BASF  15  (1978)  34-38. 

It  is  noteworthy  that  the  writer  of  the  first  document  has  provided  no  less  than 

three  guarantors,  all  of  them  comarchs,  whereas  the  writer  of  the  second  provides  the 

usual  single  guarantor.  Formally  the  oaths  sworn  by  the  writers  of  4530  are  more  or 

less  identical  to  those  sworn  by  liturgists  or  their  guarantors,  of  which  lists  are  given  in 

N.  Lewis,  CompuBoiy  Public  Services  of  Roman  Egypf  117,  and  W.  M.  Brashear,  BGU 

XIII,  p.  68.  For  similar  oaths  sworn  by  persons  other  than  liturgists  see  Lewis,  op.  cit. 

84,  n.  17,  and  A.  Jordens,  P.  Heid.  V,  pp.  205-6.  The  addressee  in  both  documents  is 

lost  but  was  undoubtedly  the  strategus.  He  is  the  recipient  of  all  undertakings  of  this 

kind  until  the  introduction  of  the  logistes  at  the  beginning  of  the  fourth  century  (cf. 

Lewis,  op.  cit.  84).  The  most  remarkable  feature  of  the  present  papyrus  is  that  it  comes 

from  the  Heracleopolite  nome,  to  which  all  the  four  villages  mentioned  belong.  This 

would  not  be  surprising  in  the  Roman  period;  at  that  time  strategi  served  in  a  nome 

which  was  not  their  idia  and  we  have  numerous  papyri  which  they  must  have  brought 

back  with  them  to  their  home  nome  after  their  period  of  service  elsewhere  was  over. 

Are  we  to  suppose  from  the  present  document  that  this  was  still  the  rule  in  the  early 

years  of  Diocletian’s  reign?  This  would  be  the  easiest  explanation  for  the  presence  of 

this  papyrus  at  Oxyrhynchus;  cf.  perhaps  XLIII  3123  with  line  3  n. 

The  texts  were  written  on  two  consecutive  days,  but  the  year  is  uncertain.  It  belongs 

to  the  period  when  Diocletian  and  Maximian  were  sole  emperors,  i.e.  before  the  creation 

of  the  Caesars  on  i  March  293.  The  extreme  limits  therefore  are  17-18  November  285 

to  17-18  November  292.  Year  5  and  4  seems  the  least  improbable  reading,  but  the 

figures  are  very  damaged  and  cannot  be  regarded  as  at  all  certain;  see  further  line  38  n. 

We  have  no  evidence  for  special  military  activity  in  the  Panopolite  region  at  this  time, 

in  contrast  to  the  middle  and  late  290s,  for  which  see  Bowman,  BASF  15  (1978)  25-38. 
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Goli 

[  c.  14  c.  5  ] 

[Ko]XiVTad[v\p  [  ]  Niva).  oixoXo— 
[yu>  6J/U.VUC  rrjv  t&v  Kvpiasv  r]pi&){y) 

[AioKX]rjTiavov  Kai  Ma^iixiayoy 

5  [CejSJacTCoy  Tvxrjv  aveXdeiv 

[eiTt]  TTjV  Tlavbc  ttoXlv  Kai  VTrrjpe— 

[T7]cac]daL  rcb  Kadapovpyicp  t&  vjrrj— 

[peTo\vp.evq)  rf)  evdeyeia  t&v 

yevvaioTarcov  CTpariwT&v  Kai 

10  -rrapafieveiv  SKeice  aXP'-^  airoXv— 

cease  fi  evoxo[c]  etrjv  t&  ppKcp. 

Trapeexov  Se  ep.avrov  eyyvr]Tac 

Avpr/Xi'ovc  Xlpip,&y[io]y  EX  ov 
aiTO  Tu)ov  Kai  Capa7riU)[v]a  Arpijoyc 

15  Nivo)  Kai  CoJTrjpixpv  Eepp^a— 

[vojO  a7r[d]  KoXiy[Ta]dyp  Travrac  kui— 

[/xdpxac  Kai  €TTe]pa)Tri6dc  ihpioXoyrica. 

[{cTOVc)  AioKX]T]Tictyov  Kai  (erovc)  S/ Ma^ip-iavov 

[t&v  K]vpia>v  Tjjx&v  C[e]/3acT<uy  'Advp  lea. 

20  (m.  2)  [AvpriXio]c  MeXac  bfxaca  tov  opKOV 

[die  TTpoKeiT^ai.  AvprjXioi  Ap.pi&vioc  Kai  Capa— 

[niaov  /rai]  CasTfipixoc  evyvopieda  avTOV 

[/cat  wjfyoca'yiev'  asc  TTpoKeirai.  Ayp-yXioc 

[  €yp]ai//a  vrrep  avT&v  ypdp.piaTa 

25  [711)  etSoTO)]  y. 

Col  ii 

(m.  I?)  Aio]KXr]Ti[a]y[ov  Kai] 

Ma^ip,[i\avov  Ce^acT[&v  Tu'yTjv  dv-] eXevcecdai  eiri  rr}v  [Ilavoc  voXiv] 

Kai  vTT-ypeTrjcacBai  ,  ,  ,  [  C-  6  ] 
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30  kpyaTLK&c  VTTrjpeTo\viJi.4v(X)  tt)] 

apTOTTOieia  rtbv  yevlvaiordTOJv] 

CTparicoTLov  Kai  vlapapievetv] 

aypic  aTToAvcecoc.  [napecyov  Se  tijc] 

epiavTov  TTapapio\vfjc  kyyvrjrrjp  Avprj—l 

35  Nov  Avovttlv  Aeo[  c.  lO  aTio] 

Kcop^rjc  C((j/30eaj[c  icai  eTTepMTrjOeic] 

(hpioX6y(r]ca).  vacat  [ 

(erovc)  eS/ Kal  SS/ Tdi[v  Kvpiojv  rjpLwv^ 

[Aio\KXrjTiay[ov  Kal  Ma^tpLiavov  CePacTcov] 

40  [^]§yp  '<18.  (m.  3)  Avp-p  [Aioc  c.  7  ] 

&p.aca  rov  op[i<ov  (he  TTpoVetrai.] 

[AJvprjNoc  Avoylmc  kyyvd)p.aL  au—] 

[to]v  (he  77'poVetTa[t.  c.  12  ] 

uap  eypai/ia  [uTrep  avr&v  d— ] 

45  yp(XfjLp.dTOJV.  [ 

3  7]jj,co  6  VTTTjpe-  7  virTT'-l.  KaOapovpyeio)  12  ey'yvrirac 

ojfioca  22  1.  kyyi/kAfieda  23  a;] /xoca'/xei^';  alpha  corrected  from  omega 
see  note  35  Xlov  corrected  from  Xiovc  37  cofioXoy  38  L 

i8  L  20  i. 

29  1.  V7Tr)p€Tlj<€c0ai? y 

41  I.  WjU.oca 

.  Kolintathyr  and(?)  Nino.  I  agree,  swearing  by  the  genius  of  our  lords  Diocletian 

and  Maximian  Augusti,  to  go  upriver  to  Panopolis  and  to  serve  in  the  bakery  which  is 

serving  the  provisioning  of  the  most  noble  soldiers  and  to  remain  there  until  release  or 

may  I  be  liable  to  (the  penalties  of)  the  oath.  I  have  provided  as  my  sureties  Aurelii 

Ammonius  son  of  . . .  from  Toou  and  Sarapion  son  of  Hatres  from  Nino  and  Soterichus 

son  of  Germanus  from  Kolintathyr,  all  comarchs,  and  in  answer  to  the  formal  question 
I  have  given  my  assent. 

Year  5(?)  of  Diocletian  and  year  4.(?)  of  Maximian  our  lords  the  Augusti,  Hathyr  2 1 .’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Melas  have  sworn  the  oath  as  aforesaid. 

‘We,  Aurelii  Ammonius  and  Sarapion  and  Soterichus,  guarantee  him  and  have sworn  as  aforesaid. 

‘I,  Aurelius  ...,  have  written  on  their  behalf  as  they  do  not  know  letters.’ 

(ist  hand?)  ‘...  by  the  genius  of  Diocletian  and  Maximian  Augusti  to  go  upriver 
to  Panopolis  and  to  serve  ...  efficiently)?)  serving  the  baking  of  bread  for  the  most  noble 

soldiers  and  to  remain  until  release.  I  have  furnished  as  surety  for  my  remaining  Aurelius 

Anupis  son  of  Leo  ...  of  the  village  of  Sobthis  and  in  answer  to  the  formal  question  I 

have  given  my  assent. 

‘Year  5)?)  and  year  4)?)  of  our  lords  Diocletian  and  Maximian  Augusti,  Hathyr  22.’ 

(3rd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  ...,  have  sworn  the  oath  as  aforesaid. 

‘I,  Aurelius  Anupis,  act  as  surety  for  him  as  aforesaid. 

‘I,  Aurelius  Pouar(?),  have  written  on  their  behalf  as  they  are  illiterate.’ 

2  [Ko]Xivrad\ii\p  [  ]  NCvw.  both  villages  are  attested  for  the  Heracleopolite  nomc,  although  for  Nino 

A.  Caldcrini,  S,  Daris,  Dizivnam,  III  363,  give  only  one  reference,  SPP  X  5.7  (where  it  is  mentioned  next  to 

Kolintathyr);  Suppl.  I  2io  adds  BGU  XIV  2429.6.  For  KoXtvraBvp  (also  attested  as  KoWivradvp  or 

Ko\{Xjanaadvp)  see  Dizimario,  III  132  and  Suppl.  I  176. 

The  obvious  restoration  is  «:[a]i  Nivui,  but  the  occurrence  of  two  village  names  at  this  point  is  hard  to 

explain.  One  would  expect  opoXoyw  to  have  been  preceded  by  the  idia  of  the  person(s)  concerned,  which 

cannot  be  the  case  here:  only  one  man  is  swearing  the  oath  and  so  cannot  have  two  village  names  for  his 

idia.  The  possibility  has  been  considered  that  we  have  a  single  village  described  as  [Ko]AirTafl|ti]/;i  7r[ep]i  Nivui. 

This  could  be  a  way  of  describing  Kolintathyr  as  a  village  in  the  toparchy  of  ./7ep;  Nivai,  since  the  ma.jority 

of  toparchies  in  the  Heracleopolite  were  entitled  TJepC  followed  by  the  name  of  the  principal  settlement,  see 

BGU  XIV,  App.  i;  cf.  M.  R.  Falivenc,  Proc.  XXth  Int.  Congress,  204-9.  The  objections  arc  (i):  no  toparchy 

TJepl  NCvw  is  otherwise  attested  and  there  is  strong  reason  to  think  that  Kolintathyr  belonged  in  the  toparchy 

Tlepi  TiKpi  (see,  e.g.,  BGU  XIV  2437);  (2)  there  is  not  really  room  for  7r[cp]i.'  and  we  ought  to  sec  the 
descender  of  the  rho.  It  seems  therefore  that  we  have  to  restore  /<[a]i  Nivw.  The  solution  to  the  problem  may 

lie  in  the  fact  that  comarchs  of  three  different  villages  act  as  his  surety  in  lines  12-17,  and  we  may  therefore 

have  the  end  of  a  clause  stating  that  he  is  performing  his  public  service  on  behalf  of  the  three  villages  Tuiov 

Kai  Ko]\ivTa6[v]p  «:[a]i  Nivai,  It  was  quite  normal  at  this  period  for  several  villages  to  share  the  responsibility 

for  supplying  a  single  tradesman,  see,  e.g.,  XII  1426,  P.  Sakaon  23,  PSI  IX  1037;  cf.  P.  Michaelid.  28. 

3-5  For  the  form  of  the  oath  see  K.  A.  Worp,  ZUi  45  (1982)  200. 

6  For  bakers  at  Panopolis  serving  troops  there  see  P.  Beatty  Panop.  1.374-7,  with  Skeat’s  comments  in 
the  general  introduction,  p.  xiii.  This  relates  to  297  and  298,  when  there  may  have  been  special  reasons  for 

troops  to  be  at  Panopolis.  For  the  supplying  of  troops  and  sailors  at  Panopolis  with  bread  in  large  quantities 

in  281  see  VIII  1115. 

7  TO)  KaOapovpy((p\  for  KaBapovpyglov  and  the  related  trade  of  KaOapovpyoc  see  Emanuela  Battaglia, 

‘Arlos’ ,  II  lessico  (iella  pantficazione  nei  papiri  greci,  145,  186-7. 

12  11'.  Nearly  all  comparable  documents  mention  only  a  single  surety,  although  two  sureties  occasionally 
occur.  Three  sureties  for  a  single  person  is  very  unusual.  It  may  be  connected  with  the  fact  that  the  sureties 

arc  comarchs;  cf.  the  occurrence  of  village  irpec^vrepoi  as  a  body  acting  as  sureties  in  PSI  VII  734  Oxy. 

Hels.  20.  For  comarchs  as  sureties  cf.  P.  Michaelid.  28,  PSI  III  162  and  P.  Vindob.  Sijp.  5. 

13  EX  ov:  '^AfVou  is  not  probable. 
14  Tcoov:  also  attested  as  Ttotl;  see  Dizionario  V  44. 

18-19  If  line  38  is  correctly  taken  to  refer  to  years  5  and  4  of  Diocletian  and  Maximian,  we  should 

expect  the  date  here  to  belong  to  the  same  year;  the  figure  for  Maximian’s  year-number  is  far  from  clear, 
but  delta  is  not  impossible.  The  titles  of  Diocletian  and  Maximian  are  very  rarely  attested  in  the  form  found 

here.  R.  S.  Bagnall  and  K.  A.  Worp,  Regnal  Formulas,  6,  quote  only  SB  'V  8199  and  PSI  III  184.19-20,  to 
which  we  can  now  add  I.  3571  17-18.  It  is  noteworthy  that  both  the  last  two  texts  are  also  from  the 
Heracleopolite. 

26-27  The  restoration  at  the  end  of  line  26  is  noticeably  shorter  than  those  in  the  lines  following,  which 

are  mostly  reasonably  secure  and  in  any  case  cannot  be  shorter.  No  other  restoration  seems  possible,  however; 

there  is  certainly  not  room  to  give  Maximian’s  full  names. 
28  The  restoration  is  of  course  not  certain,  but  it  suits  the  space  and  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that 

both  documents  refer  to  the  drafting  of  tradesmen  to  Panopolis. 

29-30  After  uvnypcT^cacSai  (no  doubt  intended  for  the  future)  it  is  not  possible  to  read  t&  (as  In  line  7). 

The  first  letter  is  rounded  and  is  most  probably  epsilon  or  sigma;  a  possible  reading  is  h  t)*,  but  icaBapovpylw 

TO)  is  much  too  long  for  the  space  available  after  this. 

30  kpyaTiK&c  VTT-ppeTo[vp.ivoy.  the  adverb  kpyariK&c  does  not  seem  to  have  oecurred  before  in  the  papyri 

and  instances  of  the  adjective,  nearly  all  of  which  are  used  with  reference  to  donkeys,  arc  not  helpful  in  the 
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present  context  (it  is  not  possible  to  read  kpyariK&v  with,  c.g.,  ovcov  in  the  previous  line),  to  epyariKov,  which 

occurs  in  4544  7,  is  equally  enigmatic.  It  may  be  worth  comparing  P.  Idor.  II  157,  a  letter  ordering  sustenance 

to  be  provided  for  workers  tea  yTry/jerou/xeeot  npodvfxwc  r]{xXv  kpydk^ojvrai,  where  'npodvp.ojc  is  no  doubt  to  be 

taken  with  the  participle  as  well  as  the  main  verb.  vTTTjperelcOaL  is  nearly  always  used  personally  in  the  papyri,- 

whieh  might  suggest  that  we  should  restore  v7rrjp€To[vfj.€voc  (the  future  participle  is  not  possible).  But  the 

presence  of  vTrrjpeTrjcacOai  in  the  previous  line  as  well  as  the  formula  used  in  lines  6  -8  supports  the  restoration 

proposed,  however  we  restore  the  words  before  kpyarLK&c. 

31  On  apT07roi(e)ia  sec  CPR  IX  26.21  n.  and  Battaglia,  op.  cit.  132-3.  For  the  supplying  of  aproc  to 

soldiers  at  this  period  cf.  XII  1572,  XLIII  3124,  P.  Sakaon  20  and  21  ii  {  =  P.  Flor.  60  and  P.  Thead.  31). 

32  There  is  not  room  to  supply  l/cetce  (as  in  line  1 0);  there  may  just  be  room  for  e/cet,  but  it  is  not  essential. 

35  Instead  of  drro,  Ka)p.dpxrjv  is  a  possibility;  cf  lines  16—17. 

36  Cdj/30eaj[c:  a  village  in  the  f/epi  TloXiv  toparchy;  sec  Dizionario  IV  326  and  Suppl,  I  237.  For  links 

between  villages  in  this  toparchy  and  those  in  f/epi  7eVpii  (cf.  line  2  n.)  see  Falivene,  art,  cit.  205. 

38  The  reading  is  very  uncertain.  Just  before  the  papyrus  breaks  off  we  have  tire  top  of  a  reasonably 

clear  deltas  but  the  marks  which  follow  rule  out  the  reading  AioKX'qrLavov.  I’hese  marks  arc  probably  to  be 
interpreted  as  part  of  a  spiral  sign  and  an  oblique  dash,  such  as  regularly  follow  year  numbers  at  this  period. 

The  figure  at  the  start  of  the  line,  after  the  symbol  for  erovc,  is  a  fairly  certain  epsilon  (theta  i,s  less  probable). 
It  is  most  likely  therefore  that  the  document  is  to  be  dated  to  years  5  and  4  of  Diocletian  and  Maximian. 

The  problem  is  that  there  are  ink  marks  between  xai  and  the  probable  delta,  which  would  appear  to  serve 
no  purpose. 

44  .  ,  V4P'  VP  is  less  probable,  Ilovdp  is  possible,  with  .4upr)Atoc  in  the  preceding  line. 

45  There  is  a  space  after  dJypajtpidTujr,  which  suggests  ovtmv  was  not  written. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4531.  Report  TO  THE  Strateg  us  I 

i7  2B.56/D(c)  6.8  x18.5  cm  28  June  196  1 

Harpocration  son  of  Harpocration,  ex-secretary  of  property  formerly  belonging  to 

Julius  Theon,  was  required  by  a  centurion  to  go  to  the  Hermopolite  nome  to  take  action 

in  connection  with  grain  taxes  owing.  As  he  was  prevented  from  doing  this  by  illness, 

he  arranged  with  another  man  of  the  same  name,  Harpocration  son  of  Ophellion,  to 

perform  the  duty  in  his  stead.  This  arrangement  needed  to  be  ratified  by  the  centurion  i 

(19-21)  and  reported  to  the  strategus.  ■  i 

For  Julius  Theon,  see  P.  J.  Sijpesteijn,  The  Family  of  the  Tiberii  lulii  Theories  {Studia  \ 

Amstelodamensia  5,  1976);  L  3588;  LXII  4336;  J.  Rowlandson,  Landowners  and  Tenants  in  ■  > 

Roman  Egypt  (1996)  107-8.  We  already  knew  that  the  family  had  estates  in  the 
Hermopolite  as  well  as  the  Oxyrhynchite,  see  P.  Theon.  ii. 

The  main  hand  is  neat  and  mostly  unligatured.  The  back  is  blank.  ' 

Ik  i 
AovKprjTiip  NeiXcp  cTp[aT7]y(h)  i 

rrapd  ApTroKparCiovoc  i 

ApiTOKpaTCoovoc  decei  j 

AckXo.  utt’  ’0^vpvyx<JOv  \ 

5  TToXecoc  yevop.evov  ypap.  - 

pLareoJC  [t]&v  nporepov 

’/o[ii]Atou  @ecovoc. 

/ceXevceajc  AlpteXXiov 

Apip,a)viav(l)  €KaTOV-~ 
10  Tdpxv  opLoXoyd)  Sid  rrjf) 

7Tep[i|  epie  vocop  Kal  a(:[  ] 
Xiav  T&v  KeXevcdevTwf) 

vtt’  avTov  pLeTpri6f]va[i\ 

etc  TO  SppLociov  kp  7rp[o— ] 

15  vnep  yecopy&v 

kxOecewc  a  (erovc)  /cat  (erovc)  T(b[v\ 

avr&v  TTpOTCpov  lov— 

XCov  ©ewvoc  cvvecra— 
K€vai  Kard  rd  So^avra 

20  TO)  avro)  ffpari'cTOj 

eKarovrdpxep  ’Apnjov— 

Kpariarva  ’OifieXXla)— 

voc  pirjrpdc  Apicrtb— 
TOC  diro  rfjc  avrfjc  tt6— 

25  AeOJC  TTOpCVCOplCVOV 

etc  'EppioTToXeiTrjv  /je— 

O'  fjc  SiSojpii  avTU)  cet— 
TiKpc  kxOececoc  tov 

avTOV  a  (erovc)  /cat  /3  (erovc)  /cat  rra- 

30  pacrrjcavra  rove  Si 

avrfjc  ocjreiXovrac 

yecopyovc  /cat  rrdvra TTOirjCOvra.  (erovc)  S 

AvroKpdropoc  KaCcapoc 

35  Aovkiov  Cenripiiov 
CeovTjpov  EvceP[o]vc 

TJeprCvaKOC  Cejiacrov 

Apa^iKov  'A8iaPrjyiKo[v,^ 'Erreifj)  S— . 
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4.o{m.  2)  ̂pTTOKparicov  6  TTpoTera— 

yp^evoc  eTTtSeSojKa. 

(m.  3)  ’ApnoKpariayv  ’0(f>€X{u)[voc)  evSoKU), 

I  crp^  7  touAtou,  6^  1.  kyKeXevcewc  8  1.  AlpiXiou  9^10  1.  kKarovrdpxou 

IQ  Tr}~  12  KcXevc6evTw~  1 6  1.  eKd^cewc;  5  twice;  t  of  r&v  corr.  17-18  iovXlov 

21—22  I.  ApTT QK par iOQv a  27-^8  1.  CLTiKpc  kKOecewc  29  a5;  a  corr.  ̂ 5  30-  1-  -cr-ijcovra 

31  of  oc^ciAor-rac  corr.  or  rewritten  33  L  40  Paragraphus  above  this  line  by  m.  2  41  Sco/ca 

a  correction  42  oifieXE 

‘To  Lucretius  Nilus,  strategus,  from  Harpocration  son  of  Harpocration,  by  adoption 
son  of  Asclas,  from  the  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchi,  former  secretary  of  the  property  formerly 

belonging  to  Julius  Theon.  By  order  of  Aemilius  Ammonianus,  centurion,  because  of 

my  illness  and  the  .  .  .  quantities  ordered  by  him  to  be  paid  to  the  state  in  advance  on 

account  of  the  tenant-farmers’  arrears  for  the  i  st  year  and  2nd  year  for  the  said  property 
formerly  belonging  to  Julius  Theon,  I  acknowledge  that  in  accordance  with  the  decision 

of  the  said  most  distinguished  centurion,  I  have  deputed  Harpocration  son  of  Ophellion, 

his  mother  being  Aristos,  from  the  same  city,  to  go  to  the  Hermopolite  with  the  list  of 

arrears  in  grain  for  the  said  ist  year  and  2nd  year,  which  I  hereby  give  to  him,  and  to 

produce  the  tenant-farmers  who  are  named  in  it  as  debtors,  and  to  do  everything 

(necessary).  Year  4  of  Imperator  Caesar  Lucius  Septimius  Severus  Pius  Pertinax 

Augustus  Arabicus  Adiabenicus,  Epeiph  4.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I^j  Harpocration  the  aforesaid,  presented  this.’ 

(3rd  hand)  ‘I,  Harpocration  son  of  Ophelion,  assent.’ 

I  Lucretius  Nilus  was  already  known  as  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome.  4531  provides  a  new 

earliest  date  for  his  tenure.  His  nearest  known  predecessor  is  Aurelius  Apolinarius,  in  office  in  195/6.  Sec 

Bastianini  and  Whitehorne,  Strategi  and  Royal  Scribes  95. 

5
-
 
-
6
 
 

A  ypaupcarevc  of  Julius  Theon  is  attested  in  XXXVIII  2865  (Heras,  c.  122/3);  2867  (name 

lost,  127). 

6

—

 

7

 

 

Land  irporepov  ’IovXlov  SeWoc  is  mentioned  in  XII  1475  17-18  (267),  cf.  also  P.  Erl.  17.7. 

8-10  An  Aemilius  Ammonius,  presumably  not  the  same  person,  is  recorded  as  a  centurion  of  the  second 

cohort  of  the  legio  II  Traiana  Fords  in  CIL  III  6580  i  1 1  =ILS  2304  (194),  and  also  in  PSI  VI  704. 

I I--I2  Kat  ac  [  ]Aiar.  A  puzzle.  acyoXlav,  acvXlav  and  dc<^dX[€)iav  have  been  considered. 

20  For  the  application  of  icpdricroc  to  a  centurion  cf.  O.  Hornickel,  Ehren-  und  Rangpradikale  21, 

27  8  For  an  iKdecic  ciriKrj  see  11  291  3-4;  P.  Laur.  II  39. 

U.  SCHLAG 

4532.  Extract  from  Bc^XcodrjKrj  ’EyKTrjcewv 

18  2B.7i/D(h)  13x31cm  27january85 

A  copy  of  a  contract  for  the  loan  of  500  drachmas  (for  two  months?)  from 

Panemgeus  to  his  son  Apollonius,  extracted  from  the  register  of  the  property  record- 

office  of  the  nome.  The  loan  was  obviously  registered  with  the  property  record-office 

because  of  the  potential  involvement  of  real  property  in  the  event  of  non-repayment, 

4;5‘52.  EXTRACT EROM BijSXioBriKr]  ’EyKT-pcecov  205 

see  16.  For  the  record-office  {fiL^XiodriKp  kyKTojcewv)  see  H.  J.  Wolff,  Das  Recht  (1978) 

49-51,  53-5,  222  ff. For  the  extract  formula,  i,  cf,  XIV  1649  i,  XXXVIII  2848  i.  Most  of  the  clauses 

of  the  loan  contract  itself  are  closely  paralleled  by  XLVII  3351  of  ad  34  (the  date  is 

20  February,  not  27  February,  see  R.  Ziegler,  (1992)  92).  Like  3351,  4532  alleges 

itself  to  be  interest  free;  for  references  to  discussions  of  this  and  other  aspects  of  money 

loans  see  3351  introd.;  LXI  4124  13  n. 

None  of  the  persons  named  appears  in  B.  W.  Jones  and  J.  E.  G.  Whitehorne, 

Register  of  Oxyrhynchites  (ASP  25,  1983). 

The  line  beginnings  have  been  lost,  but  otherwise  the  sheet  is  almost  complete, 

with  a  deep  lower  margin  of  1 8  cm  in  which  the  horizontal  strip  construction  is  very 

clear,  see  P.  Harr.  II  2 1 4  introd. 

There  is  a  manufacturer’s  (three  layer)  kollesis  towards  the  ends  of  the  lines. 

Immediately  to  the  right  of  this,  the  structure  is  unexpectedly  complicated,  with  signs 

of  an  additional  overlapping  layer  of  horizontal  fibres  and  of  glue  staining.  This  remains 

unexplained. 
The  back  is  blank. 

[e/rAryp-i/uc  Ik  rfjc  r&v]  kvKTi]C€OJV  tov  'O^vpvyxei'rov  ^ijSXLodTjKrjc, 

[XP'pp-o.Ticix&v  ayopajvopiK&v,  pcicrjc  roTrapxia-c.  erovc  reTaprov 

[AvroKpcLTopoc  Kaicapoc]  Aopiriavov  Cej3acTov  FeppaviKov,  Mexeip  , 

[ev  Kibpirj  Nepiepwv.  k8dv]eicev  Havepyevc  UeTceipiuivoc  tov  Kovcbroc 

5  \pir)Tpdc  C.  10  (xJtxo  kw/xijc  Cec(j)da  Tfjc  Kara)  TOTrapxioic  [roO] 

[Karayivopievoc  kv]  tt)  TTpoKeipcevri  Kcoprj  Nepepiov  rcb  kavrov  utA 

[AnoXAcopiip  p,r)rpdcp  1-2]  ibvioc  rfjc  AttoXXoijviov  Hepc'jp  TTjc  kmyovrjc 

[dpyvpiov  CejSajerov  popicp-aroc  Spaxpede  nevTaKOCiac, 

[{yLPOvrai)  {Spaxpat)  ejs  KecjoaXaiov]  ate  ovSkp  tA  KadoXov  rrpocfjKTai,  ac 

dno86- 

10  [rtu  6  TrpoKeipevoc  MjTToAAArtoc  tA  rrarpl  Flapep-yel  rfj  A“  tov  0ap€pd)d 

[prjpoc  ??  AvTOKpoLTopoc  Kaicjapoc  AopiTiapov  Ce/SacToO  PeppaviKov 

[rracTjc  vTrepdececoc.  k]dv  8e  pyj  aTroSAt  Kadd  yeypaiTTai,  diroTei— 

[edro)  6  HttoAAAfio]  c  tA  rraTpi  TJapepyel  to  npOKeCpepop 

[Kef/sdXaiop  ped’  -177110]  Aiac  cvp  toIc  tov  urrepTrecoPTOc  xROPOV  KaBrj— 

15  [kovci  TOKOic,  ovcrjjc  avTcp  TTjC  TTpd^ewc  SK  TC  TOV  ScSaveic— 

[pepov  Kal  kK  t&v  vnap] xoptcop  avTch  rrdPTCOP  Kadd-rrep  ky  8(k7]c. 

[  c.  16  ^[Japepyevc  die  (ctAv)  o  o(uAt))  peipi  peerj.  HttoAAAc 

[  aged  XX  o[vXrj)  dpTiK]p7]p{i'ip)  dptcrepAt.  6  ypdrfjac  Ae  c  d)c  (krdjp) 

Ke  dcrjp(oc). 
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I  \.  eyKTiiceuivCOUpvyx^rov  4  v  of  ITayejiyeOc  a  correction  1 2  Line  filler  at  end  16  1. 

ix  17  L  Form  of  abbreviation  of  ouAi;  not  clear  1.  piri  18  L, 

‘Extract  from  the  property  record-office  of  the  Oxyrhynchite,  (from  the  section) 
deeds  drawn  up  in  the  agomnomeion,  (referring  to  the)  middle  toparchy.  The  fourth  year 
of  Imperator  Caesar  Domitianus  Augustus  Germanicus,  Mecheir  2,  in  the  village  of 
Nemeron.  Panemgeus  son  of  Petsirion  and  grandson  of  Guos,  his  mother  being  x,  from 

the  village  of  Sesphtha  in  the  lower  toparchy,  residing  in  the  aforesaid  village  of 
Nemeron,  has  loaned  to  his  own  son  Apollonius,  whose  mother  is  -onis  daughter  of 

Apollonius,  Persian  of  the  Epigone,  five  hundred  drachmas  of  silver  of  Augustan  coinage, 
total  500  drachmas  as  capital  to  which  absolutely  nothing  has  been  added,  which  the 

aforesaid  Apollonius  is  to  repay  to  his  father  Panemgeus  on  the  30th  of  the  month 

Phamenoth  ...  Imperator  Caesar  Domitianus  Augustus  Germanicus  without  any  delay. 
But  if  he  does  not  repay  in  accordance  with  what  has  been  written,  Apollonius  is  to 

pay  his  father  Panemgeus  the  aforesaid  principal  plus  one  half  together  with  the  appro¬ 

priate  interest  for  the  excess  time,  Panemgeus  retaining  the  right  of  execution  upon  the 

borrower  and  upon  all  his  property  as  if  in  consequence  of  a  lawsuit.  [  ??  ] 

Panemgeus,  aged  about  70,  with  a  scar  on  the  middle  of  his  nose.  Apollos  [aged  .  .  with 

a  scar]  on  the  left  shin.  The  writer  Le-  aged  about  25,  without  distinguishing  mark.’ 

a  For  ayopavoij,iKot  xpruJ-aricnoi  cf.  I  99  iq,  XXXIV  2720  7;  also  III  483  iq-2o,  IX  1209  lo-ii  LX 
4058  11  -12. 

6  Mp.dpcov.  We  suppose  the  village  was  already  named  in  4.  See  P.  Pruncti,  /  centri  abitati  dell’  Ossirinchik 

1 14-5.  The  village  is  known  to  have  been  in  the  middle  toparchy,  hence  no  doubt  the  reference  to  that 
toparchy  in  2  here. 

8  The  supplement  seems  short  for  the  space.  Perhaps  h  ayma  preceded,  cf.  Ill  506  1 1 ,  XLIX  3485  6-7. 
1 1  Restoration  of  the  beginning  of  this  line  is  a  problem,  since  we  still  require  a  statement  of  the  year 

(toO  aiiTov  X  (?Tot)c)  ?)  and  what  is  transcribed  is  already  too  long.  I  do  not  think  that  we  have  AmoKpdT\opoc, 
i.e.  that  Kaicapoc  was  omitted.  Most  likely  the  repayment  date  was  set  for  30  Phamenoth  in  the  same  (4th, 
see  2)  year,  a  two-month  loan. 

1 7-- 1 8  The  last  line  and  a  half  are  written  smaller  and  more  rapidly,  but  are  probably  the  work  of  the 
same  hand:  TTare^ytOc  at  least  in  1 7  is  in  the  same  hand  as  what  precedes,  and  the  style  has  changed  by  the 
line  end,  providing  no  suitable  intervening  point  for  a  change  of  hand. 

J.  L.  GALVO  MARTINEZ 

4533,  Will 

8  iB.i92/H(2--3)b  (a)  23x13  cm  Late  first/ early  second  century 
(b)  6.5  X  9  cm 

The  papyrus  contains  the  will  of  a  man  named  Achillas.  Lines  1-19  are  made  up 

of  four  joining  fragments.  A  smaller  fragment  (b)  belongs  below  this,  although  its  exact 
position  is  uncertain;  see  the  note  to  lines  20-22.  There  are  some  offsets  on  the  back. 

A  list  of  wills  was  given  by  O.  Montevecchi  in  Aegypius  15  (1935)  67-72,  who  included 

over  30  from  Oxyrhynchus  (several  only  published  as  descripta).  This  list  was  updated 

by  her  in  La  papirologia,  208,  and  further  examples  are  given  in  the  introductions  to 

P.  Wise.  I  13  and  P.  Koln  II  100.  These  two  texts  are  to  be  added  to  Montevecchi’s 
list  of  Oxyrhynchite  wills  in  Aegypius,  as  are  PSI  XII  1263,  XX  2283,  XXII  2348,  XXVII 

2474  and  XXXVIII  2857.  The  best  discussion  from  a  legal  point  of  view  of 

the  type  of  will  found  in  4533  is  still  that  by  H.  Kreller,  Erbrechtliche  Untersuchungen 

(1919)- 
Palaeographical  considerations  suggest  the  papyrus  is  to  be  dated  to  the  second 

half  of  the  first  or  the  first  half  of  the  second  century,  the  period  from  which  nearly  all 

examples  of  wills  from  Oxyrhynchus  come.  Most  of  the  datable  examples  belong  in  the 

reign  of  Hadrian,  but  I  104  dates  from  the  reign  of  Domitian  and  III  489  from  that  of 

Trajan.  4533  may  be  Hadrianic,  but  regnal  titles  of  Vespasian  also  regularly  end  with 

Ce^acTov,  and  there  are  occasional  examples  from  the  reigns  of  Domitian,  Nerva  and 

Trajan;  see  further  line  8  n. 
Like  the  majority  of  contemporary  Oxyrhynchite  wills  (see  III  489,  introd.)  it  is 

written  across  the  fibres.  The  formula  used  in  several  of  these  is  more  or  less  identical 

and  it  is  clear  that  4533  follows  the  usual  pattern,  thus  enabling  us  to  supplement 

most  of  the  lost  part  at  the  left;  the  closest  parallel  is  III  491  (126).  The  wording  of  lines 

2  and  8  in  particular  appears  certain,  so  that  the  length  of  the  line  can  be  firmly 
established. 

If  the  supplement  in  lines  1 1  - 1 2  is  correct  (cf.  line  6),  and  there  is  surely  not  room 

for  anything  more  to  have  been  included,  Achillas  merely  states  that  the  legatees  are 

to  be  heirs  of  Trdvrojv  wv  edv  aTToXinw  Kad’  ovSrjTroTovv  rpovov.  This  is  unusual  in  wills 

from  the  Roman  period,  which  normally  specify  the  particular  property  etc.  which  the 

testator  is  bequeathing.  The  wording  here  is  reminiscent  of  some  of  the  Petrie  wills 

from  the  3rd  century  bg,  e.g.  P.  Petrie  Wills  14.10-11,  KaraXeiTru)  rd  vTrdpxlovJrd  jaoL 

ndvra',  these  are  described  as  ‘general  legacies’  by  the  editor  in  his  table  of  the  wills  on 
pp.  26-9.  More  remarkable  is  the  fact  that  Achillas  is  naming  as  his  heirs  (assuming 

the  restorations  in  lines  4  and  10  are  correct)  a  Idv  exco  reKva  Kal  'Ap^oev  Kai  ZujiXov 
(note  that  nowhere  does  the  writer  add  a  diaeresis  in  either  name).  Amois  and  Zoilus 

were  probably  related  to  Achillas  in  some  way  (cf  line  5  n.).  It  is  also  unusual  for  the 

testator  to  state  that  any  children  he  may  subsequently  have  are  to  be  his  heirs  in 

addition  to  the  named  heirs.  Presumably  at  the  time  he  made  his  will  Achillas  was 

childless  and,  since  no  mention  is  made  of  a  wife,  unmarried. 

None  of  the  persons  attested  in  4533  figures  in  B.  W.  Jones  andj.  E.  G.  Whitehorne, 

Register  of  Oxyrhynchites,  50  bc—ad  g6. 
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21  I 

‘Year  x  of  . . .  Augustus,  1 3th  of  the  month  Neos  Sebastos,  in  the  city  of  Oxyrhynchi- 
in  the  Thebaid.  For  good  fortune. 

‘Achillas  son  of  Fleracleius  the  son  of  Theon  whose  mother  is  Tapontos  the  daughter 

of  Naaroous  of  the  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchi  has  made  this  will  in  the  street  being  sane 

and  in  his  right  mind.  So  long  as  I  survive  I  am  to  have  the  power  over  my  own 

property  to  make  any  further  provisions  or  new  dispositions  I  choose  and  to  revoke  this 

will,  and  any  further  provisions  1  make  are  to  be  valid.  But  if  I  die  with  this  will  unaltered 

I  leave  as  my  heirs  any  children  I  may  have  and  Amois  and  Zoilus,  both  sons  of  Hatres 

the  son  of  Alexas,  their  mother  being  Fleraclous  the  daughter  of  Archias,  of  the  same 

city  ...  in  equal  shares,  each  of  them  if  he  lives  but  if  not  his  children,  and  if  I  have  no 

children,  solely  the  aforementioned  Amois  and  Zoilus  or  whichever  one  of  them  survives, 

of  all  that  I  leave  in  any  way  whatsoever,  on  condition  that  those  inheriting  our  property 

give  within(?)  one  year  from  my  death  to  . . .  the  twenty  silver  drachmas  which  I  bequeath 

him;  no  one  at  all  is  to  have  power  to  contravene  these  provisions  and  any  person 

contravening  them  is  to  forfeit  to  the  party  abiding  by  them  the  damages  and  a  fine  of 

five  hundred  silver  drachmas  and  an  equal  sum  to  the  treasury,  and  the  foregoing 

provisions  shall  none  the  less  remain  binding.  I’he  will  is  binding.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Achillas  son  of  Heracleius  the  son  of  Theon,  have  made  my  will  and 
after  my  death  I  leave  as  heirs  any  children  I  may  have  and  Amois  and  Zoilus,  both  sons 

of  Hatres,  in  equal  shares,  and  if  I  have  no  children,  solely  Amois  and  Zoilus  or  whichever 

one  of  them  survives,  of  all  that  I  leave  in  any  way  whatsoever,  on  condition  that  those 

inheriting  our  property  give  within(?)  one  year  of  my  death  to  . . .  twenty  silver  drachmas 

as  aforesaid.  I  am  44  years  old  with  a  scar  on  the  left  shoulder  and  my  seal  is  ...  I,  son 

of . . .  the  son  of  Glaucias  whose  mother  is  Sambous,  have  written  on  behalf  of  my  second 

cousin  who  does  not  know  letters,  and  I  am  50  years  old  without  scar.’ 

(3rd  hand)  ‘I,  Thomoeris  son  of  Thomoeris  the  son  of  Thomoeris  whose  mother 

is  Dernarous,  of  the  same  city,  bear  witness  to  the  will  of  Achillas  and  I  am  sixty-four 

years  old  with  a  scar  on  the  left  eyebrow  and  my  seal  is  the  bust  of  Sarapis.’ 

(4th  hand)  ‘I,  Hecaton  . . .  whose  mother  is  Taammonion(?)  of  the  same  city,  bear 

witness  to  the  will  of  Achillas  and  I  am  . . .  years  old  . . .  ’ 

(5th  hand)  ‘I,  ...  son  of  Eudaemon  the  son  of  Diogenes  whose  mother  is  Isidora 
of  the  same  city,  bear  witness  to  the  will  of  Achillas  and  I  am  . . .  years  old  with  a  scar 

on  the  left  . . .  and  my  seal  is  . . .  ’ 

(6th  hand)  ‘ . . .  ’ 

(7th  hand)  ‘...  and  my  seal  is  Hermes.’ 

(8th  hand)  ‘...  bear  witness  to  the  will  of  Achillas  and  I  am  ...  years  old  ...’ 

I  On  the  date  see  the  introduction. 

h>  rroXet  ttjc  07//3a[Soc;  this  is  the  normal  description  of  Oxyrhynchus  in  the  early  Roman 

period,  even  though  it  was  not  part  of  the  d’hebaid  administrative  district  at  this  time  but  belonged  in  the 
Heptanomia;  see  J.  David  Thomas,  Ptolemaic  Plpistrategos,  125-31.  The  description  is  rare  after  the  middle  of 

the  second  century,  the  latest  example  being  III  495  from  the  i8os. 

3  The  supplement  seems  to  be  slightly  long,  but  is  the  shortest  of  any  of  those  found  in  paralle
l  documents. 

4  The  supplement  at  the  start  follows  the  standard  formula.  After  it,  a  hiv  cyo)  reKva  kui]  suits  the  si
ze 

of  the  lacuna  and  would  appear  to  be  certain  in  view  of  line  to  and  the  words  edv  Se  lar)  Eyoi  reava  in  line  5. 

Provision  for  leaving  property  to  children  who  may  be  born  subsequently  is  occasionally  mentioned  in  wil
ls. 

In  III  495  4  the  testator  leaves  his  son  as  heir  if  he  is  still  alive,  d  Se  pi),  a  ear  ex[v  rc'ierja  icai  rd  eirecdperd 

pot  erepa  re/cra  ̂   ear  p,rj  ye'ri)Tai  pot  erepa  Tehera[.  In  P.  Petrie  Wills  17  the  testator  leaves  his  property  to  his 

wife  and  (line  25)  edr  ri  pot  eirtyeViyrat  e^  avrjjc  iratStor  (cf.  the  editor’s  note  ad  loc.).  In  BOU  VII 
 16.54  ̂  

man’s  heirs  are  his  children  and  (probably)  any  yer7)c]ope'roic  pot  Te'/fr[o]ic.  The  situation  in  the  present  text, 

however,  where  the  property  is  to  go  to  named  heirs  together  with  any  children  which  the  
testator  may 

subsequently  have,  is,  so  far  as  I  can  see,  without  parallel. 

Arpewc:  as  Youtie  pointed  out,  Scriptiunculae  1  382  =  TzlRI  94  (1963)  33^^  ti.  10,  there  is  no  doubt  that 

Arpewc  is  sometimes  used  as  the  genitive  of  'Arppe  rather  than  the  genitive  of  hlTpeuc.  On  the  genitives  of 

names  in  sec  F.  T.  Gignac,  Grammar  II  72-74;  he  recognises  that  the  genitive  can  end  in  -ewe  but  does 

not  quote  this  in  the  case  of  'Arpfie  (but  he  does  ciuote  it  for  ̂ arpijc).  In  the  Roman  period  flrpijc  is  far 

commoner  than  ’Arpevc.  Indeed,  from  this  period  I  know  of  only  one  certain  example  of  'Arpeve,  P.  Field.  IV 320.1  (138). 

5  Before  ei  tcov  the  relationship  of  Amois  and  Zoilus  to  Achillas  was  presumably  stated. 

6  lypeVepa:  the  plural  (also  used  in  line  iq)  is  unexpected. 

6-7  It  is  quite  common  to  find  a  small  bequest  for  someone  other  than  the  main  legatee(s),  see 

E.  Husselman,  TAPA  88  (1957)  136-7.  Examples  I  have  noted  are  1  104  25,  III  583,  649,  BGU  IV  1151.6, 

P.  Fay.  97.13,  Stud.Pal.  IV  i  r6,  P.  Kron.  50.7  £f.,  P.  Ups.  Frid  1.16-17,  SB  VIII  9642(i).i2-i4  and  (3).:  i-i2. 

The  closest  parallel  to  the  wording  used  here  is  1  104  22-5  (cf  BL  V),  where  the  principal  legatee  is  tlie 

woman’s  son,  but  the  testator  adds  Kai  Sdcei  6  at)[To]c  vide  to  the  woman’s  daughter  by  her  present  husband 

[p]eT[d]  Tfjv  Tov  drSpo'lc]  pou  TeXevrrjV  kv  i^pc'paic  rpiaKOVTa  ac  §ia[Tdcc]tp  avrfj  dpy{vpiov)  (Spaypdc)  recca- 

pdKovra.  There  the  meaning  is  clear;  here  the  problem  is  that  the  sense  we  expect  is  ‘within  one  year  of  my 

death’,  but  perd  normally  means  ‘after’  (cf.  ISJ  s.v.  C.n.2). 

avrw  proves  that  the  name  of  this  beneficiary  must  already  have  occurred  earlier  in  this  same  line. 

8  dpyvptov  Spaxpdc  TrevTciKocCox'.  in  other  wills  the  penalty  is  usually  looo  drachmas,  although  higher 
amounts  are  attested:  2000  dr.  in  III  493  (undated),  3000  dr.  in  III  495  (i8os),  and  2  talents  in  III  494  (156) 

and  PSI  XII  1263  (undated).  No  other  will  has  a  penalty  as  low  as  500  dr.  The  earliest  attestation  of  
1000  dr. 

is  III  489  of  1 17,  which  perhaps  suggests  that  4533  is  earlier  than  1 17  (but  cf  lines  16-17  "■)• 

10  The  restoration  suggested  fits  neatly  into  the  available  space,  since  the  sprawling  second  hand  is 

somewhat  larger  than  the  first  hand. 

14  ff  For  a  list  of  seals  attested  in  wills  see  P.  Wise.  I,  p.  53. 

14-15  vrrkp  ToO  l^a(rci/«'ou.  efa  is  certain  and,  since  we  do  not  expect  a  name  at  this  point,  there  woul
d 

seem  to  be  no  alternative  to  the  rare  word  k^avetpioc,  attested  in  the  papyri  elsewhere  only  in  II  270  4  and 

III  502  14;  also  in  the  inscription  I.  Alex.  29.16  =  SB  V  8780. 

15  The  name  0opoi)ptc  is  not  attested  elsewhere. 

16-17  A  man  by  the  name  of  Hecaton,  son  of  Sarapion  and  grandson  of  Flecaton,  witnesses  a  will  
in 

I  105  14  of  the  reign  of  Hadrian;  see  also  VI  968  (early  2nd  cent.).  The  name  is  not  common  and  he
  may 

well  be  the  same  man  in  all  three  documents.  1  he  hands  in  105  and  968  are  certainly  the  same  and  could 

be  the  same  as  the  hand  in  4533.  If  it  is  the  same  man,  his  seal  is  Sarapis. 

17  ]ppa)w'ou:  the  pattern  in  the  other  entries  suggests  at  this  point  the  mother’s  name,  in  w
hich  case  we 

should  no  doubt  supply  7'aa]ppa)w'ou. 

18  The  point  at  which  the  fifth  hand  began  is  uncertain.  ]t)or  [  may  belong  to  the  fourth  hand,  but  it 

does  not  seem  possible  to  read  crppayic  kl]0i)va[c,  as  in,  c.g..  Ill  491  18  and  25. 

20-22  Although  this  fragment  cannot  be  attached  to  the  main  part  of  the  will,  it  is  very  unlikely  that 

any  line  has  been  completely  lost.  The  text  no  doubt  contained  signatures  by  the  usual  six  witnesses  
(hence 

the  suggestion  that  line  20  is  in  a  different  hand  from  the  lines  preceding  and  following). 

As  there  is  a  (horizontal)  kollesis  at  the  top  edge  of  the  small  fragment,  there  is  very  limited  scope  for 

fibre  comparison  between  the  two  fragments.  Nevertheless,  there  are  strong  reasons  for  supposing  that  the 

small  piece  belonged  at  the  extreme  right.  In  the  first  plaec  there  is  a  space  at  the  end  of  line  21  altei  Eppou^ 

which  suggests  the  edge  of  the  papyrus  is  preserved  in  this  line.  Seeondly,  parallels  (e.g.  I  105,  III  489,  491, 

634,  Stud.  Pal.  IV  1 16)  suggest  that  the  registration  mark  of  the  record  office  should  have  been  entered;  for 
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example,  489  31-3  has  /iv]T)|iioeeiou  ’OTpv'yxA>'')  'n'o'A(ea)c),  followed  by  the  date,  then  by  Siaflij/crj  and  the 
name  of  the  testator.  If  this  was  recorded  in  the  left-hand  part  of  the  papyrus,  as  occurs  for  example  in  105, 

we  would  then  have  a  satisfactory  explanation  for  why  no  trace  of  this  is  to  be  seen  and  why  the  five 

centimetres  of  papyrus  remaining  below  line  22  are  blank. 

21  ec  :  ecTi(v)  must  have  been  intended  but  does  not  seem  to  have  been  written;  the  letter  after  ec  looks 

like  another  sigma. 

On  the  back,  at  the  top  left,  there  appear  to  be  traces  of  four  or  five  short  lines  written  along  the  fibres, 

but  in  reality  these  arc  no  more  than  offsets. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4534.  Lease  of  a  Loom 

13  iB.i28/H(a)  15.5x23.5  cm  2  October  335 

Aurelius  Gunthus  leases  a  weaver’s  loom  for  a  year  to  Flavius  Ision,  a  soldier,  and 

Dioscorammon,  a  weaver  of  Tarsian  garments.  As  rental  the  lessees  are  to  weave  a 

quantity  of  cloth  each  month  for  the  lessor.  The  contract  begins  in  objective  form  but 

changes  at  line  9  to  a  subjective  form  from  the  viewpoint  of  the  lessees,  but  then  within 

this  subjective  form  it  fluctuates  seemingly  haphazardly  between  expected  plural  (Iktico- 

piev,  13;  eTTepaiTTjdevTec  mixQ\oyqcap.€v,  15)  and  the  singular  (TrapaScucoi,  ii;  7rapeiAiy<^a, 

12;  napalSct)],  12-13).  This  may  be  less  irrational  than  it  seems:  the  choice  of  plural 

verbs  might  suggest  that  Dioscorammon,  rapcMapioc,  was  providing  the  technical  skill 

while  Flavius  Ision,  cTparcwTTjc,  provided  the  finance  for  their  enterprise. 

The  lessor’s  |ubscription  appears  at  the  foot;  this  was  presumably  a  copy  made  for 
the  lessees. 

Written  along  the  fibres;  the  surface  of  the  back  is  in  poor  condition,  but  there 

may  have  been  a  docket  along  the  fibres,  i.e.  at  90°  to  the  front. 

A  few  sales  of  looms  have  been  published,  e.g.  II  264,  XIV  1705  and  P.  Oxy.  Hels. 

34,  but  this  is  the  first  papyrus  to  record  the  lease  of  a  loom,  unless  this  is  the  case  in  P. 

Dubl.  31,  originally  published  by  ,B.  C.  McGing,  ̂ PE  82  (1990)  1 15-21  (Panopolis, 

355)-  This  is  a  lease  of  an  kpyacTT]pcov  \ivov(f>iKdv  cvv  TTvyfxaci  Svei  Kal  l^apridtc  avrwv; 

McGing  assumes,  no  doubt  rightly,  that  rrvypLaci  —  TT-qyp.aci  (a  similar  spelling  is  found  in 

Stud.  Pal.  XX  2 1 1 . 1 2),  and  suspects  that  here  the  word  means  simply  ‘looms’.  J.  Kramer 

has  surveyed  the  meanings  of  ■mjypi.aTa  in  the  papyri,  Archiv  43  (1997)  74-7,  but  does  not 

refer  to  P.  Dubl.  31.  McGing  cites  bibliography  on  linen-weaving  on  p.  117.  On  the 

weaving  trade  in  general  see  E.  Wipszyeka,  L’industrie  textile  dans  VEgypte  romaine  (1965). 
For  TapciKapwL  arid  the  Ictoc  TapciKovpLKoc  see  the  notes  below  to  lines  6,  8. 

UTraret  [ac  TovXCov  KwvcTavTiojv  naTpeKiov  aSeX(f)ov  tov  SecnoTOV 

rjpL&lv  KtovcTavTivov  Avyovc]TOV  Kal  'Pov(j)LOV  MA/3tVou  rdiv 

Xap,[Tr  poTaTMv). 

e/x[tc0ajc6F  AvprjXioc  Tojw^oc  EvtvxIov  citto  rfjc  Xapeiirpac) 

Kal  Xa[p,[TTpOTdTr]c)  'Oivpvyxer&v  ttoAcoiJc  (PXaovCcp  TcCeovi  CTpa~ 

4534.  LEASE  OF  A  LOOM  2 1 3 

5  Tic!)[T7j  Jjo]  3—4]  [c.  OC  Kal  ALOCKOpdp,pLCt)v(_OCy 

<1770  rfjc  avT\fjc]  rroXecoc  rapciKapiov  k(j)’  eviavTd(v) 
eva  dm  tov  optoc  [/xiyrojc  ̂ a&xjsL  tov  evecT&TOc  X^ 

y"  eicTOP  epa  rap  [c]  t  [/coil]  i^t«:<3V  tcXiop  k^'ppTLCp.epu) 

rrdcT]  k^aprCcp  kni  rq)  dpTi  epoiKicx)  k^vc/sape  cv  dpeiCTL 

10  KaTOL  pifjva  EKacTOP  Xipov  MepdrjcCov  Xirpac  Svo  cov 

TOV  Fovpdov  TrapexoPTOc  rd  AtVa.  Kal  pLerd  top  xpoP'Cop}  rrapaSwco) 

TOP  IcTOP  vyifj  d)c  Kal  TrapeiXrjifsa  p  oii  edp  perj  rrapa— 

[Sfu]  EKTCcaifiep  TTjP  d^Cav  TipLrjp  yLPOpueprjc  {c)o<, 

[tIjc]  TTpd^ewc  d)c  KadrjKi.  Kvpta  r]  piCcdwcic  {<} 

15  Kal  eTrepcoTrjdepTec  (hpioXoyijcapuev. 

tmareiac  rfjC  TTpOK^eipieprjc),  (PatbejsL  e". 

(m.  2)  AvprjXioc  FovpOoc  peepiLcdcoKa 

TOP  elcTOP  (he  TrpoKLTai. 

2  Xajx  3  Aa/i"  4.  icicovi  6  1.  k-n’;  eviavT0~~  8  1.  EctoV,  rkXeiov  Final  u)  of 
€^rjprLcixeva)  rewritten;  1.  k^rjpricfievov  9  1.  k^aprta,  kvoiKtov  k^v^6.vai  cot  aptedt  I2  tCTOVvytT} 

13  1.  CKrCcopev  14  1.  KadrjKci  16  jrpo'^  18  1.  Ecrdr,  TTpoKCnai 

‘In  the  consulship  of  Julius  Constantius,  patrician,  brother  of  our  master 
Constantinus  Augustus,  and  Rufius  Albinus,  viri  clanssimi. 

‘Aurelius  Gunthus  son  of  Eutychius,  from  the  illustrious  and  most  illustrious  city 

of  the  Oxyrhynchites,  has  leased  to  Flavius  Ision,  soldier  . . .  Dioscorammon  from  the 

same  city,  weaver  of  Tarsian  garments,  for  one  year  from  the  present  month  Phaophi 

of  the  current  30th/20th/i2th/3rd  (year),  one  loom  for  weaving  Tarsian  garments, 

complete,  fitted  with  all  equipment,  on  condition  that  instead  of  rent  I  am  to  weave  for 

you  without  payment  each  month  two  pounds  of  Mendesian  flax,  you  Gunthus  providing 

the  flax.  At  the  end  of  the  period  I  will  return  the  loom  in  good  condition,  as  I  received 

it,  or  we  shall  pay  the  proper  value  of  whatever  I  do  not  return,  the  right  of  execution 

remaining  with  you  as  is  proper.  The  lease  is  binding,  and  in  answer  to  the  formal 

question  we  gave  our  agreement. 
‘In  the  aforesaid  consulship,  Phaophi  5.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Gunthus,  have  leased  out  the  loom  as  aforesaid.’ 

3  This  Aurelius  Gunthus  has  not  been  recorded  in  'The  Oxyrhynchus  Papyri  before,  nor  has  the  soldier 
Flavius  Ision  (4),  nor  the  weaver  Dioscorammon  (5)  although  that  name  has  been  attested  once  from 

Oxyrhynchus,  in  LVIH  3927  45  from  the  third  century.  For  personal  names  in  -ammon  see  F.  Dunand,  Chr. 
d’Eg.  38  (1963)  134  -  46. 

5  Restoration  here  is  difficult.  Seemingly  we  need  ‘‘cTpa-^Tita  [ttj  Si’  Av]p[TiXtov  (possibly  abbreviated) 

name  ]  oc  <(to&7  xmi  AtocKopdppwaP^ocy.  1  his  is  a  long  way  from  the  spaces  and  traces  assured  by  the  papyrus. 

AiocKopdppmv'loc},  at  least,  is  reasonably  justified  by  genitive  rapciKapiov  in  6.  He  ought  to  have  the  status 

designation  Aurelius,  and  a  patronymic — possibly  the  initial  space  in  6  was  intended  for  this. 
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Alternatively,  should  we  see  this  as  a  late  example  of  the  Sc  xai  formula? 

6  For  rapciKapLOL  see  LI  3626  4  n.;  T.  Kruse,  88  (1991)  138. 

8  For  a  Icrdc  rapcu<ov(ln'<6c  cf.  XIV  1705  6  (sale  of  the  same,  dated  298),  This  was  a  substantial  piece 

of  equipment,  measuring  10  cubits  by  6,  which  would  not  have  been  easily  moved.  For  looms  and  their 

components  see  McGing,  TPE  82  (1990)  120-1  with  references,  and  P.  Oxy.  Hels,  34. 

The  same  use  of  the  word  kvoCKiov  with  reference  to  the  lease  of  weaving  equipment  is  found  in 

P.  Dubl,  31,  and  it  is  paid  oil  in  the  same  way  by  the  lessee’s  provision  of  weaving  services.  See  McGing, 
YPK  82  (1990)  120,  1 1  n.  for  the  equation  of  ivoiKLov  and  ijiopoc  at  this  period. 

1 0  ‘Mcndcsian  flax’  appears  to  be  unrecorded  elsewhere  as  a  variety. 

1 6  The  placing  of  0au)(f:i  e",  while  it  is  in  the  main  hand,  suggests  that  the  text  may  have  been  drawn 

up  in  advance  with  only  v-nareCac  rfjc  TTpoK[<eLp.evrjc]  written  in  this  line  (the  final  stroke  of  k  of  irpo'^  is  greatly 
extended);  then  month  and  day  were  added  at  the  appropriate  moment.  Gf  4528. 

U.  SCH1,AG 

R.  A.  COLES 

4535.  Acknowledgement  of  a  Debt 

3  iB9i/A(i)a  12  x34  cm  I4january  (?)  600 

The  papyrus  contains  an  acknowledgement  by  an  kvaTT6ypa<j>oc  yecopyoc  to  his 

landlord  of  a  debt  of  6  solid!  less  24  carats  which  he  has  incurred  and  which  he 

undertakes  to  pay  back  whenever  his  landlord  chooses.  The  papyrus  is  complete  at  top, 

bottom  and  both  sides,  but  has  suffered  considerable  damage  in  the  middle  where  a 

large  part  of  lines  22-26  has  been  lost. 

For  the  most  ̂ art  the  formulas  used  are  those  which  were  standard  at  this  period 
in  the  OxyrhyncHite  nome  and  which  are  well  attested  in  several  documents  from  the 

Apion  estates.  It  is  noteworthy  that  the  landlord  in  4535,  Flavius  Apollos,  is  a  comes  sacri 

consistorii.  He  is  also  SioiKrjr^c  of  Strategius,  on  whom  see  the  note  to  lines  12-13. 

bvojiari  rov  KvpCov  Kal  S€C7r(6rov) 

'Irjcov  Xpicrov  tov  deov  /cat  ccuTfjpoc 
r]pLU)v.  ̂ actXeCac  tov  OeLordrov  /cat 

dvee^ieerdrov)  ^pL&v  becTriprov)  pceyLcrotJ  €vepyeT[o]v 

5  0XaovLOv  MavpLKilpv]  Neov  Ti^epiov  tov 

alcjdvCov  Avyoverov  /cat  AvTOKpdiropoc)  erovc 

irj  virariac  tov  avT[o\v  evce^iecTarov)  rjpecbv 

Sec7T(dTov)  €T0vc  t^  T[vP]  t  Trj  IvS(iktlovoc) 

rpiTrjc. 

10  0XaovLCp  AttoXXw  TO)  TTepijBXelrrTCp) 

KOpLeTl  TOV  deiov  KOVCLCTCVpiOV 

/cat  SiOLK[r]Tfj)  TOV  TTavev^ijpeov 

CTpaTTjyCov  VTTdrov  via)  tov  ttjc 

XafpTTpdc  jU,VT]/47)c  otjSdpjacupoc 
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15  yeovyowTi  evTUvda  Tfj  Xaperrpa 

'0^vpvyx{i-Tdjv)  TToXei.  AvpijXLoc  ’HXcac 
vide  dira  NaKtov  p,rjTpdc  TclSoc 

oppicdpLevoc  d[7rb  e7To]t/ctou  CiKeojvoc 

B  Kap  TOV  ’0^[vpv]yx{Uov)  vopcov 

20  evaTT6ypa<f)OC  ye[ajpy]9C  Tfje  vpceTepac 

XapcTTpoirrjTOc)  o/x[o]Aoy [cu  6(p\eiXeiv  avTfj 

/cat  ;^pe[co]c[Tetv  Ka]dapd)c  Kal 
d7To[/cpdTa)c  VTrep  S\rjp-0CLa)v 

Xp[vciKd)v(?)  c.  5  ]  .  ,  TC 

25  [  C.  10  ]7]c  Kal  TrpMTrjc 

Trpo[Trap€]Xdovcd)v  eTrLvepLe{cea>v) 

Xpvcoi)  POjLttCjU,[d]Tta  Trapd 

KepdTia  ct[/c]oci  T[ec]capa 

tStaiTt/co)  ̂ vyd)  yt(peTat)  yp(ucoO)  vo(ptcp.dTta)  ?  TT{apd)  Kep{dTia)  k8 

30  lh{ux>Ti,K(h)  Cvyiv)  Kal  TaOrla  o\p,oXoyd)  Trapacyetr 

Tfj  vfierepa  Aa[p,iTp]d(T'pTt)  orrorav  ̂ ovXrjdipC'rj) 

dvvTr€pdeT[a)c]  KipS<(vp)’q)  t&v  kp,ol 

v7rapxdvTa>[v  u]770/cetp,eVa)P 
etc  toOto.  KVp{iov)  to  ypap,p,{dTiov)  dTTX{ovv)  ypacf>{ev)  Kal 

35  €7Tepa)T7]6{€lc)  u>p,oX{6yrica).  (m.  2)  Avp{T]Xi.oc)  TTXCac  vide 

dira  NaKioy  [6]  Trpoyeypap,jj.ivoc 

■neTTOirjjxai  tovto  to  ypap.jU.(dTtov)  rd/y 

e^  vop.icjx{aTLCOv)  napa  Kep{dTLa)  dKoa.  reccapa 

/ca0[d)]c  '7rpd/c(etTat).  Tla-rTVOvOioc  eyp{aipa) 

40  v{tt€p)  aVTOV  dyp(ap,p.dTou)  ovtoc. 

di  em[u  Pajpmti'u'  _ Back 

(m.  I?)  t  yp{ap,pcdTiov)  TlXia  vloy  [drra  NaKC]o[v  arro  eTrot/ctou] 
 Ct/cewvoc  B  /cap(  ) 

Xp{vcov)  vo{pLicp,dTLa)  s'  7T(apd)  /c[ep](dTta)  [/c8]  t[8(taiTt/cw)  ̂ {vy&)]. 

I  KUpio,  SecTT^  2  4  SccttS,  €VEpyeT[o]  5  (fiXaovLo  6  aiojvLoayyovcTo, 

avTOKp/^  7  Evee^S  ^  Sectt^,  lvS//  10  (j^Aaoutot,  Trept^A/^  II  Oeto  I2  Slolk/ 

13  vTTaTOVui'o)  16  o^vpvyxS  ^7  Fa«:to,  ictSoc  18  ]lki6  19  Tdo^[vpv]yxS  21  Aa/xirp/ 
26  ETTlVEpi^^,  1.  ETTlVEfXT}—  29  7f/xP/Vj  f^KEp/  3®  3^  ’  ̂OvXr)9^ 

34  Kvp/ToypapLfJiSaiTX/ypa^i/  35  eTrepoiTrjdS  wp.oX/avpS,  vioc  ̂   37  ypa/xp-S  3^  Foptic/x5,  Kep/ 
39  TTpOK^TTaTTPoOlOCeyp/  4“^  ̂   5  42  yp/: 
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‘In  the  name  of  the  Lord  and  Master  Jesus  Christ  our  God  and  Saviour.  i8th  year 
of  the  reign  of  our  most  divine  and  pious  master  and  greatest  benefactor  Flavius 

Mauricius  the  New  Tiberius  the  eternal  Augustus  and  Imperator,  in  the  year  of  the 

17th  consulship  of  our  said  most  pious  master,  Tybi  (?)  18,  in  the  third  indiction. 

‘To  Flavius  Apollos,  spectabilis  comes  sacri  consistorii  and  administrator  of  the  all- 
honoured  consul  Strategius,  son  of  Phoebammon  of  illustrious  memory,  a  landholder 

here  in  the  illustrious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites. 

‘I,  Aurelius  Elias  son  of  Apa  Nacius,  whose  mother  is  Isis,  native  of  the  hamlet  of 

Siceon  B. . .  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome,  colonus  adscripticius  of  your  magnificence,  acknow¬ 

ledge  that  I  am  in  debt  and  owe  to  your  magnificence  clearly  and  without  fail,  in  respect 

of  (?)  my  gold  taxes  (?)  due  for  the  fifteenth(?)  and  for  the  first  past  indictions,  six  gold 

solid!  less  twenty-four  carats  on  the  private  standard  ™  6  gold  solid!  less  24  carats  on 

the  private  standard,  and  this  I  agree  to  produce  to  your  magnificence  when  your 

magnificence  chooses  without  delay,  at  the  risk  of  my  property  which  is  mortgaged  to 

this  end.  The  contract  written  in  a  single  copy  is  binding  and  in  answer  to  the  formal 

question  I  gave  my  assent.’ 

(2nd  hand)  ‘I,  Aurelius  Elias  son  of  Apa  Nacius  the  aforesaid,  have  made  this 

contract  in  respect  of  the  six  solid!  less  twenty-four  carats  as  aforesaid.  I,  Papnuthius, 
wrote  on  his  behalf  as  he  is  illiterate. 

‘Through  me,  Papnutius(?),  it  has  been  registered.’ 

Back,  (ist  hand?)  ‘Contract  of  Elias  son  of  Apa  Nacius  of  the  hamlet  of  Siceon 

B...  for  6  gold  soli|ii  less  24  carats  on  the  private  standard.’ 
1-9  On  the  invocatio  formulas  see  R.  S.  Bagnall  and  K.  A.  Worp,  Chr.  dTg.  56  (1981)  112-33,  ^  12-18. 

For  the  reckoning  of  dates  at  this  period,  see  Bagnall  and  Worp,  Regnal  Formulas,  589,  and  BASF  18  (1981) 

33-8  =  CjV*/?/)  85.  Our  text  shows  no  divergences  from  the  expected  pattern. 
8  T^:  /7[a0v]t  Tyj  (12  June  600)  is  not  impossible  but  is  less  probable;  /7[a0]vi  rj  can  be  ruled  out. 

10  0XaovLcp  MttoAAo):  also  attested  in  LVIII  3936  and  P.  Berol.  inv.  10526,  edited  by  G.  Pocthke  in  JJP 

23  (^993)  I33“7  (both  598),  documents  addressed  to  Strategius  through  Apollos  tov  (xeyaXo7Tp€7T€CTdTov 

KdfxeToc  i<ai  Stot/c-jjToO  alrod,  with  no  mention  of  the  sacrum  consislorium.  In  XVI  1991,  to  be  dated  601  (see 

BL  VIII),  an  acknowledgement  to  Strategius  is  sent  through  Flavius  Dorotheas  r[o£>]  7t[€pi]^X^tttov  K6p,{€Toc) 

Kal  SLoiKrjT[o]{j  avTOV. 

1 1  KoixerL  ToO  OeCov  KovcLcrcoplov:  on  the  consistory  see  the  references  given  in  CPR  V  14.3—5  3585 

2  n.,  and  P.  Held.  IV  331.3-4  n. 

12-13  ToO  Trav€v(f>rip.ov  CrpaTrjyiov  virdrov:  on  this  Strategius  see  B.  Palme,  Chiron  27  (1997)  95—125, 

with  a  comprehensive  listing  of  all  papyri  which  relate  to  him.  There  is  no  other  Oxyrhynchite  document  in 

which  he  is  described  in  exactly  this  form,  without  the  epithet  hirep^vecraroc.  On  his  first  certain  appearance 

in  591  (LVIII  3935)  he  is  described  only  as  vTrepc/jvecraToc  (cf.  also  XVI  1829,  with  Palme,  ̂ RG  115  (1998) 

281—322,  esp.  308  ff).  By  598  he  is  viraroc  as  well  as  Trav€V(^r]}xoc  Kal  vTrepcjyvdcraroc  (LVIII  3936;  P.  Berol. 

inv.  10526),  and  the  same  titles  appear  in  XVI  1991  of  601,  the  only  other  Oxyrhynchite  document  to 

mention  him.  He  does  appear  in  a  few  Arsinoitc  documents  as  Travcvcjjrpioc  and  vrraroc,  without  vTreptbvecTaroc, 

for  which  see  Palme,  Chiron  27,  120— i. 

15  yeouyoOvTt:  in  1991,  3936  and  P. Berol. inv.  10526  Strategius  is  described  as  a  landholder  in  the 

Oxyrhynchite,  which  might  suggest  that  we  should  correct  here  to  yeou^oOvToc.  'Phis  is  unnecessary.  Cf.  I 

140  4—5,  where  a  contract  is  made  with  a  comes  sacri  consistorii  yeoDyoOrrt.  k\y\Tavda  rfi  XafXTTpa  ’O^vpvyxirwv 
TToXei. 

18—19  ̂ [77-6  eTTojiKLOv  CiKedjvoc  B  Kap  _  ,  .  •  such  knolKLOv  is  attested  and  the  second  word  is  particu¬ 
larly  difficult.  Here  initial  beta  is  plain,  but  is  very  hard  to  read  in  line  42;  there  the  word  clearly  ends  with 

ap  and  an  abbreviation  mark,  but  it  is  difficult  to  read  rho  after  xa  in  19.  The  combination  of  the  two 

readings,  if  they  arc  correct,  suggests  the  word  may  come  from  bracarius,  and  ̂ XaKap  -  -  [m’]  may  be  just  possible 
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in  19.  This  could  be  understood  as  Elias’  trade,  but  it  would  then  be  out  of  place  between  the  reference  to 

his  k-noCKiov  and  rov  ̂ O^vpayyirov  vop^ov.  In  X  1341  BpaicapLcov  occurs,  and  is  perhaps  to  be  understood  as  a 

place-name.  The  first  word  may  be  an  alternative  spelling  for  CvKedjvoc  (‘a  fig  grove’),  or  for  Clkucovoc.  For 

the  occurrence  of  place-names  ending  in  -(^)u3r  in  post-classical  Greek  cf.  L.R.  Palmer,  A  Grammar  of  the  post- 

Ptolemaic  Papyri,  120-1,  who  includes  in  his  list  ciKvd)v  =  -eo^v. 

20  kvaTToypapoc  ye[o}py\6c:  scc  I.  F.  Fikhman,  AnaPap  3  (1991)  7-- 17,  with  a  full  citation  of  earlier 

bibliography. 

2
1
—
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There  are  no  exact  parallels  for  this  badly  damaged  section  of  the  papyrus.  The  general  sense 

must  surely  be  that  the  debt  is  owed  for  payments  due  for  two  (or  more?)  preceding  indictions.  As  one  of 

these  is  the  first  and  it  seems  impossible  to  fit  in  hevrepac,  the  obvious  solution  is  to  supply  a  reference  to  the 

fifteenth.  At  the  end  of  line  24  the  traces  are  not  really  consistent  with  Trjerre,  and  we  cannot  read  KaiSeKdrrjc 

in  the  next  line:  the  traces  at  the  start,  although  meagre,  do  not  allow  xat  and  the  restoration  [Sexdrji^c  is 

much  too  short  for  the  lacuna.  Slightly  more  promising  is  re  |7Ter[TexatSe/cdr]r;c.  
But  we  should  then  expect 

Tcbv  or  rrjc  before  re,  neither  of  which  seems  possible. 

2
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Ka]dap(hc  Kal  a7To[xporajc:  the  expression  does  not  seem  to  have  occurred  previously  in  papyri 

from  the  Oxyrhynchite  
nome,  but  there  are  several  attestations  

of  it  in  papyri  from  other  nomes  at  this 
period:  see  P.  Dubl.  25.4  n. 
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vTT€p  SJry/xociW  ;(jo[i;ctxAr(?):  the  expression  vrrkp  ^ppLocCcov  is  common,  e.g.  XVI  1907  7, 

1909  6-7,  but  I  know  of  no  example  with  the  words  in  this  order.  For  reference  to  a  specific  indiction  one 

may  compare  LV  3797  3—4,  v{Trep)  fxepov{c)  xpi7cix(a)r)  Brjixoflcov)  D^vpvyxcof)  (xai)  Kvvcbv[  ]  rpLTijc  Kara- 

j8oA'^(c)  8coSeKd{TTjc)  Iv8{u<t(ovoc),  and  XLI  2995,  rov  [sic]  oi^etAd/xevov  k^  eOovc  ...  ;^puctxdv  8r][x6ciov  rfj  KipKd 

v(7r€p)  S-qpLocLOJv  8€Kdr7]c  iv8{iKriovoc).  Other  possible  supplements  might  be  8]r}ixodcov  xp[ewv  or  8]r}p.oc(cov 

Xp[€tcbv.  For  xA.^f'd)^  cf.  P.  Warren  10.11-12  (591/2),  also  from  the  Oxyrhynchite,  where  a  loan  is  acknow¬ 
ledged  which  has  been  advanced  elc  IStac]  Tjl-^cbv  Kal  dvayKaCac  Kal  8T]fxocCac  xp€[tac.  Flowcvcr,  Hunt  comments 

that  8rifxociac  is  ‘an  unusual  addition’,  and  the  expression  8-qii6ciai  xpdai  in  the  papyri  usually  refers  to 

liturgical  obligations. 

26  7Tpp\TTap€]X0ovcd)v:  the  rubbed  traces  at  the  start  of  the  line  are  not  at  all  clear.  We  can  rule  out  dpn 

or  dpTiojc  before  [7Tap€]X0ovcdjv,  but  rrpo  is  far  from  certain. 

27-9  For  a  recent  discussion  of  solid!  less  so  many  carats  see  Klaus  Maresch,  Nomisma  und  Xomismata 

(Pap.  Colon,  xxi,  1994),  8-13;  all  known  examples  of  the  expression  from  the  period  542-619  are  listed  by 

him  on  pp.  163-71.  He  also  discusses  on  pp.  32-34  the  difierent  standards  which  were  in  use  in  the 

Oxyrhynchite  in  the  second  half  of  the  sixth  century. 

29  k8:  the  second  figure  is  strangely  made,  rather  like  a  modern  Q,  Although  the  reading  reccapa  is  not 

entirely  certain  in  either  lines  28  or  38,  none  of  the  alternatives  (23,  27,  29)  is  at  all  likely.  In  any  case  24  is 

the  figure  we  should  expect  for  6  solidi  on  the  so-called  private  standard  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome  at  this 

date;  see  Maresch,  op.  cit.  10. 

31  oTTorav  ̂ ovXri0{dri):  on  loans  in  the  Byzantine  period  for  limited  and  unlimited  periods  see  CPR 

VII,  pp.  161-2. 
39  7rpdx(€irat):  ojc  TrpdxetTat  would  be  more  usual,  but  this  does  not  account  for  all  the  ink  or the  spacing. 

A  man  named  Papnuthius  writes  for  illiterates  in  a  number  of  Oxyrhynchite  texts  of  this  period:  P.  Flor. 

I  65  (570/1?),  PSI  VII  786  (581?  scc  BASP  18  1 1981]  34),  XVI  1976  (582),  I  137  (584),  XVI  1988  (587),  SB 

VI  9561  (590),  LVIII  3942  (606),  PSI  I  61  (609)  and  P.  Lond.  V  1764  (13th  indiction,  therefore  579/80, 

594/5  or  609/10?);  P.  L,  Bat.  XIII  20  (592?)  is  much  less  certain.  Photographs  of  all  the  P.  Oxy.  texts  are 

in  the  Ashmolcan  Library,  PSI  786  is  reproduced  as  Plate  LII  in  Papirigreci  e  latini  a  Firenze  (  =  Pap.  Flor.  XII, 

Suppl.;  1983)  and  P.  I4.  Bat.  XIII  20  was  accompanied  by  a  plate  in  the  edition.  In  all  cases  which  can  be 

checked,  apart  from  P.  L.  Bat.  XIII  20,  it  is  probable  that  the  illiteracy  statement  is  in  the  same  hand  as  in 
our  text. 

41  Johannes  M.  Diethart  and  Klaas  A.  Worp,  Eoiarsunterschriften  im  byzantinischen  Agypten,  pp.  83-4, 

no.  16.2,  quote  13  examples  of  subscriptions  from  Oxyrhynchus  written  by  a  Papnuthius;  they  include  all  the 

texts  quoted  in  the  previous  note  except  3942  (where  the  dV  emu  clause  was  not  written  by  Papnutius,  see  the 

note  to  line  36),  and  add  I  136  (583),  138  (6ro/ 1 1),  XVI  1898  (587),  which  do  not  have  illiteracy  statements 

by  Papnutius,  and  XVI  1993  (587),  which  is  only  published  in  part.  I'he  writer  of  most  of  these  is  probably 
the  same  as  the  man  in  our  text  (although  this  is  far  from  clear  in  some  cases,  especially  136,  138  and  P.  L. 

Bat.  Xni  20).  The  closest  parallel  for  the  way  di  emu  Papnuliu  is  written  in  4535  is  16.2.5  — 1  27.  In  137 
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Dicthart  and  Worp  agree  with  Grenfell  and  Hunt  in  reading  sun(bolaeografu)  after  this.  In  our  text,  however, 

the  reading  seems  to  be  much  more  like  an  abbreviated  form  of  etelioth,  possibly  e(ielio)tky  for  which  cf. 

16.2. 13  =  P.  Lond.  1764. 1 2.  On  the  (intentional?)  near  illegibility  of  these  notarial  statements  .seej.  G.  Keenan, 

^PE  34  (1979)  137,  note  to  line  30. 

42  and  knoLKLov  may  well  have  been  abbreviated. 

J.  DAVID  d’HOMAS 

4536.  Promise  of  Good  Behaviour 

a/3  A  12  x35  cm  27  October  612  (?) 

The  papyrus  is  complete  but  much  rubbed  in  places  with  some  loss  of  ink.  This  does 

not  seriously  affect  the  reading,  especially  as  the  text  is  an  almost  exact  parallel  of  I  139 

and  XVI  1981.  All  three  papyri  are  undertakings  sent  to  Flavius  Apion  III,  by  inhabitants 

of  villages  under  his  control,  to  be  of  good  behaviour.  1981  was  written  on  Phaophi  28, 

139  on  Phaophi  29,  and  4536  on  Phaophi  30,  all  in  the  ist  indiction;  on  the  Julian  date 

see  the  note  to  lines  1-6.  In  139  the  undertaking  comes  from  a  7rpa>ro(j>vXa^  and  in  the 
present  text  from  two  npuiTot/jvXaKec.  The  two  senders  of  1981  do  not  indicate  an  official 

position,  but  the  subscriptio  is  made  by  to  kolvov  twv  ovopi^drwv  as  in  4536. 

Minor  differences  between  the  present  text  and  139  and/ or  1981  are  indicated  in 

the  notes.  In  all  three  texts  the  persons  giving  the  undertaking  are  illiterate  and  a  man 

named  John  writes  for  them.  Similarly  in  all  three  texts  the  notary  who  wrote  the 

statement  in  ‘Latin’  at  the  foot  is  called  John.  The  natural  assumption  is  to  suppose 
that  this  is  the  same  person,  but  it  is  very  hard  to  accept  that  the  man  who  wrote  the 

illiteracy  sentence,  in  a  rounded  Greek  script,  can  have  also  written  the  neat,  right- 
sloping  notarial  statement;  see  further  the  notes  ad  locc. 

■fiv  ovofMari  rov  KVpCov  Kat  Seerr^orov)  Yr]cov  XpicTov 

Toil  deoil  Kai  ctoTfjpoc  fjpiLbv.  ̂ aciXeiac  tov 

deiordrov  Kat  evce^iecTarov)  ■rjp.cbv  Sec7r{6TOv)  /xeyiCTou 

ehepy{erov)  0X{aovLOv)  'HpaKXeiov  tov  alcovCov  Avyoverov 

5  Kat  AvroKp(dropoc)  erovc  Sevrepov  0a(h(/)L  A 

IvS[lktlovoc)  a. 

0X{aOVL(p)  ’ATTLCOVt,  TO)  TTaVeU^'JJp.m  Kat  VTT€p(j)[veCTdTCp) 

aird  VTrdraiv  Kat  TraTpiK^tcp)  yeovyoiiVTi 

Kat  kvravda  rf]  XapLTrp[a)  'O^vpvyyitr&v)  rroXeL 

10  Std  Mrjva  oIkItov  rov  enepWT&VTOC 

Kat  TTpOCTTOpi^OVTOC  T(h  ISlCp  3eC7T(dT7/) 

TO)  avTcp  Travev(j)[ripnp)  dvSpt  TTjv  dyaiyrjv 

Kat  kvox'pv  AvpriXioi  ATroX\X]&c 

vide  Avovtt  Kat  ’EpKUJT  vide  AttoXXm 
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15  d-nd  Kcdp-rjC  TlXeelv  tov  "0^vpvyx{Uov) 

vopioii  rrayapxovp^evrjC  rrapa  rrjc 

vpierepac  vTrep(j>{veiac).  op,oXoyovp.ev 

rfi  vpierepa  virepcjilveia)  die  e[’t]  TTore 
Kaipu)  7]  ypdvoj  (fiay&iiev 

20  /cAei/iavrec  pLr]xay[t\Ka 

CKevrj  f)  jSotSta  ̂   o[t]a[vS];^iTOTe 

KXoTTrjp  Troi7]ca  [r)]  U7t[o]  Se^ac0at 

Aicrdc  Itti  TO)  17/2 [a] c  TT[ap]acxelv 

Tjj  vpLeTepa  U77ep0(ueta)  8td  rcbv  avrfj 

25  TrpocT]K6vTa)v  VTrep  eKderov 

eyxeiprjpLaTOc  xpvcov  vop,Lcp,[dTLa) 

c’lkocl  reccepa  epyq)  Kat  Svvdpiei 

dTTaiTOvp,eva  KiySvvcp 

Tjpi&v  Kat  Tfjc  ripLcby  vrrocTdcea)  c  . 
30  KvpCa  Tj  o/xoAoyt  [a]  aryXy)) 

ypa(j>{etca)  leat  eTTepiwT-pdevTec)  d;/x[o] Acy-pca^piev). 

(m.  2)  fro  KOLVOV  TWV  6vop,dT{wv) 

CTOLxet  rjpLLV  avrr)  rj  bpLoX{pyCa] 

wc  TTpoKeirai.  'IwdyvrjC 

.35  eypaijia  [vrrep)  qvTwy  aypap-iJ-(dTwv) 

OVTWV.f 

(m.  3?)  di  em(u)  loannu  eteliothhS. 

Back  (m.  i) 

JojaoAoyta  A7toXXw{c}  ulov  Avovtt  teat  EpKwr  vlov  AttoXXw  TrpwTO(f>vXdK{wv) 

6pp,wp,{evwv)  dird  Kwp.['qc)  llXefyy  tov  'O^vpvyxiHov)  vop,{ov).^ 

I  Sec-nS  VqcovxpiCTO  2  to  3  evCfpS,  hucTiSpcytcTO  4  evepy/ij>XS,  avyovcTO  5  aVTOKp, 

6  iVS/  7  <I>X",  Virepp/  8  aito,  waTpiX/  9  kap.-rrp/0^vpvyxS  10
  oi/ccto  ii  iSicoSucrr/ 

12  TMaVTumavevp,  14  iiioc,  bis  15  ofupoyxS  16  TTayapxovp.<Lvric, -q  zomacA  iiirepp, 

18  xmzpp,  21  jSoiSia  23  1.  X-pcTac  24  vp,ZTEpavir(ipI/  25  c/caCTO  26  (Lyxeiprj
iJ-aroc, 

y  corrected  from  v  or  vice  versa;  vop^icp^  27  i-  re'ccapa  29  ist  v  corrected,  vnocraezaj 

30  airA/  31  ypN*/,  z7T€p/  3^  ovop^aT/  33  avr-q^  a  corrected;  opoX/  34  lipavv'qc 

35  i;  aypappS  38  iimv,  biy,  TrpoiTOpvXaKS  39  oppojp,  Kcpp^  roo^vpvyx/vqp 

‘In  the  name  of  the  Lord  and  Master  Jesus  Christ  our  God  and  Saviour.  In  the 

second  year  of  the  reign  of  our  most  godly  and  pious  master  the  greatest  benefactor 
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Flavius  Heraclius  the  eternal  Augustus  and  Imperator,  Phaophi  30,  of  the  ist 

indiction. 

‘To  Flavius  Apion  the  renowned  and  most  extraordinary,  of  consular  rank  and 

patrician,  landowner  here  also  in  the  glorious  city  of  the  Oxyrhynchites,  through  Menas, 

slave,  putting  the  formal  question  and  supplying  for  his  own  master,  the  same  renowned 

man,  the  conduct  of  and  responsibility  for  (the  transaction),  Aurelii  Apollos  son  of 

Anoup  and  Erkot  son  of  Apollos  of  the  village  of  Pleein  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome, 

which  village  belongs  to  your  excellency’s  pagarchy.  We  acknowledge  to  your  excellency 

that  if  ever  at  any  season  or  time  we  are  found  to  have  stolen  the  water-wheel  implements 

or  cattle  or  to  have  committed  any  theft  whatsoever  or  to  have  harboured  robbers,  we 

are  to  deliver  to  your  excellency  through  your  excellency’s  representatives  for  each 

infraction  twenty-four  gold  solidi,  actual  payment  of  which  is  to  be  demanded,  at  our 

own  risk  and  that  of  our  property.  The  acknowledgement  written  in  a  single  copy  is 

enforceable  and  in  answer  to  the  formal  question  we  gave  our  assent.’ 

(2nd  Eland)  ‘We,  the  collective  body  of  names,  are  satisfied  with  this  acknowledge¬ 

ment  as  aforesaid.  I,  John,  have  written  on  their  behalf  as  they  are  illiterate.’ 

(3rd  Eland?)  ‘Executed  through  me,  John.’ 

(Back;  i  st  Hand)  ‘Acknowledgement  of  Apollos  son  of  Anoup  and  of  Erkot  son  of 

Apollos,  head-watchmen,  originating  from  the  village  of  Pleein  in  the  Oxyrhynchite 

nome.’ 

I  -6  The  imocatio  and  the  regnal  formula  are  of  the  pattern  normal  in  the  Oxyrhynchite  nome  at  this 

date.  Por  the  imocatio  see  R.  S.  Bagnall  and  K.  A.  Worp,  Chr.  d’tig.  56  {1981)  112--33,  ‘'21,  and  for  the 

regnal  formula  Bagnall  and  Worp,  Regnal  Formulas  in  Byzantine  Egypt,  68-73,  68-9,  updated  by  Worp  in 

JJP  23  (1993)  217-32,  esp.  218.  In  139  the  imocatio  and  most  of  the  regnal  formula  is  lost. 

The  regnal  year-date  is  the  equivalent  of  28  October  6u,  whereas  the  indiction-date  is  the  equivalent 

of  27  October  612.  1981  was  read  by  Grenfell  and  Hunt  as  dated  by  regnal  year  2  and  indiction  i,  which 

would  make  it  a  parallel  to  our  text  (in  139  the  year-number  is  lost).  Subsequently  it  was  suggested  that  the 

figure  for  the  regnal  year  was  gamma  and  not  beta  (see  LVllI,  p.  xvii).  The  photograph,  however,  shows  no 

more  than  an  upright  remaining  of  the  damaged  figure,  which  could  fit  either  beta  or  gamma.  Since  the 

present  text  certainly  belongs  to  a  second  year,  we  must  give  the  preference  to  beta  in  1981.  (n  BASF  17 

(1980)  24  (  =  GAiSD  62),  Bagnall  and  Worp  discuss  4  texts  of  the  reign  of  Heraclius,  1981,  BGU  XII  2208-2209 

and  SB  VI  9461,  with  a  similar  discrepancy  to  that  in  our  papyrus.  They  argue  that  in  each  case  it  is  the 

indiction-date  which  is  right,  and  that  the  texts  are  ‘examples  of  failure  to  advance  the  regnal  count’  in 

documents  dating  from  near  the  beginning  of  the  regnal  year  (Heraclius’  dies  imperii  was  5  October).  The 
present  text  would  appear  to  be  another  example  of  this  and  so  to  date  from  27  October  612.  See  also  1-VIII 

3957,  with  Rea’s  comments  in  the  introduction. 

7-9  On  the  Apion  family  see  J.  Gascon,  Travaux  et  Memoires  9  (1985)  61-75,  in  particular  for  Apion 

III,  68-71.  Subsequent  bibliography  is  recorded  in  B.  Palme,  Chiron  27  (1997)  97  n.  6.  Gf  4535  12-13  n., 
and  for  the  family  stemma  sec  Palme,  ZRG  115  (1998)  322. 

8  'fhe  papyrus  has  an  oblique  mark  like  a  grave  accent  over  the  pi  of  arro,  and  a  similar  mark  over  the 
omega  of  roi  in  line  1 2  (cf  the  critical  notes).  Presumably  these  are  just  accidents. 

ro  On  Menas  sec  LVIII  3935  7  n. 

■3^14  The  Apollos  son  of  Anoup  who  gives  a  parallel  undertaking  to  be  of  good  behaviour  in  1981  is 
from  a  different  village. 

14  'EpKcor:  the  name  is  not  attested  elsewhere,  but  the  reading,  when  taken  in  conjunction  with  line  38, 
is  reasonably  secure.  Accent  and  breathing  arc  arbitrary. 

i 

i 
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15  For  the  village  Pleein  see  P.  Pruneti,  I  cenlri  abitati,  152;  add  now  LV  3805  51. 

16—17  TTayap^ovfLevTjc  rrapd  Txjc  hperepac  vTTeptpiyeCac)',  so  139  15—16.  In  1981  16—
17  Grenfell  and  Hunt 

read  Trayapxovp,e{vijc}  -rrapd  rov  [  ]  ov  o'Ikov,  commenting  that  vp-crepov  could  not  be 
 read;  possibly  the 

text  ran  Trapd  tov  vpdiv  eoSd^ov  o’Ikov,  see  BL  VII  143.  XXIV  2420  13. 

18  me  ep]  rrore:  also  possible  is  me  ?  ttotc. 

19  (paympep:  1981  omits  the  word  (a  scribal  slip),  while  139  19  reads  tpavopev.  In  139  the  edit
ors  corrected 

this  to  tpavovpeda,  but  in  the  rcpublication  as  Scl.  Pap.  I  25  it  is  corrected  to  (jiavuipev  (cf  1981  19).  4536  may 

also  have  read  jiavopev.  For  el  with  the  subjunctive  in  late  papyri  see  Basil  G.  Mandilaras,  The  Verb  in  t
he  Greek 

non-literary  Papyri,  §601. 

20  1981  20  inserts  ̂   before  ̂ rjxo-viKd. 

22  TTOiyca  R]  vn[o]Seiac0ai:  the  surface  of  the  papyrus  is  badly  damaged  at  this  p
oint  and  the 

reading  uncertain.  In  1981  2t  -rr[oi]rjca[v{Tec)  is  restored  at  the  end  of  a  line  (with  rj  vnohe^acBai  at
  the  start 

of  the  next  line);  139  22  has  noiricavrec  r)  vnoSe^acBai.  It  does  not  look  possible  to  read  iroirj
cavTec  in  the 

present  text;  more  probable  is  TTOLycacBai.  R]  or  7T0LricacB\at]  fj, 

23  Aicrdc:  the  same  spelling  is  found  in  139  23  and  1981  22. 

em  Tut  xip\d\c  TT[ap]acx<slv:  similarly  139  23.  1981  22-3  has  [6]poAoyo[Ofte(r)]  irapaclxjetv. 

24—5  Sid  Tear  avTji  TrpoctjKovTmv'.  a  regular  phrase  in  Oxyrhynchite  documents  ol  this  period,  near
ly 

always  occurring  immediately  after  the  word  vneptfivela.  Note  that  in  139  and  1981  
it  occurs  before  me  e’l mre  and  not  at  this  point. 

26  xpucoO;  139  25  reads  xpuetov;  1981  25  has  xpu[coO]. 
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In  139  and  1981  the  penalty  is  also  24  solidi. 
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epy(p  Kat  Svvdpee  dnatTovpeva'  so  139  26—7,  but  omitted  in  1981.  The  only  other  examples  of  the 

phrase  
in  Oxyrhynchite  

documents  
are  I  135  29  and  XLIV  3204  

24.  On  its  significance  
cf  P.  Rain.  Cent. 

84.3  4  n. 

31  d)|ii[o]Aoyi)ca</j.er>:  there  is  no  mark  of  abbreviation  and  it  seems  clear  that
  the  scribe  wrote  the 

singular  in  error. 

32-6  4536  brings  to  at  least  ten  the  number  of  texts  from  Oxyrhynchus  in  this  period  in  which  a  ma
n 

named  John  writes  for  illiterates:  PSI  I  77  (550.  1038  (568),  P.  I.aur.  Ill  75  (574)  [F’f  fhe  date  and 

provenance  see  BASF  18  (1981)  44-6],  1  \^7.~BASP  31  (1994)  5^—8  (599/600  or  614/15),  PSI  I  52  (602  or 

617),  I  139  (612),  XVI  1981  (612),  PSI  I  62  (613  [see  BL  I]),  and  72  (undated);  probably  also  
PSI  VI  709 

(566).  In  most  cases  it  is  possible  to  check  photographs:  the  editions  of  P.  Laur.  75  and  I  192  are  
accompanied 

by  plates,  and  plates  of  PSI  62  and  709  are  included  as  nos.  LVI  and  L  in  Papirigreci  e  latini  
a  Firenze  (  =  Pap. 

Flor.  XII,  Suppl.;  1983);  for  139,  1038  and  1981  I  have  consulted  photographs  in  the  
Ashmolean.  In  addition 

to  139,  1981  and  4536  I  believe  that  the  same  John  occurs  in  P.  Laur.  75  (where  the  first  hand  is  also  
identical 

with  that  in  4536),  192  and  perhaps  PSI  62.  On  the  hands  of  the  notarial  statements  see  
below. 

32—3  TO  Kolvdv  Tmv  ovopdrlmv)  cTotyrt  rjplv'.  in  139  30  the  name  of  the  man  making  th
e  agreement 

replaces  to  kolv6v  toov  ovopdreov.  In  1981  28—9  which,  like  4536,  is  an  agreement  made  by  two  named  perso
ns, 

the  phrase  to  kolvov  rChv  ovopedTmv  is  again  used.  It  would  appear  that  the  persons  named  a
re  considered  to 

be  representative  of  the  whole  community  or  that  the  community  as  a  whole  accepts  liability  for  the 
 agreement 

(cf  XVI  1979  23,  where  the  same  phrase  occurs  but  there  is  only  one  person  giving  the  underta
king).  It  is 

noteworthy  that  in  1981  the  back  reads  bpoX{oy(a)  tujv  diro  Ku>p{ric)  "Qpewc.  Apart  from  the  te
xts  mentioned, 

the  phrase  is  also  found  in  XVI  1896  24,  PSI  I  52.34-5  (sec  BL  VII),  P.  Lond.  V  1764.8-9  and
  P.  L.  Bat. 

XIII  20.22-3  (all  from  the  Oxyrhynchite). 

33  auT-i)  ̂   hpoXoyia):  so  139  31;  omitted  in  1981. 

34-6  The  illiteracy  statement  takes  the  same  form  in  139  31-2  and  1981  30-1. 

37  On  these  notarial  statements  sec  4535  41  n.  and  the  work  by  Diethart  and  Worp  refer
red  to  there. 

My  reading  agrees  with  that  of  Grenfell  and  Hunt  for  139  and  1981.  Diethart  and  Worp  
interpret  the  writing 

slightly  differently.  They  list  examples  of  notaries  named  John  from  the  Oxyrhynchite  n
ome  on  pp.  81-2. 

Our  man  is  their  9.9,  whom  they  recognise  in  139  33,  1981  32,  PSI  I  52.38  and  62.27;  I
  should  be  inclined 

to  regard  P.  Laur.  75  also  as  the  work  of  the  same  man  (in  I  192,  which  is  not  in  Dietha
rt  and  Worp,  the 

notarial  statement  is  lost). 

38  TTpa)T0^vXdK{Mv)\  on  the  office  see  G.  Rouillard,  IJ administration  civile  de  l’Eg)ip
te  byzanline,^  162-7.  ̂  

list  of  occurrences  is  given  in  P.  L.  Bat.  XXV  75,  introd. 
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39  6pij.oiij.Nmvy.  the  word  is  not  used  before  diro  on  the  back  of  either  139  or  1981,  For  the 

different  wording  on  the  back  of  1981  see  above,  lines  32-3  n. 

J.  DAVID  THOMAS 

4537.  Measurements  of  a  Cistern 

53  iB.26(F)/C(3)a  I  o  X  3 1 .5  cm  Sixth/seventh  century Plate  XVm 

This  complete  and  well  preserved  document  gives  us  information  about  the  size  and 

shape  of  a  X6.kkoc,  an  underground  cistern  used  to  store  water  for  the  irrigation  of  the 

fields.  From  the  Xcikkoc  the  water  was  lifted  up  by  a  saqia  and  then  distributed  via  channels 

to  the  fields.  For  the  construction  of  cisterns  see  L.  Menassa  and  P.  Laferriere,  La  Saqia 

(Cairo  1975)3  i"23;  LV  3804  221  n.  Further  bibliography  for  irrigation  devices  is  in  LIV 

3771  7  n.  Digging  was  done  in  the  dry  period  and  needed  to  be  completed  by  June.  The 

interiors  were  lined  with  bricks  or  stones;  for  bricks  cf  XVIII  2197,  while  PSI  I  88  gives 

the  cost  as  i  solidus  for  1600  bricks.  On  the  Apion  estate  we  find  cisterns  of  more  solid 

construction:  large  stones  were  brought  for  them,  see  I  134,  XVI  1911;  in  134  i  solidus 

was  paid  for  200  large  stones,  and  in  1911  i  solidus  less  5  carats  for  150  stones. 

In  4537,  although  the  first  line  reads  jj.erp'qceic  rov  avopu^devroc  viov  Xo-kkov,  we 

are  actually  givensthe  dimensions  of  two  projects,  different  in  size  but  similar  in  shape, 

narrow  at  the  bottom  and  wider  at  the  top,  which  were  completed  on  Pachon  29  = 

24  May.  avopvxdevToc  may  indicate  that  the  papyrus  only  refers  to  the  excavation  stage, 

cf.  LV  3804  213;  contrast  4538  which  must  refer  to  built  work.  The  first  excavation’s 

dimensions  are:  upper  width  24  cubits,  lower  width  22  cubits,  depth  6  cubits  giving  a 

volume  of  SS'g  naubia.  The  p.fiKoc  (cf.  12)  was  omitted  here  but  can  be  calculated  as 

17*4  cubits.  The  size,  more  than  three  times  that  of  the  second  excavation,  allows  us 

to  conclude  that  this  was  the  main  underground  reservoir.  The  second  excavation, 

called  ava^aTrjpCa  in  ii,  was  3  cubits  in  depth,  half  that  of  the  first,  somewhat  longer 

at  27  cubits,  and  with  strongly  sloping  walls  (upper  width  10  cubits,  lower  6  cubits). 

The  meaning  of  ava^ar-qpCa  is  uncertain.  Here,  obviously,  it  describes  a  comparat¬ 

ively  (in  comparison  with  the  first  excavation)  shallow  and  narrow  trough,  but  the 

precise  function  of  this  trough  remains  unclear.  It  is  not  certain  that  it  would  have  been 

vaulted  over  when  finished,  as  would  the  main  reservoir,  cf  4538.  See  1 1  n. 

The  back  is  blank. 

J  jierpricieic)  tov  avo) pvxd{evToc)  viov  XaKKipv) 

ev  rfi  p.rjx{avfj)  KaXovpiiiv-rj)  tov  AdKK{ov) 

VTTO  IJavXov  TTpe{cl3vTepov)  {Kai)  'HpaKXeiov 

yea)p(yovc)  tov  KTr]p.{aTOc)  AiovTOC 
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5  ent  pi7j{vdc)  riax<Av  kO  lv8[lktlovoc)  y 

v8poTTapox{Cq)  S  IvS(lkti'ovoc)  ou(Ta)c)  ■ 
avo)  TrXaToc  7T7);^(e(,c)  kS 

KaTCV  TrXdTOc  TriixieLc)  KjS 

^ddoc  TTrjx{eLc)  s' 
10  etc  Fauet(a)  tti^S 

(/cat)  Tfjc  dva^aTrip{Cac)  ovt(cuc)  ■ 

p.r}K[oc)  TT'pxiei'C)  kI, 
dvoj  TrXdTOC  7r'>)x(etc)  t 

/caTOi  TrXdroc  Trrix{eLc)  S 

15  ̂ ddoc  TT^ixieic)  y 
elc  vavei(a)  k8 

yC{y€Tat.)  6[p.ov)  vavet{a)  pips''  elc 

vo{p,icp.dTLa)  yy'. 

I  ̂ lerprjcSAavwpvx^^',  !■  a.vopvx0{ivTOcy 
4.  yeojpp/,  KT-qp^S  5 

10  vav€i/  So  in  1 6,  17  L  vav^ia  ii 

17  yi/o  (but  omicron  crossed  by  two  diagonals) 

XaKK^  2  fLTjx^KaXovp^^T^XaKK''  3  rrp^  V5 
6  iiSponapox^,  LV8/ov  7  T'qx^  in  ̂ 1)  9?  iff 

5,  avajSar^p/ovT  12  p.'pxy  14 

18 
 “ 

‘Measurements  of  the  new  cistern  excavated  in  the  irrigated  area  called  ‘of  the 

Cistern’  in  the  charge  of  Paul,  priest,  and  Heraclius,  farmers  of  the  holding  of  Leon, 

on  the  29th  of  the  month  of  Pachon  of  the  3rd  indiction  for  the  water  supply  of  the 

4.th  indiction,  as  follows: 

‘Upper  width  24  cubits 

‘Lower  width  22  cubits 

‘Depth  6  cubits 

‘(Which  converts)  to  naubia  88 'g 
‘And  of  the  anabateria,  as  follows: 

‘Length  27  cubits 

‘Upper  width  i  o  cubits 
‘Lower  width  6  cubits 

‘Depth  3  cubits 

‘(Which  converts)  to  naubia  24 

‘Total  altogether,  naubia  1 12*6 

‘(Which  converts)  to  solidi  3*3.’ 

1-2  The  XdKKoc  is  called  ‘new’  because  the  irrigation  setup  here  already  contained  one,  after  which  it 

was  named.  For  named  jj.rjxo.vai  cf.  e.g.  I  137,  XIX  2244  and  PSI  I  6o. 
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3  A  IJavXoc  7Tp€c^vT€poc  occurs  in  XVI  1912  35,  an  estate  account,  but  there  is  nothing  to  suggest  that, 

this  is  the  same  person.  For  vtto  in  this  context  cf.  e.g.  LV  3804  213. 

4  The  holding  of  Leon  is  well  known,  see  P.  Pruneti,  I  centri  abitati  deW  Ossirinchite  94;  add  LV  3805  43. 

It  is  described  as  an  krroCKLov  as  well  as  a  KTfjpia.  A  new  Ad/ococ  is  associated  with  it  also  in  XIX  2244  34. 

P.  IE\0  II  12  attests  another  Ad/c/coc  in  the  same  locality,  including  its  vault  somewhat  larger  at  113 

naubia. 

10  vav€L{a).  For  the  spelling  see  Gignac,  Grammar  I  70.  The  naubion  is  a  cubic  measure  containing  27 

cubic  cubits,  see  H.  C.  Youtie,  Scriptiunculae  I  109. 

The  omission  of  the  length  here  necessitates  a  roundabout  calculation.  88^5  naubia  imply  238o'2  cubic 

cubits  (88^6  X  27).  The  width  at  23  cubits  (average  of  the  upper  and  lower  widths)  x  the  depth  6  cubits=  138 

square  cubits.  Dividing  this  into  the  implied  238o‘2  cubic  cubits  supplies  the  missing  length,  17^  cubits. 
Obviously  this  could  be  expressed  more  rapidly  by  an  algebraic  equation. 

The  depth  in  9,  6  cubits,  is  the  same  as  that  for  the  XdKKoc  in  4538.  It  seems  odd  to  us  that  the  length 

is  less  than  the  width.  It  must  have  seemed  appropriate  to  apply  TrAdroc  to  the  sloping  sides,  even  when  that 

dimension  was  the  greater  of  the  two. 

1 1  dva^arrjpLac.  Attested  elsewhere  only  in  P.  Oslo  III  1 1 1.127,  129  with  the  note  on  p.  153.  P.  Flor.  I 

50  mentions  an  dm/Sarucov  vSpevfia,  likewise  P.  Michael.  42  A  16—17,  B  ii  r&v  v^pcvixdrwv  Tryjyaicov  re  Kai 

dva^artKOJv,  translated  ‘water-supplies  both  natural  and  mechanical’.  Ultimately,  it  remains  unclear  whether 

these  dva/3atVa>-derivcd  words  should  be  understood  as  active  or  passive  in  sense,  and  with  that  uncertainly 

the  irrigation  function  of  dva^aT7]pLa  remains  uncertain  also. 

r6  See  10  n.  The  arithmetic  is  correct:  27  cubits  x  8  (average  of  the  upper  and  lower  widths)  x  3  =  648 

cubic  cubits,  27  =  24  naubia. 

17-18  For  the  equation  naubia:  solidi  cf.  VII  1053  (sixth  or  seventh  century),  where  a  rate  of  50  naubia 

per  solidus  is  given,  in  perhaps  similar  circumstances,  against  33^3  here.  Presumably  the  solidus-figure  repres¬ 

ents  the  excavation  costs.  Cf  4538  9  n.  where  the  rate  appears  to  be  approximately  11*2  naubia  only  per 

solidus;  that  is  for  construction  work  seemingly,  not  just  excavation  work  as  conjectured  here. 

A.  SYRCOU 

4538.  Measurp:ments  of  a  Cistern 

65  6B.38/C(9-io)b  12.2x12.4  cm  Sixth/seventh  century 
Plate  XIX 

This  document  contains  measurements  of  a  Xcikkoc,  cf.  4537.  The  cistern  in  4538 

was  rectangular,  its  length  50  cubits,  width  I4'2  cubits,  depth  6  cubits  and  its  volume 

just  over  161  naubia.  Its  sides  were  vertical  and,  as  is  indicated  by  Ka^dpa  (i),  it  was 

vaulted  over. 

The  lower  part  of  the  text  is  lost.  The  back  is  blank. 

t  e  p.eTp'i]c[eLc)  Tfjc  Kapidpac  tov 

XaKKipv)  Tfjc  pi-pxaivtiej  Nrjcov 

Aaxapi'ac  kni  pLrjivdc)  Tlavvi  Iv8{i,ktlovoc)  ly 
OVTCOC 

5 
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pifjK{oc)  Tr-pxieLc)  v 

TTXdr{oc)  7rrjx(etc)  ̂ '§1- 
Pd6[oc)  ^  s' 

yCiyeTai)  vaveiia)  p^a  ® r&v  vavei(ct)v)  tS//  vo[p,icpbdTLa) 

I  1.  al;  jL£Tpr)c'  with  hook  to  extended  top  of  sigma  «r  of  Kapapac  corn  from  y 

MX°'S  (double  curve  attached  to  chi)  3  ut)  irS//  5  p.t}k/  TtrjXX  So^in  6 

7

 

 

^a6'  (crossbar  of  0  extended  with  hook)  TTijx  yi/vavn  9  vavei  v 

‘The  measurements  of  the  vaulted  chamber  of  the  cistern  of  the  irrigated  area  of 

Nesu  Lachanias  on  the  17th  of  the  month  of  Payni  of  the  13th  indiction,  as  follows: 

‘Length  50  cubits 

‘Width  14*2  cubits 

‘Depth  6  cubits 

‘Total  1 61  ‘9  '54  naubia. 

‘For  the  naubia  i4(?)  solidi.’ 

I  Kap.dpac.  The  first  time  in  this  context.  Sec  A,  K,  Orlandos  and  I.  N.  Tra
vlos,  ’Apyalcov 

ApxiTeKToMKdii'  "Opu)v  138.  Like  i/raAtc  (Orlandos  and  Travlos  267;  ‘crypt’  or  ‘barre
l  vault’  LSJ),  it  appears 

to  be  used  both  for  a  vault  and  by  extension  for  the  chamber  with  the  vault.  In  the  present
  text,  clearly  only 

the  extended  meaning  is  appropriate.  For  i/faAtc  in  the  sense  simply  of  the  ‘
vault ,  and  in  connection  with  a 

XdKKOC,  see  XLVIll  3409  25-6  rj  yap  ijieXXk  (1.  i/mAi'c)  tov  Xdi<Kov  pov  'irrecEv.  L
V  3804  221,  r-qv  ipaX{X}C&a 

TOV  XdKKov,  is  more  equivocal, 

2-3  Nijeov  Aaxaviac.  A  well  known  ettoCkiov,  see  Galderini-Daris,  Diz.  geogr.  Ill  350;  P.  Pr
uneti,  /  centri 

ahitati  dell  Ossirinchite  120;  add  LV  3805  35  and  n.,  and  P.  L.  Bat.  XXV  80  A  II  6.  ^ 

8  The  total  here  is  not  quite  accurate  for  the  dimensions  given  in  lines  5-  7.  50  c
ubits  X  14  2  X  6  =  4350 

cubic  cubits,  -^27  (for  the  size  of  the  naubion,  3x3x3  cubits,  sec  4537  10  n.)  =
  161*9  naubia.  The  extra  ‘54 

naubion  implies  an  extra  *2  cubic  cubit,  but  this  is  not  to  be  obtained  from  th
e  dimensions  in  the  text. 

9  Comparing  4537,  after  the  total  volume  of  the  cistern  we  expect  the  men
tion  of  the  amount  of  money 

paid  for  its  construction.  For  the  size  of  161  naubia,  at  the  same  rate  as  in  4537  we  would  e
xpect  4  4  solidi. 

We  have  the  abbreviation  for  vo{piEpdTLa)  clearly,  but  no  figure  was  written  after  i
t.  Our  apparent  figure  of 

14  is  thus  not  only  much  higher  than  the  rate  in  4537  but  oddly  placed  before  vo{f
j.tcpdTM).  Before  i,  there 

is  a  small  hole,  but  I  do  not  think  [y]  i  [(rerai)]  (cf.  the  form  in  8)  8//  is  admissible
.  The  higher  rate  may  be 

justifiable  on  the  basis  that  icapdpa  implies  construction  work,  whereas  in  4537  6.vopvxS{EVTo
c)  may  imply 

excavation  work  only. 

A.  SYRCOU 

2  Aa/c/cZ 

6  '7rAaT5 

4539-4543.  Invitations  to  Dinner 

The  five  dinner  invitations  published  here  form  an  interesting  addition  to  the
 

corpus.  As  well  as  three  invitations  to  dine  at  previously  attested  occasions — an  epicrisis, 

a  Sarapis  banquet  and  the  Uptvpa  "IciSoc — there  are  two  invitations  t
o  a  festival  for 

girls,  the  SepaTreuTtjpta. 
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Dinner  invitations  from  Oxyrhynchus  are  listed  by  Skeat,  Jiid  6i  (1975)  253  note 

2,  to  which  should  be  added  I  181  descr.  [BAST  31  (1994)  44-7),  the  texts  listed  by 

H.  Cockle  in  LII  3693  introd.,  35  (^979)  P.  Koln  VI  280,  SB  XVIII  13875 

and  LXII  4339.  Invitations  are  expressed  formulaically,  but  the  reasons  for  the  invitation 

being  sent  and  the  venue  for  the  celebration  vary  considerably.  Invitations  fall  into  two 

categories:  for  festivals  of  a  definite  religious  nature,  and  to  private  celebrations  for 

events  such  as  weddings. 

4539-43  show  few  divergences  from  the  usual  format,  with  the  name  of  the  host 

stated  but  that  of  the  guest  omitted,  followed  by  the  reason  for  the  dinner,  the  venue 

and  the  date  (usually  the  next  day  or  the  same  day),  expressed  as  a  numeral.  The  time 

in  all  our  documents  is  the  standard  one,  the  ninth  hour,  or  between  two  and  three  in 

the  afternoon. 

4539.  Invitation  to  an  Isis  Festival 

ioi/i78(b)  8.6x3.5cm  Second/third  century 
Plate  XX 

A  well  preserved  invitation  to  the  Uput^a  of  Isis,  written  in  a  neat  upright  hand. 

The  formaf  'of  this  invitation  parallels  exactly  that  of  P.  Fouad  76,  so  far  our  only 
other  invitation  to,  or  indeed  mention  of,  this  festival  of  Isis.  The  only  divergences  are 

the  venue  (a  private  house  in  the  Fouad  text,  in  ours  the  Iseum),  and  the  dates,  respect¬ 

ively  the  29th  and  the  8th.  Unfortunately  these  dates  cannot  be  assigned  to  particular 

Isis  festivals  with  any  certainty.  The  29th  might  suggest  Ghoiak  29,  the  date  of  the 

Cicellia  in  the  Canopus  inscription  {OGIS  56),  although  this  festival  was  as  much  Osiriac 

as  Isiac  in  character  (see  R.  Merkelbach,  Isisfeste  in  griechisch-romischer  ^eit:  Daten  und  Riten 

(1963),  37-8).  I  have  been  unable  to  find  any  specific  feast  of  Isis  for  the  8th.  The  great 

/JAota^ecta  or  Navigium  Isidis  began  on  Phamenoth  9,  an  important  Isiac  observance, 

and  it  is  conceivable  that  devotees  could  have  met  the  day  before  for  a  ritual  meal.  IV 

731  may  refer  to  regular  monthly  festivals,  commencing  on  the  gth  and  lasting  two 

days.  Protracted  Isis-festivals  followed  by  sacred  meals  are  mentioned  in  Apuleius, 

Metamorphoses  xi,  24. 

The  vague  term  lipcojjia  is  similarly  unhelpful  in  trying  to  determine  the  nature  of 

the  feast.  Major  festivals  of  Isis  were  usually  designated  by  name,  see  H.  G.  Youtie’s 

re-edition  of  the  Heidelberg  Festival  papyrus,  Scriptiunculae  I  530-32. 

A  point  of  interest  is  that  the  host  of  the  banquet  is  a  woman,  as  is  Sarapous  in 

the  parallel  invitation.  It  is  probably  not  particularly  significant  in  this  context  that  both 

women  bear  Egyptian  theophoric  names. 

The  back  is  blank. 

4539.  INVITATION  TO  AN  ISIS  FESTIVAL 
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epoora  ce  Tavpic  heinrvrj- 
cat  etc  teptopta  rpe  KvpCac 

TceiSoc  ep  T&  Teetep  rfj  rj~ 

and  aip(ac)  d~ . 

I  ravpLC  2  Vepatfia  3  tC£iSoc;  1.  IciSoc  L'ceta)  4  4 

‘Tayris  invites  you  to  dine  on  the  occasion  of  the  offering  to  the  lady  Isis,  in  the 

Iseum,  on  the  8th,  from  the  9th  hour.’ 

3  For  the  Iseum  see.J.  Kruger,  Oxyrhynchos  in  der  Kaiserzeit  103;  G.  Ronchi,  Lexicon  Theonymon  HI  528-9; J.  E.  G.  Whitchorne,  ANkwi\  18.5,  3073  4. 

D.  MONTSERRAT 

4540.  Invitation  to  a  Sarapis  Meal 

101/55(0)  9 . 1  X  4 . 7  cm  Third  century ? 

Plate  XX 

On  this  very  worm-eaten  and  abraded  strip  of  papyrus  is  an  invitation  to  dine  at 

the  kline  of  Sarapis  in  the  usual  format.  A  list  of  these  invitations  was  given  by  M.  Totti 

in  Ausgewdhlte  Texte  der  Isis-  und  Sarapis-Religion  (1985),  125-127.  For  a  discussion  see  the 

introd.  to  P.  Coll.  Youtie  I  51-2.  This  invitation  is  to  be  classed  with  XIV  1755,  P.  Coll. 

Youtie  I  52  and  LXII  4339  as  taking  place  in  the  oikos  of  the  Serapeum. 

Of  all  invitation  types,  those  to  dine  at  the  /cAtVry  Capamhoc  are  the  most  numerous 

and  have  attracted  the  most  attention.  Opinions  as  to  the  significance  of  the  banquet 

have  ranged  from  seeing  it  as  a  purely  secular  event,  a  sort  of  dining  society  (J.  Milne, 

JEA  1 1  (1925),  6-9)  to  L.  Koenen’s  idea  that  its  religious  character  was  paramount  and 
that  the  dates  of  extant  /cAiVt^  CapamSoc  invitations  could  be  related  to  specific  Isis 

festivals  {ZPE  i  (1967),  121  ff.).  The  editors  of  P.  Oslo  III  157  thought  that  all  Sarapis 

meals  would  have  had  some  religious  connotation,  but  that  they  would  have  had  a 

more  avowedly  religious  character  when  held  in  temples  or  temple  dining-rooms  than 

in  private  houses.  This  was  echoed  by  H.  G.  Youtie,  HTR  41  (1948)  9  ff.  [  =  Scriptiunculae 

I  1 84  If).  Although  I  would  not  agree  with  Milne  that  the  kline  of  Sarapis  was  purely 
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secular,  he  was  probably  right  to  emphasize  its  social  significance.  Therefore  it  is  possible 

that  the  function  of  the  banquet  varied  from  occasion  to  occasion.  Probably  some  of 

the  invitations  are  for  cult  dinners  at  specific  Sarapis  festivals  like  the  one  in  P.  Mich. 

VIII  5 1 1 ,  the  preparations  for  which  began  two  months  in  advance  and  which  was 

primarily  religious.  The  date  of  the  banquet  in  4540  is  the  eighth  of  an  unspecified 

month;  possibly  this  could  be  associated  with  4339  (the  ninth),  XXXI  2592  (the  tenth) 

or  P.  Coll.  Youtie  52  (the  eleventh). 

Some  interest  is  afforded  by  the  name  of  the  host,  Dionysalexandrus.  A  second 

century  hypothesis  of  Cratinus’  comedy  Dionysalexandrus  was  found  at  Oxyrhynchus  (IV 

663  =  Pack^  252),  but  this  is  the  first  documentary  attestation  of  the  name  there. 

The  papyrus’  poor  state  of  preservation  and  the  featurelessness  of  the  hand  make 
it  rather  difficult  to  date,  but  I  would  assign  it  to  the  third  century  rather  than  the 

second.  The  back  is  blank. 

epoira  ce  AiovvcaXeiavSpoc 

SeiTTP-rjcat  6t[c]  KXeivrjP  tov  kv— 

p6[o]u  CapdTn8o[c]  ep  t&  oiko) 

TOV  CaparreCov  avpiop  ̂ tlc  ec— 

5  TIP  Tj^aTTO  w[p]ac  d~ . 

2  1.  KXivqv  1# 

‘Dionysalexandrus  invites  you  to  dine  at  the  table  of  the  lord  Sarapis  in  the  dining¬ 

room  of  the  Serapeum,  tomorrow,  which  is  the  8th,  from  the  gth  hour.’ 

3  h  TUI  oUui  with  XIV  1755,  P.  Coll.  Youtie  I  52  and  I.XII  4339;  the  editors  of  the  latter  two  give 

useful  references  for  oikoi  and  temple  dining-rooms.  For  the  Serapeum  at  Oxyrhynchus  seej.  E.  G.  Whitehornc, 

ANRWW  78.5,  3078-9;  references  for  Oxyrhynchus  and  elsewhere  arc  in  G.  Ronchi,  Lexicon  Theonymon  IV 

947-V  964. 

D.  MONTSERRAT 

4541.  Invitation  to  an  Epicrisis  Feast 

ioi/2ii(a)  6.6x2.5cm  Third  century 
Plate  XX 

Similar  invitations  to  celebratory  banquets  connected  with  the  epicrisis  are  VI  926, 

XXXVI  2792  and  XLIX  3501.  The  gymnasial  epicrisis  continues  long  after  the 

Constitutio  Antoniniana,  cf.  P.  Mich.  XIV  676  (272)  and  P.  Turner  38  (after  274). 
The  back  is  blank. 

454 1 .  INVITATION  TO  AN  EPICRISIS  FEAST 

epaird  ce  Scrryfjce  CapaTrLa)[p] 

elc  TO  KaTTiTd)X{eiov)  dc  eTriK^pLCLp)  tov 

vlov  avTov  [ctjTro  &p[ac)  6—. 

1  1.  Senrtnjcai  2  Kaniru,^,  cttA  3  viov,  ̂   Crossbar  of  6  extended 

‘Sarapion  invites  you  to  dine  in  the  Gapitolium  on  the  occasion  of  the  epicrisis  of 

his  son,  from  the  gth  hour.’ 

2  For  references  to  the  Capitolium  at  Oxyrhynchus,  see  1,1V  3757  3  n.;  J.  F,.  G.  Whitehornc,  ANRWW
 

18.5,  3084.  For  the  Eastern  Stoa  where  it  was  located  (XVII  2109)  see  LXIV  4441. 

3  No  indication  of  the  day  is  given:  cf  P.  Fay.  132. 

D.  MONTSERRAT 

4542-3.  Two  Invitations  to  a  Festival  for  Girls 

These  invitations  are  both  written  across  the  fibres.  The  backs  of  both  are  blank. 

The  occasion  of  the  feast  is  the  therapeuieria,  a  word  not  in  LSJ  which  has  hitherto 

appeared  in  papyri  in  P.  Oxy.  Hels.  50.17  in  a  context  which  suggests  feastin
g:  rrepi  Se 

Tthv  olvapicup,  vnepedepeda  rd  depaTrevrripia  elc  to  peXXov.  It  should  perhaps  be  r
estored 

in  P.  Lond.  inv.  3078,  republished  by  D.  Montserrat,  JiM  76  (1990)  206-7,  who  proposes 

Sei'7TVTjC(i[^L  elc  0epcL7TevTTi-\pt-cL,  P.  Ilor.  Ill  279  (iit  sixth-century  lease  of  land)  transcr
ibes 

the  singular  tov  OepaTremppiov. 

The  word  therapeuieria  obviously  derives  from  depaTrevoo,  of  which  the  meanings  at 

this  date  range  from  ‘to  do  service,  pay  attention  to’  (sometimes  in  a  ritual  context)  to 

‘cure’.  The  literary  sources  give  no  real  help.  In  ‘Jo.  Chrys.’,  in  operarios  undecimae 

horae  [Augustinianum  18  (1978)  353-6]  the  sinner  elc  to  r-pc  eKKXrjcCac  depatTevTripLov 

TTapayiveTaL;  in  Nicetas  Choniates,  Hist.  p.  551.56  van  Dieten  depaTevTrjpid  re  kTi 

TpucprjTripia  are  prepared  for  the  crusaders.  In  both,  it  seems  that  depa-rrevr
ripiov  means 

‘a  place  for  OepdrcevcLc’  —  perhaps  medical  attention  in  the  first,  bodily  comforts  in  the 

second.  More  relevant  is  a  corrupt  gloss  in  Cyril  (Hesych.  0  370  Latte),  BepTrjpca'.  kopTiq 

TIC,  which  Meineke  restored  as  <'‘Av>  decTrjpia,  Latte  as  Crc-nTripia:  OepKaTrevNrppia 

might  be  a  better  suggestion. 

One  possible  context  would  be  religious  observance.  The  Suda  has  an  
interesting 

entry  under  OepaTTevrfjpeC.  oi  twv  lepdop  tt po'CcTdp.evQL,  OepaTrevral  Ici8oc  nap  At
yuTrrtotc. 

Groups  of  BepanevTaC  are  widely  attested  in  the  hellenistic  and  Roman  Fast,  for  Lgypt, 

see  UPZ  1  p.  52.  Another  might  be  medical,  so  that  this  was  a  celebr
ation  for  being 

cured.  If  the  former,  it  may  be  that  the  therapeuieria  was  somehow  con
nected  with 

puberty;  the  girls  in  these  documents  must  be  unmarried,  since 
 their  fathers  are  the 

hosts  at  the  feasts.  See  D.  Montserrat,  Sex  and  Society  in  Graeco-Roman  Egypt  45-6. 
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4542 

ioo/73(b)  5.3x3.7cm  Third  century 

Plate  XX 

Ipcora  ce  Ceovfjpoc 

SeiiTvfjcai  ev  tt}  ol- 

Kia  avrov  elc  depa— 

TrevTiqpia  Ovyarpoc 

5  avTOV  cppiepov  tjtlc 

€ctIv  l6  arro  &p{ac)  6^. 

6  43 

‘Severus  invites  you  to  dine  in  his  house  on  the  occasion  of  the  therapeuteria  of  his 

daughter  today,  that  is  the  i9th(?),  from  the  gth  hour.’ 

ioo/77(a) 

4543 

11x6  cm  Late  third  century 

Plate  XX 

The  papyrus  is  considerably  larger  than  usual,  and  has  generous  margins:  the  blank 

space  at  the  bottom  is  3  cm,  the  left  margin  about  i  .5  cm.  Nevertheless,  this  invitation 

is  not  of  the  ‘formal’  type  exemplified  by  IX  1214,  LII  3694  and  the  later  P.  Apoll.  72. 

KaXel  ce  ’Icyvc  etc  deparrevr-ppia  rrjc 

OvyaTpoc  avTOV  ̂ cijpLepov  t  ouj  etc  tt)v 

avTiKpvc  avTOV  o[t]Ktav  t^“  and  wpac  d~ . 

‘Ischys  invites  you  to  the  therapeuteria  of  his  daughter  [today  ...|  in  the  house 

opposite  his,  on  the  17th,  from  the  gth  hour.’ 

1  KaXcl,  although  less  usual  than  kpeard,  is  still  formulaic:  cf  XII  1486,  XVII  2147. 

'Icxvc.  Cf.  P.  Prag.  II  141  I.5? 
2  3  The  time  and  possibly  also  the  venue  of  the  feast  have  been  changed:  one  is  reminded  of  the 

postponed  therapeuteria  in  P.  Oxy.  Plels.  50. 

D.  MONTSERRAT 

4544.  PRIVATE  LETTER:  EUDAEMON  TO  HEGUMENUS  2  3 1 

4544.  Private  Letter:  Eudaemon  to  Hegumenus 

46  515.51 /F(q-4)b  12  x26.5  cm  Third  century 

This  private  letter  was  written  on  the  back  of  the  tax  account  offeut  4527  above 

(dating  from  after  28  August  185),  across  the  fibres  and  upside  down  relative  to  4527. 
There  is  no  address. 

XoTpe  Kvpie  peov 

’Hyovpieve  Tr{apa)  EvSaLpLovoc. 

Trapayev(^6piev')oc  el[c]  ‘HpaKXeo7T{oXiT7]v?) SeScoKa  TO,  KepdpiLa 

5  TJaciKa  Twv  eXewv 
Lva  COL  aTToSoi.  dXXd 

/cat  TO  cpyaTLKov  rov 

peayeiipov  cov  Scot  ovtto) 

fj  TrCjUi/ia)  rj  KopLiw,  orav 

10  pLOL  TTOirjcjjC  ypa<l)fivai,  el' 

ye  ̂ovXet  npoc  ce  yevecdai. TO)  dyadcoraTip  XpijCLjacp 

TO  evToXiov  e/<e[i]  eveyKct/v 

Tcp  avTW  SeSouca  UacL/ca. 
15  edv  COL  r]8v  pv,  ypd/Jjeic  poL 

TL  jiovXeL  TTpiv  Ta|[ . ]  .  .  .  . 

[^oJ^eAouct  Xa^ety  Trpoc[  ]  ̂pec/y. 

Down  the  left  margin: 

prjSev  vnep  TLprjc  8(hc  tw  rdc  eXeac  col  SlSovtl. 

(m.  2?)  epp&cQaC  ce  evxo{paL),  KVpLe  pov. 

2  it'  3  r/paKXco)  5  1.  lAaifir  6  1.  dwoSo)  15  f  3  18  1.  eAai'ac  19  evx°~ 

‘Greetings,  my  lord  Hegumenus,  from  Eudaemon.  I  have  arrived  in  the 

Heracleopolite(?)  and  I  have  given  the  two  jars  to  Pasicas,  I  mean  the  jars  of  olives,  so 

that  he  may  give  them  to  you.  However,  your  cook’s  wages(?)  I  shall  either  send  or 

bring  without  delay,  whenever  you  have  someone  write  to  me,  if  indeed  you  want  it  to 

go  to  you(?).  I  took  the  order  for  the  excellent  Ghresimus  there  and  have  given  it
  to 

the  same  Pasicas.  If  it  so  please  you,  write  to  me  what  you  want  before  . . .  they  want 

to  take  ...’ 
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(Margin)  ‘Don’t  pay  anything  to  the  man  who  gives  you  the  olives.  I  pray  for  your 

health,  my  lord.’ 

I  This  opening  occurs  in  letters  from  the  and  to  the  3rd  century  ad,  see  F.  H.  J.  Exlcr, 

A  Study  in  Greek  Epistolography  35-6.  It  is  not  used  for  official  letters,  but  for  private  ones.  This  would  favour 

'Hyoufieve  against  'yyou/xcee  (a).  '■ 

a  'Hyovfieve.  Sec  i  n.  Recorded  both  as  a  proper  name  and  as  a  title;  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to  choose. 

For  the  personal  name  cf.  P.  Held.  IV  gafj.i  (Oxyrhynchite,  after  hjanuary  aif,)  and  n.  It  is  also  clearly  a 

personal  name  in  PSI  XII  1238  (a  September  24.^].  » 

3  'f/pairAeo7r(oAiTTjr?).  The  expansion  is  not  certain;  we  might  expect  the  article  with  7/pa/cAeowoAiTr;e. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  normal  form  of  the  city  name  is  T/pa/rAeouc  ttoXlc.  See  Caldcrini-lDaris,  Diz.  geogr.  11  * 

217  9,  220-4. 

5  riaciKa.  The  name  is  attested  elsewhere  only  in  P.  Miinch.  Ill  146  iii  19  (II  ad)  and  P,  Ross.  Georg.  * 

III  1.25  (III  ad),  in  the  genitive  JlaaKdroc'^  for  the  declension,  see  Gignac,  Grammar  1  276—7;  II  16-18. 

7  TO  epyariKov.  Leaving  aside  references  to  working  livestock,  a  search  under  Ipyari/e-  on  the  DDBDP 

produces  P.  Bad.  II  a6.6,  P.  Cairo  Gooelsp.  30  xxxvii  16,  P.  Corn.  3.15,  P.  bond.  Ill  1170  verso  432,  SPP  X 

251  A  6  and  SB  I  4921.5.  None  of  these  texts  supplies  a  clear  meaning,  Gf,  also  4530  30. 

6  arroSol.  For  the  form  see  Gignac,  Grammar  II  388.  I 

8  ocov  oSttcu.  For  this  idiom  see  LSJ  s.v.  ococ  IV,5, 

12  ayaBiordru).  This  superlative  form,  equivalent  of  /SeAri'cTcp,  is  found  among  later  classical  authors  and 

in  the  papyri.  See  Gignac,  op,  cit,  II  146-7,  It  is  worth  noticing  that,  in  the  papyri,  ayaBiiraroc  seems  to 

apply  only  to  persons,  which  is  not  true  of  ̂ cAtictoc.  j 

13  ivToXeov.  Cf.  P.  Brem.  20.8,  P.  Hamb,  II  192.6  and  O.  Bodl.  li  2525.1,  where  the  square  bracket 

faces  the  wrong  way.  hroXCSwv  occurs  in  XIV  1767  17-18. 

15  42  for  fi,  as  often,  see  Gignac,  op.  cit.  II  405. 

17  [^°]-  Eudaemon  was  probably  going  to  write  ̂ ovXovTai  instead  of  BeXovet,  having  in  mind  still  the 

^ovXei  he  had  just  wfftten  above  (16). 

18  Swe?  Given  the  writer’s  use  of  the  form  airoSol  (6),  perhaps  Stuc  =  8dc  is  more  probable. 

P.  SCHUBERT 

I 

I 

INDEXES 

Figures  in  small  raised  type  refer  to  fragments,  small  roman  numerals  to  columns. 

Square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  wholly  or  substantially  restored  by  conjecture 

or  from  other  sources,  round  brackets  that  it  is  expanded  from  an  abbreviation  or  a 

symbol.  An  asterisk  denotes  a  word  not  recorded  in  LSJ  or  Suppl.  The  article  is  not indexed. 

1.  EPIGRAM 

ayaBoe  4503  i2.14 
ayyeX\etv  4503  J.2.5 

ayeiv  4502  9,  17,  19,  44  4505  2.10 
aOXcikiv  4502  42? 

X0p€iv  4503  ->2.6 aipoc  4504  ii  16 

aK-TT]  4502  24 

nXeitc  4502  43 
aAa  4503  -^2.13,  i2.ll  4504  ii  8 

aXXoc  4503  — >2.8a 

aXoxoc  4503  12.12  4505  1.5 
ac  4502  20 

(ifxa  4502  44 

afx(pL^aiv€iv  4502  2 
aficporcpoc  4502  33  [4507  —>■2.3?] 
a  4502  36,  37 

avayK-  4506  2.2 

avepLoc  4502  25 
Xv'jp  4502  37  4504  ii  18,  19 

^vOpcoiToc  4505  1.2  4506  4.3 
avicrdvai,  4502  45 

ai'TaAeti'  4503  -->2.5 art' 4503  12.10 

dvroXir)  4503  ̂ 2.12 d-nac  [4505  1.5] 

dncpeCSecOai  4502  32 

dneipecioc  4503  —>2.14 arroLKOC  4504  ii  23 

dperij  4505  2.8 
ApicToSiKT)  4502  19 

dpprjv  4507  — >3.2? 

dpx^  4502  30 
dcrreppioc  4504  ii  19 

dcrijp  4503  ̂ 2. 8a drep  4503  12.8 
:4TAac  4501  7? 

drp€K€coc  4504  ii  7 avTLKa  4503  12.7 

auToc  4502  [20],  28,  44 

dtpavijc  4502  23 

AND  ELEGY 

acppacroc  4503  ̂ 2.4 
XlippoSiTyj  4505  1.3 

jSe'Aoc  4502  8 

Pla  4504  ii  2 
PwT-  4505  2.4 /3ioToc4503  12,12 

yalCL  4502  30 ydiU-oc  4504  ii  2  4505  1.1 
yap  4502  7,  21,  28  4503  ̂ 2. 11,  12.3,  7 

ye  4504  ii  16 yevvaloc  4505  2.10 

yevoc  4503  ->2.3 

yipojv  4502  9 

yt)  4502  28 

yivecBai  4504  ii  17,  19 

ypavc  4502  29 yvvaiov  4.502  44 

ym-ij  4504  ii  17 
Srixpu  4502  12 

Adpicov  4502  43 Seivoc  4505  2.10 

heiTTvelv  4502  43 

SeKavoc  4503  — >2.7a Sexaroc  4505  2.5 

Sc^idc  4505  1.3 
Sc'  4502  22,  26,  [28 1,  31,  32,  45,  46  4503  -t2,4,  6, 

8,  12.1 1,  13  4504  ii  5,  9,  17  4505  l.[l],  6,  2.5 

SecTTo'lwv  4503  -^2.13  4504  ii  2 

deerroTge  4505  2.12 

^  4503  ->2.7a 

hid.  4502  45 

hiaipelcBai  4502  21,  29,  36 

hiaKpCveiv  4503  12.6 

Aihupiapxoc  4502  18,  26 
hCK-r,  [4505  2.10] 
hivelcdai  4502  25 
hihduai  4503  12.9,  12.12 
hiTTovc  4502  30,  32 
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234 

8o>oc  4502  22 
hovXoc  4504  ii  4 

hiivafPLc  4503  J,2.10 

Suo/catSe/ca  4503  — >l.i.  1 
SvcKeXaSoc  4502  25 

SuTi/trdc  4504  ii  23 

eyyvc  4502  44? 
4502  18,  20,  37 

el  4502  36  4503  12.13  4504  ii  22 
etSeVai  4505  2.6 

eiv  4503  ~>2.6,  i2.8  4504  ii  10  [4505  1.8]  (see  also s.  h) 

6W4502  31,  35  4503  -^2.4,  8(2),  12.44504 
ii  6,  10 

dc  4501  2,  8,  17,  19  4502  19,  23  4505  1.1,  3 

etc  [4502  21]  4503  ->2.10  4505  2.8 
ekai>a/3ati>eti>  4502  26 

<l)copdv.4505  l.[4],  6,  2.5 
eKreXdv  4503  |2.5 

iX-nlc  4502  14 

'f.v  4502  27,  28,  35  4503  ^2. 7a,  8,  i2.3  (see  also s.  eiv) 

h  4502  21  (4505  1.8]  4503  ->2.7a  4504  ii  10 
h0a  [4502  24] 

4504  ii  21 

Iwe'a  4503  ->2.12 

li  4503  -^2.2 
idc  <4504  ii  18> 

evdyeiv  4504  ii  8 
hrdv  505  1.3 

eTTavreXXeiv  4503  —>2.13 

4503  ->2.9 

Jm'4502  9,  14,  30,  38 
e7TlK€VrpOC  506  1.2 

eTTLcrpocpoc  503  ->2.5 
kTrraTTvXoc  4502  37 

kpivedc  4502  24 

^Epixfjc  4504  ii  9 
Epjxoyevqc  4502  18,  22 

’ipxecdai  4502  8  4504  ii  21 
kadpetv  4503  -^2.3  4504  ii  14 

erepoc  4503  -^2.6 

kTT]rVjJi,(7]  503  i2.6  4506  2.3? 

e{M]6T]c  4505  2.7 

evnpaKTOc  4505  1.4 

evpCcKeiv  4504  ii  2 

evpvc  4502  2 

elpweic  4502  22 

evcxi^f^tDv  4507  J,1.2? 

euyaptc  4505  1.2 

4502  14,  31,  37  4503  J,2.10 
lojc  4502  32 

Z(vc  4502  26  4503  [2.12  4504  ii  13 

^wSiov  4503  ̂ l.i.l,  ->2.1 1.  [2.3  4504  ii  11 
C&ov  4503  ̂ 2. 7a  4504  ii  10,  13  [4505  1.8] 

fl  4501  4  4503  [2.5  4504  ii  4,  1,5b,  16,  18,  23 

^  [4502  20] 
^4503  [2.11 

^^7}  4502  8 ri&e  4504  ii  20 
•pSiCTOl.  4505  2.7 

■pe  4504  ii  4 
'mXwc  4505  2.4  4507  ->2.2 
■7/Awc  4504  ii  21 

rijxelc  4501  2,  3 

4503  i2.15  4504  ii  2,  5,  6,  9,  10,  17  [4505 

2.5] 

^vep.6eic  4502  24 
TjTTOJv  4504  ii  4 

OadfMa  4503  -->2.3 
Oearpaii^ric  4502  41 
deioc  4504  ii  1 

Oefxa  4505  2.5,  13 

deerparov  4503  ̂ 2.9 
efjPai  4502  35,  37 

e^Xvc  4507  ~>3.2 Oiacoc  4504  ii  5 

I'Stoc  4503  ̂ 2.6,  i2.8 

iixariov  4502  41 
tva  4503  ->2.9 

IcrjfiepLr)  4504  ii  21 Icrdvai  4502  32 

/caMSOl  2  4502  18  (2),  24,  44  4503  12.12  4504  ii  1, 

10,  12,  13,  14,  15a,  19  4505  l.[l],  2,  8  (2),  2.8 

KaKoepyov  4503  12.13 
KaKvveiv  4502  45 

KaXelv  4503  —>2. 7a 

Kafxdptva  4502  7 

KapKLVoc  4507  -^S.l 
KacLyvYjTOC  4505  1.1 
Kara  4504  ii  1 7 

4502  27  4504  ii  20 

Kelvoc  4503  -^2.4 
KeZcOai  4504  ii  2,  7 

KevoSpofxeiv  4507  ].1.3 

Kevrpov  4503  J,2.10 

T^e/udecca  4504  ii  15a 
KLvelv  4502  7 

KOLVOC  4502  19 

Koipavelv  45061.3 

KopTj  4503  ],2.1 1 KOCKIVOV  4501  4 

KOepi—  4506  3.2 

Kparepov  4503  ->2.11 Kpeac  4502  42 

KpeiTTOV  4505  1.6 

KpCcic  4504  ii  8 
KpovLKoc  4504  ii  !  3 
Kpoviwv  4504  ii  10  [4505  1.6 1 

Kpovoc  4503  [2.7  4504  ii  1 1,  23  4506  3.6 

Kvfiha  4502  33 KvOipeia  4503  [2.7  4504  ii  12,  23 

Kvdiirt,  4504  ii  24  4505  1.6 
Kmrpic  4502  1 1,  19  4504  ii  5,  13,  14 
Kveov  4502  40 

Xip,rjv  4501  2 
Xayxdviiv  4502  20,  22  4503  ->2,12 
Xap.^Avew  4501  6?  4502  10 
Xdyew  4502  31  4504  ii  18 
Aeiroupyoc  4503  ->2.10,  12 Xe-nac  4502  35 

Xoy^vpM  4502  41 XoTrdc  4502  42 

pLavOdvetv  4503  [2.4  4507  — >1.1 
ix€ya<  4503  ̂ 2.3  4504  ii  8,  21  4505  2.8 
p.t0ohiwiv  4503  [2.13 

pL€iyvvvai  4504  ii  16 
pteipecOat  4505  2.6 

ltdX,  4502  39 

pteV  4502  20  4503  ->2.9 
p.4v€iv  4502  28  4503  ̂ 2.9 
IM€COVpaV€lv  4503  [2.7 

ixerd  4502  43 p.,j  4502  1,  [7],  10 

P>,3£4502  11,  [12],  14 

4504  ii  14,  20  4505  1.3 

p-rj-rrip  4504  ii  15b,  18 

ptijTputd  4504  ii  16 
pLta  4502  18 
piolpa  4504  1120  4507  ̂ 1.3? 
p.oixdc  4502  38,  43 

p,op,<pri  4502  46 
pioOxoc  4504  ii  15a 
P.V0OC  4505  2.9 

piOc  4502  39 

vaieiv  4502  20 

vavrr'qyeiv  4501  4 
vavc  4501  3 

wa4503  [2.11 

viKvc  4502  24 

v-p  4503  [2,12 vodv  4503  [2.3 

^vXivoc  4501  5 
^vvoc  4502  28 

58e  4504  ii  6 
6Se.l«v  4504  ii  21 

oXXvvaL  4504  ii  5 

oAooc  4504  ii  14 

Op-OLCOC  4503  ->2.13 
&VOC  4502  29 
oTTcnc  4503  [2.7 

opae  4504  ii  15a 

opiOV  503  ->2.6 

dpfii^eiv  4501  3 

gc  4502  26,  [35,  43]  4503  ^2. 7a,  [2.3  4504 

ii  3 

5coc  4503  [2.10 

gcTic  4503  [2,4 

drav  4504  ii  20 

ohG)  4501  2  4502  21,  36  4503  [2.9  (2),  11 

ov0€k  4502  31 

ovpavoc  4502  26 

oSroc  4503  -v2.11 

ocpOaXfjLoc  4506  4.6 

4  4503  12.10 
otjjotpdyoc  4502  42 

TTaOiKdc  4502  3 1 

TTaiUptov  4502  40 
TratSedetv  4505  1.7 

Trade  4501  4 

TrdXiv  4504  ii  19 

navvvx^c  4504  ii  5 TTaVTOlOC  4505  2.8 

rrdvroTe  4503  ->2.9 

TTaVTOCpopOC  4503  ->2.5 
TrdvTOJC  4503  [2.11,  14 

rrapd  4503  — >2.4 
Trapelvai  4503  |2.4 

TrapOevoc  4502  9,  10 

77ac  4502  21,  28  4503  -^-2.9  4506  1.6 
Trarr'ip  4502  46  (2)  4504  ii  1,18 

TTep.p.a.  4502  1 
Trev.xpoc  4503  [2.9  4504  ii  4 
irepC  4503  ̂ 2.11  4505  2.12 
■nepielvat.  4503  ̂ 2.10 
TTepCcracLC  4503  ],2.5 

TTeptTtOevai  4501  5 

TrrjbdXi-ov  4501  5 
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TTiKpOC  4502  8 

TTicreveiv  4502  39 

7tX7]clov  4502  35 
ttXovtoc  4502  1  1 

TTvoiTj  4502  25 

TTOielv  4505  2.7 

TToXioc  4502  20 

TToXXdKi  4504  ii  1 

TToXvixopcpoc  4503  — >2.5 
TTora/xoc  4501  5 
TTore  4502  18 

TTpecfivrepoc  4503  |2.9 

TTppcrrjp  4505  2.9 

TTpoXeyeiv  4504  ii  3 

TrpoccpiXrjC  4505  1.4 

rrporepoc  4503  -^2.2 
TTpdiToc  4501  4  4504  ii  12 

TTTLcdvr]  4502  1 3 

irvycC^iv  4502  1.  5 

Hypoeic  4503  ̂ 2.8  4504  ii  2,  9,14  4505  1.8 

peta  4503  j,2.6 

prir-jp  4505  2.9 
piyovv  4502  41 

cep.v6c  4503  —>■2.10 
c^pic  4502  40 
cK^iPic  4503  12.6 

cotpiT)  4505  2.8 
cotpoc  4502  36 

cretpoc  4504  ii  19 

creix^iv  4504  ii  23 

CtCX^cov  4504  ii  6  [4505  1.8] 

crptovvvvaL  4502  29 

crvyepoc  4502  22 

cvp.^Loc  4503  12.9 

cviiTTapetvaL  4504  ii  9 
aV  4503  12.7,  12 

cvvatp-rjc  4504  ii  12 

ccppdyLCp.a  4507  ̂ 1.2 
cxeSodev  4503  ̂ 2.4 

cx^fia  4504  ii  17  4505  2.3 

ra^vc  4505  2.9 

re  4502  30  (2)  4503  --*2.6,  12.4,  9,  11  (2)  4504  ii  5, 
8(2),  13,  14,  19,  23  4505  11.4],  2.9 

TGTpdyOJVOV  4505  1 
Terpo-TTOvc  4502  30,  33 
Tidevai  4502  26  4505  2.6 

Tip,7jT6c  [4505  1.5] 

TIC  4501  4,  4  4502  30  4503  12.5 
TIC  4502  36 

To'Se  4505  2.6 

TO!  4503  12.3,  12 

ToVoc  4502  7  4503  i2.8,  10,  13,  14  4504  ii  3,  6 

Tococ  4503  — >2.8a 
TOTC  4502  36  4504  ii  15b 

toOto  4502  21,  45  4504  ii  3,  12,  17  4505  2.7 

Tpcic  4503  ̂ 2.7a,  10 

rprjxvc  4505  2. 10 
rpCyoiVov  4505  2.3? 
TpiTTovc  4502  30,  34 

rpiVoc  4505  2.13 

rporroc  4502  3.5 
rxiyxdveiv  4503  12.3  4504  ii  II,  12,  13,  17,  20  4506 

1.5 

rup6c  4502  39 

vTTdpxeLv  4502  36 

v7T€px^<^^<^i->-  4502  23 
i;7n'oc  4502  5 

{1770  4504  ii  4 

mTox^dvioc  4504  ii  22 

5c  4502  40 

vcraroc  4502  23 

h^Cc  4502  40 

0aivo}v  4504  ii  i5a 

(paXXoc  4502  34 

(pdvai  4504  ii  7  4506  1.1? 

<pavXoc  4503  ->2.8a 
(pepeiv  [4505  1.4,  2.9] 

(pLXoXoyoc  4505  1.7 
cpi:Xoc  4505  [1.5],  2.7 

CpVCLC  4503  ̂ 2.3 

(fcov'q  4504  ii  8 
0ioccfj6poc  4504  ii  10  [4505  1.8] 

Xo-i-iCLi^  4502  33 
XapUic  4505  1.5,  2.7 

xetp  4502  27 
Xetpov  4504  ii  9 

X^Cpojv  4504  ii  4 

X^v  4502  40 Xijpa  4503  12.1 1 

Xoproc  4502  39 
Xpiji'  4503  12.3 
XuAo'c  4502  13 

X<^>poc  4502  23 

ijiLadoc  4502  28 
i/^oAocy  4502  27 

4502  29 

ojpaioc  4502  4,  10 

t9povdp,oc  4503  -^2.3,  II 
d)C7T€p  4504  ii  7  4506  1.1? 

I 
■I 

//.  COMEDY 

II.  COMEDY 

{a)  4508--45O9 

yipiCTOipdvTqc  4508  1 .9 
KXiaiv  4509  1.2 

auTOc  4509  1.3 KoXd^eiv  4509  2. .8 

Se  4509  1.4 

TrapdyeiV  4508  1.10 Aiovvcta?  4508  3.4 
rfacpXaydv  4509  1.3 

eTi'at  4509  1 .4 iTapyXdCeiv  4509  1.4 
Trpo'c  4508  1.11 

epL^vcav  4509  1.6 1^4508  1.9 

qwXaici]  4508  1.6 
kvvTTviov  4509  1.7 

Kai<o-  4509  1.2 
KaXXi'ac  4508  1 .8 

XapidSr}c  4508  1.7 ^Qpai  4508  1. 10 

dAAd  4523  1.7 

{b)  4522-4523 Xafx^dvcLV  4522  18 dvrex^iv  4522  1 1 
Acyeti^  4522  12 

4523  3.3 
Spay  4522  10,  16 

yafxetv  4522  4 

vavvvx^-  4523  3.2 

yap  4523  1.5 

ttoAuc  4522  5 

yivecOai  4522  9 Trpocidvai  4522  6 

yvvij  4522  8 Sac  4522  14 
ceptvdc  4522  20 cd  4522  12 

SiSdi'ai  4522  14 

etc^eVal  4522  1 7 
Ti4523  1.7 

Tovro  4522  10 

T^ptepa  4522  2 
rpclc  4522  2 

Bed  4522  21 
{i77o(-)  4523  3.4 

Kat  4522  20 

cpoprCov  4522  1 
KaKov  4522  3 

(ppovp-  4523  3.6 
KaXdv  4522  13 

Kporoc  4522  20 

xAaptdc  4523  3.5 
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Vespasian 

AvTOKpdrMp  Kalcap  OvecrracLavdc  CejSacroc  (year  2) 

4526  28-29 

Domitian 

AvTOKpdrwp  Kalcap  Zlo/xtriavoc  Ce^acroc  PcpfiaviKoc 

(year  4)  4532  3,  cf.  1 1 

COMMODUS 

Koixp^oSoc  Avtojvlvoc  Kalcap  (incomplete,  year  25) 
4527  6 

Severus 

AvroKpdrojp  Kalcap  Aovkioc  CcrrrLpLioc  Ccovrjpoc 

Evce^'pc  TlcprCva^  CejSacroc  Apaf^ticoc 

(year  4)  4531  34-38 

Diocletian  and  Maximian 

ot  KvpioL  rjpLcbv  ALOKXrjTLavoc  Kal  Ma^ifxiavdc  CejSacrot  ALOKXrjrLavdc  Kai  Ma^ifitavoc  ol  Kvpioi  '^fxojv  Ce^acroC 

(year  5  and  4?)  4530  38-39;  also  4530  3-5  (oath  (year  5  and  4?)  4530  18-  49 

formula),  cf.  26-27  (incomplete) 

Maurice 

6  Oetoraroc  Kai  cvce^ecraroc  'piacbv  BecTrorrjc  pLcyicroc  aldivioc  Avyovcroc  Kai  Avro/epdrajp  (year  18) 

GvepycTrjc  0Xdovi'oc  Mavpuaoc  Neoc  Tt^epioc  0  4535  3   6 

Heraglius 

6  Bcioraroc  Kal  et/cejS^CTaroc  rjfxojv  8€<.Tr6r7]c  ixeyicroc 

€V€py€TT]c  0Xdovl'oc  ’MpdicXeioc  6  aicovLoc  Avyovcroc 

Kai  AvroKpdreop  (year  2)  4536  2—5 

Year  30/20/12/3  (ad  335/6)  4534  7-8 

IV.  CONSULS 

AD  335  vrraTCLac  ’lovXtov  Keoveravrtov  rrarpiKiov  AD  376  vnarcLac  rdiv  Seerrorwy  r)fj.d)y  OvdXevToc  to  e 

aSeA^oO  Tov  Sccttotov  'pf.icbv  Kaivcravrivov  Kai  OvaXcvriviavov  to  a5  tojv  alcovicov  Avyovcriov 

Avyoverov  icai  Kov(pLOV  AXjScvov  rojv  Xaixirpordrayv  4529  1—2 

4534  1  2  AD  600  VTrareLac  rod  avTov  evcc^ccrdrov  T]p,cbv  deerro- 

AD  336  vrrarciac  Ovl'piov  NcTTOJTLayov  Kai  TcrrCov  tov  ctovc  4535  7  8 
0aKovvSov  tGiv  XapiTTpordraw  4528  12 

V.  LNDICTIONS 

V.  INDICTIONS 
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1st  indiction  4536  6  (—ad  612/613)  4th  indiction  4537  6 

3rd  indiction  4535  8-9  (  —  ad  599/600)  4537  5  13th  indiction  4538  3 

mvp  4530  19,  40 

EiTeifp  4531  39 

Mccopi]  4527  15 

Mex^tp  4532  3 

VI.  MONTHS  AND  DAYS 

(a)  Months 

Neoc  Ce/lacToc  4533  j 

Ilavvi  4529  2  4538  3 

Vaxcuv  4528  18  4537  5 

Tv^i  4526  29  4535  8 

0a^evco0  4532  10 
0ad,cpi  4534  7,  16  4536  5 

{b)  Days 

CeiSacTi?  4526  29 

VIE  DATES 

28  June  196  4531  39  6  May  336  4528  18 

17  November  288(?)  4530  19  22  June  376  4529  2 

1 8  November  288(1’)  4530  40  14  January(?)  600  4535  8 
2  October  335  4534  16  27  October  612(?)  4536  5 

VIII.  PERSONAL  NAMES 

AlfMiXioc  Ap,fx<j)vtav6c  centurion  4531  8  9 

AX^lvoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  335 

AXe^ac  f.  of  Hatres,  gd.-f.  of  Amo'is  and  Zoilus  4533  4 
A pifxojuiavoc  see  AlfxiXioc  Afxixojviavoc 

Afapicovioc  see  Avp-qXioc  Afxfxwvioc 

Afioic  b.  of  ZoiluvS,  s.  of  Hatres  and  Hcraclous,  gd.-s. of  Alexas  4533  4,  5,  10,  [11| 

M/xotc  dieramaiiles  4526  17 
AyovTT  f.  of  Aurelius  Apolios  4536  14,  38 

Avovmc  see  Avp^jXioc  AvoOmc 

AvTOJutvoc  see  Index  III  s.v.  Gommodus 
’^Amc  farmer  4528  9 

Attlcov  see  0Xdovloc  AnCojv 

ArroXXcovioc  ex-strategus  of  Ars.  Hcracl.  4527  4 

HTToAAoii'toc  s.  of  Panemgeus,  gd.-s.  ofPetsirion,  great 

gd.-s.  of  Guos  4532  [7],  id,  [13],  17  {AttoXXojc) 

AttoXXwvioc  maternal  gd.-f.  of  Apollonius  (Apolios) 4532  7 

A7toXX<ovi,oc  vir  peifeclissimus  4525  30 
AttoXX&c  see  AttoXX<S)vi,oc 

AnoXXoic  see  Avp^Xioc  AttoXXodc 

ArroXXebe  see  0Xdovi'oc  AttoXXojc 
i^TToAAwc  f.  of  Aurelius  Erkot  4536  14,  38 

ApLCTOJc  w.  of  Ophcllion,  m.  of  Harpocration  4531 

23-24 
TlpTraAoc  s.  of  Harpalus,  dieramatites  4526  16 

TlpTraAoc  f  of  Harpalus  4526  16 

ApTTOKpariojv  s.  of  Harpocration,  adopted  s.  of  Asclas 

4531  2,  40 

AprroKparCojv  f.  of  Harpocration  4531  3 

ApTroKpaTLcov  s.  of  Ophellion  and  Aristos  4531 

21-22,  42 

Apyiac  f.  of  Heraclous  4533  4 
AckX&c  f  by  adoption  of  Harpocration  4531  4 

ATpfjc  f.  of  Aurelius  Sarapion  4530  14 

ATpfjc  s.  of  Alexas,  h.  of  Hcraclous,  f  of  Amoi's  and 
Zoilus  4533  4,  10 

AvprjXioc  Afxpiwvtoc  comarch  4530  13,  21 

AvpT^Xioc  AvovTTtc  4530  34—5,  42 
Avp-pXioc  AttoXXojc  s.  of  Anup  4536  13,  38 
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Avpi^Xioc  rovvOoc  s.  of  Eulychius  4534  3,  11,  17 

Avp-ijXioc  zli'Sujioc  public  doctor  4528  4,  19 

AupijXioc  Aiovvctoc  public  doctor  4529  4 

AvpriXwc  ’EpicoiT  s.  of  Apollos  4536  14,  38 
AvppXioc  EvSaLpicup  public  doctor  4529  4 

Avp-pXioc  ’HXiac  s.  of  Apa  Nacius  and  Isis  4535  16, 
35,  42 

AvprjXwc  "Hpmv  public  doctor  4528  4,  20 
AhprjXioc  Qewvtvoc  public  doctor  4528  4 

AipijXwc  MeXac  4530  20 

Avp-pXwc  riToXeixaloc  former  prytanis  4528  7 

AvprjXwc  Co.paTTCuiv  comarch,  s.  of  Hatres  4530 

14,  21-2 
A  vprjXwc  CiXfSavoc  public  doctor  4528  5 

AvprjXwc  CojTijpixoc  comarch,  s.  of  Germanus  4530 

15,  22 

TlyiAAac  h.  of  Tapontos,  s.  of  Heraclius,  gd.-s.  of 
Thcon4533  [2,  9,  16],  17,  [19],  22 

repjxavoc  f,  of  Aurelius  Soterichus  4530  15-16 
rXavKLac  4533  14 

Fovvdoc  see  AvprjXwc  PovvBoc 

AapapCuiv  f.  of  Hermous  4526  23 

Arjjiapodc  w.  of  Thomoeris,  m.  of  Thomoeris  4533  15 

AtSvp.oc  see  AvprjXwc  ACSvproc 

A  wyevrjc  f  of  Eudacmon  4533  1 8 

AwvvcaXc^av^poc  454Q  1 

/Itovijctoc  see  AvprjXwc  Awvvewe 

Awvvewe  dieramatites,  s.  of  Dionysius  and  gd.-s.  of 

Sapron  4526  24 

Awvvewe  s.  of  Sapron,  f.  of  Dionysius  4526  24 

AwcKopdp,piajv  4534  5 

AwcKovpiSrjc  sx-curator  civitatis  4525  15 

EKaruiV  4533  1 6 . 1 7 

EpKcitT  see  AvprjXwc  ’EpKwr 

'Eppeawe  royal  scribe  4526  4 

'Eppovc  dieramatites,  s.  of  Damarion  4526  23 
Eviaipwrv  see  AvprjXwc  EvSaipwuv 

EvSaCp-uiv  h.  of  Isidora,  s.  of  Diogenes  4533  18 

EvhaCjsoiv  4544  2 

Eirvywe  i'.  of  Aurelius  Gunthus  4534  3 

ZcvtXoc  b.  of  Amois,  s.  of  Hatres  and  Hcraclous, 

gd.-s.  of  Alexas  4533  4,  [6],  10,  j  11] 

’Jlyovpcvoc  4544  2 

'HXCac  see  AvprjXwc  ElXCac 

'IlpaKXcwc  s.  of  Thcon,  h.  of  Tapontos,  f  of  Achillas 
4533  [2 1,  9 

'HpdicXewc  farmer  4537  3 

'HpaicXfjc  s.  of  Heracles,  dieramatites  4:526  15 

'HpaKXrjc  f  of  Heracles  4526  15 

'HpaicXovc  d.  of  Archias,  w.  of  Hatres,  m.  of  Amois 
and  Zoilus  4533  4 

'Hpwdrjc  see  KXauSwc  'Hpmhctjc 

EIpcvv  see  AvprjXwc  "Hpwv 

&CU1V  f  of  Heraclius,  gd.-f.  of  Achillas  4533  2,  9 
Qcwv  banker  4526  2 

©eojy  see  dovXwc  Scevv 

&COSV  see  KXeivhwc  Sevrv 

Ocoivlvoc  see  AvprjXwc  Sccvvivoc 

QojwfjpLc-.  Thomoeris  s.  of  Thomoeris  and 

Demarous,  gd.-s.  of  Thomoeris  4533  15 

lovXwivoc  see  ePXdovi'oc  lovXiavoc 

'lovXiavdc  (cx-?)c!irator  civitatis?  4525  35  (see  n.) 

lovXwc  4531  7,  17—18 
lovXwc  Kaivcrdvrwc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  AD  335 

’IciSwpa  w.  of  Kudaemon  4533  18 

Tcic  w.  of  Apa  Nacius,  m.  of  Aurelius  Elias  4535  17 

Yctojv  see  0Xdovtoc  IcCorv 

Icyvc  4543  1 
'lutdvvrjc  (notary)  4536  34,  37  (loannu) 

fCiAixac  s.  of  PPlatcs,  dieramatites  4526  14 

KXavZwc  'llpdihrjC  strategus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite 
4526  1 

KXavhwc  &4aiv  4526  10 

Kov&c  f  of  Petsirion,  gd.-f.  of  Panemgeus,  great 

gd.-f.  of  Apollonius  (Apollos)  4532  4 

KvjvcrdvTLoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  335 

Aeivv  see  Index  IXb 

AovKprjrwc  NeZXoc  stratcgus  of  the  Oxyrhynchite 

nomc  4531  1 

MaKpo^Loc  see  0Xdovi'oc  MaKpo^ioc 

MiXac  see  Avp'/iXioc  MiXac 

M-qvde  olKer-pc  4536  10 

Naapcoovc  f.  of  Tapontos  4533  2 

NdKLoc:  Apa  Nacius,  h.  of  Isis,  f.  of  Aurelius  Elias 
4535  17,  36,  42 

NetXoc  see  AovKp-qnoc  NeiXoc 
NerreoTLavoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  336 

OvGciraciavoc  see  Index  HI  s.v.  Vespasian 

OvipLoc  NeTTcoTiavoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  336 

'OcpeXXCcov  h.  of  Aristos,  f.  of  11  arpocration  4531 22-23,  42 

[Javepiyevc  s.  of  Petsirion,  gd.-s.  of  Cuos;  f.  of 

Apollonius  (Apollos)  4532  4,  10,  13,  17 

.IJaTTovrcbc  s.  of  Syrus,  dieramatites  4526  1 9 

UaTTvovdioc  (notary)  4535  39,  41  (Papnutius) 

nacLKdc  4544  5,  14 

IlavXoc  priest  4537  3 

IJeTC^Lpicov  s.  of  Guos,  f.  of  Panemgeus,  gd.-f.  of 

Apollonius  (Apollos)  4532  4 

/ZroAe/xaioc  see  AvprjXioc  UroXeixaioc 

'Pov<pLoc  AX^ivoc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  335 

Cafjr^ovc  4533  14 
CdiTpcov?  f.  of  Dionysius,  gd.-f.  of  Dionysius  4526  24 

CapaTTLCov  4541  I 

CaparrCiov  dieramatites  4526  18 

CapaTTiiov  see  also  Avpi^Xtoc  CapaTTLCOu 

Ccovfjpoc  4542  I 
CiX^avoc  see  AvpijXtoc  CtX^auoc 

CTparrjyioc  consul,  s.  of  Phoebammon  4535  13 

Cvpoc  f.  of  Papontos  4526  19 

Ccor-qpixoc  see  AvppXioc  Cior'rjptxoc 

TaiTovTwc  cl.  of  Naaroous,  w.  of  Heraclius,  m.  of 
Achillas  4533  2 

Tavpic  4539  1 TerTLOC  0ai<ovv8oc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  336 

'Y'yeti'oc  see  0Xdovioc  'Yyetvoc 

0aKovv8oc  see  Index  IV  s.v.  ad  336 

0iX6^€voc  see  0Xdovi'oc  0iX6^evoc 
0Xdovioc  Attlcov  ex-consul,  palricius  4536  7 

0Xdovloc  AttoXXojc  comes  sacri  consistorii,  dioecetes  4535 10 

0XdovVoc  lovXiavoc  acting  syndic  4528  3 

0XdovLoc  'Icicov  soldier  4534  4 

0Xdov\:oc  MaKpopLoc  curator  civitatis  of  the 

Oxyrhynchite  4529  3 
0Xdovioc  'Yye'Lvoc  praefecius  Aegypti  4525  26 

0XdovLoc  0iX6^evoc  stalionarius  4529  7 

0oi^dijvixa)v  f.  of  Strategius  4535  14 

Xp^cLfAoc  4544  12 
'^Qpoc  dieramatites  4526  20 

IX.  GEOGRAPHICAL 

{a)  Countries,  Nomes,  Toparchies,  Cities,  etc, 

'O^vpvyxl'T'qc  (vo^ioc)  4526  1  4528  3  4529  3  4532  1 4535  19  4536  15-16,  38 
AtyvTTToc  4525  26 

ApapCa  4524  4 
Aio7ToX(rr)c  4524  2 

[EppvOTToXiTTjc  4531  26 

'HpaKXeiBov  p,€pic  (Arsinoite  nome)  4527  2 
'Hpa«:AeoTT(oAtTijc?)  4544  3 

©rj^dte  4533  I 

MepSiJctoc  4534  10 

Nea  TloXic  (in  Alexandria)  4526  8 

N€cvt  4524  3 

’O^vpvyxi''!'0v  rroXic  4534  4 

'O^vpvyxojv  TrdAtc  4526  6  4531  4 . 5  4533  1,  2  4535 16  4536  9 

Ilavecpvcic?  4524  3  (see  n.) 

IJavoc  TfdXtc  4530  6,  28 

UipcrjC  {rfjc  kmyov^c)  4532  7 

Ce^evvvTrjc  4524  1 

TavCrric  4524  5 
rorrapxio.  4532  2  {fxdcrj);,  5  [Kdreo] 

KoXivTaOvp  4530  2,  16 [b)  Villages,  ETC. 
nXeeiv  4536  15,  38 

Aewv  {KrTip-a)  4537  4 

Nepcepa  4532  4-,  6 

N'qcov  Aaxo-vCo-c  {krToiKiov)  4538  2—3 
N(vw  4530  2,  15 

Ceccp0a  4532  5 

Clk^ojvoc  B  Kap~  [hiToCKtov)  4535  18—19,  42 

C&pdtc  4530'36 

Tcoov  4530  14 
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[c)  Miscellaneous 

AaKKOc  'caAou/LieVr/  roO  A.)  4537  2 

ayadfj  Tvxfj  4533  1 

Una  4535  17,  36,  42 

S€C7T6rr,c  4535  1  4536  1 

'Epij.fic  4533  21 

d^paTTevrrjpia  4542  3--4  4543  1 
0edc  4535  2  4536  2 

X.  RELIGION 

Upojiia  4539  2 
'l-Tjcovc  4535  2  4536  I 

Eelov  4539  3 

7cic  4539  3 

KaTnrwXiOC  4541  2 

KVpLQC  4535  I  4536  1 

Caparrelov  4540  4 

CdpaTTic  4533  16  4540  3 

cojTijp  4535  2  4536  2 

XpiCTOC  4535  2  4536  1 

XL  OFFICIAL  AND  MILITARY  TERMS  AND  TITIJLS 

dyopavop^iKOC  4532  2 

^aciXiKoc  ypap^pLarcvc  4526  4—5 

^i^XioOi^Kr)  4532  1 

iSouAcuttJc  4525  6,  32 

yevvatoraroc  4530  9,  31 

ypap^ixarevc  see  ̂accXiKdc  y. 

SiacrjixoTaroc  4525  20,  30 

tyKTTjcic  4532  1 

eKarovTapxoc  4531  9 . 10,  21 

kx^oXevc  4525  25? 

kp,p,4XeLa  4528  6  4529  6 

errapxoc  (AlyvTrrov)  4525  20,  26 

dsLoc  4535  1 1 

KecpaXaicoTijc  4525  8 

KOfx-qc  4535  1 1 
KOVCLCTCbpCOV  4535  1  1 

KpanCTOc  4531  20 

KvpLaKoc  Xoyoc  4526  26 

Kojjj.dpx'pc  4530  16—17 

Xap.7Tp6c  4534  3,  4  4535  15  4536  9 

XafiTTporaroc  [clarissimus)  4528  2 

XafXTTporrjc  4535  21,  31 

XoyicTTjc  4525  15,  33;  35?  (see  n.)  4529  3 

Xoyoc  see  s.v.  KvpiaKoc  X. 

ovciaxoc  4526  10 

ocpcpLKidXtoc  4525  27 

TTayapx^tv  4536  16 
TTave.dqD'rjfxoc  4535  12  4536  7,  12 

TTarpLKLOC  4536  8 

TTCpt^XeVTOC  4535  10 

TTpocrpaTTjyclv  4527  4 

vpvravcvcLv  4528  8 
npvravLc  4525  9,  21,  32 

'npoj70(pvXa^  4536  38 

Ce^acroc  4533  1 

CTaTLCOvdpLOC  4529  8 

CTparrjyoc  4526  1  4531  I 
crparLcoTrjc  4525  29  4530  9,  32 

ciivStK'ta  4528  3  [Slolkcov  cvvBiKiav) 

rdiic  4525  27 

unaroc  4535  1 3  4536  8  {6.770  virdrcov) 

XOJfxarcK^oXevc  4525  25? 
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ap/rreXoKT'qrwp  4525  22  Lcirpoc  4528  5  4529  5  (both  SrjjXOCiOL  l.) 

yecopyoc  4528  9  4531  15,  32  4535  20  4537  4 

ypapifiarevc  4531  5—6 

8i€pap.arCr7]c  4526  5 
BiOLK'qr'qc  4535  12 

p^dyetpoc  4544  8 oltceTTjc  4536  10 

Tapcixdp  IOC  4534  6 

rpaTTC^LTrjc  {8rjp.octa)v  r.)  4526  2—3 

xaA/«i5c  4525  4 

XIII.  MEASURES 

{a)  Weights  and  Measures 

apra^r,  4526  7,  14,  15,  16,  17,  18,  19,  20,  21,  22,  AApa  4534  10 
23,  24  4527  7,  8,  9,  10,  1 1,  12,  13,  15,  16 

vavpiov  4537  10,  16,  17  4538  8,  9 

KcpdTtov  4535  28,  29,  38,  42  ttXixvc  4537  7,  8,  9,  12,  13,  14,  15  4538  5,  6,  7 

{b)  Money 

SpaxpcT]  4526  7,  14,  15,  16,  17,  18,  19,  20,  21,  22,  o/3oAdc  4526  18 
23,  24,  25  4532  8,  9  4533  7,  8,  13 

Kcpdriov  see  Index  XIII  (a)  rdXavrov  4525  12 

rpicilSoXov  4526  14,  15,  16,  17,  19,  22,  24,  25 

edftiCjua  4532  8  (Ccf^acToO  v.) 

vop.tcpi.dTLov  4535  27,  29,  38,  42  4536  26  4537  18 
4538  9 

cKarocTTj  4526  26—27 

XIV.  TAXES 

rpopoc  4527  5 

XV.  GENERAL  INDEX  OF  WORDS 

ayaOoc  4544  12  see  Index  X  s.v.  ayaSfj  rvxj] 

ayxwv  4528  1 5 

ayopavop-LKOc  see  Index  XI 

aypdpLpiaToc  4530  44—45  4535  40  4536  35 
ayvia  4533  2 

dycoyq  4526  14,  15  4536  12 
68eX<p6c  4534  1 

alpeiv  4525  28 

alcbvioc  see  Index  III 
aKoXovdCa  4525  25 

axvpovv  4533  3 dAAd  4544  6 

aXXTjXeyyvTj  4526  6 
dAAoc  4525  14,  16 

d/XtCTl  4534  9 
ap.7T€XoKT7'jTCop  $66  Indcx  XII 

apLvx'ij  4528  13,  15 

ap-tpoTcpoL  4533  4,  10 dv  4533  3 

dva^arripia  4537  1  1 
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avayKaloc  4525  33 

owepxecdai  4530  5,  27  -  28 

awqp  4536  12 
avopvcceLv  4537  1 
avTt  4534  9 

avrCypacpov  4526  1 

aVTLKV-pfXlOV  4532  1  8 
aVTLKpVC  4543  3 

aVVTTGpdeTCOC  4535  32 
4537  7,  13 

&iioc  4534  13 

arra  see  Index  X 

aTraireiv  4525  31  4536  28 

^ttAoOc  4535  34  4536  30 

6,770  4525  30,  31  4526  5,  10  4530  14,  15,  16,  [35] 

4531  4,  24  4532  5  4533  2,  4,  [  6],  11,  15,  17,  18 

4534  3,  6,  7  4535  18,  42  4536  8,  15,  38  4539  4 
4540  5  4541  3  4542  6  4543  3 

6rro6i66vaL  4532  9-10,  12  4544  6 
arroKporwc  4535  23 

677oX€17T€LV  4533  6,  1 1 

aTrdXvcLc  4530  10—11,  33 

aiTOcreXXeLv  4525  27 

(iWvetv  4532  12-13  4533  [  8] 

arrox'ij  4526  28 

6pyvpiov  4532  [8]  4533  7,  8,  [13] 

apicrepoc  4532  18  4533  13,  16,  19 

apra^rj  see  Index  Xlll;i.(«) 

apTOTTOLeia  4530  31 

apx'^O^v  4526  6 
6crjp,oc  4532  18  4533  15 

avpiov  4540  4 

avrodi  4528  8 

avToc  (same)  4526  3,  25  4528  5  4529  5  4531  1 7,  20, 

24,  29  4533  4,  15,  17,  [18]  4534  6  4535  7  4536 
12  4544  14 

avToc  (he,  she,  it)  4525  11,  23,  27  4526  9,  27  4528 

[11]  4529  9  4530  22,  24,  42-43,  44  4531  13,  27, 
31  4532  15,  16  4533  [5,  6],  7,  II  4535  21,  40 

4536  24,  35  4541  3  4542  3,  5  4543  2,  3 

axpic  4530  10,  33 

jiddoc  4537  9,  15  4538  7 

jiactXeia  4535  3  4536  2 

fiaciXiKoc  see  Index  XI 

fiiPX&wv  4528  [6]  4529  6 

Idi^XioSyKT]  see  Index  XI 

^i^Xiov  4525  3 

f.X6.Ne  4533  8 

l^X&papov  4528  1 6 

PoiSwv  4536  21 

ldovXec:0o.i  4525  11  4533  [3]  4535  31  4544  11,  16 

NvXevrric  see  Index  XI 

ye  4544  1 1 
yevvaloc  see  Index  XI 

yeovyelv  4535  15  4536  8 

yewpyoc  see  Index  XII 
yCyvecBai  4525  32  4531  5  4544  1 1 

yCveeOm  4532  [9]  4534  13  4535  29  4537  17  4538  8 

ypdp.p.a  4530  24  4533  [15] 

ypapepearevc  see  Index  XI,  XII 

ypap.p,driov  4535  34,  37,  42 

ypdtpetv  4530  24,  44  4532  12,  18  4533  14  4535  34, 

39  4536  31,  35  4544  10,  15 

SaveiCew  4532  4,  15-16 

Se  4530  12,  [33]  4532  12  4533  3,  5,  [8,  11] 

Seenvetv  4539  1-2  4540  2  4541  1  4542  2 

SeLde  4528  12,  15,  16 

SecTTorric  4525  20  4536  1 1 

deeTTOTTjc  see  Index  III,  IV,  X 

Sevrepoc  4536  5 

SijAoO^  4527  14 
Srjpedcioc  4528  5  4529  5  4531  14  4533  8  4535  23 

d7]p.deeoe  see  Index  XI 
Sid  4531  10,  30  4536  10,  24 

deaSexecBae  4533  6,  12 

SidBecic  4528  10-11  4529  9 

SiaB-pKT,  4533  3,  4,  9,  [16],  17,  [19],  22 

diaerjp.dTaroe  see  Index  XI 
diardcceiv  4533  7 

SLariOevai  4533  2 

SiSovai  4531  27  4533  6,  12  4544  4,  14,  18 

8L€pap,ar(Tr}c  see  Index  XII 

SCkt)  4532  16 
Stoi;<etiA  4528  3 

SioixTjTTjc  see  Index  XII 
Soxrtv  4531  19 

Spayp.'p  see  Index  XIII  (i) 
Svvapic  4536  27 

Sdo  4534  10 

edv  4532  1 2  4533  3,  [4],  5,  [6],  1 0,  1 1  4534  1 2  4544  1 5 
eavTov  4532  6 

eyypd(pajc  4528  10  4529  9 
€yyvdc0ai  4530  22,  42 

eyyvyryc  4530  12,  [34] 

eyNeXevcLC  4531  7—8 
eyfCTTjCLc  see  Index  XI 

kyx€Cp7]p.a  4536  26 
kyw  4525  3,  20  4531  1 1  4533  2,  [7,  10,  13,  14,  15], 

16,  19,  21  4535  32  4544  i,  10,  15,  19  also 
S.V.  r]p,€lc 

k$a€Lv  4525  10 

el  4533  5  4536  18  4544  10 

elBevat  4530  [25]  4533  [15] 

€LKOCl  4525  12,  13  4533  7,  13  4535  28,  38  4536  27 

dvat  4525  15,  19,  22  4530  11  4532  15  4533  7,  13, 

[14],  15,  16,  17,  19,  22  4534  7  4535  40  4536  36 4540  4-5  4542  6  4544  15 

dc  4525  19,  23,  27  4526  8  4531  14,  26  4533  8  4535 

34  4537  10,  16,  17  4539  2  4540  2  4541  2  4542  3 
4543  1,  2  4544  3 

dc  4533  [7],  12  4534  7,  8 

kK  4528  6  4529  6  4531  7  4532  1,  15,  16  4533  [5],  10 

?xacToc  4525  10  4534  10  4536  25 

efcdrepoc  4533  5 
kKardv  4526  7 

kKarovrapxoc  see  Index  XI 

kKarocrrj  see  Index  XIV 

heel  4525  7  4544  13 

eKCLce  4530  10 
kK0^cic  4531  16,  28 

h<Xrj/M/Hc  4532  1 €f<riv€iv  4534  1 3 
kXata  4544  5,  18 

k/J-auroO  4530  12,  34 

kfi^dXXecv  4526  9,  12 

e/xjticAeia  see  Index  XI e/j./xkyeii’  4533  1 8 1 

ku  4531  14  4532  [4,  6]  4533  1,  2  4535  1  4536  I 
4537  2  4539  3  4540  3  4542  2 

kvaTr6ypa<poc  4535  20 

kviavToc  4533  6—7,  12  4534  6 

kvicrdvai  4534  7 

kvou<t.ov  4534  9 

€i2ox^  4536  13 

kvoxoc  4530  1 1 kvravea4535  15  4536  9 

kvroXiov  4544  1 3 

'4^  4526  6,  25  4535  27,  38 

kiavciliioc  4533  14-15 

k^apTLa  4534  9 

k^aprt^etv  4534  8 

k^ipKovra  4533  1 6 

k^oveCa  4533  [3],  7 

k^v<paLV€tv  4534  9 

knapxoc  see  Index  XI 
kTT^pwrav  4530  1 7,  [36]  4534  15  4535  35  4536  10,  31 

k-TTl  4525  28  4526  8,  25  4528  12,  15,  16  4529  10 

4530  [6],  28  4533  2,  3,  6,  [12]  4534  6,  9  4536  23 
4537  5  4538  3 

kTTiyovrj  4532  7 

kiTiSidovai  4525  3  4528  7,  19,  20  4529  7  4531  41 

kTridewpety  4528  8-9,  1 1  4529  8,  10 

eTTLKplClC  4541  2 

eTTifjLijvia  4526  12 

kTTivefjbrjcic  4535  26 
eTTicTeXXeiv  4528  6  4529  6 

eTTiTcAeiv  4533  3 

eTTLTLp^OV  4533  8 
eTTOLKLov  see  Index  IX  {b) 

cpydGcBai  4525  7 

epyariKov  4544  7 
epyaTLicioc  4530  30 
■ipyov  4536  27 

kpwTdv  4539  1  4540  1  4541  1  4542  I 
•iroc  4532  2  4533  [1],  16,  17,  [19],  22  4535  6,  8 

4536  5 

(eroc)  4526  28  4527  5  4530  18,  38  4531  16,  29,  33 
4532  17,  18  4533  13,  15 

evSoKdv  4531  42 

evepyer-qc  4535  4  4536  4 cvBdveia  4530  8 

evce^-qc  see  Index  III,  IV 

evyecBai  4544  19 
kyeiv  4528  12  4529  10  4533  2,  [4],  5,  10,  [11] 

see  e/dlectc 

4533  5 

^vydv  4535  29,  30,  [42] 

I)  4530  11  4533  [6],  11  4534  12  4536  19,  21,  [22] 4544  9 

qhvc  4544  15 

7]p.etc  4525  8  4529  1  4530  3,  19,  [38]  4534  2  4535 

3,  4,  7  4536  2,  3,  23,  29,  33 

rjpLkrepoc  4533  6,  12 

7)piLvavXov  4526  6,  11—12 

■ppeioXia  4532  14 
■pcccov  4533  8 

detoc  see  Index  III 
04Xeiv  4544  17 

dsoc  see  Index  X 

6€pa7T€VT’ppLa  see  Index  X decLc  4531  3 

Ovyarrip  4542  4  4543  2 

larpoc  see  Index  XII Ihioc  4526  8  4533  3  4536  1 1 tStoATtKo'c  4535  29,  30,  42 

Upojfxa  see  Index  X 
hcavoc  4525  21 

tva  4525  2  4544  6 

ivSiKT(u)v  see  Index  V 

I'coc  4533  [5],  8,  10 

icTdc  4534  8,  12,  18 

KaBd  4532  12 

KaSdiT^p  4532  1 6 

KaBapdc  4526  10 
KaBapwc  4535  22 

KaBapoupyelov  4530  7 
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KaOriKiiv  4526  27-28  4532  14-15  4534  14 
KodoXov  4532  9  4533  7 

KaOwc  4535  39 

Ko.ip6c  4536  19 

KaKOVpyia  4526  1  1 

KaXetv  4537  2  4543  1 

Kafxdpa  4538  1 

Kara  4525  25  4531  19  4533  6,  !  ]  4534  10 

Karayiyvccdai  4532  1 6  j 

KaraXeCireiv  4533  [4,  10  | 

Kararidevat  4525  5 

4528  16  4532  5  4537  8,  14 
K€X€VCiV  4531  12 

i<€pdp.Lov  4544  4 

KepdrLov  see  Index  XU  I  (a) 

KG^dXatov  4532  [9,  14] 

K€cpaXaLd)r'r]c  see  Index  XI 
,aV5ui2oc  4526  9  4535  32  4536  28 

KXerrrCLv  4536  20 

KXrjpovoixoc  4533  [4,  10] 

KXCvrj  4540  2 

KXoirrj  4536  22 

KOLvov  4536  32 

i<6ij,rjc  see  Index  XI 

KOpiL^€LV  4544  9 

KovcLcrd)pLov  see  Index  XI 

KOTT-p  4525  28 

KpdrLcroc  see  Index  XI 

KTfjpia  4537  4  see  also  Index  IX  {b) 

KvpLaKoc  see  Index  XI 

Kxjpioc  (normative)  4533  3,  [9]  4534  14  4535 

4536  30 

Kdptoc  (lord,  lady)  4539  2  4540  2-3  4544  1,19 
KvpLOc  see  Index  HI,  X 

KOJi.mpxrjc  see  Index  XI 

KCDI^T]  4530  36  4532  [4],  5,  6  4536  15,  38 

XdKKoc  4537  1  4538  2  see  also  Index  IX  (r) 

Xaix^dv€Lv  4525  13,  14  4526  27  4544  17 

XafxTTpoc  4535  1 4 

XafiTTpoc  see  Index  IV,  XI 

XafiTTpOTrjc  see  Index  XI 
XavddvfAv  4525  24 

Aeyen7  4525  9,  16,  21,  30,  32 

XrjcT'pc  4536  23 
AtVor  4534  10,  11 

Xtrpa  see  Index  XIII  {a) 

XoyLcrT]c  see  Index  XI 

Adyoc  see  Index  XI 

ixdyeipoc  see  Index  XII 

p,o.pTvpovv  4533  [16],  17,  [19,  22] 

fiey ac  see  Index  III 

(xeU.  4532  [11?]  4533  1  4534  7,  10  4537  5  4538  3 

Piiv  4533  2 
4533  9 

pi^pCl^^iv  4525  30 
}ji€ptc  see  Index  IX  (a) 

fA.epoc  4528  [12] 

piecoc  4532  2,  1  7 

lj.€Td  4525  28  4531  26-27  4532  114]  4533  6,  9,  12 

4534  11 

p.€TahiaTiO€vai  4533  3 

l^ieroxoc  4526  2 

tj.,Tp,iv  4527  14  4531  13 

{liTp'qCiC  4537  1  4538  ! 
p.'rj  4530  1 25 1  4532  12  4533  5,  [10,  15]  4534  12 

firjSeu  4533  8  4544  18 

p,pKOC  4537  1 2  4538  5 

(I'jrrjp  4531  23  4532  |5,  7]  4533  2,  4,  14,  15,  18 
4535  17 

(j.Tjxa.v'P  4537  2  4538  2 

p^rixo-viKoc  4536  20 

fxicOoc  4525  4 
piicdow  4534  3,  17 

pLicOojctc  4534  1 4 

p^vpiAt]  4535  14 Ia6voc4525  13  4533  5,  [li] 

ixupidc  4527  7,  8,  15,  16 

vav^Lop  see  Index  XIII  {a) 

vavXoP  4525  29,  31  4526  7 

ve'oc  4529  2  4537  1 poelp  4533  [2 1 

34  pofXLCixa  see  Index  XIII  {h) 

popLtcfxdTLOP  see  Index  XIII  {b) 

VOfXOC  4526  3  see  also  Index  IX  (a) 

vococ  4531  1 1 

vDv  4525  24 

ojSoAoc  see  Index  XIII  (b) 
oSe  4533  [2],  3 

UBev  4528  1 1  4529  9 

oiKdrrjc  see  Index  XII 

olisLa  4542  2  -  3  4543  3 

OIKOC  4540  3 

olocS-p-iTore  4536  21 

bpvbeiv  4530  3,  20,  23,  41 

opoXoyete  4530  2-3,  17,  37  4531  10  4534  15  4535 

21,  30,  35  4536  17,  31 
bp,oXoyia  4536  30,  33,  38 

bpioi,  4537  17 
ovofsa  4528  9  4535  1  4536  1,  32 

OTTOTaV  4535  31 

bpiNv  4526  7 
bpKoc  4530  11,  20,  41 

bpp,acBai  4535  18  4536  38 
be  4526  8,  12,  25  4531  27  4532  9  4533  2,  3,  [4,  6, 

7,  10],  11  4534  12 
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bebsynOTOVV  4533  6,  11—12 Scoc  4525  24  4544  8 

bcirep  4528  17 OCTIC  4540  4  4541  5 

Srav  4544  9 

ov  4525  23,  24  4533  7 

oiSek  4525  7  4532  9  4533  7 

ovXrj  4532  17,  [18]  4533  13,  16 
OVTTOJ  4544  8 

ovciaKoc  see  Index  XT 

OVTOC  4525  21,  23,  27  4528  9,  10  4529  8,  10  4533  3, 

5  4535  30,  34,  37  4536  33 
ovTw  4525  32 

OUTOJC  4537  6,  1 1  4538  4 

6<p€CX€lv  4525  13,  14,  30  4531  31  4535  21 

6(ppvc  4533  16 6(p<f>iKidXLoc  see  Index  Xi 

Trayapx^if^  Index  XI rraAamc  4525  12? 

TTap€V(p'piioc  see  Index  XJ 
-napd  4526  27  4528  4  4529  4  4531  2  4533  13,  16 

4535  27,  29,  33,  42  4536  !G  4544  2 7rapa^aLV€,w  4533  7,  [8] 

■napay(yv€cOai  4544  3 

rrapaStSopai  4526  8  4534  11,  12-  13 
'irapaXap.^dveLV  4534  12 

7TapafX€V€lV  4530  10,  32 

Trapapiovri  4530  34 

4525  1 1,  29  4530  12,  [33]  4534  11  4535  30 4536  23 

Trapterdvat  4531  29-30 ^ac  4526  11  4530  16  4531  32  4532  |12],  16  4533 

[6],  1 1  4534  9 

Tvar-pp  4532  10,  13 

'jrarpCKtoc  see  Index  IV,  XT 

TTcXLOjpbdriop  4528  14,  16 

Tr€[X7T€tV  4544  9 
TTCVraiCOCLOL  4532  8  4533  8 

TT^pC  4525  4,  9,  26  4529  8  4531  1 1 

TTepC^XeTTTOc  see  Index  XI 
■rr€pL€lvai  4533  2,  [6 1,  1 1 

TT-pxvc  see  Index  XIII  («) 

wAaroc  4537  7,  8,  13,  14  4538  6 ■rrXotov  4525  29 

TTOKt.  4531  33  4533  9  4535  37  4536  22  4544  10 

tto'Aic  4525  9  4528  [5]  4529  5,  10  4531  24  23  4533 

[5,  16],  17,  1 18]  4534  6  see  also  Index  IX  [a) TToXlTlKOC  4525  6 

TTOpevecQai  4531  25 
TTore  4536  18 

■npdW  4532  15  4534  14 

71  pCv  4544  16 

np6  4525  32 

TTpoypdtpeLv  4533  5  4535  36 

7rpoSo|U,Tj  4533  16 TrpoKelcOai  4528  18  4530  21,  23,  [41],  43  4532  6, 

[10],  13  4533  [9],  13  4534  16,  18  4535  39  4536  34 

■npoTTapepxGcOaL  4535  26 

Trpoc  4325  21  4544  11 

rrpoedyeLP  4532  9 

TTpOC-pKELV  4536  25 

TTpOCTTOpt^til'  4536  1 1 TTpOCTld^PaL  4526  26 

TTpocTpaTTiyetp  see  Index  XT 
TTpoccpcoveip  4528  10,  17  4529  9 

TTpOrdcCCLV  4531  40  -4-1 rrpoTepop  4531  6,  17 

Trpoypeta  4531  14  15 
npvraveveiP  see  Index  XI 

rrpvTavic  see  Index  XI 

rrpdnoc  4535  25 
-rrpa)T097t'Aa^  see  Index  XI 
rrvpoc  4526  9  4527  7,  15 

pk  4532  17 
puj^^bvai  4544  19 
CejbacToc  see  Index  XIII  (/;)  s.v.  v6p,icpa 

crjp.epov  4542  5  4543  2 cn-ixdc  4531  27-28 
CKevoc  4536  21 

c6c  4528  6  4529  6 

crartcovdptoc  see  Index  XI 

cTotyetr  4536  33 

crparTjydc  see  Index  XT 
cTparicbrrjc  see  Index  XI 
cil  4529  7  4534  9,  10,  13  4539  1  4540  1  4541  1  4542 1  4543  1  4544  6,  8,  11,  15,  18,  19 

CVfXTrX'ppCOCLC  4525  19 
cvv  4532  14 

cvvdyeLv  4526  1 1 
cDpSiKLa  see  Index  XI 

cweTTtcTe'AAetv  4526  3—4 cvp'pdojc  ̂ 526  13,  26 

cvpLcrdpai  4531  18-19 cippayic  4533  [14],  16,  19,  21 

cyoAd^ety  4525  6 

cwTT]p  see  Index  X rdXavrop  see  Index  XIII  [b) 

rd^ic  see  Index  XI 

rapciicdpLOc  4534  6 

TapCLKOiicpLKOC  4534  8 

TC  4532  15  4533  [8] 

rb,<vov  4533  1 4],  5,  10,  1 1  1] 

rbXeioc  4534  8 
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reAeurdp  4533  [4] 

reXevrri  4533  [7],  9-10,  12-13 
Tlccap€c  4533  16  4535  28,  38  4536  27 

rerapTOC  4532  2 

Teo:c  4525  2 

rijxp  4534  13  4544  18 
Ttc  4544  16 

roKoc  4532  [15] 

TOTTapx^a  see  Index  IX  (a) 

rorroc  4524  2 

Tpa7T€^{Tr)c  see  Index  XI 

TpdxrjXoc  4528  1 3 

Tpetc  4529  5 

rpiroc  4535  9 

rpiw^oXov  see  Index  XIII  (h) 

TpoTToc  4533  6,  [12] 

rvxT]  4530  5,  [27]  4533  ] 

4534  1 2 

vbpoTTapox^o.  4537  6 

vide  4532  6  4535  13,  17,  35,  42  4536  14,  38  4541  3 

{5A77  4525  2,  12,  16 

ijfxerepoc  4535  20,  31  4536  17,  18,  24 

V7rdpx^t-v  4532  16  4533  3  4535  33 

vTrarcCa  4528  18  4534  16  see  also  Index  IV 

vvaroc  see  Index  XI 

hTTip  4527  5  4530  24,  [44]  4531  15  4533  14  4535 

23,  40  4536  25,  35  4544  18 

Wp0ectc4532  [12]  ̂  
VTT€pTTL7rT€CV  4532  1  4 

VTTepcpveia  4536  17,  18,  24 

vrr^pcpvrjc  4536  7 

vrrrjpeTeZv  4530  6-7,  7—8,  29,  30 

wo'  4525  8,  28  4526  10  4528  6,  7  4529  6,  7  4531 
13  4537  3 

i7TopdXX€w  4525  23,  24 

VTToypdrpetv  4526  5 
vTTohex^cQai  4525  2,  10  4536  22 

VTroK^XcQai  4535  33 

vTToXoy^iv  4526  25 

IJTTOCTaCiC  4536  29 

cpaiv^cBai  4536  19 

(pavepojc  4525  5 

epepeiv  4544  1 3 

(popoc  see  Index  XIV 

eppoveiv  4533  2 
rpojvetv  4525  6,  32 

XaCpetv  4526  3  4544  I 

XaXK€vc  see  Index  XII 

Xp^ojcTGtv  4535  22 

XprjfMari^^iv  4526  3 

Xp’pp^a.Ticp.oc  4532  2 

xpfiv  4525  23,  31 
Xpovoc  4532  14  4533  2  4534  1 1  4536  19 

XpvciKoc  4535  24 
xpvcdc  4535  27,  29,  42  4536  26 

xcvpk  4526  12  4532  1 1 

dip.07rXdrrj  4528  14 

oypoc  4533  13 
(hpa  4539  4  4540  5  4541  3  4542  6  4543  3 

&c  4530  [21],  23,  |41],  43  4532  17,  18  4533  13  4534 

12,  14,  18  453618 
were  4528  8  4529  8 

XVI.  LATIN 

di  4535  41  4536  37  loannu  4536  37 

emu  4535  41  4536  37  Papnuliu  4535  4i 

eteliothhS  4536  37 

XVII.  CORRECTIONS  TO  PUBLISHED  TEXTS 

1  52  17  4528  17  n. 

XVI  1981  4536  1  6  n. 

LXni  4366  4528 

P.  Wash.  Univ,  I  54.5  4529  3  n. 

P.  Wash.  Univ.  II  83.2  4529  3  n. 

Plate  I 


